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Preface 

The essays collected in this volume were published over a period of 
some twenty years . They reflect some of the changes in the modes 
and concerns of the s tudy of Greek tragedy in the United States 
during this period, from the New Critical approach of the essay on 
Euripides' Hippolytu s to the increasing concern with myth, psycho
analytic interpretation, structuralism, and language and writing in the 
recent pieces. They illustrate, I believe, the contention that the many
faceted poetic dramas created by the geniuses of Greek culture at its 
apogee are, and will probably remain, open to many different modes 
of interpretation. 

That these dramas cannot be circumscribed by a single interpretive 
discourse may disturb positivistically minded scholars who would 
like to have one final meaning for each surviving play, but it augurs 
well for the survival of these works into whatever uncertain future 
awaits our descendants .  These are complex meditations on mortality, 
on the inevitability of our confrontation with death, suffering, and 
the unpredictable in human life, on the force of the passions and the 
irrational behind our actions, on justice and retribution, and on the 
question of what larger power, if any, is responsible for the shape that 
our world and our lives take. They will, we may expect, continue to 
intrigue, attract, disturb, puzzle, and in their own mysterious way 
help us make sense of the strange and precarious thing that life often 
seems to be. 

The essays were chosen to illustrate particular methodologies and 
to present Greek tragedy in a perspective that would interest the 
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Preface 

general reader as well as the classical specialist . The arrangement is by 
topic rather than by date of publication, proceeding from the more 
general to the more particular and then back to the general . I begin 
with three recent pieces, all concerned with tragedy in relation to 
myth and language. There follow two essays on Sophocles and four 
on Euripides . In some cases the pairing of essays on the same play (as 
with the Hippolytus and the Bacchae) shows how a shift in one's 
critical viewpoint and terminology may illuminate quite different 
facets of the same work. Essays 10 and I I  are paired because each in a 
different way explores the partial dependence of the tragic effect on 
our basic sense of physicality, on our consciousness of the mortal 
vulnerability of our bodies . The final essay, though not directly con
cerned with drama, I have included because it articulates some of the 
problems and assumptions underlying the interpretation of literature 
now. It thus places the study of the tragic drama of the Greeks in the 
larger framework of the humanities in general . 

In selecting these pieces, I have tried to avoid overlap with my 
other books on ancient drama and to present material that could stand 
on its own. Although the temptation to revise, add, subtract, and 
annotate was strong, I have resisted the temptation and let these 
pieces , with some excisions and additions noted below, stand as pub
lished. The collection, I felt, should indicate the shifting critical 
stances , developments , and varied points of view that one student of 
these works has experienced over many years rather than the imposed 
uniformity of a single moment. 

The changes from the original form of publication are as follows .  
From the first essay, "Greek Tragedy and Society, " I have deleted a 
few pages discussing Euripides ' Hippolytus and Bacchae to avoid over
lap with material in part III of this book. For the same reason I have 
deleted a few sentences of essay 8. To the third essay, "Greek Trag
edy: Writing,  Truth, and the Representation of the Self, " I have 
added a paragraph on the Oedipus Tyrannus and incorporated (in 
revised form) three pages on the Iphigeneia in Tauris from another 
essay that is absent from this volume. Considerations of space and 
scale made it necessary to abbreviate the long essay on Euripides '  
Helen, with accompanying changes in the notes . The footnotes to 
essay 6, "The Tragedy of the Hippolytus, " have been slightly cur
tailed. In a few cases the notes have been slightly recast for the sake of 
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uniformity of reference. There are also minor stylistic revisions 
throughout. Translations are my own unless otherwise noted. 

In looking back at work done over so many years , I am made 
aware of how much I owe to former teachers and to friends and 
colleagues. I cannot render all those thanks here, but they are none
theless deeply felt .  I also express my gratitude to the students with 
whom I have read and discussed these plays , both in Greek and in 
English, over the last quarter century. Their intense questioning of 
what these works had to say to them about the meaning of life often 
taught me as much as I taught them. I renew, with pleasure, the 
expressions of thanks in the individual essays . I warmly thank my 
colleagues in classics and in comparative literature at Brown Univer
sity for many years of friendship , encouragement, and advice. I am 
sensible of the great debt of gratitude that I owe to numerous other 
friends and colleagues on both sides of the Atlantic, and in some cases 
on the other side of the Pacific, who discussed these works with me, 
generously sent copies of publications ,  and gave me the benefit of 
their insight, acumen, and learning. 

Fellowships from the American Academy in Rome, the Center for 
Hellenic Studies in Washington, the American Council of Learned 
Societies , the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, and 
the National Endowment for the Humanities provided the leisure and 
freedom in which many of these essays were developed and written. I 
thank all of these institutions for their trust and support. The task of 
typing and retyping the manuscripts over the years was undertaken 
with ever-cheerful efficiency by Frances Eisenhauer and Ruthann 
Whitten. Mrs. Whitten also retyped the notes for several of the es
says . Karen Bassi helped with editorial details .  Two anonymous 
readers of Cornell University Press provided helpful advice about 
selecting the essays.  Bernhard Kendler of the Press ,  who conceived 
and encouraged this proj ect, displayed exemplary patience toward 
my changing views of what to include. The staff of the Press ,  as in 
the past, proved courteously and efficiently helpful at all stages of 
production. In particular, I thank Roger Haydon, whose incisive 
copy editing consistently improved the readability of the text. 

My dedication expresses my gratitude for all that I ,  like so many 
others , have learned about Greek drama from Bernard Knox and for 
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his broader, if less tangible, contributions to the classics in his 
quarter century as director of the Center for Hellenic Studies in 
Washington. 

CHARLES SEGAL 
Providence, Rhode Island 
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II 
GREEK TRAGEDY: 

MYTH AND STRUCTURE 





CHAPTER I / 
Greek Tragedy and So ciety : 

A Structuralist P erspective 

Over the past two or three decades, students of Greek tragedy have 
shown an increasing concern with conceptual patterns, with struc
tures of thought, action, and language. A greater circumspection 
about the nature of character in ancient drama has lessened the ten
dency to view the plays in terms of psychological realism. Earlier in 
the century the Cambridge School of Harrison, Murray, and Corn
ford stimulated interest in the social and ritual structures reflected in 
the plays and pointed students to underlying patterns rather than to 
surface literalism. At about the same time Freud and Jung were set
ting the foundation for the recovery of underlying patterns of a dif
ferent nature. From the 1930S on, especially in Germany, scholars 
devoted special attention to tragedy's formal and dramatic structure: 
dialogue and monologue, the patterning of the odes , the messenger's 
speech, patterns of intrigue and deception. 

In America the New Criticism of the fifties focused on patterns 
latent in the poetic language of the plays . Such studies as R. F .  
Goheen's of the Antigone and Bernard Knox's of the Oedipus Tyrannus 
tried to discern the relation between the poetic texture and the intel
lectual armature of the work. 1 Repeated images, clustered about cer
tain characters or the attitudes embodied by those characters, could 

I. R. F. Goheen, The Imagery oj Sophocles ' Antigone (Princeton 195 I ) ;  B .  M. W .  
Knox, Oedipus at Thebes (New Haven 1957). 
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help articulate the main concerns of the play and relate them to pat
terns of language and action .  

Anthropologically or psychologically oriented scholars ,  among 
them Dodds, Adkins, Vernant, Gouldner, and Slater, have also 
viewed Greek tragedy as the battleground for conflicting value sys
tems and latent tensions within society. 2 J . -P .  Vernant especially , 
concerned with the question of how the social order deals with the 
antinomies that it contains, has stressed tragedy as the field of the 
problematical where the familiar institutions are called into question 
and the moral vocabulary, no longer adequate, becomes ambiguous 
or self-contradictory .  

Society, from this approach, appears not  a crystalline, coherent 
entity inherited by each of its members but rather an ongoing process 
of constructing, abandoning, and readjusting systems of analogies 
and interlocking relations . Interaction and continuous development 
of individual institutions in their relations to one another rather than 
the unity of a centralized entity emerges as the dominant subject for 
scrutiny . This view of the ancient Greek city stresses, in the words of 
A.  Momigliano and S. C. Humphreys, "the study of relations of 
complementarity or conflict between the behavioral norms associated 
with different contexts of interaction. "3 

The structuralist 's position has some similarities to that of the so
ciologist .  "Reality" has its existence in its relation to the mental, 
social, and linguistic constructions of the thinking subj ect. The social 
system resembles the literary work in being viewed, as Roland Bar
thes would say, in the present rather than the perfective tense. Social 
man is not a being secure in the given nexus of familial, ritual, and 
political ties that hold his life together but rather a being continually 
engaged in creating that nexus . 4  

The structuralist emphasis falls not s o  much upon the dominant, 
ideal values at the surface of the culture as on the subsurface tensions 
within the system, the dynamic pulls that the culture has to allow, 

2 .  E .  R.  Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational (Berkeley and Los  Angeles 1 9 5  I); A. 
W. H. Adkins, Merit and Responsibility (Oxford 1 960) ; J . -P. Vernant and P .  Vidal
Naquet, My the et tragedie (Paris 1 972) ; Alvin Gouldner, Enter Plato (New York and 
London 1 965 ) ;  Philip Slater, The Glory of Hera (Boston 1 968) .  

3 ·  A Momigliano and S. C .  Humphreys, "The Social Structure of the Ancient 
City, " Annali della Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa 43 (1 974) 366. 

4· See Roland Barthes , "The Structuralist Activity, " in R.  and F. DeGeorge, eds . , 
The Structuralists from Marx to Levi-Strauss (Garden City, N. Y. 1 972) 1 5 3 .  
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Greek Tragedy and Society 

resist, and contain in order to exist . The achievement of classical 
Athens, then, appears less the crystallization of a marmoreal harmony 
than the open equilibrium between competing values and unresolv
able polarities . 

Such a view gives us a tragedy that reflects the anxieties rather than 
the confident verities of its audience. Robert Browning's Balaustion 
may have found "those Greek qualities of goodness and beauty" in 
"that strangest, saddest, sweetest song" of Euripides, but recent crit
ics find themselves attuned more to the disonances, contradictions, 
and harsh archaic residues that the tragic poet's reworking of myth 
heaves back to the surface . 

The rationality of the form of Greek tragedy only sets off the 
irrationality that it reveals just below the surface of myth, cult, and 
other social forms . Literary critics influenced by both the Freudians 
and the Frazerians have increasingly probed for these latent, often 
darker, meanings which bear promise of revealing the hidden pat
terns and unquestioned assumptions of the society or the knowledge 
that the conscious mind is unwilling or unable to face. In this way the 
darker side of Greek civilization, as expressed in its creation of trag
edy, has enabled modern man in his turn to confront the darker side 
of existence and explore what lies beneath the surface of his own 
highly rationalized, desacralized, excessively technologized culture . 

From Nietzsche onward, Greek tragedy has appeared to hold the 
key to that darker vision of existence, the irrational and the violent in 
man and the world. Tragedy's rediscovery and popularity since 
World War II have filled a need for that vision in modern life, a need 
for an alternative to the Judaeo-Christian view of a world order based 
on divine benignity and love. 

II 

Because it approaches myth as a system of tensions and opposi
tions , the methodology of Claude Levi-Strauss is especially suited to 
explore the conflictual aspect of tragedy. For Levi-Strauss, mythic 
thought operates in terms of bipolar oppositions. The function of 
myth is to mediate fundamental contradictions in human existence, 
man's relation to man in society and to nature in the external world. 
Recognizing that our perception and representation of experience are 
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structured by coded patterns of language, gesture, ritual, and so on, 
structuralism provides a frame in which we can formulate precisely 
and thoroughly the interrelation between the political, the linguistic, 
the religious, the psychological-all the many levels of dramatic 
action . 

In a structuralist analysis the details of kinship, dress ,  architecture, 
eating, and ritual are not merely isolated data or Realien but elements 
of a structured message, a "code . " Each code expressed in its own 
terms-the "languages" of ritual, kinship , diet-a microcosm of the 
social order. In the analysis of a myth or a literary work it is not the 
surface details in themselves which are important but the relational 
patterns, the configurations, of these details in the various codes , the 
"analogy of functions"  rather than the "analogy of substances . "  

Whereas the New Criticism tends to isolate a work in a cultural 
vacuum and to limit itself to the internal coherence of verbal struc
tures , structuralism seeks to relate the value structures of the society 
to the aesthetic structures of the literary work. Its concern, however, 
is not so much with the internal logic and coherence of the codes per 
se as with the cognitive patterns of the culture which they imply and 
the correspondence between the semantic structures of the literary 
work and the social structures of the culture as a whole. 

When we turn from structures of society to structures of literary 
texts , however, we encounter a fundamental difficulty. The literary 
work imposes a secondary structure of language and meanings upon 
the given structures of the society. Unavoidably, it uses the codes 
that constitute the mental patterns of the society; and it could be 
analyzed, at one level, solely in terms of those accepted, normative 
codes . But at the same time it deliberately manipulates , distorts, or 
otherwise transforms those patterns in the special self-conscious 
structures-linguistic, psychological, societal-superimposed by its 
own internal, aesthetic coherence. To put it differently, the work of 
literature overlays the codified contiguity of signifiant and signifie with 
a new internal coding wherein the relationships between sound and 
sense, between overt and latent meaning, between literal and figur
ative significance of words , change from the familiar (that is ,  the 
precoded) to the unexpected, the novel, and the striking . 

Tragedy's relation to the expression of the social order encoded in 
myths is particularly complex. As part of a public festival, a ritual in 
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honor of the god Dionysus ,  tragedy validates the social order. It 
demonstrates the dangers of excess ,  impiety, or overconfidence with
in a coherent system of symbols representative of the divine, politi
cal, and social order. The presence of the gods , the palace of the king, 
the altars and shrines, the oracles, the house create a microcosm of the 
totality of that order. At the same time the violence of the action, the 
radical questioning of justice both human and divine, the searching 
explorations of the failure or the betrayal of public and private moral
ity take us outside that order. In the magical circle of the orchestra the 
normal coherence that distinguishes and balances good and evil, love 
and hate, kin and stranger breaks down. The world order is stretched 
to its limits; its intelligibility is suspended. 

So tragedy, while affirming the interrelatedness of all parts of the 
human and divine order, also has the peculiarity of calling into ques
tion the normative codes themselves. Both in language and in its 
enacted narrative, tragedy effects a violent derangement of the codes , 
a deliberate destructuring of the familiar patterns of order. In tragedy, 
as to some degree in all literature, the "message" of the specific text 
not only brings to life something that was not in the code but can 
threaten to destroy the code itself. 

The parallels between strained diction, violent metaphors , per
verted rituals, and inverted sexual roles in the Oresteia show the 
violence done to the linguistic, ritual, and familiar codes . The Oedipus 

Tyrannus develops an elaborate correspondence between the confu
sion of language in the riddles of the Sphinx and in the oracles of the 
gods (the two polar forms of utterance have a disconcerting unity) , 
the social inversions of king and scapegoat, the ritual inversions of 
pollution and purification, and the domestic confusion of father and 
husband, father and brother, wife and mother. Here, as in the 

Oresteia, the linguistic, political, ritual, and familial codes are all in

volved simultaneously in the unstable situation from which tragic 

suffering arises . Confused intermingling, inversions , troubling iden

tifications replace reassuring demarcation or differentiation .  The 

original structures are suspended, forcing the mind to reach beyond 

those structures in the painful search for other principles of order or 

in the even more painful admission that there are no principles of 

order. Here men must face the chaos that their mental structures

social, linguistic, political, sexual, spatial-deliberately shut out. 
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III 

A Greek tragedy is a special kind of mythical narration .  We cannot 
approach it exactly as Levi-Strauss approaches a given myth, recon
structing an underlying pattern by comparing the corresponding 
terms ("my themes") in a large number of variants . 5  The structuralist 
analysis of the coding processes of language can trace the relation 
between aesthetic patterns and patterns of order in the society as a 
whole. The literary critic, on the other hand, is concerned not with 
the core structure of the myth as revealed and realized in its variants 
but with the particular variant that is the literary work. 

To take a specific example, to which we shall return later, Sopho
cles ' Trachiniae uses a system of analogies based on an underlying 
opposition of god and beast, civilization and savagery . The play 
opens with Deianeira anxious about the long absence of Heracles, her 
husband. She laments the cares of her life and tells how the mon
strous river-god, Achelous, and Heracles fought to win her hand, a 
battle described in a later choral ode (497-530) .  A messenger an
nounces Heracles'  return. Deianeira sees the young and beautiful Iole 
in the entourage and soon learns that Iole is destined for Heracles '  
bed. At first calm and forgiving,  she later returns to the stage re
solved to try a love charm given to her in another violent wooing,  the 
attempted rape long ago by the Centaur Nessus . Fatally wounded by 
Heracles'  arrow, poisoned with the Hydra's venom, Nessus in
structed Deianeira to save the blood clotted around his wound. All 
these years she has kept it stored in the inner chambers of the house. 
Now she anoints a robe with it and sends it to Heracles for his 
sacrificial celebration at Cape Cenaeum, across the water from Tra
chis .  Her son Hyllus arrives soon after with the news of the robe's  
effect: Heracles,  in the midst of slaughtering bulls at the sacrificial 
fires, was suddenly seized by terrible agony, and he is now coming to 
Trachis to exact vengeance from Deinaeira. Realizing what she has 
done, she exits in silence; soon her suicide in the bedchamber is 
described. Ferocious in his pain, Heracles arrives, ready to kill De-

5· For example, Claude Levi-Strauss, "The Structural Study of Myth" ( r 9 5 5 ) ,  in 
DeGeorge and DeGeorge (note 4) r 69-94; The Raw and the Cooked: Introduction to a 
Science oj Mythology, trans. J. and D. Weightman (New York 1 970) ; and subsequent 
volumes of Mythologiques . 
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ianeira with his own hands . When he learns the details of the poison 
and hears the name of Ness us, he realizes that he is doomed in accor
dance with an old oracle from Zeus . He forces the reluctant Hyllus to 
marry Iole and makes him promise to take him to Mount Oeta where 
he is to be burned on a funeral pyre. In a last speech he checks his cries 
of pain with heroic endurance and exits with son and followers for 
Oeta. Hyllus (or the chorus) closes the play with a lament about the 
remoteness and indifference of the gods. 

From this rather complicated action emerges a symmetrical rela
tion between Nessus, the beast-man, and Heracles, the man who 
stands in a special proximity to the gods . Structurally, the success of 
Nessus' revenge and the deaths of Heracles and Deianeira can be 
described as a series of failed mediations between the poles of bes
tiality and divinity . Heracles acts out the anomalous role of a beast
god insofar as he, the son of Zeus , repeats the violence of the Cen
taur. Sacrifice in the ritual code, marriage in the sexual code, the safe 
interior of the house in the spatial and familial codes-all are iso
morphic expressions of this basic failure of mediation, the destruction 
of the mean where civilization is possible. Normal communication 
between man and god is destroyed, and with it collapse the hier
archical relation between beast, man, and god, the equilibrium be
tween the violent sexual instincts which links man with beast, and the 
coherent social and cosmic order that links man with gods . The 
triumph of the "beast" Nessus through his poisoned blood, a spec
ious love charm that reaches back to the destructive monstrosity of 
the Hydra, the resultant perversion of the sacrificial rite into the 
killing of the god-man by the beast-man, and the destruction of the 
house and marriage are not only elements in a causal sequence but 
also simultaneous manifestations of an underlying structure-or 
rather, the disintegration of structure. Achelous and Hydra, for ex
ample, are agents within a causal series that culminates in Heracles ' 
death, but they are also forces ever present in the action, existing 
simultaneously with and parallel to Nessus and the bestial aspect of 
Heracles. 

Sacrifice, which plays a central role in this and other tragedies , is 
the mediating vehicle within the system of relations and communica
tions that link gods and men. Sacrifice validates the world order by 
affirming the hierarchical relation of god-man-beast . The immortal 
gods receive the airy smoke that mounts from the durable bones 
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Mortal men sustain themselves with the roasted meat of the perisha
ble flesh. The human celebrant who offers the victim to the gods is as 
far above the beast as he is below the god who receives the offering. 6 

The ritual stylization of killing during the sacrifice and the roasting of 
the flesh to be consumed by the celebrants after the sacrifice separate 
the structured world of "culture" from the savagery of wild 
"nature . " By establishing a system of conjunctions and disjunctions, 
sacrifice makes manifest the implicit logic of the world order. It 
separates gods from men and men from beasts, but it also opens a 
way of access from men to gods. In tragedy that system of logical 
relations is confused or overthrown, sometimes to be recreated on a 
new basis . The centrality of sacrifice as a symbolic expression of 
system explains,  in part, why sacrifice and its distortions or perver
sions play such an important role in tragedy: one thinks of the stories 
of Thyestes , Iphigeneia at Taurus and at Aulis, Medea, Ajax-all 
recurrent subjects of tragedy and all characterized by perverted 
sacrifice. 7 

Kingship , like sacrifice, is not merely a one-dimensional social 
category, political in the case of kingship , religious in the case of 
sacrifice. In tragedy, as in early Greek myth and literature more 
generally, the king occupies the symbolic point where the human and 
the divine, the natural and supernatural worlds intersect . His suffer
ings represent the efforts of the society to maintain those relations 
with the cosmic order on which its physical and spiritual life depends. 
In the Oresteia, by illustration, Aeschylus takes great pains to establish 
the spatial coordinates of this kingship . The point at which the king 
suffers and dies is a point of crossing between elemental opposites : sea 
and fire (Ag . 28 I ff. , 65of. , 958 ) ,  winter and summer (966-72) , upper 
and lower limits (cf. hyper-, hypo-, "above, " "below, " in Ag . 786) , 
divine honor and bestial degradation .  It is not just the suffering of 
Agamemnon as an individual which moves us but the cosmic, re
ligious, and social vibrations in the drastic reversal and fearful col
lapse of polarities that define both the ordered structure of the society 
and the natural and supernatural order. Hence Agamemnon's walk-

6. For this view of sacrifice see M. Detienne, J . -P. Vernant, et ai . ,  La cuisitle du 
sacrifice en pays grec (Paris 1 979) ; M. Detienne, Les jardins d'Adonis (Paris 1 972) ; and J . -
P. Vernant, My the e t  societe en  Creee ancienne (Paris 1 974) . 

7· See Walter Burkert, "Greek Tragedy and Sacrificial Ritual, " CRBS 7 ( 1 966) 
87- 1 2 1 ;  also his Homo Necans ( 1 972; Berkeley and Los Angeles 1 98 3 ) .  
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ing on the carpet is not merely an act of individual pride which 
provokes the "envy" of gods and men (cf. Ag . 92 1-25 ,  947) but a 
terrifying confusion of boundaries in the figure who is charged with 
the sacred task of linking human and divine, making visible in his 
mortal person the numinous order of the gods . 

The Greek tragic hero, then, is not a "character" quite as the hero 
of a modern fiction is a character, an individual with a three-dimen
sional, idiosyncratic personality . He is, rather, both an individual 
caught in a moral conflict and a symbolic element within a complex 
socioreligious structure. He carries the linear flow of the action and is 
a constellation of patterns present simultaneously in all parts of the 
action. Alongside the individualized personalities of Aeschylus '  
Agamemnon, Sophocles ' Oedipus, or Euripides ' Pentheus ,  that i s  to 
say, stands the role of sacral kingship ; and in that role each of these 
figures concentrates in himself the crisis in relations between the 
human, natural, and supernatural worlds which forms the starting 
point for the tragic action. 

In the Oedipus Tyrannus, for example, the plague, manifestation of 
a disturbance in the relation between man and god, both reveals and 
engages the hero at the point of maximum exposure to the unknown. 
It forces him to take responsibility for the troubled cosmic order and 
propels him into reversals of power and helplessness ,  knowledge and 
ignorance, divine and bestial in the ensuing dramatic action . The king 
supplicated with nearly divine honor in the prologue (0 T 3 1  -54) 
proves to be the beastlike pollution wandering "in the savage wood
land, the bull of the rocks" (477ff. ) .  The spatial coordinates of this 
reversal in the ritual and biological codes are clearly demarcated in the 
fall of the "tyrant" from rooftop to ground in the third stasimon 
(863-79) . A horizontal axis from palace to wild, city to mountain, 
man to beast, intersects a vertical axis from highest to lowest, king to 
scapegoat. At the point of intersection stands Oedipus, whose identi
ty consists of this intersection of contradictions, this simultaneous 
presence of polarities. 

To describe these structural and spatial coordinates of Oedipus' 
tragic situation is to supplement, not to deny, our affective reactions 
of pity and fear to the undeserved agonies of a great-souled man as 
they unfold before us. A structuralist approach to Oedipus ' tragedy 
reinforces its connections with the patterns of sacral kingship, linking 
him with Aeschylus'  Agamemnon, with Euripides ' Heracles and 
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Pentheus, or even with Shakespeare's Lear and Hamlet . Within the 
limits of the play itself, the approach helps us appreciate the cosmic 
implications of Oedipus' ruin and hence the underlying seriousness
spoudaiotes is Aristotle 's term-of our involvement in that ruin. It is 
no ordinary individual who undergoes this suffering but a paradig
matic figure. His fate must deeply concern us because it involves a 
fundamental issue-the order or chaos of our world and the capacity 
of our social and intellectual constructs to contain that chaos .  

Like psychological analysis , a structuralist reading seeks to  uncover 
latent, subsurface meanings, to reveal implicit rather than explicit 
structures ;  and so a structuralist view of sacrifice focuses on the nexus 
of logical relations described above. From a psychological point of 
view, however, sacrifice expresses the violence beneath the surface of 
the social order and the need to expel that violence . Rene Girard, who 
has approached tragedy from this point of view, portrays the tragic 
action as sacralizing violence by the choice of an arbitrary victim, a 
pharmakos or scapegoat whose death or suffering removes violence 
from the realm of men and gives it back to the gods . 8 In the sacrificial 
action of tragedy, the hero doubles with his bestial opposite-Hera
cles with Nessus in the Trachiniae, Pentheus with Dionysus in the 
Bacchae-only to be separated from him in the sacrificial death that 
reestablishes distinctions and gradations and thereby prevents a fur
ther collapse into chaos .  

The cultural meaning that certain symbols possess does not, of 
course, preclude their psychological significance. To the cultural his
torian, for example, the opening of the Oedipus Coloneus reflects the 
Greeks' religious concern with pollution and purification and the rites 
of supplication. To the Freudian critic, Oedipus' blind entrance to an 
inviolate grove of hallowed female goddesses is not only the ritual 
frame for the ensuing drama but also the reenactment of a prior 
pattern in Oedipus' life: it recapitulates at a new level the hero 's 
transgressive entrance into a dark forbidden place of the mother, a 
place connected with her mysterious power of creating life .  Entrance 
to the grove is a movement from the Bad Mother who cast him into 
the wild to the nurturing mother who receives and shelters him. The 
response to cruel expulsion from the womb, from Jocasta's body to 

8. Rene Girard, Violence and the Sacred, trans. P.  Gregory ( 1 972; Baltimore 1 977) . 
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Cithaeron (symbol of the Bad Mother) , is acceptance back into the 
womblike earth of that generous mother, the pious city of Athens . 

In moving from the Tyrannus to the Coloneus, Sophocles shifts 
from an infantile world of primary acceptance or rejection to a public 
realm of civic action. Through the symbolism of the Eumenides and 
their grove the civic frame of Athens in the Oedipus Coloneus seems 
able, finally, to reconcile the two faces of woman, the generosity and 
the destructiveness of the mother as perceived by the totally depen
dent infant to whom her absence or presence means denial or 
fulfillment. 9 

From a structuralist perspective, the grove is the point of conjunc
tion between the city and the wild, the place of shelter and the ex
posed world of the polluted outcast. It is also the focus for a vertical 
spatial axis between upper and lower worlds ,  gods and men. It unites 
the two poles of Oedipus' status : below the human as the despised, 
impure, exiled parricide and incestuous criminal and above the human 
as a hero mysteriously called by divine voices that come from both 
above and below. 

Mother, womb, mother earth, and city are all parts of a single 
symbolic complex. Oedipus ' acceptance by Athens in the Oedipus 
Coloneus is thus a shift from the unmediated swing of the polluted and 
exiled king between godhead and bestiality so dangerous in the Ty
rannus to the king's  restoration to a civic frame. He becomes the 
mediator between chthonic and Olympian powers and stands in a 
privileged relation to the goddesses who embody both the destructive 
and the creative forces of nature. His marginal status thus parallels 
that of the Eumenides themselves.  Like them he is an ambiguous 
figure whose place is at the fringes of the city, the liminal space at the 
borders of the land . Like them he dispenses both curses and blessings .  
Received back into the city, he has a place of honor as a hero, but he is 
still in a sense outside, for his tomb is unknown to all  but Theseus . 
His end is hidden in mystery, associated with places of mysterious 
transition between worlds , the "brazen-footed road" with its 
"bronze steps" into the earth (OC 57 ,  I 590ff. ) .  

9 .  Helen Bacon, "Women's Two Faces : Sophocles ' View o f  the Tragedy of 
Oedipus and His Family, " in Science and Psychoanalysis, American Academy of Psy
choanalysis Decennial Memorial Volume (New York 1 966) 1 0-27· 
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IV 

Levi-Strauss 's  view of myth as exploring and validating the op
position between nature and culture, the "raw" and the "cooked, " is 
substantiated by a great deal of Greek tragedy. Here the tension 
between nomos and physis, culture and nature, often takes the form of 
a tension between the spheres of confident human authority and 
divine autonomy. On the one hand lies the polis and its Olympian
sponsored, male-oriented institutions , the area where man imposes 
structure and the ordering conventions of nomos upon the potentially 
threatening impulses of physis . On the other hand lies the power of 
the gods in its elusive, unknown aspects , the chthonic divinities and 
the areas of human life under their supervision, the stain of impurity, 
the threatening realm of women, the biological processes of birth and 
death, the demands of nurture (trophe) and blood ties , and the curses 
produced or transmitted in the area of such blood ties . 

The origins and development of civilization, the emergence of law 
(nomos) and justice (dike), the mastery over the savagery both in 
nature and in man himself are important themes in all the surviving 
tragedians as well as in the thought of their contemporaries , Hero
dotus, Protagoras, Hippias ,  Hippocrates , Democritus, and others . 
Aeschylus '  Prometheus trilogy (of which only the Prometheus Bound 
survives) deals with the origins of civilized technology. In his Oresteia 
the juridical resolution of homocide in the city evolves from primi
tive blood vengeance in the family. Sophocles won his first victory 
with a play about a culture hero, the Triptolemus of 468 B.C. His lost 
Palamedes, Nauplius, and probably Daedalus seem to have been based 
on similar subj ects . The first stasimon of the Antigone ( 3 3 2-75) is one 
of the great texts of the fifth century on man's  conquest of nature; it 
brings this broad evolutionary perspective to the play's conflicts be
tween political authority and the ties of blood, between the ra
tionalism and Olympian religion supposedly governing the state and 
the emotional bonds among kin and the chthonic deities whose 
sphere is burial and respect for the dead. Sophocles ' Philoctetes, whose 
hero has been described as an ancient Robinson Crusoe, draws heav
ily on Sophistic theories about the origins of culture to explore the 
paradox that the miserable outcast on a desert island may embody a 
more valid and humane vision of civilized order than the goal-ori-
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ented, unscrupulous, manipulative leaders of the Greek army at 
Troy. 

Aeschylus sets these issues in a religious framework that implicates 
the entire cosmic order; Sophocles tends to embody them in deeply 
involving personalities . Sophocles ' richness of characterization some
times distracts attention from questions of social order and justice, 
but those questions are always strongly present nonetheless .  In his 
Electra, for example, the heroine's  personal suffering and endurance 
seem to occupy the foreground. Yet they derive much of their impact 
and importance from the fact that she is the sole champion of justice 
in the corrupt land of Mycenae. The king has long ago been mur
dered by the selfish and licentious queen Clytaemnestra, his death 
symbolizing the corruption in both the political and the moral order. 
Rituals too are violated; family ties are turned from love to hate; the 
natural order is inverted. Orestes , coming from outside, bent on the 
practical fulfilment of the deed (ergon) of revenge in a male world of 
efficient action and a logically defined background of space and time, 
stands in stark contrast to an Electra confined to the house, involved 
in an inner, female realm of static words (logoi) , uttering Niobe-like 
lamentations in a petrified timelessness ( 1 45-52) .  Electra 's  tragedy of 
sheer spirit, force of will, and feeling turned to hatred and killing, 
though relieved in part by the joyful reunion with her brother in the 
moving recognition scene of the play, remains defined by a larger, 
suprapersonal field of reversals . In that field, life has become death, 
the king's  palace is a locus of corruption rather than order, and jus
tice, recoverable only at the cost of matricide, becomes confused and 
problematical . 

The scale and violence of the Peloponnesian War, with its atrocities 
of Corcyra, Melos,  and Mytilene, made men more keenly aware of 
how precarious are the ordered forms of civilized life. Euripides de
picted the breakdown and disintegration of those forms in such trag
edies as the Medea, Hecuba, Trojan Women, Phoenissae, and Bacchae. 
The Medea, produced in the year that the Peloponnesian War began 
(43 I B. c . ) ,  shows the unleashed violence of love turned to hatred, 
passion to ferocity. In its heroine the traditional passivity of woman is 
changed to a murderous revenge that destroys maternal love and 
leaves the male antagonist impotent and shattered. In the Hippolytus 
and the Bacchae too, the potential destructiveness of the emotional life 
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centers on woman as the symbol and the focal point for the irra
tionality that the polis must suppress . In the Bacchae the destructive 
power of the irrational annihilates the city itself. Dionysus, god of 
wine, religious ecstasy, madness, and illusion, retaliates against the 
Theban king, Pentheus, who has rej ected his worship , by maddening 
the women of the city and driving them to the mountain with the 
king's mother, Agave, at their head. The hierarchical separation of 
god, man, and beast breaks down as the god appears in the form of 
bull, snake, or lion and is present to his worshipers in the holy 
thiasos, the ecstatic band of Maenads . Pentheus, the substitute victim 
of the god, becomes a fearsome human sacrifice, torn apart as a beast
victim in a sacrifice where the mother is the "priestess of the murder" 
( I I 1 4) .  The king's death in the Dionysiac sparagmos or ritual "rending 
apart" is a symbolic rending of the city itself, no longer able to 
integrate emotionality and religious ecstacy into the order of civic 
institution and law. That order collapses with the centrifugal move
ment that ends the play, the exile of the queen mother Agave after she 
kills her son and the bestial metamorphosis of the old king, Cadmus, 
the culture hero who had founded Thebes . 

Throughout Greek tragedy, systems of linked polarity-mortal 
and divine, male and female, man and beast, city and wild-operate 
within the dense fabric of the language and the plot. They encompass 
not just the emotional, interior world of the individual character or 
spectator but the whole of society in its multiple relationships to the 
natural and supernatural order. 

v 

The hero of Greek tragedy stands at the point where the boundaries 
of opposing identities meet, where identity itself becomes the para
doxical conjunction of opposites . To return to the example of 
Aeschylus' Agamemnon, the king, trying in vain to avoid the doom 
to which, inexorably, his own nature, his past actions, and the violent 
passions of his wife are pulling him, asks, "Revere me as a man, not 
as a god" (AEYw xa't' liv()(>a, fl� 8£ov , aE�£lv EflE , Ag. 925 ) .  By 
walking upon the carpet, however, he overreaches to a godlike sta
tus, only to plummet suddenly, in a dramatic reversal from god to 
beast, sacrificed like a hull in an unholy and perverted rite. 

Heracles in the Trachiniae follows a similar pattern. Son of Zeus 
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and conqueror of monsters , he fuses with the bestial victims that he 
sacrifices, burned and devoured by the Hydra's poison . His pyre on 
Mount Oeta is the place of both his triumph and his defeat . It hints at 
his immortalization as a god, but it also marks his subjection to the 
bestiality inside him which is still unconquered and which is sym
bolized by the monsters of his past. The Hydra and Nessus have, in a 
sense, vanquished him. 

The perverted ritual, a recurrent feature of Greek tragedy, itself 
indicates the destruction of the mediations between god and beast 
which the forms of civilized life assert. Civilization separates man 
from the "beastlike life" (theriodes bios) on the one hand and places 
him in a subordinate but propitious relation to the gods on the other. 
The tragic hero, however, is polarized at the opposite extremes : ei
ther he is involved in bestial actions (incest ,  matricide, and parricide 
fall within this category) , or else he aspires to some form of godlike 
power or autonomy. 

Tragedy differs from ritual. Tragedy stresses not the orderly pro
cess of transition from one stage oflife to another but the in-between
ness, the marginality, and the ambiguity in the juxtaposition of the 
two stages . In the cultic background of the Trachiniae, the pyre on 
Mount Oeta was important in a ritual that rewarded Heracles for his 
life of labors, which freed the earth of monsters and made it safe for 
civilized life .  A shrine on Oeta where burnt offerings were made 
from early archaic times attests to this cult of the apotheosized hero . 
In Sophocles ' play, however, the pyre is part of the ambiguity be
tween god and beast which surrounds Heracles .  In stressing the pyre 
in the promises that Heracles exacts from his son Hyllus at the end, 
Sophocles raises the issue of the hero's  apotheosis . Yet he gives no 
clear, unambiguous reference to Heracles' future immortality on 
Olympus, only dark and uncertain hints .  In cult the pyre and the 
rituals around it affirm the mediation between god and man; in trag
edy that focal point in the ritual becomes the center of the most 
problematical part of the hero' s  existence, the mystery of his suspen
sion between the highest and lowest extremes. 

In Euripides ' Electra the death of Aegisthus, though just, is a kind 
of human sacrifice . In the grimjustice of the play that quasi-sacrificial 
act has a spatial analogue; it is located outside the polis, performed in 
honor of the Nymphs, divinities of forest and mountain who are also 
(ironically in the context of the Electra), divinities connected with 
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marriage. Marriage and sacrifice are here combined, as they are 
throughout a play whose series of perverted rites weave together 
familial, sexual, spatial, biological, and political codes in its violated 
cosmic and social order. Likewise in the Heracles Mad the hero who 
ostensibly defends the civilized order comes to embody its destruc
tion. After saving his family from the cruel tyrant Lycus , Heracles is 
afflicted with a homicidal madness in the throes of which he performs 
a perverted ritual: he sacrifices his children to the accompaniment of 
an insane inner dancing and song.  Coming from the Underworld, he 
would purify himself from that dark realm and thus reestablish order. 
But then he plunges into the even darker Hell of his own violence, 
from ritual purification to the most horrible pollutions . 

The order affirmed by ritual is both literal and symbolic. The ritual 
represented as part of the tragic action is therefore a symbol within a 
symbol. It is a literal recreation of the cosmic order in the regular 
succession of stylized acts performed just as they were in illo tempore, 
to use Mircea Eliade's terminology-the magical time of creation 
reenacted by myth, when order emerges from chaos .  It is at the same 
time a symbolic expression of the order that the rite reasserts through 
the symbolic or metaphorical meaning acquired by these acts in con
stant repetition over centuries . 

The perverted ritual of tragedy can for these reasons serve as the 
most intense and inclusive focus of the disrupted cosmic order. It 
enacts the disruptions of that order in one particular code among 
many, but at the same time the particular code, itself the fullest 
symbolic expression of the harmonies between man and god and 
between man and nature, includes all other codes . Ritual 's special 
symbolic and expressive function in the society, in other words , gives 
it a privileged status within the secondary, superimposed structure of 
the literary work. Here it is both a code among codes and the code 
that expresses the harmonious interlocking of all codes in the order of 
the whole. 

In the literary work, whose medium is words , language has a 
similarly privileged function. The powerful effect of the Cassandra 
scene of the Agamemnon derives in part from the close interlocking of 
ritual and linguistic codes . There is a parallel breakdown of the two 
most expressive, synoptic focuses of the civilized and aesthetic order; 
each code functions in the work as a metaphor virtually interchange-
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able with the other code, and each functions as a code that sums up all 
other codes . 

To return to Sophocles, the entity "Oedipus" in the Tyrannus 
similarly renders problematical the familiar configurations by which 
civilized man keeps chaos at bay. There is a reciprocal relation and 
interaction between Oedipus as individual character and Oedipus as 
king, the focal point for the cosmic order. On the one hand Oedipus 
polarizes the universe into unmediated extremes : overdetermination 
by the gods and utter chaos ;  gods who are providential and intelligent 
and gods who "leap" upon their victims like beasts of prey (0 T 469, 
1 3 I I ;  cf. 263 ) ;  the riddles of the bestial Sphinx and the oracles of 
Olympian Apollo.  On the other hand this ambiguous world order 
simultaneously polarizes the unstable configuration of personal traits 
that make up the character we call Oedipus . It leaves him pre
cariously oscillating between the two opposite fields of his identity: 
quasi-divine power and bestial rage, strength and weakness, self
affirmation and utter helplessness ,  confident knowledge and abysmal 
ignorance, proud rationality and uncontrolled passion. As his world 
splits into two increasingly disparate halves , so Oedipus splits into 
the antithetical halves of a self that can no longer hold together on the 
old terms . He can no longer exist (or rather coexist) as both murderer 
and ruler, both destroyer and savior; he has to confront the identity
in-polarity of himself as both king and scapegoat . Whatever new 
unity and strength of self Oedipus possesses at the end rests on a new 
set of balances between authority and weakness, autonomy and 
subjection . 

In the poetry of the plays, metaphor facilitates the interconnection 
of the codes and the convertibility of one code into another. In the 
Bacchae the wild Maenads who will destroy the king-victim Pen
theus, are "foals which have left their yokes" ( 1 056) . The king, "in 
the power of" this ambiguous god, allows himself to be dressed as a 
bacchant and speaks of "being dedicated" to him (anakeisthai, 934) .  
Yet the god is also the beast in bull, serpent, and lion form ( 1 0 1 6f. )  
and the hunter whose "noose" will hurl the prey beneath the "herd" 
of Maenads that will destroy him ( 1 020-23 ) .  This metaphorical in
terlocking, as in the Oedipus Tyrannus, is compounded by the ironies 
of double vision, madness ,  and ecstatic transport; so there are actually 
two levels of interlocking codes , one through metaphor and another 
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through the ironic interchange of appearance and reality . Through 
the peculiar nature and powers of Dionysus as god of madness and 
illusion, the trope becomes the reality . That blurring on the level of 
language corresponds to analogous blurring on the levels of percep
tion (madness and sanity, illusion and truth) and ritual (celebrant and 
deity, sacrificer and sacrificed) . Pentheus, figuratively savage (agrios) 
and the offspring of a lioness (c[ 542, 98 8-90) , is seen as an actual 
lion by the maddened Agave ( I I 74,  1 2 1 5 ,  1 278 ,  etc. ) .  He himself sees 
the god in the form of the beast (e. g .  6 1 7f[ ,  922; c[ 1 1 59) . 

Like the Oedipus Tyrannus, the Bacchae is in a sense a paradigm of 
tragedy itself, simultaneously telescoping polarity and identity . The 
tragic king is the figure who must occupy both extremes at the same 
time. Kingship is located at the isolated point of exposure to elemen
tal forces and their abrupt reversal, the point where order crosses over 
into disorder, where apparent chaos harbors a coherence hitherto 
unseen . 

VI 

Just as the king, standing at the summit of happiness and power, 
can suddenly move from highest to lowest through chance event or 
the "envy of the gods" (Herodotus 1 . 207) , so the tragic hero, 
through accident or inner nature or some combination, finds his 
strength turned to weakness ,  his prosperity to misery. It is through 
his suffering and integrity of spirit that he creates new definitions of 
these values . 

Sophocles , in particular, depicts tragic figures who are more ex
posed than other men to the extremes of the human condition as they 
appear in the world and their own natures . "Such natures , "  as Creon 
says in the Oedipus Tyrannus, "are justly most difficult for themselves 
to bear" (674-75) . These figures , in their intense reactions to these 
extremes , become paradigms of the precarious status of honor, 
power, happiness .  They have affinities with the savage world outside 
the limits of the city, but they also possess qualitites indispensable to 
their societies. Ajax, Antigone, Oedipus, Philoctetes are or become 
outlaws ,  and yet they are also champions of values essential to civi
lized life :  personal integrity, devotion to kinship ties , energy, and 
intelligence. The course of the tragic action takes these heroes 
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through a sharp reversal of status, thereby requiring a redefinition of 
basic values . In the Ajax the trusty warrior becomes a hated criminal . 
In the Oedipus Tyrannus the king who has saved the city becomes the 
source of its pollution. In the Philoctetes and the Oedipus Coloneus, by 
contrast, the helpless outcast becomes the true hero , the source of an 
inner strength invisible to others . Within the boundary situations 
created by tragedy, truth and illusion undergo paradoxical shifts .  
Fragility may prove to be the source of another form of power. 

Anthropologists, Victor Turner among them, have called attention 
to the importance of these liminal situations and to the liminal status 
of such figures as the outcast and the suppliant. 10 These liminal situa
tions threaten and confuse the old order, but they also create a kind of 
free space in which the old elements can be reshuffled in new com
binations, where new alternatives to the old conditions can be imag
ined. We have already noted how Aeschylus brings together the 
opposites of sea and fire, upper and lower, man and sacrificial victim 
for the suffering of Agamemnon. The first ode of the Trachiniae 
brings together death and life, birth and destruction, in a cosmic 
frame for Heracles ' imminent doom. This universe is characterized 
by a disturbing violence and a sexual quality in its basic processes 
( Trach. 94-96) : 

OV aioAa vu� fvaQL�O!-l£Va 
"tbt"!:EL xa"tEuva�EL "tE <PAOYL�O!-lEVOV , 
"AALOV , "AALOV , ahw . . . 

You whom shimmering Night, as she is slain, brings to birth and then 
lays to bed as you blaze in flames, Helios , Helios, I call upon you . . . 

The alternation of day and night reflects not a stable, regular natural 
order (as in Ajax 672-73) but the violent death of the mother, the 
female Night who, as she "is slain" (the verb EvaQ(�ELV describes 
violent death in Homer and the killing of Agamemnon in Aeschylus) , 
"gives birth" to the "blazing" light of the new sun at dawn. We need 
not go into the elaborate inversions of light and darkness ,  birth and 
death, which run beneath the action of the play to realize that the 

ro. E.g .  Victor Turner, The Ritual Process (London 1 969) , and The Forest of Symbols 
(Ithaca 1973 ) .  
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heavenly bodies ' involvement through metaphor in the pain of the 
human life cycle provides a cosmic analogue to the sufferings of the 
protagonists .  Their involvement links the human action to the great 
rhythms of the universe .  Deianeira , like Night here, is a mater dolorosa 
whose births are all pain (cf. Trach. 28-3 1 ,  4 1 -42) . Like Night, too, 
she will be violently "slain" (indeed, EvaQL�oflEva could be read as a 
reflexive middle, "slaying herself, " as Deianeira does) ; and shortly 
before, she is closely linked with night and night' s  rhythms in her 
statement of her unhappy life: "For night leads in pain and night in 
succession drives it away" (28-29) . Heracles , the far-wandering hero 
whose journeys, like those of the sun, span continents ( 1 00f. ) ,  ends 
his mortal life ablaze in his fiery death on the pyre where he has been 
"put to rest" (note the repeated Euvaom, Euvaoov in 1005-6, 104 1 )  
through the agency o f  a female figure connected with birth and with 
darkness (cf. 573 , 5 79, 68 5-92) . 

Scholars such as Knox and Cedric Whitman have sensitively in
terpreted this isolated, asocial aspect of the tragic hero . 1 1  A struc
turalist approach supplements their reading . It emphasizes not the 
hero 's  affective responses to his world and that world's  rejection or 
acceptance of him but social and moral structures themselves as they 
define the hero and are expanded, redefined, or confused by him. 

To dwell again on the Heracles of the Trachiniae, the issue for a 
structuralist reading is not the worth or worthlessness of Heracles 
vis-a-vis Deianeira or the assessment of her generosity against his 
brutality, important as judgments on these matters are for a full 
evaluation of the play. Rather, the issue is the polarization of values as 
each figure reaches outside the civilized world to a destructive, bestial 
violence from his or her past. The play thus appears not just the 
domestic tragedy of a doomed house, nor the personal tragedy of a 
man and woman whose lives have carried them in opposite direc
tions, but the tragedy of civilized values disintegrating under the 
impact of powerful forces which always threaten life from without 
and within . 

The structural paradox of the tragic hero revealed by such an ap
proach runs parallel to the paradox of the performance of which he is 

1 l .  Cedric Whitman, Sophocles: A Study in Heroic Humanism (Cambridge, Mass. 
195 1 ) ,  and The Tragic Paradox, ed. C .  Segal (Ithaca 1 982) ;  B .  M.  W. Knox, The Heroic 
Temper (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1 964) . 
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the center. The social context of the performance presupposes a safe, 
limited world hedged about by the order of rituals and stable com
munity and communication, but the action of the performance ex
plores what transgresses that order. As a communal act, a part of the 
Dionysiac or Lenaean festival, tragedy affirms the solidity of social 
forms and celebrates the gods of the polis .  But the content stands in 
tension with the ritual and social context. The tragedies contain the 
most terrible pollutions, the most feared crimes , the most puzzling 
and disturbing cruelties of the gods, the killing of parents by children 
and of children by parents (Agamemnon, Heracles Mad, Medea), incest 
(Oedipus Tyrannus), the death or prolonged suffering of the innocent 
(Hippolytus, Philoctetes), the triumph of the wicked and unscrupulous 
(Hecuba, Trojan Women). 

VII 

The ritual and social situation of the drama thus sets up a powerful 
tension between the fictional and the actual rite and between character 
and audience. This tension is essential to Greek tragedy, possibly to 
all tragedy. A festival at the very heart of the city shows the social and 
ritual order of the city inverted and turned against itself in conflict 
and division. Yet it is part of the deeper social effect of tragedy that 
the citizens who behold this negation of their civic and religious order 
therein experience what that order signifies, what its limitations may 
be, what stands below or above it in the realm of the incomprehensi
ble, the mysterious, and the irrational. 

This heightened sense of the preciousness and precariousness of 
that order, this intensified cosmological consciousness ,  is at least as 
probable a social effect of tragedy as Aristotle' s  "cleansing" of violent 
emotions . Plato, appreciating the subversive implications of Greek 
tragedy, was in this respect the more sensitive critic. As Brian 
Vickers has put it recently, "Reading the Oresteia makes one afraid 
for one's  life . " 1 2 

The metaphorical and symbolic language of the plays functions as 
we suggested above, in part to interweave the multiple codes of this 

1 2 .  Brian Vickers, Towards Greek Tragedy (London 1 972) 425 ·  
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order . Agamemnon 13 84-98 provides a good illustration of the 
process :  

nULW M: VLV 6L£, xuv 6VOLV OL!HnYflUOLV 
flf8'iiXfV uirwu XWAU xul nf1tTWXOn 
TQLTljV EnfV6L6wflL , TOU XaTa X8ovo£ 
LlLO£ VfXQWV OWT'iiQO£ flJXTULUV xaQLV .  
oihw TOV UUTOU 8vflOV OQflULVEL nfOWV 
XUXq)lJOLWV 0SfLUV UtflUTO£ (J(puy�v 
�aAAEL fl' EQfflvliL 1jJUXMl <j>mVLU£ 6Qooov , 
XULQOVOUV OMEV �ooov 11 6woMTWL 
yavEL onoQljTO£ xaAvXo£ EV AOXfVflUOLV . 
w£ <16' EXOVTWV, nQEo�o£ 'AQydwv To6f, 
XULQOlT' av , fL XULQon' , EYW 6' Enfvxoflui '  
d 6' �v nQfnovTw£ (OOT' E1tLOnEV6ELv VfXQWL ,  
TM' av 6lXULW£ �v, unfQ6ixw£ flEV oily · 
Toowv6f xQaT'iiQ' EV MflOl£ XUXWV Mf 
nAtlOU£ UQULWV U1JTO£ ExnivEL floAmv. 

I strike him twice; and with two cries there on the spot he let his limbs 
go slack: and then, when he is down, I add a third stroke, a welcome 
prayer-offering to the Zeus beneath the earth, the savior of the dead. So 
he belches out his own life as he lies there, and blowing forth the sharp 
slaughter of his blood, he strikes me with a darksome shower of gory 
dew; and I rejoiced no less than the crop rejoices in the rich blessing of 
the rain of Zeus when the sheath is in labor with the ear. 

So stands the case, noble elders of Argus here: be glad, if ye will be 
glad; for me, I glory in it. And were it possible to pour libations over 
the dead body in a manner that would suit the circumstances , this [my 
doing] would be just, yea, more than just: so many are the curseful evils 
wherewith this man in his house has filled a bowl, a bowl which he now 
drains himself on his return. (E . Fraenkel's translation, slightly 
modified) 

This passage interconnects the ritual, familial, biological , and sexual 
codes . The very density of the closely packed metaphors creates a 
special language in which the various codes of the civilized order can 
come together to express a synoptic vision of the totality of that 
order-political, religious,  and domestic, natural and supernatural
at a moment of crisis when that order is pushed to its extreme limits 
and questioned in its most fundamental values. The Oresteia is proba-
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bly the richest development of this technique, and it may be that this 
deliberate interlocking of the various codes through repeated, ex
panded, and interwoven sequences of metaphor is the creation of 
Aeschylus, stamped upon Attic tragedy by his genius as one of its 
basic techniques . 

Interlocking metaphor is also important in Sophoclean tragedy. 
The wound of the Philoctetes, for example, is the focal symbol of an 
ambiguous divine order, a corrupt social order, and an inward sick
ness and savagery (agriotes) that parallels the physical sickness and the 
savage, beastlike state of Philoctetes ' life. Clytaemnestra's dream of 
Agamemnon's "scepter by the hearth" "blooming" and "shadowing 
over" the land of the Mycenaeans (Soph. , El. 4 1 7ff. ) interconnects 
the familial, civic, biological, and cosmic orders . Deianeira's  com
parison ofHeracles to a farmer plowing an outlying field that he visits 
only at the time of sowing and the time of harvest ( Trach. 3 1- 3 3 )  
brackets the familial order of the house with the biological order 
implicit in agriculture. As the Trachiniae continues, an increasingly 
ironical discrepancy cracks open between fertility and destruction. 
Sophocles draws on the interweaving of marriage and agriculture as 
the two basic civilizing acts . In the Athenian marriage ceremony the 
father bestows the bride on her husband "for the sowing of legitimate 
children" (btl JtalOwv YVlJOlWV ae6-t<p) . What is probably a rather 
inert metaphor or a vaguely felt parallelism in the social structure 
becomes active as part of a system of signs, metaphors , and values 
within the secondary structure of the literary work.  By this process 
the literary work exercises what RomanJakobson and others term the 

"metalingual" function of language: language calls attention to its 
own coding of experience. 13 In the wider, social structure the con
scious interweaving of codes by metaphor also calls attention to the 
unconscious coding processes that are part of society's unification of 
the various human activities and roles, to the interdependence of 
society's  various parts , and to the interaction of various codes in 
homologous areas . 

The tragic force of the Trachiniae lies in the twisting together of the 
multiple codes of the civilized order to their complete destruction. 
Both models of the civilized life, the domestic wife who faithfully 

1 3 .  Roman Jakobson, "Linguistics and Poetics" ( 1 960) in DeGeorge and DeGeorge 
(note 4) 8 5- 1 22, especially 1 I I  ff. 
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keeps house and hearth and the beast-taming hero, come to embody 
what their model social roles have most resisted. The faithful wife 
destroys house and husband with the poison of the Hydra and the 
blood of the lustful beast-man; the hero famous for his civilizing 
triumphs reenacts the part of his bestial double, Nessus, sacking a city 
and annihilating a house (cf. 2 57, 3 5 1-65)  for the sake of lust, raging 
with subhuman cries and carried away by a blind thirst for bloody 
revenge ( 1 066ff. ,  I 1 3 3 ) .  The maiden lole, taken within the house as if 
in legitimate marriage, is "yoked" (5 3 6) ;  this metaphor, which usu
ally indicates the domestication of the "unyoked" virgin who is part 
of the wild until she is tamed by marriage, points here to the beast 
world of the mythic background. In the ode immediately preceding,  
Deianeira is the "heifer" fought over by two "bulls , " Heracles and 
the river-god Achelous. Everything about the pseudo-marriage with 
lole is awry. Coming as a kind of second wife into an established 
menage, as Deianeira bitterly complains (543- 5 1 ) ,  this bride destroys 
rather than unites the two houses in question. Rather than producing 
legitimate children in a fruitful marriage, she can only "give birth to a 
great Fury for this house" (893-95) . 

The homology between the familial and agricultural codes which 
Deianeira suggests in the prologue has its negative aspect too, for 
agricultural images describe the deadly effects of the love charm, 
effects that Deianeira discovers too late (70 1-4) . The inverted fertility 
of the agriculture parallels the inverted significance of the love gift. 
What was intended to unite the house dissolves it; what was meant to 
bring love brings deadly hate; what should have asserted the unifying 
bonds of civilized institutions manifests the vengeful power of a 
monstrous nightmare world of Centaurs and Hydras . 

Greek tragedy, while interlocking the various codes of civilization 
through its metaphorical language, also makes language itself a suf
ferer, as it were, in the inversions or disintegrations that threaten all 
civilized norms . The tragic situation distorts normal speech, produc
ing such paradoxes or oxymora as Ajax's "darkness by light, dimness 
most brilliant" (Ajax 3 93-95 ) ,  or Antigone's "holy impiety" (Antig . 
74, 924, 943 ) , or Oedipus' "wedless wedlock" (O T 1 2 1 4; cf. 1 256) .  
Like ritual, language is both a code among codes and also the special 
mode by which the different codes relate to one another. The disin
tegration of language into ambiguity or paradox, or the celebrated 
Sophoclean irony, signifies both a loss of coherence in the world and 
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a loss of human ability to grasp and communicate coherence. The 
verbal ironies of the Oedipus Tyrannus reflect both the ultimate failure 
of Oedipus to solve the true riddle of the play-the riddle of the 
meaning of life in a universe governed by chance or by distant and 
mysterious gods-and the very incoherence of a universe that logos, 
reason-as-language, cannot make intelligible . The "bridling" of 
Iphigeneia's mouth in the human sacrifice at the beginning of the 
Oresteia (Ag. 228-47) likewise couples the literally unspeakable that is 
being done with the perverted communication between man and 
god: verbal communication and ritual communication are iso
morphic. Heracles ' bestial roaring at Cenaeum in the Trachiniae re
flects , as we have seen, the distorted communication between man 
and god in the rite. But it also stems from noncommunication be
tween husband and wife; the deceptive gift of the robe passes between 
them in lieu of words that, in fact, they never address to each other. 

Language itself, therefore, is a major concern of Greek tragedy. Its 
dissolution parallels the shedding of kindred blood or incest in the 
familial code and the perversion of man/ god communication in the 
ritual code. All three codes, language, family, and ritual, meet in the 
sacrifice of Iphigeneia or the misunderstood prophecies of Cassandra 
in the Agamemnon. Indeed, the whole Oresteia can be read in terms of 
a dissolution and gradual reconstruction of language which runs par
allel to a destruction and reconstitution of ritual forms . Language is a 
central theme in Sophocles ' Electra, Philoctetes, and two Oedipus 
plays . Instead of clarity , tragic language creates ambiguity (Oedipus 
Tyrannus) . Instead of communication, it enforces deception, even on 
the part of those whose natures incline to heroic truth and straight 
speaking (Electra, Philoctetes, the "Trugrede" of Ajax 646ff. ) .  Instead 
of separating man from beast, it obscures the boundary between 
them as the heroes roar, bark, or wail . 

VIII 

Greek tragedy is remarkable for its ability to face the disintegration 
of the cosmic, social , or psychological order without losing all sense 
of coherence. Tragedy in Greece was rooted in mythical paradigms. 
Those paradigms gave a certain unity and shared intelligibility to 
expenence, but they still remained open to radical questioning and 
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undogmatic speculation. Tragedy could thus combine a sense of the 
sacred, the numinous, and the mysterious entering into human life 
with a belief in the power of human intelligence to plumb the deepest 
questions of existence. For this reason, perhaps,  it could step beyond 
conventional morality to confront the unjust suffering of an Oedipus, 
a Hippolytus, or a Philoctetes without losing touch with its own 
imaginative abilities to shape new forms of order-the power of the 
city to create law in the Oresteia; man's capacity for spiritual strength, 
compassion, friendship , and loyalty in the midst of chaos and de
struction in Sophocles ' Oedipus plays and Philoctetes, Euripides ' Hera
cles and Hippolytus; the restorative vitality of language and myth in 
tragedy itself, implicit in Euripides' Helen and the finales of Sopho
cles ' Philoctetes and Oedipus Coloneus . 

From a structuralist perspective, the complexity of Greek tragedy 
lies both in its full use of the highly coded structures of the social 
order and in its dissolution of those structures . For these reasons, any 
structuralist analysis of tragedy is engaged in the paradoxical activity 
of elucidating structures that are deliberated, questioned, negated, 
inverted, or on the verge of dissolving into chaos .  The structural 
analysis of myth can be normative and descriptive, viewing the in
frastructure of a society's  values through the relationships composed 
and varied in the metaphorical and symbolic equivalents of values , in 
the language of the myths.  The structural analysis of tragedy, howev
er, is forced in just the opposite direction. It highlights the infrastruc
ture of a society' s  values only to see them strained to the breaking 
point or beyond. 

At some point, therefore, the analytic rigidity of constructing par
allel sequences of homologies must pass into the flexibilities of ironic 
deconstruction. The structuralist literary critic, at least the critic of 
tragedy, may begin as the reassembler of bricolage ("structural man 
takes the real, decomposes it and then recomposes it . . . ") but is 
Soon confronted with the systematic disassembling that is going on 
beneath the logical structures, a basso ostinato moving ever farther 
away from the dominant. Like the tragic work itself, he is continually 
forced away from the logic of noncontradiction into the area of para
dox and the coexistence of opposites . 

Barthes has defined structuralism as an activity as opposed to a 
subject-matter, concerned with reconstructing the mental processes 
through which man makes his world intelligible : 
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Creation or reflection are not, here, an original "impression" of the 
world, but a veritable fabrication of a world which resembles the first 
one, not in order to copy it but to render it intelligible. Hence one 
might say that structuralism is essentially an activity of imitation, which is 
also why there is, strictly speaking, no technical difference between 
structuralism as an intellectual activity on the one hand and literature in 
particular, art in general on the other: both derive from a mimesis, based 
not on the analogy of substances (as in so-called realist art) , but on the 
analogy of functions (what Levi-Strauss calls homology) . 1 4 

Yet the structuralist study of tragedy must take special account of the 
structured deconstruction of those patterns, for that process is part of 
the uniqueness of the tragic form. Tragedy maintains and even inten
sifies the systems of homologies and the analogies of functions on 
which the social order, like the aesthetic order of a work of art, 
depends. But even as it uses and, through its interlocking metaphors, 
clarifies the codes of normative values , it is always and simul
taneously pulling in tension against the normative, the mediated 
realm of social life, toward the abnormal, and unmediated, the 
liminal . 

14 .  Barthes (note 4) 1 50. 
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CHAPTER 2 / 
Greek Myth as a Semiotic and Structural 

System and the Problem of Tragedy 

In the infancy of society every author is necessarily a poet because 
language itself is poetry . . . .  Every original language near to its source 
is in itself the chaos of a cyclic poem: the copiousness of lexicography 
and the distinctions of grammar are the works of a later age, and are 
merely the catalogue and the form of the creations of poetry. 

-Po B. Shelley, "A Defence of Poetry" 

The structuralist controversy of the seventies , as Marc-Eli 
Blanchard suggests , has gradually been replaced by a semiotic con
troversy. 1 From the point of view of semiotics, culture depends on 
manipulating complex sign systems; and the activities of culture, in 
large part, consist of the continuous transformation and translation 
from one communicative system to another. Language obviously 
occupies a privileged place in the semiotics of culture, not only be
cause of its unique communicative power but also because of its 
unique ability to reflect explicitly on the nature of the semiotic pro
cess and the interrelation of the various semiotic networks that make 
up the totality of a given culture. At the same time semioticians have 

I thank Nancy Rubin for many helpful comments and suggestions.  I gratefully 
acknowledge a fellowship from the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation 
( I98 I-82) , during which this essay was put into final form. 

I .  Marc-Eli Blanchard, Description : Sign, Self, Desire . Critical Theory in the Wake of 
Semiotics (The Hague I 98o) . 
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called attention to the fact-hard to acknowledge for those of us 
trained as philologists-that language does not have an exclusive 
monopoly on signification. The question of the relations between 
verbal and nonverbal sign systems becomes particularly interesting 
and important in the study of myth. As a form of mythos, a spoken 
tale or account, myth is obviously inseparable from language, but it 
is, some would argue, at least partially independent of language or 
even transcends language. 2 

The study of myth is both important and difficult for semiotics 
because myth stands at an intersection of different sign systems . 
Myth comprises a system of symbols , verbal, visual, and religious .  
Each myth is built up of already existing symbols and forms and, like 
all narrative, reforms and reorganizes those symbols into its own 
structures . Myth, as Roland Barthes suggests, is a "second-order 
semiotic system, " which creates its own language, its own system of 
relations between signifier and signified, from the primary significa
tions of cultural values and narrative forms . 3  At one level, myth 
provides a body of stories and symbols that validate cultural norms . 
A society's myths are the imaginative distillation of its descriptions 
and prescriptions about what life is and should be. We can easily 
think of Greek myths that warn about violating taboos or marrying 
within certain degrees of kinship or, more positively, set forth the 
ideal mode of behavior for husband or wife, son or daughter, old or 
young. 

Viewed with an eye to structure rather than content, myths form a 
body of interrelated narratives that reveal an implicit system of log
ical relations .  These relations become particularly striking when a 
large body of myths is examined at once, as Claude Levi-Strauss has 
done for the Indians of the Amazon Basin. The totality of a corpus of 
myths may be read as a single text that possesses the internal co
herence, autonomy, and coding processes of Barthes ' s  second-order 

2 .  See Albert Cook, Myth and Language (Bloomington, Ind. 1 980) , Introduction 
and chaps. 2 and I I .  For the question of narrative discourse in myth and other forms 
of discourse see also J . -P .  Vernant, My the et societe (Paris 1 974) 2 1 4ff. 

3 .  Roland Barthes, Mythologies, trans .  A .  Levers (London 1 972) I 1 3 ff. ; see also 
Terrence Hawkes, Structuralism and Semiotics (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1973)  1 3  I ff. 
Juri Lotman, The Structure of the Artistic Text, trans .  R. Vroon, Michigan Slavic 
Contributions 7 (Ann Arbor 1 977) 9ff. speaks of "secondary modeling systems, " and 
see also his remarks on "recoding, "  3 sff. 
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semiotic system. In reading the whole body of a society's myths in 
this way, we are constructing the "megatext" of its mythic material 
(I shall explain the term more fully later) . This megatext is an ar
tificial construct , necessarily invisible and unconscious to the society 
whose exemplary narratives and symbolic projections of what reality 
is are located within that system. 

The first section of this essay attempts to show how Greek myth 
may be described in terms of a mega text, or in other words how the 
inherent systematicity of Greek myth operates in specific texts and 
narratives. Section II focuses on tragedy as a special form of mythical 
narration . Tragedy, I shall argue, simultaneously validates and disin
tegrates the mythic system both as a form of narrative representation 
and as a reflection of a coherent world order whose stable, hier
archical interrelation of parts is encoded into the myths .  

Myth, though operating primarily through language, also shares 
common boundaries of content, formal organization, and expression 
with the visual arts , ritual, music, and in ancient Greece architecture 
also ,  for the plastic expressions of the myths frequently occur on the 
friezes and metopes of temples and other sacred buildings .  Because of 
this overlap , no single brief definition of myth can encompass all its 
many functions and aspects .  From a semiotic point of view, howev
er, we may say that myth is a narrative structure whose sign- and 
symbol-systems are closely correlated with the central values of the 
culture, especially those values which express a supernatural valida
tion, extension, or explanation of the cultural norms . Myth is also a 
more or less coherent system of symbols that express relationships 
between the human world and the forces of nature and the various 
forms of the unknown: the gods , the dead, the afterlife .  

Greek myth is especially interesting from a semiotic point of view 
for two reasons . First, the presentation of myth in Greek literature 
shows a high degree of what we may call the metaliterary or meta
lingual consciousness . Even in Homer the poet is clearly conscious of 
shaping his work by structuring language and narrative elements . 
Within the mythic corpus the creative power of language, art, and 
poetry is itself often a subject of narrative: we may recall the per
vasive details of weaving and crafting; the interest in the poet as an 
actor, a figure in the narrative (particularly in the Odyssey) ; the inclu
sion of comprehensive symbolic artifacts, such as the Shield of 
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Achilles in the Iliad,4 and the frequent representation of the heroic 
warrior himself as a bard, whether literally or metaphorically or, as in 
the Odyssey, both simultaneously;5  and the magic of poet figures like 
Orpheus, Musaeus, Amphion, and Zethus . 6  

A conscious awareness o f  sign systems, furthermore, pervades ear
ly classical myth in its literary expression.  In Aeschylus, for example, 
the devices on the shields of the seven warriors who attack and defend 
Thebes, the attention to the beacons in the Agamemnon as a coded 
form of communication apart from language, 7 the concern with 
names and naming as in the famous ode on the name of Helen (Ag. 
681-98) , the interest in omens and prophecies , and in Sophocles and 
Euripides the puns on names such as Oedipus and Pentheus-all are 
indications of an advanced, if not explicit, semiotic consciousness . s  
A t  a later date this awareness o f  the signifying power o f  language, or 
metalingual consciousness ,  receives theoretical formulation in the 
work of some of the early Sophists , among them Protagoras , Pro
dicus , and Gorgias ,  who are among the first philosophers of language 
and literature in the West, and in their immediate successors , Cra
tylus and Democritus . The latter, the most systematic of the fifth
century materialistic philosophers , speculated on whether language 
existed by convention (nomos) or by nature (physis), that is, as a 
secondary invention or as an instinctive capacity of man. 9 This highly 

4. See K. J .  Atchity, Homer's Iliad: The Shield of Memory (Carbondale, Ill. I 978) . 
5 .  E .g .  Od. I I . 3 68  and 2 1 . 405ff. ; also II . 9. I 86ff. See Klaus Ruter, Odysseein

terpretation, ed. K. Matthiessen, Hypomnemata 19 (Gottingen I 969) 237ff. ;  C. Segal, 
"Kleos and Its Ironies in the Odyssey, "  AC 52 ( I 983 )  22-47. 

6 .  See C.  Segal, "The Magic of Orpheus and the Ambiguities of Language, " 
Ramus 7 ( 1 978) 1 06-42, especially I l4-2 1 .  

7. See J .  J .  Peradotto, "Cledonomancy in the Oresteia, "  AJP 90 ( 1 969) 1 -2 1 ,  and 
"The Omen of the Eagles and the Ethos of Agamemnon, " Phoenix 23 ( 1 969) 23 7-63 ; 
Froma Zeitlin, "Language, Structure and the Son of Oedipus in Aeschylus' Seven 
against Thebes ,"  in Contemporary Literary Hermeneutics and Interpretation of Classical 
Texts, ed. Stephanus Kresic (Ottawa 198 1 )  23 5-52 ,  and Under the Sign of the Shield: 
Semiotics and Aeschylus' Seven against Thebes (Rome 1 982) ;  Pierre Vidal-Naquet, "The 
Shields of the Heroes , "  in J . -P. Vernant and Vidal-Naquet, Tragedy and Myth in 
Ancient Greece, trans . Janet Lloyd (Brighton, Sussex 198 1 )  I 29ff. 

8. See H. Van Looy, "rraQETu�oAOYEt 6 EVQlnL()ljC;," in Zetesis, Festschrift for E .  
D e  Strijcker (Antwerp and Utrecht 1 973) 3 45-66; C .  Segal, " Etymologies and Dou
ble Meanings in Euripides' Bacchae, " GloUa 60 ( 1 982) 8 1-93 ; J. H. Quincey, "Ety
mologica, " RhM 1 06 ( 1 963)  1 42-48, on Aeschylus and Pindar. 

9. E .g .  Democritus D-K 68 B9 and 1 2 5 .  See in general U .  von Wilamowitz-
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sophisticated metalingual consciousness plays an important part in 
the later phase of Greek tragedy, especially the late works of Sopho
cles and Euripides ; but it is, I believe, implicit in all of Greek 
literature. 

The second reason for semiotic interest in Greek myth is that myth 
functions as a complex network of interrelated symbols, patterns, 
and structures that encode the values of the culture into an extensive 
and comprehensive system. The total corpus of myths, read syn
chronically, can be regarded as a megatext within which the specific 
literary narrations of particular myths (the Homeric epics, Hesiod's 
Theogony, the Homeric Hymns, the narrative portions of choral poet
ry, and tragedy) operate as subtexts , exploiting particular aspects of 
the megatext, commenting on it, and sometimes making explicit 
networks of interconnection implied but not openly stated in the 
megatext. By mega text I mean not merely the totality of themes or 
songs that the poets of an oral culture would have had available in 
their repertoires but also the network of more or less subconscious 
patterns, or deep structures, or undisplaced forms, which tales of a 
given type share with one another. to The term thus includes the 
Greeks' own consciousness of the thematic affinities among the priv
ileged narratives that we call myths (e. g . , the perception of the com
mon sequence of events in tales of the young hunter studied by 
Nancy Rubin and William Sale) . I t  also includes the subconscious 
patterning from which these myths are generated, visible to us 
through comparative analysis of a large body of myths but not over
tly perceived by the Greeks themselves as a pattern (e. g . , the am
bivalence surrounding the mature female figure studied by Slater, or 
the pharmakos pattern in the Oedipus myth pointed out by Vernant, 
or the initiation patterns in legends about the returning heroes of the 
Troj an War discussed by Bremmer) . 1 1  

Moellendorff, Euripides, Herakles (Berlin 1 907) on line 56;  Felix Heinimann, Nomos 
und Physis (Basel 1 945 )  1 56-62; W. K.  C .  Guthrie, A History of Creek Philosophy 3 
(Cambridge 1 969) 204ff. 

10 .  On displaced and undisplaced narrative forms see Northrop Frye, The Secular 
Scripture: A Study of the Structure of Romance (Cambridge, Mass. 1 976) 36ff. 

I I . See Nancy Rubin and William Sale, "Meleager and Odysseus: A Structural and 
Cultural Study of the Greek Hunting-Maturation Myth, " Arethusa 16 ( 1 98 3 )  1 3 7-7 1 ;  
Philip Slater, The Glory of Hera (Boston 1 968) passim; ]. -P. Vern ant and Pierre Vidal-
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The mega text of Greek myth is remarkably coherent. It owes that 
coherence in part to the way that the literary forms in which all extant 
Greek mythic narrative occurs have already done some of the work of 
laying bare and developing the implicit logic of the system. Oral 
narrative in monumental epic, and particularly Homer and Hesiod (as 
Herodotus pointed out, Histories 2 . 5 3 ) ,  further refined and reg
ularized the megatext. 1 2  Indeed, Homer seems to  lay particular stress 
on the internal coherence of the mythic corpus by linking myths from 
different parts of the corpus to one another for illustration and para
digmatic analogy: 1 3  the references to the Theban cycle, the tale of 
Meleager in Iliad 9, the songs of Demodocus in Odyssey 8, and the 
cosmogonic myths (whether or not overtly marked as such) in both 
epics . Even if we allow for the originality of an individual genius, 
Homer is probably developing a systematic coherence already present 
in the mythic material . 

In Greek culture, in any case, the myths come down to us filtered 
through the nascent semiotic consciousness ,  or what I have called the 
metalingual consciousness ,  of the authors on whom we depend for 
the narratives of these myths .  We have no other access to mythic 
material . The visual representation of the myths on painted vases and 
in sculpture presents exactly the same situation. Even the mythologi
cal compilations and handbooks of Apollodorus and the my
thographers are not innocent of this literary restructuring, for they 
are themselves drawing upon literary or artistic versions of the 
myths . To use a linguistic analogy, analysis can reveal some aspects 
of the langue, the synchronic structure of myth as a megatext , beneath 
the parole of the individual works of verbal or visual art which have 

Naquet, My the et tragedie (Paris 1 972) I O I-3 1 (or Tragedy and Myth [note 71 87- 1 I 9) ;  
and Jan Bremmer, "Heroes, Rituals, and the Trojan War, " SSR 2 ( 1 978) 5-3 8 .  

1 2 .  See Walter Burkert, Structure and History i n  Greek Mythology and Ritual, Sather 
Classical Lectures 47 (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1 979) 14 I .  For indications of the 
mythic corpus prior to Homer, see T. B. L. Webster, From Mycenae to Homer, 2d ed. 
(London 1 964) chap. 6;  also B. C. Dietrich, The Origins of Greek Religion (Berlin 
1 974) , with the bibliography.  For some scholars, Hesiod already represents an inter
mediate stage between oral myth and the systematizing of written narrative: see Eric 
A. Havelock, The Greek Conception of Justice (Cambridge, Mass. 1 978) 1 9 3ff. , and 
Vernant, My the et societe (note 2) 208ff. 

1 3 .  See M. M. Willcock, "Mythological Paradeigma in the Iliad, " CQ 1 4  ( 1 964) 
1 4 1-54; B. K. Braswell, "Mythological Innovation in the Iliad, " CQ 2 1  ( 1 97 1 )  1 6-26. 
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imposed their secondary aesthetic structure on mythic narrative, or to 
put it differently, have recoded these structures into their particular 
idiolect of artistic expression. 1 4  

In  the classical period, with which I am chiefly concerned, Greek 
myth operates with a set of more or less uniform symbols , culturally 
defined, whose syntagmatic relations are predominant. The paradig
matic axis remains overlaid by the logical coherence of the syntag
matie. The expression that these myths take in art and literature stays 
very close to naturalistic representation, wherein the paradigmatic 
relations are only implicit, rarely explicit .  In the balance between the 
paradigmatic and the syntagmatic axes which operates in all nar
rative, Greek art forms privilege the syntagmatic axis . 1 5  The nar
rative or the visual depiction, that is to say, stresses temporal and 
spatial continuity and a well defined series of cause-effect relations 
among the parts . This logic of syntagmatic relations has, of course, 
dominated Western art and literature and until recently formed the 
basis of its naturalistic representation of the world, both in verbal and 
in visual expression. 16 The balance is just the reverse of the iconic 
form of, say, Byzantine art where, as Boris Uspensky shows in his 
semiotic study of the Russian icon, the paradigmatic relation forces 
itself through the syntagmatie. 1 7  

The success of the Greeks in  promoting the continuous frame of  
their syntagmatic axis i s  such that classicists have tended to  accept 
that axis , the naturalistic surface of forward-moving plot, as the only 
legitimate object of study (how many titles like "Plot Coherence in 
X" or "Narrative Inconsistency in Y" recur in our bibliographies ! ) . 
Only gradually and recently , partly as a result of structuralist and 

14· Some scholars prefer Noam Chomsky's terms competence and performance to 
Saussure's langue and parole, but the latter remain serviceable. For discussion see 
Victor Turner, "Symbolic Studies, " Annual Review oj Anthropology 4 ( 1 975)  1 49-50, 
and J .  J .  Peradotto, "Originality and Intentionality, "  in Arktouros: Hellenic Studies 
Presented to B. M. W. Knox, ed. G. W. Bowersock, W. Burkert, and M. C. J. Putnam 
(Berlin and New York 1 979) 5-6. 

1 5 ·  For a lucid account of syntagmatic and paradigmatic in a classical context see J. 
J .  Peradotto, "Odyssey 8 . 564-7 1 :  Verisimilitude, Narrative Analysis, and Bricolage, "  
Texas Studies in Language and Literature I S ( 1 974) 8 1 8ff. 

r6 .  For the bias toward realistic conventions of narrative see Frye (note 1 0) 44ff. A 
propos of Shakespeare's Pericles he remarks (44) : "The play shows us nothing at all 
about the relation of fiction to reality: what it shows us is that some conventions of 
storytelling are more obsessive than others. " 

1 7· Boris Uspensky, The Semiotics oj the Russion Icon (Lisse 1 976) chap . I .  
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semiotic analysis ,  have we begun to stress the paradigmatic level that 
operates through and beneath the syntagmatic axis. J . -P .  Vernant's 
study of the Oedipus Tyrannus and Froma Zeitlin' s  of the Seven against 
Thebes are good examples of this recovery of the paradigmatic axis .  1 8  
Reluctantly, w e  have acknowledged that metaphor, image, and sym
bol constitute meaning just as much as does the linear progression of 
the plot . 

The special place given to the art of the fifth century B. C . ,  partly as 
a result of historical and intellectual movements in the eighteenth and 
early nineteenth centuries (e. g . , classicism) , has also had its share in 
our collaboration with the Greeks in the assumption of the "natu
ralness" and inherently logical nature of the syntagmatic axis . Archa
ic art, however, gives a fuller role to the iconic aspect of the image 
and to the paradigmatic relations that accompany it. 1 9  It relies more 
heavily than classical art on a system of relations that are not ex
plained or clarified in the linear or spatial unfolding of the work but 
become intelligible only through a cross-section of many such works.  
In some early vase paintings, for example, the hieratic symbol of the 
goddess of animals, surrounded by her pair of heraldic lions, has been 
abstracted to a column with a scroll on either side. 20 Or the apo
tropaic function of the Gorgon-mask in a fairly naturalistic represen
tation of a human face gives way to the eyes alone, represented on the 
vase with no attempt at subordination into that syntagmatic order of 
lineaments which would integrate them into a clearly recognized total 
image of a human face . 

I suggest two ways of approaching a semiotic analysis of Greek 
myth: first, through a reconstitution of its symbolic network as a 

1 8 . See above, note 7; Vernant and Vidal-Naquet, My the et tragedie (note I I )  1 0 1 -3 I 
(or Tragedy and Myth [note 7J 87- I I 9) ·  

19 .  The shift o f  emphasis from classical t o  archaic art forms, which may b e  dis
cerned, for example, in Nietzsche's influential Birth of Tragedy ( 1 872),  ushers in a new, 
"modern" phase of critical values: see M. S. Silk and J .  P .  Stern, Nietzsche on Tragedy 
(Cambridge 1 9 8 1 )  3 3-37 .  

20 .  In  Max Hirmer and P .  E .  Arias, A History of Greek Vase Painting (London 1 962) , 
for example, compare the Boeotian "Potnia Theron" (plate 1 I )  or the figure on the neck 
of the Fran<;ois Vase (plate 46, top) with the lions on the neck of the late geometric 
Cycladic amphora, color plate V.  Cf. the suggestive remarks on the symbolic in
terchangeability of human form and architectural column by Guido von Kaschnitz
Weinberg, Die mittelmeerischen Grundlagen dey antiken Kunst (Frankfurt a. M. 1 944) 22ff. , 
with figs. 1 5- 1 6 . 
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whole; second, through an analysis of certain logical relations in a few 
characteristic myths . 

To take a relatively simple instance of this network, the youth at 
the transitional point between adolescence and manhood is a recur
rent figure in Greek myth: Theseus , Perseus , Telemachus , Orestes , 
Phaethon, Hippolytus ,  and Actaeon are familiar examples . Their im
portance reflects concern with the socialization of adolescent ener
gies . These myths have been analyzed anthropologically in terms of 
rites of passage and psychologically in terms of dependency on a 
powerful maternal figure (Erich Neumann's  "Great Mother") . 2 1  
From a semiotic point of view, however, what is interesting is the 
process of coding which interrelates all of these myths as common 
parts of the megatext. In all or most of these myths the youth is a 
hunter (Hippolytus, Actaeon) , or ends up in the wild (Pentheus) or as 
hunted victim (Orestes) , or undertakes a journey from home into the 
unknown, monster-plagued wilderness (Telemachus, - Theseus ,  
Oedipus, Perseus) . Structural analysis enables us  to  decode the form 
of sequential (diachronic) biographical narrative into a synchronic 
structure of polarities which underlies the cultural values , an opposi
tion between nature and culture, wild and civilized, bestial and 
human. The figure of adult male warrior, citizen, and farmer oc
cupies the civilized realm as the norm of cultural values, and the not 
fully socialized figures of adolescent youth, child, and unmarried 
woman occupy the opposite pole of the uncivilized or wild. Thus the 
myth of the young man cannot be viewed in isolation. It is homolo
gous with the myths that treat the child as a beast or view the young 
girl as an unyoked heifer (an animal not yet fully brought into the 
realm of domesticated usefulness) , or a faun, or a filly that has not yet 
been ridden . These relations ,  in turn, parallel the marginal political, 
religious, and military status of the adolescent figure. In other words, 

2 I .  Erich Neumann, The Origins and History of ConsciouSlJess, trans. R .  F .  C.  Hull 
(Princeton 1 954) chap. 2. For a "decoding" of these myths in terms of cultural, 
narrative, and historical patterns see P .  Vidal-Naquet, "The Black Hunter and the 
Origin of the Athenian Ephebeia, "  in PCPS n . s .  14 ( 1 968) 49-64; Joseph Fontenrose, 
Orion: The Myth of the Hunter and the Huntress, University of California Publications in 
Classical Studies 23  (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1 980) .  For a good survey of modern 
approaches and cross-cultural comparisons see A. Brelich, Paides e Parthenoi, In
cunabula Graeca 36 (Rome 1 969) 1 3- I I 2 . 
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the myths encode that marginality into a number of homologous 
narrative forms to express its various aspects in differing but parallel 
symbols : wilderness rather than city, virginity rather than sexual 
maturity, adherence to the mother rather than the father, wandering 
rather than stability, and so on. 

Particularly interesting from a semiotic perspective is the way in 
which any one of these figures may serve as a paradigm for another. 
We are dealing here with a coded system of virtually interchangeable 
symbols . In the story of Pent he us as told by Euripides in the Bacchae, 
for instance, the young man undergoes a failed rite of passage: instead 
of defending the walls of his city as a stable, disciplined hoplite war
rior and proving his rightful place within the city in a patrilinear 
inheritance, he is made female in his disguise as a female worshiper of 
the god of madness ,  brought outside the city walls into the wilder
ness of the mountains, treated as a hunted beast, defeated by women, 
reduced to the stage of infancy, and even symbolically devoured by 
his own mother. 22 Not only is there a systematic logical reversal of 
the positive paradigm of the mega text here, but there is a con
sciousness of the interrelated wholeness of that text through the ex
ample of Actaeon, cited no fewer than four times as a parallel to 
Pentheus .  Likewise, the Odyssey repeatedly draws elaborate and ex
plicit parallels between Telemachus,  who proves his maturity by 
defending his right to his patrimony, and Orestes, who has defended 
his patrimony and reestablished the honor of the male line at My
cenae by killing his mother, Clytaemnestra, and her paramour, 
Aegisthus .  

All these youthful figures on the threshold of manhood have a 
common structural relation that the poets regularly exploit. The par
allels between them can be explicit and hortatory (anagogical) as in 
the Odyssey; more or less implicit, as in Aeschylus '  Eumenides or 
Euripides ' Hippolytus and Bacchae; or entirely implicit . The last type is 
perhaps the most interesting for semiotic analysis, for it reveals the 
operation of a subverbal pattern of narrative structures only . 

In Sophocles' Trachiniae, for example, the poet is able to draw on 
the megatext in order to present the action of the play as suspended 
between two simultaneous and opposing paradigms, the myths of the 

22. See C. Segal, Dionysiac Poetics and Euripides ' Bacchae (Princeton 1982) chap . 6. 
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Odyssey and the myth of the Oresteia . We may present their relation to 
the action diagrammatically: 

Telemachus �( ---- Hyllus 
Odysseus Heracles 
Penelope Dcianeira 

---�) Orestes 
---�) Agamemnon 
---�) Clytaemncstra 

Deianeira begins as a Penelope-figure, the patiently waiting, faithful 
wife, but ends up a Clytaemnestra, the murderous wife who destroys 
her husband at his homecoming.  Heracles seems an Odysseus, off in 
remote places in the execution of heroic deeds, but he returns an 
Agamemnon, a proud and violent man who has destroyed a city and 
brings back a captive princess as his prize with little regard for the 
sanctities of his house or his marriage. (Note that Odysseus leaves 
Nausicaa, a potential Cassandra or lole, on Scheria and returns unac
companied, his arrival marked by a meeting with the nonsexual, 
non seductive virgin Athena, disguised, in fact , as a male . )  Hyllus too 
is strung between the two sets of paradigms . He begins as Tele
machus, going off in search of his father as the first step in leaving his 
mother and the female-dominated household. But he ends up playing 
the role of Orestes , having to choose between father and mother and 
in fact asked to collaborate in the killing of his mother in vengeance 
for his father. 

Noteworthy here is that neither Telemachus nor Orestes is ever 
explicitly mentioned in the Trach in iae; nor are Agamemnon and 
Clytaemnestra, Odysseus and Penelope .  The tragedian can count on 
the implicit systematicity of the mythic corpus as megatext. Or, to 
put it differently, he can expect that his audience will be able to 
reencode the relations of the characters of his play into the parallel and 
homologous configurations in the megatext, and he can count on 
both the interchangeability and the polysemicity of these figures in 
the megatext . Any individual mythic figure can function as the start
ing point for a whole nexus of logical relations and subtle modula
tions between paradigms . 

To turn to another set of such relations, a large body of myths deal 
with sacrifice and especially with perverted or distorted sacrifice 
(e. g . , the myths of Atreus and Thyestes or Agamemnon) . These 
myths do not merely justify rituals or explain their origins , after the 
manner of so-called charter myths or etiological myths . They must 
be viewed as part of the same semiotic system, an intricate web of 
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logical relations having to do with the hierarchical ordering of the 
world biologically (god, man, beast) , spatially (Olympus, earth, un
derworld) , eschatologically (immortal, mortal, dead) , and through 
diet (ambrosia as the food of the gods , grain and the cooked and 
perishable flesh of animals for mortal men, raw food on which wild 
beasts live) . In such a system an element such as ambrosia is not just a 
food but a symbol with multiple interconnections to other codes , 
most strikingly to the poles of mortality and immortality, since ety
mologically it is exactly cognate with immorta1 . 23 

The dynamics of the system, by which an individual mythic figure 
generates parallels with analogous forms of the same relation else
where in the megatext, can be seen from two myths where ambrosia 
is especially important, the story of Tithonus , husband of Eos, and 
the story of Ganymede, cupbearer of the gods on Olympus. These 
two myths are correlated as complementary paradigms to the god
mortal union of Anchises and Aphrodite in the Homeric Hymn to 
Aphrodite . This early text tells the story of the siring of Aeneas from 
the union of mortal Anchises and the goddess of love. Both Tithonus 
and Ganymede are paradigms for mortal-immortal unions . Taken 
together with the story of Anchises and Aphrodite, they give that 
model a further level of meaning and thereby illustrate the overdeter
mination or redundancy characteristic of the encoding of cultural 
values within this megatext . To put it differently, they encode the 
message of the subtext (the union of immortal and mortal) into sever
al other sets of terms . 

In the narrative of the Hymn the interlocking parallels between 
Ganymede and Zeus, Tithonus and Eos, and Anchises and Aphrodite 
validate the symmetry between men's  separation from the gods by 
age and death and their approximation to the gods through beauty 
and the power of eros (a point that Plato will develop in a very 
different way some three centuries later) . Ganymede reaches Olym
pus and enjoys an eternity of unchanging youth . Tithonus gains an 
immortality of increasing old age; he is placed not on Olympus but 
"by Ocean's streams at the limits of earth" (227) . Anchises meets his 
immortal lover, Aphrodite, on the earth, Mount Ida. He remains 
mortal but obtains the equivalent of immortality allowed to mortals, 

23 .  For a systematic exposition of these homologies, see Marcel Detienne, Les 
jardins d'Adonis (Paris 1 972) . 
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a son who will perpetuate his race from generation to generation, 
ruling over the Troj ans ( 1 96-99) . 24 

The graduation in the biological code from immortal youth to 
mortality, heterosexual reproduction, and old age is also present in 
the parallel codes of space and food. Ganymede, on Olympus ,  pours 
out the gods ' immortalizing beverage, "rosy nectar from a golden 
jar" (206) . Tithonus , who gains immortality but not eternal youth, 
has as his diet an anomalous mixture of "both grain and ambrosia" 
(sitch t '  ambrosiei te, 232) .  His abode is neither earth nor Olympus but a 
place distanced from both, "Ocean's streams at the limits of earth" 
(226) . The anomalous plus in the dietary code (both grain and am
brosia) is symmetrical with the minus implicit in the spatial code 
(neither earth nor Olympus) . 

A similar spatial anomaly characterizes the offspring of the union 
between mortal Anchises and immortal Aphrodite. As the heir to a 
mortal patrimony, Anchises and his descendants will rule over a city 
of men. But as the child of a goddess ,  conceived not in a civilized 
house but in a shepherd's  steading on the wild mountainside, Aeneas 
spends his first years of life in the forest ,  between city and wild, 
nurtured by Nymphs who live on earth but eat "immortal food" 
(ambroton eidar) and have their long life-span (260) measured by the 
life of trees in the forest (264-72) . Mediating between gods and men 
as between passionate erotic union and incorporation in regularized 
civic life, the Nymphs "follow neither mortals nor immortals" (259) 
but have as their sexual partners the silenoi (262) , who combine the 
features of gods and beasts , and Hermes, the god of mediation be
tween gods and mortals, Olympus and Hades . Aphrodite's  union 
with Anchises hovers ambiguously between the pure lust of seduc
tion and the sanctions of marriage (cf. 1 1 7-42 , 1 50) . Luring him by 
talk of marriage, she makes even legitimate union serve her end of 
seduction . So too the child born of this union hovers ambiguously 
between recognition by his parents and concealment by his parents . 
The mother refuses to allow public recognition of her union with the 
father, Anchises , and yet like a true mother provides for the child's 
nurture (trophe: cf. 273)  and describes prophetically his early years of 

24 .  For further details, see C.  Segal, "The Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite: A Struc
turalist Approach, " C W  67 ( I 973 14) 205- I2 ,  and Tragedy and Civilization: An In
terpretation of Sop hodes, Martin Classical Lectures 26 (Cambridge, Mass. I 982) 22-24. 
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dependency on her maternal surrogates (273-79) . Spatial, sexual, 
marital, dietary, and biological codes are all correlated in homologies 
that create a concrete, nonabstract systematicity organizing both nat
ural and supernatural worlds . 

The mythical structures of Pindar' s  Odes lend themselves to sim
ilar analysis . In the first Olympian the love relations of Ganymede
Zeus and Pelops-Poseidon in the sexual code are symmetrical with 
the god-mortal relations violated in the dietary code. Ganymede's  
successful attainment of Olympus parallels Pelops '  dismissal from 
Olympus . The symmetrical mediations between god and mortal ef
fected by both Ganymede and Pelops (though to different degrees) 
contrast with the failed mediation of Tantalus . Ganymede is a mortal 
youth taken up to Olympus by the gods . Pelops is sent from Olym
pus down to earth and later, allowed to reach the gods through the 
mortal mediatory forms of eros ,  ritual, and heroic honors . But Tan
talus is sent from Olympus to Hades , beneath the earth, for attempt
ing to bestow the gods' nectar upon his mortal companions.  This 
violation of the god-man boundary in the dietary code is correlated 
also with the other crime to which the ode alludes , Tantalus' serving 
of his son Pelops as meat to the gods, an act whereby they would be 
reduced to the subhuman level of cannibals feasting on human flesh 
(01 .  I . 48-54) . Stealing and distributing to men the divine prerogative 
of the immortalizing liquid (01 .  I .  5 5-67) , Tantalus evokes another 
mediating figure in the megatext, the arch-mediator Prometheus (cf. 
Hesiod, Theogony 53 5ff. ) ,  whose mixture of theft and generosity also 
involves the establishment of boundaries and passages between gods 
and men. Pindar' s  dense interweaving of paradigmatic analogies both 
uses and exemplifies the generative order contained in the megatext 
of these myths . He correlates the aesthetic and moral order of truth, 
poetry, and art with the sexual, dietary, and spatial order in the 
proper relations between gods and mortals .  

In the first Pythian Ode that correlation of poetic, spatial, and moral 
order is made visually concrete in the image of Mount Aetna as a 
mythical locus of coinciding opposites , land and sea, fire and water, 
light and darkness ,  gentleness and power (cf. Pyth. I .  1 9-26) . 25 Con-

25 .  On Pythian I see Gilbert Norwood, Pindar, Sather Classical Lectures 19 (Berke
ley and Los Angeles 1 945)  I 0 1-5 ;  S. D. Skulsky, "Pollan peirata syntanysais:  Language 
and Meaning in Pythian I , "  CP 70 ( 1 975)  8-3 1 .  
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stituted as a mythic place, it is a "heavenly column, " kion ourania 
( I 9b) , a form of the familiar cosmic pillar or axis mundi, holding the 
monster Typhos down under the earth but also extending upward 
from Hades through the mortal world of middle earth to Olympus . 26 
Here Apollo' s  golden lyre, "beginning of radiance" (2a) , creates song 
as a unifying symbol of divine order among men. Drawing probably 
on the Hesiodic depiction of Typhos as a creature of confused and 
dissonant voices ( Theogony 8 30-3 5 ) , 27 Pindar sets up an elaborate 
correlation of cosmic and musical order whose validation and present 
realization are the musical performance of the Ode itself. In what we 
may call an auditory or acoustic code, harmony reigns on Olympus 
through the "beginning of radiance, " emanating from Apollo 's gold
en lyre to the voice of the singers and the steps of the dancers ( I  -4) . 
On earth the song of the poet, Pindar himself, contrasts the praise of 
lawful rulers with the just blame of bad kings such as Phalaris, who 
tortured his victims by making them roar in a bull of bronze which he 
had heated by fire (94-98) . In the natural order the heavenly column 
of Aetna has its own cacophonous roar as it sends its fiery streams 
and rocks crashing down into the sea, a sound appropriate to the 
monster that it keeps down in Tartarus ( I S ,  20-24) but a source of 
wonder to those who see and hear it (26) , for presumably they have 
been taught through the ode's  ordering of the meaning of sounds to 
perceive the moral coherence behind such a monster and prodigy 
(teras, 26) . 

Pindar's elaborate correlation of song with the hierarchical cosmic 
order brings the poet's very act of artistic creation into the mythic 
structure: the frame is itself included in the content, the sender in the 
message. The poet thereby calls attention to his own role as a maker 
of hierarchies . He consciously draws his own aesthetic ordering of 
the world into parallelism with the cosmic ordering of Zeus, just as 
his lyre, the earthly and specific manifestation of Apollo 's golden 
lyre, brings to mortal men the order-bringing, beauty-creating 

26. On the cosmic pillar see Mircea Eliade, Patterns in Comparative Reii,Rion (New 
York 1 9 5 8) 265ff. ;  on its place in Pyth ian 1 see Segal, Tragedy and Civilization (note 
24) 22. In Aeschylus, PV 363-69, too, the monster's subjection to Zeus' order spans 
the "roots" and "highest crown" of Aetna. 

27. A. von Mess, "Der Typhonmythus bei Pin dar und Aeschylus , "  RhM 56 ( 1 90 1 )  
1 67-74 notes the Hesiodic parallels but i s  not interested i n  their implications. See J . -P .  
Vernant and Marcel Detienne, Les ruses de l 'inteili,Rence (Paris 1 974) 90f. , I I Sf. 
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power of the divine lyre on Olympus and makes the festal celebration 
of the moment transparent to the eternally reenacted harmony among 
the gods (cf. 97f. and I ff. ) .  

Here a strong caveat i s  necessary. T o  separate the logical armature 
of the myth from its function in the literary work is to risk giving us a 
thin and partial reading of the text, the skeleton rather than the living 
flesh. A full analysis of the Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite, for example, 
would also demand our saying something about the play of deception 
which forms the essential nature of the love goddess as she appears to 
mortals and acts among mortals . We should say somt:thing about the 
way in which the constellation of lies, mountains, wild beasts, and 
seduction or rape not only forms a part of the cultural codes dealing 
with marriage and civic life but also enters into the language of the 
poem and creates Aphrodite 's  characteristic tone of playfulness .  We 
should consider how the seductiveness and artful wiles of the goddess 
are also the seductiveness and artfulness of the poem itself, how the 
goddess '  skillful telling of tales parallels the poet's skillful telling of 
tales : both use a mixture of truth and deception to accomplish their 
ends and to make of the passing pleasure of the moment something 
that, perhaps unintentionally, endures within the city and among its 
descendants . We should also have to pay attention to how these 
matters impinge upon the formulaic language of early hexameter 
poetry. We should study the poet's use of and modification of the 
formulaic attributes and traditional roles of the goddess of love as she 
appears in her various manifestations in the culture and in earlier 
poetry, an area where work by Gregory Nagy and Paul Friedrich has 
made important contributions . 28 

II 

Greek tragedy is a peculiar form of the megatext, the extended text 
of Greek myth regarded as a unified corpus. It is simultaneously a 
commentary on the megatext of the mythic system and the final text 
of the system, simultaneously the culmination of the system and its 
dissolution. Tragedy, like epic, correlates paradigms from different 

28 . Gregory Nagy, "Phaethon, Sappho, Phaon and the White Rock of Leukas , " 
HSCP 77 ( 1 973)  1 3 7-78 ;  Paul Friedrich, The Meaning of Aphrodite (Chicago 1 978) . 
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parts of the text in the way we have examined in the first part of this 
essay. Tragedy specializes in a complicated running together of ho
mologous codes through metaphor and parallel narrative structures 
(we need think only of the Oresteia) . More distinctively still, it plays 
with the logic of the system by working through elaborate reversals 
of the expected patterns . It prefaces the dynamic syntax of the archaic 
myths, as it were, with a negative sign . Its semiotic function in the 
culture may be compared with the concept of the carnivalesque in the 
work of Bakhtin, Kristeva, and Toporov or with the liminal and 
liminoid in work of Victor Turner. 29 

The god of the carnivalesque in Greek culture is also the god of 
tragedy and comedy: Dionysus . The peculiar relation of Greek trag
edy to its mythical material has undoubtedly much to do with the 
god at whose festival and under whose aegis the plays were per
formed. Greek tragedy, one might say, places the megatext of myth 
in the liminal, carnivalesque space occupied by its god. The media
tions of opposites which occur in the myths are collapsed together in 
multiple paradoxes and ironies in the realm of the god whose very 
nature is a constellation of coexisting contradictions : male and 
female, young and adult, chthonic and Olympian, human and bestial, 
Asian and Greek, creative and destructive. In tragedy the firm polar
ities and the clear expression of values in the social order are dissolved 
in ambiguity, complex inversions , and conflicts .  The basic moral 
terms of civilized life become fluid and uncertain or tense with con
tradictions : wisdom and nature in the Bacchae, justice in the Oresteia 
or Antigone, knowledge in the Oedipus Tyrannus, purity in the Hippo
lytus, and so on. 

One reason for this peculiar relation of Greek tragedy to the mega
text of myth is the fact that tragedy itself seems to arise when social, 
political, and moral systems are in crisis or at a crossroads . At such 
junctures not only are value systems in flux but so, necessarily, are 
the modes of discourse that convey, describe, and encode those value 
systems. Language and the narrative forms dependent on language 

29. See M. Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, trans. Helene Iswolsky (Cambridge, 
Mass. I 968) ; Julia Kristeva, Semeiiitike: Recherches pour une semanalyse ( I 969; Paris 
I 978) 99ff. ; V. N. Toponov, "On Dostoevsky's Poetics and Archaic Patterns of 
Mythical Thought, " trans . S. Knight, New Literary History 9 ( I 978) 3 3 3-52 ;  Jean
Claude Carriere, Le carnaval et la politique (Paris I 979) 29ff. ,  I 27ff. ; Victor Turner, The 
Forest of Symbols (Ithaca I 973 )  and Dramas, Fields, and Metaphors (Ithaca I 974) . 
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inevitably participate in the crisis and the transition. As Timothy 
Reiss comments, "In Western history tragedy seems to have ap
peared at moments that, retrospectively, are marked by a kind of 
'hole' in the passage from one dominant discourse to another. "30 The 
seventy-year period Uust two generations) spanned by extant Greek 
tragedy, which represents its mature creative phase, is clearly such a 
moment. The passage from one mode of social discourse to another 
includes the development of a language of conceptual thought, the 
languages of history and philosophy which the Greeks shaped for the 
rest of Western culture, and also a new narrative language of myth: 
tragedy. 

Tragedy pulls the verbal ordering of language and the narrative 
ordering of myth in two different directions simultaneously: it vali
dates , even if covertly, the established social, political, and religious 
values of the community, and it also enacts and releases the tensions 
within and among those values . Because of this double pull inherent 
in the critical and transitional nature of the mythic discourse in trag
edy, it is possible to have a Marxist reading of Greek tragedy as the 
justification of the Establishment, like that of Peter Rose, and a more 
deconstructive reading of tragedy as reflecting breaches in the Estab
lishment, like that of Jean-Pierre Vernant . 31 

There is another factor in this transitional moment of Greek trag
edy: tragedy develops in Greece at the point of intersection between 
oral and literate modes of narration and representation. Although 
writing existed in Greece in early times, earlier narration was pri
marily oral and audience-controlled. 32 With tragedy, I believe, the 
role of writing becomes decisive in composition, for tragedy implies 
a written text, necessary to organize its dense, compact, multimedia 

30. T. J. Reiss ,  Tragedy and Truth (New Haven 1 980) 284. 
3 1 .  Peter W. Rose, "A Dialectical View of Greek Tragic Form, " Radical History 

Review 1 8  ( 1 978) 77-94; Vernant and Vidal-Naquet, My the et tragedie (note 1 I) 1 3 - 1 7, 
2 1-40 and My the et societe (note 2) 205ff. On the danger of viewing Greek tragedy as 
reflecting the ideas and values of a ruling class or dominant elite see S .  Said, "Travaux 
recents sur la poesie grecque, ( 1 960-80) , "  Information Litteraire 33 ( 1 9 8 1 )  73 . From a 
different point of view, it is possible that tragedy can be viewed in this double 
perspective because of its own never fully resolved tension between a wisdom of 
limits (sophrosyne) and an admiration for the unlimited aspirations of heroism:  see A. 
Terzakis, Homage to the Tragic Muse, trans. A .  Anagnostopoulos (Boston 1 978) 1 89 .  

32 .  See Havelock (note 1 2) passim; Cook (note 2) 6ff. ; Vernant, My the et societe 
(note 2) 1 96-200. 
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performance (dance, music, dialogue, recitation, etc. ) .  Indeed, it is 
possible that the increasing importance of writing in the still largely 
oral culture of the early fifth century B . C .  may have been one of the 
determinants in the origin of tragedy. The intersection of a literate 
and an oral culture results in the crossing between two semantic 
systems and a resultant complexity in the nature of mythic 
representation.  

By the very fact of writing-and I have in mind also ecriture in 
Jacques Derrida's  sense-the poet of a hitherto oral culture is impli
cated in a system of abstractions which poses a barrier between his 
text and the univocal "truth" of an oral performance . Where the oral 
poet speaks as a voice of tradition and gives assurance of the validity 
of that tradition by his authoritative presence as the visible and pre
sent speaker or singer, the author of the oral performance of tragedy 
is absent, hidden behind his text. There is no single voice of truth. 
Instead, there is a plurality of voices, each with its claim to truth, 
justice, right, and piety; and no authoritative voice can pronounce 
unambiguously for any one of these voices,  not even the chorus .  

As dramatic performance, tragedy represents myth in i ts  most 
solid, concrete, three-dimensional form, enacted on the stage before 
us. Yet at every moment there is a potential division between this 
surface tangibility and the abyss of illusion, appearances, deception. 
Tragedy presents a world characterized by a perpetual tension be
tween deceptive surface and hidden truth, between appearance and 
reality. Poised between full representation and self-conscious fiction
ality, tragedy simultaneously culminates and dissolves the semiotic 
system behind the mythical material it uses . 

This division between a surface world of illusion and a truth that 
lies beneath rests in part on the crossing between the two sign sys
tems in its background, a verbal and a visual, a hidden text of written 
signs and a public, open, oral performance. The poet himself is oper
ating in two different semantic systems, two different modes of com
munication, one (the oral) involving a social transaction of participa
tion and exchange and the other (written) involving the abstractive 
distancing of ecriture. "Writing is the grand symbol of the far, " 
wrote Oswald Spengler. 33 Hence the representation of myth in trag-

3 3 ·  Quoted and discussed by Jack Goody and Ian Watt, "The Consequences of 
Literacy, "  in Goody, ed. , Literacy in Traditional Societies (Cambridge 1 968) 5 5 .  
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edy hovers between distance and closeness at the same time. 34 In the 
Trachiniae, for example, Sophocles brings on the stage a woman 
endowed with the civilized sensibilities of fifth-century Athens, 
someone whom the audience would have no trouble identifying as a 
contemporary. Yet she lives in a world where river-gods, Hydras, 
and Centaurs, the primordial monsters subdued by Heracles, are still 
recent and fresh. 

Sophocles'  Oedipus Tyrannus is simultaneously the most powerful 
instance of tragedy's  divided world of appearance and reality, illusion 
and truth, and also the most elaborate example of tragedy's  inver
sions of the coded systems in the megatext of Greek myths . It in
volves not only the reversal of king and scapegoat, as Vernant has 
pointed out, but a kind of rite of passage in reverse. 35 The king, 
recovering the origins of his life, finds his place not within the palace 
as the legitimate king 's son-the usual pattern for the foundling hero, 
Theseus, Perseus,  Cyrus , Ion-but in the wilderness as the polluted 
murderer, parricide, and incestuous husband of his mother, the total 
negation of the ordering power that should attach to the role of sacred 
kingship . These reversals are correlated with complex reversals in the 
nature of language and syntax, including the interchangeability of 
divine oracle and bestial shrieking of the monstrous Sphinx and the 
intricate double meanings of riddling speech in the celebrated tragic 
irony of Sophocles . 

The Oedipus ' self-consciousness about the logical patterning and its 
reversibility inherent in the syntax of language is paralleled by an 
analogous self-consciousness of reversibility in the syntax of the nar
rative structure, which Freud extrapolated as a universal life-plot of 
the human condition. 36 The coincidences that seem to guide the plot, 
accidentally, to its necessary conclusion also image the "coinci
dences, " the coming together of disparate elements (syntychia) 
through which the poet shapes his work, interweaves and intercon
nects the separate elements of the narrative, the isolated incidents, 

34 .  For a somewhat different view of this relation of closeness and distance in the 
relation of tragedy to myth, see Vernant, My the et societe (note 2) 205f. ;  also Wolfgang 
RosIer, "Die Entdeckung der Fiktionalitat in der Antike, " Poetica 1 2  ( 1 980) 3 1 2ff. For 
a fuller discussion of these questions in relation to tragedy and literature, see C. Segal, 
Tragedie, oralite, ecriture, " Poetique 50 ( 1 982) 1 3 1-54  and "Greek Tragedy: Writing, 
Truth, and the Representation of the Self' in this volume. 

3 5 .  Vernant, My the et tragedie (note I I ) I I 7ff. 
36 .  Peter Brooks, "Freud's Masterplot, " Yale French Studies 5 5 1 56 ( 1 977) 280-300 .  
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into a unified design. In the story of Oedipus, then, Sophocles pro
jects upon heroic myth the syntax of tragedy, the coincidental com
ing together of accidents into a fully bound and integrated form that 
conveys a sense of necessity and inevitability. Here again tragedy 
constitutes at the same time both the fullest exemplification of the 
interlocking system of the mega text of myth and the deepest ques
tioning of its coherence. 

The very subj ect of the Oedipus Tyrannus is polysemicity. Few 
works of classical literature pay so much attention to their own semi
otic system. The Oedipus Tyrannus pursues the logic of its inversions 
with the inexorability that Aristotle, founder of logical systematiza
tion, could never admire enough. Like the Bacchae, which it resem
bles in this conscious exploitation of logical reversal, it treats kinship 
as a system oflogical relation and logical relation as a form of kinship . 
It explores the sexual roots of knowledge, the sexualization of know 1-
edge, and the intellectualization of sexuality . Oedipus' search for 
himself is both man's  emotional needs to grasp origins and man's  
intellectual need for orientation in the otherness of the world through 
such systems of relational logic as kinship . Confusion in the genera
tional code (incest) is parallel to confusion in the linguistic code (rid
dle and oracle coming together, the multiple ambiguities of Oedipus ' 
name and its origins as oidi-pous [swell-foot] , oida-pous [know-foot] , 
oida-pou [know-where] ,  oi-dipous [alas , two-footed)) . Incestuous mar
riage, a denial of the father, denies the hierarchizing and differentiat
ing processes that operate both in language and in the social order to 
create personal identity and personal responsibility . Brought back to 
his origins by replacing his father, "sowing where he was sown, " 
Oedipus questions the whole enterprise of culture, in which men 
mark the otherness of the phenomenal world and separate themselves 
from the nameless, random life of nature. 

At the center of a semiotic system that is both too full and yet 
always threatening to disintegrate into emptiness ,  Oedipus is a con
stellation of opposites where the ambiguity of the individual' s  primal 
word, his name, implicates the entire denotational , differentiating 
system of language itself. 37 As a focal point for the equivalence of the 

37· See Segal, Tragedy and Civilization (note 24) 24 1 -44; also C .  Segal, "The Music 
of the Sphinx: The Problem of Language in Oedipus Tyrannus, " in Kresic (note 7) 
1 5 1-63 . 
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codes (familial, sexual, cognitional, biological, spatial, ritual) , the 
myth exhibits and explores its own polysemicity with particular 
transparency; concurrently it explores its own a-semicity, the pre
cariousness of signification, and the possibility that language may 
point to meaninglessness or deceive by the false appearances of 
meanmg. 

It is partly for this reason that Oedipus can be and has been in
terpreted with equal validity in so many different systems: psycho
analytical, linguistic, political, historical, religious, structuralist. The 
very problem of his existence, as posed in the myth is the problem of 
language: language crystallizes self and world into static forms, yet 
these forms have the changing aspect of things always in flux. 
Oedipus himself can be defined by his name only when the play has 
taken us through a powerful and painful experience that reveals the 
deceptiveness of language as an interpreter of reality and as a medi
ator between apparently steady surface and ever-shifting depths, be
tween truth and appearance. Myths like this , which reflect (literally 
"bend back") upon themselves, on their own narrative syntax and its 
reversibility, seem to have the remarkable quality of deconstructing 
themselves . Certain myths, at least-I would put here those of 
Oedipus and Pentheus-reveal and explore the mechanisms for the 
deconstruction of the system of myth and the system of language out 
of which they themselves grow. The simultaneous use and question
ing of these systems constitute perhaps the most distinctive feature of 
the recasting of myth in tragedy, carried to its furthest point in the 
Oedipus Tyrannus. 

The Tyrannus shows how tragedy, as a secondary elaboration of 
myth, can tell its story while deliberately calling into question one of 
the most fundamental elements of mythic narration, the representa
tion of time. Sophocles ' play virtually deconstructs the myth by 
revealing the illusoriness of temporal progression in the story . The 
forward movement of the hero , driven like the audience by a curi
osity both intellectual and sexual, both public and intimate, takes a 
path that is linear (because it marks an advance into the future) and 
simultaneously circular (because it reveals the present only as a repeti
tion of the past, gripped at every point by the domination of past 
events that it cannot transcend) . The push toward solution and 
closure becomes , at every point, an increasingly intense involvement 
in origins, opening wider gaps and larger spaces of the past. Each of 
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the hero's  conquests in the forward movement of his life, like each 
movement of the plot to a new episode, is only a clearer revelation of 
a hidden past, secrets of birth that prove more elusive the closer he 
gets. When Oedipus recovers his city and his mother by ignorantly 
solving the riddle of the Sphinx, he is blind to the real truth of 
himself. Beneath his alien status as victor and foreign husband he 
conceals the truth of his origins as legitimate son and heir. The re
mote past, with the blood ties that should assure him an intimate 
place in both house and city, cancels out the present, in which he 
possesses wife and kingdom after fulfilling the role of the young 
conquering hero (like Perseus or Theseus) who arrives from a distant 
land. 

As Oedipus uncovers his hidden origins, so the tale of the birth of a 
child is also the discovery of a hushed attempt to murder a child. 38 
The discovery of a father is also the discovery of killing a father. 
Finding his mother becomes the finding of himself as the husband of 
his mother, father of her children. Each discovery of origins opens 
upon something that must be immediately closed; the recovery of 
lost knowledge demands a closing up and concealment of that knowl
edge. Oedipus becomes the reader of a tale who discovers at its end 
that he is the missing piece which alone can bring the tale to its 
conclusion. Yet only the delay, by refusal of that discovery (a refusal 
that sometimes seems blind and perverse) , allows the tale to unfold at 
all . 39 

At the peripety , blinding himself with the brooches that he takes 
from Jocasta 's  robe, Oedipus reenacts the unraveling and unconceal
ing that pull every forward progress back to dark origins .  His act of 
self-blinding brings with it the implication of baring (again) his 
mother' s  body, but now it gives him an inner vision that previously 
he had lacked. This penetration, by both feet and eyes , to places that 
should have remained hidden from him reveals to him the truth of his 
equivocal status as both the insider and the outsider, and it also 

3 8 .  Shoshana Felman, "Turning the Screw of Interpretation, " Yale French Studies 
5 5 1 56 ( 1977) 1 6 1 ff. quotes an interesting passage from Serge Leclair, On tue un enfant 
(Paris 1 975) : " Insupportable est la mort de l'enfant: elle realise Ie plus secret et Ie plus 
profond de nos voeux . . . .  " 

39 ·  Felman (note 3 8 )  1 75 has some interesting remarks on the parallelism of the 
Oedipus Tyrannus as a detective story and Henry James 's The Turn of the Screw. 
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reveals the transgressive status of his amgibuously legitimate place 
within the house and within the city. 40 

The paradoxes surrounding the hero 's discoveries parallel the para
doxes surrounding the kind of truth that the tragic poet reveals :  this is 
a truth that intertwines darkness and clarity in our knowledge of 
ourselves and our place in the world. Spinning a web of pleasant 
deceptions , apatai in Gorgias ' sense (82  B 23 D-K) , the tragic poet 
reveals behind the delightful surface, the terpsis or hedone, of myth the 
ugly, painful, or shameful things that we know but cannot or will not 
speak. In the Tyrannus both the hero in his life story and language in 
the permutations that it undergoes in the course of the play have their 
pathe, their sufferings . In both an ultimately sexual mechanism of 
allure and seduction, the curiosity to see and experience, is trans
formed into the recognition of a horror that is simultaneously re
pulsive and fascinating . With the hero we, the audience, are drawn on 
in increasing deSIre to see and to know, even as we recognize more 
and more certainly that there will be pain, not pleasure, in what we 
will see. Uncovering the body of Jocasta in the intimate inner cham
bers of the palace near the end is the prelude not to a night of nuptial 
pleasure but to a perpetual night of guilty, tormenting knowledge. 

In the Bacchae, as in the Oedipus, tragedy emerges as the form able 
to encompass its own contradiction, able to hold a delicate counter
poise between the creative and destructive energies of life and the 
centripetal and centrifugal forces of all (mythical) narrative. The god 
of tragedy asks the protagonist of the Bacchae, also deluded by ap
pearances and fascinated by secrets that a mother would keep con
cealed, "Would you then see with pleasure what is bitter to you?" 
(Of.t(J)� ()' '()OL� av �()f(J)� &. om mxga.; 8 1 5) .  Here Euripides explores 
not only the systematic inversions made possible by the reversible 
syntax of the myth of Pentheus-shifts of active to passive, god to 
beast, highest to lowest, and so on-but also the relation of these 
reversals to the form that myth assumes in tragedy, that is, myth in 
the liminal, carnivalesque space of Dionysus. 

The structure here is not a static antithesis but a tensely maintained 

40. See John Hay, Oedipus Tyrannus: Lame Knowledge and the Homosporic Womb 
(Washington, D . C .  1 978) 1 04ff. , 1 1 9 ,  I 2 S ;  P .  Pucci, "On the 'Eye' and the 'Phallos' 
and Other Permutabilities in Oedipus Rex, " in Arktouros (note 1 4) 1 30-3 3 ·  
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harmony of opposites like that described in the celebrated fragment 
of Heraclitus (22 B 5 1  D-K) : "They do not understand how being 
drawn apart from itself it agress with itself; a back-stretched harmo
nious fitting, as of a bow and lyre. " The inner dynamics of the play 
show the capacity of the aesthetic form to absorb the destructiveness 
of the contents and the power of those contents to call into question 
and to disturb the beauty of the aesthetic form. 

The Bacchae maintains this "back-stretched harmony" between the 
life-giving and the life-destroying power in Dionysus and the myths 
about Dionysus.  There is a just and an unjust Pentheus, a just and an 
unjust Dionysus, a terrible and a gentle god, a lyrically mystical and a 
savagely murderous band (thiasos) of bacchants,  a play that calls to 
the remote beauty of ecstatic worship of the life energies in the world 
and in ourselves and a play that makes us recoil with revulsion from 
the release of those energies .  Euripides'  tragic art makes both sides 
visible in their simultaneity, complementarity, and inseparability. 

The play, by its very existence, marks the place where the destruc
tive side of the Dionysiac energies of both god and storyteller have 
been overcome by the creative, the place where those energies have 
resisted desublimation and have been transformed into implements of 
civilization, into a token of personal reflection on the god and his 
rites . Coming at the end of the creative phase of Greek tragedy, the 
Bacchae reflects on the origin and nature of tragedy, on the point 
where art separates from ritual. The Bacchae also reflects on the de
structiveness of the rite and dramatizes the emergence of self-con
scious suffering and remorse out of group participation in the Di
onysiac omophagy, the emergence of the individual from the group, 
and with that the emergence of tragedy from myth. 

The vicarious representation of the Dionysiac ritual within the city 
limits at the Greater Dionysia replaces the celebration of the rites in 
the ecstatic thiasos on Cithaeron.  Were those rites celebrated with full 
exuberance on the mountain and in the forest, without resistance, 
without reflection or hesitation, there would be no tragedy, perhaps 
no civilization. In the participation in the rites of the god in the 
oreibasia, the nocturnal revel on the mountain, there is no residue; 
everything is used up, j oyously, in the moment of fusion with the 
god and in participation in nature 's  vital energies .  In the performance 
of the rite in its symbolic and vicarious form in the theater of Di
onysus, there remains the tragedy, which survives for future ages to 
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ponder. In this celebration the participants sit immobile in their seats; 
and the action is entirely mental and inward, a complex, many-sided 
reflection on the rites that were or might be performed with the 
fullest, most energetic action on the mountains outside. 

Tragedy is a form of myth which not only uses, illustrates, and 
interweaves the codes but also reflects on the logic implicit in the 
whole mythical system. In the Bacchae, Euripides has tragedy act out, 
in the visual form of dramatic representation, its own illusion-creat
ing processes of masking, robing, and fiction making. The great 
scene where Dionysus, god of dramatic illusion as well as of wine, 
madness ,  and religious ecstasy, dresses the young king as a Maenad 
on the stage, visually enacts that process of fictional representation 
which the poet practices . The scene mirrors back to the audience their 
own willingness to endow an actor on the stage with the personage of 
a mythical being merely by virtue of the mask and robes with which 
the poet clothes him. 

At the end of the Bacchae, Agave enters in her madness carrying the 
bloody head of Pentheus .  Cadmus asks , "Whose prosopon do you 
carry in arms?" ( 1 277) . His word prosopon can mean "face" or "vis
age, " but it can also mean "mask. " It calls attention to the illu
sionistic process of the play itself, the use of masks to represent faces . 
It also marks a certain progression in the mimetic representation of 
the fiction being acted out on the stage before us. There is the face of 
Pentheus ,  which is really a mask (the double meaning of prosopon) , 
over which Dionysus has placed the wig and cap of a Maenad, in 
which Agave sees the head of a savage lion- "Do you see that cloud 
that's almost in shape like a camel?-By the mass, and it's like a 
camel indeed . -Methinks it 's like a weasel . -It is back'd like a 
weasel .-Or like a whale?-Very like a whale" (Hamlet Ill .  iii. 39 3ff. ) .  
After playing a number o f  mutually contradictory roles-king and 
scapegoat, hunter and hunted, antagonist of the god and sacrificed 
victim-surrogate of the god, authoritarian monarch and ambiguously 
female bacchant-Pentheus is finally reduced to being an empty 
mask, carried by his mother who thinks that she is carrying the head 
of a lion. 

Tragedy, then, develops the deconstructive potential inherent, per
haps,  in all myth and indeed in all narrative. Emerging at a unique 
historical moment when the traditional values of an oral culture are 
increasingly subj ected to the critical spirit fostered by literacy and 
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when the relatively secure hierarchies of the archaic world order are 
tested and reexamined, tragedy experiments with the reversal or vio
lent interweaving of the codes of the social order and deconstructs the 
system to show the hidden logic of its workings .  It can even represent 
the zero-degree of signification, when the relations are so densely 
interwoven, the description so thick (to use Clifford Geertz's  term)41 
that signification itself is called into question, as in the scene of Cas
sandra's prophecy in the Agamemnon ( I 072- I I 77) . Unlike more static 
cultures, the Greeks of the classical period were able to incor.porate 
into their narrative systems this process of reflexivity and its ambigu
ous potential for negating the logic of those narrative systems . It is 
one of the most remarkable qualities of the megatext of the mythical 
narratives that it could expand to assimilate its own negations and 
reversals . 

Tragedy stands at the intersection of two opposing relations to its 
mythical material : the further expansion of the mythic megatext as it 
generates fresh narratives from the old matrices and the continual 
questioning, analyzing, and even negating of the mythical models . 
This elasticity of the myths is perhaps latent in the dynamic potential 
of the system from the beginning, that quality which could generate 
the kind of paradigmatic relation so characteristic of Greek mythic 
literature from its earliest times . 

For this metalingual and metaliterary functioning of myth in trag
edy, structural and semiotic analysis has much to contribute. It can 
reveal the interlocking of relations in the symbolic systems formed by 
the myths . It can also help analyze the clash of value systems, the 
functioning of the sign systems, and particularly those metaliterary 
levels where the text calls attention to its own fragility and artificiality 
as a construct of signs and symbols . Tragedy is a form of mythical 
narrative which makes overt its own deliberateness as a device of the 
human intellect to keep out chaos or, in other terms, to resist entropy 
and its symbolic equivalent in language: disorder, incoherence, unin
telligibility, nonmeaning, meaninglessness .  It thereby reinscribes that 
potential disorder and chaos into the structured nature of human life 
with that safe danger whose paradox is the paradox of tragedy. 

4 1 .  T. Clifford Geertz, "Thick Description: Toward an Interpretive Theory of 
Culture, " in his The Interpretation of Culture (New York 1 973) 3-30; also "Deep Play: 
Notes on the Balinese Cockfight, " in the same volume, 4 1 2- 5 3 .  
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Greek Tragedy: Writing ,  Truth, 

and the Representation of the Self 

When tragedy is born in Athens around 500 B .  c . , the city creates in 
its midst the civic space in which it can look at itself in the mirror of 
the ancient myths . Theatron, "theater, " is a space for beholding, 
derived from the verb theaomai, to behold with wonder. This nar
rative form is the most vivid possible representation of myth in Greek 
culture. It is also a form of mythic representation which highlights all 
the tensions, contradictions, and problems that arise when the Athe
nians adapt to their new democracy the aristocratic legends of the 
past: tales about kings and heroes, about ancient families that claim 
descent from the gods, and about the hereditary curses handed down 
in the bloodlines of these families . 1 But throughout Greece in the 
course of the sixth and fifth centuries , social changes (including the 
increasing use of writing) and consequent changes in the role of the 
poet bring concomitant changes in the character and function of my
thic narration. 2 

A French version of some parts of this essay, in a different form and with a different 
emphasis, appears as the introduction to my La musique du Sphinx: Structure, my the, 
langage dans la tragedie greeque (La Decouverte, Paris, forthcoming) . I thank the John 
Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation for a fellowship in I 98 I-82,  which sup
ported the research for this study. I am grateful to Froma Zeitlin of Princeton Univer
sity for friendly criticism and advice. 

I .  See Jean-Pierre Vernant, "Tensions et ambigultes dans la tragedie grecque, " in 
Vernant and P.  Vidal-Naquet, My the et tragedie (Paris I 972) 24ff. ; also Vidal-Naquet's 
chapters on the Oresteia and the Phi/oeleles in the same volume, especially I 49ff. and 
I 68ff. 

2. For the changing role of the poet in the archaic period, see J. Svenbro, La parole 
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In fifth-century Athens, writing enables the democratic polis to see 
itself in a new perspective and to claim for its contemporary exis
tence, despite its ideology of change and innovation,  a patrimony of 
glorious tradition analogous to the myths of the ancient aristocratic 
families . The written histories of Herodotus and to a greater degree 
of Thucydides , as Diego Lanza has argued, 3  are analogous to tragedy 
in that they create for the democracy a mirror in which Athenians can 
contemplate the deeds of their city and preserve in memory the 
words of its leaders . These speeches, now condensed into definitive 
form and fixed as part of the history's eternal possession, ktema es aiei J 

are not only the record of what has impelled the city to its actions but 
also the verbal expression of its elusive consciousness ,  its essential 
character. 

II 

The notion of the unity of Greek culture stretching in a more or 
less unbroken line from Homer to Aristotle is deeply inbedded in the 
historical imagination of the modern world, from its early exponents, 
Lessing, Herder, and Winckelmann, to the historical synthesizing of 
Wilamowitz . But in the last few decades this unitary structure has 
suffered multiple fractures . The most recent attack has come from the 
work of Eric Havelock, whose studies of the implications of literacy 
and preliteracy over the last twenty years have forced us to reexamine 
some of the massive changes in concerns, outlook, and expression 
brought about by the transition from an oral to a literate culture. 4 

Havelock himself has paid remarkably little attention to tragedy 
and only recently included it within his reexamination of the intellec
tual history of early Greece . s  While aware of tragedy's  position be-

et Ie marbre (Lund I 976) , which references to earlier literature . For archaic poetry in the 
perspective of an oral culture, see B. Genti!i, "Aspetti del rapporto poeta, commit
tente, uditorio nella !irica corale greca, " Studi Urbinati 3 9  ( I 965 )  70-88 .  

3 ·  D .  Lanza, Lingua e discorso nell ' Atene delle professioni (Naples I 979) 56 ;  also 75f. 
4. E. A. Havelock, Prefoce to Plato (Cambridge, Mass. I963) ,  The Greek Conception 

of Justice (Cambridge, Mass. I978) ,  and essays collected as The Literate Revolution in 
Greece and Its Consequences (Princeton I982) . 

5 ·  Havelock, "The Oral Composition of Greek Drama, " Q UCC n.s .  6 ( I 980) 6 I
I I 3  (or Literate Revolution [note 41 26I-3 I 3 ) .  
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tween the oral and literate phases of Greek culture, he emphasizes the 
continuities of tragedy with the attitudes and style of oral poetry. The 
tragedian, according to his view, is a late manifestation of the oral 
poet, conveying communal and traditional wisdom. My purpose is 
to give more importance to the tensions inherent in tragedy as a 
literary form and to allow more importance to the radical departures 
from an oral tradition which are implicit in tragedy.  

Tragedy is an oral performance, but one controlled by a written 
text. 6  It  is performed in the agonistic and ritual setting that charac
terizes most of early Greek literature. Unlike oral epic, however, 
tragedy is not recreated afresh on each occasion by the improvisatory 
art of the aoidos, the oral singer . If the plays were acted again after 
initial performance at the Dionysiac festival of the Lenaea or the 
Dionysia (a privilege allowed only to the plays of Aeschylus) , they 
were not re-creations requiring a fresh inspiration and a new com
position for that occasion, as in oral poetry, but the replication of a 
fixed text . 7  In the fifth century the text serves primarily as the script 
for a performance. Tragedians do not seem to think of their work as 
intended for a reading public until the fourth century. 8 

As the creator of a written text destined for oral performance, the 
tragic poet, unlike the oral singer, stands in a deferred relation to his 
work. Composition and performance no longer coincide; instead, 
there is an intermediate stage when the work is complete but unre
alized. Indeed, a tragedian may have composed plays that were not 

6. On tragedy and the development of writing see u. von Wilamowitz-Moellen
dorff, Einleitung in die griechische Tragodie ,  vol. 1 of his Euripides, Herakles (Berlin 1 907) 
1 20-27; see in general Walter Ong, S. J . , Orality and Literacy (London and New York 
1 982) 148f. Comedy, though it allows for more improvisation in performance, also 
depends on a fixed text, and the development of comedy as a literary form postdates 
that of tragedy in fifth-century Athens . 

7. For the difference between oral recreation and exact reproduction see A. B .  
Lord, The Singer of Tales (Cambridge, Mass. 1 960) chap. 6 .  He  has reiterated how 
foreign is the notion of a fixed text in an oral culture in "The Influence of Fixed 
Text, " To Honor RomanJakobson 2 (The Hague and Paris 1 967) I I96- 1 206, especially 
1 206. See also J .  Goody, "Memoire et apprentissage dans les societes avec et sans 
ecriture, " L'Homme 17 ( 1 977) 29-52 ,  especially 44. For recent discussion, with ample 
bibliography, see Bruno Gentili, "Oralira e scrittura in Grecia, "  in M. Vegetti, ed. , 
Oralita scrittura spettacolo (Turin 1983 )  30-52 .  

8 .  Aristotle, Rhetoric 3 . 1 2, 1 4 1 3 b I 2ff. ;  also Albin Lesky, Greek Tragedy, 3 d  ed. , 
trans. H. A. Frankfort (London and New York 1 967) 204. See also Aristotle, Poetics 
26, 1 462aI  1 - 1 7  and G. F. Else, Aristotle 's Poetics :  The Argument (Cambridge, Mass. 
1957) 63 S f. ,  640f. 
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presented until months or years later. Tragedians might revise a play 
already presented, as Euripides did with his Hippolytus Veiled-a pro
cedure that itself implies heavy reliance on writing in the mode of 
composition-or might revise a play that would then exist only as a 
written text, as seems to have happened in the case of Aristophanes' 
Clouds . 9  Admittedly, a choral poet like Aleman composed songs that 
others would perform later; but such works were far shorter and less 
complex than a tragedy. The long compositions of Stesichorus that 
have recently come to light-the Jocasta fragment and the 
Geryoneis-are not certainly choral and seem much closer to oral epic 
in the smooth narrative flow, the simple and linear movement of the 
plot, and the elaboration of surface detail . 1 0  

This division between the two stages in  the production of a trag
edy-text and performance-may have contributed to the distance 
from the mythical subject that the conflictual, open-ended, and ques
tioning spirit of Greek tragedy demands . Instead of one-sidedly cele
brating a local hero, as choral lyric tends to do, tragedy combines 
sympathetic participation with the presentation of different points of 
view, attitudes, and perspectives, no one of which is necessarily final 
or right. 1 1  Hence Aeschylus can movingly depict the suffering of his 
audience's mortal enemies in the Persians, and Euripides can portray 
with compassion the defeated enemies of the Greeks in the An
dromache, Hecuba, and Trojan Women .  

I t  is also possible-though here w e  are in a realm o f  pure specula
tion-that this two-stage mode of production sensitizes the tragic 
poet to the two systems of communication and representation, verbal 
and visual, that his art involves: the power of visualization inherent in 
the image-making power of the word itself and the concrete act of 
visualization on the theatrical stage. The coexistence of verbal and 
visual representation unique to the theater involves, at nearly every 
point, dichotomy, contradiction, or paradox in the existence of truth. 

9. It is widely agreed that the version of the Clouds handed down to us is the 
revised text of a play that may never have been performed: see K. J .  Dover, 
Aristophanes, Clouds (Oxford 1 968) lxxxff. 

10. On formulaic elements in Stesichorus see G. Vognone, "Aspetti formulari in 
Stesicoro, " Q UCC n. s . 12 ( 1 982) 3 5-42, who sees in the style an intermediate stage 
between the oral, rhapsodic tradition and literate poetry. I should say that the former 
predominates . 

I r . On this point see Alvin Gouldner, Enter Plato: Classical Greece and the Origins of 
Social Theory (New York and London 1 965)  1 1 4; also Vernant's "Tensions" (note I ) .  
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The conflict between appearance and reality, what is seen and what is 
said, is of course a recurrent theme of Greek literature from its earliest 
beginning: the external, visual attractions of women's beauty are 
already dangerous in Hesiod's  Pandora, and Homer's Odysseus is a 
master of lies and disguises . These tensions between the surface 
world that we see and the hidden truths that we do not are also 
explored by the philosophers , from Thales and Anaximander to Par
menides and the Atomists .  Yet in tragedy the rift between seen and 
unseen truth acquires a more vivid representation through being en
acted before our eyes, in the gestures and movements of living men in 
real space. 

In early Greek society the poet is a "master of truth , " the speaker 
of a discourse that derives validity from a set of culturally privileged 
narratives . 1 2 Homer invokes the Muses as his source of knowledge 
about the past (II .  2 . 484-87) . Hesiod relates how the Muses on Heli
con give him a skeptron,  a staff, emblem of authority , and breathed 
into him the power of song along with the knowledge of its capacity 
for both truth and falsehood ( Theogony 26-34) . 1 3  By the late sixth 
century, however, that authority for truth has been secularized and 
internalized. Oral poetry-and I have in mind the Homeric poems in 
particular-gives us the sensation of the full presence of events :  we 
feel that we have all the necessary details and that we possess that 
immediacy of foreground eioquently described by Erich Auerbach in 
the famous first chapter of Mimesis . Tragedy, based as it is on a 
written text, is full of elusive details ,  missing pieces,  unexplained 
motives, puzzling changes of mood, decision, or attitude. Instead of 
the oral poet who tells us in person of the will of Zeus,  we have the 
absent poet who has plotted out every detail in advance. And we have 
the feeling, at times, that we have been plotted against, that we are 
the victims of a calculated counterpoint between surface and depth, 
appearance and reality, seeming and being . 

As the basis for bardic authority is reexamined in the critical spirit 
fostered by writing, authors need to shape another kind of narrative 
in order to lay claim to a discourse of truth. They need to tell a 

1 2 .  M. Detienne, Maftres de verite dans la Creee archai"que (Paris 1 967) . 
1 3 .  For recent discussion of the Muses in Homer and Hesiod, see W. Rosier, "Die 

Entdeckung der Fiktionalitat in der Antike, " Poetica 1 2  ( 1 980) 294-98 ,  with further 
bibliography; also P. Pucci, Hesiod and the Language of Poetry (Baltimore and London 
1 977) 8-44· 
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different kind of story about themselves in order to support the truth 
that they claim to speak . Such, for instance is the journey of Par
menides, cast in the traditional form of a Homeric narrative and 
studded with phrases borrowed from the epic vocabulary . 14 But Par
menides ' traditional language serves only to set off the unique, mys
terious quality of his j ourney and his destination. This poet is going 
not to a mythical land of Laestrygonians but to a realm of philosoph
ical concepts, being and nonbeing. Such too is Thucydides ' new story 
about himself, a story not about gods and Muses but about a "jour
ney" of investigation, inquiry, strenuous examination, zetesis tes al
etheias, "a searching out of truth" (Thucyd. 1 . 20 . 3 and in general 
1 . 20-22) . 

The increasing literacy of the late fifth century, at least in Athens, 1 5  
i s  one of  several interrelated influences that tend to  cut the discourse 
of truth loose from the communal, performative, and agonistic con
text of the archaic period and thereby to require the poet to reflect 
consciously on the source of truth or, in other words , on the kind of 
story that he has , implicitly, to tell about himself. Later poets, Call
imachus and Theocritus , for example, do this almost as a matter of 
course and in the spirit of a self-conscious literary top os, to distinguish 
their art from that of their predecessors and contemporaries . 1 6  

What i s  the implicit story of the tragic poet? It i s  no  longer a tale of  
meeting Muses of gods (such as even Pindar still could tell) . 1 7  The 
tragedian's story resembles perhaps that of Oedipus or Teiresias; it is 
the story of a double vision or a double language (dissai phonai) , of a 

14 .  Parmenides frag. 28 B I  (D-K) . 
1 5 .  For the growing importance ofliteracy in the last quarter of the fifth century see 

F. D. Harvey, "Literacy in the Athenian Democracy, " REC 79 ( 1 966) 5 8 5-63 5 ;  E. G. 
Turner, Athenian Books in the Fifth and Fourth Centuries B . C .  (London 1 952) ;  A. R .  
Burns, "Athenian Literacy in the Fifth Century, " Journal of the  History of Ideas 42 
( 1 98 1 )  3 7 1-87;  Lanza, Lingua e dis corso (note 3) 52-84, with the bibliography, 8 5-87;  
Giovanni Cerri, Legislazione orale e tragedia greca (Naples 1 979) 3 3-45 ,  65-74. On the 
upper limits ofliteracy among the Athenians ,  despite the number of inscriptions in the 
city, see Oddone Longo, Tecniche della comunicazione nella Creda antica (Naples 198 1 )  
1 20, with 1 2 5  n. 20. I t  i s  part of Havelock's "oral" thesis that literacy b e  placed a s  late 
as possible in the fifth century, though he admits, rather reluctantly, the high literacy 
at the end of the century: Literate Revolution I 99ff. , especially 203( 

16 .  C( Theocritus 7. 1 23-30,  especially 1 28ff. ;  Callimachus, A itia I, frag. I ,  2 I ff. , 
where the status of the fully literate poet is signaled by the presence of the writing 
tablet on his knees; also frag. 2. 

1 7· For example, Pindar, Pyth . 8 . 5 6-60; Pyth . 3 . 77-79, with scholion 1 3 7b 
(Drachmann) . 
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backstage, of something hidden behind or beneath. 18 For Aristopha
nes, the verse by Euripides that reads "My tongue has sworn, but 
unsworn is my mind" (Hipp . 6 1 2) became almost a motto of that 
poet's form of tragedy, the ironic emblem of his defeat in the Frogs 
( 1 47 1 ) .  In representing the visually concrete and physical exterior of 
the mythical character, tragedy heightens the mystery of his interior 
life .  A self-conscious tragedian like Euripides repeatedly calls atten
tion to the problem of representing, realizing, and verifying this 
interior realm. 

In the fifth century the "graphic space" of alphabetic writing be
comes a convenient metaphor for making visible the hidden realm of 
the emotional life .  As the concretization into solid, stable, and visual 
form the fluid, invisible breath of the voice's  "winged words , " writ
ing can represent the process of revealing what lies unseen within the 
mind. The most common of these graphic metaphors is that of the 
tablets of the mind, frequent in the tragedians , with the concomitant 
figure of unrolling or unfolding the interior secrets of the heart . 19 We 
may include here Gorgias ' figure of persuasion' s  "stamp" or "im
pression" upon the soul (ten psuchen etuposato) and his image of logoi 
that make things to be seen by "the eyes of opinion" (tois tes doxes 
ommasin, Helen 1 3) .  Immediately afterward he speaks of the per
suasive power of a logos that is "written with art" (technei grapheis) . 
Then a few paragraphs later, describing the power of vision to arouse 
fear and desire, he uses another metaphor of writing:  "So has vision 
inscribed [enegrapse] on thought the images [eikonas 1 of actual things 
seen" (Helen 1 7) .  He goes on to speak of painters (grapheis) and 
sculptors whose work brings pleasure and pain to the eyes . These 
visual metaphors, in turn, are intended as analogies for the force of 
eros as a quasi-corporeal power that enters the soul through the eyes . 

At least two factors aid this association of writing and emotional 
interiority: the tendency in an oral culture to connect writing with 
private, secret, or deceitful communication (particularly of an erotic 
nature) and the importance that writing gives to vision, for the 
Greeks the most powerful stimulus to eros . 20 Gorgias ' theory of 

1 8 .  Eur. , Hipp . 925-3 I ;  Med. 5 1 6- 1 9; HF 65 5-72. For the hidden in human life see 
Hipp . 1 9 1-97 and the echoes later in Artemis' speech to Theseus, I 287ff. 

1 9. E .g . , Eur. , Hipp . 9 8 5 ;  cf. IT 793 .  
20. See, for example, R .  C .  Jebb, Sophocles, The Plays and Fragments, Part III ,  The 

Antigone (Cambridge 1 89 1 )  on 795ff. 
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desire depends on this four-way association of writing, emotional 
life, eros, and vision. This graphic space, I shall suggest later, corre
sponds to the tragedians '  new self-consciousness about what is going 
on behind and beneath, about what cannot be shown visually in the 
scenic action (the self as inner and hidden) and in the scenic language 
(the written text) . 

It would, of course, be a mistaken exaggeration to attribute to 
writing alone massive shifts of emphasis in Greek society which re
sulted from the interaction of many complex factors, economic, so
cial, political, religious, and so on. The growing individualism of the 
fifth century, aided by the rationalism of the philosophers and the 
Sophists, the questioning of traditional values in the various crises of 
the Peloponnesian War, the gradual evolution of moral speculation 
over the previous century which included an increasing shift from 
"shame-culture" to "guilt-culture, "  all contribute to this concern 
with the inner self and the real nature of what we are . 2 1  Nevertheless,  
the movement away from the face-to-face exchange of information in 
a small, village-type society, where everyone is familiar and defined 
by multiple nexuses of relationships ,  to the more abstractive, intellec
tual, and less personal mode of communicating information and ideas 
inherent in a literate culture accentuates the problem of self-knowl
edge and self-definition . 22 Writing accompanies that increasing ac
knowledgement of complexity in the vision of self and world which 

marks the fifth century. The self defined by the physical externals of 
health, beauty, strength, and the opinion of others23 is no longer 
adequate to a world view aware of irrational, invisible, mysterious 
forces within the individual and the governance of the universe. 

Along with civic cult, epic and rhapsodic recitation, choral perfor
mances , and such other rituals of a dramatic nature as the Mysteries, 
drama depends upon a system of symbols and conventions to effect 
its mimesis of reality . The audiences that came to the first tragedies 
had long been schooled in a mode of thought that could "see" the 
Troad or Lemnos or Egypt in the circular orchestra of the theater or 
could accept the figure moving and speaking behind the mask as 

2 1 .  For some speculation on these social changes see Gouldner (note I I) 1 1 3 f. ,  1 3 3 f.  
22. For the face-to-face mentality o f  village-type, oral societies see Longo, Tecniche 

della comunicazione (note I S) 1 3 ff. 
23 .  See Gouldner (note I I ) 98ff. ,  !OSff. 
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Theseus, Heracles, or Agamemnon. But phonetic writing gives new 
force and simplicity of expression in everyday life to this process of 
conventionalized, symbolic representation. The increasing alpha
betization of Athens as tragedy is developing, along with the critical 
spirit fostered in a literate society, sharpens awareness of the discrep
ancy between the imagined and the actual objects , just as phonetic 
writing sharpens awareness of the discrepancy between the alphabetic 
conventions and the tactile reality . 24 Hence the tragedians are in
terested not only in creating spectacles but in calling attention to their 
own power to create spectacles , to the system of conventions with 
which the form itself operates . We are familiar with such self-con
sciousness about the symbolic system of representation in late Euripi
dean plays, in the Helen and the Bacchae, 25 but the tendency is there 
even as early as Sophocles ' Ajax, where the prologue seems to allude 
to the poet 's illusionistic power as a kind of divine techne ( 86) ,  ena
bling us the audience to be present as if unseen at events acted out 
before our eyes ( 83-86) :26 

Athena . 

Odysseus . 
Ath . 
Od. 

III 

He could not see you, do not fear, even if you stand next to 
him. 
How, if he sees with the same eyes? 
I will darken his eyes, even though they see. 
Everything may come about with a god's devising craft. 

Writing provides a fixed point of orientation and organization 
around which are focused the mental energies that are in an oral 
culture more diffused. The new skill appears not merely an intellec-

24. On the importance of phonetic writing as the source of a conventionalized 
symbol-system for tragedy see D. de Kerckhove, "Synthese sensorielle et tragedie: 
L'espace dans Les Perses d'Eschyle, " in Tragique et tragedie dans la tradition occidentale, 
ed. P. Gravel and T.  J .  Reiss (Montreal 1983 )  69-83 ,  especially 75ff. , who seems to 
me to have isolated and exaggerated the importance of writing. Writing may have 
contributed to self-consciousness about the conventions, but the conventions them
selves have older, deeper, and more diverse origins. See also his 1 979 essay (note 28) .  

2 5 . See below, notes 75 and 76. 
26. The discovery of Ajax's body at the climax of the play may also be calling 

attention to the technique of using the eccyclema to make visually powerful what 
would otherwise remain hidden: cf. 976-78 and 890 with 9 1 5- 1 7 . 
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tual technique but the sheer power of mind and eye (often closely 
associated by the Greeks, for whom to know is to see, as the two 
verbs have the same root, vid-) . Simonides ' new "art of memory" at 
the end of the sixth or beginning of the fifth century seems to have 
used visualization as its main component. 27 Thus the power of mem
ory, instead of being attached to hearing and speech and therefore 
being oriented externally,  toward others , is made part of visual expe
rience and is oriented inwardly, toward oneself, toward silence and 
privacy. The metaphor, frequent in tragedy, of writing on the tablets 
of the mind identifies memory with something both visual and inte
rior, a kind of interiorized writing (see below, section VIII) . The 
literate revolution probably played an important role both in empha
sizing visualization and in celebrating the power of mind, a recurrent 
theme in the classical period, from about 460 B. c. to the end of the 
century. 

One of the most famous celebrations of this intellectual power is 
the Prometheus Bound of Aeschylus .  Here, I think, we find an impor
tant indirect reflection of the new mode of mental organization im
plied in writing. The Titan, imprisoned and immobilized on his rock 
in the Caucasus in punishment for teaching the arts of civilization to 
mortals-including the arts of writing and counting-holds the cen
ter of the stage, an object of magnetic vision to all who approach 
him.28 Like the organizing force of a written text, this figure at the 
center of the spectacle is the source from which all the mental energy 

27. See Cicero, De Orat .  2 . 86 . 3 54 and 2 . 87 . 3 57 .  See Gentili in Vegetti (note 7) 32 .  
See also Kerckhove (note 28 )  3 59-6 1 on Simonides and the "interiorization of a visual 
space" (36 1 ) .  

2 8 .  After I had written this section, Professor Froma Zeitlin pointed out t o  m e  that 
a similar point . had been made about the Prometheus by D. de Kerckhove, "Sur la 
fonction du theatre camme agent d 'interiorisation des effets de l 'alphabet phonetique a 
Athenes au V siecie, " Les imaginaries, II, Cause commune, 1 979, no. I ,  " 10/ 1 8 "  (Paris 
1 979) 345-68, especially 3 5 1 -56 .  Although we both stress the importance of Prom
etheus ' immobility, Kerckhove emphasizes the effect of sensory deprivation. In his 
view this is central to the reorganization of perceptual reality, for it creates a mode of 
thinking that is now directed by the repression of the body and shifts away from oral
aural participation to the more abstractive processes that he connects with phonetic 
writing: "Or c'est la tension entre la repression sensorielle et l'impossibilite de reagir 
physiquement qui permet a l 'energie de Promethee de se cancentrer dans une inte
riorite d'ou s 'echappe interminablement sa parole" (3 5 3f. ) .  Stimulating as this ap
proach is, it suffers from isolating only one factor in what is a complex movement 
toward the conception of an interiorized self in late archaic and classical Greece. If 
theatrical space, moreover, is in one sense analogous to the symbolic conventionality 
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in the play seems to radiate. He imposes order and limit by means of 
his intellectual power-power that consists in the ordering, present
ing, and withholding of knowledge . 

At roughly the midpoint of the action, after Prometheus has enu
merated at length his civilizing gifts to mankind, the cow-maiden 10 
enters . Zeus ' lustful pursuit has driven her over the earth in confused 
wanderings . A figure of total disorientation, she utters inarticulate 
cries, does not know where she is , and is amazed that Prometheus 
knows her name. Their meeting is like the confrontation of oral and 
written mentalities . 10 is immersed entirely in an immediate present 
beyond which she cannot see . She is surrounded by mysterious 
voices that drive her onward, and she is pursued by vague, dreamlike 
visions of the night that she can only partially discern and cannot 
understand. Following a journey that seems to hold neither end nor 
goal, she lacks the kind of centering and focusing of experience which 
Prometheus embodies in the play. 

When Prometheus urges 10 to "write down on the remembering 
tablets of her mind" the extent of her future travels (789) , he provides 
her with both the temporal and the spatial organization that the or
dering of reality by writing makes possible . In clear and well articu
lated order he indicates the definite stages in her j ourney. He orients 
her according to the directional marks of north and south, sunrise and 
sunset (cf. 790f. , 796f. ) ,  just as he had oriented mortals by giving 
them the knowledge of seasonal limits and by teaching them how to 
read the signs and omens of the future from the birds (484-99) . The 
verb "set on a path, " hodoun, occurs in both passages (498 ,  8 1 3 ) and 
marks the directional, orienting nature of the kind of knowledge 
which Prometheus gives to mortals . 

Prometheus' spatial ordering of lo's movements by explaining the 
route of her wanderings has a temporal equivalent in the future of the 
places that she traverses .  These nameless points , Prometheus says, 
will become famous in later times, fixed markers in a strange territo
ry, because of her passage (e. g .  73 2-34 ,  8 3 9-45) . He tells her also of 
the remoter end of her sufferings when she reaches her goal in the 
land of Egypt and of another kind of relief in the fact that one of her 
descendants will be his liberator .  In the dimensions of both space and 

of phonetic script, the Greek theatrical performance, with its multimedia and multi
sensory effects, is far from the abstractive result of sensory deprivation. 
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time, then, Prometheus gives her formless world a shape and a form, 
just as he gives her journey and her experiences a direction and a 
coherence. He makes available to her the organizing intelligence that 
comes with writing, coordinating past and future, tracing patterns in 
the shapeless mass of both space and time, and making patterns visi
ble in the midst of a chaotic mass of unordered detail . He creates for 
the inarticulate half-human creature of suffering what is virtually a 
map of where she has been and where she is to go (we recall again that 
verb of orienting direction, "set on a path, " hodoun, in 8 1 3 ) .  

IV 

Another exemplary text of this period has as its central theme the 
problem of organizing experience into knowledge and moving be
tween different communicative and signifying systems, namely the 
Oedipus Tyrannus of Sophocles . Here even more sharply than in the 
Prometheus the problem of truth has to do with the crossing over 
between aural and visual modes of sorting and preserving informa
tion. It is commonplace to observe the importance of sight in the 
play. But less commonly observed is the interlocking of sight and 
hearing in many of Oedipus' statements about knowledge. When the 
primary object of inquiry arises in the prologue, namely the question 
of the death of Laius, Oedipus describes his knowledge of Laius as 
follows : "I know [of him] by hearing; for never have I seen him" ( 1 05) . 
Since oida, "I know, " is the first syllable of Oedipus' name, the line 
immediately associates Oedipus' knowing with seeing . 

When Oedipus, near the end, blinds himself and returns to the 
stage, it is as a man returned to the one-dimensional knowledge of an 
oral! aural culture, reborn into a world dominated by the presence of 
sound as the primary mode of knowledge ( I 3 09f. ) :  "Where in the 
earth am I borne, miserable? How does my voice fly around me, 
borne aloft?" (diapotatai phoraden) . The voice, phthonga, becomes 
something concrete and solid, a separate entity that has a quasi-cor
poreal reality, a locomotive power, like the Sphinx or like the mag
ical, incantatory winged word in an oral culture. When he asks to 
close off the channels of hearing as of sight ( I 3 86-90) , Oedipus re
states in negative form the double sensory power that constituted the 
basis of knowledge in the prologue. In his anger and ignorance he 
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accused the inwardly seeing Teiresias of being "blind in his ears" as 
well as in his "mind and eyes" (O T 3 7 1 ) .  But Oedipus himself is 
exemplary of tragedy in his determined exploration of the interlock
ing of visual and auditory knowledge and in his awareness of the 
doubleness of verbal meanings in man's difficult search for truth . 
One thinks here too of Sophocles' contemporary, Empedocles, and 
his concern with the multiple avenues of knowledge through the 
senses . 29 

v 

The ambiguity of language as a medium of truthful discourse im
plied in the Oedipus receives perhaps its most pregnant formulation in 
prose from the rhetorician and Sophist Gorgias near the end of the 
fifth century . In the Helen (c. 1 3 ) he evokes the power of language in 
the oral tradition to give pleasure (terpein) and persuade (peithein) . 30 
He distinguishes, however, between the "word written with artful 
skill , " technei grapheis, and the word "spoken with truth, " aletheiai 
lechtheis . A fragment of his Epitaphios contrasts the "freshness"  and 
"vitality" of actions with the "paleness"  and "trembling" feebleness 
of letters (tremonta kai ochra) . 31 Gorgias can still play upon aletheia as 
the truth communicated in the living interaction of the oral exchange, 
but with a major difference: he is conscious of being a scriptor who 
has written the logos of Helen (grapsai, Helen c .  2 1 )  and therefore 
made a plaything or a fiction, a paignion (the last word of the En
comium on Helen) not a piece of "truth. " "I wished to write my 
discourse, " he concludes , "as an encomium for Helen and as a play
thing of my own. " His work, then, falls into the category of what is 
"written with art, not spoken with truth" (Helen c .  1 3 ) ;  he is no 
longer a "master of truth . " As a writer, he has a special consciousness 
of himself as the shaper of his own discourse, with the element of 
play that it can exemplify .  

29 .  Empedocles 3 1  B 3 ,  9ff. (D-K) ; also B2 . 7f. 
30 .  See C. Segal, "Gorgias and the Psychology of the Logos, "  HSCP 65 ( 1 962) 99-

I S S ,  especially r oM. ,  I I of. ,  l uff. ;  W. J .  Verdenius, "Gorgias ' Doctrine of Decep
tion, " in G. B. Kerferd, ed. , The Sophists and Their Legacy, Hermes Einzelschrift 44 
(Wiesbaden 198 1 )  1 2  I f. 

3 1 .  For the text, see Friedrich Solmsen in Hermes 66 ( 1 93 1 )  249 n . 2 (or his Kleine 
Schriften [Hildesheim 1 968]  2 .  1 59 n .2 ) .  
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Play is also freedom, the new freedom of the writer, detached from 
the public context of the oral performance, free of the responsibility 
of transmitting and recording the traditions of his people, able to 
develop ideas because they interest him alone. 32 He can follow his 
own path of words and thoughts with an independence not possible 
for the oral bard subj ect to the audience's  control of the performance. 
This kind of author makes no claim to a trans personal truth beyond 
himself Unlike the oral poet, he knows the moment of his words ' 
origin; he knows that they arise from within himself, that they are an 
object that he himself has fashioned and sees materialized as a text . 

We may contrast with Gorgias '  self-consciousness of writing the 
powerful affirmation of the truth of oral as against written statement 
a generation earlier in the Argive King's decree in Aeschylus' Sup
pliants (946-49) , where spoken words have the solidity and tangible 
presence conveyed in the metaphor of the firmly fastened "peg" or 
"bolt" of his decree (gomphos, 945 ) . 33 "These things are not written 
down on tablets , " says the King, "nor sealed up in the foldings of 
scrolls : you hear the clear words of a tongue and a mouth that speak 
in freedom. " But for Gorgias' younger contemporary, Thucydides, 
the relation between the spoken and the written word is just the other 
way around. The spoken word deceives and misleads and its seduc
tive promise of pleasure (terpsis) in the agonistic context of recitation 
(Thucyd. 1 . 2 2 .  I ) ,  whereas the written word is the result of effort 
(ponos) and investigation (zetesis) and yields accuracy (akribeia) . Writ
ing is surer than speaking in revealing what is hidden (to aphanes) 
behind surface appearances (phanera opsis, 1 . 1 0 . 2 ;  cf 1 . 23 . 3 -6) . 34 

The division in the philosophers , historians , and the tragic poets 
between surface and depth, appearance and reality, is encouraged by 
the special status of the written text in a hitherto oral culture. These 
authors have before them two models of mental organization . Oral 

32 . This play element has a notable role in Euripides' Bacchae. See C. Segal, Di
onysiac Poetics and Euripides ' Baahae (Princeton 1 982) 266ff. 

3 3 .  On this passage and the solidification of speech as inscribed document see 
Turner, Athenian Books (note 1 5) 9;  also Longo, Tecniche della wmunicazione (note 1 5) 
1 22f. 

34 .  On these passages see C. Segal, "Logos and Mythos: Language, Reality, and 
Appearance in Greek Tragedy and Plato , " in Tragique et tragedie (note 24) 25-27; also 
B.  Gentili and G. Cerri, Le teorie del diswrso storiw nel pensiero grew e la storiografia 
romana arcaica (Rome 1 975)  24f. ; F .  Solmsen, The Intellectual Experiment of the Greek 
Enlightenment (Princeton 1 975)  96f. 
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communication faces outward, to the interactive contextual space 
between speaker and audience; written communication faces inward, 
toward the personal relation with the hearer. Its concern is syntactics 
rather than pragmatics . 35 As Aristotle points out in his discussion of 
the graphic and the agonistic styles , writing fosters the internal sub
ordination of ideas within the syntax of the sentence. 36 Oral commu
nication, on the other hand, depends less on the internal logic and 
structuring of the ideas than on the repeated assertions of its message, 
the fullness and copiousness of its style, qualitites that take account of 
the needs and limitations of the listener. The written message is far 
more enclosed in the autonomy of its own internal coherence. Some 
of the tensions explored by tragedy may be due to this pull between 
the inner cohesion of the written text and the other-directedness of 
the oral medium.  

VI 

The beginnings of such a tension coincide with the critical reflec
tion on the mythic tradition which writing unquestionably aided. 
Around the middle of the fifth century Hecataeus of Abdera, like 
Thucydides , designates himself explicitly as a scriptor, the composer 
of a writing. His new graphic space fragments the prior vision of 
truth into a plurality of modes of understanding the world. 37 In the 
few fragments that survive of Protagoras ' interpretation of Homer, 
we can see the same processes of distancing and critical examination: 
the copious flow, the forward-moving impetus,

' 
of the oral epic is 

interrupted after the first words . The fluid linkage of each phrase to 
the next is broken up into small, discontinuous fragments of dis
course which can be scrutinized and dissected. It is the same tech
nique that Aeschylus applies to the prologues of Euripides in 
Aristophanes ' Frogs . 38 

3 5 .  See Ong, Orality and Literacy (note 6) 3 7f. ,  who cites T. Giv6n, "From Dis
course to Syntax: Grammar as a Processing Strategy, "  Syntax and Semantics 12 ( 1 979) 
8 1- I I2 .  

36 .  Aristotle, Rhet, 3 . 1 2 ,  especially 1 4 1 3b8- 1 4a7. 
37 ,  Marcel Detienne, L 'invention de la mythologie (Paris 1 982) 1 3 8ff. , a propos of 

Hecataeus frag, I Oacoby) ; see also Rosier (note 1 3 )  306. 
3 8 .  Aristoph. , Frogs 1 1 1 9- 1 2 50; cf. Protagoras 80A28-29 (D-K) , and C .  Segal, 
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For Democritus , perhaps at about the same time, even the 
numinous quality of poetic inspiration is linked to the written word: 
"Whatever a poet writes [graphei] with inspiration and the holy af
flatus is indeed beautiful. "39 The power of a divine mind (theios nous) 
lies no longer in the gift of inspiration from the goddesses of memory 
but in a ratiocinative capacity, something like dialogic reasoning . 40 In 
the oral tradition it is the Muse and the goddess Mnemosyne who 
endow the poet with the power of lengthy, continuous utterance, 
made possible by a ready abundance of words and matter. The writ
ten word encourages density, concentration, discontinuity. Tragedy, 
in an intermediate position between orality and literacy, contains 
both tendencies:  the flow of the long messenger speeches and the 
staccato effect of the dialogue, often marked by the sharp conflict of 
arguments in antilogiai and stichomythia . 41 

From the late sixth century on, critical reflection about the tradi
tional tales gains momentum with writing.  When variant versions 
can be fixed in a written text, discrepancies and contradictions are 
more easily detected . 42 The tragic poets- like Pindar, Hecataeus ,  
Herodotus-do not  merely repeat or  retell the myths but  reflect on 
them in a critical spirit . 43 In  the graphic space that opens before the 
tragic poet as the writer of a fixed text, there opens also the autono
mous space of the fictional, the possibility of free invention, though 
obviously within prescribed limits . Instead of being a master of truth, 
conveyer of multipersonal norms and values fixed in the conven
tionalized symbolic system of mythical tales recounted in heavily 
formulaic language, the poet is on his way to becoming the fabricater 
of fictions . Younger tragedians ,  Agathon, for example, even experi
mented, though rarely, with plots of their own invention . 44 The task 

"Protagoras ' Orthoepeia and Aristophanes ' 'Battle of the Prologues, ' "  RhM 1 1 3  
( 1 970) 1 5 8-62. 

39 .  Democritus 68 B I B  (D-K) . 
40. Dialogizesthai, Democritus 68 B I I 2  (D-K) . 
4 I .  See Solmsen, Intellectual Experiment (note 34) 1 7  and 28ff. ;  also John H. Finley, 

Jr. , "The Origins of Thucydides' Style, " in Three Essays on Thucydides (Cambridge, 
Mass . 1 967) 74-82, I IO- I 2 .  

42. See. J .  Goody and I .  Watt, "The Consequences o f  Literacy, "  i n  Literacy in 
Traditiollal Societies, ed. Goody (Cambridge 1 968) 27-68,  especially 44ff. ;  see also 
Svenbro (note 2) 1 5 .  

43 · Detienne, L'invention (note 3 7) chaps. 3 and 4 ;  also Svenbro (note 2 )  1 73-2 1 2 .  
44· Aristotle, Poetics 1 4 5  I b I 9-26. 
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of the tragic poet is now not to unveil reality but to create a self
conscious imitation of reality . 45 

The Homeric interpretation of Theagenes of Rhegium at the end of 
the sixth century is an interesting forerunner of this kind of imitated 
universe of the art work. Our knowledge of Theagenes is pitifully 
scanty, but from the extant fragments it seems clear that he wrote a 
commentary on the Homeric poems, interpreting some of the more 
troublesome anthropomorphic features of the gods in an allegorical 
way. In this endeavor he had a predecessor in the Homeric criticism 
of Xenophanes earlier in the sixth century; but where Xenophanes 
only criticized, Theagenes seems to have allegorized. 46 To interpret a 
text, to reflect on it as an object apart from the context of its immedi
ate performance, is to imply a second plane of truth . As a writing, 
such poetry no longer opens to a public world, fully visible to all and 
immediately comprehensible in the shared values that it utters and 
endorses .  Instead, as a text, the poem reveals a hidden world that 
becomes visible only as we scrutinize the words as an object of con
templation. Its surface has to be lifted away or penetrated to reveal 
the deeper levels ;  it contains a thought that lies beneath the visible 
meaning (hypo-noia) or, in later terminology, says something other 
than its overt statement (all-egoria) . 47 With a written text, it becomes 
possible to distinguish a first level of meaning from a second, and 
there enters a critical distance that does not exist in a traditional 
society whose truth is firmly ensconced in the memory of its mem
bers . With the practice of writing, the true meaning of the traditional 
wisdom is hidden and invisible, something to be reached by that 
effort of intellect and abstraction which writing makes possible. 

This is the kind of speech in which Thucydides is also engaged, far 

45 .  See Rosier (note 1 3 )  309ff. ; J . -P.  Vernant, "Le sujet tragi que: historicite et 
trans his tori cite, " Belfagor 34 ( 1 979) 639f. , and "Naissance d'images, " in Religions, 
histoire, raisons (Paris 1 979) I I I .  Verdenius (note 30) 1 2 3 f.  points out the generally 
negative attitude toward poetry as fiction in early Greek literature. 

46. The little that is handed down about Theagenes can be found in D-K I .  5 I f.  
(number 8) . I f  the tradition i s  reliable, h e  was a contemporary o f  Aeschylus and 
Pindar, and he "wrote" his comments down (grapsas, frag. 2 ad fin. and frag. 4) . 
Something at least survived in writing for Hellenistic scholarship to pass on to late 
antiquity, from which come our only notices of his work. For Theagenes ' Homeric 
interpretation and the implications of literacy see Detienne, L 'invention (note 3 7) 1 30 .  

47 .  The term hyponoia is probably pre-Platonic; allegoria is late; see Svenbro (note 
2) ! I 3- I S .  
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more self-consciously. He rej ects the fluid surface of Herodotus '  dis
course, still oriented to the oral context, 48 in favor of the more stren
uous examination of evidence, comparison of divergences, abstrac
tion, and inferences that all go along with writing .  For the atomists 
Democritus and Leucippus , the phenomenal world itself is a text, a 
surface of appearances that has to be analyzed into its permanent but 
invisible truth of atom and void, the stoicheia, "elements , "  "letters , "  
of its invisible atoms . 49 To reach truth one must distance onself from 
the "human lifeworld" and plunge beneath this surface into the 
depths (buthos) . 50 Such, mutatis mutandis , is also the investigative 
procedure of Thucydides : he seeks to recover the hidden causes that 
are aphanes, invisible, hidden behind the phanera opsis, the "visible 
appearance" (c£ I .  10 ,  1 . 22-23 ) .  

VII 

In a preliterate society, conflicts are acted out in social situations of 
encounter and exchange. 5 1  So too, values are embodied in concrete, 
externalized objects-solid and visible points of reference for every
one. 52 With its distancing of experience and its removal from the 
necessity of face-to-face exchange in communication, writing en
courages the internalizing of experience and the exploration of the 
private, the self-consciously personal. 53 The realm of the private, the 
personal, begins to appear. Conflicts are interiorized, and the whole 
inner world of the emotional life opens up. Phaedra ' s  refusal to speak 
of her love, her reluctance to enter into dialogue with the Nurse and 
the women of Troezen, is symmetrical with the ambiguous silent 
speaking of the written tablets that she leaves for her husband. 

48.  For the predominance of the oral code in Herodotus see Longo, Tecniche della 
comunicazione (note 1 5) 72 n . 26. 

49. Leucippus 67 A9 (D-K) (or Aristotle, De gen . et corr. I .  3 1 5b6ff. ) and Lucretius, 
De rerum natura I . 1 97[. , 823-29, 2 . 68 8-99 are also evidence for the atomists' use of the 
letters of words as analogous to the atoms of things. 

50. Democritus, 68 B I I 7  (D-K) . On the notion of truth in things beneath the 
surface and compounds of buthos in archaic poetry, see Svenbro (note 2) 1 1 9-2 1 .  

5 1 .  See J Russo and B .  Simon, "Homeric Psychology and the Oral Epic Tradi
tion, " Journal of the History of Ideas 29 ( 1 968) 483-98.  

52 .  See L Gernet, "La notion mythique de la valeur en Grecc, " in L 'anthropologie de 
la Creee antique, ed. J -P. Vernant (Paris 1 968) 93- 1 3 7 .  

53 .  See Ong, Orality and Literacy (note 6)  1 78f. 
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The further development of writing increases the duplicitous po
tential of language. The gap between word and thing ,  logos and 
ergon, between what one says and what one is, becomes ever more 
evident and more problematical : compare Theseus '  complaint of the 
deceptive discrepancy between men's  voices (what they say) and their 
characters (what they are) in Hippolytus 925ff. Language now is no 
longer the fullness of ready, serviceable stories that flow from the 
generous gifts of goddess memory; it becomes an ambiguous series of 
signs, traces, and absences . 54 Sophocles ' Oedipus confronts language 
as a difficult track ( ichnos) that he must follow out to the unknown 
end, like a hunter following the spoor of his prey (O T lOS- I I ;  cf. 
Ajax 5-10) .  Muthoi  and logoi, what men say to one another, lead no 
longer to an open road but to a narrow and difficult path. Par
menides' route is "outside the track of men. "55 

The first reference to writing in Greek literature assigns to it the 
quality of ominous mystery as a sign. Such are the semata lugra, 
baleful markings, what Bellerophon bears in the folded tablets 
intended to lead him to his doom (II .  6. I 6Sff. ) .  Yet even into the 
fourth century, writing is the distillation of the deceptiveness of lan
guage and the difficulty of communication . It can be a mark of pres
tige and a guarantor of accuracy and truth. 56 But a culture that still 
privileges face-to-face contact and immediate sensory experience also 
regards writing as an obj ect of suspicion, the characteristic tool of 
guile and treachery. In Thucydides' account of the Spartan Pausanias '  
illicit dealings with the Persian king, letters are the mark of his se
crecy; but the ephors, to whom he is betrayed by letters, are con
vinced of the man's  guilt only when they see and hear for 
themselves . 57 

Sophocles ' Trachiniae and Euripides ' Hippolytus (as well as the lat
ter's lost Stheneboea) associate writing,  trickery, concealed love, and 
female desire as all related distortions of truth . In tragedy, writing 
often serves as a motif or a figure around which the poet can 

54. This point becomes explicit a propos of written language in Plato's famous 
myth about writing in Phaedrus 274c-276a. Building on Plato, Derrida works back 
from writing to all language as a protowriting. 

5 5 .  Frag. 28 B I . 27 (D-K) : ektos patou . 
56 .  E .g . , Herodotus I .  1 2 5  or 3 .  u8;  Thucyd. 7. 8 .  See Longo, Tecniche della com

unicazione (note 1 5) 6 r f. ,  66f. 
57.  Thucyd. r .  r 3 3 .  On this passage see Longo, Tecniche della comunicazione (note r 5 )  

62f. 
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crystallize the ambiguous attitudes of the culture toward the female 
and especially toward female desire. 58 In the Hippolytus, writing ap
pears as a duplicitous silent speaking that can subvert the authority of 
king and father. As a concentrated form of seduction and persuasion, 
such "female" writing is doubly a threat to the masculine ideal of 
straightforward talk and forthright action. 59 

In the Trachiniae the letters that Heracles leaves behind for his 
family serve the father's goal of assuring the disposition of the pa
trimony after his death (46f. , I 5 6ff. ;  cf. also I I 66-72) . But there is 
another kind of writing, the metaphorical bronze tablet that describes 
Deianeira ' s  memorization of Ness us' instructions about what she be
lieves to be a love charm (680-84) . The metaphor deepens the theme 
of communication and exchange in this portion of the action, for the 
robe on which she smears the drug is sent to Heracles as her message 
of fidelity, a sign of faith of words (logon pistis, 623 ) . 60 

This metaphorical writing essential to the transmission of the robe, 
along with the sexual charm that the robe supposedly contains, is a 
continuation of the Centaur's deceptive speech. The tablet expresses 
in a visual metaphor Deianeira ' s  susceptibility to his ambiguous per
suasion, with its erotic magic (7 1 0; cf. 660-62) . It speaks a language 
of her unknown or unacknowledged self. As a silent remnant and 
record of the last words that Nessus addressed to her on the banks of 
his river, it shows Deianeira to herself as the exemplar of destructive 
female sexuality. It reveals the monstrous power of sexual desire that 
she can see in Heracles , Nessus , and Achelous but that she cannot 
recognize in herself. 61 

In the interior space of the oikos, the woman's world, the open 
violence of the Centaur's masculine lust is transformed into feminine 
guile, persuasion, and seduction; and its murderous force operates 
through characteristically feminine arts . This baneful and mysterious 
power of female desire works not on the open, visible surfaces of the 

58. We may recall here Gorgias ' Helen, discussed above, which probably draws on 
tragic material (cf. frag. B23 ) .  

59.  On women and writing as  a joint obj ect of suspicion, cf. Menander, frag. 702K, 
on which see Harvey, "Literacy" (note I S ) 62 1 ;  also Susan G. Cole, "Could Greek 
Women Read and Write?" Women 's Studies 8 ( 1 9 8 1 )  1 3 7  and I S S .  

60. For the theme o f  communication and exchange i n  the Trachiniae, see C .  Segal, 
Tragedy and Civilization: An Interpretation of Sophocles (Cambridge, Mass .  1 9 8 1 )  94ff. 

6 1 .  For some implications of the tablet see Longo, Tecniche della comunicazione (note 
I S) 65f. ; Page duBois, Centaurs and Amazons (Ann Arbor 1 982) 98f. 
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body but on the inner organs ( 10 5 3-57) .  Its effects in these lines are 
described in metaphors of ingestion and digestion, processes involv
ing the body as interior space, hollow, or vessel. I t  uses enclosure, 
enfolding, and immobilization rather than penetration (cf. 1057) .  
Heracles explicitly contrasts the wounds inflicted on him b y  the robe 
with the masculine weapons of war, the spear and the sword ( 1 05 8 ,  
1063 ) .  

The metaphorical tablet is not only the negation o f  the patriarchal 
order implicit in Heracles '  letters, but it is also the dark counterpart of 
the robe's intended message of wifely fidelity (492-95 ) .  It conveys a 
different message about the nature of women. Its perverted speech 
utters the feared and suppressed truth that the chaste wife is also a 
lustful female, that the bride of Heracles is also the woman who 
yielded to the Centaur's persuasion/seduction and might yield to the 
more overt sexuality of his animal nature. These themes extend far 
beyond the implications of the "writing of the brazen tablet" in 683 ; 
yet the implicit transformation there from speech to writing, voice to 
silence, force to guile, male to female desire is a focal point for the 
inversions of the social codes which tragedy often explores .  

It is part of the multiple and shifting meaning that writing can have 
in this period that men can also send deceitful and death-bearing 
messages (Agamemnon in Iphigeneia in Aulis) , and letters by women 
can bring salvation (Iphigeneia in the Taurian Iphigeneia ; Andromeda 
in Euripides ' lost play of that name) . 62 In the political sphere, written 
laws are a safeguard against tyranny and the guarantee of fairness and 
equality under the Athenian democracy (Eur. , Suppliants 429-3 7) ;  yet 
the unwritten laws still enjoy the prestige of ancient tradition and 
sacral usage (Soph. , Antig .  450ff. ;  cf. Thucyd. 2 . 3 7 . 3 ) . 63 The com
bination of the practical, day-to-day utility of writing with its relative 
unfamiliarity and perhaps its Near Eastern origins doubtless encour
aged such ambiguous, even contradictory meanings . 

On the rational side, the practice of writing gradually transforms 
the invisible, quasi-magical power of the spoken word into a familiar, 

62. Euripides is probably more open to these ambiguous associations of writing 
than Sophocles : see Longo, Tecniche della comunicazione (note 1 5) 66. 

63 . On the relation of literacy and orality to the debate between written and 
unwritten law in the fifth century see Cerri, Legislazione orale (note 1 5) especially 
chaps. 4 and 5; also Fabio Turato, " Seduzioni della parola e dramma dei segni nell ' 
Ippolito di Euripide, "  Bollettino dell 'Istituto di Filologia Greca, University of Padua, 3 
( 1976) I 8 I f.  
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material obj ect, a well defined, clearly delimited human creation. 64 
This concretization of language into writing gives an impulse to the 
study of language and communication per se. 65 Indeed, one finds a 
fascination with the origin and nature of language throughout this 
entire period, in the Sophists , in Thucydides, Herodotus, and the 
tragedians . All of the tragedians speculate on the origins of language 
and the origins of writing. A curious fragment of Euripides ' lost 
Theseus shows a fascination with the physical form of letters (a char
acter describes the shape of the letters that make up the name 
Theseus) ; and the popularity of the passage is indicated by the fact 
that it was closely imitated by two of Euripides' younger successors, 
Agathon and Theodectes . All three are interested in the physical form 
of letters as visual signifiers of the spoken word. 66 Such passages are 
indications of the new consciousness of the textuality of the work, 
operating at the microcosmic level of the basic act of composing 
shapes into language. 

Instead of disappearing into the collective memory once the perfor
mance is over, being absorbed back into the communal voice, the 
written word of the poet has an autonomous existence apart from the 
spoken utterance that realizes it. The literate poet becomes even more 
aware than the archaic bard that his words are the component parts of 
an artistic product, a crafted obj ect. His work is no longer a memorial 
to others ' deeds , as in Homeric epic or even the archaic encomium, 
but a distinctive entity of his own, the guarantor of his own skill, not 
his patron's eternal fame. 67 Of the extant tragedians , Euripides most 
frequently uses this metaphorical crystallization of poetry as a monu
ment or an artifact68-and also as a text. 

64. See J .  Goody, Introduction, Literacy in Traditional Societies (note 42) I :  "Its 
[writing's) most essential service is to objectify speech, to provide language with a 
material correlative, a set of visible signs . . . .  " 

6S .  See in general Longo, Tecniche della comunicazione (note 1 S) chaps . 2 and 3 ;  
Lanza, Lingua e discorso (note I S)  chap. I ,  with the bibliography, sof 

66 .  Eur .  frag. 3 82 ;  Agathon, frag. 4 ;  Theodectes, frag. 6 (Nauck) ; see Harvey, 
"Literacy" (note I S) 603 f  

67. See Svenbro (note 2 )  1 86fT. o n  Simonides . Contrast passages like Ibycus 
282·47f. (Page) or Theognis 2 3 7-S4 with passages like Pin dar, 01. I .  I I I ff. or 01. 6 .  
1-4 or Pyth . 6 . 7- 1 8 . For recent discussion of the poetics of sixth-century singers see 
Gentili in Vegetti (note 7) S 3-76, especially 62ff. , with the bibliography, 7Sf 

68 .  See, for example, Ale .  962-7 1 ;  Med. 1 90-203 ; Hipp . I I 2Sff ,  1 428-30; Ion 1 1 43-
6S ;  HF 673-9S;  see in general P .  Pucci, "The Monument and the Sacrifice, " Arethusa 
10 ( 1977) 1 6 S-9S ;  also Segal, Dionysiac Poetics (note 3 2) 3 1 8ff. 
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VIII 

In tragedy, where the poet never speaks in his own person, this 
kind of self-conscious textuality can work only implicitly, behind the 
dramatic spectacle. To show how it may function, even where the 
play seems relatively unself-conscious about its own poetics , I shall 
examine briefly the climactic events in Sophocles ' Oedipus Tyrannus 
( 1 2 37-96) . The main actors are absent from the stage, and the dra
matic enactment of the events is suppressed in favor of a long nar
rative account in the third person by an outsider, a new arrival, the 
second messenger who tells the tale . The Messenger begins by point
ing out that he tells of things that were and are not seen: "There is 
[was] no vision present" (opsis ou para,  1 2 3 8) .  He thereby sets into 
relief the distinctive quality of the telling that takes place through the 
visual representation onstage. 69 

Within the Messenger' s  narrative, memory itself has a spatial cor
relative in the penetration to the private, interior parts of the palace: 
first Jocasta 's  violent rushing inside the doors (pyla i, 1 244) to the 
place where she "has memory r makes mention] of the old seeding" 
from Laius ( 1 246) , then Oedipus' breaking through those doors 
(pylai, 1 26 1 )  to find her body. Here, as in the Agamemnon or the 
Bacchae, the most memorable events of the play are revealed to us 
only in verbal narration:  the suicide ofJocasta and the self-blinding of 
Oedipus .  Sophocles is of course following the convention of Greek 
drama which demands that such violence be enacted offstage. But in 
calling specific attention to the contrast between dramatic enactment 
and narration, he also implies a new self-consciousness of the tex
tuality of the work . 

The Messenger's tale not only presents the visual contents of mem
ory; it is also an emblematic account of memory's  inner vision. Mem
ory here becomes correlative with vision, a kind of nonvisual seeing 
just as writing is a nonoral speaking. It is also an interiorized seeing, 
and we may recall here the implications of the metaphorical writing 
on the tablets of the mind. 

This memory of the Messenger conducts us, verbally, inside the 

69. For a more detailed discussion of this passage, see C. Segal, "Time, Theater, 
and Knowledge in the Tragedy of Oedipus, " Edipo: II teatro grew e la cultura Europea, 
ed. B. Gentili, forthcoming. 
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gates of the palace where Oedipus rushes around in wild despair. 
Then it shows us the interior space ofJocasta' s  marriage chamber, the 
scene of her suicide and Oedipus ' self-blinding. The narration, how
ever, permits us to glimpse these most important events only in 
fragments, by significant absence rather than through the full pres
ence of the actors or the enacted events . By calling attention to the 
fact that he is withholding the visual appearance of his chief pro
tagonists in favor of a purely verbal narration, the poet also reveals 
his consciousness of the theatrical spectacle as a special form of nar
rative, mediating between external and interior vision, between visi
ble, physical acts and the emotional world that they reveal . 

The Messenger ends his long narrative with the words , "For these 
gates of the palace are opening; soon you will see a spectacle [theama] 
such that even the one who loathes it will feel pity" ( 1 295f. ) .  The 
theatrical action, the visible opening of the outer doors of the palace, 
now mirrors the Messenger 's  verbal account. That recited narrative, 
based on a carefully structured text-words set down in advance to be 
delivered exactly as the poet has planned-has its own mode of re
vealing what is kept hidden. Its climactic moments too are the acts of 
closing and opening doors ( 1 244, 1 26 1 f. ; cf. 1 287,  1 294f. ) , but these 
acts take place entirely in the unseen, interior space within the palace . 

Sophocles uses the conventional device of the messenger-speech 
with a new consciousness of the relation between the poet's text and 
the dramatic (visually enacted) events . He stresses the parallelism and 
the contrast between verbally describing the unseen events behind the 
palace and bedchamber doors and theatrically showing Oedipus as a 
spectacle on the stage ( 1 295f. ) .  Oedipus now emerges through the 
palace doors as the center of all attention and the object of pitiable 
sigh t to all . "0 suffering fearful for men to see" is the immediate 
response of the chorus ( 1 298) . The terms for vision, spectacle, and the 
opening of gates shift between the narrator and the events he de
scribes , the hideous violence that takes place behind closed doors . 70 
Sophocles thus calls attention to the double mode of narration going 
on before us.  He implies thereby the self-consciousness of the text 
that has plotted out the story in advance of the performance. The 
spectacle onstage has behind it a narrative of actions in which "there 
is no vision present" (opsis ou para,  1 23 8) . The Messenger' s  purely 

70. E. g. , 1 2 3 8 ,  1 2 5 3 ,  1 26 1 ,  1 265 ,  1 287 ,  1 294. 
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verbal tale is like the stage business before our eyes : it too is a way of 
opening doors to the hidden events that arouse our terror and our 
pity . 

This textual self-consciousness ,  I suggest, owes much to the transi
tional moment of the form between oral and literate. This concern 
with the hidden, private, inner space, here and elsewhere in Greek 
tragedy, points to a poet-writer whose frame of reference is both the 
physical, public space of the oral performance in the theater and the 
graphic space of the text . This interior space of house or palace is, by 
the conventions of Greek drama, not represented on the stage but is 
always implicit behind the action. The poet composes for a stage that 
shows only the outside, but that exterior face of the represented 
world has a depth of meaning which derives in part from its hidden 
interior scene. That inner scene corresponds both to the emotional 
life of the characters and to the graphic space of the poet whose act of 
composition takes place before and apart from the public appearance 
in the theater where his words are given full realization. 

The hiddenness of the tragic poet's text in the performance is the 
negative sign of something always hidden from view, on the other 
side of the palace wall, which is also the side of the Other. As 
poet/ writer who manipulates real bodies in real space on the stage, 
the dramatist becomes sensitized both to the invisible graphic space of 
his text and to the hidden, interior space of the self. What is concealed 
behind doors and gates-the gates of the palace, of the mouth, or of 
the body-becomes the problem of his writerly art . 

Greek tragedy has no word for the self. As John Jones, arguing 
from Aristotle' s  Poetics, maintains, tragedy concentrates on exterior 
forms and events, on mythos as a concatenation of actions ,  pragmata .7 1  
Yet the sense of a self, of a complex inner life of motives, desires,  and 
fears , is everywhere implicit . How does the tragedian make the inner 
life of the self visible? It appears not on the stage but in the behind
the-stage implied by the invisible text; something there but not repre
sentable, or representable only as a tension between the seen and the 
unseen . This interplay between interior and exterior space parallels 

7 1 .  Poetics 6. 1 4 50a 2ff. John Jones, On Aristotle and Greek Tragedy (London 1 962) , 
especially 24ff. , 3 5 ff. ,  4 1 ff. I am not advocating return to post-Romantic psychol
ogism but rather suggesting a way of looking at the vexed issue of character in Greek 
drama through posing the self as problem. Here, as elsewhere, the Greeks raise the 
fundamental questions of representing reality in art with exceptional clarity. 
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the increasing awareness of the interior realm of the psyche, the indi
vidual personality, that develops in late fifth-century thinkers as So
crates and Democritus .  

Euripides is more explicit than Sophocles about the operations of 
this new textual awareness and the interior life that it implies . The 
Hippolytus is perhaps his most interesting work in this respect. This 
play, so concerned with the dichotomies of visible and invisible, 
inner and outer purity, tongue and heart, also makes an explicit 
correlation between what is hidden behind the gates of the mouth and 
the gates of the palace and, furthermore, connects this movement 
between inner and outer with writing. 72 The silent speaking of Phae
dra' s  written tablets , left in the interior chamber where she hangs 
herself, proves to be more persuasive than the spoken utterances of 
face-to-face confrontation between Theseus and Hippolytus .  

When the absent king returns to Athens , the scenic action stresses a 
double contrast, between interior and exterior space and between the 
silence of written speech and the sounds of words cried out in pain or 
anger. Theseus is surprised at the "shouting" and "heavy cry" from 
within (790f. ) ,  and he is indignant that "the house does not deem it 
worthwhile to open the gates and address me joyfully" (792f. ) .  Told 
of Phaedra' s  death, he gives orders to open the "enclosures of the 
gates , in order that I may see the bitter sight" (808ff. ; cf. 792f. ) .  But 
when that inner scene is exposed (through the stage machinery of the 
eccyclema) , it reveals the ambiguous speech-in-silence of the wom
an's  tablets inside her chamber. Theseus responds (877-8 1 ) :  "The 
tablet shouts , shouts things not to be forgotten. How shall I flee the 
weight of woes? For I am gone, utterly destroyed. Such a song, alas , 
have I seen crying forth through the writing . "  His repeated allusions 
to the barrier of communication between himself and the unspeaking 
corpse (e. g .  826f. ,  842) set off this anomalous speaking of the tablet 
(cf. 8 56-65 ) .  This utterance is something "not endurable, not speaka
ble" (847 and 875) . 

The spatial movement between inner and outer through the gates 
of the palace (793 , 808) now shifts to a metaphorical movement 
between oral and written in words that pass or do not pass through 

72. I have touched on the interior/exterior contrasts in C .  Segal. "Shame and 
Purity in Euripides' Hippolytus , "  Hermes 98 ( I 970) 278-99, and on possible connec
tions with writing in "Tragedie, oralite, ecriture , " Poetique 50 ( I 982) I 48f. 
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the gates of the mouth (stomatos pulai, 8 82) . As a speech that does not 
pass through the gates of the mouth, writing is an ambiguous mode 
of communication; but here that stifled form of utterance does in fact 
"shout out" ( 877) with full communicative power. When Theseus 
first saw the tablet, he described it as "showing" and "saying" (si
minai, 8 5 7; lexai, 865 ) ;  now its oral force intensifies . In reply, Theseus 
cannot contain his cry of grief ( 8 82-86) : "I  shall no longer hold down 
in the gates of the mouth this thing of ill passage outside, a destruc
tive evil . 0 city ! Hippolytus has dared to touch my bed by force, 
dishonoring the holy eye of Zeus. " The passage continues the col
location of visual and oral which pervades the scene (e . g . 865 ,  8 79) . In 
contrast to the woman's  enclosed chamber of the unspeakable crime 
stand the speaking out and showing forth of revealed crime to the 
public space overseen by the eyes of father Theseus and Father Zeus 
(886) .  As in the Oedipus, the Other Scene, the son's violation of the 
most sacred and most forbidden of interior spaces , is presented as a 
series of recessive movements to a closed interior; and here that inte
rior is explicitly identified with the ambiguous graphic space between 
utterance and silence, concealment and revelation,  containment and 
ejaculation . 

Writing is a metaphor, as in the Trachiniae, for the deviousness that 
female sexuality brings into the world. Communication between 
Phaedra's realm of feverish desire inside the house and the males 
outside is by indirection. She addresses Hippolytus only by the inter
mediary of the Nurse, 73 and she addresses Theseus only through the 
silent speech of her writing.  In her famous speech early in the play, 
resolving to die, she laments the confusion that surrounds the two 
forms of aidos, shame or modesty, two meanings spelled with "the 
same letters" (3 86-88 ) . 74 Here, as in the case of her tablet , writing is 
the model for the ambiguities of language, because the possibilities of 
error and deception exist as opposite meanings slide into each other . 
From this source flows a whole series of confusions in the lives of the 
characters and in the value systems that impinge upon them. The 
clearly delineated roles and stable, univocal meanings of a traditional, 

73 . In the first Hippolytus, however, presumably followed in this respect by Seneca 
in his Phaedra, there was a face-to-face interview between the queen and Hippolytus. 

74. For the grammata of 3 87 in relation to the problem of signs and language in the 
play, see Turato (note 63) pp. r 6 3f. with note 2 5 ·  
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aristocratic society, with its emphasis on face-to-face contact, have 
been lost; instead, words and modes of behavior become paradoxical, 
and familiar boundaries no longer hold. Hippolytus is both bastard 
and well born (cf. 1 454f. ) ;  Theseus is the source of domestic and 
political order and also of violence, bloodshed, and impurity (cf. 
34f. ) ;  Phaedra is both noble in her fame (eukleia) and shameless in her 
passion (cf. 1 299ff. ; also 7 1 5  ff. ) .  

The later plays o f  Euripides show another kind of awareness of 
tragedy's power as a medium that doubles the mimetic capacity of the 
word by the physical mimesis of deeds acted out by three-dimension
al figures on the stage. The long recognition scene between brother 
and sister in his Iphigeneia in Tauris is especially instructive in this 
regard. Orestes , after long wanderings, has landed in the remote 
barbarian land of the Taurians, who sacrifice strangers to Artemis . 
Iphigeneia, who has been supernaturally transported here at the mo
ment of being sacrificed at Aulis by her father, King Agamemnon, is 
the priestess of the goddess and as such must prepare the new victims 
for the sacrifice. In the course of the long three-way dialogue between 
Iphigeneia, Orestes , and his companion, Pylades ( 576-826) , the long
lost brother and sister come to recognize each other. The medium of 
recognition is a discourse about messages and about the relative val
ues of writing and speech as secure and accurate modes of commu
nication . 75 The context is also one of domestic ties that shift abruptly 
between the extremes of distance and nearness .  The poet praises the 
written word, implicitly, for its capacity to span great distances and 
to communicate the living presence of love between those hopelessly 
separated . The abstract system of signs which constitutes writing 
enables even the total stranger to convey a message of intimate emo
tion. But through the paradoxes of Euripides ' brilliant dramatic situa
tion, that impersonal, generalized capacity of the written message is 
negated unexpectedly by the living, emotional power of the spoken 
word in a face-to-face, orall aural encounter. 

The written message is something concrete and physical, an object 
that may be carried, sent, given (5 84, 5 89-90, 603 , 667) . But as 
Iphigeneia warms to the emotional reality of what this medium of 
communication can achieve, she begins to endow it with a guasi-

75 ·  The following discussion of the Iph igeneia in Tauris is drawn from "Tragedie, 
oralite, ccriture" (note 72) 1 49-5 J .  
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animate life .  Instead of a "messenger" who would "announce" her 
news in Argos (oa"tL� aYYELA.al !!OA.WV I E� "AQYo� aMl�, 5 8 8-89) ,  
she describes the tablet itself a s  "speaking" and "announcing" (0£1..
TO� • • •  / A.Eyouaa Jtl<J'ta� tlbova� artaYYEA.EL , 64 1 -42) . This shift 
suggests the incommensurability between the physically circum
scribed nature of the tablet as a tool or a means of conveying informa
tion in an impersonal manner and the rich human feelings attaching 
to the actual words that it contains .  In reflecting on this paradoxical 
relation, Euripides allows Iphigeneia, carried away by emotion, to 
confuse the two . 

That fusion deepens in a further complication that simultaneously 
affirms and destroys the power of the written word. The destined 
recipient of the written message in remote Argos proves to be the 
hearer to whom she is dictating it, standing right beside Iphigeneia in 
the Taurian land. This message, doubled by its oral, dictated form in 
order to prevent loss of the contents at sea, is simultaneously com
plete as both oral and written communication.  When its intended 
bearer, Pylades, raises the problem of the tablet ' s  loss at sea (75 5-57) ,  
Iphigenia replies (762-65) : 

i\v !-lEV £1.wCPOTI£ YQa<j>llV
' 

ainT] <j:>QUOEL mywoa TaYYEYQa!-l!-lEva. 
llV {')' fV SaAUOOTI YQU!-l!-laT' a<j:>avLoSfI TUbE,  
T() OW!-la ocpoa£ WU£ A.6YOV£ (J(UOEL£ f!-lOt .  

If you preserve the writing ,  itself, i n  silence, will speak what h a s  been 

written on it. But if the writings are made invisible in the sea, in saving 
your body you will save my words as well. 

These lines play upon the paradoxes of the visible-invisible and the 
silent speaking which we have noted in the Hippolytus . But here 
Euripides holds these paradoxes up to the shifting lights of his ka
leidoscopic art and gives them another turn. The written sign that 
marks absence turns into the means of recreating presence; now, 
however, it does so not through the deferred, abstractive, silent me
dium of writing but through a face-to-face orall aural interchange. 
Thus the oral message, the reading aloud of the written text, inter
venes to prevent the separation between brother and sister by the 
sacrifice-the sacrifice that this letter, like Phaedra's ,  implicitly sanc-
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tioned, for its sending meant acquiescing in the sacrifice of one of the 
two Greek youths captured by the Taurians . 

Orestes then dismisses the letters of the tablet, along with their 
distanced conveyance of communication in far-off lands , for an im
mediate hedone of touch and embrace, of tangible acts rather than 
words (793-94) : 

ltagEL£ OE ygaf,lf,lcn;wv OLaJtTUXCt£ 
.TJV i)OOVTJV ngon' OU A.6yOL£ algT]OOf,lm. 

Letting go the folded letters (of the tablet) , I shall take my joy not in 
words . 

Harking back to Iphigeneia's words some seventy lines earlier, 
Orestes' gesture caps the ambiguity and incompleteness of commu
nication by the written word. As Iphigeneia was about to consign the 
tablet to Pylades, she spoke of its presence as if it were a mythical 
being (727-29) : 

OfATOU f,lEV aLOE noMElugOL OLaJtTUxat , 
�EVOL ,  nugELOLv . &. 0' £nL wioo£ �OVAOf,lm, 
axovoU'!;' . 

Strangers, the many-doored foldings of the tablet are present here. But 
as to what I wish in addition, do you hear. 

But as the discussion of delivering the tablets at Argos goes on, the 
written medium wavers between reliability and unreliability (75 5-
65) . Both qualities are functions of its tangibility and impersonality. 
The pull between strong verbs of direct, oral communication like 
"tell, " "announce, " "hear" (729, 75 3 ,  762, 769) and the giving or 
losing of letters (745 ,  756f. ,  763 f. )  with their anomalously silent 
speech (763 ) ,  underlines that crossing between the two commu
nicatory systems.  

Euripides rings one further change on these shifts between written 
and oral at the end of the scene. Orestes , who receives the written 
message in an oral form, dismisses the grammata in favor of direct, 
physical gesture, as noted above (793-94) . Yet his oral / aural percep
tion and response prove insufficient. Iphigeneia has need of further 
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proofs ,  tekmeria (808-22) . These tekmeria (significantly, a word be
longing to the rationalistic vocabulary of the Sophistic movement) 
brings us back from the technology of writing to the remote, quasi
mythical tales of the house of Atreus, the stories of the golden ram 
and the sun's stopping in its course, woven, not written, on the 
tapestries of a young girl in her house (8 I I- 1 7) . They are, in fact, 
stories that Euripides himself artfully tells in the second stasimon of 
the Electra (669-746) . Chronological relation between the two plays 
aside, this movement from letters to weaving bears on Euripides' 
own self-awareness of his art .  He locates his tragic version of the 
myths between a newer, written technology of communication, indi
cated in the letters (grammata) of the tablet, and an older, more 
traditional form, symbolized by the age-old art of weaving, which is 
itself an ancient and traditional metaphor for the telling of tales in oral 
culture. 

In his last play, the Bacchae, Euripides weaves the madness of Pen
theus into a complex texture of illusionistic effects and places it in a 
precarious balance between seeming and being, hallucination and 
reality, which reflects the paradoxical status of the theater itself. 
Amid the visible presences and tangible actions , every event is also a 
form of illusion. 76 The god's visitation of madness upon his mortal 
victim becomes part of this tension between a subjective, distorted, 
private view of the world and the objective reality of the god's super
natural power. 

The Bacchae problematizes the mask as the symbol of the god's 
power. In so doing it also problematizes the power of the theatrical 
spectacle to represent the hidden reality of the interior life, the sub
surface beneath the mask. Dionysus in the play appears not only as 
the god of wine and religious ecstasy but also as the god of the mask 
and of the theatrical illusion embodied in the mask. 77 The crisis of 
knowledge (and self-knowledge) is now framed as a theatrical crisis, 
that is, as a form of the question, How much and what kind of reality 
is contained in the fictional construction of the spectacle? Is there a 
truth hidden beneath the mask and beneath the act of wearing masks? 

76. See my Dionysiac Poetics (note 32)  2 1 5-7 1 .  On this concern with appearance and 
reality in Greek thinking about art, see Vernant, Religions, h istoires, raisons (note 45) 
1 28ff. 

77. See my Dionysiac Poetics (note 32) 2 1 5ff. ,  223ff. ,  260ff. 
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Or, yet further back, What kind of truth can be claimed by a dis
course whose origins are no longer sacred, no longer derived from 
the inspiration of the Muses, but lie entirely in the writer himself as 
the fabricator of a text whose very materiality attests to its human 
creation? The increasing pressure of these questions follows with that 
inexorable logic which pervades early Greek culture and is perhaps 
one of the factors responsible for the demise of tragedy as a creative 
form. 

The Bacchae is among the last of these tragedies . A generation 
earlier, in Sophocles ' Oedipus Tyrannus, the god, however myste
rious, retains his Olympian otherness ,  the obj ective reality of his 
mysterious power. In the Bacchae the god enters the subjective play of 
disguise and role-playing on the tragic stage and is himself a kind of 
externalized proj ection of human fantasies , fears, desires . 78 At its 
most optimistic, the last phase of Greek tragedy celebrates its power 
to create fictions . This more optimistic mood pervades the Helen of 
Euripides . 79 At its most pessimistic, it calls attention to the airy 
bubble of its imagination, floating precariously in a world that no 
longer knows what reality is .  In the terms of the Bacchae, the mask is 
an extension of the god's power, the sign of his ambiguous presence 
among men, forcing them to choose between illusion and ultimate 
reality; but it is also a human creation, the sign of man's power to 
shape fictions that may be only an emptiness behind the illusionistic 
covenng. 

IX 

In a preliterate society, one knows what one can recall . What is 
useful, appreciated, valued, and therefore relevant is preserved and 
lives on the lips of men. The winners are remembered; the losers fade 

78.  For these concerns of late fifth-century drama see Helene Foley, "The Masque 
of Dionysus, " TAPA I IO ( 1 980) 1 07- 3 3 ;  Froma Zeitlin, "The Closet of Masks: Role
playing and Myth-making in the Orestes of Euripides , "  Ramus 9 ( 1 980) 62-77, and 
"Travesties of Gender and Genre in Aristophanes' Thesmophoriazusae, " Critical Inqui
ry 8 ( 1 9 8 1 )  30 1-27, especially 309ff. [ take a rather different view of the mask from 
Jones, On Aristotle (note 7 I) 43 ff. , 59f. 

79. See below, chapter 7, "The Two Words of Euripides' Helen , "  ad fin. ;  also C. 
Segal, Dionysiac Poetics (note 3 2) 3 40ff. 
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away. 80 The effect is what anthropologists have called homeostasis , a 
tendency to maintain the current values and modes of behavior by a 
kind of natural selection of what supports them. 81 When Herodotus 
undertakes to preserve in writing what would otherwise become 
exitela ( I .  I ) ,  that is, vanish into the detritus of the forgotten, he marks 
a new stage in Greek culture. When the tales about the past, the 
myths, genealogies,  wise sayings ,  proverbs ,  laws, and instructions 
can be fixed definitively, in the form of writing, they can be scru
tinized and criticized for discrepancies or contradictions . In a purely 
oral culture all the variants are true, that is, all have a claim to be 
heard simply because they are told, because they are living tales 
through which the society expresses its consciousness of itself. When 
men have the unsorted multiplicity of such tales crystallized in writ
ing beneath their eyes, truth or accuracy becomes something to be 
adjudicated among conflicting or contradictory claims . Hecataeus 
may smile at the plurality of tales which he sets down in writing 
(grapho, 4F I Jacoby) , 82 but in the more serious mood of tragedy, 
conflicting claims on truth involve life and death . 

While Hecataeus and Herodotus and to a far greater extent 
Thucydides were fixing in writing, for critical examination, the 
events of the recent past, the tragedians fixed in writing, for another 
kind of examination, the myths, the tales of gods and remote heroes, 
whose overt content is the distant past. Contemporary subj ects , such 
as Phrynichus '  Capture oj Miletus or Aeschylus' Persians, are rare; and 
even such recent events gain a certain aura of mythical remoteness 
through the elevated language, the close presence of the gods , and the 
intervention of the supernatural in ghosts , omens , prophecies , and 
the like. Tragedy resembles the poetic narrative of an oral culture in 
that its concern is the present relevance of the myths it uses . These 
tales are remade to fit a homeostatic present with little concern for 
historical depth. Yet the quality of that mythical narrative is deter
mined by the spirit of criticism fostered by writing . The myths told 
by tragedy are no longer the myths of an oral society, clear exemplars 
of a received truth or accepted communal values . 

Innovation in mythical narration is the stock-in-trade of Greek 

80. See Ong, Orality and Literacy (note 6) 47f. 
8 r .  Goody and Watt (note 42) 3 1-]4;  see RosIer (note 1 3 )  304 .  
82 .  See Detienne, L'invention (note 3 7) 1 3 8 .  
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poets beginning with Homer. In tragedy, however, that innovation is 
more drastic, less predictable, and cuts more radically to the heart of 
the story 's meaning. Attending a tragic performance, one could never 
be certain just how a given myth would be told. The surviving 
tragedies about Iphigeneia, Electra, and Orestes and what we know 
of Oedipus or Philoctetes in the three tragedians show how diver
gently a myth could be handled . And even a single tragedian could 
present quite different versions of the same subj ect, as Euripides does 
with the tales of Hippolytus and Phaedra, Orestes , Iphigeneia, and 
Helen. 

Mythology, Marcel Detienne has argued, comes into being only 
with the crystallization of oral tales into the written form that fixes 
them as fictional stories , muthoi plasthentes, as Plato calls them. 83 For 
Plato, whose battle against the mentality of the oral culture Havelock 
has eloquently traced in Preface to Plato, truth should be the property 
of the philosopher who enunciates the values and norms that had 
previously been in the hands of the poets . The philosopher is a writer; 
Plato, with whatever elaboration and malaise, writes down the con
versations of Socrates . The philosopher rethinks and rebuilds from 
the ground up what had been diffused in the scattered tales, maxims, 
sayings, and paradigms handed down orally from generation to gen
eration without critical examination .  From this perspective, which is 
the perspective that the historical development of Greek culture has 
bequeathed to us moderns, myth appears as something remote and 
primitive to which we look with nostalgia and wonder, a mode of 
expression untampered with by the secondary elaboration of writing .  

The oral culture of early Greece is mediated for us by writing, and 
the search for the preliterate substratum may be another form of 
Western man's  perpetual longing for a primordial world of innocence 
and simplicity. 84 When writing becomes the major force not only in 
recording, but also in creating and shaping myth, we may be dealing 
with "l'illusion mythique" rather than with the genuine, first-degree 
myth of an oral culture; and access to a realm of pure myth, uncon-

8 3 ·  Plato, Republic 2 . 3 77b; Detienne, L'invention (note 3 7) 1 80. 
84· D .  Wesling, "Difficulties of the Bardie, " Critical Inquiry 8 ( 1 9 8 1 )  73 warns 

against the modern myth of the bardic, whieh is part of "print culture's nostalgia for 
oral culture. " 
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taminated by the reflective and distancing processes of recording 
them, becomes ambiguous, uncertain, and paradoxical . 85 

Our own interpretation of Greek culture curiously recapitulates the 
experience of the Greeks themselves at the end of their great tragic 
age. As we take account of the controlling and reshaping power 
exercised by writing in forming the versions of the myths which 
come down to us as literature, as letters and by virtue of being 
preserved in letters , with all the absences that letters imply, we too 
are inevitably involved in the demystification and demythification of 
the mythical. We too become not merely hearers or even readers but 
interpreters , confronted with the paradox of a text that is forever 
fixed and forever elusive. The tragedians also, as writers , are not only 
mythicizers but the self-conscious interpreters of myth . It  is impor
tant to recognize the complexities implied in their textual production 
and not idealize them, following Nietzsche's  myth of tragedy's Di
onysiac music and fusion with nature, as participants in the imme
diacy of oral vitality and the living, spontaneous power of primordial 
myth. 

8 5 .  Detienne, L'invention (note 3 7) 226. 
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C II A PTER 4 / 
Vis ual Symbo lism and 

Vis ual Effects in Sophocles 

There was speech in their dumbness ,  language in their very gesture; 
they look'd as they had heard of a world ransom'd, or one destroyed. A 
notable passion of wonder appeared in them; but the wisest beholder, 
that knew no more but seeing, could not say if th' importance were joy 
or sorrow; but in the extremity of the one, it must needs be. 

-Shakespeare, Winter's Tale, V. ii .  1 3-2 1 

Though less flamboyant in the use of visual effects than Aeschylus 
( Vita Aeschyli 7 and 9) , Sophocles, credited by Aristotle with the 
invention of scene painting (Poetics 1 449a I 8f. ) ,  also paid considerable 
attention to the element of spectacle (opsis) in his plays . It is the 
purpose of this essay to call attention to the symbolic dimension of 
certain of these visual effects and especially to their relation to the 
central concerns of the works in which they appear. Not all visual 
effects constitute the striking spectacle defined by Aristotle. Nor am I 
concerned with all such effects , only with those where a symbolic 
significance seems evident. Moreover, because all meaning in the 

I presented an earlier version of this essay at a panel entitled "Greek Tragedy on 
Stage" at the Annual Meeting of the American Philological Association, Vancouver, 
B .C . ,  December 28, 1 978 .  I thank the editor of Classical World, Jerry Clack, and the 
anonymous reader for a number of helpful suggestions that substantially improved 
this paper at several points. 
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theater is, in a sense, visual, 1 it is not always possible to draw a clear 
line between symbolic and nonsymbolic; some overlapping is 
inevitable . 

By "visual symbols" I mean specifically details in the scenic enact
ment of the play which express ,  in the condensed, evocative way of 
symbols , the major concerns of the work. By their very nature, 
symbols are both specific and elusive. Their concreteness focuses 
meaning in specific and precise detail ; but their sensuous qualities ,  
and their shifting relations to other details and acts as different facets 
emerge in the unfolding of the work, render that meaning manifold 
and suggestive rather than simplex and denotative. 

As an essay of this scope must necessarily be limited, I shall con
centrate primarily upon four symbols : the sword in the Ajax, the 
robe in the Trachiniae, the urn of the Electra, and the bow of the 
Philoctetes . Although I might have studied other visual details ob
viously of major thematic significance (the cave of the Philoctetes, 
expressive of the hero 's ambiguous relation to civilized society;2 the 
grove of the Eumenides in the Coloneus,3 which stands at the crucial 
point of Oedipus' passage between wandering and settledness ,  pollu
tion and cultic honor as a hero ; the corpse in the last act of Ajax, 4 the 
reminder of the polarizing and problematic effect of Ajax even when 
he is dead) , I have selected these four symbols because they are partic
ularly illustrative of how rich, multiple meanings accrue to a single 
concrete object on the stage. They have the further advantage of 
focusing their major impact in a single scene while their many-leveled 

1 .  On visual meaning see Oliver Taplin. The Stagecraji of Aeschylus (Oxford 1 977) 
1 2-28 .  

2 .  On the cave in Phil .  see D .  B .  Robinson, "Topics in Sophocles' Philoctetes, " CQ 
19  ( 1 969) 3 4-3 7; A .  M. Dale, "Seen and Unseen on the Greek Stage, " Wiener Studien 
69 ( 1 956) 1 04-6; W. Jobst, Die Hohle im griech ischen Theater des 5 .  und 4. Jahrhunderts, 
SB Vienna 268, fasc.  2 ( 1 970) 4 1-43 ; C. Segal, "Philoctetes and the Imperishable 
Piety, " Hermes 105  ( 1 977) 1 56, with further bibliography in n . 64. 

3· For the symbolic implications of the grove see Helen Bacon, "Women's Two 
Faces : Sophocles' View of the Tragedy of Oedipus and His Family, " in Science and 
Psychoanalysis, American Academy of Psychoanalysis, Decennial Memorial Volume 
(New York 1 966) 1 7ff. ;  Barbara Lefcowitz, "The Inviolate Grove, " Literature and 
Psychology 17 ( 1 967) 78-86. 

4 ·  As commentators since Jebb have pointed out, the burial of that corpse is crucial 
to the unity of the Ajax: see R .  C .  Jebb, Sophocles, The Plays and Fragments, Part 7, The 
Ajax (Cambridge 1 907) xxixff. ;  B. M. W. Knox, "The Ajax of Sophocles, " HSCP 65 
( 1 96 1 )  25f. 
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meanings remain diffused over the entire play. Here verbal text and 
visual action form that unique web of textures and sensations through 
which a play works on its audience. 

Since we have only the words of Sophocles , complete certainty 
about the dramatic realization is impossible. The cues in the text 
provide a good deal of evidence, albeit not always as clearly as we 
would like. Ajax's sword, for example, obviously central to the ac
tion, must have been prominently displayed onstage. About the 
scepter-staff of Oedipus in the Tyrannus we can be less confident: it is 
a case where a modern director would have some latitude in staging 
the play . The four obj ects with which I am principally concerned 
would all, I believe, have had a visible and important place in the 
stage business . In a few other cases , which I shall touch on more 
briefly, my remarks may be taken as indications of possibilities inher
ent in the text which may have been (or might still be) developed in 
production. In the third and last section of this essay I attempt to 
distinguish what is characteristically Sophoclean in such visual sym
bolism and related visual effects .  

II 

Symbolic implications in verbal texture are sometimes realized in 
physical presence onstage, verbal and visual action thus reinforcing 
each other . The Oedipus Tyrannus is the most familiar example. Oedi
pus ' blind and wounded eyes, which could be depicted on the mask as 
he returns to the stage from the sight ofJocasta' s  body, concentrate 
the play's  paradoxes of sight and blindness in an overpowering and 
deeply significant visual image. s He now begins to possess an inward 
sight stronger and clearer than the sound eyes with which he failed to 
see the plain truth . Hurt, he has a health truer than the apparent health 
of his flourishing kingship . Deformed outwardly, he can recognize 
that his nobility and beauty of appearance had "festering evils be
neath" (kallos kak8n hypoulon, 1 3 96) . 

The sword of Ajax, our first major example, has an analogous 

5. See most recently John Hay, Oedipus Tyrannus: Lame Knowledge and the Homo
sporic Womb (Washington, D . C .  I 978) 76f. , with the references cited in 65 n . 2 ;  Oliver 
Taplin, Greek Tragedy in Action (Berkeley and Los Angeles I 978) 89 and I lOf. 
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symbolic and dramatic power. 6 Ostensibly signifying the mutability 
of human affairs as a token of exchange between foes, Ajax and 
Hector, it is cited at three crucial points , in elaborate and important 
rhetoric, as a paradigm of persistency in hatred (66 1-6 5 ,  8 1 7-22, 
1024-3 5 ) .  It links donor and recipient, Troj an and Greek, in a bond 
not of friendship but of battle to the death, the true constant of their 
relationship (see especially 1025-3 3 ) .  

The sword i s  first mentioned indirectly b y  other characters-Athe
na, Odysseus,  the chorus, Tecmessa-as the instrument of the 
bloody, shameful deed of Ajax's dark night of madness (30 ,  94f. , 23 I ,  

286f ; cf. also 10 ,  1 47, 3 25 ) . Possibly it accompanied Ajax onstage, 
without any particular emphasis , in the prologue, for Athena' s  ques
tion, "That sword-tell me-did you dip it well in the army of 
Argives?" (ekeino . . .  enchos, 94f. ) ,  could easily imply a gesture to
ward the sword reddened with the blood of the slaughtered cattle . 
The sword has an unambiguously prominent place on the stage, 
however, appropriately in the two crucial scenes where Ajax asserts 
and then executes his rejection of the vicissitudes of the mortal world. 
Foil to the relationship of steady loyalty (Tecmessa and Teucer) and 
enmity changing to friendship (Odysseus) , the sword's  visual pres
ence symbolizes the isolated, self-destructive side of the hero 's rej ec
tion of change. 

It is now Ajax himself who calls attention to the sword. A few lines 
after delivering a simile, full of ambiguities , about being softened like 
"iron in the dipping" (650-652) which figuratively evokes the sword 
(cf. "iron" for "sword" in 1 47 and 32 5 ) ,  Ajax puts his hand to the 
sword at his side (657-59) :  

Going to an untrodden place, wherever I may find it, I will hide this 
sword of mine here [ tod ' enchos toumon 1, burying it in the earth where no 
one will see it. 

In the follow-up scene, the third and last of Ajax's great speeches, 
the sword is unsheathed. A chilling and powerful stage presence, it 
massively controls the opening of the scene (8 1 5ff. ) .  Ajax's "conceal-

6. See Knox (note 4) passim, especially 1 5 ff. ; David Cohen, "The Imagery of 
Sophocles : A Study of Ajax's Suicide, " G & R 2 5  ( 1 978) 24-36 .  
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ment" of the sword by "burial" (krypso . . .  oryxas, 65 8f. )  now hard
ens to fixity: 

It stands set [hcsteken], the slayer, in the way in which it would be most 
cutting . . .  (8 I Sf. ) .  
I t  i s  fixed fast [pepege] i n  the Trojan enemy earth . . . .  (8 1 9) .  

A few minutes later, after invoking the eternal elements o f  sun, light, 
and earth, Ajax hurls himself upon it (with a grim detail, earlier, 
about the physical pain, 8 3 3 f. )  to seal his commitment to perma
nence. Now become the symbol of a rigidity that refuses the potential 
for change it embodied as Hector's gift, it is the appropriate instru
ment of his suicide, his means of rejecting the world with which he 
will not compromise. 

Now his body, with the sword embedded in it, becomes the focal 
point for the rest of the action, symbol of his troubling centrality in 
this world of change where he can have his place only when he is 
dead. The "most painful sight" of that corpse (Teucer' s words at 992) 
may have been represented on the eccyclema at the back of the 
scene . 7  It certainly compels the attention and focuses the conflict of all 
the characters in the last third of the work. Near that corpse, Teucer 
stations the child Eurysaces as a suppliant ( 1 I 7 I ff. ) ,  a gesture that 
some have thought to refer to Ajax's status as a cult-hero at Athens . 8 
Teucer's  penultimate statement in the play leaves the audience with a 
vivid depiction of that painful sight: "Still the warm channels blow 
upward the black strength" ( 1 4 1 1- 1 3 ) .  The chorus' closing gnomic 
utterance too is about "seeing" ( idousi, idein , 1 4 1 8 f. ) .  

Such scenic imagery not only focuses the main theme but also helps 
depict nuances of human interaction and relationship . Such effects are 
characteristic of Sophoclean ethos .  In the scene immediately after 
Ajax's death on the sword, Tecmessa discovers the body, utters a cry 
of lamentation, and then covers it with her cloak. No one who loved 
Ajax, she explains, could bear to look on his grim wound, the blood 

7. Ajax' body must be visible from at the latest line 1 000 and possibly earlier: see 
Jebb (note 4) 9 1 5 ;  Taplin, Greek Tragedy (note 5)  1 89 n· 5 ·  

8 .  See Jebb (note 4) xxx-xxxii; Peter Burian, "Supplication and Hero Cult in 
Sophocles' Ajax,"  GRBS 1 3  ( 1 972) 1 5 1-56 ;  and Martin Sicherl, "The Tragic Issue in 
Sophocles ' Ajax, " yeS 25 ( 1 977) 97f. 
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gushing out of the nose, and the cut (9 I 5- 1 9) .  Her language renders 
the visual horror of the corpse's appearance as strongly as possible. 
But the scene does something else. It acts out in visual terms the 
contrast between the rigid upright sword of Ajax, imbedded deep in 
the body exposed on the lonely beach, and the enveloping cloak of 
Tecmessa . 9  As usual, the language reinforces the effect, for the verbal 
description of "concealing" in the "enfolding cloak" closely echoes 
the description of the body itself, some fifteen lines earlier, "enfolded 
in the concealed sword, " in the sword's  "enfolding embrace" :  

XQ1J<j>aL<j) <j>aoyuv<j) rtEQLlTL1JX�£. ( 898) 
6J ... 'A.u VLV rtEQLlTL1JXEi:I<j>UQfL xa'A.lnjJw TepCE rtaf1rt�CfJv . . . .  (9 1 Sf. ) 

The embrace of the sword in the body (898) and the cloak' s  em
bracing of the corpse imply very different relationships to the mor
tality of the human form: utter rejection in the name of the absolutes 
of timelessness on the one hand, acceptance of the time-bound ties of 
kinship and l�ve on the other. 

Ten lines later on, the chorus calls Ajax "hard of spirit, " stereophron 
(926) , and we are reminded of his famous and ambiguous simile of 
dipping iron (6 50-52 ) ,  as he describes how he is "made woman-like" 
by Tecmessa's plea. The scene of the cloak visually concretizes the 
tragic distance between this rigid warrior and the woman who loves 
him. He has perished, as he wished, on his firmly fixed sword; all she 
can do is cover him in her softly enveloping cloak. Both the distance 
and the closeness between them are infinite, and the stage action 
catches them both in one of those large, paradigmatic gestures char
acteristic of Greek poetry at its best. The two modes of life, the 
warrior 's  and the woman's ,  are juxtaposed there, frozen for eternity, 
each in its characteristic pose. 

The Trachiniae, for all the vividness of its narrative of past events 
and its offstage action of the present, is not a play of powerful visual 
symbolism, except in one respect : the robe of Deianeira. Taken from 
the interior space of the house, where Deianeira has also locked away 

9· The visual power of this tableau is brought out by the scene on a red figure cup by 
Brygos, ca. 470 B . C .  (Bareiss Collection, Metropolitan Museum, New York, L .69 .  
1 1 . 3 5) ,  illustrated in Taplin, Greek Tragedy (note 5)  plate I l .  Taplin's own discussion of 
the sword, however, though excellent, omits the effect of the cloak (8 5-87) . 
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the poisonous blood of the Centaur Nessus ( 5 87ff ,  68 5ff ) ,  and 
brought forth for Heracles to wear at his fatal victory sacrifice at Cape 
Cenaeum, the robe symbolizes the destructive bond between the two 
protagonists, Deianeira and Heracles . 1 0 It is the physical link between 
their two worlds, the enclosed realm of the house and the wild places 
where Heracles battles monsters and sacks cities .  Deianeira herself 
carries out the robe and gives it to Lichas to bear to Heracles (660ff ) .  
This occurs in the third episode, just after the choral ode o n  the 
power of Aphrodite and the violent physical struggle between Hera
cles and Achelous for her bed (497- 5 3 0) .  In this scene she also relates 
for the first time the rape attempted by Nessus and tells of the sup
posed love charm that she has kept hidden all these years in the depths 
of the house (5 5 5-8 1 ) .  Anointed with the Centaur's poison, the robe 
connects the interior darkness of the house and the destructive beast 
world ofHeracles'  adventures, each in its destructive power. Sending 
it forth from house to the light of day, from Trachis to Cenaeum, 
Deianeira releases those deadly poisons of the primitive past from 
their enclosure in the house and transmits their destructive force to 
the present scene . 

The robe and its poisons are kept firmly in the spectator 's  mind in 
the next scene. Deianeira again enters from the house to describe the 
disturbing effects of sunlight upon the tuft of wool with which she 
had anointed the robe. Some visual indication of her action probably 
accompanied the speech: she may have carried the implement with 
which she applied the poison or possibly some piece of fabric, gar
ment, or container to indicate the kind of association with robes and 
the domestic spaces connected so often in Greek literature with wom
en's work of weaving and storing clothing. In any case, Hyllus at 
once announces the calamitous sacrifice at Cenaeum (734-8 1 2) .  The 
robe plays a major role in his narrative (758ff. ) .  Deianeira, whose two 
previous entrances were marked by long and elaborate speeches , now 
exits in silence (8 1 3-20) , never to be seen again . 

The following choral ode evokes again the dangerous beast world 
of the past and its poisons (cf 8 3 1 -40) , after which the Nurse enters 

10. For the robe and its connections with the poisons, the monstrous elements in 
the background, and the spatial contrasts of the play, see C. Segal, "Sophocles ' 
Trachiniae: Myth, Poetry, and Heroic Values , "  yeS 25 ( 1 977) 1 09- 1 3 ,  I 26f. , with the 
further literature there cited. 
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(again from the house) to describe in detail what we have feared and 
anticipated, the suicide of Deianeira (896-946) . Here too the loosen
ing of a robe has a major role (peplos, 924ff. ) .  

The next entrance is Heracles '  , not from the house but from the 
parodos, representing the sea from which he has arrived as he crossed 
from Cenaeum to Trachis . Coming from a wider realm, he wears the 
robe that links him in a fatal bond to the house. Because of a garment 
drawn from its proper static interior spaces , this hero of vast travels 
(who, like Cleopatra' s  Antony, "bestrid the ocean" and spanned 
continents) , is totally immobilized on a narrow bed in front of the 
palace. l l  At the end he will have to make his final journey carried by 
others . 

Heracles' first long speech opens with a vivid description of the 
robe, stuck fast to his brawny shoulders because of the venom in 
which it was dipped ( 1 054) .  Calling it "a woven net of Erinyes by 
which I am destroyed" ( 1 05 I f. ) ,  he gives it an almost supernatural 
status.  How different is this robe (which enfolds the male in an 
embrace of death) from Tecmessa's sheltering garment in the Ajax .  
The different functions of the two cloaks might b e  interpreted as 
emblems for the different views of woman in the two plays . 

Heracles goes on to describe the robe as a living being, a ravening 
monster or beast that "feeds on my deepest flesh, lives with me and 
sucks the breath of my lungs and drinks up my pale blood" ( 1 05 3-
5 5 ) .  Later he  applies the same imagery of  devouring to  the disease 
inflicted by the robe ( 1 08 8f. ) ,  so that through the visual symbol of the 
robe, there before us on Heracles ' body, the dark invisible power of 
lust, passion, bestial desire embodied in the monsters in the back
ground of the play-the Hydra and the Centaur-comes alive and 
assumes a corporeal reality on the stage. Visually as well as meta
phorically, Heracles is imbued with the poisons of this robe, which 
are also the poisons of his past and of the unconquered monstrosity 
within himself. Sophocles in the middle scenes of the play has care
fully built up these associations of robe, poisons , sexual desire, and 

1 1 .  For Heracles' immobility see C .  E. Sorum, "Monsters and the Family: The 
Exodos of Sophocles ' Trachiniae, " GRBS 19 ( 1 978) 65. For Heracles as a gigantic 
figure striding continents in Trach . I O I f.  see H. Lloyd-Jones, "Sophoclea, " CQ 4 
( 1 9 54) 9 I ff. ; J. C. Kamerbeek, The Plays of Sophocles, Commentaries, Part 2, " The 
Trachiniae" (Leiden 1 959) ad I O l f. ;  Thomas F .  Hoey, "Sun Symbolism in the Parados 
of the Trachiniae, " Arethusa 5 ( 1 972) 1 3 7, 1 44-46. 
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bestial monsters of a primeval past . Now they are embodied in the 
mighty figure wrapped in that envenomed robe. He wears on his 
very body the tragic bond between himself and his neglected house, 
between his present and his past, between his great civilizing victories 
and his defeat by the lust within himself, 1 2 symbolized by the fire 
from the monster's poisonous blood. 1 3  

The visual symbolism reaches its climax when Sophocles, here as  
in  the Philoctetes, pushes a t  the limits of our  repugnance for physical 
pain. As Heracles tries to tear off the robe that eats into his flesh, we 
actually see the poison's  effect on the massive frame ( I 076-8o) : 

Now come up here and stand near your father, my son, and observe by 
what kind of misery I have come to these sufferings. For I shall show 
you these things outside of the coverings that conceal them [deix8 gar 
tad' ek kalummat8n, I 078 ] .  Look, all of you, behold this wretched body. 
See this ruined man, my piteous state [ idou theasthe . . .  horate] . 

As in the Oedipus Tyrannus and the Ajax, so here Sophocles finds a 
single visual symbol in which to condense the tragic paradoxes of his 
central themes: the man of invincible strength made weak by a wom
an's  robe; the tamer of beasts overcome by the beasts ; the conjunction 
of wife and husband, internal and external spatial fields , through an 
agent that can only destroy them both; Heracles ' mighty physical 
force helpless before a power that is as much inside as outside him, 
the power of eros before which he, for all his vast physical strength, is 
impotent (cf. 3 54ff. ,  44 I ff. , 488f. ) .  

No visual symbol in Sophocles has a more powerful and far-reach
ing ethical and psychological meaning than the bow of the Philoctetes, 

1 2 .  Although Sophocles adumbrates the myth of Heracles' apotheosis, as I believc, 
hc still lcaves thc tragic suffcring by keeping the final resolution of Heraclcs' fate 
ambiguous . Heracles ' defeat by lust, which seems total, is thcn made good, in part, 
by his recognition of the oracles and by the purifying fire at Cenaeum but without any 
softening in the kind of heroism that Heracles embodies . For the interpretation of the 
play in this light see my "Sophocles' Trachiniae" (note 1 0) 97- 1 5 8 ,  especially 1 30- 58 ,  
and with further bibliography, pp .  I 39f. , n .9 5-97; also the sensitive study of  Thomas 
F. Hoey, "Ambiguity in the Exodos of Sophocles ' Trachiniae, " Arethusa 10 ( 1 977) 
269-74· 

1 3 .  For the association of the literal fire of the poison and altars and the meta
phorical fire of lust cf. 14 5  and 368 with 697, 765ff. ,  1036 ,  1 082 .  See Segal, "Sopho
cles' Trachiniae" (note 1 0) 1 1Of. ; Dorothea Wender, "The Will of the Beast :  Sexual 
Imagery in the Trach iniae, " Ramus 3 ( 1 974) 1 2 .  
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and no symbol of this type is more deeply expressive of the central 
issues of its play . 1 4  The opening scene defines the bow as a dangerous 
weapon ( 1 05)  and as the object of the antagonist 's quest: to Odysseus 
the bow is only the means of winning the victory at Troy (1 I 2ff. ) .  
Paradoxically, the very power o f  the bow, its "fearful boldness of 
might" in "arrows that can't be escaped, but bring sure death" ( 1 04f. ) 
requires the use of unheroic guile and deceit against its owner, him
self so far from any such strength in his own body (cf. 945-48) . First 
object of remote discussion and calculation in a stratagem of trickery 
in the prologue, the bow then appears , with its wretched owner, on 
the stage. Suddenly, unexpectedly, it assumes a wholly different 
significance. 

Just when the plot to carry off Philoctetes by guile seems complete, 
Neoptolemus turns to the bow. "Is that the glorious bow that you 
now hold?" he asks (654) . "May I have sight of it close at hand and 
lift it, revere it like a god?" (656f. ) .  Handing him the bow, Philoctetes 
replies with similarly sacral language (hosia, themis, 663) and for the 
first time intimates the heroic aura of arete and generous action (euer
getein) which surrounds the bow and emanates from its heroic past .  

Although the young aspirant to the bow and its enfeebled pos
sessor now stand at the furthest remove from its past glory, a spirit of 
heroic generosity still radiates from the bow. As Neoptolemus pre
pares to complete his treacherous design and to embark Philoctetes 
for Troy, the old warrior is overcome by an attack of his recurrent 
disease, hands Neoptolemus the bow for safekeeping, and after hor
rendous cries of agony falls unconscious . At that moment Neop
tolemus might easily depart with the bow or the helpless man, or 
both, as the chorus in fact urges him to do (83 5-3 8) . But having 
experienced something of the meaning of both the heroic weapon and 
the disease, both the wound and the bow, Neoptolemus cannot carry 
through his manipulative plan against the sleeping Philoctetes . 

This scene contains one of the most powerful visual tableaux in 
Sophocles: Philoctetes unconscious and helpless on the ground, Neo-

14· The meaning of the bow has been well discussed by Cedric H. Whitman, 
Sophocles, A Study of Heroic Humanism (Cambridge, Mass. 1 9 5 1 )  1 82ff. ; B .  M.  W. 
Knox, The Heroic Temper, Sather Classical Lectures 3 5  (Berkeley and Los Angeles 
1964) I 26ff. ; P .  W. Harsh, "The Role of the Bow in the Phiioctetes of Sophocles, " AJP 
8 1  ( 1 960) 408- 14 ;  Peter Rose, "Sophocles' Philoctetes and Teachings of the Sophists , "  
HSCP 8 0  ( 1 976) 69f. with n . 4 8 ,  and also p .  1 00. 
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ptolemus standing over him, now in full possession of the coveted 
bow. And yet Neoptolemus declares , in dactylic hexameters (the 
meter of epic and of oracle) , that the "crown" belongs to the broken, 
feeble cripple stretched at his feet (84 1 ) :  toude gar ho stephanos, "His is 
the crown; him the god told us to bring . " Nowhere, perhaps, does 
the visual impression more truthfully and concisely render the para
dox of the situation, the inversions of strength and weakness ,  the 
discrepancy between appearance and reality, inner and outer arete, 
the distance between the hidden purposes of the gods and the care
fully planned schemes of men. The sleeping invalid who lies col
lapsed before the strong, erect Neoptolemus looks like anything but 
the bearer of the crown of valor at Troy. Yet Neoptolemus begins to 
have a glimpse of the true strength and valor beneath the devastated 
exterior of the older man. I S  

In  the previous scene Neoptolemus held the bow for a moment as a 
sign of trust between him and Philoctetes (654-75 ) .  That contact 
with the symbol of Philoctetes'  heroic past and capacity for heroic 
companionship changes the meaning of the bow for him. It is no 
longer a prize to be captured under military orders but the mark of 
trust between men under the paradigm of the heroic friendship that 
once united Heracles and Philoctetes .  Neoptolemus standing over 
Philoctetes with the bow in his hands is a visual replay of the young 
Philoctetes standing by the dying Heracles on his Oetean pyre. Neo
ptolemus now takes his place with earlier heroes as one of the bearers 
of the bow. Initially the bond of deception between him and Philoc
tetes (54- I 34) ,  the bow now begins to function as a bond of personal 
trust, innate nobility of nature, and epic heroism.  

The closing scene of the play harks back to the same visual image 
of the sleeping Philoctetes and of Neoptolemus standing beside him 
with the bow. In the earlier scene Heracles was present in the back
ground when Philoctetes briefly recounted the bow's history (667-
70) . The chorus, soon after, celebrated Heracles'  apotheosis on 
Mount Oeta (727-29) , j ust before Philoctetes collapsed writhing with 
the attack of his disease. Now at the end Heracles appears on the 
stage. The pleonastic form of his announcement stresses the visual 

I S . On 839-4 1 see Whitman (note 1 4) 1 8 3 ;  Knox (note 1 4) 1 3 1 f. ;  Taplin, Greek 
Tragedy (note 5)  1 1 2 ;  Segal, "Philoctetes" (note 2) 145f. , with the further literature 
there cited. 
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authority of his epiphany ( 1 4 1 1 f. ) :  "Know that you both hear the 
voice of Heracles, and behold his visual appearance" (akoei te kluein 
leussein t '  opsin) . He gives instructions about the bow which refer back 
to the locale of its acquisition, the pyre on Oeta ( 1 430-3 3 ) .  More 
important for our present purpose, he links Philoctetes and Neop
tolemus together in an interweaving of personal pronouns and a 
simile evocative of Homeric epic ( 1 43 4-37) :  

OUTE yag au TOuD' aT£g oS€VEL£ 
EAEiv TO TgolU£ lTE()(OV ouS' Oi'iTO£ O€SEV . 
aAA' w£ A€OVTE O1JVVOfl,W <j>uAaooETov 
O1)TO£ Of xul au TovD' . 

Neither do you without him have the strength to take Troy's plain, nor 
he without you. But as twin-pasturing lions do you guard him and he 
you. 1 6  

The visual image reinforces what syntax and imagery express on the 
purely verbal level : the men are bound together under the sign of the 
bow. In the quasi-ritual of the transmission of the bow, Heracles was 
present only verbally and symbolically (654-75 , 727-29) : here, at the 
end, after the bow has been exchanged and returned in a deeper and 
truer bonding of the two protagonists, Heracles is no longer a remote 
and invisible figure but a visible presence on the stage. This paradigm 
of heroic excellence, companionship, and endurance is not just in the 
mythic background but actually present, standing above the two 
mortals . 

The three actors, all united under the sign of the bow-Heracles , 
Philoctetes , Neoptolemus-form a triangular configuration whose 
apex is the mythic embodiment of heroic values in the play, the god 
from whom the heroic meaning of the bow emanates . The triangle 
crystallizes the ideal of heroic friendship into one of those strong 
visual emblems which we have already seen in the Ajax: Tecmessa 
enveloping in her cloak the impaled body of the hero . What was 
instinctive but invisible in the complexity of Odysseus' plot and 

1 6. On the effect of the pronouns and the possible visual gesture accompanying 
them see Wolf Steidle, Stlldien zlIm antiken Drama (Munich 1 968) 1 87 with n. 7 1 ;  P .  E. 
Easterling,  "Philoctetes and Modern Criticism, " ICS 3 ( 1 978) 3 5 .  
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Neoptolemus '  conflict now gains the clarity and simplicity of visual 
action as the absent divinity returns to the human world . 

The urn in the Electra deserves a place beside the sword in the Ajax, 
the robe in the Trachiniae, and the bow in the Philoctetes as one of 
Sophocles ' richest visual symbols . The urn is the appropriate token of 
recognition between the surviving members of this doomed house. 1 7  
I t  i s  the symbol of  inverted life and death in  Electra 's  world: Orestes ' 
ashes are supposedly in the urn while the living Orestes stands before 
her. It is also the symbol of the living death which has been Electra 's  
life in that house. On finding the disguised Orestes bearing the al
leged remains of her brother, she addresses him as if the living broth
er and the ashes in the metal vessel were one ( I I 6S-67) : "Receive me 
into this vessel of yours, nothing into nothing, so that for the rest of 
time I may dwell with you below. " Even on giving up the urn, 
however, Electra is still involved in the experience of death which 
awaits her and Orestes . The joy of her cry of births ( 1 2Pf. ) is cut 
short first tentatively by Orestes ( 1 288ff. ) and then definitively by the 
Paedagogus' grim reminders of their task ( 1 3 26ff. ) .  

The urn is also the focus and symbol o f  other inversions : truth and 
falsehood, appearance and reality, strength and weakness ,  infinity 
and limitation, love and death . It is the final test of Electra 's  heroism, 
the "clear token" (emphane tekmeria, I I o8) of the isolation with which 
she must now reckon, in contrast to her sister Chrysothemis' false 
and premature "token" (tekmerion, 904) of Orestes ' return. It is an 
element in a progression of symbols through which men recognize 
who they are and where they stand in their world . 

As in the Philoctetes, a young male protagonist radically changes his 
relation to a would-be victim of deception when he confronts the 
victim. Encountering the physical and emotional reality of the 
wound, Neoptolemus must come to grips with the pity that it 
arouses in him.  The experience acted out on the stage affects him at a 
level below the rational control of language by which he expected to 
win his clearly defined success .  Seeing Philoctetes recovered but still 
weak before him, the young hero cries out, "My speech has lost its 

1 7 .  The most extensive discussion of the recognition scene is F .  Solmsen, "Electra 
and Orestes: Three Recognitions in Greek Tragedy, "  Mededelingen der Koninklijke 
Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen , Afd. Letterkunde, n . r .  30,  no. 2 (Amsterdam 
1 967) 46-62, especially 5 3 ,  57, 59f. on the urn.  
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path [aporon] ; where to direct it I no longer know" (897) . So Orestes , 
overcome by the sight of Electra' s  wasted form ( I  177), can no longer 
keep his efficient stratagem of deceptive logoi .  In terms very similar to 
those of Neoptolemus in Philoctetes (895-97) he says , "Alas, alas , 
what shall I say? At a loss for words , where [in words] shall I go? [poi 
logon amechanon eltho] . For I no longer have the strength [stheno] to 
rule my tongue" (I 1 74f. ) . 1 8 In the Philoctetes the surrender to genuine 
emotion totally undoes the initial enterprise; in the Electra it only 
interrupts it but momentarily jeopardizes its success and endangers its 
perpetrators, as the Paedagogus points out soon afterward ( I J26ff. ) .  

The emotional affect surrounding the urn, however, still cannot 
create the full recognition. That takes place only when Orestes , with 
difficulty, persuades Electra to put away the urn ( 1 205-9) and to 
confront the living person before her. Then Orestes brings about the 
recognition through their father's signet ring ( 1 222f. ) ,  an appropriate 
token for one whose concern has been the reattainment of power and 
patrimony through action. The urn, with its false ashes of a living son, 
however, continues its association with death when it is carried inside 
the house. Here it performs its intended function. It deceives Clytaem
nestra, who is adorning it for burial at the moment of Orestes ' attack 
( 1 400f. ) .  Clytaemnestra understands only the death-bearing signifi
cance of the urn, its function as a token of murderous plotting, not of 
mourning and recognition between loved ones . But we do not see the 
urn at this point. Orestes has carried it into the house, at 1 3 8 3 ,  where it 
joins with the death-bound atmosphere of that dark interior into which 
Orestes later leads Aegisthus (cf. 1 493-98) . 

In the deception of Aegisthus, however, Orestes and Electra no 
longer use the urn but the dead body of Clytaemnestra herself. This 
substitution, again a powerfully enacted scenic image, suggests a 
progression from falsehood to truth, from the logos of deceit embod
ied in the urn and the tale of Orestes ' death which prepares the way 
for it to the eygon (deed) , half of which has now been accomplished in 
Clytaemnestra ' s  death. In apparently hopeless defeat, Electra prefers 
the supposed ashes in the metallic urn to the warm, living Orestes 
before her. At the end, now the deceiver instead of the deceived, she 
uses a real corpse to complete her victory. From the urn to the signet 
ring and then to the body wheeled out on the eccyclema, from fictive 

1 8 . On 1 1 74 and the staging see David Bain, Actors and Audience (Oxford 1 977) 79. 
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object to person, we gradually advance out of appearance toward 
truth. It is characteristic of the ambiguous justice of this play, howev
er, that the shift from false ashes to real body is a movement closer to 
the horror of killing blood kin and of killing in general (cf. 1487-89, 
1 493-98) . 1 9 

The urn was the token that brought together the separated brother 
and sister, a token of their love colored by the death and falsehood 
surrounding them in Mycenae. At the moment it appears onstage, 
Orestes is the active manipulator of the urn and the guile it serves, 
Electra the victim. Now, with Clytaemnestra dead, brother and sister 
have an equal share in the active execution of the plot. The part
nership has already been established when Electra, answering Cly
taemnestra's  offstage death-cry, "Ah, I am struck, " shouts exul
tantly, "Strike, if you have strength, a second blow" ( 1 4 1 5) .  Now 
she too uses guile and logos, and she is the one to lead Aegisthus into 
the trap by clever acting and ambiguous speech ( 1 442-57) .  The urn, 
token oflove-in-death between true philoi, would be an inappropriate 
token for Aegisthus ' recognition of Orestes . For him the dead body 
of his consort will be the instrument of his doom. Yet that body of a 
slain mother has now become the bond between brother and sister, 
joining them in their partnership of vengeance. 

Electra had treated the urn with the religious respect associated 
with the treatment of the dead. Even Clytaemnestra had approached 
the urn in that spirit ( 1 400f. ) .  But not only do Orestes and Electra use 
the urn and the ashes it supposedly contains , they add to it in the 
second stage of their ruse the actual body of a murdered mother, 
hidden only by the light covering of a cloth, raised with horror on the 
one side but triumph and joy on the other ( 1 468-7 1 ) .  

I n  its close associations with speech and actions, falsehood and 
truth, the urn also functions as a symbol of the deception of the 
theatrical situation per se. In this respect it is, like the severed head/ 
mask of Pentheus in the Bacchae, metatragic, a symbol of tragedy 
calling attention to its own medium as a literary fiction and as a set of 
conventions of language, action, music, and dance. 2o The urn em
bodies the paradoxical status of truth in a dramatic fiction. It is a 

19 .  On the ambiguous justice of the play see C. Segal, "The Electra of Sophocles, "  
TAPA 97 ( 1 966) 5 3 6-39 .  

20 .  For Pentheus' mask see Taplin, Greek Tragedy (note 5)  98f. ; C .  Segal, Dionysiac 
Poetics and Euripides ' Bacchae (Princeton 1 982) 223ff. ,  and also Segal, "The Bacchae as 
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work of art and elaborate artifice (cf. typoma chalkopleuron, 54) which 
gathers around itself the power of language to deceive or to establish 
truth. It functions , then, as a symbol of the play itself, a work whose 
falsehood (fiction) embodies truth. 

As a vessel (stegos) filled with nothing ( I I 65f. ) ,  it is, in one sense, 
the totally arbitrary signifier, an archetypal device for the decep
tion-both by Orestes and by the playwright-which may be empty 
or full, contain nothing beyond itself or hold profound meaning. It is 
pure shell, "nothingness "  to meden ( 1 1 66) . But through its false con
tents of Orestes ' alleged ashes, with which it is filled by a fiction of 
words, its nothingness is drawn into kinship with that paradoxical 
greatness-in-nothingness which lies at the heart of every Sophoclean 
hero' s  tragedy (ten meden es to meden, I 1 66) . The exterior form of the 
urn holds false contents, but that very falsehood proves the means of 
winning back the truth. Electra ' s  miserable outward form (cf. eidos, 
1 1 77) , so different from the ideal image and so much at variance with 
inward nobility (cf. 3 54ff. ,  452) ,  proves, by its very wretchedness ,  
the means of  breaking through the deception and cutting beyond 
appearances to the reality beneath. In this sense the urn is a mirror
image of Electra herself as well as an emblem for that paradoxical 
interplay of truth and illusion, honesty and deceit, inner substance 
and external husk, which lies at the center of the entire work. 

Like Electra holding the urn, the audience must invest the fictive 
artifact (in this case, the play itself) with an enormous intensity of 
emotion in order for that truth to be established . It  is, in fact, her very 
intensity of response to the obj ect of falsehood, her desire to enter 
totally into the vessel containing the fictive center of her emotional 
life (cf. I I  56£. ) ,  which so stirs Orestes that she overcomes the 
falsehood of the symbol, breaks through its shell of falsehood to the 
truth that it is about to reveal . Like Electra, too, the audience must be 
able to put aside the fictive envelope, the false and deceptive vessel, 
and turn back to the true forms of the living world when the fiction 
has done its work. 

The urn scene gives full theatrical expression to one of the funda
mental paradoxes of literary fictions . Only by accepting the fiction 
or, as Gorgias would say, deception (apate) , of the work can we find, 

Metatragedy"  in Peter Burian, ed. , Directions in Euripidean Criticism (Durham, N .C .  
I 9 8 5 )  I 59f. , I 66f. 
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experience, and benefit from the truth which that fictive shape con
tains and conceals . 21  The meaning of such a work consists in a never
resolved and never fully exhausted tension between the surface of its 
falsehood or fiction and the truth that lies beneath, at its core. 

The seeing blindness of Oedipus, in both his plays , explores similar 
paradoxes of the theatrical fiction .  Like Oedipus himself in the Tyran
nus, who willingly submits to a self-blinding that makes him a second 
Teiresias, endowed with inner vision in compensation for the loss of 
physical sight, the audience submits to the blinders imposed by the 
poet's fiction. In its involvement with Oedipus and his drama it 
comes to experience, like him, the familiar identity of self and world 
as strange and problematical, whereas the alien now becomes the 
familiar. In the paradoxical light-in-darkness of this new truth, they 
find, as do the fictional spectators of Oedipus' last moments in the 
Coloneus (where blindness turns to mysterious sight before our very 
eyes) , that the most fearful of the accursed heroes and the most 
terrible of the ancient myths also have the power to confer bless
ings-if one knows how to represent them and receive them cor
rectly or, as Sophocles might say, reverently (cf. Phil .  1 44 1-44) . 

III 

Can any traits peculiar to Sophocles be discerned in the visual 
elements of his plays? I think that they can, although I must here 
venture somewhat beyond the realm of symbolism in the strictest 
sense and discuss visual effects a little more generally . 

Though Sophoclean tragedy unquestionably has its share of vio
lence and bloodshed, it differs from both Aeschylean and Euripidean 
drama in having a preponderance of ethical over emotional and pa
thetic effect. Though hardly serene, Sophocles is often restrained. He 
not only treats visual effects with the kind of intellectual and psycho
logical thoughtfulness that we have seen in the plays studied above 
but also at times tones down-deliberately, it would seem-the raw 
energy of ekplexis (striking dramatic effect) in favor of other, quieter 
aims. The miracle of the blind Oedipus' transformation from a man 

2 1 .  Gorgias 82  B 23 (D-K) see Giuliana Lanata, Poetica Pre-Platotlica (Florence I 963)  
204-7· 
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led to a leader in the Coloneus, to take one example, though prepared 
for by awesome signs from the gods, is held within the limits of a 
fifteen-line exit speech and a single strophic system ( I 5 3 9-78) . The 
action thus sinks back from supernatural miracle to the reflective 
seriousness of human relationships :  Theseus and the imminent doom 
of the house of Oedipus in Thebes to which the despairing Antigone 
will doggedly return ( I 670- I 779) . 

The matricide of the Electra has the same subdued quality, though 
of horror rather than awe. The probable lacuna at I 427 makes certain
ty impossible, but it is arguable that Orestes reenters after the ma
tricide without any visible evidence of the deed (El . I 424-36) .  At 
least the ensuing dialogue ( I 424-36) does not call attention to 
Orestes ' appearance, unless those details were lost in the lacuna. 22 
The chorus' remark about the "bloody hand" (phoinia cheir) dripping 
from "Ares ' altar" ( I 422f. ) could refer to actual scenic representation; 
but the combination with Ares' altar can equally suggest that the 
entire sentence is to be understood figuratively. 

Comparisol). with the other tragedians' versions is instructive. In 
Aeschylus' Choephoroe, Orestes displays and expatiates upon the net 
that he brings out from within that bloodstained interior (Cho .  
980ff. ) .  Euripides ' Electra too had a more vivid scenic indication of 
the crime, for the chorus cues in the murderous pair with the lines, 
"Now they set forth their foot from the house, befouled in the new
slaughtered blood of a mother r metros neophonois en haimasil 
pephurmenoi] , trophy signs [deigmata] of victory over her wretched 
cries" ( I I 72-74) . With the murder of Aegisthus still before them, 
Sophocles' pair cannot yet openly reveal what they have done. This 
muting of the visual effect is nevertheless in keeping with the quiet , 
tense tone of the entire play, a play of inner struggle and long silent 
suffering rather than bold external acts . 23 

22. The chorus'  stazei at 1 423 need not mean that Orestes actually appeared with a 
sword dripping blood, as is suggested by J. H. Kells, Sophocles, Electra (Cambridge 
1 972) ad 1 422-4 1 .  The text actually says "bloody hand" ( 1 422) . 

2 3 ·  The horror of the matricide, however, remains a major issue in the play, even if 
its presentation and character differ markedly from those of the Aeschylean and Euri
pidean versions .  For recent views of its importance see H.-J .  Newiger, "Hofmann
sthals Elektra und die griechische Trag6die, " Arcadia 4 ( 1 969) 1 46( , with references to 
earlier literature; Kells (note 22) 4ff. ; J. C.  Kamerbeek, The Plays of Sophocles, Com
mentaries, Part 5, The Electra (Leiden I 974) 1 7( The most recent discussion, P. T .  
Stevens, " Sophocles' Electra: Doom or Triumph, "  G & R 2 5  ( 1 978) I I I -20, tries to 
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In like manner the Oedipus Tyrannus has almost no action carried 
out on the stage. The action is really verbal, the unraveling of the 
hidden meanings of the ambiguous oracles, prophecies, and de
crees . 24 But the visual images that Sophocles does show us on the 
stage cut to the very heart of the play 's meaning: the inversions of 
vision and blindness, strength and weakness .  Presumably Oedipus at 
the end bears the skeptron that he carried as king at the beginning. 
Now, however, as Teiresias had prophesied, the skeptron is the blind 
beggar's staff (456) as well as the reminder of that interweaving of 
passion, chance, and ignorance in Oedipus' killing of Laius (skeptro 
tupeis, 8 I I ) .  We can only conj ecture the presence of the skeptron at 
the end. It would be a powerful effect of opsis and ethos of Oedipus 
were weakly leaning upon it for the last exchange with Creon, where 
the subject is rule and power (kratein ,  I 522f. ;  cf. kratunon, 1 4) . 25 

It is particularly instructive to compare Sophocles ' use of the third 
actor as silent onlooker with that of Aeschylus,  from whom he may 
possibly (but not certainly) have inherited the device . Such scenes of 

assert the older view, against Kells, that the matricide is simply approved and taken 
for granted. His interpretation, however, takes only superficial account of the argu
ments accumulated against this position since the studies of R. P .  Winnington-In
gram, "The 'Electra' of Sophocles : Prolegomenon to an Interpretation, " PCPS 1 8 3 
( 1 954/ 5 5) 20-26, and Holger Friis Johansen, "Die Elektra des Sophokles-Versuch 
einer neuen Deutung, "  C & M 25 ( 1 964) 8-3 2 .  For a balanced view, clearly showing 
the moral issues of the matricide, see G. H.  Gellie, Sophocles, A Reading (Melbourne 
1 972) 1 06-30:  "But the play remains a play about matricide, and Sophocles is always 
using our unfocused but constant uneasiness to keep us aware of his primary con
cerns" ( 1 06) . 

24. See, e. g . ,  Florence Dupont, "Comment parlait Ie roi Oedipe, " Revue des Sci
ences Humaines 36 ( 1 97 1 )  23-32 :  "La seule action qui ait lieu a l ' interieur du temps de la 
tragedie, se passe derriere les portes du palais" (23 ) .  For a somewhat different view, 
with an important definition of what constitutes action here, see Taplin, Creek Trag
edy (note 5) I 60f 

25 . For the multiple meanings in the skeptron see Seth Benardete, "Sophocles ' 
Oedipus Tyrannus ,"  in Thomas Woodard, ed. , Sophocles; A Collection of Critical Essays 
(Englewood Cliffs , N.]. 1 966) 1 06, who would like to imagine a "crippled 
Oedipus . . .  before the Thebans leaning on a staff, a staff which indicates as much his 
present authority as the use he once made of it to kill his father. . . .  " Taplin, Creek 
Tragedy (note 5)  I 10 ,  however, would realize this scene quite differently: Oedipus 
"looms above the suppliants, fatherly, dominant, wise-the nearest thing among 
men to a god (see 3 I ff ) . . . .  " In the paradoxes of this play the two possibilities are 
not mutually exclusive and may in fact be mutually necessary. For the skeptron see 
also Hay (note 5) 3 1- 3 3 ,  who would have Oedipus "gesticulating joyfully" with that 
same ambiguous skeptron at the news of the Messenger from Corinth (968ff ) .  
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tense, significant silence heighten the symbolic potential inherent in 
the visual confrontation of the figures onstage: Cassandra in the Aga
memnon witnessing in silence the meeting between her lord and his 
wife he left behind at Mycenae; Electra in Sophocles hearing the 
detailed account of the death of the one person who she thought 
could save her. The main protagonists, gathered before us on the 
stage, are all knit together and gripped by the crisis . Through the 
silence of a maj or protagonist, the dramatist creates a verbal vacuum 
more powerful than any speech could be. One could say of such 
scenes what Shakespeare's  First Gentleman says in the finale of the 
Winter's Tale quoted in the epigraph to this essay: "There was speech 
in their dumbness, language in their very gesture. " 

Aristophanes ' amusing parody in the Frogs (9 1 1 -26) attests to the 
theatrical effectiveness of these Aeschylean silences . The spectator sits 
expectantly, Euripides complains, waiting in suspense for the veiled 
Niobe or Achilles to say something (Frogs 9 1 1 - 1 3 ) .  When the play is 
half over, the protagonist utters a few syllables, "big oxen words, 
bettle-browed, high-crested, terrible and ghastly-visaged, a mystery 
to the audience" (920-26) . We can gauge the tremendous power of 
the device of the silent onlooker ourselves from the Cassandra scene 
of the Agamemnon . 26 Aeschylus ' third actor here effects an over
powering dramatic revelation of an inevitable act; Sophocles ' stresses 
the final, deliberate unfolding and confirmation of tragic character .  
With his greater attention to the inward development of character, to 
ethos, Sophocles uses a silent third actor to focus on self-understand
ing, resolution of an inner conflict, personal knowledge and accep
tance of a tragic situation, rather than to expand or highlight the 
meaning of action per se. Cassandra's  silent presence serves more to 
clarify the ritual and theological background of the doom in the house 
of Atreus and to concretize the sexual conflict in the Agamemnon than 
to explore her internal emotional life as a character. The difference 
between the two dramatists is telling: the silence of Sophocles' Electra 
or Neoptolemus is the silence of a character whom the audience 
already knows quite well; the silence of Cassandra is that of a new 
character who has not spoken at all and is not necessarily expected to 

26. See B. M.  W. Knox, "Aeschylus and the Third Actor , "  AJP 93 ( 1 972) I 04-24, 
especially I I  off. ; Taplin, Stagecraji (note I) 3 I 8f. 
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speak (cf. Aristophanes'  parody) . In Aeschylus, therefore, the effect 
lies in the surprise of speaking rather than in the silence. 

In such situations in Sophocles we know that the events unfolding 
before us are of vital importance to the silent figure. The visual 
configuration leads us to fill that silence with the imagined reaction of 
that character, the actuality of which the poet withholds until a later 
event or a later point in the scene . Jocasta listens in silence to Oedipus' 
cross-examination of the Corinthian messenger, and then Oedipus, 
in silence, hears that messenger's cross-examination of Laius'  old 
herdsman (O T 989- 1056 ,  1 1 3 2-46) ; Deianeira, silent, hears from her 
son of the dreadful effects of the anointed robe on Heracles at 
Cenaeum and then exits in silence ( Trach . 749-820) ; Electra attends 
silently to the disguised Paedagogus' long account of Orestes ' sup
posed death in a horse race at Delphi (El . 6 8 1 -787) .  Silent for a 
hundred lines, Neoptolemus watches the tense verbal struggle be
tween the two bitter enemies, Odysseus and Philoctetes, paralyzed 
by his conflict between military duty and instinctive nobility and 
compassion (Phil .  974- 1 074) . 27 In both the Tyrannus and the Tra
chiniae the silences are approximately the same length, sixty to seven
ty lines . In both cases the character, a wife and mother, exits to 
suicide. In the Electra and the Philoctetes the silences are j ust over a 
hundred lines . If the Electra is a late play, close in date to the Philoc
tetes, as many scholars believe, then it would seem that Sophocles, as 
he became older, experimented with stretching these silences to long
er, more suspenseful periods. 

The Polyneices scene of the Oedipus Coloneus lends support to this 
hypothesis . Oedipus stands by in terrible silence during the ninety 
lines of Polyneices ' entrance and speech ( 1 254- 1 3 45) . The latter' s  
anxious question outside the meter "Why are you silent , " ti sigais 
( 1 27 1 ) ,  adds to the tension. 28 Antigone's  short gnomic utterance on 

27. "One of the great dramatic silences , "  says S. M. Adams of 974ff. , in Sophocles 
the Playwright, Phoenix supplement 3 (Toronto 1 9 57) 1 5 3 .  See also A. J. Podlecki, 
"The Power of the Word in Sophocles' Philoctetes ,"  GRBS 7 ( 1 966) 2 3 3-50, especially 
24 1 ;  Knox, Heroic Temper (note 1 4) 1 3 1  on the auditory effects in general; also Karl 
Reinhardt, Sophokles, 3 d ed. (Frankfurt a. M. 1 947) 1 9 1  n. I .  

28 .  "An anxious pause while Oedipus remains strangely silent, "  R .  C .  Jebb, Sopho
cles, The Plays and Fragments, Part 2 ,  The Oedipus Coloneus (Cambridge 1 8 8 5) ad 1 27 1 .  
Max Imhof, "Euripides ' Ion und Sophokles ' Oedipus auf Kolonos, " MH 2 7  ( 1 970) 
8 3 f. ,  points out the contrast between the long set speeches in which father and son 
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the value of speaking ( 1 280-83 ) ,  though it divides Polyneices ' contin
uous speech into two halves, only calls further attention to the theme 
of silence. When Oedipus finally does reply, he addresses not his son 
but the elders of Colon us who form the chorus (andres, 1 348) , and he 
refers to his son in the third person ( 1 3 5 1 - 5 3 ) .  Only in the eighth line 
of his speech does he address Polyneices , turning on him the full, 
crushing force of "0 you basest of men, " 0 kakiste, in mid-sentence 
( 1 3 54) . Oedipus' ninety-line silence preceding makes this sudden di
rect address a powerful climax. As in the Electra and the Philoctetes, 
the visual configuration of actors onstage shows that this silence has a 
three-way effect, for Antigone too has been a silent, deeply feeling 
auditor .  The emotional impact on her is clear from her desperate, 
futile plea to her brother not to attack Thebes ( 1 4 1 4-46) . The force of 
these emotions remains strong to the end: the last thing Antigone has 
to say in the play is to express her determination to return to Thebes 
and prevent the fratricidal slaughter presaged not only in the actual 
curse of Oedipus ( 1 3 83-96) but in the long silence that preceded it. 

Related to these effects of ethos and the intensification of the visual 
configuration by dramatic silence is Sophocles ' almost sculptural aus
terity in the composition of scenic tableaux. Tecmessa placing her 
cloak over Ajax is a good example. Another is the exodos of the 
Antigone: Creon holding in his arms the body of his son-the last 
remnant of his shattered house-which has been carried from the 
dark cave of Antigone's union with death. There, before the house, 
with the grim burden in his arms, Creon receives the final blow 
"from within the house" ( 1 279) , the news of his wife Eurydice's  
death. The spatial configuration, so obvious and simple, is part of the 
suggestive economy by which Sophocles produces the sense of tragic 
inevitability . Having denied the nonrational, noncontrollable, myste
rious dimension of life, especially the ties of blood and mystery of 
death, Creon is forced to descend into the dark cavernous spaces of 
the earth, "the house of Hades" which sees love and death united 
( 1 240f. ) ;  he then brings forth from the cave the sad burden that he 
must bear to his own house. The figure of the father carrying his 
son's corpse before his own house condenses into a powerful visual 

communicate and the vivid antilabai of the discourse between brother and sister 
immediately after ( 1 399- 1 446) . 
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image of this king 's ruin when he tries to assert the autonomy of civic 
order over the ties of blood. 

It is interesting to compare this scene of father and son with that at 
the end of Euripides ' Hippolytus . There pathos predominates as the 
two men continue their dialogue to the end, until Hippolytus'  absolu
tion of his father proves his own nobility (gennaiotes, 1 4 5 3ff. )  and 
leaves us with a heightened sense of tragic waste and loss . In Sopho
cles the end, no less disastrous and wasteful, is more static; it is a 
sculptural tableau of the mourning king, the sinister recesses of the 
house behind him (cf. 1 294) , and the corpse he carries , simul
taneously result and symbol of his own blindness in that very area 
which destroys him. 

The Electra may have concluded with a similar effect if the last 
scene were staged with the heroine standing alone before the accursed 
house of her murdered parents . 29 Orestes and Aegisthus have reen
tered for the final deed of bloody vengeance. Justice is done, but a 
brooding, ominous mood remains, and Electra bears its full burden 
(cf. 1483-90) , alone with that "much-destroying house of the Pel
opids" ( 1 0) as she was at the beginning. The symbolic role of the 
house is comparable to that of vision in the Tyrannus, a symbol so 
pervasive that it cannot be separated from the basic constituent ele
ments of the play; plot, character, setting. At the end Orestes and 
Aegisthus exchange foreboding words about that house as the site of 
"the evils of the Pelopids in present and in future" ( 1 497f. ; cf. 1 495 f. ) .  
But it is Electra who has been consistently i n  closest contact with that 
house and its evils, their victim and avenger (92ff. , 1 90ff. ,  257-90, 
308f. ,  8 1 2- 1 9, etc. ) .  If the chorus'  closing address to the "seed of 
Atreus" refers to her ( 1 508) , we should perhaps recall her first ap
pearance in the play as she stands alone before the sinister house (cf. 
86£f. , 8 1  8f. ) .  The circularity of such a visual image would be appro
priate for the static mood of this play, where pulling free from the 
past is so difficult, so uncertain. 

Sophocles ' visual symbolism and visual effects reveal the basic 
traits of his drama as a whole. His visual symbols are characterized by 
economy, clarity, and directness of focus on the issues of greatest 
human concern, the ability to condense the full range of tragic suffer-

29. See W. M. Calder, III ,  "The End of Sophocles ' Electra , "  GRRS 4 ( 1 963)  2 1 3-
1 6; Segal, "Electra" (note 1 9) 529f. 
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ing into configurations of sculptural grandeur and simplicity, and 
(pace Tycho von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff) a refusal to sacrifice the 
deep ethical and philosophical issues to merely pathetic or narrowly 
theatrical effects . These qualitites play no small role in forming that 
impression of unity, proportion, and severity, the hallmarks of the 
Sophoclean "classic" style admired by critics from Aristotle to the 
present day . 30 

30 .  E. g. , Paul Shorey, "Sophocles, " Martin Classical Lectures I ,  ed. L. E. Lord 
(Cambridge, Mass. 1 9 3  I) 57-95 ,  especially 88ff. 
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CH A PTER 5 / 
Sophocles ' Praise of Man and 

the Conflicts of the Antigone 

It is no coincidence that the most influential interpretation of the 
Antigone-and one of the most influential interpretations of any 
Greek tragedy-comes from a philosopher of idealism and dialec
tics . 1 The Antigone is certainly a play of antitheses and conflicts , and 
this state of conflict is embodied in the presence on stage of two 
protagonists , each diametrically opposed to the other. Yet as a result 
of Hegel' s  famous analysis, much discussion of the play has focused 
on the question of which of the two protagonists has more of the 
right on his side. This approach runs the risk of conceptualizing the 
protagonists too simply into antithetical principles that somehow are, 
and dialectically must be, ultimately reconciled. 

This is not to say that no conceptual issues are involved in the 
characters of Creon and Antigone. But the issues are too complex to 
be satisfactorily reduced to a single antithetical formulation. We must 
avoid seeing the protagonists as one-dimensional representatives of 
simple oppositions:  right and wrong, reason and emotion, state and 
individual, or the like. Such oppositions have some validity, but it is a 
validity purchased at the price of oversimplification and ultimately a 
misunderstanding of Sophocles ' sense of the tragic .  The characters , 

l .  For Hegel's treatment of the play see A. C. Bradley, "Hegel 's Theory of Trag
edy, " in Oxford Lectures on Poetry (London 1 909) 69-95 ,  with the references there 
cited. Hegel's views, along with Bradley's  essay, are now most easily accessible in 
Hegel, On Tragedy, ed. and trans . A. and H. Paolucci (New York 1 962) : see esp. 73-
74.  On the limitations of Hegel 's treatment of the play see Victor Ehrenberg, Sopho
cles and Pericles (Oxford 1 954) 33 with n .  I ;  F.  J .  H .  Letters, Life and Work of Sophocles 
(London 195 3 )  1 59ff. 
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like the play itself, have many levels that fuse organically, sometimes 
indistinguishably, into a complex unity; and here the confrontations 
of the two protagonists create an ever-ramifying interplay between 
interlocking and expanding issues . 

It is the essence and the marvel of works of the classical period that 
concrete and generic so perfectly meet and unite . In this quality Soph
ocles is preeminent. In the Antigone the characters are the issues, and 
the issues the characters . But the characters are not only issues . They 
are individuals moving as all men do in a complex entanglement of 
will and circumstance, passion and altruism, guilt and innocence. 
Their searching, suffering, growth to understanding, and death give 
to the philosophical issues substance and the breath of life. Hence 
they can move us with a statement that does not falsify the inter
twining of idea with particular, concept with action, loss with attain
ment, which forms the structure of our reality . 

Recent critics, abandoning the simple thesis-antithesis opposition 
and looking at the play in terms of the action itself, have made it clear 
that it is hard to find much pure right on Creon's  side, though this is 
not to say that his fate entirely lacks a tragic dimension or that the 
conflict is settled merely by a kind of moral default. 2 Antigone, on 
the other hand, is vindicated by the end of the play but only at the 
cost of tremendous suffering, her own and that of those closest to 
her .  Indeed, since she disappears a little after the half-way point of the 
drama, one may wonder whether it is not the gods, Teiresias,  and the 
rights of the corpse that are vindicated rather than Antigone herself. 

Antigone and Creon are clearly the central focus of the play, yet 
together they give the play a double focus .  The "double center of 
gravity" in the work, as one critic has called it, 3 creates a tension and 
richness that makes it possible for the action to reflect back upon itself 

2.  The problem of Creon's "tragedy" has been much discussed. C .  H. Whitman 
surely goes too far in asserting that "there is nothing tragic or even morally interest
ing about him" :  Sophocles, A Study oJHeroic Heroism (Cambridge, Mass. 1 9 5 1 )  90. He 
is not simply a bad man who gets his desserts, for as Ehrenberg (note I) 59, points 
out, he does not alienate all sympathy, and he does, toward the end of the play, 
become increasingly human. For a discussion of Creon's role and character see also A. 
J .  A .  Waldock, Sophocles the Dramatist (Cambridge 1 9 5 1 )  1 2 3ff. ,  who shares Whit
man's view. At the other extreme is Letters (note I) 1 68ff. , who sees Creon as 
"technically" the hero. 

3· R.  F. Goheen, The Imagery oj Sophocles ' Antigone (Princeton 1 9 5 1 )  97. 
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in complex ways . And, as another critic has aptly pointed out, the 
decisive quality of the moral judgment expressed at the end of the 
tragedy requires a movement in which there can be complexity suffi
cient to make the play an adequate artistic expression of the complex
ity that exists in life .  4 

The complexity lies in part in the fact that the two protagonists, 
though totally opposed in their views, are nevertheless each bound to 
the other, "demonically bound" as Karl Reinhardt has put it . s  Each is 
necessary to define the other. On the one hand, as C. H. Whit
man has well remarked, "Antigone is the balance in which Creon is 
weighed, and found wanting";6 on the other, Antigone' s  harshness 
would make no sense without Creon's  authoritarian willfulness .  It is 
the essence of the tragedy that the one figure seems to generate the 
other, that the two coexist as complementary parts of a whole. This 
whole is not necessarily a Hegelian synthesis of two opposing "spir
itual substances" but something both infinitely simpler and infinitely 
more complex, something that is antecedent to and more basic than 
the conceptual formulations about spirit and absolutes . It is nothing 
less than the nature of man, his place in the world, and the pos
sibilities and limitations of his actions . Around these issues and deriv
ative from them revolve the antinomies that have been concep
tualized in so many different ways: divine versus human law, 
individual versus state, religious versus secular, private versus public 
morality .  

The conflict between Creon and Antigone has i ts  starting point in 
the problems of law and justice. At any rate, the difference is most 
explicitly formulated in these terms in Antigone's great speech on the 
divine laws (450ff. ) ,  a speech that is both confession and defense, 
both plea of guilt and self-vindication, almost encomium. Against the 
limited and relative "decrees" of men she sets the eternal laws of 
Zeus, the "unwritten laws of the gods . " She couples her assertion of 
these absolute laws with her own resolute acceptance of death (460) . 
Thus she begins to extend the conflict outward to issues of wider 
scope. She chooses the divine command over the human compulsion 
and rejects life with its compromises for the absolutes of death. In-

4.  See C. M. Bowra, Sophoclean Tragedy (Oxford 1 944) 66-67· 
5. Karl Reinhardt, Sophokles, 3d ed. (Frankfurt a .M.  1 947) 74· 
6 .  Whitman (note 2) 86. 
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deed, in her terms these absolutes are, paradoxically, just the things 
that "live always" (456-57) . 

This speech is also the focal point for themes that reverberate 
throughout the play. Antigone opposes the "decrees" (kerygmata ,  
454) of Creon to the "laws" (nomima) of the gods and thus sharpens 
the issue of what constitutes law (nomos) . By implication she intro
duces the distinction between the man-made and the natural, the 
artificial and the eternally existent .  The two words "decree" and 
"law" have been used confusedly and indiscriminately by Creon 
(kerygma, 162 ;  nomoi, 1 77 ;  nomoi, 1 9 1 ;  ekkekeryktai ,  203 , etc. ) ;  and 
they now are seen to diverge. 

The same divergence occurs with justice (dike) . Antigone here ap
peals to the "Justice that dwells with the gods below" (45 1 ) ,  whereas 
Creon is later to define the justice of a man solely in relation to the 
polis, the state, and to identify justice in private life with that in 
public life; "For he who is a good man in his domestic affairs will be 
shown just in the city too" (662-63 ) .  The certainty of this identifica
tion is severely shaken in the following scene, where the question of 
justice comes

' 
up in the most intimate of Creon's domestic relations 

and drives a wedge between public and private justice. Creon taunts 
his son with "going to law" (in Greek, "being at a case of justice, " dia 
dikes) with his father (742) and is told in reply that he is mistaken in 
the matter of what is just (ta dikaia, 743 ) .  The chorus is to accuse 
Antigone of having "fallen against the lofty seat of Justice" (8 54- 5 5) 
but will exclaim, at the end, to Creon, "Alas, you have seen justice 
late, as it seems" ( 1 270) . 

Antigone's  unqualified declaration for absolute values thus precipi
tates a redefinition of some basic moral and ethical categories . They 
do not fit her and have consequently to be remade. She is "a law to 
herself, " autonomos (82 1 ) ;  and as she is well aware (460ff. ) ,  she must 
pay the price for standing outside the conventional definitions of law 
and justice. She challenges human law with an absolute that she backs 
up with the resolve of her own death, for this is the fullest assertion 
she can make of the intensity of her moral convictions . She can assert 
what she is only by staking her entire being, her life .  It is by this 
extreme defense of her beliefs that she rises to heroic and deeply tragic 
stature; and simultaneously, by the same gesture she makes herself 
incomprehensible to the other actors , Creon, Ismene, the chorus .  
Only Haemon, who at a lower level makes and fulfils a similar re-
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solve to die, comes close to understanding her; and in his final act, 
affirming himself truly her betrothed, he is indeed married to her in 
death. Death is the only possible union of such natures ( I 240-4 I ) :  

A corpse upon a corpse h e  lies, the unfortunate, having got his marriage 
portion in Hades ' house. 

In Antigone' s  speech on the unwritten laws, emphasis naturally 
falls upon law and justice, for the setting is a juridical one and Anti
gone is, as it were, on trial . But in the close-knit fifth-century city
state, "law" and "legality" have a far wider range of application than 
they would in the more compartmentalized ethics of modern civiliza
tion. For Sophocles and his contemporaries they involve the entire 
public and private life of the citizen, his relations with the gods and 
with his fellow men, and all the responsibilities , moral, political, and 
social, implied in those relations . 

A sense of this wider realm of conflict is given in Antigone's  re
peated use of the word kerdos, "profit, " "gain, " in her great speech 
(46 I-64) . She counts it "profit" to die before her time (46 I -62) , "For 
whoever lives amid many woes , as I do, how does not such a one win 
profit in dying" (463-64) . "Profit, " however, is one of the words 
used throughout the play to characterize Creon's narrowly ra
tionalistic and materialistic view of human motivation. 7  But in Anti
gone's mouth it carries exactly the opposite significance: emotion, 
nonrational (though equally firm) determination that willingly ac
cepts or even seeks self-destruction, not self-advancement. 

In the face of Antigone's resistance all of Creon's  rationalism breaks 
down and is helpless . "Who is so foolish as to love to die" the chorus 
said at the announcement of Creon's  decree (220) . Yet Antigone exults 
in her foolishness and turns the word back upon her judge: "But if I 
now seem to you to be engaged in foolish deeds, perhaps I am accused 
offoolishness by one who is foolish himself" (469-70) . In the very first 
scene of the play Antigone has asked to be left to suffer the conse
quences of her folly (95-96) , and her attitude continues to the end. 
Hers is the woman's emotional resistance to the ordered male reason of 
the state. And she reinforces her action by the least rationally com-

7. For the theme of gain and Creon's character, see Goheen (note 3) I sff. and 
passim. 
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prehensible of human acts , the sacrifice of her life .  It is not that she acts 
on unreason but rather that Creon's kind of reason is inadequate to 
grasp her motives and her nature. This challenge to Creon's supposed 
rationalism is to make itself felt even after her disappearance from the 
stage, for the theme of reason and intelligence (phronein) dominates the 
last three hundred fifty lines of the play. Creon is to see too late the 
mistakes of his ill-founded intelligence (phrenon dysphronon hamar
temata, 1 26 1 ) ,  and the chorus'  admonition about proud words teaching 
intelligence in old age ends the play ( 1 3 50ff. ) . 8 

Given the close interconnections in Greek civilization among all the 
major aspects of life-intellect, morality, religion-it is natural that 
this theme of intelligence should be firmly linked to the problem of 
man's relation to the gods . In Sophoclean tragedy, as in much of Greek 
thought before and after Sophocles , it is primarily the realm of the 
gods which defines the boundaries of what man can know. Where the 
one realm ends, the other begins, and to overstep the boundary line is a 
dangerous violation of the things that are . It is a matter of "know 
thyself" generalized to the human condition as a whole. In this play, as 
in the later Oedipus Rex, knowledge, or the presumption of knowl
edge, reflects the limits of human power and man's responsibilities to 
the areas of the unknown, the uncontrollable, the sacred . 

To return to Antigone's crucial speech, it is thus significant that in 
discussing the divine laws, she makes a point of man's not knowing 
their origin ("and no one knows when they appeared, "  457) .  Later in 
her rapid exchange with Creon she opposes a similar statement of 
ignorance to his positive assertions about law, right, and piety: "Who 
knows if these things are held pure and holy below?" (52 1 ) .  

Creon understands nothing o f  the limits on human power and 
control. For him, to know the ways of men is also to know the ways of 
the gods; he sees the human realm as exactly coextensive with the 
divine. He expresses this presumption, with characteristic blindness ,  
in his repeated invocations to Zeus ; and these slowly build up in a 
crescendo of arrogance and disaster. 9 

8. The conflict of Creon and Antigone in terms of rational versus emotional or 
intuitive modes of apprehension is well discussed by Goheen (note 3) 75ff. And on the 
phronein-aphrosyne motif see also 83-84.  

9. On the religious significance of Antigone's Zeus in 450 B . C .  see R .  C.  Jebb's 
note ad 10[, in his edition of the play: Sophocles, The Plays and Fragments:  Part II I ,  The 
Antigone (Cambridge 1 89 1 )  89. 
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His first references to Zeus seem pious enough, though danger signs 
are tensely present . He first calls upon Zeus ( r  84) after describing the 
guilt-stained death of the two brothers ( r  70ff. )  and asks that the god 
bear witness to his own principle that the state comes before every
thing ( r 82ff. ) .  This oath is followed, significantly, by the decree itself, 
the announcement of a deed that all Greeks would recognize as an 
unusually cruel and severe punishment, if not an actual violation of 
accepted religious usage. 1 0  He next calls upon Zeus (304ff. ) ,  also in an 
oath and when discussing piety and impiety . Yet here he is not even the 
calm, assured statesman of the earlier passage; hot with anger and 
perhaps fearing for his own position, he threatens the guard with death 
and worse if he fails to capture the violator of the decree. What gives 
this passage special point is the flash of impatience and the intolerant 
jibe at the chorus'  foolishness and old age when they suggest, shortly 
before (278ff. ) ,  that the burial might be the result of divine interven
tion . Anger and irreverence both mount in Creon when, shortly after 
Antigone's  great speech, he swears her and Ismene's  punishment, 
"even if she is a sister 's  child,  even if she is closer in blood than any who 
worships Zeus at the altar of our house" (486-87) :  

0."A"A' dt' Mf"A<j>fi£ de' 6�alllOVfotfQa 
tOU Jtavto£ tl�iv ZllVO£ EQXfLOll XllQft .  . . .  

Literally, the second line goes "closer in blood than the whole altar of 
Zeus Herkeios"  (Zeus who stands in the forecourt as the household 
god) . This statement is outmatched only by his reply to Teiresias , 
shortly before the tragic reversal ( I 03 8-4 r ) :  

You will not cover him in burial, not even i f  the eagles o f  Zeus wish to 
snatch him up and carry him off as food to Zeus' throne. 

This from the man who first entered with "the gods" on his lips ( r 62) . 
And, a line and a half later, he adds , in a characteristic fusion of the 

10. On the Greek view about burying the dead, even enemies, see Bowra (note 4) 
64-65,  68. He notes, for instance (92) , that the Greeks buried the Persians killed at 
Marathon and argues persuasively (69-70) that not even Polyneices' treason would 
justify this violation of the religious code. See also Ehrenberg (note 1) 28ff. and I. M. 
Linforth, "Antigone and Creon , "  University of California Publications in Classical Phi
lology 1 5 ,  no. 5 ( 1 96 1 )  1 9 1 -93 and 248 .  Instructively parallel are Eurip . Suppliants 306-
13 and 524ff. 
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intellectual and the religious themes, "For I well know that no man can 
pollute the gods" ( 1 043-44) . 

It is , then, not by accident that Antigone begins her great speech 
with Zeus (449ff. ) :  

Creon .  
Antigone. 

Dared you then to transgress these laws? 
It was not Zeus who made these decrees of yours, nor are such 
the laws that Justice who dwells with the gods below estab
lished among men. . . . 

Zeus is relevant, of course, because he is the supreme god and, as sky
god, is especially affected by the pollutions involved in the corpse. But 
as a focal reminder of Creon's  hybris and, more important, as the fullest 
single embodiment of the realities of the universe, he is the measure of 
Antigone's dissent and of her heroism. 

The gulf between Creon and Antigone thus becomes immense .  It is  
among the ironies of the play that he who talks constantly of "pollu
tion" and "reverence" (sebas) understands them only in the narrowest 
and least reverent way. He who has risked total pollution of the city in 
exposing Polyneices ' corpse will seek to avoid pollution by the limited 
expedient of burying Antigone alive (773 ff. ) .  (The decree originally 
demanded death by stoning, 3 5-36 . )  It is Antigone, condemned for 
"impiety" (dyssebes, 5 14, 5 1 6) , who is far closer to understanding what 
piety and the gods mean: "In acting piously I have gained [the charge 
of] impiety" (dyssebeian eusebousa, 924) . Her very last words in the play 
reiterate her claim: "See what I suffer, and from whom, reverencing 
piety" (942-43 ) .  Her piety, as her paradox (924) makes clear, is not 
easy nor easily grasped by others, least of all the chorus (872) , who 
assert that "self-willed passion" destroyed her (875) . Yet it is almost an 
essential part of Antigone's action that it be not understood, that she 
stand alone against Creon's  socially convenient claims of piety, the 
easy and popular inconsistencies that all agree upon and follow.  It is 
only the tragic character who sees things through to their logical 
conclusions and so dies . Antigone, like Ajax, rejects life as compro
mise, gives up existence when it ceases to come up to the measure of 
the heroic self-image. "For you, " she tells Ismene shortly after her 
great speech to Creon, "chose to live, but I to die" ( 5 5 5 ) .  Here both 
Ismene's gentleness and Creon's self-willed rationality are left furthest 
behind. 
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It is again among the tragic paradoxes of Antigone's  position that 
she who accepts the absolutes of death has a far fuller sense of the 
complexities of life .  Creon, who lacks a true reverence for the gods, 
the powers beyond human life, also lacks a deep awareness of the 
complexities within the human realm. Hence he tends to see the world 
in terms of harshly opposed categories , right and wrong, reason and 
folly, youth and age, male and female. He scornfully j oins old age with 
foolishness in speaking to the chorus (28 1 )  and refuses to listen to his 
son's  advice because he is younger (7 1 9ff. , esp . 726-29) . Yet his 
opposition of old and young is later to be turned against him by 
Teiresias ( 1 08 8ff. ) ,  and he is, in the end, to be taught by the young son 
(725-26) who dies, Creon laments, "young with a young fate" ( 1 266) . 

All these categories imply the relation of superior and inferior, 
stronger and weaker. This highly structured and aggressive view of 
the world Creon expresses perhaps most strikingly in repeatedly for
mulating the conflicts between Antigone and himself in terms of the 
woman trying to conquer the man (484, 5 2 5 , 678 , 746, 756) .  He sees in 
Antigone a challenge to his whole way ofliving and his basic attitudes 
toward the world . And of course he is right, for Antigone' s  full 
acceptance of her womanly nature, her absolute valuation of the bonds 
of blood and affection, is a total denial of Creon's obsessively mas
culine rationality . 

Antigone's  acceptance of this womanly obligation stands out the 
more by contrast with Ismene's  rejection of it: "We must consider, " 
Ismene says, "that we were born as women with women's nature, and 
are not such as to fight with men" (6 1-62) . Ismene feels her wom
anhood as something negative, as a weakness .  Antigone finds in it a 
source of strength. Ismene capitulates to Creon's  view; Antigone 
resists and finds in her nature a potent heroism that cuts across Creon's  
dichotomizing of things and has i ts  echoes even after her death in the 
equally womanly, though less significant, death of Eurydice. 

It is Antigone' s  very nature, even more than her actions, which 
stands in such challenging opposition to Creon. Thus she concludes 
her first, and most important, clash with Creon with the pointed line: 
"It is my nature not to share in hating [synechthein ] ,  but to share in 
loving [symphilein] " ( 523 ) .  Her words not only answer Creon's charge 
that Polyneices is an enemy and hence deserving of hate not love ( 522) 
but also expose more of the fundamental differences between the two 
protagonists .  In the conflict over such basic terms as "law, " "piety , " 
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and "profit" lies much of the movement of the play. 1 1  The words for 
"love" and "hate" used by Creon and Antigone ( 522-23 and passim) 
have a certain ambiguity . Echthros, "enemy, " means also personally 
"hated" ;  phi/os, "friend, " means also an intimately "loved one. " 
Creon simply identifies the two meanings; that is , he identifies person
al and emotional love (philein) with political agreement (e. g . , 1 87) and 
hate with political enmity. But Antigone's  being and her action place 
into dramatic conflict the question of who deserves love and who hate. 
Hence at the end of their first encounter Creon answers Antigone' s  "It 
is my nature not to share in hating but to share in loving" with one of 
his characteristic dichotomies of man-woman, superior-inferior: "Go 
below then and love them, if love them you must; but no woman will 
rule me while I live" ( 524-25) . 

Creon's definition of man by his civic or political relations alone 
extends to areas other than love. He can conceive of honor only for 
benefactors of the state (207- 1 0) and angrily rejects any idea that the 
gods could honor a traitor (see 284ff. ) .  He again presumes that human 
and divine-or political and religious-values exactly coincide. Anti
gone, on the other hand, looks at honor in terms of what is due to the 
gods (77) ; and Haemon can find Antigone, a woman and a violator of 
the ruler's edict, "worthy to gain golden honor" (699) . 12 

Not merely human relations are involved in the conflict between 
Creon and Antigone, but basic attitudes toward the whole of exis
tence. It is the first stasimon, the famous ode on man (3 3 2ff. ) ,  which 
marks the first significant expansion of the meaning of the action to 
this broader level . The ode is not without its ambiguities and ironies, 
for its praise of man's intellectual achievement is severely qualified in 
the course of the play. It is preceded, moreover, by several blasts from 
Creon of very nonintellectual anger; and immediately before, the 
guard, a simple and conventionally pious man, dilates on the element 
of chance in human life (] 28)  and exits with a statement of gratitude to 
"the gods" (3 3 1 ) .  

1 1 .  Goheen (note 3 )  1 7  observes the importance throughout the play of such a 
"recurrent split of the two protagonists over certain common words" and traces this 
split at length through diction and imagery. 

1 2 .  In the phrase "golden honor" (699) is implicit also the money image that 
especially characterizes Creon's materialistic reasoning. On this image in the play see 
Goheen (note 3 )  1 4ff. and passim. In this connection too it should be noted that time, 
"honor, " has another meaning in Greek: "price, " "value, " in a strictly material, 
calculable sense. 
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The ode itself is also perhaps not so confident as might at first 
appear. The adjective that describes man, deinos, means not only 
"wonderful" but also "terrible, " "fearful, " as several commentators 
have pointed out. 13 But the greatest ambiguity lies in man himself. 
Man claims control and domination, yet he cannot control himself, has 
difficulty in controlling other men, and perhaps cannot even control 
the natural world. The irony of self-control is pointed up by the word 
used to describe man's  civic and legal "temper" (orgas, 3 56) in the ode, 
for this word means also "anger" and is so used shortly before in the 
scene with the guard (orge, 280) . Similarly the word for "thought" in 
the ode (phronema, 3 54) signifies also "pride" and has that sense in the 
ensuing scene with Antigone (459) as well as at other crucial points in 
the play. 

There is little question that the ode reflects much of the optimistic 
rationalism of Sophocles ' time: the Sophistic view of man's  ability to 
work creatively upon his environment and the probably Protagorean 
concept that the state, the polis , along with law andjustice, is a human 
creation and perhaps the most important stage in man's  assertion of 
himself over against a hostile or indifferent world. The enumeration of 
man's cultural advances may itself derive from Sophistic culture
histories , or at least from the new rationalistic, anthropological view of 
man which treats of human civilization as the result of a gradual, slow 
advance. Similar ideas are already present in Aeschylus '  Prometheus 
Bound, written perhaps some twenty years before the Antigone . 

Though Sophocles draws heavily on these rationalistic views, he 
does not necessarily fully approve them. Through this ode he throws 
them into the dramatic action of the play and allows them to be 
weighed in the balance of the tragic outcome. It is not that he denies 
their validity, for he too is obviously much impressed with the range of 
human achievement . But he can no longer regard progress and a 
Promethean conquest of nature as having the heroic possibilities that 
Aeschylus-and perhaps Protagoras-saw in them. Sophocles sees in 
reason and technical control not simply a source of human freedom, as 
Aeschylus did, but also a potential source of human bondage and 

1 3 .  On the multiplicity of meanings involved in deinos see J .  T .  Sheppard, The 
Wisdom of Sophocles (London 1 947) 46-48 .  Also Goheen (note 3) 53 and 1 4 1  n . 1 with 
the references there cited. Scholars have suggested, plausibly, a reminiscence of the far 
more sinister deina of Aeschylus ' Choephoroe, 5 8 5ff. : see Jebb (note 9) ad loc. , Ehren
berg (note I) 6 I ff. ,  and Linforth (note 1 0) 1 96ff. 
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limitation. And his reflections on this subj ect are to mature in the 
Oedipus Rex where, it will be recalled, knowledge and intelligence are 
by no means unambiguous goods, though they are nonetheless insep
arable parts of man's  endowment. 

Thus, to come back to the ode on man, when the chorus takes up the 
creation oflaw and justice after the praise of man's other achievements ,  
they say that men may come "now to  good, now to  ill" (J 67) . He may 
be "high in his city" (hypsipolis) but also "without city" (apolis) should 
he be led to an act of rashness (tolma) . 14 His nature then, as this rashness 
or daring suggests even here, contains an irrational or violent and 
destructive potential . Perhaps in this shift of emphasis Sophocles 
means to suggest that success in law and justice, the areas that concern 
relations with other human beings, is more difficult and less certain 
than control over the lower orders of nature. Though the Sophist 
Protagoras is probably more optimistic, it is interesting that Sopho
cles ' suggestion of the greater difficulty of law and justice would 
correspond roughly with Protagoras ' emphasis on the difficulty and 
importance of justice and reverence, the qualities that make it possible 
for men to unite in cities or societies , in the myth that Plato puts in his 
mouth (Protagoras 3 20c-323a) .  

This complex connection between control and human relations has a 
further significance for Antigone. Her womanly nature, centered on 
sharing in love, opposes Creon's  attitude of domination which stands 
apart from the otherness both of men and of nature and looks upon 
them as a potential enemy to be subjugated. Thus it is Antigone the 
woman-or perhaps ,  at another level, the woman in him-that Creon 
must subdue or, in one of his favorite metaphors, must yoke. 15 It is 
interesting in the light of this opposition that when Antigone seeks a 
heroic exemplar for herself, she invokes the figure of Niobe, a loving 
mother but also a human being who is at the same time organically 
fused with the natural world: she whom "the growth of rock, like 
intensely winding ivy, subdued" (826-27) . Antigone's  Niobe belongs 
both to humanity, with its feelings and sorrows, and to inanimate 
nature; and she symbolically unites the two realms . Thus the snow and 
rain are not hostile missiles to be warded off, as in the first stasimon 

14· For this interpretation of hypsipolis see Ehrenberg (note I )  p.  64 n .  I .  
I S . See Goheen (note 3 )  chap . 2 ,  passim .  
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(3 56ff ) ,  but are as her own tears , which she feels running down the 
rocky ridges of what is now her face (828-3 2) : 

Still, as she wastes, the rain 
and snow companion her. 
Pouring down from her mourning eyes comes the water that soaks the 

stone. (Wyckoffs translation) 

Niobe, like Antigone, suffered from excessive love and pride; yet in 
her, as in Antigone, loneliness and sorrow are transmuted to a higher 
plane. 

It is significant that the limitations in Creon's  attitudes are borne in 
upon him not only in the area of his personal relations but also in 
language that makes another connection between human relations 
and the natural world and points toward a view resembling the Niobe 
image (though less profound) , a view in which man does not domi
nate nature but learns from it sympathetically. Hence in urging his 
father to yield, Haemon chooses , as examples of yielding,  trees that 
bend in the winter flood rather than straining stiffly against it (7 1 2ff. ) ,  
and he prefaces his advice with a statement about human wisdom 
(sophos, 7 1 0) which echoes the praise of wisdom in the ode ( 365 ) . 

To yield is exactly what Creon finds most difficult, and there is 
perhaps a further irony in his statement after the encounter with 
Teiresias , "To yield is terrible [deinon] , but to resist and strike my 
proud spirit with disaster stands also in [the realm of! the terrible 
[deinon ]"  ( 1 096-97) . Thus when forced by confrontation with the 
uncontrollable to yield, he echoes the lead-word in the earlier praise 
of man's power of control :  "Many are the wonders [terrors, deina] , 
and nothing more wonderful [terrible, deinon 1 than man. " 

Antigone, who in her own way also refuses to yield, images more 
fully the greatness of man. But this greatness is measured also against 
Creon's  limitations . The contrast between the two kinds of not yield
ing is well exemplified in the single, concentrated line with which 
Antigone cuts through Creon's long rant (473-96) : "Do you want 
anything more than my capture and death?" (497) . 

The scene with Haemon which follows and first explicitly intro
duces the yielding motif brings out more fully the limitations of 
Creon's  strength. Though Creon spoke for his son's  feelings in the 
previous scene ( 569ff. ) ,  he nevertheless fears to encounter in Haemon 
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the same emotional temper and spirit of resistance which he found in 
his betrothed. He indicates his fears in opening the interview with the 
question, Are you here raging at your father . . .  ?" ,  thus applying to 
Haemon the same verb that he used of the two women earlier (lys
sainon, 63 3 ;  lyssosan, 492; the word itself is not common and occurs 
only in these two places in the play and, indeed, only twice more in 
the extant plays) . The verb is expressive not only of the way in which 
Creon regards those who oppose him but also of the areas where he 
feels himself most exposed and most uncertain . He is obviously reas
sured at Haemon's  "Father, I am yours , " the first words that his son, 
wisely, chooses to utter (63 5) ; and he expresses his relief in the expan
sive speech that follows (639-80) , full of his favorite commonplaces 
about rule and authority. 

In another way too the scene suggests that Creon's position is 
perhaps not so unshakeably firm as might appear. It reveals that 
Creon in fact relies heavily on the support of others , whether his son 
or the chorus. He cannot brook disagreement. He cannot, like Anti
gone, stand alone, and those who disagree he will coerce into agree
ment. At the same time he lacks the calm definiteness of Antigone 
and is actually far less reasonable than the raging womanly natures he 
insults . Indeed, nothing perhaps better illustrates the instability of his 
supposedly rational and consistent views than his treatment of 
Haemon here. Reconciliation and praise in the first part of the scene 
are followed not only by sharp insults in the second but even by the 
cruel threat to have Antigone put to death in her "bridegroom's" 
very presence (760-6 I ) .  In these sudden shifts of mood Creon under
mines the rational bases of his action on which rests, in part, his 
authority . But also he, the ruler, the man of consistent policy, indi
cates an increasing qualification of the image of man in the first 
stasimon as the reasoning being, the artificer whose intelligence is 
shown in the cities he creates and rules. 

Another qualification of this ode comes to center on Antigone . The 
ode included the catching of birds as one of man's  triumphs . From 
the beginning of the play, however, birds battening on the exposed 
corpse are sinister reminders of Creon's  authority (e. g. , 29ff. )  and 
hence also of his subordination of religious usage to political decree. 
Yet it is these birds which carry to Teiresias the warnings about 
Creon's violation of that to which human control does not pertain. 
The birds too are the subj ect of an art (techne, 998) , prophecy, which 
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in its sympathetic listening to the voices of nature stands apart from 
the more systematic arts of control and device ( to machanoen technas, 
365-66) which man has "taught himself. " 

It is significant, then, that the guard, in describing Antigone's 
capture, compares her to a bird lamenting its young: "She raises the 
sharp cry of lament of a mother-bird in bitter grief, as when, in the 
empty nest, it sees the bed stripped of its nestlings" (423-25 ) .  And a 
little later the guard speaks of "hunting"  Antigone (43 3 ) .  Yet though 
he thus connects his action with the imagery of domination in the 
preceding ode, he has also shown himself capable of a different at
titude in the bird simile, one marked by pity for the hunted creature. 
At the same time, however, Antigone is the victim and is the one 
identified with a part of the subj ugated natural world (and, as noted 
earlier, she is herself to deepen this identification in her Niobe simile, 
823 ff. ) .  The guard, though aware and sympathetic, still allows him
self to be forced into the position of the hunter, the controller. Like 
Ismene, he has good instincts but lacks the force to carry them 
through (esp.  43 9-40, "But it is my nature to count all other things as 
less important than my safety") . He fails where Antigone, his pris
oner, succeeds; and her success, in death, has effects that create a 
drastic change in the attitude of the master-hunter, Creon. 

The guard's  simile not only underlines the sex of Antigone but also 
prepares for Creon's far cruder use of the imagery of animal conquest 
after Antigone's speech (473 ff. ) ;  there too Creon connects conquests 
of nature with domination of male over female (484-8 5 ,  525 ) . The 
parallels sharpen the difference between the guard's pity and the mas

ter's unfeeling severity. 
Thus it is exactly the womanly element in Antigone which Creon 

cannot grasp . He must reduce her act to terms analogous to his own 
in order to understand it, and this he does most clearly in the lan
guage in which he voices his suspicions about Ismene (though he 
means his words to apply to Antigone as well) : 

<jnA.EL 6' 0 EI'Uf_tC)£ ltQoaElEv TIQijaElm XA.OltEU£ 
"tow flT]6£v oQElw£ £V OXO"t<fl "tEXVWflEVWV . 

The mind of those artfully devising [ technomenon] nothing honest in the 

dark is wont to be caught beforehand in its thievishness [literally "as a 

thief, " klopeus] . (493-94) 
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The word "thief ' used of Antigone's deed immediately classifies it in 
Creon's  mind with the calculating desire for "gain" (kerdos) , one of 
his favorite concepts . The verb "artfully devising" contains the root 
techne, "device, " "craft, " which, as already noted, figures promi
nently in the ode on man. But as the techne of the ode on man is 
answered (in part) by Teiresias '  god-directed techne of prophecy, so 
the reduction of Antigone's motives to a narrowly conceived thieflike 
calculation is answered, also by the gods, in Creon's cry when he 
hears his son's voice close to the end: "Am I deceived, thief-like, by 
the gods" (theoisi kleptomai, 1 2  I 8) . 

The themes of the birds , techne, and male domination over female 
are all linked as parts of a single complex, the multiple aspects of 
control and authority; and in this complex, which involves Anti
gone's death and the prophetic birds of Teiresias ,  it is perhaps sug
gested that the world of nature, to say nothing of the world of man, is 
neither so helpless nor so easily controllable as the first stasimon 
might lead one to suppose. 

Antigone, as a woman and hunted victim, and Teiresias as inter
preter of the signs from the gods and as a helpless ,  blind old man, are 
closely related to each other in their attitude of sympathetic relation 
with this natural world (and the comparison of Antigone to a scream
ing bird helps reinforce this association) . Both have a special rever
ence for the divine which deeply antagonizes Creon. Both belong to 
an order of being or a stage of life of which Creon is contemptuous; 
and yet both in the end are vindicated at Creon's expense. 

In putting Antigone to death, Creon has indeed gained his obj ect, 
solidified his authority, crushed the refractory element that op
posed-and this was the only element, so far, that did oppose. He 
expected men (248 ,  "Who of men [andron] dared to do this deed") 
and gain-seeking calculation and finds instead a girl who seeks her 
only gain in death (46 1 ff. ) and looks to the gods, not to men. Re
bellion there is ,  as he feared, but rebellion against a profounder and 
more deep-seated aspect of himself and his rule than he yet suspects . 
It is with the vindication of these rebellious areas , the womanly, the 
divine, the nonrational, that the latter half of the play is largely con
cerned; and it is perhaps this reason which in part accounts for the 
increasing prominence of Eros and Dionysus; the mythical embodi
ments of the least rational or controllable elements in human experi
ence, in the odes of the second half of the play . 
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The answer to Creon, then, is twofold. In the person of Antigone 
is revealed Creon's reduction not only of womanly nature but of 
human nature in general. In his reply to Antigone's speech on the 
divine laws, Creon uses not only the language of technical control 
(fire and metallurgy, 474-76) and animal subjugation (the taming of 
horses , 477-78) but also implicitly compares Antigone to a slave 
(doulos, 479) . The progression of the thought is highly significant, for 
it reveals the link between man's  proud conquest of nature and Cre
on's debasement of man. Antigone's ability to resist the weight of 
argument and civic authority brought against her is itself a reply, a 
vindication of the unconquerable dignity and worth of the individual . 
She replies to the insult of slavery quite specifically, and her answer is 
the love and devotion of one individual to another under the sanctity 
of ties that are independent of the artificial aspects of the social order. 
It is the irreducible humanity of her bond, her refusal to let Polyneices 
become less than what she has felt him to be, that forms the kernel of 
her terse reply: " It was no slave [doulos 1 but a brother who died" 
(5 1 7) .  

The other part o f  the reply to Creon comes from the subdued 
realm of nature, wherein the gods are most manifest. This answer too 
is necessary for the wholeness of the play, for Creon has violated not 
only personal relations but something in the relation of man to the 
world, a sense of the sanctity in things, in nature as in man. These 
realms, the divine and the human, the natural and the divine worlds, 
fuse in the rapid movement of events which precipitates Creon's 
disaster: first, Teiresias ' birds, then the terrible encounter between 
Creon and his son. The language used in this latter scene creates an 
even more decisive and more bitter inversion of the man-nature, 
human-animal theme. There is here an ironic alternation of tameness 
and wildness ,  but fearfully presented at the height of the peripety in 
Creon's own son. Haemon's  voice, Creon cries out, "fawns on me" 
(aaLVEL , 1 2 1 4) ;  and the verb recalls the terms for animal-like servility 
both in the ode on man ( 340, 3 50-52) and in the exchanges between 
Creon and Antigone (477-78 , 509) . Immediately after, however, 
Haemon is like a wild, untamed animal, with "wild r agriois 1 eyes , " 
spitting, and finally turning on himself in his savagery ( 1 23 1-36) .  
Like an animal too, he has lost man's proud achievement o f  speech 
(3 54) and seems not to understand his father's words ( 1 230) .  

Creon's  brutalization o f  his human relationships has thus re-
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bounded upon him and with it the tameness and obedience he de
mands from his own environment . Creon pays through his son for a 
reduction of man which he has previously inflicted on him. He had 
totally rejected, or refused to see, any possible love between Haemon 
and Antigone and thus rej ected too the human individuality of his 
son. In the words "There are other fields for him to plow" (569) , he 
brings the most intimate of human relations , with its traditional sanc
tities, down to the level of a brutish act and makes a connection too 
with the attitude in the ode on man (note the emphasis on plowing at 
the end of the first strophe, 33 7ff. ) .  This degradation of the marriage 
tie continues in Creon's cruel taunt to Haemon that Antigone will die 
"in the presence of her 'bridegroom' " (760-6 1 )  and in Antigone's  
long, ensuing lament that she is "wedding" Acheron (8 1 6) and that 
her tomb is her "bridal chamber" (89 1 ) .  The pattern is fulfilled in 
Haemon's  marriage, in death, to Antigone ( 1 240ff. )  with the conse
quent destruction of Creon's marriage and the son it produced. 

Creon thus comes to learn the consequences of his attitudes and 
actions on two levels, which might be labeled internal and external , 
the personal realm and the outside world. Internally, through his 
sufferings in his own most essential relations, those which both de
fine and express what a man is, he learns that one does not devalue the 
human realm without doing harm to one's  own humanity . Antigone, 
with her absolute valuation of human ties, would then express the 
fullest development of this humanity and in her Niobe-image rises to 
almost godlike stature. Creon, having demeaned the sanctity of these 
ties , is left without any and hence scarcely human, a nonentity, as he 
says at the end, "existing no more than a nobody, " or, as Wyckoff 
translates, "I who am nothing more than nothing now" ( 1 3 2 5 ) .  

Externally, through the intervention of  the divine powers in  the 
person of Teiresias , Creon learns by coercion that there are areas of 
existence which cannot or should not be subjected to control and 
authority. But this compulsion from the realm of the gods and the 
natural world is at once brought home to him in terms of his own 
fate, and he is touched by the broader reversals connected with the 
birds through the animal imagery of his son's  attempted parricide and 
death. Thus the two realms, internal and external, human world and 
natural world, are inseparably linked, and the play, in its greatness 
and complexity, is an expression of this unity. 

The confounding of tameness and wildness in Haemon' s  death is 
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connected with an even more fundamental reversal in the play and 
with another qualification of Creon's  views of civilization. This ap
pears in the theme of shelter. In the second scene with the guard, 
which follows the ode on man and is an obvious pendant to the first 
scene in this symmetrically structured play, the guard dwells on his 
and his companions' exposure to the elements as they watch the 
body : the force of the winds, the heat, the open air, the barren hills 
(4 IOff. ) .  The fact that these details come so soon after the ode is 
significant, for there shelter from storm and the open air was promi
nently enumerated among civilized man's  achievements (3 56-59) :  

. . . ()UOaVAWV 
Jtuywv £vaLeQaa xal Moo!l�Qa cpEvyav �EA'I1 . 

(Statecraft is his , )  
And his the skill that deflects the arrows of snow, 
the spears of winter rain . (Fitts and Fitzgerald's translation) 

A literal translation makes the connection a little more explicit : 

He has taught himself to flee the missiles of frosts of the open alr 
[enaithreia 1 that make hard lodging and the arrows of storm. 

The storm described by the guard fills "the open air" (aither, 4 1 5 ,  
42 1 ) ,  and the image o f  arrows o r  missiles was used in Creon's pre
vious angry interview with the guard (24 1 ,  keeping the reading of the 
mss . with Jebb) and is to be used again by him, also in anger, against 
Teiresias ( I 03 3-34) .  Creon himself is responsible for a storm of sorts , 
for the guard begins his second scene with Creon by describing his 
first interview in terms of "the storm of your threats to which I was 
subject" (3 9 1 )  before going on to the real storm (4 1 7ff. ) .  Combine 
this with the animal and hunting images (42 3ff. and 43 3 ) ,  and the 
contrast with the ode is impressive. 

That these themes of shelter and exposure have also the broader 
implications of communal life in general appears from Haemon's 
cross-examination of Creon (73 9-40) . 

Creon .  I s  not the polis considered a s  belonging to  the ruler? 
Haemon . You would exercise a good rule alone, over a deserted 

[eremos 1 land. 
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And something of this suggestion is acted out when, subsequently, 
Creon makes Antigone "deserted, " "isolated" (eremos, 8 87, 9 1 9) ,  and 
her cave is in a wild and "deserted" (eremos, 773) place. Thus Creon, 
for all his praise of law, has failed to grasp some of the essential 
qualities of civilization taken in its broader, more humane sense; and 
he appears as reversing,  as it were, the process of civilization itself in 
exposing man to the desolation and violence of the world he has 
supposedly conquered. 

This regressive tendency is present in the fundamental situation of 
the plot itself, the exposure of a man's  body to dogs and birds . In the 
corpse, as in the storm and in Antigone's cave, we are reminded of 
the reality of the still untamed wildness that lies outside human civi
lization. Like the plague in the Oedipus Rex, the moldering corpse, 
quickly but effectively described (e. g . , 29-30,  20Sf. , 4 1 0) makes us 
uncomfortably aware of something disturbing, offensive, nauseating.  

In the Greek view, however, these physically offensive elements 
have a profounder religious significance. They constitute, as Teiresias 
brings home, a miasma,  a "pollution, "  an infectious taint that is the 
concrete manifestation of a violation of some religious sanction. 1 6 

The exposed corpse is both an outrage of moral sanctions and a 
source of real pollution, a possible cause of plague, blight, barren
ness ,  of the outbreak against man of all the uncontrollable and myste
rious forces on which his survival depends . When the right relation 
with these forces is broken, man's very existence is threatened, on the 
level both of political coherence ( 1 080ff. )  and personal happiness (as 
Creon is to learn) . 

As leader of the polis, Creon must be concerned with such pollu
tions; yet it is only superficially that he grasps the significance of a 
pollution coming from a violation of the divinely established order of 
things . In his limited concern for the way in which the city will 
"escape pollution" (776) , in the case of Antigone's  death and, more 
markedly, in his hybristic statement about man's not being able to 
"pollute the gods" ( I 043f. ) ,  he shows his lack of a sense of the larger 
sphere of which the polis , and every human creation, may be a part. 

16 .  For the significance of the miasma and related ideas in Greek religious thought 
see E .  R.  Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational (Berkeley and Los Angeles 19 5  I) 3 5ff. 
Also C. Segal. "Nature and the World of Man in Greek Literature, " Arion 2, no. I 
( 1 963) 25ff. and 36ff. 
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Near the very end, in a final utterance about pollution, he conveys his 
newly gained sense of the limitations of human action: "0 harbor of 
Hades , hard to purify, why, why do you destroy me" ( I 284f. ; see also 
I I42) . 

Thus the corpse, in its connections with the themes both of shelter 
and of pollution, serves as an active link between the two aspects of 
Creon's irreligious attitude, his degradation of man and his disregard 
of the divine sanctions . The two themes are linked, of course, in 
Antigone too, for her burial of Polyneices is both a vindication of the 
divine sanctions and a more authentic statement of the dignity of man 
than the assertion of human independence and control affirmed by 
Creon. As the presence of the exposed and animal-torn body makes 
clear, the purely man-centered magnification of human achievement 
may involve, paradoxically, a debasement of man. 

It is not that the confidence of the first stasimon is utterly negated. 
The image of man's  greatness persists throughout the play, but it 
persists in the figure of Antigone rather than Creon. 1 7 The qualifica
tion of the view of man implied in the ode only works toward a 
clearer definition of the wholeness of man, the feminine with the 
masculine, the weakness and uncertainty that are always there, even 
in his most splendid achievements, the nothingness in the face of 
which his greatness is asserted . This greatness, as Sophocles sees it, 
has not reached its full measure unless is has confronted its own 
negation in death . This Antigone alone does . Death is merely 
brushed aside in the ode on man (3 6 1 -62) and used as a threat of 
punishment, another instrument of control, by Creon. 

Yet here the fates of the two protagonists, Antigone unshakeably 
firm and accepting death heroically , Creon crushed to "nothingness" 
( 1 325 ) ,  are at extreme polarities . Though the original positions of 
strong and weak are reversed, the two are still separated each from 
the other as by an infinite gulf. In the Oedipus Rex of perhaps a decade 
later, Sophocles ' statement about the complex interplay of human 
greatness and human weakness will be more fully unified in a single 
protagonist. And at the end of his life he will again use the figure of 

1 7. It is interesting in this connection that Whitman (note 2) 9 1  takes the first part of 
the ode on man as referring to Antigone, "under the heroic type of humanity, limited 
by mortality and moral law, but unlimited in the scope and daring of her soul . " 
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Oedipus as his prototype of a still more profound restatement of this 
complex relation .  

The forceful presence of death, whether in the exposed dead body 
or in Antigone's acceptance of a living death, sharpens the problem of 
the nature and dignity of man. Death can be a degradation or an 
affirmation of human value in the face of inflexible necessities . Anti
gone's death affirms this value not only for herself but also for the 
dishonored corpse. For her it is still a human figure, still inseparable 
from a human personality. Creon, in maltreating the corpse, devalues 
also the image of living man. It is interesting to consider Creon's  act 
in the light of the heightened emphasis on the human form in the 
mid-fifth century. Sophocles presents a play that centers about the 
desecration of a human body at the very time that his contemporaries 
working on the Parthenon were discovering and expressing the beau
ty and nobility of man's  body as it had never been expressed before. 

Again, therefore, Creon' s  act has implications that he himself does 
not realize. In regarding death as another instrument of control ,  not 
as a necessary condition of existence to be approached with compas
sion and understanding,  Creon disvalues his subjects and ultimately 
himself. He denies that the state has a place for death in this latter, 
generic sense .  Yet at the end he who had imperiously ordered the 
maltreatment of a body enters, himself carrying a corpse, and one 
that is "not another' s"  but his own ( 1 2 5 7-60) . As a king, he has 
dismissed or used death only to discover and experience it as a man, 
mortal and tied to mortal beings .  Hence Creon's state-centered view 
of man reveals its inadequacies in widening areas as the play proceeds 
and is shown to involve the loss of the full humanity not only of the 
subject citizen but of the ruler as well . 

A political or historical interpretation bf a work of the magnitude 
of the Antigone is, of course, inadequate; yet the historical side has 
some wider ranges of significance . The play , at one level, is almost 
certainly a statement about the nature and ideals of Athenian democ
racy. It rejects the autocratic materialism and narrow rationalism 
implied in Creon's  outlook, which restricts man's nature to a func
tional capacity, reduces him to a member of a political unit only . 
What Antigone demands , on the other hand, is that the state take into 
itself the sanctity of blood relations , the value of affection and emo
tional ties , the uniqueness of the individual . The conception seems 
not unlike that put forth in Pericles ' Funeral Speech : 
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It is true that we are called a democracy, for the administration is in the 
hands of the many and not of the few. But while the law secures equal 
justice to all alike in their private disputes, the claim of excellence is also 
recognized; and when a citizen is in any way distinguished, he is pre
ferred to the public service, not as a matter of privilege, but as the 
reward of merit . (Thucyd. 2 . 3 7. 1 ,  Jowett's translation) 

In such a state an Antigone could exist-perhaps in a fuller way than 
Pericles intends-demanding her rights and thereby shaping the state 
after the best elements in herself, making it an expression of her own 
full humanity . 

It has often been suggested, as noted earlier, that Sophocles 
intended the play, at least in part, as a qualification of the rational 
optimism of the fifth-century enlightment as expressed in the spec
ulations of Protagoras, Anaxagoras, Democritus, Hippocrates, and 
Hippodamus of Miletus . 18 It may be too, as Victor Ehrenberg has 
maintained, that behind the picture of Creon lies some reference to 
the "proud and austere" Pericles himself, "who with all his belief in 
humanity was so much less 'human' than, for instance, Sophocles . " 1 9  

But the issues g o  far beyond the reference t o  specific men o r  classes 
of men. They are concerned with defining that in which man's  hu
manity consists . Man would like to believe, the play seems to say, 
that he has developed wonderful resources for understanding and 
commanding his world . Yet man the artificer or deviser is not 
enough. Thus in the course of the play all the apparent conquests 
enumerated in the first stasimon prove to have a double edge. The 
sea, controlled proudly in the ode (3 3 5ff. ) and for Creon, from his 
first appearance, boastfully associated with political control (the ship 
of state: r 62ff. , 1 89-90, etc. ) ,  returns in subsequent odes in connec
tion with the helplessness of irrational suffering (see 5 84ff. ,  9 5 3ff. ,  
966ff. ) ,  until Creon himself speaks of his disaster, ironically , as a 
"harbor" ( 1 284) . The animals and birds described in the antistrophe 
(343ff. ) become the messengers of the violated divine order of things 

1 8 . For the connection of the ode on man with Sophistic and other philosophical 
speculation in the fifth century, see Ehrenberg (note I) 6 I ff. ; Goheen (note 3) 9 I ff. ,  
with the references cited in 1 5 2 n . 2 8 .  See also B .  M .  W .  Knox, Oedipus at Thebes 
(New Haven 19 57) I 07ff. and E. A. Havelock, The Liberal Temper in Greek Politics 
(New Haven 1 9 57) chap. 3, passim, esp . 66ff. 

19 .  Ehrenberg (note I )  1 5 7 ·  
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and, in the imagery connected with Haemon's death, almost the 
immediate instruments of Creon's doom. Speech and communica
tion (3 54) degenerate into ranting and insult or the utter, animal-like 
silence of Haemon at the end. Shelter and the fruits of man's  city
creating temper (3 5 5-56) are denied the corpse and even the guards 
who watch it, and are negated also in Antigone's  desolate place of 
burial . Even the conquest of disease ( 363-64) rebounds on man in the 
"divine disease" of the storm (425 )  and, more seriously, in the pollu
tion with which the city "is diseased" as a result of Creon's 
"thought" or " intelligence" ( 1 0 1 5) .  

It is only death, that alone which man cannot control or "flee, " as 
the ode says (3 6 1 ) ,  which proves the fullest touchstone of man's  
greatness and the truest means to his  assertion of his humanity . The 
Antigone is still bleak and dark by comparison to the sublime finale of 
the Oedipus Coloneus where the hero discovers his greatest powers in 
his self-guided movements at his call to death. Yet in the Antigone too 
a self-accepted death is the source of what is beautiful and heroic in 
the play. But if Antigone, with her heroic acceptance of the un
known, of death, most fully vindicates the dignity of man, 20 Creon 
comes to act out the equally tragic process of becoming fully human. 
With Antigone' s  death there comes , through the blindness and help
lessness of the seer, the rebirth of Creon's  humanity, until he too is 
plunged amid loss and suffering into his own experience of the un
written laws that all men must face as mortal beings who sometime 
encounter the unknown and unknowable. And in his encounter he 
passes from his communal position as head of state to a loneliness and 
isolation perhaps more terrible than Antigone's .  

Antigone' s  view, then, for all its idealism, is more realistic, in  the 
full tragic sense, than Creon's .  To live humanly, in Sophocles' terms, 
is to know fully the conditions of man's  existence; and this means to 
accept the gods who, in their limitless ,  ageless power (604ff. ) are 
those conditions, the unbending, realities of the universe .  

Sophocles never says that to accept the conditions is easy .  Yet he 
seems also to assert that man not only must accept the conditions but 

20 .  See Whitman (note 2) 82-8 3 :  "Antigone, with her precise and unshakeable 
perception of divine law, is the embodiment of the heroic individual in a world whose 
institutions cannot change but have usurped a right to existence apart from the 
justifiable interest of the citizens. For such an individual every moment of life is 
tragic . . . .  " 
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has, or finds, the strength to do so. Even Creon, though far from the 
broken but still imperious Oedipus at the end of the Tyrannus, does 
not kill himself, crushed as he is . He suffers and endures . 

It is in his appreciation of human greatness that Sophocles is the 
true contemporary of the statesman who sponsored the new Acro
polis and Parthenon and of the thinker who said that "Man is the 
measure of all things . "  But he is a universal tragic poet in his deeply 
felt knowledge that man's  human qualities , in all their greatness, 
involve recognition of the unyielding factuality of "the things that 
are, " the gods . The first stasimon is j ustly described as a praise of 
man; but exactly what in man Sophocles is praising can be seen only 
in terms of the entire play . In another chorus the elders sing, "Noth
ing of magnitude comes into the life of mortals without suffering and 
disaster" (6 1 3- 1 4) .  
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C H AP T E R  6 / 
The Tragedy of the Hippolytus : 

The Waters of Ocean and 

the Untouched Meadow 

IN MEMORIAM ARTHUR DARBY NOCK ( 1 902- 1 963 )  

The clash of  human will and divine power i s  basic to  the tragic 
sense of Greek drama. Not only may the gods serve to set the tragic 
action into motion, but they may themselves embody its meaning. 
As this meaning usually involves some of the most complex and 
difficult issues of human life, so the nature of the gods and their mode 
of acting upon the human world are, often puzzling, full of real or 
apparent contradictions or hard, painful truths . 

The Hippolytus has its full share of these difficulties . 1 The human 
motivation in the play is totally comprehensible and satisfying in 
itself;2 yet the gods, Aphrodite in the prologue, Artemis in the epi-

l .  The text used is that of Gilbert Murray ( 1 902; Oxford 1 9 5  I ) .  Fragments are 
cited after Nauck. For a bibliography of the H£ppolytus see Albin Lesky, Die tragische 
Dichtung der Hellenen (G6ttingen 1956) 1 6 5-66 (3d ed. , 1 972, 3 1 3 - 1 4) ;  more recently, 
Froma L Zeitlin, "The Power of Aphrodite, " in Peter Burian, ed. , Directions in 
Euripidean Criticism (Durham 1 98 5 ) ,  1 89ff. I have touched upon some aspects of the 
imagery in a more general context in C. Segal, "Nature and the World of Man in 
Greek Literature, " Arion 2, no. 1 ( 1 963 )  4 1 -42. 

2 .  The adequacy of the human motivation is stressed by L .  H. G. Greenwood, 
Aspects of Euripidean Tragedy (Cambridge 19 5 3 )  44ff. ;  Gilbert Norwood, Essays on 
Euripidean Drama (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1 9 54) r oMf. ;  R .  P .  Winnington-Ingram, 
"Hippolytus: A Study in Causation, "  in Euripide: Entretiens sur l 'antiquite classique, vol. 
6 (Geneva 1 960) 1 83 ;  Max Pohlenz, Die griechische Tragiidie, 2d ed. (G6ttingen 1 954) 
1 :272, and many others. For the relation of human and divine in the play see in general 
the principle stated by Lesky (note I) 1 68 :  "Hier nicht vom Menschlichen aus die 
G6tter gesucht werden, sondern die g6ttlichen Gestalten den Menschen verstandlich 
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logue, have significant dramatic, as well as thematic, roles . Their 
function in the play has often been explained by the claim that Eu
ripides uses them to attack the anthropomorphic religion . 3  While 
certainly true to some extent, this explanation does not account for 
the meaning of the play as a whole or for the substantial independence 
of the human action, which is yet interwoven with the opposed 
natures and wills of the two goddesses . 

It is , as will appear, largely through imagery that these gods are 
bound into the poetic fabric of the play . Through certain recurrent 
images of the natural world, notably that of the sea, their power is 
presented as an effective reality acting upon the human world. The 
imagery thus leads back to the gods and to the broader issues that 
their natures and actions raise. Thus,  however critically Euripides 
may have regarded the gods of the traditional religion, he can use 
them poetically and dramatically to enlarge the scope of the tragedy4 
and to extend its meaning beyond the inward struggles of the pro
tagonists to the question of man's  relation to the order (or disorder) 
of the universe. s 

The powers of the universe, the objective demands of man's world 
upon him, the forces of nature to which he is subject: these are central 
issues in the play . From their origins the Greek gods stand in close 
connection with these natural powers, and hence through them Eu
ripides can state these broad themes and conflicts without losing 
dramatic or poetic vividness . 6 He exploits these connections most 

machen sollen, auf den es dem Dichter ganz vorwiegend ankommt. " See 3d cd. , 3 2 3 .  
Similarly, Winnington-Ingram, 1 8 8-89:  " I t  i s  b y  the tragedy that w e  understand the 
gods, not by the gods that we understand the tragedy. "  

3 .  The view that Euripides ' purpose in the Hippolytus is primarily to satirize the 
gods has been most fully restated in recent years by Greenwood (note 2) chap. 2 ,  
passIm. 

4·  So Louis Meridier, Euripide, vol. 2 ,  Bude ed. (Paris 1 927) 2]: "Par elles [the two 
goddesses 1 la tragedie acquiert une ampleur singulicre. " 

5 .  See Norwood (note 2) I 09 .  This view is perhaps most fully elaborated by B. M.  
W. Knox, "The Hippolytus of Euripides, " yeS 1 3  ( 1 952) 1-3 1 .  

6. There is a full and interesting statement of the advantages enjoyed b y  the 
ancient poet in this regard in Wilamowitz' introduction to his translation, U.  von 
Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Tragodien iibersetzt, I (Berlin 1 899) I I  0- I I : 
"Aber cr [the Greek poet] bedient sich des ungeheuren Vorteils, dass er die hochst 
rcalen ewigen Mkhte, die in dem sittlichcn Leben der Menschen walten, nicht als 
korperlose Abstraktionen belasscn muss, wie sie sich dem Denken darstellen, noch zu 
symbolischen Schattcn aus eigner Phantasie gestalten muss: die Phantasie seines Volk-
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fully in linking the power of Aphrodite, as it acts throughout the 
play, with the force of the sea. As an image of the unfolding violence 
of Aphrodite's power, the sea becomes also a symbol for the demand
ing realities of the world-which are the gods . 

Aphrodite, born from the sea, has all its irrational elementality. She 
is , as Seneca describes her in his Phaedra (274) , the goddess non miti 
generata ponto . The imagistic significance of the sea, with its focal 
position for other images and themes in the play, is a natural out
growth of the goddess ' own nature and the forces with which the 
Greek mind, in its mythical formulations, had always associated her. 

Euripides ' imagery, therefore, does not become arbitrary or ar
tificial, a forced or self-conscious literary device, but remains inti
mately related to a deeply rooted, age-old perception, already stated 
in poetic or proto-poetic form, about the nature of the love goddess 
and the love force. Here, as often in classical Greek poetry, the poet 
finds himself aided in his individual creation by the crystallization of 
traditional experience and perception in the myth. The myth may 
thus not only give the poet the general content of plot, characters , 
setting, and so on, but also, as it seems to do here, may suggest his 
basic images , his underlying poetic structure. 

The relevance of Aphrodite's connection with the sea has, of 
course, been noted before, and it is well stated by Gilbert Norwood: 
"In her might and relentless cruelty there dwells 'something of the 
sea' that gave her birth and across which Phaedra, dogged by her 
unseen curse, voyaged from Crete . " And again: "Aphrodite, the Sea
Queen, wonderful and ruthless like the ocean, bringing joy or grief 
with indifferent hands . "7 My purpose, however, is to show how the 
imagery of the sea and related images operate structurally throughout 
the tragedy, formed as it is under the shadow of the sea-born, sea-

es beut sie ihm dar als leibhaftige Gotter, zu Personen, man mochte sagen von Fleisch 
und Blut, ausgestaltet in der ununterbrochenen dichterischen Arbeit von Jahr
hunderten . . . .  Lebenserfahrung und Gewissen lehren uns gewiss die tiefe Wahrheit, 
dass die Negation des Geschlechtstriebes nicht gut ist . . . .  Aber wie grau und blass 
sind diese Gedanken gegenuber der Erscheinung Aphrodites . Die Gottin spricht das 
alles gar nicht aus. Ihren Willen spricht sie aus, ganz konkret, als mitthatige Person 
des Dramas , "  etc. See also Pohlenz (note 2) [ :273-74: "Fur den Dramatiker war es ein 
einzigarter Vorteil, wenn er statt der schwer darstellbaren gottlichen Liebesmacht die 
Aphrodite des Volksglaubens einfiihren konnte, die sofort in jedem Zuschauer be
stimmtc Vorstcllungen wachrief. " 

7. Norwood (note 2) 1 04 and 1 0 5 .  
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wild goddess ,  and how this imagery underlies the unity of the play 
and deepens the dimensions and intensity of the tragic action . 8 

It would be mistaken to regard Aphrodite, that j ealous, all too 
human female, as a symbolical figure and nothing else .  Yet she ob
viously signified to Euripides and his audience a great natural force, 
the instinctive sexual drive in all its relentless power. In this aspect she 
is Kypris , and is so referred to in the play almost to the exclusion of 
the more general name, Aphrodite, which occurs , in fact, only three 
times ( 5 3 2, 5 39 , 765) . She had been so treated explicitly in Aeschylus '  
Danaids, and so she recurs, in  an  unknown play of Euripides, as the 
authoress of the love and commingling of earth and sky, on which all 
life depends (frag. 898 Nauck) . 9  

Her terrible ambiguity lies in the fact that she is not only a power of 
the natural world but in a sense also within man: she is that part of 
him which responds instinctively to the elemental forces in nature 
and obeys , spontaneously, the same impulses as the animals , as earth 
and sky . Here through Aphrodite, as through Dionysus in the Bac
chae, the external and internal aspects of human reality interpenetrate . 
It is this double aspect of Aphrodite, fused symbolically in the sea, 
which creates the fullness of the tragedy in the Hippolytus: on the one 
hand, a psychological tragedy, the result of man's futile attempt to 
suppress a basic part of his nature, and on the other hand, a tragedy of 
human helplessness before divine power. In other terms , the tragedy 
juxtaposes man as a part of nature, a creature among creatures, and 
man as a sentient being with a will and an inner life. Aphrodite, 

8 .  Critics of the symbolist approach, such as Greenwood (note 2), often distort the 
possible symbolic roles of figures like Aphrodite or elements like the sea by viewing 
them apart from the poetic fabric of the whole work and only in terms of plot, as if 
this were the only significant part of the work. They then detach the element in 
question and ask, What does it represent? See, for instance, Greenwood's discussion 
of Poseidon (42) : "Poseidon could of course represent the sea and all that is there
in . . . .  But how could the sea and its inhabitants be subject to the will of Theseus so 
as to become the instruments of his vengeance?" To try to give a single, final meaning 
to something like the sea in the Hippolytus is to misunderstand the nature of poetry. 
The sea does not represent Aphrodite any more than Poseidon represents the sea. 

9· For the connection of Aeschylus ' Danaids and Euripides frag. 898 with the 
Aphrodite of the Hippolytus, see L .  E .  Matthaei, Studies in Greek Tragedy (Cambridge 
r 9 1 S) 80; also H. D. F .  Kitto, Greek Tragedy (London 1939) 202 ; Pohlenz (note 2) 
r :274· For this elemental aspect of Aphrodite, see also R .  Y. Hathorn, "Rationalism 
and Irrationalism in Euripides ' Hippolytus , "  C] 52 ( 1 957) 2 1 5ff. 
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whose reality is both biological and psychological, enforces the tragic 
linking of these two basic parts of the human condition. Her power is 
exercised both internally and externally; and in both aspects she is, 
like the sea, irresistible . 10 

These two aspects of Aphrodite correspond to the twofold nature 
of her dramatic role . She appears in the prologue as part of the 
external reality, an actor in the tragedy, and so she is spoken of in the 
exodos. In between, however, she is half real, half metaphorical , a 
force rather than a person . Thus as the action moves to the purely 
human sphere, her reality becomes internal rather than external. The 
same ambiguity is present in her status as a god. As part of external 
reality, she is indeed a god, an actor who affects the environment in 
tangible, concrete ways . Yet as an internal force, an instinctive drive 
pervading all of nature, she is "something greater than a god" (3 60) .  
I t  is interesting that in introducing herself she does not say " I  am a 
god, " but "I am called a god, " SEa X£XAlJ!!aL (2) not SEa ct!!L . Even 
her role as a dramatis persona is not free from this ambiguity, for as 
Norwood has well noted, she is more removed from the immediate 
action than Artemis , tho�gh paradoxically the cause of it all; 11 and 
unlike Artemis, she does not address directly any of her victims, or 
indeed any human character. 

Thus the sea, in its vastness ,  power, and inscrutability, helps ex
pand her significance beyond the anthropomorphic figure so objec
tionable to modern critics 1 2 into an invincible, eternal force. And, as 
imaged in the sea, this force appears as a surd, preexisting human 
nature and human questioning and impenetrable to human reason. 
Aphrodite, like the sea, is . 

The ambiguity of the sea too makes it an apt symbol for the com
plexity of Aphrodite 's position and her action upon the human char
acters, for as Euripides and other Greek poets present it, the sea 

ro. Thus Kitto 's limitation of Aphrodite to an internal power seems to lose one of 
the dimensions of the tragedy: "It is of course because Aphrodite is this, an internal 
not an external tyrant, that the Hippolytus is a tragedy. She is not a "goddess" who 
torments us for her sport" (note 9, 20 1 n .  I ) .  Yet in a sense, she does so torment us, for 
her jealousy if not "for her sport. " 

I I .  See Norwood (note 2) I 02ff. He goes on to distinguish two aspects of Aphro
dite in Euripides ' mind: for the poet she is a "world-goddess" ( 1 04) ,  for the philoso
pher "a spurious deity" ( 1 05 ) .  See also Matthei (note 9) 46-47 . 

1 2 .  See, for example, Greenwood (note 2) 45 and Wilamowitz (note 6) 1 1 2 .  
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possesses the extremes of beauty when calm and of destructive power 
when disturbed. 1 3  

The symbolic dimensions thus conferred upon the gods are es
pecially important for Euripides .  Because of the problematical posi
tion in which he places his gods, he needs such active symbols per
haps more than a poet who simply accepts the traditional religion. In 
an age of growing skepticism and rationalism, these symbolic coun
terparts of the gods are, at one level, perhaps more real and true to 
him than the actual anthropomorphic figures . 

Within the Hippolytus itself, the sea has several levels of signifi
cance, not always easily separable. In purely literal terms the sea is a 
simple physical element, neutral in itself but, like all aspects of the 
physical world, potentially destructive. The sea in this aspect has also 
a historical reality: associations with the past, as the sea that Phaedra 
crossed from Crete . On the mythical level the sea is connected with 
powerful divinities, Aphrodite and Poseidon; it is the sphere ruled 
over by gods whose power is active in human affairs . At this level the 
inert matter of the physical world becomes potent with divine, often 
sinister force. Finally, the sea, detached by one step from its gods, 
becomes symbolic of the unfathomable forces that course through the 
universe and human life .  Its effectiveness as a symbol lies partly in the 
fact that its scope is without precisely definable limits . It can be 
viewed, for example, psychologically or metaphysically .  Its range is 
as wide as the scope of the tragedy itself. 

The range of the play's significance is established in the opening 
lines (I -6) : 

Powerful and not without name, I am called the goddess K ypris , both 
among mortals and in the heavens ; and all who look on the light of the 
sun and dwell within the ocean Pontos and the limits of Atlas-those 
who revere my power I put first in honor and those who think big 
toward me I trip up. 

1 3 ·  For the beauty of the calm sea, cf. He/ . 1 4 5 I ff. ,  IT 42 1 ff. For its association with 
violent passion, cf. HF 861 and frag. 1 089, where an angry woman is compared to the 
sea. For the significance of the sea in Attic tragedy generally ,  see Albin Lesky, Thalatta 
(Vienna 1 947) 2 1 5ff. For its connection with violent forces , see esp. 227-29, and for 
the sea in Euripides in general , 246ff. with the bibliographical references in notes 26 1  
and 294. 
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It includes mortals and heaven ( 1-2) , the sea and the sun (3 -4) . Aph
rodite, the sea-born goddess ,  defines in terms of the sea the bound
aries of the mortal realm over which she has power: "Those who 
dwell within the ocean Pontos and the limits of Atlas" (I10V1:OV 
1:£Q�ovO)v 1:' 'A1:AaVnXWv, 3 ) .  The human world is placed between 
two seas , and in the following action the sea will well up and destroy 
a representative portion of the human world it surrounds . What here 
only marks the geographical limits of human life will soon play an 
active part in its substance. The course of the action can be followed 
in terms of the advance of the sea; and because the outcome is known 
beforehand, the power of the destroying element is the more terrible 
and its release the more inevitable. 

Aphrodite's prologue, in stating the situation, states also the basic 
opposition between herself and Hippolytus in terms of the sea. The 
"pale-green woods" (XAO)QUV 0' av' UAYJV , 1 7) wherein the youth 
associates with his virgin goddess (JtaQ8tvcp) 14 are a foil for the 
darkness of the surging sea. The instrument of his destruction will be 
the woman whom Theseus transported across the sea (va'UO"toA£L , 
36) ;  and the vengeance will be completed in the destructive aspect of 
the sea that belongs to Poseidon "the sea lord" (0 JtOV1:LO£ ava/;, 44-
45 ;  see I10V1:0'U , 3 ) .  The sea is thus associated at once with the female 
passion of Aphrodite (and Phaedra) and the male anger and violence 
of Poseidon (and Theseus) . In both these aspects it will overwhelm 
the devotee of the virgin woodland goddess .  

I n  the first lines, Aphrodite speaks o f  her power i n  the heavens 
(ouQavou 't' EOo) , 2) as well as on earth; but Hippolytus enters , in a 
dramatic contrast, immediately after the prologue, singing of " the 
heavenly [ouQavLav] daughter of Zeus, Artemis" (59-60) . The con
trast is sharpened by the hunters' chorus (6 1 ff. ) ,  which takes up his 
prayer and, though praising Artemis , blithely echoes parts of Aphro
dite's sinister speech (64-69) : 1 5  

14 .  The theme o f  the parthenos i s  a recurrent motif in the play. Hippolytus maintains 
his "virgin soul" in the face of his father's accusations ( 1 006) and is to be immortalized 
finally in the songs of maidens (parthenoi, 1 428) . Artemis speaks also of her "maidenly 
joy" in opposition to Aphrodite ( 1 302) .  On the other hand, Phaedra, when struggling 
to maintain her honor and virtue, speaks of time's revealing the evil men "as if 
holding up a mirror before a young maiden" (429) . 

I S .  The chorus' invocation to Artemis as semnotate (6 1 )  perhaps also helps establish 
the association between the goddess and her follower, described shortly after as semnos 
(see 93ff. )  though in a far more negative sense (see also 957 ,  1 064, 1 3 64) . 
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. . .  d) xOQa 
Am:oii£ ,"AQTE[tL xal ALO£,  [cf. "AQTEJ.tLV , Au)£ xOQl]V , I S J 
XaAAtma rrOAV rraQ8EvWv [cf. rraQ8EvqJ , 1 7] ,  
& [tEyav XaT' oUQavov [cf. oUQavoii T '  fOW , 2] 
VaLEL£ [cf. vaLouOLv , 4] EUrraTEQELaV au- /A.ew . . .  

As Aphrodite is here j uxtaposed with Artemis, so sea is opposed to 
sky, and the latter, as will be seen, appears throughout the play as a 
place of futile escape until it too is finally touched by the sea that 
destroys Hippolytus (xuf!' oUQav0 aT'YjQL�oV, 1 207) . 

Hippolytus' first significant speech (73-87) develops the theme of 
his purity and devotion to his pure goddess .  The untouched garden 
from which he offers her the wreath is an ambiguous symbol of 
chastity (see Song of Songs 4 : 1 2 :  "A garden inclosed is my sister, my 
spouse" ;  also Catullus 1 1 . 22ff. : velut prati ultimi fios . . .  ) .  The gift of 
the crown "from an untouched meadow" is a symbolic offering of 
his sexuality to the virgin goddess,  a concrete embodiment of the 
offer that he makes every day of his life .  This scene thus presents a 
symbolical enactment of Hippolytus '  whole way of life, and it does 
so in terms of the pure woodland to which Aphrodite had referred 
bitterly in her prologue ( 1 7) .  This sheltered woodland, however, will 
soon encounter the violent sea. The bee of spring which goes around it 
(77) will recur as the sign of the ever-present Kypris ( 563 ) . 1 6  The mod
esty (aidos) that waters this "untouched meadow" with the moisture of 
its rivers (rroTaf!Lmat x'YjJt£UEL ()QoaoL£,  78) will reappear shortly as a 
motive force in the mind of the passion-filled, Kypris-swayed Phaedra 
(see 3 8 5ff. ) . 1 7  Even the adjective "untouched" (axi)QaTO� ,  73 , 76) will 
be flung bitterly back at Hippolytus ,  accused of unchastity , by the 
angry Theseus (au aW<!>Qwv xal xax&v axi)QaTO� ,  949) and will reflect 
the chorus' hope for something to be found only in the realm of prayer, 
"a mind untouched by sufferings" (I I 1 4) ,  when Hippolytus ' banish
ment is a reality . 

It is in the parodos, directly after the old servant's attempt to 

16 .  For the parallel between 77 and 563 see Knox (note 5) 28 .  
1 7. For  the role of aidos in  the tragedy, see E .  R.  Dodds, "The Aidos of Phaedra and 

the Meaning of the Hippolytus, " CR 39 ( r 925 )  1 02-4. For the religious nature of 
Hippolytus' aidos and its connections with his "untouched meadow" and his soph
rosyne, see A . -J.  Festugiere, Personal Religion among the Greeks, Sather Classical Lec
tures 26 (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1 954) 1 2- I 3 .  
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reproach Hippolytus for his neglect of Kypris ( 88- I I 8) ,  that the sea 
makes its first extended appearance in the play. The intricate first 
strophe begins with "Ocean, " and develops a quiet and lovely scene: 
the spring and the sun-warmed rocks where the women of Troezen 
wash their clothes . Thus is an immediate contrast created between 
this women's world, with its pleasant domestic tasks , and Hippo
lytus' troop of hunters . Here sea contrasts with woodland, ocean 
with pure river, the languid flowing of water over the rocks with the 
strenuous activities of the austere young men. The contrast is sharp
ened by the echo of Hippolytus' "river dews, " Jt01:Ul-llmm . . .  
bQ6oOl£ (78 ) ,  in the chorus'  1W1:Ul-ll<,l bQ60ql ( 1 27) . The sea is here 
calm, beautiful, the gathering place for the good matrons of Troezen. 
Yet sea is the element of Aphrodite, and it is toward the end of the 
first strophe that we hear first of Phaedra, unnamed as yet, only "my 
mistress"  (MOJtOlVU, 1 30) . The antistrophe develops the full picture 
of Phaedra's passion-caused "sickness"  ( 1 3  I ff. ) ;  and it is a fine stroke 
of Euripides' poetic imagination that the passion-sick queen should 
be introduced in this setting, by the sea. At the mention of Phaedra, 
the gentle sea of the first strophe becomes sinister and dangerous. The 
death to which her self-starvation is leading her is described, in one of 
the recurrent metaphors of the play, as a shipwreck: 8uvcnou 
8fAOU- / ouv xfAom Jt01:L TfQI-lU bVOTUVOV ( "wishing to reach shore 
at death's grim end, " I 39-40) . The first strophic system thus begins 
to create a juxtaposition between the peaceful, domestic life of wom
an and woman as passionate, unstable, self-destructive. The calm sea, 
with its happy associations, is what Phaedra is leaving behind. It is a 
reference point back to her life before K ypris entered it .  Henceforth 
she-and we-will know the sea in its disturbed and destructive 
aspect . 

With this first description of Phaedra's  sickness in the antistrophe, 
there appears also a fuller intimation of the wildness of the natural 
world. The chorus asks ifPhaedra is afflicted by Pan or Hecate, or the 
Corybantes or the Mountain Mother ( 1 4 1 -44) , all ambiguous di
vinities associated with the elemental powers of nature. Then they 
ask about Dictynna, whose connection with the wild is emphasized 
by the epithet JtoAv8ljQov ( "of much hunting, "  1 45) . Dictynna is, 
paradoxically, an aspect of Artemis (see e . g . , IT 1 27) and, as 
JtoAv8ljQo£, would be, one might expect, connected somehow with 
Hippolytus . Yet here she is associated with Phaedra's passion and the 
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sea: "For she [Dictynna] travels also through the marsh and over the 
dry land by the sea in the brine' s  sea-whirls" ( I 49-5 I ) .  There is 
perhaps a certain suspense and irony built up by the chorus '  failure to 
name the goddess who is really responsible; they increase the irony 
by dwelling instead upon her enemy, Dictynna-Artemis , in terms of 
the element that symbolizes Aphrodite' s  own power. Yet the invoca
tion of Dictynna is perhaps more to the mark than the chorus knows . 
She belongs to the Cretan past, to the dangerous , passion-filled an
cestry of Phaedra, for in legend she was pursued nine months by 
Minos ,  Phaedra's father, before plunging into the sea to escape (see 
Callimachus , Hymn 3 .  I 89-203 ) ,  and her worship was especially 
prominent in Crete. 1 8  The aspect of the sea associated with her too is 
different from the peace of the first strophe: there the warm rocks , 
dripping with pure water; here the giddy whirl of sand by the shore, 
something of the passion and desperation surrounding Dictynna's 
leap . The Marsh (Limna) referred to here is probably also the sanctu
ary of Artemis at which Hippolytus exercises his horses , 1 9  and as 
such is soon to be called upon with longing by the Aphrodite-pos
sessed Phaedra (228 ;  see I I 3 1 ff. ) .  The reference to Dictynna, es
pecially in conjunction with the sea, thus leads deeper into Phaedra's  
passion and begins to adumbrate the involvement in it  of Hippolytus 
and his world. 

In the antistrophe the chorus continues questioning and asks if 
anyone sailing from Crete has brought bad news ( I 5 5ff. ) .  The sea is 
again the conveyer of misfortune, and the crossing of it a token of 
disaster. The chorus has already spoken of Phaedra's coming death as 
a shipwreck ( 1 40) ; and Aphrodite referred briefly to Theseus' carry
ing Phaedra over the sea (vau01:oAEI , 3 6) .  In a later ode the ship that 
brought Phaedra will be pronounced ill-omened (752ff. ) .  In the pre
sent ode, however, though the reference is not to Phaedra' s  own 
crossing, the chorus establishes her connection, through the sea, with 
Crete, the land of sinister passions to which Dictynna already points . 

The chorus ends, in the epode ( r 62ff. ) ,  with a woman's prayer to 
Artemis, goddess of childbirth- "the heavenly Artemis who gives 

1 8 .  For Dictynna, see "Britomartis" in W. H.  Roscher, ed. , Ausfiihrliches Lexikon 
der griech ischen und romischen Mythologie (Leipzig 1 8 84-86) I .  I ,  822ff. Also Jessen, 
"Diktynna, " RE 9 ( 1 903)  584ff. 

19 ·  Sec Wilamowitz (note 6) [ 7 8  (ad vs. I SO) : "Die Beziehung auf das auch 228 und 
1 [ 32  gennante Loka! Limne konnte nur Verstocktheit noch leugnen. " 
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good births" (EUAOXOV oUQav(av) . Thus as the women of the chorus 
turn back from the dangerous passions of their Cretan mistress to the 
burdens of normal wifehood and motherhood and the goddess who 
helps them therein, they also turn back from the turbulent sea to the 
sky (as they are to do later in the "escape" ode, 73 2ff. ) .  A sinister 
connection with the wild remains, however, in the other epithet they 
give Artemis . They call her "mistress of arrows" ( 1 67) , the weapons 
that connect her and her hunter-follower, Hippolytus ,  with the wild, 
weapons that she will use to destroy Aphrodite' s  favorite in the future 
( 1 422, 14 5 1 ) . 20 

With Phaedra 's appearance and the first episode ( 1 70-524) , the 
tension is deepened between woodland and sea, fresh waters and 
troubled sea, Artemis and Aphrodite. Phaedra's longing for a draught 
of "pure waters" (209) and for a "grassy meadow" (2 I O) recall the 
pure waters of Hippolytus'  aidos (78) and the "untouched meadow" 
from which he brings his offering (73-74) . She longs too for the 
woodland (UAav , 2 1 5) and the hunting of wild beasts, and desires "to 
hurl the Thessalian j avelin holding the barbed missile in my hand" 
(220-22) . The Nurse echoes her plaint in words that underline (un
known to her) the connection with Hippolytus'  haunts (cf. xQllva(wv 
vao!!wv , "streams from springs , "  225 ;  ()QOOEQU, "dewy, " 226) . 
Then Phaedra calls upon "Mistress Artemis of Limne by the sea" 
(228) and expresses her desire to train horses in her sanctuary, so that 
the Nurse again wonders at her "love for horses by the waveless 
sands" (234-3 5 ) .  The language here draws both upon the earlier 
description of Hippolytus '  surroundings (74ff. )  and upon the sea im
agery of the preceding choral ode. 

With Phaedra' s  entrance, then, the innocence of woodland and 
mountains (23 3 ) ,  of hunting and horse riding, becomes touched by a 
more complex element, her hidden erotic desires . She gives the 
"meadow" in which she would recline the sensuously suggestive 
epithet XO!!tlTTI ("with tresses of grass , " 2 IO) . Indeed, for Phaedra the 
meadow has associations exactly opposite to those it had for Hippo
lytuS. 21 She, or the Nurse, uses repeatedly the verb EQa!!at ( "love, " 
2 1 9, 225 , 236 ,  and note 1to90v , "desire, " 234) .  The ambiguity is, of 

20. For Artemis' arrows in her revenge, see Knox (note 5)  3 0- 3  I .  
2 1 .  For the erotic implications of the meadow here see Knox (note 5 )  6 n. S ,  citing 

Eur. Cycl . 1 7 1 .  Compare Shakespeare's Venus and Adonis 229ff. Ovid puts a similar 
metaphor, with deliberate erotic implications ,  into the mouth of his Phaedra: Heroides 
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course, inherent in her situation, that she cannot reveal the truth of 
her longing though it is of itself seeking release and expression in 
these cryptic desires . This very ambiguity, therefore, tinges the natu
ral world, as here presented, with a complexity that it lacked in the 
statements of either Hippolytus or the chorus. For Phaedra, too, 
these elements of wild nature are dangerously near. The chorus spoke 
of them as something remote and terrible (see I 4 I ff. ) ,  but Phaedra 
actually wants to enter the wild. Hence, too , her appeal to Artemis 
has a new ambiguity. It is to give utterance to her passion that she 
calls upon the pure, maidenly goddess ,  invoked before by Hippolytus 
and the chorus:  OfOJtOlV' aA.lCl£ :AQ't£�l A(�VCl£ ( "Mistress Artemis 
of Limne by the sea, " 228) are her words . The adjective "of the 
sea"22 thus recalls not only the chorus ' disturbed invocation to Dic
tynna but also the goddess under whose power she really lies . In the 
name of Artemis she is in fact calling upon Aphrodite; and through 
the ambiguity of her situation the calm world of Hippolytus and the 
chorus, the wilds and the gentle sea, begin to be invaded by her rest
less passion and become transformed into the images of her desire. 

The ambiguity of her situation is increased by the emphasis on 
horses (with an obvious erotic allusion in 23  I ) . 23 The horse will, in 
fact, recur in the play as an erotic metaphor ( 546, I 42 5) .  At the end of 
this exchange, however, the Nurse speaks of Phaedra as being 
"reined out of her path" (UVClOElQutEl ,  2 37) by one of the gods. The 
horse, in Phaedra's  transformation, refers no longer to Hippolytus'  
chaste pursuits but to Phaedra's ardent desire, no longer to Artemis 
(with whom Phaedra ostensibly associates it) but to Aphrodite who 
has, in truth, reined back Phaedra like a horse. Possessed by the sea
wild goddess, she dwells on the free-running violence of the horse.  
The connection is complex, for the horses, though associated with 
Artemis, are connected explicitly with the sea through Limne and the 
"waveless shore" (23 5-36) .  Here eros (see EQClom, 236) ,  sea-sand, 

4. 29-30.  So too the be/os that Phaedra wishes to hold and hurl (220-22) may have 
erotic connotations. Note its explicit connection later with Eros in 5 30 .  

22. The reading O€OlTOLVa OtW; . . .  At!lva� found in some manuscripts is surely 
only a scribal error for the much more appropriate OEOlTOlV' aA[a� . . .  A[!lva�, A 
and a lending themselves easily to such a confusion, compounded by a misdivision of 
the words. 

2 3 ·  For the erotic association of the horse here see Knox (note 5)  6 with note 8 ,  
citing Anacreon frag. 75 D .  See also Horace Odes 3 .  1 1 . 9ff. 
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and horses are united-albeit in a still indefinite way-in Phaedra's  
desire; and so they will be finally, in Hippolytus' end. 

The tension relaxes somewhat in the ensuing dialogue between the 
Nurse and the chorus (267ff. ) ;24 but, as it builds up again toward the 
terrible revelation, the power of the sea returns. The Nurse com
plains that Phaedra is not "softened" or "moistened" (f"tEYYETO) by 
her words (303 ) ,  using the verb that occurred in the parodos of the 
women's  innocent washing by the sea ( I 27)-the calm sea that Phae
dra is leaving behind. Then, turning to Phaedra abruptly in the next 
line, she urges her to be "bolder than the sea" ( 304-5) . The change of 
address from the chorus to Phaedra and from the third back to the 
second person in these lines (300-3 05) , an effect of which the ancients 
were well aware, 25 marks a heightening of the tension. As Phaedra 's 
passion was introd4ced earlier by the sea, so the sea here accompanies 
the revelation of the fearfulness of that passion. The horse, too, is 
present at this new critical point, in the Nurse's  oath by "the Ama
zon, mistress of the horse" (avaaaav btJtLav , 3 07) , echoed imme
diatedly after in 'IJtJtoA:u"tOv ( 3 1 0) ,  the name that wrings from Phae
dra her first cry of weakness-oL!J.OL-and sets in motion the final 
revelation. A few lines later she speaks of her subj ection to her pas
sion in terms of a storm (XfL!J.a�o!J.m, 3 I 5 ) ,  an image of helplessness 
before a raging sea, recalling the image of shipwreck which the cho
rus used of her approaching death by starvation in the parodos ( 1 40) . 
The violence of the sea, now full upon her, is about to burst upon the 
Nurse and the chorus .  Under the Nurse's cross-examination she calls 
upon her sinister Cretan heredity (3 3 7ff. ) and finally can bring out 6 
"tfJ� ' A!J.a�ovo� ,  which the Nurse quickly completes with 'IJtJtoAlJ"toV 
(3 5 1-52) ,  repeating the telling words from 307- 10 .  The Nurse then 
ends with the famous statement of Kypris ' power: "Kypris , then, is 
found to be no god, but something greater than a god, whatever it is , 
who destroys her and me and the house" (3 59-6 1 ) .  The sea, virginity 
(the Amazon) , Kypris , and finally Crete at the end of choral song 
(3 62-72) thus combine to introduce Phaedra's  first coherent state
ment of her position (3 73ff. ) .  

24. The pattern o f  the alternating relaxation and heightening o f  tension is well 
noted by Matthaei (note 9) 86, 89-90, and passim .  

2 5 .  See for example, ps . -Longinus, De Sublim . 26-27, on  tWV rtQoawrtwv 
aVtqAEta8EOlS· 
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The interplay between emotion and logic, lyric and dialogue, is 
especially intense here. Phaedra' s  confession and the Nurse' s  state
ment of Aphrodite 's  power (3 59-6 r )  seem of themselves to release 
the disturbed and passionate dochmiacs at 3 62 ;  and these significantly 
end with another statement about the T1JXa KunQL()O� (" ill fortune 
from Kypris , "  3 7 r-72) and with the chorus'  pitiful cry, d) T<lAaLva 
nal: KQl']OLa ( "0 unhappy Cretan child, "  3 72) . 

It is with these last words ringing in her ears that Phaedra begins 
her famous speech to the women ofTroezen (3 73f( )  in which she sets 
forth her attempt, and failure, to "conquer Kypris" (40 r )  and her 
resolution to die. The sea plays a small though significant part in this 
scene and the following chorus ;  but the sense of the approaching 
violence is carried by other lines of imagery . The elemental force of 
eros manifests itself in phrases like lA' £Qw� E-rQWOfV ( "love wounded 
me, " 392) , vLxwoa ( "conquering, "  399) , KunQLv xQa-tftOaL ( "to 
overcome Kypris , "  40 r ) ;  and these contrast tragically with the quiet
er words of will and intention (Eox6nouv , 3 92 ;  nQouVOl']oa[!l']v , 3 99; 
�OUAfU[!aTWV , 402) . This imagery of conquest and violence will 
emerge even more fully later in the language of the chorus .  

In the midst of her ensuing denunciation of adulterous women 
(407ff. ) ,  however, Phaedra calls upon "Lady Kypris of the sea" 
(MonoLVa novTLa KunQL ,  4 I 5) .  Thus at the moment when she is 
most fully resolved to preserve her marital purity, she calls upon the 
goddess who is causing her ruin and addresses her in the name of the 
malignant element through which her power will be made manifest. 
This epithet, novTLa, evokes again the vastness of Aphrodite 's  power 
and the ruthless will behind it which the goddess announced in the 
opening lines (TI6VToU , 3 ) .  Phaedra' s  invocation of "Aphrodite of the 
sea" perhaps recalls too her earlier appeal to "Lady Artemis of Limne 
by the sea" (228) . Then she was still concealing her passion and, one 
might say, invoking Artemis with Aphrodite in her heart and mind. 
Now, however, the truth of her domination by Aphrodite is re
vealed, and the revelation is coupled with the sea. 

The Nurse, in her counter-speech (43 2ff. ) ,  completes the revelation 
with a fuller statement of Aphrodite' s  power; yet she lacks the full 
knowledge of what it is that she is releasing . Thus she tells Phaedra, 
"the goddess '  wrath has fallen upon you" (43 8) , but has no sense of 
how implacable and destructive is this wrath . Actually , of course, the 
Nurse is mistaken, for the object of the goddess '  wrath is Hippolytus, 
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not Phaedra; and it is only the indifference of the goddess which is to 
involve Phaedra ' s  death with his : 'Ii ()' £ll'X1.Ei!� !lEv , 0.1.1.' OWu� o.Jt
OnlJ1:m , / <l>aL()Qa ( "Phaedra is of good fame, but even so she shall 
be destroyed, " 4 7f. ) .  Her ruthless power is then presented in terms of 
the sea: "Kypris is not to be endured if she flows full on" (ftv Jtoni! 
(Jun , 443 ) .  She is like an onrushing wave, and the image is developed 
a few lines later: "K ypris travels in the air, she 's  in the sea-surge [ev 
8a1.aOOlql / 'X1.U()WVl] ; everything is born from her" (447-48) . The 
juxtaposition of sky and sea again suggests Aphrodite' s  words in the 
opening lines, here restated by one of the mortals who is to prove 
subject to them (cf. also Jton� , 1 and 443 ) .  No part of nature is free 
of Aphrodite . Earlier the chorus rather innocently saw the cause of 
Phaedra's condition in Dictynna (Artemis) who frequents the sea 
( 1 49ff. ) ,  but the power and essence of the sea as the force behind 
Phaedra's tragedy are to be found instead with Dictynna's opposite, 
Aphrodite. 26 The Nurse here gives instances of her power in the sky 
(Zeus, Eos) , 27 and when the tragedy is complete, the truth of her 
omnipresence will receive its full and final formulation (see 1 268ff. ) .  

The Nurse continues the imagery o f  the destructive sea in asking 
Phaedra how she will "swim out" (e'XvEuom, 469) of the misfortune 
into which she has fallen . Phaedra, in the powe� of Aphrodite, is like 
a swimmer, helpless, in a wild sea, thanks to the will of the goddess 
(8EOt; e�ou1.�8'YJ "ta()E,  476) . I t  is part of the tragic helplessness of both 
Phaedra and the Nurse that the latter uses these images of the raging 
sea and the feeble swimmer when she hopes to save. The imagery 
thus reflects the tragic pattern that marks the whole course of the 
Nurse's interference in Phaedra's passion. 

At the end of her speech the Nurse, having failed by rational means 
(her verbal arguments) , resorts to irrational : the hope of enchant
ment, spells, or charms, eJtql()al 'Xal 1.OyOl 8E1.'X"t�QlO l ,  as a possible 
drug or cure (<j>aQ!la'Xov) for Phaedra' s  "disease" (478-79) . Here 
again the Nurse's short-term expediency involves her in a limited 
grasp of the situation and even in self-contradiction. She who admit-

26. Compare <j>OLtUL yaQ xal OLa Al�vUi; of Dictynna in 1 49 with <j>OLtUL 0' av' 
aLeEQa, x .t .A .  of Aphrodite in 447. The parallel is noted also by G. M. A .  Grube, The 
Drama oJ Euripides (London 1 94 1 ;  rpt New York 1 96 1 )  1 82 n . 2 .  

2 7 .  This passage o n  the power o f  eros among gods and men may b e  modeled o n  the 
earlier Hippolytos Kalyptomenos: see frag. 43 I ,  where men and gods, gods and sea, are 
juxtaposed as victims and subjects of Eros, and Zeus is also mentioned. 
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ted the power of Aphrodite as a pervasive force in nature (447-50) 
hopes to escape this force by means outside nature, by spells and 
magic. Phaedra, however, still resists , and does so in language that 
recalls the Nurse's initial despair on hearing of her mistress '  passion. 
There, before she had time to make her "second thoughts" (43 6) ,  the 
Nurse spoke of the more-than-divine Aphrodite as "destroying the 
house" (DOf,tOU� a.JtWAWEV, 3 6 r ) .  Here Phaedra uses the same phrase 
(Mf,tou� 't' a.JtoAAum) of the "fine words" of the Nurse (487) . Thus as 
Phaedra moves closer to her doom, her would-be savior comes to 
embody the very power she would evade. In seeking to circumvent 
Aphrodite's destructive power, the Nurse only becomes her agent. 
Mortals fulfill Aphrodite's will by their very means of escape. 

Phaedra's brief statement of continued resistance is met by the 
Nurse's accusation of OEf,tVO't'YJ� (oEf,tvof,tu8EiS;, 490) , haughtiness to
ward the gods and the necessities they represent, the same reproach as 
was made, for a similar reason, to Hippolytus (93 f£' ) .  Thus the fates 
of the two victims begin to converge in terms of the goddess who is 
destroying them. And at this point Phaedra begins to weaken, first in 
498-99, and more significantly in 503ff. :  Speak no further, she says; 
my soul is "subdued" ({JJtELQyaof,taL) to eros; if you go on, I shall be 
taken by that which I flee. The verb {JJtELQyaof,taL continues the 
violent, warlike imagery noted above (392ff. ) ,  especially if, as one 
commentator has claimed, the metaphor refers to the undermining of 
a town (though no such usage is clearly attested) . The verb is also 
used, however, of plowing a field and thus metaphorically does take 
Phaedra back "to that which I flee, " to Aphrodite the "sower [l) 
oJtELQouoa, 449] of eros , " the giver of all generation on earth (448-
50) . It is not, of course ,  impossible that both metaphors, the violent 
and the sexual, are intended: the mixture of destructive and creative 
or procreative is essential to the ambiguity of Aphrodite's nature. 

The Nurse, however, takes up her advantage and presses at the 
point where Phaedra is vulnerable, the charms, the magical and irra
tional, that which is beyond the strict logic by which Phaedra has 
held down her passion (see 3 9 r f£' ) .  It is part of the tragedy of Phae
dra's nature that she who maintained her strength of will and rational 
control for so long should yield so quickly to the irrational hopes held 
out by the Nurse. The surrender to the magical charms is the sur
render of her reason, as the reversion to her childhood trust in the 
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Nurse is the surrender of her will . 28 She becomes a tragic exemplar of 
her own dictum (3 8 I-82) : 

Ta XQ�OT' Emmuf.u::08a xal YLyvWOX0f.-lfV , 
OUX EXJtOVOUf.-lfV 0' . . .  

We know what is right and understand it, but do not fulfil it . 

Thus Phaedra seizes upon these "love charms" (</>If..'tQa 
eEf..X't�QLa EQW'tO£, 509- 10) which she ignored shortly before (see 
478-79) ; and asks , perhaps half-conscious of what her question im
plies, " Is the drug [</>uQ!!axov] something to be used as ointment or 
to be drunk?" (5 I 6) . At the beginning of her long speech previously, 
Phaedra had spoken confidently of her resolution and clear moral 
perceptions , affirming that no "drug" (</>uQ!!axov) could make her 
change her mind (3 8 8-90) . But now she has accepted, against her 
well-reasoned intention, a drug of a very different kind, one that 
vitiates her reason, indeed all rationality , and with it her life . 29 When 
her ruin is complete, the Nurse is to exclaim, "I searched and found 

28. The point of Phaedra's surrender of her will to the Nurse is well made by Knox 
(note 5)  I I :  " She is now a child again, and the Nurse does for the grown woman what 
she had always done for the child-evades her questions, makes light of her fears, 
relieves her of responsibility, and decides for her. " Phaedra, however, must still bear 
the guilt and the consequences of her acquiescence, passive though it may be, to the 
Nurse's scheme. Euripides leaves it ambiguous-intentionally, it would seem-as to 
what Phaedra thinks these pharmaka will do, dispel her passion or get her the man . 
The ambiguity is part of the complexity of her character and the delicate insight and 
handling of Euripides, which the harshness of textual surgery should not destroy.  The 
subtlety of Euripides ' handling of the pharmaka and Phaedra's submission to the Nurse 
is admirably pointed out by W. S. Barrett, Euripides, Hippolytu5 (Oxford I 964) on 
lines 507-24 (pp. 2 52-5 3 ) ;  see also his comments on lines 509- I 2 ,  5 I 3- I 5 , 5 I 6-2 I 
(pp. 254-56) . The complex entanglement of guilt and innocence in Phaedra are 
stressed at the end of the play too; see I 3 00- I 30 I  and Barrett ad loe. (p. 399) . On I 305  
(OUx Exouaa) he remarks, "Those who believe that Phaedra consented in  the end to  
the Nurse's scheme are  doing so in the face of the poet's own denial : Artemis has  no 
axe to grind for Phaedra, and her judgment here is certainly the poet's own . "  

29 . These charms or  drugs, like Phaedra's surrender o f  reason and�
life t o  Aphro

dite's power, are to continue to work destructively upon Hippolytus , for he appears 
later in Theseus' eyes as a deceitful enchanter. Again, that which would save or cure 
only brings worse ills and deeper involvement in Aphrodite's design. The repetition 
of the theme of enchantment, moreover, perhaps suggests the same conquest of 
reason by passion working on Theseus as in Phaedra. 
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drugs [<j>uQflaxa] for your disease-but not those I wished" (698-
99) · 

And here, into this breach in Phaedra' s  will and reason, the de
structive sea pours . The Nurse gives utterance to her hopes of saving 
her mistress with another invocation to K ypris of the sea: "Only 
may you, Lady Kypris of the sea, be a helper" ( 522-23 ) .  The phrase 
()EOnmVa novtLa KunQL is identical (in verse-position also) with 
Phaedra 's earlier invocation of the goddess in her tirade against adul
terous wives (4 1 5) and makes clearer her tragic helplessness before the 
goddess and the ultimate weakness of resolve and reason: Phaedra is 
to become, through Kypris, one of those women whom she has 
cursed in the name of Kypris . 

The repetition perhaps intimates also a certain ambiguity in this 
earlier resolve: even there, in the vehemence of her asseverations, 
Kypris and the sea were acting upon her will, although it is by them 
that she swears her purity. The sea here is thus in part a psychological 
symbol, reflecting a complex subjective aspect of the protagonist .  It 
reflects powerful drives operating inwardly but repressed . 30 In line 
4 1 5  Phaedra attempts to transform into its opposite this element of 
sea-Kypris latent in her; but here in line 522 it begins to emerge for 
what it is .  In this sense the goddess whom the Nurse invokes as a 
"helper in the deed" (01)VEQYO£,  523 )  has already been helping her 
from within Phaedra. She is the unconscious part of Phaedra' s  psyche 
which wishes to yield. On the level of the literal narrative, too, the 
invocation to Kypris as a helper is deeply ironical : the Nurse has no 
idea how willing a helper the goddess already is and how destructive 
is the sea power by which she calls upon her. 

It is with the sea, then, non·La KunQL£,  that the first great crisis in 
the tragedy is reached. The following powerful chorus on Eros 
( 525ff. )  develops the theme of violence and human helplessness latent 
in the preceding scene (392,  3 99,  40 1 ,  470) and complements the 
destructive power of the sea with its opposite, fire . No missile of fire 
is more powerful than that of Eros ( 5 30-34) .  Eros gave Iole to Hera
cles amid blood and smoke ( 5 5  I ) .  The union that joined Zeus and 
Semele for the birth of Dionysus was accompanied by the "fiery 
thunder" (�QOVt« ufl<j>LnuQCJ)) which took Semele's life (5 59ff. ) .  In 
Semele, who is consumed by the fire of her lover and yet brings forth 

30. For the theme of repression see Dodds (note 1 7) 1 02-4. 
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the divine child, is imaged the fearful ambiguity of Kypris as a gener
ative and destructive force. Aphrodite breathes fearfully (OElVa) upon 
everything, and yet she is a bee, the maker of sweetness ,  that flits 
through the air ( 563-64) . 3 1  The fire, followed by the image of the bee 
flying, is perhaps to be associated with the presence of Aphrodite in 
the air. With the reference to the stars in line 5 30 ,  these images 
continue to widen the scope of Aphrodite 's  power in accordance with 
her opening words in the prologue. 

This power, fully revealed in its destructiveness, is now turned 
against the calm world of the past. The verb ma�EL£ ( "drip , " 526) 
recalls the "rock dripping r ma�ouaa , I 2  I ] the waters of Ocean" and 
the pure, clear waters of an untroubled domestic happiness in the 
parodos . Here, however, it is "desire" that is dripping, and the verb 
is also suggestive of the dangerous pharmakon through which Phaedra 
has yielded to the Nurse and Kypris ( 5 1 6) .  The missile (�fA.O£, 5 3 0) is 
no longer the weapon of the pure hunter in the wild (222) but the fire
blazing dart hurled by Eros . The bee is here associated with the 
destructive, omnipresent Aphrodite, not the "untouched meadow" 
of virginity and Artemis (77) . The horse, too, connected with Hippo
lytus' pure and austere life, is here an unambiguously erotic meta
phor, joined with fire, blood, and (if the text is right) marriage-songs 
that bode disaster ( 545ff. ) .  The elemental force ofKypris thus invades 
and disturbs the calm world of Hippolytus and Artemis, of Troezen 
before Phaedra . 

In the second antistrophe the violence of Eros is presented in dan
gerous proximity to spring-waters . The imagery of calm water is 

familiar from Hippolytus'  speech on aidos (78) and the parode. Here 
the "mouth ofDirce, " the Theban fountain, is called upon as a witness 
to the fiery marriage and parturition of Semele. Yet it is not the clear 
water ofDirce alone that is called upon, but the "holy wall of Thebes" 
itself. The enclosed life of the town, with its traditions and sanctity, 
calm as the waters of its springs , is threatened, or at least awed, by 
Aphrodite's  power. Nor is the introduction of Dirce and the Theban 
wall merely fortuitous, for Eros in the ode is truly a destroyer of 
civilizations ,  approaching like an army (see EmmQatEU<JTj , 527) with 
dreadful weapons ( 5 30) ,  a sacker of cities (JtfQ8ovta, 54 1 )  bringing 

3 1 .  Cf. also what the Nurse says of love in line 348 :  i\I'HOl:OV, d) nul:,  TUlrtOV 
UAYflV6v 8' a.ltu. 
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fire, smoke, blood ( 545ff ) .  Both the fire and the military imagery thus 
converge destructively upon human order as embodied in the city wall 
and the city springs . 32 The ode thus universalizes the power of Eros 
and carries the implications of his impact beyond the individual life to 
human civilization as a whole. Yet at the end it leaves us with the 
delicate picture of the flitting bee. 

At the dramatic climax of the play, where Phaedra and Hippolytus '  
personalities clash most directly, sea again becomes a controlling 
image. In his angry denunciation of women, Hippolytus reverts to 
the pure streams of his first speech (78) : he will wash out his ears with 
"swift-flowing streams" (Q'lJ"tOL� vua!J.oLOlv , 65 3 ) ,  dashing the water 
into them (f� dnu 'XA:U�())V ,  6 54) .  The purity of the streams belongs to 
his life as he has lived it hitherto, with its calm and serenity. Now, 
however, the flood has broken, and this past world is being trans
formed by the violence of Aphrodite. The word QUTOL� "flowing, "  
recalls the onrushing flood of K ypris (Qun "flow, " 443 ) ;  the 'XA.tJ�())V 
(properly of the dashing of waves, a violent word: see Ag . r r 8 1-82) 
suggests the "sea-flood" of Kypris (8uAuaaLq.> 'XAUO())V L ,  447-48) . 
Hippolytus is led by his vehemence into the same kind of viellence as 
that which has come from the sea-surge of the love goddess to over
whelm Phaedra. And this vehemence, of course, brings about his 
doom. He follows up this assertion by a characteristic, and equally 
disastrous, affirmation of his self-righteousness :  "How then would I 
be evil who think that I am not pure if I but hear such things?" (654-
5 5 ) .  Yet the impact of Aphrodite's  violence upon his untroubled 
purity is perhaps reflected in his wish, shortly before, that women be 
allowed no maids but only "voiceless wild beasts" (a<j>8oyyu . . .  
OU'Xy) 8Y)Qoov, 646-47) . These beasts no longer belong to the innocent 
wild of Artemis ; instead, the dangerous ,  passion-filled violence of 
Aphrodite begins to affect Hippolytus'  world. Again there is an iron
ic connection between his own violence, wherewith he plays into 
Kypris '  hands , and his coming destruction: his passionate outcry that 
a woman should have only voiceless companions will confirm Phae
dra 's suicide and her plan to leave behind a tablet that will "shout" 
(�o(:t �o(:t MA.to� aAumu, 877) and "have voice" (<j>8£yyo!J.£vov , 

]2 .  For the association of springs with the order and traditions of civilization, see 
Od. 1 7. 205- 1 I .  Compare also the association of the Trojan springs with peace and 
domesticity before the coming of war and the Greeks in II. 22. 1 47-56.  
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880) .  On another level, this violence is the force of Kypris latent in 
him; but because repressed, it emerges as its opposite, with overcom
pensation in the extravagance and virulence of his denunciations . 

At this point, then, the peaceful woodland of Hippolytus becomes 
touched by the sea world of Aphrodite and begins itself to become 
ambiguous, to turn against the hero as will his own horses later. In 
Phaedra' s  eyes, Hippolytus begins to become one of the wild beasts 
he hunts, sharing their cruelty and recklessness ,  their instinctive, 
unreflecting action. Earlier, when she first heard his denunciations ,  
she associated him, by a verbal play, with his horse-loving Amazon 
mother, a creature of the wild, lacking ordinary womanly feelings 
( 5 8  I -82 :  ()' tii� <j>LALJtJtOU Jtai� , Aftal;6vo� �o(l / ,IJtJt6Au"tO� . . .  ; also 
307-ro) .  Then after his outburst ,  immediately upon her new resolve 
to die, she speaks of him as having "his mind sharpened by anger" 
(oQyfi auvtEe'YJyftEVO� <j>QEva�,  689) . The verb is commonly used of 
wild boars sharpening their tusks savagely . 33 It thus reveals what 
Phaedra here sees in Hippolytus : the negative, inhuman aspects of the 
wild he loves . It is again part of the ironical ambiguity in which 
Hippolytus'  world-and his goddess-are placed that later, in a 
striking metaphor, the tablets that Phaedra has left, which Hippo
lytus' extreme reaction has forced her to write, are said to "fawn 
upon" Theseus (JtQoaaaLvoum ,  863 ) .  The wild animal is led to his 
doom by his very wildness,  and the destroyer is the tame animal, the 
fawner. Hence, too , when Phaedra has formed her design, she swears 
the chorus to silence by "revered Artemis , daughter of Zeus" (7 1 3 ) ,  
the goddess of Hippolytus and the goddess o f  the untouched wild. 

This untouched wild, however, with what belongs to it, is so far 
only a secondary, though contributing, agent . It becomes active and 
dangerous only through its contact with and opposition to the surg
ing sea. Sea is still the primary motive force, and Phaedra is to be its 
first victim. She who could barely "swim out" (470) of her troubles is 
now totally overwhelmed by the sea :  her suffering is like a great flood 
"not to be passed" (buaExJtEQatOv) save at the cost of her life (677-
78) . The divine force behind the flood is hinted at in her desperate 

3 3 .  See, e .g . , II . 1 1 . 4 1 6, 1 3 . 474-75 ;  also Eur. Phoen . 1 3 80: xcmQOl 6' oJtOJ� 
eijYOV'tf� aYQLuv YEVUV; see Aristoph. Lys . 1 2 5 5-56  and Frogs 8 1 5  with the scholion 
ad 10e. These last three passages indicate that the metaphor was still concrete and vivid 
in the late fifth century. Cf. also Acschyl . , Sept. 7 1 5 ·  
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question, just before: "Who of gods or mortals would appear as an 
accomplice or an associate or a helper [�uvEQyo£l in evil deeds?" 
(675-77) . The �UVEQYO£ harks back to the Nurse' s  appeal to Sea
Kypris (�UVEQYO£ dYJ£,  5 22) . Kypris has been a "helper" indeed, and 
the sign of her work is the rising sea. 

In accordance with the pattern of alternating tension and relief in 
the play, this climax is followed by the so-called escape ode (732ff. ) ,  
with its lyrical expression of flight over the sea and its expansive half
mythical geography that, temporarily, lifts us beyond the tragic lo
cale with its concentrated action. The chorus would rise over the sea 
as a bird and come finally where the sea, or sailing, is not, "where the 
sea-ruler of the dark lake no longer permits a path to sailors" (744-
45) . Here, too, recur pure springs, the ambrosial springs of Zeus , 
recalling the pure, untroubled world presented early in the play . Sea 
and sky here meet in harmony (746-77) , not the fearful clash that is to 
come ( 1 207) ; and earth, too, joins in providing abundance and hap
piness (749-5 1 ) .  Yet this world, beyond passion and beyond vio
lence, is a world for the gods alone; and with them the first strophic 
system significantly ends (EUOUqlOVlUV 8£OL£, 75 1 ) .  

Even this world o f  escape and divinity, however, knows suffering, 
but only because of a mortal 's entrance into it . Hence the amberlike 
tears that "the unhappy sisters of Phaethon drip into the dark flood 
folof.tu] of their father in pity for him" (73 8ff. ) .  The swelling sea 
(olof.tu) as mortals know it means grief; but here, in this mythical, 
imaginary world, tears can be transformed into something precious 
and beautiful (�AE'XLQO<j>aEL£, 74 1 ) .  The "dripping" (<nuAaooouOlv) 
of tears , however, recalls the previous two odes-the peaceful drip
ping rock by the sea of the parode, and the dripping of desire into the 
eyes by Eros in the first stasimon. It suggests, then, even here the 
persistence of mortal suffering and the continuing power of Aphro
dite working to destroy the calm past . 

Similarly, the sea and sky that unite in the paradisiacal vision of the 
first strophe have been established from the very beginning of the 
play as the realm of Aphrodite. Hence in the second strophic system 
with the shift from the divine to the human world, the two elements, 
sea and sky, are united again but now for destruction rather than 
peace. The first words, "0 white-winged Cretan bark" (cL AEU'XO-
1tLEQE KQYJOlU / 1tOQ8f.tl£) bring them together in a sinister associa-
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tion:34 we are reminded of the previous unhappy associations of a 
ship from Crete ( 1 5 5ff. ;  see 3 6) and indeed of Crete itself (cf. es
pecially Jtal KQ'YJ<Jla , 3 72) . 

This sea, moreover, significantly carries Phaedra away from hap
piness (6A�lWV em' o'(xwv , 75 5 ) ,  not toward it, as the sea of the first 
strophe. It is now stormy, violent : XUIl' aAlxTuJtOV aAlla� ( "sea
beaten wave, " 7 5 3 ) ;  and the ship passes directly through, not over it . 
No wishful transport upon the air here . True, in the next lines 
(756ff. )  the ship is said to have "flown" (EJt'taLo) like a bird, but it is a 
bird of ill omen ()U<JOQVL�) . It is ,  furthermore, moored to the harbor 
in Piraeus by "woven [JtA£xTa�] cables" that foreshadow the woven 
noose (770) with which Phaedra is to hang herself (note the emphasis 
on knots, figurative and literal, in 67 1 ,  774, 78 1 ) . 35 

In the antistrophe the destructive power of Aphrodite is made 
explicit (767) , and with it the power of the sea; Phaedra becomes the 
boat swamped with water, overwhelmed by the sea: iJJtEQavTAo� 
(which occurs only here in Classical Greek) is the word used . 36 The 
"white neck" about which Phaedra will fit the noose not only sug
gests the tragic waste of Phaedra' s  youth and beauty but also cancels, 
finally, the hope to escape the sea like a "winged bird" uttered in the 
first strophe (esp . 73 3 ;  cf. also the "white-winged" bark in 752) . The 
"hung-up noose" (xQ£lla<J"[()V . . .  �Q6xov , 770) evokes also the 
gruesome truth of Phaedra 's "escape" into the air, the corpse swing
ing suspended above the ground (see also 779, xQ£llaaTol� tv �Q6-
XOL� �Qt'YJIlEV'YJ , and 802) . It is thus that she "flies away" (828-29) ; 
and the tablet that will continue her act of destruction is also "hang
ing" (�Qt'YJIlEV'YJ , 8 57) . 

Thus-to come back to the escape ode-with the return to reality 
and to mortal men in the second strophe, the bird and the sea pass 

34.  The connection between the two parts of the ode through the adjective leukop
teros as the epithet of Phaedra's ship and the interconnected themes of the sea and 
flying are well noted by H. F .  Graham, "The 'Escape' Ode in Hippolytus 732-7 5 , "  C] 
42 ( I 94 7) 275-76. 

3 5 .  The metaphor of the knot has been noted, in a different connection, by Wesley 
D.  Smith, "Staging in the Central Scene of the Hippolytus ,"  TAPA 9I ( I 960) I 70 .  

36 .  Stephanus, Thes . Ling .  Grace. defines it as follows : Nau� lm;EQav1:"o�, Cuius 
sentina, vel aqua per fatiscentes rimas illabente, vel tumidisjluctibus desuper infosis, tanta copia 
exundat ut intra limites contineri amplius, neque exhauriri possit, atque ideo periculum instet, 
ne mersa navis intereat .  
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from being sources of hope to being instruments of disaster. It is 
therefore with the reality of Phaedra ' s  passion that the ode ends .  The 
chorus'  concluding words about her "painful love" (aAYELvoV . . .  
EQW"tU) recall what the Nurse said about the two forms of love 
"sweetest and painful" (347) . This love is to prove painful to Theseus 
too (aAYlJVOUm ,  798 ;  aAyw"tu, 800) . Phaedra has in a sense escaped 
this love, as the chorus says (aJtuA<lOOOlJOU, 774-75 ) ,  but at the cost 
of her life .  Thus there is no aspect of the universe that provides escape 
or refuge from Aphrodite. Phaedra, who would have escaped into the 
calm woodland (see 208ff. )  is caught, UJtfQUV"tAO�,  by the sea, tri
umphant over its resisting victim; and the bird with which the chorus 
would escape the human reality becomes the omen of her death . 

This presage of her death is at once fulfilled with the Nurse's cries 
(776£f. ) .  Theseus enters at this point, and it is through him that the 
remainder of the tragedy will be executed. At the news he hurls to the 
ground his crown of leaves ,  woven together (JtAEx"tolm , 807) like the 
cables of the ship that brought Phaedra across the sea to her doom 
(JtAEX"t<l�, 76 1 ) .  The throwing down of this crown is also the sym
bolical counterpart to Hippolytus'  presentation of the "woven 
crown" (JtAEX"tOV O"tfq,UVOV) to Artemis at his entrance, the scene 
from which the play's title, O"tEq,UVLU�, derives .  In both scenes , of 
course, the visual enactment would reinforce the verbal repetition; 
and the two events , as images of action, mark two cardinal points in 
the structure of the play . Theseus '  act now shatters Hippolytus' 
peaceful life, symbolized in part by the crown gathered from the 
"untouched meadow" and offered to his goddess .  The throwing 
down of the wreath by Theseus,  standing as he does at the opposite 
pole of character and experience from his son, prefigures for Hippo
lytus the closing off and destruction of the world into which he has 
"escaped. " The theme is thus analogous to the second strophe of the 
escape ode, with its forebodings of the realities to come; the weaving 
image (73 , 76 1 ,  807) in fact connects all three passages . Significantly , 
then, when Hippolytus '  death is imminent, the chorus sings that the 
resting-places of his goddess will henceforth be "without crowns" 
(aO"tfq,uvOL ,  I I  3 7) .  In itself, of course, Theseus'  flinging down of the 
sacred wreath of his 8fCDQLU is ominous enough . 37 For him too it 

3 7 .  For the crown motif and the theoria see Hans Herter, "Theseus und Hippo
lytos, " RhM 89 ( 1 940) 2 8 5-86 .  
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marks the sudden and violent interruption of a peaceful life, the 
pleasant official and ritual duties that are a part of his kingly honor. 

As the crown imagery looks back to Hippolytus and Artemis and 
the world that is being destroyed, so the following imagery points to 
the irrupting forces, Phaedra and Aphrodite-the victim who is also 
the agent, and the superhuman power underlying all the action and all 
the destruction. Theseus bewails his loss thus (822-24) : 

xuxwv b' w .<lAUe;, n£Auyoe; dooQw 
"tOoou"tOV WO"tE flltno.' EXVElJOm n<lALV, 
flljb' ExnEQaom xUflu .fjObE olJfl<j>oQae;. 

Alas , I behold a sea of troubles such as I shall never swim out of again 
nor pass beyond the wave of this disaster. 

The language echoes Phaedra' s  earlier utterance of her subj ection to 
the power of the sea (c[ ExvEuom, 470; ()UOEXJt£QUTOV , 678) and 
suggests the gradual spreading of the calamity as the force of the sea 
and Aphrodite break forth as what they are. 

Theseus, continuing his lament, addresses the dead Phaedra thus:  
"For like some bird you have gone off out of my hand to disappear, 
bounding in a swift leap to Hades" (828-29) . This bird imagery 
continues the theme of the escape ode and, in conjunction with 822-
24, marks the universal power of Aphrodite, manifest in both sea and 
sky. It denotes here not the fancy of escape but the closing in of the 
reality of the mortal world, not freedom and potentiality but bondage 
to the elemental forces of nature. The possibility of escape is cut off 
by death, the death for which the bird here stands . This now negative 
significance of the bird touches the future as well as the present, for 
when Theseus is about to read the tablet, the chorus, like a prophet 
(mantis) , senses a bird of ill omen (oLwv6v , 873 ) .  

Whatever hopefulness was previously associated with bird and sky 
now gives way to the destructive reality of sea as through Theseus it 
touches its new victim. Directly upon the chorus' presentiment of 
disaster (873 ) ,  Theseus reads the tablet and calls his woe "hard to pass 
beyond" ()UOEXJt£QUTOV , 8 8 3 ) ,  echoing Phaedra in 678 (this word 
occurs only in these two passages in Euripides'  extant works) . Then 
he utters the fatal words , "Hippolytus dared to touch my bed" ( 8 8 5 ) ,  
whereupon follows his curse, in  terms of  the sea : "Exiled from this 
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country, a wanderer to a foreign land, shall he bilge out r UVLArlOn 1 
his bitter life" (898) . This last metaphor, along with the preceding 
OUOEXJtEQaLOV , again take us back to Phaedra (cf. iJJtfQavLAo�,  769) . 
The repeated image thus extends her fate to Hippolytus and involves 
him, too, in subjection to the mounting power of the sea. There is 
more truth than Theseus knows in his first despairing words to his 
dead wife :  "You destroyed rather than perished yourself" (umoAEOa� 
yaQ !-taAAOV i1 xaLE<j>8wo,  8 39) .  But behind her it is Aphrodite who is 
the destroyer (o6!-tou� umoAEOEv , 3 6 1 ,  487) . 

With Theseus the force of the sea is continued in its wild, irrational 
power, but now under another aspect : the violent , male anger associ
ated with Poseidon, who fulfills Theseus'  angry curse ( 887ff. ) .  Just 
before Hippolytus '  cool and rational defense, Theseus reiterates his 
decree of banishment by calling to witness "Sinis of the Isthmus" 
(977) and "the Skironian rocks that neighbor the sea" (at 8aAuOOn 
OlJVVO!-tOL LXLQ(j)V(OE� . . .  JtfLQat ,  979-80) . The sea, in its connec
tion with the Isthmian robber and the rock-dwelling tormenter of 
travelers, suggests the whole realm of cruelty and bitter experience 
that the wide-traveled Theseus has known, in contrast to the inno
cence of his woods- and mountain-loving son. These rocks too, un
like those by which the chorus of Troezenian women sang of their 
quiet, domestic tasks, belong in the world of violence and bloodshed 
which Theseus is calling down upon his son. Among these rocks ,  
murder was violently done and violently punished . Here, then, the 
sea widens its symbolical range to include another manifestation of 
the instinctive life of man. With Theseus the two aspects of the sea 
converge and bear down together upon Hippolytus'  peaceful world . 
The sea that Theseus calls upon thus creates a new contrast of inno
cence and experience, and in so doing it sharpens the tragedy of 
Hippolytus'  undeserved punishment. He is at the opposite pole from 
"evil men, " kakoi,  like Sinis and Sciron; and the tragic irony of 
Theseus' introduction of his triumphs over these brigands is inten
sified by Hippolytus '  repeated, if self-righteous, statements that he is 
not nor could be "evil" or "base" (kakos, 654 ,  1 1 9 1 ) .  

The tragic irony deepens and foreshadows the peripety a s  Hippo
lytus shortly after, in averring that he is not kakos, calls upon the 
very sea that will destroy him:  "Let neither sea [Jt6VLO�] nor earth 
receive my flesh if I have been an evil man" (xaxo� UVrlQ ,  1030-3 1 ) .  
His oath only angers Theseus the more, who replies with a counter-
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wish involving the sea: " If!  could [I would drive you] beyond the sea 
and the limits of Atlas" (:rtEQav y£ :rtov'tOlJ 't£Q�ov(JJv 't' 'A'tAav'tLx.wv , 
105 3 ) . 38 This line is almost identical with Aphrodite 's  statement of 
her power in the opening lines ( 3 ) .  It thus marks the continuation 
through Theseus of her relentless ,  irrational force in the face of all 
logical arguments, of even the ties of blood and filial affection. It 
recalls , too , the chorus '  hope to escape beyond the sea and sail to "the 
holy limit of the sky which Atlas holds" (746-47) and marks the 
cancellation of this hope by the reality that is growing ever stronger 
and more threatening .  The allusion to this ode, moreover, provides 
another link between the fate of Phaedra, to whose situation the ode 
refers , and Hippolytus ,  who is gradually engulfed by the same 
power. These references back and forth and the pervasive power of 
the sea which they reveal show how unified a structure the play in 
fact is , how closely intertwined the two parts are, and how strongly 
into the second part persists the presence of the two female figures, 
Phaedra, dead, and Aphrodite, absent. 

This complex evocation of the power of the sea at the point of 
Hippolytus ' exile, with the echoes both of the escape ode and Aphro
dite's initial statement of her power, also helps to focus and clarify a 
central theme in the play: man's  attempt to escape from the demand
ing, often savage, realities of his world by excluding a part of it from 
his existence. In the climaxing tragedy of Hippolytus ,  it is his past 
world, the removed and limited environment of woods and moun
tains, which is analogous to the chorus ' longing for escape, and like 
it, is confronted and destroyed by the implacable reality of the sea. 
His hunting, for example, recurs in a sinister context in Theseus' long 
tirade against him: "For they [hypocrites like Hippolytus] go hunting 
[8rlQ£uolJm] with solemn words, while devising disgraceful deeds" 
(956-57) .  

A s  has been shown above, it is with Phaedra and her passion that 
this change in the significance of his past pursuits begins,  first in her 
longing for his world (208ff. ) and more dangerously in the wild
animal imagery she uses to describe his violent behavior (689) . 

3 8 .  Murray reads xat t01tWV 'AtAaVtLXOOV, whereas there is equally strong, if not 
stronger, manuscript authority for tEQ[!OVWV t 'AtAaVtLXOOV (accepted by Meridier) 
which would make the line practically identical with line 3. Kat t01tWV is poetically 
extremely weak, aside from making rather dubious sense. Even with Murray's  read
ing, however, the reference back to line 3 ,  and to 746-47, is unmistakable. 
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Through Phaedra, too , and the situation that she creates, his fondness 
for athletic contests (<'xy&v£�) , which he sets above political power 
( 1 0 1 6ff. ) ,  takes on a sinister coloring. He is now involved in a much 
grimmer contest, one that is verbal, not physical, and in which it is 
his honor and his life that are at stake (�ywvl�6!-ll']v , 1 024; cf. 
U!-llAAW!-lm A.6yOl�,  97 1 ) .  This new contest, moreover, is the direct 
outcome of Phaedra' s  own contest, for she was engaged, said the 
Nurse, in a contest for her life (496) , one that she lost by a "wrestling 
fall" of her own hand (oa� X£Qo� / Jta.AmO!-lU !-l£AEU�, 8 1 4- 1 5) .  Now 
this contest has spread to Hippolytus and transformed his free <'xywv£� 
into something tense and dangerous. As Phaedra's  language earlier 
reflected the inhumanity of Hippolytus as hunter, so the contest im
agery, as developed in the a!-llAAU A.6ywv with Theseus ,  reflects the 
human limitations of his athletic ideal: there are more serious contests 
in life which Hippolytus knows not of. 

Still another image marks the collision of Hippolytus ' world with 
Phaedra 's (and Aphrodite's) . The figure of disease, which is used 
exclusively of Phaedra in the first part of the play and is one of the 
most frequent metaphors there, 39 is here applied to Hippolytus .  As 
he is forced to accept a contest as deadly as Phaedra's ,  so he becomes 
touched by the effects of her disease as they spread outward from her 
final act . Thus in the midst of his agon with Theseus, he exclaims, 
"We are afflicted [voaou!-l£v] , guiltless though we are" (93 3 ) .  

The disease image, transferred from the lovesick queen t o  the aus
tere prince, has a further appropriateness ,  for his present calamity, 
viewed in terms of his previous life and his ideal of purity, is appar
ently as unrelated to justice and right as is a disease that spreads, 
irrationally and indifferently, from one victim to another. The Athe
nians knew well the irrationality and unpredictability of contagion 
from the plague of the preceding year (see esp .  Thucyd. 2 . 5 1  and 
2 . 5 3 ) ;  and the extension of the nosos image from Phaedra to Hippo
lytus suggests a similarly uncontrollable irrationality in the multi
plication of disaster. 

The theme of wish versus reality, calm and limited past versus 

39· For the nosos image see 40, 1 86, 205 ,  269, 279, 2 8 3 ,  293 , 294, 394, 405 ,  463 , 
477, 479, 5 1 2,  597, 698 ,  730, 766 (a total of eighteen instances) . It recurs in the second 
half of the play (aside from 933 )  only in 1 3 06, significantly of Phaedra's passion, now 
revealed by Artemis . See also frag. 428 of the Hippolytos Kalyptomenos. For the image 
in general see Pohlenz (note 2) 1 :273 , with the note at 2 : I I 4- 1 5 . 
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expanding and dangerous present, is taken up again in the third 
stasimon ( I  1 02-50) , sung at the moment of suspense between Hippo
lytus' departure for exile and the announcement of his death. Con
nected through this wish theme with the escape ode, this song, too, 
precedes a great disaster. The first strophic system creates a strong 
antithesis of hope and reality, the latter expressed, fittingly, by Hip
polytus '  austere companions ( 1 1 02- 1 0) ,  the former by the gentler, 
more timid Troezenian women ( 1 1 1 1 - 1 9) .  

Significantly, what immediately precedes the ode is another in
stance of man's  inability to grasp the full, complex realities of his 
world and himself. Hippolytus leaves the stage in lines I 1 00-
1 10 1  shouting,  "Never will you see another man more chaste 
[OW<\>govEO'tEgOV] ,  even if my father thinks not so . " Sophronesteron is, 
of course, loaded with irony and ambiguity, for not only is this 
parting shot singularly devoid of sophrosyne but Phaedra, at the analo
gous point in her tragedy, had made her last spoken word a promise 
to teach Hippolytus sophrosyne (73 I )-for her not "chastity, " as 
Hippolytus narrowly intends it, but "good sense, " "soundness of 
mind, " "moderation. "  

With Hippolytus' tragic and hybristic boast quivering in the air, the 
chorus of his companions turns sadly and finally from the hope in the 
divine realm voiced in their first song (6 I ff. ) and reiterated in the 
escape ode to a more barren, but perhaps truer, view of reality ( 1 1 02-
10) :  

� flEya flat Ta 6EWV flEA,E0tlfla6' , amv cj>QEva£ EA,6n , 
A.1J3ta£ 3taQaLQEi ·  ;UVEOlV bE TtV' EA,3ttOL XEu6wv 
A,Et3tOflaL Ev TE TUXaL£ 6VaTWV xal EV EQYflam A,EUOOWV · 
aA,A,a yaQ aA.A.06EV aflEl�E'taL ,  flETa 0' '(OTaTaL avoQumv aiwv 
3tOA.lJ3tA.UV'Il'tO£ aiEl . 

Thoughts on the gods [or, the gods' thoughts for us] when they come 
to my mind greatly diminish my griefs; but, though I hold understand
ing concealed in hope [or, hope for some (divine) Intelligence] , I am left 
in the lurch in men's fortunes and acts as I gaze upon them. Things 
change with one another from every side, and men's life shifts about, 
full of wandering always . 

The chorus thus turns back from hope (note also 'to. Trag' EA.TrLOa 
AEUOOWV, I 1 20) and from the infinite possibilities of the gods to the 
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bare, unprotected realities of human finitude, "men's  fortunes and 
acts . " 

The women's chorus in the antistrophe ( I I I I - I  9) cannot yet ac
cept such a vision. They remain attached somehow to hope in the 
gods (£usa�Ev<;l 8£o8£v ,  xtA. , I I  I I ) ;  and with a woman's hold on life 
they can still regard change and flux as not profoundly threatening . 
Their world is still essentially the warm and gentle sea of the parode. 
Thus they pray for good luck, wealth, the adaptability of their behav
ior to the situation, and the easy, pleasant acceptance of the "fortune" 
(tychan) of each day . 40 

In wishing not to have a oosa atQ£xiJ£ ( "accurate opinion, " 1 I I  5 )  
they seem in fact to be rejecting the possibility of a clear, accurate 
view of the terrible reality with which they are being presented. 41 
The Nurse too, it will be recalled, warned with disastrous results 
against excessive "accuracy" (akribeia , 469; cf. 26 1 )  in moral conduct . 
In reechoing her warnings the women thus attempt to separate them
selves as far as possible from the fates of the two protagonists who 
lived-and died-because of their over-precise, uncompromising ap
proach to life (� LOtOU 0' atQ£x£L£ fJUt't]O£UG£l£, 26 1 ) .  

40. The division o f  the strophes o f  this chorus between the Troezenian women and 
the hunters has been made by Murray, following Verrall's suggestion, on the basis of 
the alternation of masculine and feminine participles. See Murray 's critical note to vv. 
1 i 02ff. of his Oxford text. His division of the choruses has been generally accepted: 
see Grube (note 26) 1 90 n. I .  Barrett (note 28)  36 5-69 is reluctant to accept Verrall and 
Murray's division of the chorus at 1 I 02ff. and inclines to suspect textual corruption. 
Yet his objection that Hippolytus' companions who appeared at 6 1-7 1  "are now 
away with his horses by the shore (cf. 1 1 73 ff. ) "  is not decisive. It would be natural for 
them to have come at the news of Hippolytus ' accusation and then to exit after him. 
The time sequence is admittedly awkward, as Barrett points out, though it is highly 
dubious that the audience would be disturbed by such an inconsistency at this point. 
Even so, we need not assume that all of Hippolytus ' companions follow him to the 
sea at once. Some could linger to commiserate his fate. The chorus of companions 
would also form a nice balance with Hippolytus ' entrance. Their reappearance creates 
a bitterly ironical link between past innocence and present complexity, happiness and 
disaster. Through them Hippolytus ' way of life seems to pass in review at the very 
moment when it is about to be destroyed in its totality. Note too the verbal parallels 
between the two scenes (with 1 1 3 8-39 cf. 1 7, 64-65 , 73-74) . 

4 1 .  The meaning of doxa atrekes is ambiguous, as Meridier (note 4) 72 n .4  points 
out: "une opinion exacte (par suite depourvue d'illusions) , sur la rea lite, ou: des principes de 
wnduite trop rigoureux (com me ceux d 'Hippolyte?) . "  Wilamowitz (note 6) preferred 
the former view in his translation, "Nicht verlangt mich zu tief in das Wesen der 
Dinge zu blicken, " which seems to suit :rtaQaarH.lO� better (he continues, "aber auch 
nicht in das Dunkel des Aberglaubens zu sinken") . 
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Such accuracy is perhaps closer to a simplistic rigidity than a just 
appreciation of the total reality . It may be that akribes or atrekes in this 
sense carries some connotations of an aristocratic way of seeing the 
world, an undeviating devotion to a neatly circumscribed ideal . The 
Old Oligarch saw akribeia as an aristocratic quality (ps . -Xenophon, 
Ath .  Pol .  I .  5 ) :  

I n  every country the aristocracy [ to be/tistonJ i s  opposed to  the democ
racy, for in the aristocrats [ tois beltistoisJ there is least licentiousness and 
injustice, but most accuracy [akribeia ] about the good things; but in the 
common people there is most ignorance, disorder, and malice. 42 

If this is so, then the chorus, following the path opened up by the 
plebeian Nurse, rejects the aristocratic desire to master the world in 
terms of well defined categories and absolutely valid aims, to see life 
clearly, simply, as conquerable by human excellence or arete . It is 
precisely because of the complexity of divinities like Aphrodite, Ar
temis, Poseidon, however, and the conflicting drives they instill in 
men that this simple view is doomed. To try to see a world wherein 
such powers are rampant through an ordered neatness or exactness of 
mind or will is mol-lvD-t'Y)c;-an accusation, it will be remembered, 
brought against both Phaedra and Hippolytus .  

Yet the chorus ' solution, though perhaps more feasible than that of 
the two protagonists, serves only to evade the problem and hence to 
sidestep involvement in a heroic attitude and a tragic fate. Though far 
from the Nurse' s  attitude of practical expediency, the women of the 
chorus are proven similarly inadequate to grasp and deal with the 
reality. They prefer to live day by day without, as it were, looking 
life in the face. Their wish for "a mind untouched [uxilQa'tov] by 
pain" ( 1 1 1 4) ,  however, recalls ,  as noted earlier, the "untouched 
meadow" (76-77) of Hippolytus '  past life, the simple happiness now 
about to be destroyed. In this context the word "untouched" adds an 
ironical warning note that vitiates the optimism of their prayer and 
their wish for escape. 

Yet in their retreat into wish here and in the earlier ode, they are 
portrayed, as in the parode also,  with a sympathetic humanity . They 

42. I am grateful to John Finley of Harvard University for calling my attention to 
this passage. 
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failed to save Hippolytus-which, presumably, they could have 
done-as they failed to respond decisively to the first news of Phae
dra's death (776£f. ) .  But in these failings they are shown simply with 
the natural weakness of the mass of men, accepting the pleasures of 
their daily existence and ever seeking an escape from the elemental 
realities of their world . 

In the second strophic system, however, the clash between past and 
present, between Hippolytus' severe pursuits and his disgrace and 
approaching death, is made as sharp as possible. All the aspects of his 
previous world are recalled at the point of their destruction: the sands 
by the shore, the mountain groves, the hunts and Dictynna (I 1 26-
30) ,  the horse racing by Limne ( 1 1 3  I ff ) ,  the crowns he gave to 
Artemis ( I  1 3 8) ,  the deep green wood (l3u8ELuv avO. {A.6uv , I I  39 ;  cf 
XAWQo.V 0' av' UA'YjV, 1 7) .  All the parts of his life which have been 
sheltered from the turbulence of K ypris are destroyed by her; her 
power and that of the sea have destroyed his refuge. These haunts and 
pursuits recur now to mark the end of his innocence and his full 
exposure to the violence of Aphrodite's power. At the same time, 
their restatement here indicates the relentless progress of Aphrodite 
through the tragedy, for most of these aspects of Hippolytus '  life 
were presented first either in connection with Phaedra 's  subjection to 
Aphrodite (so Dictynna, 145 )  or actually through her eyes at the 
height of her love sickness (the sands by the shore, 2 3 4; the hunt, 

2 I 5ff. ; the horse racing by Limne and Venetian colts , 228ff ) .  The 
verbal echoes thus mark the turning of Phaedra's  love destructively 
upon Hippolytus and his world. The beginning of his disaster is thus 
brought full circle with its end as Phaedra' s  involvement of him in her 
love, now become hate, is complete. 

Her passion, her lovesick dreams and longings, embraced the 
whole of Hippolytus ' world, his surroundings, his activities (see 
208ff ) .  But she can grasp them only in dream or in wish. When she 
seeks to possess them in their reality , her passion destroys them and 
the life they make up . The meeting of their two worlds is perhaps 
symbolized and dramatized by the joining of the two choruses here, 
one of Phaedra 's  women companions, the other of Hippolytus'  fel
low-hunters .  Yet together they can sing only of the loss of the sim
pler past; and presumably it is this chorus of hunters which will bring 
in Hippolytus ' mangled body. When the two worlds become inter
twined, they destroy one another. The joining of the choruses per-
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haps marks the interlocking of the two fates , a symbolical sharing of 
the double tragedy. In a sense Phaedra is as much Hippolytus '  victim 
as he is hers . Yet the destruction of his world is more complete, or at 
least more completely dramatized .  It cannot bear the full weight of 
complex reality which Phaedra brings to bear upon it .  

The chorus ends by echoing Hippolytus'  previous affirmation of 
his innocence (OU()Ev a'ta� a'iLLOv , 1 1 49 ;  see OU()fV OV'tE� a'iLlol ,  93 3 ) ;  
and almost i n  the same breath they announce the arrival o f  the Mes
senger. The climax that has been long awaited and has been seen 
gradually building up now bursts full upon us .  Euripides uses this 
Messenger' s  speech not to introduce a crisis in the middle of the play 
but to state the finality of the outcome. The speech thus produces the 
sharpest possible juxtaposition of calm past and violent present, of 
woodland and sea, wish and reality, before the final catastrophe and 
the loss of all hope. 

Before his long account of the disaster itself, the Messenger re
introduces the theme of prayer, or wish, in referring back, almost by 
way of prologue, to the curses Theseus called down upon his son, 
"the curses of your mouth which you prayed for to the lord of the sea 
concerning your son" ( 1 1 67-68) . Theseus replies with an invocation 
to the gods and Poseidon for hearing his "prayers" (%a'tEUY[tCl'tWV, 
1 1 69-70) ; and the tale of Hippolytus' death follows at once ( 1 1 73ff. ) .  
The connection o f  prayer and sea, however, recalls both Hippolytus' 
imprecation, "Let neither sea nor earth receive my flesh . . .  " ( 1 030) 
and Theseus'  wish to drive Hippolytus "beyond the sea and the limits 
of Atlas" ( 1054) .  Wish, the sea, and Poseidon take us back also to the 
escape ode, where Poseidon as ruler of the sea was hopefully included 
(cf. JWV'tO[tE()WV , 743-44; nov'tOu %QEOVLl ,  1 1 68) . Yet only the de
structive prayers are fulfilled . The prayers that become reality are the 
deadly ones , and their fulfillment implies something about the reality 
in which men live or can hope to live . 

The scope of the power of the sea and another level of contrast with 
what it destroys are suggested in the Messenger' s  opening words to 
Theseus :  he calls him, naturally enough, ruler of the land (Yii� ava%
'ta, 1 1 5 3 )  and declares that he has to relate a matter of importance "to 
you and the citizens who dwell in the city of the Athenians and the 
limits of the Troezenian land" ( 1 1 5 8-59) .  Theseus is thus summoned 
in his political or social capacity, and the disaster is presented as one 
of political as well as merely personal significance. He, as ruler of the 
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land, and the ordered society he represents are confronted by Posei
don "lord of the sea . " We are reminded of the similar opposition in 
the first stasimon on Eros, "sacker of cities" (54 I ) , bringer of fire and 
smoke, his power attested even by "the holy wall of Thebes" and the 
spring of Dirce ( 5 5 5-6 1 ) .  Both Poseidon and Eros embody forces 
outside civilization which civilization is forced, with pain, to 
recogmze. 

The Messenger' s  speech then sets forth in detail this elemental 
power. It begins at once with the sea not as something remote from 
our land-based existence but in its closest contact to human life, " the 
sea-receiving shore" (ax:tijc; xUf!oMYf!ovoc;,  I 1 73 ) ,  the place where 
its force ever dashes unspent (note XUf!OOEYf!WV : it is waves that the 
shore receives here, not just swirling sand as in 1 5  I ) . The shore by 
which the women washed, where Hippolytus trained his horses , here 
becomes a dangerous place of contact with elemental powers , a 
border country between land and sea, order and violence. The op
position is sharpened through the fact that the shore of Hippolytus' 
horse racing in the previous chorus was described as 1I:OAlij"ttC; ( I 1 26) 
and hence was associated with man's civilized life, the life of the polis . 
The shore by which he is killed, however, is fully exposed to the 
savage, open sea: it lies "beyond this land, already toward the Saronic 
sea" (LOU1I:EXELVa "tijOOE yijc; / 1I:(l0C; 1I:ov"tov �Ol] XElf!EVl] �a(lWVlXOV , 
I I 99- 1 200) . This shore, therefore, now reveals the destructive poten
tialities that lie just beyond it. At the moment of the terrible appari
tion, when Hippolytus ' companions looked "toward the sea-roaring 
shores , " land is concealed by the sea: "The Skironian shores" and the 
Isthmus and "Asclepius '  rock" are all "hidden" by the swelling sea 
and the foam rushing toward the shores ( 1 2 l Off. ) .  

A s  land i s  overwhelmed b y  sea and a s  the border-ground between 
them becomes a place of violence and destruction, so human control 
and reason are overborne by the same power. Hippolytus ' futile 
attempts to control the maddened horses are described in the meta
phor of a sailor pulling on the oar ( 1 2 2 1 )  or a steersman directing his 
course by the rudder ( 1 224, 1 227) . The imagery here suggests the 
total engulfment by the sea: he is, literally as well as metaphorically, 
no longer upon the familiar, sheltered land he knows . All has become 
sea . He is thus made to share the fate of the (figuratively) ship
wrecked and drowning woman who has destroyed him. Metaphor 
and reality are interchanged with a terrible oscillation, for while the 
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imagery here completes all the previous images of shipwreck and 
sailing, it is, at the same time, literal reality. The chorus '  earlier hope 
to escape sea and sailing (743 ff. ) is thus totally frustrated, for the 
"sailor" is destroyed not only by the sea but by his own "ship . " And 
their wish to escape to a peaceful shore (UXTij , 73 7, 742) , the fabled 
"apple-bearing coast of the Hesperides" (742) , is ended on the shore 
of their own land. 

With the sea,  other elements of nature are released in their violence. 
The fire associated with the destructive force of Eros in the first 
stasimon ( S2Sff. )  is present in the horses ' "fire-born" (JtUQLYEVii , 
1 223 )  bits , which no longer serve as a check or control but only add 
to the breaking forth of elemental violence. 43 Sky, like fire an op
posite of sea but forming with it the stated realm of Aphrodite's 
power (2ff. ) ,  joins violently in the wave's dash against the heavens 
(xufA-' oUQav<{) O"t'Y]Qil;ov , 1 207) . And finally the rocks by the sea, once 
the calm place of untroubled womanly tasks, reveal their sinister 
potential in mangling the horse-drawn body (JtETQql , 1 23 3 ;  
oJt060UfA-EVO� fA-EV JtQO� JtETQm� , 1 23 8 ;  also AEJtaia� . . .  Xeov6�, 
1 248) . These rocks then, like the shore itself, lose their association 
with the gentleness and order of civilized life and become connected 
instead with the cruel, pain-filled rocks in the name of which Theseus 
banished Hippolytus and sent him to his death (see 977ff. ; Pind, Pyth . 
2. 4 1 ft) . 

Here, then, all the aspects of the natural world, even elemental 
opposites ,  draw closer together and destroy the peaceful, innocent 
life that man, though in their midst, hopes to live among them. 
Through them Euripides suggests the contiguity of this elemental 
violence, whether within man or without, with the ordered structure 
of human life, and the fineness of the barrier that keeps the two 
realms apart . 

The irruption of Aphrodite' s  power into the human world breaks 
down this barrier and transforms the once familiar environment-the 
shore, the rocks , the horses-into something savage and destructive. 

43 . Norwood (note 2) 93, notes the unusual elaboration of this description of the 
sea (esp. I 2oSff. )  and suggests that in adjectives like JtllQLYEvi'j Euripides is imitating 
Sophoclean diction . Euripides, of course, doubtless wished to make his presentation 
of the sea here, at the high point of the tragedy, as splendid and powerful as possible. 
Yet in the light of the previous imagery, JtllQLYEvi'j may be more than a mere epitheton 
omans. 
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The horses , once the restraint of rational control is broken (see 
1 2 1 8ff. ) ,  become wild animals, no longer recognizing the human 
master who has fed and cared for them ( 1 240) ; and they, like the Bull 
(aYQLOv 'tEQU£, I 2 1 4) ,  disappear afterward ( 1 247-48) . They thus re
vert to their original wild state and share the destructive wildness of 
the Bull. Ironically, Hippolytus'  scorn of Aphrodite was first shown 
through his care of his horses (see I Ioff. , where he turns away from 
the old servant's appeal on her behalf with a command to his fol
lowers to care for the horses) . He would use for his own chaste 
purposes these mettlesome, unstable creatures .  Yet as instruments of 
her vengeance they recall the stringency of her demands and the 
persistence of her destructive will . Since the horses,  as noted earlier, 
are an erotic symbol in the play, they can also fittingly serve as 
conduits of Aphrodite 's  power. They are, in fact, elsewhere associ
ated with the goddess (see Sappho, frag. 2, v. 9 [Lobel-Page] and 
Schol. on II. 2 . 820) . Her part in the rising up of the sea, however, is 
suggested not only in the horses but also in the tossing up of foam 
(<'l<j>QOV, 1 2 1 0) ,  popularly connected with the goddess '  name (aph
ros-Aphro-dite) . Her presence here in sea and foam becomes explicit 
in the following ode ( I 268ff. ) .  

The horse, however, i s  associated also with Poseidon who, as 
Hippios, god of horses , is a god of male sexuality and fertility (note 
the legends of his coupling with Demeter in the form of a horse, 
Paus . 8 . 2 5 . 5 ff. ,  8 . 42 . 1 ) . 44 In addition to these legends of the s tal
lionlike virility of Poseidon there are other connections of the horse 
with wild and exuberant male sexuality: the horse-tailed satyrs , often 
ithyphallic, on the vases of the sixth and fifth centuries and the 
lecherous, violent Centaurs on the west pediment at Olympia and on 
the Parthenon metopes (the hybristic licentiousness of the latter is 
also a theme of tragedy: cf. the role of Nessus in Soph. , Trach . esp . 
1095-96; also Eur. , HF 1 8 1 ;  Pind. Pyth . 2 .  4 I ff. ) .  

The Bull, o f  course, i s  a n  obvious sexual symbol and, like the 
horse, is also associated with Poseidon (both bulls and horses are 
regularly sacrificed to him) . Yet its significance in the play may be 

44. For Poseidon Hippios and Demeter see also Pausan. 8 . 3 7. 9- 1 0. For Poseidon's 
connection with sexuality, fertility, and vegetation (as Phytalmios) see in general the 
recent study by Bernard Dietrich, "Demeter, Erinys, Artemis, " Hermes 90 ( 1 962) 
1 29ff. ,  1 3 4-36 .  Dietrich notes also the connection of the horse, through its association 
with fountains and water, with vegetation and fertility.  
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more complex . Though the Bull is a direct result of Poseidon's  inter
vention, its appearance is also a continued manifestation of Aphro
dite 's  power, for it recalls the bull of Pasiphae, Phaedra 's mother. 
Phaedra herself referred to the legend earlier , for her sex-ridden, 
guilt-laden ancestry comes out when she confesses her love for Hip
polytus (3 3 7-3 8) 

Phaed. Alas , mother, what a love you loved. 
Nurse. The love she had for the Bull, my child? Or what is this you 

mean?45 

Here, then, the force of her love and the violence it has released are 
again called up in the Bull. Yet in Pasiphae's bull, too, are fused, in 
sinister fashion, the angered powers of both Poseidon and Aphrodite. 
Pasiphae' s  love for the bull was attributed to both divinities .  In one 
version Aphrodite sent it to punish her; in the other (followed by 
Euripides in the Cretans) Poseidon sent it to punish Minos . 46 

In the Bull are summed up not merely the powers of Aphrodite and 
Poseidon but all the violent instincts within human life and the natu
ral world: the passion of Phaedra, the anger of Theseus,  the tenuous 
basis of control over such domesticated animals as the horse. The 
Bull serves as the symbolic extension of the bestial element in man, 
his insatiable lusts and unreasoning anger. It recalls too the Minoan 
passion, pride, and savagery in Phaedra' s  heredity which Aphrodite 
could work upon. There is indeed something Minoan-and some
thing animal-like-in the way Phaedra has died: her passionate deter
mination to protect her name and her children, and her wild, ruthless 
desire to be avenged . Her action came from the springs of her in
stincts, with its roots in her ancestry (myth makes both Pasiphae and 
Minos headstrong, passionate, and ruthless; and the paternal part of 

45 .  For the connection of the Bull of the Messenger's  speech with Pasiphae's  bull, 
see Winnington-Ingram (note 2) 1 75 with note 2 and 1 96: "Pasiphae's bull is, sym
bolically speaking, the same bull that came out of the sea to destroy Hippolytus (and 
the same bull with which Pentheus wrestled in the Bacchae) . "  

46. Aphrodite's  connection with Pasiphae's bull is asserted in Hyginus, Fab .  40, 
with Poseidon's in Apollodorus, 3. 1 . 3-4. See also J .  G. Frazer on the latter passage in 
the Loeb Classical Library ed. (London 1 92 1 )  1 : 305  n. 3 .  Also "Pasiphac" in Roscher 
(note I S) 3 . 2  ( 1 902-9) 1 66S .  For Euripides ' treatment of the legend in the Cretans, see 
D.  L .  Page, Select Papyri, 3 :  Literary Papryi, Poetry, Loeb Classical Library (London 
1950) 7 1 ff. 
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Phaedra 's heritage should not be forgotten: Minos also had certain 
irregularities in his sexual life, iungitur semper neJas) . The Bull serves 
to connect Hippolytus '  doom with the deepest roots of Phaedra' s  
passion, and, through her, with Aphrodite 's  anger. 

At the same time, the Bull is the objectification of Theseus' anger, 
wild, charging blindly, yet an anger also rooted in Aphrodite, in the 
most primitive and instinctive form of sexual rivalry and jealousy
that between father and son. Theseus is himself strongly subj ect to 
Aphrodite: he is a man of passion and a strong sexual temperament, 
whose numerous amours are well known (Hippolytus is himself the 
fruit of one of them!) . He is, as would be expected, keenly sensitive to 
the power of sexual desire in men (TO �' aQOEV aUToiJ� W<PEAEt llQOO
Xd!-lEVOV , 970, and, in general, 966ff. ) .  It is partly his own tempera
ment, lustful and passionate, which makes him incapable of believing 
Hippolytus innocent. Thus, as L. E. Matthaei long ago remarked, 
"Theseus, in a sense, replaces Phaedra and exhibits the malignant 
aspect of Aphrodite's power in another form. "47 The Bull is the 
symbol of this new form: as a psychological symbol it is the product 
of his sexual jealousy and violent anger . Like Aphrodite, it is born 
from the churning foam and springs from the symbolical reservoir of 
elemental forces in the play, the sea. 

It is ,  however, the horses that are the immediate instruments of 
Hippolytus ' death, and the interplay between horses and Bull, on the 
symbolic level, is complex. Both, through their association with 
Poseidon, are connected with male sexuality; yet the horses through
out the play are ambiguously connected both with Hippolytus' virgin 
pursuits and with sexual desire. They are associated with virginity in 
the metaphor of the virgin as the untamed or unyoked colt or filly 
(llWAOV a�uya , 546;  xOQUt yaQ a�uYE� YU!-lWV , 1 42 5 ,  of the girls who 
will sing of Hippolytus '  fate) . Hence the patron of this horse racing is 
Artemis, or Dictynna, the virgin goddess (228ff. ,  I I 26ff. ) .  So, too, 
Hippolytus '  mother, the Amazon devoted to a rigorous and chaste 
life, is scornfully called "horse-loving" by the sexually preoccupied 
Phaedra ( 5 8 1 ) .  Yet in the first two instances of the metaphor the 
maidens are about to give up their virginity (and in the former, 
through the violence of Eros himself) , and in the third, the Amazon's  
chastity has  been violated. In their connection with maidens who are 

47· Matthaei (note 9) l OS . 
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about to know Eros, therefore, the significance of the horses is am
biguous . Hippolytus keeps them in the service of the maiden Ar
temis , but the impact of the full sexual passion and anger of Phaedra 
and then of Theseus disturbs the delicate balance in Hippolytus '  con
trol over them. It forces him to drive too close to the dangerous 
border between the two realms, the sand and the sea, Artemis (see 
234ff. , 1 1 26) and Aphrodite or Poseidon. 

It would be perhaps too extreme an application of the symbolism 
to see in the affrighted horses fleeing before the Bull the inability of 
Hippolytus ' limited way of life to withstand the reality of the sexual 
forces he has always denied. Through the horses , nevertheless, he is 
destroyed by a part of his own life, by something he has reared 
himself and always believed he could control yet perhaps did not fully 
understand. When confronted by the power of the sea and the mon
ster it produces, he is unable to maintain control and is killed .  In the 
destruction the horses show their other side and in their newly re
leased wildness become the actual instruments of the disaster. Thus 
Hippolytus '  destruction comes both from somet�ing that is within 
his world and from something outside of it, something that is basical
ly akin to himself (his very name adumbrates the connection and the 
tragedy-foriis direptus equorum)48 and something that is antithetical 
to himself, which he has rej ected as foreign to his nature . 

It is the interplay between the opposites , however, which gives his 
fate, and the whole tragedy, its richness. The Bull triggers the latent 
wildness in the horses, as Theseus had triggered the mounting savag
ery of the sea . Yet Phaedra, with whom the whole is set into motion, 
had found in and elicited from Hippolytus a wildness and animal-like 
cruelty (see above) for which he is to pay manyfold. Thus in a sense 
the Bull, the aYQLOv LEQa�, is of his own creation . From another 
point of view, it could be seen as the projection of his own sexuality, 
suppressed but returning back upon him with redoubled, irresistible 
force, before which flight and dismemberment-both physical and 
psychological, like Pentheus '-are the only results . But Hippolytus is 
not a Pentheus .  His character has still a wholeness ,  nobility, and 

48 .  Ovid, Fasti, 3 . 265 ,  Met. 1 5 . 542-44. See also Verg. Aen . 7. 767, turbatis distractus 
equis . On the connections made in antiquity between his name and his fate see "Hip
polytos" in Roscher (note 1 8) 1 . 2  ( 1 886-90) 268 3 ;  also Wilamowitz (note 6) 95-96; 
Herter (note 37) 275 · 
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humanity through which he can retain a hold upon life long enough 
to redeem his previous inhumanity by a deepened understanding and 
a broader generosity. 

There is, however, an ironical j ustice, worthy of the spiteful Aph
rodite, in the destruction of the virgin protagonist by this creature of 
proverbial virility and sexual appetite. The justice-or injustice
involved is reflected in another of the images associated with the Bull 
and the sea: the terrible sound. Hippolytus earlier cried out that 
"voiceless [a<j>80yya] wild animals" should associate with women 
(645-46) , but it was the voiceless tablet that "shouted" and "gave 
voice" (877ff. ) .  When accused, however, he calls upon the house-
6wfA,am, the house Aphrodite has destroyed (3 6 1 ,  487)-to give 
voice (<j>8eYfA,a) to his innocence ( 1 074-75) . To this Theseus replies 
with irony that he is taking flight to "voiceless"  (a<j>wvou£) witnesses 
( 1076) and that "the deed, without speaking, lays information" that 
he is base ( 1 077) . The final answer, however, comes from the re
sounding sea (ftxw , j3a�ruv j3QOfA,OV , 1 20 1-2) and the terrible voice 
(phthongos, 1 205 ;  phthegma, 1 2 1 5) with which the whole earth re
sounds (av'tE<j>8eYYE'to , 1 2 1 6) .  Again, the savagery of his earlier state
ment about voiceless beasts (64 5f. )  returns upon him redoubled. It is 
fear of the impassioned shouting of his voice which leads Phaedra to 
her deed (see 5 8 1-82 and 692 : nA.�O£l 'tE naoav yaiav aiOXLOLWV 
A.6ywv) . And Hippolytus ' own shouting in his interview with the 
Nurse is perhaps not unlike Theseus ' roar of anger when he reads the 
tablet (877ff. ) .  Thus again the roar of the Bull is , at least in part, his 
own creation. It is the composite of all the anger and passion
Phaedra's ,  Theseus ' ,  Hippolytus'-which men can release in their 
moments of unreason, when the primitive animal roar of pain or 
wrath breaks forth before the articulate human voice can find form 
for utterance. Hence the voice Hippolytus calls for ( 1 074-75) comes 
back not as a human voice, speaking truth and justice, but as a bestial 
roar that drowns out justice, reason, intelligible human speech . 49 

Euripides ' use of the Bull in close connection with the sea thus 
involves a complex range of associations.  Theseus had prayed to 

49· It is interesting in this connection that Strabo ( 1 0 . 2 . 19 ,  45 8C) gives the roaring 
as one of the reasons why rivers (esp. the Achelous) were likened to bulls . See also R. 
C.  Jebb, Sophocles: The Plays and Fragments, Part 5, Trachiniae (Cambridge 1 894) , on 
line 1 l .  
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Poseidon only to kill his son, not specifying the form; and presum
ably Hippolytus might have been killed by the sea alone, as was the 
case in a Troezenian version of the legend. 50 The Bull, however, 
springs from the sea almost as the spontaneous product of the desires 
and passions generated among the chief characters . At the same time 
the Bull ' s  sexual symbolism expands and deepens the psychological 
complexities of Hippolytus ' character and his tragedy. It belongs to a 
level of man's  instinctive life which Hippolytus would deny or re
press .  It is the embodiment of everything that is not human, yet it is 
man who calls it up out of the sea . 

With the destruction of Hippolytus,  Aphrodite' s  power is restated 
in its most triumphant and inclusive form. The ode of 1 268-8 I rec
ognizes her "queenly honor" and power over all the elements of the 
world: 

You, 0 K ypris, lead the unbending mind of gods and of mortals, and 
with you flies Eros with wing of many hues , casting about [them] his 
swiftest wing. He flies over the earth and the deep-sounding salt sea. 
And upon whose maddened heart he rushes winged with light of gold, 
him he charms, even the young wild beasts of the mountains and of the 
sea and all that the earth nourishes and the blazing sun [reading 
al.e6I-tEvo�1 looks upon, and men: over all these, K ypris , in your 
queenly honor you alone rule. 

Again sea is fused with sky, for here, after the manifestation of her 
power in the sea, in the Messenger's speech, her companion Eros is 
likened to a bird, JtOLXt)..61t1:fQO£, flying with "swiftest wing" ( 1 270-
7 1 ) .  The passage evokes the previous bird imagery, especially its 
association with flight and escape (see esp . 73 1 ff. ) ,  now proved futile 
by the power of winged Eros ( 1 272-73 ) .  The Nurse's words about 
Aphrodite in the sea-surge (447-48) are proved more completely and 
terribly true than she could know. Her subsequent words, JtuvLa 6' 
EX LaULlJ£ E<j>U , XLI. ("Everything has its birth from her, " 448-50) , 
are also here recalled,  on a much deeper and more inclusive level 

50. For the Troezenian version of Hippolytus' death see Pausanias 2 . 3 2 .  IO and in 
general Carl Robert, Die griech ische Heldensage I I  (in L .  Preller, Griech isc/ze Mythologie 
2. 2) 4th ed. (Berlin I 92 I )  740 with n . 2 .  The Bull, however, would seem to have been 
an integral part of the legend in Athens by Euripides' time, and Plutarch ( Thes .  28) 
attests that the version of the story in the various tragedians was substantially the 
same. See also Preller-Robert, 743 with n . 3 ·  
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( 1 276-80) . Aphrodite 's  realm thus includes not only the basic ele
ments of sea and sky but all aspects of the natural world. The ' 'moun
tain creatures" point back once more to Hippolytus'  quiet mountain 
retreats and the animals he hunted, now too overwhelmed by and 
subjected to Aphrodite, as the horses and the land in the preceding 
scene were overwhelmed by the sea. 

This chorus echoes not only the Nurse's words (447ff. )  but Aphro
dite's  own speech that opens the play . Here, as there, her power is 
said to extend over both gods and mortals (cf. 1-2 and 1 268) , sea and 
sky; and the end of the ode reminds us that the power and honor 
(xQ(l-tYj , 5; tq.LWflEVOl ,  8) which she demanded of men are now ac
knowledged to the full (�aOLAYj[()a tLflUV , 1 280; flova XQatUVEli;, 
1 282) . 

In the play, of course, it is the recognition of her power by men 
that is the central theme, and hence they are given special emphasis in 
the enumeration of the spheres of her dominion. They come, em
phatically, last in the series at the beginning of a verse ( 1 280) . The 
position of the phrase itself, however, leaves somewhat ambiguous 
the reference of the words that come immediately after: aV()Qas; tEo 
aUflJtuvtWV �aOLAYj [()a tLflUV / KUJtQl ,  tWV()E flova xQatuvElS; ( " and 
men; over all these,  Kypris you alone rule in queenly power, " 1 280-
8 1 ) .  The more obvious and immediate reference of "all those whom 
you, Kypris . . .  rule" is probably all the aspects of the physical 
world here enumerated. It is also possible (though admittedly less 
likely with aUflJtuvTWV) to take the reference to be to "all men,

" both 
those who openly admit her power and those who deny it. 

The ode occurring at this crucial point presents also a dramatic and 
essential duality in Aphrodite 's  nature. This ambiguity is deepened in 
the stress upon birds and flying, for previously, too, the bird imagery 
had an ambiguous significance, expressing both man's  hope for escape 
to a world of untroubled beauty (73 I ff. )  and the reality of death (see 
828ff. and cf. AEUXOJttEQOS;,  752 ,  ofPhaedra' s  ship , with JtOlxlAOmEQos; 
here, 1 270) . The epithet XQuao<pa�s; ( 1 275 )  recalls also the amber tears 
shed for Phaethon in the beautiful West (�AEXtQo<paEi:s;,  74 1 ) .  Yet 
those gentle tears there still belonged to a human world full of sorrow 
and compassion, whereas the brightness of Eros here has no relation to 
human feelings . It simply marks his power over all of creation, includ
ing men. The beauty of Eros-and Aphrodite-thus stands out only 
the more sharply against the destruction they have caused; and it 
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is significant for the meaning of the tragedy that Euripides has placed 
this rich ode on their beauty and their creative agency in all of life at 
the point where their destructive potentialities have been most in 
evidence. 

Artemis' entrance here, immediately after the hymn to Aphrodite, 
is something of a coup de theatre . I t  also reemphasizes the basic conflict 
of the play, the opposition of the two goddesses, at the point when 
that opposition has completed its destruction of human life .  Yet even 
Artemis continues to bear witness to the power of the sea, blaming 
Theseus' use of his gift from his "sea father" (1ta't�Q . . .  1tOVtlO£, 
13 I 8) and exclaiming to him, at the end of her speech, " these evils 
have broken upon you" (OOt 't<X()' £QQWYEV xaxa, 1 3 3 8) .  This verb 
from Homer on is used of the breaking of waves . Aeschylus '  Persians 
(43 3)  provides a close parallel : xax&v 1tEAayo£ £QQWYEV . 

In recalling the sea, moreover, the goddess who has come ostensi
bly to soothe the pain of the human tragedy also takes up the familiar 
theme of the closing off of escape .  She addresses Theseus aggressively 
thus ( 1 290-93 ) :  

How will you not hide your form in shame beneath the earth o r  taking 
wing upward [TCT'I']VO£ avw] not change your life and hold your foot 
outside of this grief. 

The familiar image of flight here reflects the total impossibility of the 
once longed-for escape now that disaster and grief have closed about 
the human protagonists .  The sky that Hippolytus invoked with his 
goddess at the beginning (ouQav(av "AQ"tE!-llV , 59-60) , connected 
perhaps with his own form of escape from the complex reality of 
human life, is now possessed, like the sea, by the opposite and re
jected power. 

The final opposition between this broader, more violent reality and 
the unreality of the previous wishes is again stated, in the exodos,  
through the theme of prayer. What both Theseus and Hippolytus 
pray for now is death. When Theseus hears Artemis' words he can 
only utter ()E01tOlV' , OAOL!-lfjV ( 1 3 25 ) ,  echoing perhaps the OAOL!-lfjV of 
Hippolytus '  oath that Theseus would not believe ( 1 028 ) .  Hippolytus 
himself now prays for death to come as healer, ilmav ( 1 3 73 ) ,  and for 
Hades to bring him to his final rest ( 1 3 86ff. ) ,  while Theseus wishes 
again to die, to be a corpse instead of his son ( 1 4 10) .  
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Hippolytus '  last wish, however, is both the most impossible and 
the most terrible. Hippolytus wishes men could curse the gods , dO' 
�v uQaiov oaLllomv BQo'twv ytvor; ( 1 4 1 5) .  This wish, coming from 
the "pious" ( 1 4 1 9) Hippolytus ,  takes even Artemis aback, and she 
cautions , Eaoov ( 1 4 1 6) .  Yet while the most fanciful of all the wishes, 
it is ,  in a sense, the most real and tragic statement in the play. It 
completes now his companions ' earlier hesitation about a divine 
Providence or Intelligence ( l I 02ff. ) and reflects the total futility and 
helplessness of human effort and aspiration, all of man's  bitterness 
and despair toward a universe in which he can see nothing but ca
priciously destructive, j ealous,  and pitiless powers . 

Prayer, then, becomes , at the last, curse, and as such recalls the 
curses (uQaL ,  8 8 8 ,  etc. ; cf. uQaiov here) which Theseus called down 
upon his son. It sums up the futility of wish and prayer, perhaps of 
hope itself. All the wishes turn out to be totally impossible of fulfill
ment (as in the escape ode) ; or else they are fulfilled only if they are 
destructive (Theseus '  curse, Hippolytus '  oath in 1028ff. ) ;  or, if posi
tive, they are fulfilled in a negative way. Thus Hippolytus '  prayer to 
Artemis at the beginning (8 5-87) ,  

With you I associate and converse with words, hearing your voice but 
seeing your face not. And as I began, so may I round the end of my life 
[tD .. o£ bE: xUft'jJal[l' WmtEQ f]Q!;UftTJv [3(01)] ,  

i s  fulfilled with a bitter reversal at the end. Hippolytus does , in a 
sense,  end his life as he began, conversing with Artemis and " seeing 
her face not" (see 1 3 9 I ff. ,  where the dying youth infers his goddess '  
presence from the perfume-d) OEiov oOllfir; ltVEUlla-but presum
ably cannot see her: cf. also Soph . , Ajax 1 4ff. ) .  Yet his 'tEf...Or; BLou is 
far different from what he has prayed for, and fulfillment has come 
not through the goddess to whom he prayed but through her op
posite, to whom he refused prayer. All hope to escape reality is thus 
confronted with a more basic and bitter reality. The only thing men 
can pray for in the end is death or the power to curse the gods, which 
is tantamount to cursing life .  

It is , of course,  in Aphrodite that the complex nature of this ines
capable reality is reflected, though Artemis will play Aphrodite's role 
in some future tragedy ( 1 420ff. ) .  Hence this last part of the play also 
adumbrates the ambiguity of the love goddess .  Love and death fuse in 
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Hippolytus ' appeal for death in language that recalls the erotic roots 
of his disaster. He speaks of his "love [eeUflat] for the double-edged 
spear [A.6YXUi;] " to put to sleep (EuVaOat) his life ( 1 3  75ff. ; cf. also 
XOLflUOElE,  1 3 86) . The longing for the spear recalls Phaedra's desire 
for it at the beginning of the play (fJttAOYXOV , 22 1 ;  eeUflat ,  2 1 9, etc. ) .  
Artemis speaks o f  his being yoked (O'UVE�U'{Y\£,  1 3 89) t o  his disaster, 
an image with familiar erotic associations (a�'Uyu, 546;  a�'UYE£ , 
1 425 ) .  Finally, when Hippolytus is about to die, his request ,  "raise 
my body" (xm:oeSWOOY OfflU£, 1 445 ) ,  echoes the languor of the 
lovesick Phaedra earlier (cf. aem,E flo'U ()EflU£, OeSOU'tE Xueu, 1 98)  
and recalls the carrying out of her lifeless body (oeSwou't' EX'tEl
YOY'tE£ aSALOY VEX'UV , 786) . 5 1  Indeed, Hippolytus ' pitiful state at the 
end, his entrance among companions who bear his almost lifeless 
body, is vaguely parallel to Phaedra's  entrance, in a state of collapse 
and near to death, at the beginning (e. g . , AEA'Uflat flEAEWV OUY()WflU 
<j>tAWY, 1 99) . These connections suggest again the tragic interweaving 
of the deaths of the protagonists, the ambiguity of who is agent and 
who is victim, and the power of love to destroy both the lover and 
the beloved. The circle is thus closed, and Hippolytus in his death 
reenacts horribly the languid condition-the weakness and help
lessness-of the woman whose love, scorned, has killed him and 
herself. 52 Yet against the goddess whose will comprises the indif
ferent interplay of elemental opposites , love and death, procreation 
and destruction, the human characters come to assert their own hu
manity. As Bernard Knox has well said, the forgiveness that passes 
between them is "an affirmation of human values in an inhuman 

universe. "53 In this mutual forgiveness both father and son discover a 
lost basis of understanding and love. And in finding one another, 
each loses something of his previous intransigence and limitation of 
feeling . This change is already working within Theseus even before 

5 1 .  oQ6ow is used metaphorically of Phaedra's  conflict and moral struggle: see 247, 
680. The parallel between Hippolytus ' condition here and Phaedra's love-sick state 
earlier has been noted briefly also by Grube (note 26) 1 9 3 .  

5 2 .  There i s  perhaps a further adumbration o f  the circular movement, the fulfill
ment of Aphrodite's will, in Hippolytus ' statement that he sees the gates of Hades 
(ol..wl..a xat oil VEQ1:EQWV oQw Jtul..ac;, 1 447) , which recalls Aphrodite's concluding 
words in the prologue (56-57) :  ou yaQ 010' aVEwlYfLEvaC; Jtul..ac; / "AlOOU , <l>1l0C; OE 
l..otu6wv �I..fJtwv 1:00E.  

53 .  Knox (note 5 )  3 1 .  For the gradual growth of the compassion and reconciliation 
at the end of the play see also Matthaei (note 9) 1 04ff. 
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Hippolytus confirms it and adds to it his own. Theseus ' first reaction 
to the news of Hippolytus '  death was triumph, almost joy, at the 
fulfillment of his prayer ( I  I 69ff. ) ;  and he met the first announcement 
of the Messenger with the cruel remark, "At whose hand? Did he fall 
into the hatred of someone whose wife he violated, like his father' s ?"  
( 1 1 64-65 ) .  After the full account of his death, however, he softens , 
admits the tie of blood (ouv£x' fa'tLv f� f[tOU) , and states that he no 
longer either rejoices or is grieved ( 1 259-60) . He still wishes , howev
er, to "examine him with words" (A6yOL� 't' fA.Ey�W , 1 267) and refute 
his previous denial of the deed. Artemis , however, taking up this 
phrase, reveals Theseus '  own culpability in not having "examined" 
(oux ilA.£y�a�) the matter more fully through divine and human 
means ( I 3 2 I ff. ) .  She cannot absolve or forgive his guilt, only set 
forth, objectively, the way through which absolution, or at least 
mitigation of guilt, might come: "First your ignorance of your error 
looses you from baseness ;  and, second, your wife in dying took away 
examinations of words" (A6ywv fA.EyXOU�,  1 3 3 5-3 7) .  The repeated 
expression "examine" (or "examine with words") points up the hast
iness and irrationality of Theseus ' previous action and traces his share 
in the disaster to the unchecked and unexamined release of his anger. 
He who, in his wrath, would not believe his son's repeated oaths that 
he was not kakos ( I 03 I ,  I 07 5 ,  1 1 9 1 ) 54 is proved himself kakos in the 
eyes of both the goddess and the son: au 6'  £v 't' EX£LVCP xuv E[tol 
<!>aLVn xaxo� ( 1 3 20) . He comes , however, to repent fully; but only 
Hippolytus, the victim, can forgive him for his anger ('tL 6 ' ;  Ex'tavE� 
TOV [t' , w� 'to't' �a8 '  WQytO[tEVO�,  1 4 1 3 )  and absolve him ( 1 449 and 
1 3 3 5) .  The anger (oQyat ,  1 4 1 8) of Aphrodite, however, is unforgiva
ble, and Hippolytus wishes to curse her as his father cursed him 
( 1 4 1 5 ) .  Men can forgive one another, but they cannot forgive the 
gods any more than the gods can forgive them. To quote Knox once 
more, "These gods are, in both the literal and metaphorical senses of 
the word, inhuman. "55 Their inhumanity, however, is the resisting 
matter of the universe against which man's humanity comes to life. 

Thus Hippolytus , who showed himself Theseus'  son negatively in 
his impulsive and pitiless dismissal of Phaedra and total lack of at-

54·  The thrice-repeated El )WXO£ JtE<j>UX' avftg stands also in ironic contrast with 
Hippolytus' earlier self-righteousness about not being kakos, 654 .  

55 ·  Knox (note 5)  29. 
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tempt to understand her suffering,  recognizes his kinship to his father 
at a deeper and more meaningful level. To reach this recognition, 
however, he must suffer from his father the same cruelty and anger 
that he showed to Phaedra . The impulsiveness and vehemence of the 
two men make the reconciliation all the more significant, as well as 
psychologically possible. This reconciliation in turn helps redeem 
their previous callousness and is the more moving and tragic coming 
after they have suffered the full consequences of their rash natures . 
Theseus' blind wrath made him incapable of pity for his son. As he 
threatened to drive Hippolytus from the palace with his own hand, 
his final words were, "For no pity [olxto£] for your exile comes 
upon me" ( 1 089) . 56 Now, however, it is the father who is an object 
of pity to his son; and the son gives the pity he was himself formerly 
denied ( 1 405 ,  1 407, 1 409) : 

I lament too then my father's disasters . . .  Alas, most wretched for this 
misfortune, father . . . I lament your error for you more than for 
me . . . . 57 

And as Hippolytus rediscovers Theseus as father, Theseus recognizes 
him, finally, as son ( 1 452 ,  1 4 5 5 ) :  

er] .  r1 qJlA:ta8 ' ,  w £  YEvvaLo£ bt<j>alVn ltm:gL 
Ilt.  TOlWV()E ltal()WV YVr]OlWV ElJXOU TUXELV . 

(with Wilamowitz 's transposition) 

Thes . 0 dearest one, how noble you show yourself toward your 
father. 

Hipp . Pray to find your legitimate children thus .  

In this recognition, each finds a new level of humanity in both him
self and the other. 

56.  It is perhaps interesting that previously "pity" was found only in the mythical 
world into which the chorus longs to escape: oiktos is used but one other time in the 
play, of Phaethon, lamented by his sisters, in the escape ode (740) . 

57 .  Euripides' emphasis upon Hippolytus'  forgiveness of his father and his delicate 
and beautiful treatment of this theme are interesting in the light of another legend of 
Hippolytus, that involving his rebirth and transfer to Aricia, in which special empha
sis is given to his refosal to forgive his father: see Herter (note 3 7) 292 and Pausan. 
2. 27 .4 :  /) bl:: we; cn'i8le; f�lW, OUX tl�lOU VE!-lElV T<9 JtaTQL OUYYVW!-ll]V, aMa uJtEQlbwv 
Tae; bEt]oEle; de; 'haAlav EQXETaL ,  X .T .A .  
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The reconciliation, spreading from father to son, touches even 
Phaedra who, though not actually forgiven, is at least explicitly in
cluded among the victims ( 1404) and given a part in the future cult
song about Hippolytus ( 1 43 0) . 58 Indeed, the language with which 
Theseus pardons his father recalls and cancels some of the inhumanity 
in his violent rej ection of Phaedra . His nobility in not leaving his 
father's hand "impure" (avayvov, 1 448) stands at the opposite ex
treme from the self-righteous and narrow priggishness in his denun
ciation ofPhaedra: "How then would I be base who think I am impure 
[ou6' . . .  aYVEVELV 60xoo] if I but hear such things" (654-5 5 ) .  

Whatever positive element the tragedy contains, however, appears 
in the contrast between Phaedra 's  death and Hippolytus ' .  She died 
"betrayed" (590, 59 1 ,  595 )  by the Nurse and, in a sense, by Hippo
lytus .  Hippolytus at the end holds firm in his father' s  entreaty not to 
be "betrayed" (!ltl vuv JtQ060£ !lE, "tExvov , UAAa xaQ"tEQEL , 1 456) . 
Her death came amid hatred and anger, as her love turned to the lust 
for vengeance; and in its train it brought only more hatred, anger, 
and death-all the violence that the sea and the Bull symbolize. Al
though this violence, and the tragic waste and loss it entails, cannot 
be wiped out, they are at least in part mitigated by the love, the un
derstanding, and the deeper avowal of kinship at Hippolytus'  death. 

But the gods do not forgive, nor do they wish to be touched by 
human suffering ( 1 43 7-39) .  Artemis may provide the objective mate
rial out of which the humanity and forgiveness may grow, but in 
herself she is indifferent and remote, even cruel so far as Theseus is 
concerned .  She can state coldly that Theseus '  ignorance excuses him 
( 1 3 34-3 5 ) ;  but only Hippolytus can speak the personal, emotionally 
effective, and truly comforting absolution: "I free you from this 
death of mine" (OE "tOu6' tA.CU8EQoo <j>ovou , 1 449) . Contrast the way 
in which Artemis speaks her "absolution. " She uses the third-person, 
abstract form of statement "to !l� d6Evm . . .  EXAUEL XUXl1£ ( 1 3 3 5 ) ,  
which i s  itself given a s  part o f  a logical enumeration, JtQoo"tov !lEV . . .  
EJtEL"ta 6E,  in the remote, cool language of a judge ( 1 3 3 4-37) .  Schol
ars of recent years have thus rightly criticized older interpretations 
that saw in her appearance all sweetness and light, serenity and divine 

5 8 .  For the position of Phaedra at the end. see Matthaei (note 9) I r o .  
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pity. 59 She does, it is true, ask Hippolytus to forgive Theseus6o; yet it 
is after her departure, when the two men are left alone with their 
suffering, that they turn to one another, father and son, and make the 
most significant, and for Hippolytus the final, discovery of their 
lives . 

Artemis thus remains true to her nature, as Aphrodite to hers : she 
is still the goddess of the wild, of the nonhuman world. Her only 
words of comfort are that the gods do not rejoice at the death of pious 
mortals ( 1 3 3 9-40) , and she can but assure Hippolytus that he dies 
dear to her ( 1 3 97-98) : 

In . 
Ag . 

Hipp . 
Art .  

OUX fan OOL x1Jvayo� ou6' Unl]QEl"lj£, 
ou 6fjl"' cnuQ flOL nQoo<l>LA.fJ� y' unoA.A.1Jom. 

No longer have you hunter or servant . 
No; but you die dear to me. 

It is part of Hippolytus '  tragedy that he, whose death resulted from 
his very devotion to Artemis and from something of her wildness in 
his treatment of Phaedra, should find his goddess true to her nature at 
the end: "Easily you leave a long association [OIlLA.lUV] , "  he chides 
( 1 44 1 ) ,  and his words recall Aphrodite ' s  spiteful warning in the pro
logue about his "falling in with more than mortal association" (llclSW 

59. The positive view of Artemis here has been restated as late as 193 5 :  see S .  M.  
Adams, "Two Plays of Euripides , "  CR 49 ( 1 93 5) 1 1 8- 1 9 .  He sees Artemis as speak
ing in I p6-4 1 "with a gentle statement of the gods' invariable law" and offering 
Theseus "such comfort as she can" ( 1 1 9) .  Similarly Meridier (note 4) 23-24. See contra 
Knox (note 5) 29-3 1 ;  Kitto (note 9) 206; Norwood (note 2) 96ff. Their views were 
anticipated, however, as early as Matthaei (note 9) 1 1 2 ,  who finds, with her usual 
sensitivity and honesty, " Something . . .  of the unsolved in the cruel relations be
tween gods and men" and "the biting, cruel, truly Euripidean atmosphere of sarcasm 
against the so-called 'divine . ' "  

60. Hippolytus' reply to Artemis ' request in 1 443 ,  xal yag ltugOL8E aoi� EltEL80flllV 
A.oyOL�, might also mean in the context that he has already forgiven his father even 
before Artemis' injunction: "For even before [your request] I was obeying your 
words [i. e. what you are now enjoining] . "  Euripides does use paroithe of the recent as 
well as of the more remote past (sec, e . g . , Phoen . 8 5 3 ) .  The generally received in
terpretation, however, "For in the past too I was wont to obey your commands, " is 
perhaps more suited to the ironical and bitter tone of Hippolytus here and is probably 
to be preferred, but the other should be kept in mind. It is not impossible that there is 
an intentional ambiguity in Hippolytus ' words. 
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(3g01:tLW; . . .  O!ltA(a�, 1 9) .  But Artemis by her nature can do noth
ing else, and it is only at her departure and the unsolaced approach of 
his own death that Hippolytus discovers his own humanity. Her 
departure thus marks symbolically his relinquishment of the wild that 
he has loved and in which he has lived. 61 His death is thus also the 
rebirth of his humanity. 

The conclusion of the play, then, does contain positive elements, 
but it is far from optimistic. The tragic mixture of grief and compas
sion, of humanity gained at the price of suffering and death, is sug
gested in the image with which the play ends , significantly an image 
of the sea ( 1 462-67) : 

A common grief to all the citizens this came unexpectedly. There will 
be a rhythmic plashing of many tears [JtOAAWV (\uxQuwv faTm 
JtLTUAo£l ; for the stories of the great that are worthy of grief are more 
wont to endure. 

The word Jt(TlJAO� introduces a common but complex metaphor that 
is practically untranslatable. It is used figuratively of the rhythmic 
beating of breasts or falling of tears in lamentation but literally de
notes the regular sound of the oars produced by the coordinated 
efforts of the rowers as on a trireme. 62 Hence it is well used here to 
mark the human social world (cf. XOlVQV . . .  Jtam JtoA(Tm�,  1 462) , 
which thus expresses its common participation in grief and loss .  It 
was in terms of the whole society that Hippolytus'  death was first 
announced (see JtoA(Tm�,  1 1 68-69) , and the tale of his disaster will be 
preserved in a social context ( 1 42 3ff. ) .  His fellow-citizens are capable 
of feeling and lamenting his suffering as a god cannot. The goddess 
who cannot weep (ogw ' XaT' ooowv 0' OU 8E!ll� (3aAELv ouxglJ , 1 3 96) 
can give only the "greatest grievings" of others '  tears for his sufferings 

6 1 .  On Artemis ' departure see Kitto (note 9) 20T "We breathe a little more freely 
when this sub-human goddess has taken herself off, leaving the stage to the reconcilia
tion between father and son. " 

62. For pitylos in its literal sense see Aeschyl. Pers . 976; Eur. Tro . 1 1 2 3 ;  IT 1 050, 
1 3 46, etc. Euripides uses it frequently of lamentation (see Tro . 1 2 36) or even of other 
strong emotions like fear (HF 8 1 6) or madness (HF 1 1 89 ,  IT 307) . The best and fullest 
elaboration of the connection between the rhythmic beating of oars and lamentation 
occurs in Aeschylus (Sept .  8 54-60) for whom the metaphor, as with his sea metaphors 
generally, is extremely vivid. For a full discussion of the meanings of pitylos, with 
abundant parallels, see Barrett (note 28) 4 1 8- 1 9 . 
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(JtEVe'll IlEYW'tU OuxQuwv XUQJt01JIlEVq.l , I 427) . The rhythmical la
ment and falling tears of the chorus ,  therefore (see OuxQuwv , 0.1;
LOJtfVefL�,  1 464-65) , are the human equivalent for the goddess '  gift .  
At the same time these are bitter tears , unmitigated by the gentle 
unreality of the wished-for world of the escape ode and hence not 
transformed into the beautiful brightness of amber, like those shed by 
Phaethon's sisters "into the swelling sea of their father" (73 8-4 I ) .  In 
the pitylos image, grief and tears are again associated with the sea, but 
without any suggestion that the sea provides comfort or consolation .  

This image, on the contrary , sharpens the juxtaposition between 
the human world and the elemental forces that have crashed destruc
tively into it. It evokes all the power of the sea and the whole se
quence of the previous imagery, the shipwreck or storm in terms of 
which the coming disaster of Phaedra was presented ( 36 ,  I 40, I 5 5ff. ,  
3 I 5 ,  752ff. ,  etc. ) and the wreck of Theseus too upon a " sea of trou
bles" (822ff. ) .  Most poignantly, it recalls the description of the 
doomed Hippolytus as a steersman who has lost control of his ship 
( I 22 I ,  I 224, I 227) . As the image for the measured sound of man's 
control over one of the elements of this world, the pitylos points up, 
finally, man's  helplessness against the measureless and the uncontrol
lable . 63 

It is this lament, then, which answers the previous attempts to 
control or escape the sea. Like the hunters ' song earlier ( I  I 02- 1 O) ,  it 
marks a sadder but more realistic acceptance of all that the sea im
plies . Hippolytus ' attempt to resist its elemental force is only reflected 
tragically back upon him in the oarlike beat of the lamentation at his 
death. Yet this lament combines in itself the images both of human 
weakness and of the possibility of human compassion. In its sealike 
rhythm it acknowledges the uncontrollable and the nonhuman yet 
transmutes its violence into pity . Thus the pitylos reasserts another 
side of man's capacity for measure . It resolidifies man's  social bond 
against the unknown and gives final and enduring expression to the 
human-and humanizing-side of grief and loss, the compassionate 
understanding to which men, through suffering, can rise .  

The god-sent violence of the sea thus overwhelms human life and 
when calm returns leaves behind a wreckage in which the only sound 
is the slow, steady lament, like the strokes of the oar. He who re-

63 . For this aspect of the pitylos image, see Segal (note r ) 42. 
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jected what the sea meant is destroyed by it yet is himself mourned in 
terms of it. It remains as the symbol for the realities , more bitter than 
consoling, surrounding human life, the realities that, like the gods, 
endure eternally while the individual life comes and passes away . 

Through the sea, then, we come back to the question of the nature 
of the gods raised at the beginning of this essay. Aphrodite is not only 
in the sea but of the sea . The sea is the necessary correlative of her 
power and nature, the demanding nature of the reality of our world. 
Hence its imagistic function in the play is indispensable for establish
ing the scope of the action . Through the imagery of the sea the 
problematical role of the gods is raised above the question of Eu
ripides' religion to become a mirror for the broader questions of the 
nature of human existence, human action, and the "total reality" 
amid which human life is lived. 64 

Commentators have, of course, objected ceaselessly to this de
humanization of the gods . 65 Yet it is essential to the tragic action that 
the powers against which the protagonists struggle and to which, 
ultimately, they yield be inhuman, pitiless,  totally regardless of man's 
constructs and his ideals . These powers and their poetic embodiment 
in the wild sea serve as the foil for the humanity that is finally af
firmed and as the measure of the effort involved in the affirmation. 

In the sharpness and bitterness of this polarity lies one of the basic 
differences between Sophoclean and Euripidean drama. In Sophocles 
we may feel that the gods are somehow responsible for human suffer
ing, as in the Oedipus Rex or in the statement that ends the Trachiniae, 
"There is nothing of this that is not Zeus" ( 1 278) . But their responsi
bility in Sophocles is vaguer and less pointed. His gods are less intel
ligible in terms of human passions and more remote from human life .  
They look upon man's suffering across the cold, vast distances of 
space, like the constellations moving for eternity along their "circling 

64· Winnington-Ingram (note 2) 1 90: "Of this total reality from which there is no 
escape the gods are symbols . "  Norwood (note 2) l O S ,  also speaks of Euripides' gods 
as symbolizing "the permanent facts of the Universe and of human life. " 

65 ·  See, among others, Greenwood (note 2) 4 1 ,  45 (rather one-sided) ; Wilamowitz 
(note 6) 1 1 2- 1 3 ,  who speaks of Euripides ' gods has having "des Menschlichen zu 
viel" while lacking "das Beste des Menschen";  yet he sees the "disharmony" between 
human nobility and divine baseness as part of his intention and dramatic technique. 
For the conflict of humanity and the inhuman see Lester Crocker, "On Interpreting 
Hippolytus ,"  Philologus l O l  ( 1 95 7) 245 : "It is man against the universe-insofar as he 
wants to be human. " See also the references cited above, note 59 .  
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paths" (see Trach . 1 3 0-3 1 ) .  For him, then, the definition of humanity 
comes exclusively through man, his greatness and his blindness and 
the uncertainty of his life,  and not, as in Euripides , through the 
opposition between man and a divine inhumanity. 

The prologue of the Ajax perhaps comes closest to the HippolytU5 
in depicting a pitiless divinity (note especially the contrast between 
Athena and Odysseus, I 1 8ff. ) ;  but even Sophocles' Athena is far from 
the wanton spite of Euripides ' Aphrodite. Athena's role in the play is 
much less significant, and her wrath is not unjust (see 760ff. )  and, 
perhaps ,  not inexorable (see 756-57) . In Euripides, on the other 
hand, divine inhumanity makes the affirmation of humanity neces
sarily more tenuous , hesitant, and uncertain . It is perhaps doubtful 
whether the human compassion asserted in the last scene of the Hip
polytus is an adequate or fully satisfying counterforce to the divine 
indifference. The dirge is nevertheless something . It is the final term in 
the progression from the wild shouting ofHippolytus ( 5 8 1 ff. )  and the 
rancorous letter of Phaedra which "shouts" though silent (877ff. ) to 
the ritual songs of the disaster to be sung by the Troezenian girls 
( 1 423ff. )  and the pain-wrung forgiveness of the son-victim toward 
the agent-father. But it marks perhaps the ultimate helplessness of 
man in such a world . To be human means to die at the hands of the 
gods, but it also means to be able to lament. 

The divinities of the Hippolytus, then, possess both the indifference 
and the power of the elements with which they are associated (in fact 
the combination of indifference and power defines in large part their 
divinity) ; and these elements, sea and woodland, come to play as 
large a symbolic role in the action as the gods themselves . Together 
they comprise a whole, no part of which can man neglect or seek to 
escape without incurring the risk of its striking back. It is this whole
ness of the world which makes it dangerous to men. The Greeks 
generally did not separate the positive and negative aspects of di
vinity. Apollo is the god who cures diseases as well as he who sends 
them; and Dionysus is a god "most terrible" as well as "most mild" 
(Ba . 86 1 ) . 66 The gods thus themselves contain something of the du
ality of the natural world, both life-giving and destructive. 

These antinomies in the gods, which are therefore the antinomies 
faced by human life, run throughout the play. Love is "sweetest and 

66. See A.  R .  Bellinger, "The Bacchae and Hippolytus , "  yes 6 ( 1 939) 25f. 
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painful at the same time" (348) , and so its goddess brings both eros 
and thanatos .  Destructive and spiteful in the prologue, she is hymned 
as a beautiful and life-giving power just after she has done her 
worst . 67 And Phaedra, who enters determined to die, surrenders to 
Aphrodite with the return of her desire to live (see 44 1 ff. :  "Will you 
then because of love destroy your life . . .  ") . Yet, through Aphro
dite, she generates death on a wider and more violent scale . Similarly , 
as Aphrodite 's  sea can be warm and soothing in the parodos, and 
violent and destructive as the action develops, so too the peace and 
removal of the woodland has its negative aspect in some of the imag
ery associated with Hippolytus (646-47, 689) . 

Conversely, there is the suggestion of a similar duality in Artemis . 
As Aphrodite is associated both with the joyous, creative release of 
sexual energy and with its thoughtless ,  blind violence, so Artemis , 
the cold, chaste goddess ,  can be called upon as the gentle helper of 
women in childbirth ( 1 6 1 -69) . 68 The play presents us with the para
doxical associations of Aphrodite and death, Artemis and birth . Ar
temis too is associated with the sea ( I  48ff. , 229) , the element of her 
enemy and opposite. Indeed, in the exodos she seems to share Aphro
dite 's sea qualities ,  with her indifference to the "third" victim ( 1404) 
and her willingness to involve, on her own initiative, a fourth 
( 1 420ff. ) .  She seems, furthermore, to have been worshiped at 
Troezen as a goddess who saves from the sea, and it is perhaps to this 
aspect of her that Phaedra refers in 229, "Lady Artemis of Limne by 
the sea. "69 She is thus Hippolytus'  goddess in her association with 
both woodland and Limne by the sea . Another Troezenian legend, 
however, involves her in the death, by the sea, of one of her fol
lowers, also a hunter: Saron, for whom was named the sea from 
which death comes to Hippolytus ( 1 200) . 70 Thus despite the basic 

67. See ibid. 26: "But compare her [Aphrodite's] unlovely appearance in the pro
logue with the exquisite song in her honor strangely put just before the entrance of 
Artemis, her foe. " Equally significant, however, is what comes before this song. So 
too Eros, in the same sentence, can be a sacker of cities ( 54 1 ff. ) and the "keeper of 
keys to Aphrodite 's dearest chambers" ( 5 39-40) . 

68 .  For Artemis as a birth goddess see Plato, Theaet. 1 49b, and, in general, M. P .  
Nilsson, Geschichte der griechischen Religion, 2d ed .  (Munich 1 9 5 5) 1 A92ff. 

69. For Artemis ' connection with the sea at Troezen see Wilamowitz (note 6) 95 ;  
also Jebb (note 49) on  Soph. Trach . 636 ;  Apollon. Rhod. 1 . 57 1 :  "AgTElllV , il XE(va� 
axoma� aAOC; CtIl<PlEITWXEV . 

70. See "Saron" in Roscher (note 1 8) 4 ( 1 909- 1 5) 3 8 8 .  Wilamowitz (note 6) 95 n . 2 ,  
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OpposItIOn between the two goddesses there is, as several scholars 
have noted, a terrible likeness between them,7 1  which on the psycho
logical level perhaps signifies something of the ambivalence of the 
human mind toward the elemental passions and desires it must both 
live with and repress .  Phaedra, possessed by Aphrodite, longs for the 
purity of her opposite; and Hippolytus , serving the chaste Artemis 
and desiring the calm woodlands and removal from human affairs 
(I 0 I 3 ff. ) ,  72 denounces sex with a vehemence that itself violates the 
severe sophrosyne he supposes himself to possess .  

On another level this likeness between the two goddesses expresses 
the ineluctable wholeness, the unity in complementaries,  of the ele
mental world. Men may try to divide up this wholeness against itself, 
to transform it mentally by claiming to worship one of its aspects ,  
though, as in Phaedra 's  case,  they may be using the opposite only to 
conceal the power to which they are really subject . Yet whatever 
divided forms this reality takes in the human mind, its wholeness is 
still inescapable. That which is longed for becomes that which de
stroys . Phaedra ' s  love for Hippolytus causes her death, just as his 
devotion to Artemis causes his . She seals her death with an oath in the 
name of the goddess opposite to the one to whom she is in fact bound 
(OqlV�V :AQtq.ttv ,  7 1 3 - 1 4) and with words that repeat the prayer of 
her beloved' s  chaste followers (see 6 I ff. ) .  His death comes from the 
forces he has most resisted, the wildness of the sea, the sexuality of 
the Bull, and from the creatures he has reared and loved. Thus the 
ambiguities in both Aphrodite and Artemis and the interplay between 
them reveal how easily and mysteriously eros leads to thanatos , how 
one instinct leads to its opposite, and how dangerous and complex 
generally are the basic instincts, even the life instincts ,  that rule our 
existence. 

It is this complexity, this dangerous wholeness, which Hippolytus 
seeks to ignore or escape .  Perhaps there is even an aspect of the 
goddess he worships ,  and worships exclusively, which he does not 

regards Saron as "ein Doppelganger des Hippolytos nach der einen Seite seines 
Wesens, der wohl aus ihm differenziert ist . " 

7 1 .  See Knox (note 5) 28-29, who notes other parallels .  On Phaedra's  concealing of 
"Aphrodite" by "Artemis" see the "Discussion" of Winnington-Ingram's paper 
(note 2) 1 97; also Dodds (note 30) 1 03-4· 

72. For this tapas of the peaceful private life see in general G. Heintzeler, "Das Bild 
des Tyrannen bei Platon, " Tub .  Beitr. 3 ( 1 927) 26ff. 
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know, just as he does not know an aspect of the horses he trains in her 
service . She is invoked, as we have seen, as the goddess of childbirth; 
and it is significant that Hippolytus specifically denounces childbirth, 
like everything connected with sex, in the most violent and extrava
gwt terms (6 r 8-24) . In this he denies the most immediate of the 
realities of life, the act wherein men are most bound to the necessities 
of their animal nature, where the boundary between the controlled 
human world and the wild, pain-filled world of the beasts is nar
rowest. Thus he refuses to know a basic aspect of his goddess ,  one 
wherein she too is perhaps touched by the wildness of the sea, the 
inevitable risks of man's  participation in the process of creating life .  
To these risks the women of the chorus are closer, as women have 
always been. (Euripides also appears, atypically for his society , high
ly sensitive to the supposed aXlvOuvOV �lOV of women: Med. 248-
5 r . ) Hence they can find the sea gentle and peaceful in the parode, 
while Hippolytus ,  abominating women, is to know only its violence. 
In seeking to banish the creative powers of life, he renders inevitable 
his full exposure to its destructive powers . Indeed, his chief occupa
tion, the hunt, is destructive, and again serves only a partial aspect of 
his goddess, the Jto-rvLa 8rlQwv, the goddess connected with wild 
animal life .  The Artemis whom the women know and invoke, how
ever, is the complement, not the enemy, of Aphrodite. She wields the 
bow ( I 67) but also gives good births (£UA.OXOV , I 66) . Thus it is the 

gentle, pitying, life-giving aspect of his goddess ,  as she manifests 
herself to women, which Hippolytus ignores ; and hence he is de
stroyed by her complement, also a goddess of life, in her most cruel 
and inhuman form. 

Hippolytus'  rejection or ignorance of this other aspect of Artemis 
is, of course, deliberate. His life is a pure expression of the masculine 
desire to re-form his world, to make himself as free as possible of the 
physical and animal exigencies of his existence, to which women 
must yield (or at least from which they can less easily escape) . Hence, 
to assert his freedom he must rej ect them and their bondage to the 
creation of life. His freedom is ultimately the spiritual freedom men 
have always sought, and the search cannot but be tragic.  73 There is an 

73 · See Crocker (note 65) 242: "His [Hippolytus' ]  total rejection of sex is the 
rejection of enslavement to a disorderly, non-rational , non-moral force, which wom
en, the arousers and objects of our desires, embody. It is a tragic assertion of will-the 
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element of true idealism in his aims and in his uncompromising 
rigidity (his akribeia) which contrasts favorably with the Nurse's 
amoral expediency or the chorus '  wish for easy adaptability, wealth, 
and principles that are not too firm (see I I I  I ff. ) J4 

Yet in his idealism he is opposed by one of the strongest and most 
relentless realities of physical existence, symbolically associated with 
the equally forceful and resistless power of the sea. In trying to resist ,  
Hippolytus almost destroys his own humanity, only to rediscover it 
at his death and with it his own tie, rooted in physical generation ,  to 
his father. With his humanity and compassion he triumphs , as a man, 
over the wildness of the sea. But as his body is borne away, it is the 
rhythm of the sea that echoes behind him as a dirge. 

will to surpass the animal in us, to live on purely human terms of idealism, mind, and 
spirit . "  See also Meridier (note 4) 24. To see these possibilities in Hippolytus' tragedy 
is not, of course, to maintain that Euripides intended us to regard him as an Orphic. 
See D. W. Lucas , "Hippolytus, " CQ 40 ( 1 946) 65-69; Winnington-Ingram (note 2) 
1 86-87; Knox (note 5 )  21 with note 22;  Meridier (note 4) 20 n. ! .  The religious 
character of Hippolytus'  worship of Artemis is weJl discussed by Festugiere (note 1 7) 
14ff. with note 1 9, pp. 1 4 5-46. The mystical element that Festugiere emphasizes in 
this worship, however, seems to me only to deepen and embitter his tragedy rather 
than mitigate it, as Festugiere seems to imply in his discussion of the final scene (pp. 
1 6- 1 7) .  It must be remembered too that Hippolytus shows no belief in an afterlife.  In 
such a situation Artemis ' "No; but you die dear to me" ( 1 398) is cold comfort; and his 
curse in 1 4 1 5  and his final address to the goddess in 1 44 1  indicate that he is not in fact 
comforted. Here, as in the Baahae, it is very difficult to determine what actually are 
Euripides' religious attitudes or how favourably he regards the kind of worship which 
Hippolytus practices. On the religious implications, positive and negative, of Hippo
lytus' sophrosyne see Barrett (note 28) 1 72-73 ; and on Hippolytus and Orphism, 
342-43 . 

74. There is perhaps an interesting affinity between Hippolytus ' outburst against 
sex and women with a more famous and more influential idealistic proposal for 
gaining a measure of freedom for the human spirit: Plato's construction of his ideal 
state. Compare Hippolytus' suggestion for "buying the seed of children" from tem
ples with a certain weight of gold or bronze or iron each according to his value (620-
23) with Repub . 3 . 4 1 5aff. and 8 . 547aff. The resemblance is, of course, superficial 
(Plato is using Hesiod, Op . 1 09-20 1 without any reference to Euripides) , and Hippo
lytus is simply here overemotional and negative rather than serious and constructive, 
but it is essentiaJly the same universal limitation of human freedom which is in 
question. Euripides ' attitude about the possibility of this freedom is, as the course of 
the play makes clear, quite different from Plato's .  
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C II A P T E R  7 / 
The Two Wodds of 

Euripides ' Helen 

Euripides ' Helen has justly been called a comedy of ideas . 1 That is 
only half the story . The Helen is also a romance. In addition to its 
setting in the Egyptian never-never land, the play also includes the 
reunion of long-separated lovers , the loss and recovery of identity, 
the supernatural knowledge of a magicianlike princess , and (like 
Shakespeare's Much Ado About Nothing or Cymbeline) a calumniated 
heroine whose virtue will carry her and her beloved through the 
perils of delusion and restore them to their own kingdom to live 
happily ever after. 2 

Euripides has intertwined these hoary and popular themes of the 
romantic plot with the Sophistic intellectualism of his own day . The 
combination is extraordinary . The closest parallels are perhaps Soph
ocles ' Philoctetes and Aristophanes ' Frogs, but Euripides has pushed 
the two sides , romance and intellectualism, to their furthest ex
tremes . He has thus created a Chimaera-like tour de force in which 
amusement and puzzlement follow close upon one another. 

The analogies with A Midsummer Night 's Dream or the Tempest 
cited by Schlegel, Verrall , and others were largely pejorative, suppor
tive of their dismissal of the Helen because it is not "tragic" and 

I .  See Anne Pippin (Burnett) , "Euripides ' Helen : A Comedy of Ideas. " CP 5 5  
( I 960) I 5 I-63 · 

2. On this female figure in romance see Northrop Frye, A Natural Perspective: The 
Development of Shakespearean Comedy and Romance (New York I 965)  63-65 .  
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therefore not "serious . "3 The idols of high seriousness and dramatic 
realism have tended, until recently, to usurp the whole of the domain 
of criticism, banis�ing the more conventional and unrealistic forms, 
like romance, to the remote corners . 4  Northrop Frye's distinction 
between Iliadic and Odyssean critics is helpful here. Classicists ,  like 
Aristotle and "Longinus , "  tend to be Iliadic . 5  Romance, on the other 
hand, requires a suspension of critical judgment and an acceptance of 
noncommonsense situations and conventions . Thus an approach to 
the Helen based on psychological realism can elucidate individual 
scenes but misses the heart of the play because psychological realism, 
however helpful for the parts , is not an appropriate response to the 
whole. The play has suffered from a peculiar kind of reductio ad 
absurdum from which it is only slowly beginning to recover. What 
has long been observed of Shakespeare is equally true here: it is easy 
to make a Shakespearean play look ridiculous by refusing to accept its 
convention.  6 

One of the recurrent devices of romance is the division between 
two worlds , a real world of pain and trouble and an ideal world of 
peace, serenity, simplicity, and rustic ease . 7 The plot often centers on 
the passage between these two worlds and especially on the hero 's 
return from the ideal to the real world. By the very fact of envisaging 
a second world superior to the humdrum everyday world in which 
most of us live, romance operates within a framework of antitheses . 
Not every romance need develop this potentially antithetical struc
ture, but the possibility is inherent in the convention. The Helen 
exploits it very fully . 

With this contrast between real and ideal worlds the Helen com
bines the theme of recognition. The romance and the recognition 
play are distinct forms, but they have affinities that allow happy 
marriages to occur. 8 Recognition easily fits into the movement in 

3. See, for example, A .  W. Verrall, "Euripides ' Apology (Helen) , "  in Essays on 
Four Plays of Euripides (Cambridge 1 905)  46; August Wilhelm von Schlegel, Vor
lesungen uber dramatische Kunst und Literatur, Krit. Ausgabe von G. A. Amoretti (Bonn 
and Leipzig 1 923 )  I .  1 2 3 .  

4 .  See Frye (note 2 )  9 ;  also his Anatomy of Criticism (Princeton 1957) 5 1-52 ·  
5 .  Frye (note 2) 12 .  
6 .  Lac. cit. 
7. See the discussion of the three realms of late Shakespearean romance in Frye 

(note 2) chap. 4 ,  especially 1 3 6-59 .  
8 .  See Richmond Lattimore, Story Patterns in  Greek Tragedy (Ann Arbor 1 964) 5 3 :  
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romance between different worlds or different levels of truth. Since 
the passage between worlds and the recovery of a lost loved one 
and/ or a lost truth also correspond to the awakening from a deluded 
state and to the reacquisition of a lost vitality , romance makes fre
quent use of the archetypes of death and rebirth. The pattern is al
ready established in the Odyssey and ingeniously varied in the late 
Shakespearean romances . 9  But the Helen provides the first extant 
example in Western literature of the full-blown fusion of romance 
and recognition. 

The passage between real and ideal worlds, when compounded 
with the mistaken identities and delusions of the recognition play, 
invites paradox and irony to a high degree. In the Helen the irony and 
paradox have a bitter tone, 1 0  especially, as we shall argue, toward the 
end of the play. Like comedy, the Helen plays upon a contrast be
tween normality and abnormality, the expected and the fantastic. Yet 
the normal world in the background (especially in the lyrics) is not 
the everyday life of a Dicaeopolis or a Peithetaerus but the hellish 
world of Troy, with the grim associations carried by Troy from the 
Iliad and Agamemnon to the Ajax and Troades . 

The central irony of the Helen lies in its antithesis of appearance and 
reality. 1 1  What is the real nature of the world? What is "word" 

"The theme of the Helen, beyond all  other extant Greek plays, is illusion. All dramas 
�hich are truth-plays : the founding stories; the stories of lost persons recovered, of 
mistaken identity; the stories of character defamed and vindicated; all have this in 
common. A lie has been perpetrated on the dramatic world. However lively the 
activity, it is all shaped toward the revelation of the truth: which comes, indeed, after 
the darkest moment. " 

9. See Northrop Frye's remarks on the different groups of characters in the Tem
pest: "Each goes through a pursuit of illusions, an ordeal, and a symbolic vision. "  
Frye, Introduction, William Shakespeare, The Tempest (Baltimore 1 959) I S . 

10 .  For a good appreciation of the bitterness of the Helen 's irony see Paul 
Friedlander, "Die griechische Tragadie und das Tragische, " Die Antike 2 ( 1 926) 1 0 5 :  
" S o  bitter, dass von dorther das Komische uberall einen bas e n  und schneidenden Ton 
empfangt. " 

I I . See Burnett (note I )  I 52 :  "The language, the plot, and the very form of the 
Helen all have been made to express this tension between what is and what only seems 
to be. " See also Gunther Zuntz, "On Euripides ' Helena: Theology and Irony, " in 
Euripide: Entretiens sur l 'antiquite classique 6 (Vandoevres-Geneva 1 960) 223ff. ;  D. J. 
Conacher, Eurip idean Drama: Myth, Theme and Structure (Toronto 1 967) 290-93 ; Rich
ard Kannicht, ed. , Euripides, Helena (Heidelberg 1 969) I . 57ff. ,  especially 62-68 ; also 
Hans Strohm, "Trug und Tauschung in der euripideischen Dramatik, " in E .  R. 
Schwinge, ed. , Euripides, Wege der Forschung 89 (Darmstadt 1 968) 3 67-68 ;  Rich-
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(onoma) and what "fact" or "deed" (pragma) ? Helen is herself the 
symbol of this mysteriousness of reality, a quality that she retains 
from the Odyssey to the adaptation of the Euripidean drama in 
Hofmannsthal' s  Agyptische Helena and Seferis' 'EAEVlJ . 1 2  

Helen has a double existence: she lives in  the world of  both ap
pearance and reality. Men have treated an empty cloud image as the 
real Helen and have fought a long and bloody war to possess it-a 
real war in the real world, with as the price the ultimate reality, death. 
The real, or at least the corporeal, Helen, however, dwells in remote 
Egypt, which, despite its geographical factuality, is closer to the 
island of an Alcinous or a Prospero than to an actual place. Even this 
Egyptian fairyland has its divided aspect. It has its fairy princess ,  but 
also its ogrelike, dangerous ruler. Together this royal pair present 
opposed images of virginal purity and lustful (if vulnerable) desire. 

The ultimate irony in Euripides ' treatment of these basic antitheses 
lies in the fact that the play never completely resolves the question of 
which aspect of reality is the true one. We cannot be certain that the 
potential order and purity conveyed by the figure of Theonoe may 
not be an illusion, a pleasant, hopeful, even necessary illusion, but an 
illusion nonetheless .  1 3  

These questions about the nature of  reality cut deep into the con
cerns of the late fifth century. Is there a stable reality? If there is ,  can 
we know it? If so, can we communicate it: is its nature reducible to 
language? These are the questions that Gorgias and his contempo
raries were raising (D-KI 82B 3 ) .  They are also, at least in part, the 
questions that the Helen raises, for this play, with its recurrent antith
eses between appearance and reality, onoma and pragma, is simul
taneously about the nature of reality and the nature of language and 
art . 1 4  

mond Lattimore, The Complete Greek Tragedies, 3 ,  Euripides (Chicago 1 959) 48 5 :  "The 
dominant theme is paradox, illusion, surprise, all summed up in the relation of Helen 
to that other self, the idol who is not, but in some way is, Helen herself. " 

1 2 . See for example the conclusion of Hugo von Hofmannsthal 's "Agyptische 
Helena, "  Gesammelte Werke, 4, Dramen (Frankfurt a .M.  1 95 8 )  30 1-2,  or the end of Act 
3 of Goethe's Faust, part 2 ,  e. g . , the words of Phorkyas, "Die Gattin ist nicht mehr, 
die du vorlorst, / Doch gattlich ist' s . " 

1 3 .  For further discussion see below, section VII .  
1 4. See Friedrich Solmsen, "Onoma and Pragma in Euripides' Helen, "  CR 48 ( 1 934) 

passim; John G. Griffith, "Some Thoughts on the 'Helena' of Euripides , "  JHS 73 
( 195 3 )  36-]7 .  
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Behind these issues lies a deeply felt rift in the late fifth century 
between man and his world, between the constructs (broadly speak
ing, nomos) with which man orders and organizes the phenomena 
around him and the alien substance of that realm (physis) which he 
seeks thus to order. IS One result of this familiar cleavage between 
nomos and physis is a loss of confidence in the belief that the tradi
tional forms of thought and action are adequate to grasp and to deal 
with what is now felt to be the truth or the reality. For men like 
Protagoras ,  Gorgias , Antiphon the Sophist, successors to the still 
(relatively) innocent logic of the Eleatics , truth and reality (aletheia , ta 
onta,  einai) are now problematical terms . 

In the Hippolytus and the Medea, Euripides had explored this rift in 
its psychological dimensions :  the split between inner and outer 
worlds . 16  In the Bacchae he was to explore radically its social as well 
as its psychological implications :  the division between the order of 
society and the potential disorder within man, within the very man 
who, as king, embodies that order. 

In the Helen the psychological and social implications of these con
flicts are marginal. Yet its antitheses between appearance and reality, 
onoma and pragma, are deeply akin to these critical rifts between 
nomos and physis . If works like the Medea, the Hippolytus, and the 
Bacchae ask whether the ultimate reality is reconcilable with human 
order and human society, the Helen asks the anterior question: Is 
reality perhaps so problematical, so divided against itself, that we 
cannot even say what reality is at all, or cannot even be sure that 
anything is real? 17  

The Helen thus has  a more epistemological and ontological focus 

I S ·  See William Arrowsmith, "A Greek Theater of Ideas, " Arion 2,  no. 3 ( 1 963)  3 8 : 
"What Euripides reported, with great clarity and honesty, was the widening gulf 
between reality and tradition; between the operative and the professed values of his 
culture; between fact and myth; between nomos and physis; between life and art . " For 
these matters with other reference to fifth-century literature and thought see Kannicht 
(note I I ) I .  5 7-60; Felix Heinimann, Nomos und Physis (Basel 1 945)  46-58 ;  W.  K. C .  
Guthrie, A History of Greek Philosophy, 3 ,  The Fifth Century Enlightenment (Cambridge 
1 969) 5 5- I 34 ·  

16 .  For the correlations between inner and outer worlds and appearance and reality 
see C. Segal, "Shame and Purity in Euripides ' Hippolytus , "  Hermes 98 ( 1 970) 278-99. 

1 7· Compare also the way in which the divided nature of the gods (who embody, in 
part, the nature of our reality) is related to divisions within the psychological and 
moral realms in plays like the Electra, HF, and Ion . See also Arrowsmith (note I S ) 
47ff. 
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than the above-mentioned plays , with their extreme crises in the 
realms of action and society . This fact accounts in part for the play
fulness and questionable seriousness of the drama. The theory of 
relativity can be taken more lightly than immediate issues of good 
and evil . But the Helen 's antitheses between truth and appearance 
embrace the ethical side of the questions about the nature of reality as 
well as the epistemological questions about the role of language, 
myth, and art in communicating that reality. One cannot fully sepa
rate the meaning of the play as a criticism oflife from its meaning as a 
criticism of art. 

II 

Helen's  beauty mediates between the epistemological and the eth
ical themes, illusion and war. It signifies, as it did for Goethe and 
Hofmannsthal , a promise of happiness in a strange and violent world. 
Yet this beauty is also an object to be coveted and possessed. Hence, 
as Helen says again and again, it is also a curse (27, 23 5-36 ,  26 1 -63 , 
304-5 ,  3 8 3 -84) . It carries with it the hint of the eidolon's vacuity 
(262) 18 and memories of irremediable loss and fearful suffering. This 
ambiguous status of Helen's  beauty-and of beauty, kallas, generally 
in the play-is another aspect of the question of the nature of reality . 
Is even the supreme beauty of a Helen, object of long and hard wars , 
not only illusory but even destructive? 

It is natural that the real Helen, whose "image" has destroyed 
Troy, should feel more keenly than any other character the horror of 
its fall and pity for its victims (39 , 1 09, 1 96-202, 229-40, etc. ) .  Yet as 
the embodiment of a purer kind of beauty, Helen also appears against 
the background of a quasi-pastoral "green world" of Pans, echoing 
flutes , Nymphs, and Naiads ( 1 79-90, 3 49-50) . Even here, however, 
the peacefulness of these settings is tinged by suggestions of violence 
and specifically the violence of the rape of Persephone to which Hel
en's  rape is closely parallel . When Hermes carried Helen away (uvuQ
Jtaou� bt' uteEQO�, 246) , she was plucking flowers by the Eurotas , as 

1 8 . The wish in 262 that she could wash her beauty away like a painting (or like a 
painted statue) uses the same word (agalma) as that used for the empty phantom in 705 
and 1 2 1 9  (VE<PEAllC; ayuAf!U) . 
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Persephone, in the Homeric Hymn, was plucking flowers in "that 
fair field of Enna. " 19 In a later lyrical passage, shortly after another 
reference to her homeland (349-50) , Helen again speaks of a myth of 
rape and addresses the "maiden Callisto" ( 375 ) . 20 Though rape is 
probably not involved in the story of Kos to which she next alludes 
(3 8 1-83 ) ,  Kos too has suffered violence "because of beauty" (xaA
Aoauvw; EVEXEV , 3 8 3 ) . 21 

Hermes ' "snatching up" of Helen in 246ff. is the obverse of the 
eidolon theme and involves the same antitheses of appearance and 
reality, name and body. Hermes , says Helen, carried her off 
"through the aether" ()L' aLeEQo�, 246) , and we recall the aether 
theme of the prologue (cf. 36 and 44-45) . Immediately after these 
words Helen explains that her name (onoma) was a subj ect of "empty 
talk" at Troy (IlmjJl()LQV EXEL <patLv , 2 5 1 ) . 22 

The rape theme also raises the related questions of the nature of the 
gods and their connection with human morality. Hermes' snatching 
up (avaQJtaaa�,  246) replaces the actual rape of Helen by Paris (cf. 
avaQJtaya�, 50) . 23 In the prologue Helen described her removal to 
Egypt as part of the plans of Zeus (46-50) . There it reflected the larger 
order of a directing divine power. In the parode, however, the chief 
agent is Hera, representative of the chaos of anthropomorphic gods. It 
is she, says Helen in 24 1-43 , who has sent Hermes . Thus the removal 
of Helen to Egypt appears under two different aspects . In the prologue 
it appears as a benign protection; in the parode it appears as the 
disruptive act of a jealous goddess with accompanying images of rape 
in the background. One recalls also Apollo 's seduction of Creusa
also as she was plucking flowers (Ion 888-96)-an act equally ambigu
ous in its implications about the gods ' relation to morality. 

The two aspects under which Hermes ' snatching up of Helen ap
pears restate the prologue's antithesis between Zeus and Hera in a 

19 .  See Homer, h .  Cer. 6- 1 8 ; Ovid, Met.  5 . 3 90-40 1 ;  in general C. Segal, Landscape 
in Ovid's Metamorphoses, Hermes Einzelschriften 23 (Wiesbaden ( 969) 34 with n . 6 5 .  

20. Verrall (note 3 )  1 22 strongly objected t o  this passage a s  "Alexandrian poetry, 
not Attic, learned, frigid, and hollow at the heart"-a judgment that the interpreta
tion here offered should mitigate. 

2 1 .  For the myth of Kos see A. M.  Dale, ed . ,  Euripides, Helen (Oxford ( 967) and 
Kannicht (note 1 1 ) ad loc. 

22. For the problem of the interpretation of this passage see Kannicht (note I I ) ad. 
loe. (2. 8 5 ) .  

2 3 ·  The noun i s  a hapax legomenon, a s  Dale (note 2 1 )  ad  loe. observes . 
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new form and carry to another level the divisions within the fabric of 
reality. This division corresponds also to the two sides of the Per
sephone myth that lies in the background: death versus rebirth, joy 
versus sorrow, the beauty of Helen's  song ( 1 8 3-9 1 )  or the flowers she 
plucks (243-45) versus the horror of Troy. Yet in raising the question 
of these divisions within the divine order, the parode also places the 
sufferings of Helen against the background of a universal archetype of 
rape and restoration, loss and recovery, and hints at a large rhythmic 
pattern to be reenacted in her sufferings . At the same time the vio
lence of Paris ' act (see 50) looms even larger against the mythical 
background of the rape of Persephone. 

The play's very first word, "Nile, " creates , as Gunther Zuntz 
remarked, the setting of "a far away, fabulous land. "24 The paradox 
of the "white melting snows" that feed the "maiden-lovely streams 
of Egypt's warm fertile fields " in the third line evokes the atmosphere 
of wonder and fascination with which the Greeks were wont to 
regard the sources of the Nile. 25 The marine setting of lines 5- I 5 ,  the 
suggestive names of Psamathe and Nereus, the mysterious power of 
Theonoe with her double name (reminiscent perhaps of the double 
names of Homeric epic)-all conduce to the same effect . 

Verrall , giving,  as often, the wrong answers to the right questions,  
asks why Proteus should be the king of Egypt . 26 The answer may be 
simply Euripides' desire to recreate something of the fairy tale mood 
of Odyssey 4 and of the Odyssey generally . Like the Odyssean Phae
acia, Egypt is a mysterious point of transition between worlds, a 
point where the past can be relived and in some sense transformed. 
Helen and Theonoe, like the mysterious and helpful goddesses and 
knowing women of the Odyssey-Leucothea, Circe, Calypso, Nau
sicaa, Arete, even the Helen of Od. 4 . 2 1 9-64 and 1 5 .  I 2 5-30-hold 
the keys to life and death, loss or recovery of the past from which the 
hero is separated. 

The removed beauty of Egypt where Helen laments like a Nymph 

24. Zuntz (note 1 1 ) 202. 
25. Cf. Hdt. 2 . 20-28 ;  Eur. , Archelaus, frag. 228 Nauck. See also Helen H.  Bacon, 

Barbarians in Greek Tragedy (New Haven 1 96 1 )  1 59; Dale (note 2 1 )  ad vs . 3 ·  
26. Verrall (note 3 )  7 3 .  Hugo Steiger, "Wie Entstand die Helena des Euripides , "  

Philologus 6 7  ( 1 908) 202-8 has fully illustrated Euripides ' indebtedness to the Odyssey, 
but his interpretation of the data (Euripides' parody of the epic) is not necessarily to be 
accepted. 
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or Naiad among echoing mountains ( r 84-90) bears a strong sim
ilarity to the gentle, serene setting of Helen's Sparta in 243-45 and 
349-50 .  There are other verbal associations between Egypt and Spar
ta. The "streams of the Eurotas" (Euew'W QOu�, r 24 and r 62) recall 
the "streams of Nile" ( r ) .  The echo of that first line is even stronger 
in the expression Qoal ! "tOu xaAAL66vaxo� . . .  Euew'W, ( "streams 
of Eurotas of the lovely reeds , "  492-93 ) ,  especially as N£LAOU nae' 
ox8a� ( "beside the banks of the Nile") immediately precedes (49 r ) .  
Egypt's tranquility, like the Spartan home of Helen before Paris ' 
intrusion, has associations of a happiness and an innocence either 
outside or anterior to the complexities of passion and war. Both 
places have traits of an Edenlike world of youth and sheltered maid
enhood. They exemplify a locus amoenus, like Ibycus ' "grove of the 
Maidens" or Hippolytus '  meadow, where a fragile and virginal beau
ty takes refuge from a harsher world . 27 Here too the associations of 
the Persephone myth behind 243-45 are again relevant . 

That aspect of the figure of Helen which is innocent and faithful has 
a natural kinship with the serenity of this Egyptian-Spartan setting. 
Egypt's recent king was "the most chaste of mortals" (nuV"twv . . . 
oWcj>eOVE01;m;ov f3e01;wv, 47) . His s8phrosyne stands at the opposite 
pole from the evil reputation of the Troj an Helen which torments the 
real Helen. Here, in his kingdom, she can "preserve her bed pure 
[&.XEemov] for Menelaus" (48) ; and one is again reminded of those 
virginal loci amoeni cited above. 

There is, however, a difference between the Eurotas and the Nile . 
The former has a concreteness and a local familiarity that set it apart 
from the make-believe atmosphere of distant Egypt. Egypt, there
fore, is the ideal symbol for the exploration of the tensions between 
reality and appearance. It lies between Troy and Sparta, between 
mortals and gods, between a fabulous and an actual geography . Her
odotus had impressed the stamp of his incomparable charm upon the 
remote and fanciful qualities, the nAELota 8wf,luma, which so de
lighted him in Egypt (2 . 3 5 .  I ) ;  and Euripides has exploited the imagi
native and symbolical possibilities. 

The contrast between Egypt and Troy is also the contrast between 
Odyssey and Iliad. Indeed, Egypt's "lovely-maidened streams" ( r )  

27· Ibycus, frag. 5 Page o r  6 Diehl; Hipp . 73 ff. For other parallels see m y  Landscape 
(note 1 9) 24, 46, 68-70. 
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contrast sharply with the death-filled "streams of the Scamander" 
(52-5 3 ) :  

'ljl1JXUt b e  JtOAAUt bt '  E[l' EJtt �xa[luvbQ(Ol£ 
Qouimv £Elavov . . .  

On account of me many souls died at the streams of the Scamander. 

The contrast is even more pointed for line 5 3 ,  with its opening psychai 
pollai is surely meant to recall the proem of the Iliad and the "many 
strong souls of heroes" (pollas . . .  psych as) sent down to Hades by 
the war (II . I . 3-4) . 2R 

This contrast becomes a matter of visual and scenic effect when 
Teucer steps upon the stage. The worn, ravaged warrior from Troy 
is astounded by the lushness of Egypt and the richness of the palace 
(69) . Helen's  allusion to "the fields of Nile" (NdAOU . . .  YUUI;, 89) 
both echoes the description of the prologue (3 )  and contrasts with 
Teucer' s  description of the deaths at Troy (94ff. ) .  

I t  is now clear that the play 's central antithesis between appearance 
and reality has a number of different ramifications . The meaning of 
the Helen reveals itself in terms of this basic structure or core of 
antithesis, to which more and more elements are seen to cohere as 
analysis probes deeper. Those which have so far emerged can be 
presented in the following diagram: 

Real Helen 
Zeus 

Reality 

Beauty as positive good 

Helen' s  removal to Egypt as pro-
tection 

phrenes 
Innocence 
Egypt 
Odyssey 
Life � Persephone Myth --,> 

( r 7 3ff. ,  243-45) 

Eidolon 
Hera 

Appearance 

Beauty as a curse and source of 
strife (the three goddesses) 

Helen's removal to Egypt as rape 

soma ( r 60-6 r ) 
Guilt 
Troy 
Iliad 
Death 

28. Unhomeric, however, is the notion of these psychai "dying, " as Kannicht (note 
I I ) notes ad. lac. (2 . 3 2) . 
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This simplification should not suggest that the themes here pre
sented in sequence are subordinate one to another. They are not so 
much logical deducations from a single antithesis as simultaneous 
aspects and expressions of that antithesis at other levels and in other 
areas .  

III  

Generally speaking, the male characters of the play stand on the 
negative side of these antitheses, the female on the positive. The 
division is reminiscent of the Odyssey , with the prominence which 
that poem gives to clever and mysterious women. But they are also 
related to the exotic flavor of the Egyptian setting . In this strange 
world the male, heroic values of mainland Greece, perpetually kept 
before us in the theme of the Trojan War, prove ineffectual and even 
encumbering. Hence Menelaus '  discomfiture by the Portress is not 
just a bit of humorous stage play but dramatizes the alienness and 
inappropriateness of those martial, Trojan values which Menelaus 
embodies . The incongruity of the king in rags reflects not only a loss 
of personal identity but a questioning of cultural identity . 

The opposition to war which this rejection of heroic values implies 
is part of a larger issue important in late fifth-century thought, an 
increasing movement away from the public toward the private 
realm. 29 Within the public world of the polis , action is the exclusive 
prerogative of men. Women have no place. In Euripides' fictional 
Egypt-as in Herodotus '  "real" Egypt-the situation is just the re
verse . 30 The men may bluster and threaten, but the real power lies 
with the women. In the Lysistrata of the following year, Aristophanes 
exploits a similar inversion and makes some of the same criticisms of 
traditional Greek values . In both these plays masculine aggressiveness 
has to yield place to the life-fostering, private, mysterious ways of 
women. In Euripides ' play the hero whose pride lies in the open 
challenge and the man-to-man conflict on the field of battle or (in 

29. For this subject in relation to Euripides see the useful remarks of Friedrich 
Solmscn, "Euripides Ion im Vergleich mit anderen Tragodien , "  Hermes 69 ( 1 93 4) 
453-56. 

30. Hdt. 2 . 3 5 ;  Soph. OC 3 3 7-4 1 .  
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fifth-century terms) in the straightforward shock and clash of 
matched lines of hop lites can be saved only by one woman's guile and 
another' s  complicity. Thus at the point when Menelaus is dissuaded 
from his initial impulse to violence, he hands the j ob of persuasion 
over to Helen as "woman's  work" (oov EQYOV , w£ yuvmxl JtQ60-
<j>oQov YUVlJ , 8 30) .  

Menelaus' monologue (48 3-5 1 4) after the fiasco with the Portress 
proves this blunt and simple warrior no match for the problems of 
name and act raised in the Egyptian world (see onoma at 487,  490, 
498) . 31 He falls back on the "simple name" of the heroic past (uJtAoiiv 
bE Tuv()({QEtOv QVOf!U XAn�ETm, 494) and the renown of his name 
(502) as the one who "lit the glorious flames of Troy" (503 -4) : 

XAHVOV TO TQoLu£ nUQ f:Yw 8' o£ �'ljIu VLV , 
MEVEAUO£, oux ayvwow£ f:V nuO'fl X80vL .  

Glorious is the fire of Troy, and glorious am I who kindled i t ,  Men
elaus, not unknown in every land. 

In a setting where war and Troy are called into question, an identity 
defined by Troy's fall is highly problematical. "Glorious armies" 
(45 3 ) ,  brilliant cloaks (423-24) , and the pomp of generalships (3 92-
96, 503-4) have all been lost on the seas that separate Troy from 
Egypt (400, 423-24) . 32 

Helen is not, to be sure, entirely free of the theatrical heroics of 
Menelaus . She too wants to die "nobly" and gain doxa (298 , 84 1 ) . 33 
But this concern with her fame in the public world plays a much 
smaller role in her characterization than in her husband's .  Behind it 
stands always an intense consciousness of shame. Euripides has built 
upon the self-consciousness and guilt of the Iliadic Helen, 34 even 
though, in a typically Euripidean paradox, he is following the anti
Homeric version of her story . 

3 1 .  See Karin Alt, "Zur Anagnorisis in der Helena, "  Hermes 90 ( 1 962) 20; Burnett 
(note r) 1 5 3 ;  Griffith (note 1 4) 3 8 .  

32 .  Verrall (note 3 )  characteristically considers Menelaus '  loss o f  his garment mere
ly as a ' Joke" (97) . For a different view see Burnett (note I) 1 5 2 .  

3 3 .  On the passages see Steiger (note 26) 2 I I - 1 2 .  Compare the parody in Aristoph. ,  
Thesm. 868 .  Lines 299-302 may be interpolated, but 298 is probably genuine: see 
Kannicht (note 1 I) ad. loc . ;  but contra Dale (note 2 1 )  ad. vs . 297. 

34.  See Alt (note 3 I) 1 0- 1 1 .  
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These contrasts cut below the surface of the two characters ' situa
tions to larger, representative attitudes behind them. Menelaus' ori
entation is all toward the outer world of action . The contests he 
mentions in his opening lines (3 86-87) are emblematic of his whole 
vision of the world . Helen's  world view has an inward dimension. 
This contrast is ,  in turn, an aspect of that between appearance and 
reality, body and spirit ( 1 60-6 1 ) .  

The central section o f  the play defines the differences in a context of 
new urgency . Confronted with the problem of escaping from Egypt, 
Menelaus resorts to the rhetoric of Troy (avuv()Qu y' fInUl; IALou '[' 
oux aSLa, 808) . He rejects any "shaming" of his reputation, his kleos 
(845) , or any "blame" (1V6yoC;,  846) he might incur (also 948-49, 
993 ) .  Helen, however, feels "shame" in a more deeply moral and 
inward sense (922) , and speaks of the moral bases of her kleos, her 
reputation as an adulteress (926-28) . A little later she even defines the 
"noblest fame" (kleos . . . kalliston) as lying in ethical character 
(tropoi, 94 1-43 ) .  

The couple' s  response t o  Theonoe follows the same pattern. Men
elaus threatens to stain Proteus'  tomb "with streams of blood" 
(UL[!a'tOC; gOUL ,  984) . The phrase suggests the violation of the shel
tered serenity of Egypt's  kalliparthenoi  rhoai ( I ) . Helen, on the other 
hand, appeals to the memory and the goodness of Proteus (909- 1 6, 
940-43 ) and invokes justice and morality throughout her speech (cf. 
894-943 , esp . 9 1 9-23 ) .  Menelaus also calls on Proteus before he 
utters his threat (96 1-68) ;  but, characteristically , he stresses Proteus '  
kleos rather than his moral character (fUXAfEO'[U'[OV , 967;  XUXWC; 
uxouom, 968) . 

Menelaus'  solution to the problem of escape is violent and, as 
Helen calmly points out, wildly unrealistic. 35 He will act (cf. 
()Qwv'[UC;, 8 1 4) even if it means his death . 

To this death-bent desperation Helen opposes the resiliency of 
Odyssean guile and adaptability. She plays Odysseus to Menelaus '  

35 .  It is mistaken to  regard this scene merely as  "quite delightful comedy, " as  does E .  
M. Blaiklock, The Male Characters o.fEuripides (Wellington, New Zealand 1952) 90 ;  so  
also G. M. A .  Grube, The Drama of Euripides ( 1 94 1 ;  London 1 96 1 )  344-45 .  The high 
pathos of the scene was enthusiastically appreciated by Wieland, who in 1 808 consid
ered its "Ausdruck stiller Grosse, Gefiihl und Energie" moving "wie vielleicht keine 
andere Stelle in irgend einer Tragodie, die ich kenne" :  cited by Steiger (note 26) 2 [ [ ,  
who has a good discussion of the interplay of life and death in the passage (2 I O- I I ) .  
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Achilles . "Hope" (elp is, 8 1 5 , 826) , "device" (mechane, 8 1 3 ) ,  and 
"persuasion" (peithein, 82 5 ,  828)  are the key words . The contrast of 
her hope and persuasion to Menelaus' death is especially marked in 
the stichomythies of 8 I 4- I 5  and 824-26 .  Though Helen agrees read
ily enough to the death pact of 8 3 5-54,  it is Menelaus who pro
nounces the decisive word 8avfla8m ( 8 36) and expounds the idea at 
length and with enthusiasm (842-54) .  Later, in a striking passage, 
Menelaus invokes Hades as an ally, so many men has he sent there 
with his sword (969-7 1 ) . 36 In the deliberations that follow upon 
Theonoe's conversion to their cause, Menelaus again proposes vio
lent and murderous expedients ( 1 039-46) . He finally acquiesces in 
Helen's sophia ( I 049-52) ,  though his heart again warms to thoughts 
of an eventual combat ( 1 072) . In both of these scenes of plotting 
Helen appears as the saving female figure of superior guile which 
Euripides had exploited in the Iphigeneia in Tauris . 37 Ironically, Eu
ripides' innocent Helen has a model in her mythic opposite, the chaste 
Penelope. 

We can hardly expect that Menelaus, having sacked Troy for Hel
en's  sake, will give her up easily (cf. 806) . Even so, his possessiveness 
has a distinctly negative significance. His determination to keep the 
real Helen reenacts his earlier possessiveness toward the false: he 
clings to the real Helen with the same desperation and delusion with 
which he clings to the eidolon in the early part of the play . In the first 
case his possessiveness affirms a choice of appearance over reality. In 
the second it accompanies a choice of death over life .  When Helen 
urges , "It is better to leave me than have my marriage bed kill you" 
(807) , Menelaus adduces the honor of his Troj an success (808) . 38 His 
relation to both the real and the false Helens brings together illusion, 

36 .  The striking quality of Menelaus '  rhetoric was warmly admired by Verrall (note 
3) 1 04: "Here is a grand bold handling of big ideas! Here is something to humble 
Aeschylus '  Clytaemnestra and her cry to the fiends of Hell . . .  , "  citing Eum .  1 06 .  

37 .  See IT 1 0 1 7ff. , especially 1032 on the technai of women. Theoclymenus at 1 62 1  
complains that he has been "caught b y  women's technai . "  See also Danae, frag. 3 2 1  
Nauck, and i n  general Friedrich Solmsen, "Zur Gestaltung des Intrigenmotivs i n  den 
Tragodien des Sophokles und Euripides, " Philologus 87 ( 1 93 2) 1 - 1 7, reprinted in 
Schwinge (note I I) 3 3 2- 3 3 ;  Walter Zurcher Die Darstellung des Menschen im Drama des 
Euripides (Basel 1 947) 1 5 8- 59·  

38 .  On the life-giving of Helen's reaction to the situation in 805ff. See Steiger (note 
26) 2 10: "In ihrer sorgen den Liebe will sie ihn lieber wieder verlieren, als ihn der 
Gefahr des Todes ansetzen. "  
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death, war, Troy, and male aggressive values on the same side of the 
play's basic dichotomies . The Menelauses of this world in a sense 
always cling to phantoms : life is full of prizes to be possessed, en
emies to be killed, glory to be won. Yet after all their slaughter what 
they have in their hands may turn out to be an empty "cloud's  
image" (705)-unless a saving figure like Helen recalls them through 
her sophia to hope and the gentler remedies of persuasion and device . 

This division between husband and wife who so passionately desire 
reunion is another of the paradoxes created by the two worlds of the 
play. It is latent in the couple's very first scene together. In the other 
recognition plays of about this time, the Ion and the Iphigeneia in 
Tauris, the lost pair feels an instinctive affinity, a spontaneous com
munication, before they actually know who they are . 39 This is a 
common feature of romance and is exploited, for example, by Shake
speare frequently in the late romances . In the Helen this feature of the 
recognition theme is lacking.  Helen' s  first response is to flee in fear 
(54 If f. ) .  Menelaus in turn indignantly rej ects her advances when she 
realizes who he is ( 564ff. , esp . 567) . To some extent Euripides is 
simply varying the formula of anagnorisis .  But the lack of the in
stinctive, subconscious recognition may also indicate a gulf separat
ing the two characters . Despite their emotional ties , conceptually 
they belong on different sides of the play's  antithetical camps .  

Menelaus ' recognition of Helen is, in fact, a double anagnorisis . 4o 
The joyful discovery of his real wife is balanced by the grim, mock
ing discovery of the emptiness of the prize of war. All in vain, all for a 
phantom (7°4- 10) .  

Winning Helen back from the dangers of Egypt has a similar dou
ble aspect. The recognition of Helen and the challenge posed by her 
rescue revive the hero 's  lost identity. But this Trojan identity is in 
itself one of the problems framed by the play 's antithetical structure. 
Menelaus holds to a potentially destructive as well as to a saving 

39 .  See Alt (note 3 I) 2 5  and in general 1 7-20 on the recognition scene. On the 
parallels and differences between the techniques of recognition in the Helen and the 
other plays of anagnorisis see also Solmsen, "Ion" (note 29) 428ff. :  Wolfgang 
Schadewaldt, Monolog und Selbstgesprach , "Neue philologische Untersuchungen" 2 
(Berlin 1 926) 23-24; and most recently Peter Rau, Paratragodia : Untersuchung einer 
komischen Form des Aristophanes, Zetemata 45  (Munich 1 967) 5 3-56, with the literature 
there cited. 

40. See Kannicht (note I I ) I .  54- 5 5 ;  L. A. Post, "Menander and the Helen of 
Euripides, "  HSCP 68 ( 1 964) 1 04 .  
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aspect of his lost heroism. To regain Sparta, the heroic martial self 
that possessed the false Helen dies , to be reborn in a battle for the real 
Helen . The first stage of the process is the loss of the false Helen and 
with this the loss of the accoutrements of his Trojan identity. The 
eidolon of the false Helen leaves of its own accord. The real Helen, in 
the second stage of the process ,  becomes the active figure. She will 
lead through a symbolical ordeal of death and rebirth ( 1 049-52) the 
warrior who brings death and fire to cities and calls upon Hades 
(969ff. ) .  

I n  the parode Helen i s  likened t o  the divinities o f  nature, Nymphs 
and Naiads who sing of Pan's  marriage ( 1 86-90) . She offers tears of 
grief to Persephone ( 1 73-78) , but she herself is like the maiden car
ried to the underworld (243-5 1 )  who,  as a later ode assures us, re
turns to the upper world amid the rejoicing of all nature ( l 3off. ) .  The 
figure of Helen is itself a survival of a Mycenaean (or earlier) vegeta
tion goddess and was so worshiped at Sparta . 41 On one level her 
Egyptian confinement preserves her purity (48) , but on another it is a 
kind of living death for her, as she in fact says (mL£ JtQUYIlUOlV 
tE8vrpm, tOL£ D' EQYOLOlV OU , 286) .  Euripides, with his repeated 
references to Persephone here and his interest in primitive cults in the 
later years of his life (especially in the Iphigeneia in Tauris and Bac
chae) , may have known of this aspect of Helen and incorporated it 
into the structure of his play. 

Helen appears both as the grieving, bereft mother who mourns her 
dead consort and as the daughter or Maiden whose restoration re
vivifies in its train the sources of life hidden under the earth. Men
elaus ,  she laments , was "among the corpses under the ground" (3 44) . 
When he finally casts off the spell of the phantom Helen, his life is 
renewed, as the Messenger' s  joyful words imply (722-25) : 

vuv avuvEOu[tat 'tOY OOV U[tEVUWV JtUALV 
XUt AU[tJtubwv [tE[tvij[tES' u£ 'tE'tQUOQOL£ 
lJtJtOL£ 'tQOXu�wv JtUQE<j>EQOV' au b '  EV b(<j>QOL£ 
suv 't<j)bE vu[t<j>TJ bw[t' EAELJtE£ OA�WV . 

4 I .  See M. P. Nilsson, The Mycenaean Origin of Greek Mythology, Sather Classical 
Lectures 8 (Berkeley 1 93 2) 73-76, 1 70-7 1  and his Geschichte der griechischen Religion 
I . 2  (Munich 19 5 5 )  2 I I ;  also Cecil Page Golann, "The Third Stasimon of Euripides' 
Helena , "  TAPA 76 ( 1 945)  3 7- 3 8 ,  with the literature there cited. For the significance of 
the Persephone archetype in the play see Burnett (note I) 1 56;  Furio Iesi ,  "L'Egitto 
infero nell' Elena di Euripide, " Aegyptus 45 ( 1 965)  5 7ff. ;  Lattimore (note 8) 52- 5 3 ·  
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Now I renew once more your marriage-rite, and I remember the 
torches that I carried running beside your four-horsed chariot; and you 
in the car, the bride with this man here, left your happy home. 

The lines suggest not only the rebirth and renewal (avavwufA,aL) of a 
hieros gamos but also the movement from Hades to the light of the 
marriage torches . When the messenger again addresses Menelaus ,  it is 
with a new respect for his authority : he calls him for the first time by 
the Homeric title "lord , " anax (744) , having previously addressed 
him only as "Menelaus"  (599, 700) . 

Helen is not herself entirely free from delusion . Despite her confi
dent defense of herself against Teucer' s  inversion of appearance and 
reality ( 1 1 8-22) , she becomes-like Teucer and Menelaus-a victim 
of this confusion too ( 5 76-90) . She herself suffers the pain of "seem
ing to have, not having" (592 ;  cf. 3 5-36 , 6 1  1 , 705-6) . But this state is 
short-lived for her. It is her power to manipulate illusion and reality, 
logos and ergon, which secures true life for herself and her husband 
( I 049-52) .  It is she, for example, who administers to Menelaus the 
bath and the change of garment ( 1 3 82-84) . Here too the ritually 
enacted restoration of life is combined with the ancient theme of the 
renewal of the maimed, weakened, or otherwise impotent king . 

Like some of Shakespeare 's  heroines (one thinks of Portia in the 
Merchant oj Venice or Helena in All 's Well That Ends Well) , she is the 
leader in the game of interchanging appearance and reality . She is 
herself the principal force in the rhythm that carries the action from 
sterility to union, sorrow to joy. Her powers are natural and feminine 
rather than magical, but she stands on the lower rung of a ladder that 
leads to Shakespeare's Prospero . And behind her, mysteriously en
larging her stature and significance, stands the great archetype of 
Persephone, whose "doublet" Helen's Mycenaean original was . 

With these contrasts between Menelaus and Helen, we may extend 
the diagram of antitheses as follows : 

Helen 
Reality 
Feminine values 
Odyssey 
Peace 
Egypt 
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Menelaus 
Illusion 
Masculine values 
Iliad 
War 
Troy 



IV 

The Two Worlds of Euripides ' Helen 

Shame over Troy 
Private realm 
Inward life (cf. 1 60-6 1 )  
Unselfishness (cf. 805-7) 
Persuasion, hope, device 
Rebirth (Persephone) 

Glory in Troy 
Public realm 
Outward action 
Possessiveness 
Force 
Death 

Theoclymenus stands on the same side of these antitheses as Men
elaus.  His dominant traits are violence and delusion. The first time 
that he is mentioned Helen describes him as "hunting" for her mar
riage (SJ]Q(i yaf.\.EtV f.\.E , 63 ) .  On his next appearance, that hunting is 
literal rather than metaphorical, and it is bloody as well : "He's 
away, " says Helen, "in beast-killing slaughter, " (EV <j>ovatt:; SljQo
'XTOVOLt:;,  1 54) . The bloodthirstiness continues in the next line, which 
extends the killing ( = ktonos) to bigger game: "For he kills [kteinei] 
whatever stranger from Greece he lays hands upon" ( 1 5 5 ) .  

These passages prepare our expectations for Theoclymenus' actual 
appearance on stage. After a brief address to his father' s  tomb he 
speaks of "nooses for wild beasts " ( I I 69) and shortly thereafter of 
punishing wrongdoers with death ( I  1 72) . The hunting image returns 
at 98 1 (SljQ(i) , 1 1 69, and 1 1 75  (SljQWf.\.EVOV) , with "death" following 
in the next line ( I I 76) . 42 Thinking that Helen has escaped, he calls 
loudly for horses and chariots ( I I 80-8 3 ) ,  only to check himself a 
moment later: "Hold, for I see those we are pursuing here in the halls 
and not in flight" ( I I 84-8 5 ) .  There is humor here, of course, but 
there is a serious thematic relevance too . Like Menelaus (808-54 and 
1039-52) , Theoclymenus rushes precipitately to violent deeds and 
then, rather sheepishly, has to retreat. Like Menelaus too, he ex
emplifies the inadequacy of heroic values even in the kingdom over 
which he rules. 

His opening obeisance to his father's tomb, comic as it may 

42. Theoclymenus has affinities with the figure of the "black hunter" discussed by 
P .  Vidal-Naquet, "Le chasseur noir  et l 'origine de l 'ephebie anthenienne, "  Annales: 
Economies, SociCtes, Civilisations ( 1 968) 947-64; English version in PCPS 1 94 ( 1 968) 
49-64. 
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seem,43 also has a function in the structure of the play. It exhibits that 
same material possessiveness which Menelaus expressed toward Hel
en (806-54) .  Theoclymenus needs the tangible remains of Proteus at 
his very doors for his daily salute. The idea is grotesque, and Eu
ripides is doubtless having fun with the figure of the exotic king on 
the tragic stage. Theoclymenus completely fulfils the possibilities of a 
bizarre, outre idiosyncrasy that one might expect of an Egyptian 
monarch . 44 

Not only does Theoclymenus '  material piety contrast markedly 
with the piety of his sister (see below) , but it also plays directly into 
Helen's  hands.  Lacking the inward spirit of piety, he is taken in by its 
external trappings . The burial of Menelaus,  with its ritual overtones 
of purification and rebirth, holds no mystery for him. Rather, it 
provides him with an opportunity to show off his wealth and to bind 
Helen to him (as he thinks) a little more securely . He sees in her pious 
act only the personal advantage of having a docile and obedient wife .  
"It ' s  to our interest to bring up a pious wife, " he says ( 1 278) . To 
underline the contrast between his conception of piety and the other 
dimensions of religion in the play, the fabula sacra of the Mountain 
Mother of the Gods follows almost immediately ( 1 3o I ff. ) .  

In one important respect Theoclymenus differs from Menelaus .  He 
is to lose Helen. Losing Helen, he is never quite to emerge from the 
cloud of delusion, or at least not until the deus ex machina intervenes . 

When the Messenger reports Helen's flight, he asks, "Did she go off 
lifted on wings or with earth-treading foot" ( 1 5 1 6) .  The phrase 
Jt'tEQOLOLV uQ8ELoa recalls the disappearance of the false Helen who 
"disappeared lifted off [uQ8doa] into the aether' s  folds" (605-6) . 
The echo suggests that Theoclymenus regresses into the unreality of 
the eidolon theme in the first half of the play.  He reenacts Menelaus '  
earlier confusion between appearance and reality. Though the Di
oscuri enlighten him at the end, the last picture we have of him before 

43 . R. P .  Winnington-Ingram, "Euripides, Poietes Sophos, " Arethusa 2 ( 1 969) 1 3 1 ,  
ingeniously suggests that Euripides here intends " a  hit at the conventional treatment 
of locality in the Choephoroe . . . .  " For the lighter view of Theoclymenus in general 
see Verrall (note 3) 52ff. ,  and Steiger (note 26) 2 1 2- 1 6 : to the latter the last third of the 
play is all comic parody, an Uberlistungskomiidie . Kannicht (note I I ) r . 69-7 1  sees the 
deception of Theoclymenus as the tragicomic inversion of the tragic split between 
truth and appearance in the first half of the play. 

44. Bacon (note 25) overlooks this possibility, I think, in her discussion of the tomb 
and the religious customs of the Egyptians in the Helen : 1 3 7-38 ,  1 4 8-49, 1 5 3-54 .  
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he rushes off with murderous thoughts is of a man deceived . The 
chorus ,  loyal to Helen' s  request for silence ( 1 3 87-89) , glibly lies , " I  
never would have thought that Menelaus could have escaped our 
notice . . .  " ( 1 6 1 9-20) . 

The foil to Theoclymenus is, of course, Theonoe. She is associated, 
as Zuntz and Anne Burnett have shown, with a suprahuman cosmic 
wisdom and with a pure, spiritual conception of the gods which 
contrasts with the delusions of the other characters and with the petty 
jealousies of the anthropomorphism presented in the prologue and 
elsewhere. 45 She stands clearly on the side of reality and far from the 
appearances in which her brother is enmeshed. Her piety, though 
"not seeming" so (ou boxouo' 0fA.WC;, 1 020) , is vindicated as truth at 
the end. The Dioscuri 's  praise of her just and righteous action ( 1 647-
49, 1 6 56-67) cancels Theoclymenus '  vilification (kakiste, 1 6 3 2) . 46 

Theonoe contrasts not only with Theoclymenus but also with 
Menelaus . Her entrance in a blaze oflight which signifies both rebirth 
and purity (865-72) follows closely upon Menelaus '  violent resolu
tion of the death pact ( 8 36-54) . 47 Her serenity and the vast scope of 
her mind, reaching out to the aether and "the pure breath of heaven's  
recesses" (866-67) , stand out in sharp relief against the death-bent, 
Hades-invoking anxieties of the Trojan hero (cf. 863-64) . The kleos 
sought by her defender, the servant, at the end of the play ( 1 640-4 1 )  
i s  very different from the martial, Troy-based kleos on  which Men
elaus stakes his identity . Her celebrated meditation of a "deathless 
gnome that dwells in the "immortal aether" ( 1 0 1 3 - 1 6) ,  is as A. W. 
Verrall put it, a gentle reproof to " the soulless philosophy of Mene
laus. "48 

Whereas Theoclymenus needs to have his father' s  tomb at the very 
entrance to his palace, Theonoe's  piety soars into the highest reaches 

45 .  See Burnett (note I) 1 57-59 ;  Conacher (note I I ) 294-97 and 3° 1-2;  Kannicht 
(note 1 1 ) 1 .  7 1-77; Max Pohlenz, Die griechische Tragiidie, 2d cd. (Gottingen 1 954) 
1 . 3 86-89; Post (note 40) 1 0 1 -2;  Verrall (note 3 )  59 ;  Zuntz (note 1 1 ) 204, 2 1 3- 1 6 . 

46. Note too Theoclymenus' denial of the servant 's eusebestate in 1 6)2-3 3 ·  
47. Grube (note 3 5 )  344 n .  1 ,  suggests a parallel with the appearance o f  the Delphian 

priestess in the Ion .  
48 .  Verrall (note 3 )  ro6 .  Lines r o 1 3 - 1 6  have, o f  course, given rise to a voluminous 

literature. See the "Discussion" in Zuntz (note I I ) 234ff. , Burnett (note 1) 1 59ff. ;  
Henri Gregoire, ed. , Euripide, Bude ed. , vol. 5 (Paris 1 923 )  4 1 ff. and his long note ad 
loc. (9 1-94) ; Iesi (note 4 1 )  64ff. ;  and Kjeld Matthiessen, "Zur Theonoeszene der 
Euripideischen 'Helena, ' "  Hermes 96 ( 1 968) 693 ff. 
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of the cosmos (866-67) . She, in fact, proves a far more effective 
protector of this tomb against the threats of Menelaus '  desperate 
violence (980-90) . 

In her affinity with the highest and purest reality and her distance 
from the narrow, possessive localism of the two male characters (or 
three, if Teucer is included) , Theonoe deepens the antithesis between 
male and female, martial prowess and life-giving, feminine gentle
ness ,  with a further contrast between materialism and vast philosoph
ical perspective. Her presence embodies an opposition between intel
lect , abstract thought , mysticism,  the eternal creations of the spirit on 
the one hand and force, bloodshed, war on the other. 

Her philosophical nature, as well as her femininity , separate her 
from the active, competitive, exclusively male functions of the polis 
with which Theoclymenus and Menelaus are associated. Theocly
menus' conception of justice, for example, is to exact physical and 
indeed capital punishment like a judge in a real polis (cf. dikazein, 
1 6 37) .  Theonoe, however, conceives of punishment (tisis) in the 
broad philosophical terms that extend to an afterlife and to a con
sciousness that cannot die ( 1 0 1 3 - 1 6) .  

This antinomy between the two sets o f  characters foreshadows 
some aspects of Plato ' s  struggles between the bios politikos and the b ios 
theoretikos . 49 In the period of the Helen these tensions are nascent in 
various criticisms of the narrow, destructive exclusiveness of the 
polis .  In Aristophanes ' Birds the polis and the human nomoi are full of 
corruption, informers , and the joyless complexities of polyprag
mosync, while the imaginary Cloud-city exists in a gentle and benign 
realm of physis where the mythical violence of Tereus becomes the 
songful reasonableness of the Hoopoe. Similar criticisms of the lim
ited horizons of the polis appear around the same time in Aristopha
nes ' Lysistrata, in Hippias, in Democritus ,  and in the Truth of Anti
phon the Sophist .  50 In Euripides' own work of this period there is 
also Ion's famous speech on the evils and dangers of the public life of 
the polis (Ion 5 8 5-606, 62 1 -47) , and reinforcing it the warning exam-

49. See. for example, Werner Jaeger, "Uber Ursprung und Kreislauf des philo
sophischen Lebensideals, " SB Berlin ( 1 928) 390-42 1 .  Zuntz (note I I ) 2 1 5- 1 6  well 
observes the contrast between the commonsense intelligence of the "man in the 
street" at 744-5 7  and the cosmic, mystical wisdom of Theonoe. 

50. See in general H. C .  Baldry, The Unity oj Mankind in Greek Thought (Cambridge 
1 965) 32-5 1 ;  Guthrie (note 1 5) 1 52-63 , esp. 1 6 1 -63 . 
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pIe of Creusa's  patrician exclusiveness and possessiveness with their 
nearly disastrous consequences (Ion 1 29 1 - 1 30 5 ;  cf. also 5 89-93) .  

As the embodiment of the highest reality ( "pure uplift , " remarked 
L. A. Post) , 5 1  Theonoe is also the high point of the contrast between 
Egypt and Troy. If Theoclymenus leaves the suspended otherworld
liness of Egypt somewhat tarnished, Theonoe portrays whatever is 
best in it. His buffoonish figure suggests the scorn that a decadent 
kingdom could arouse in the Greek mind, as in the story of Busiris , 
whereas her Egypt is the repository of the ancient mystical wisdom 
of the East . 52 The Egypt that surrounds her is a kind of ideal state 
harking back to the benign monarchy of Proteus,  a Prospero 's  island 
in which she is Ariel to Theoclymenus' Caliban. Her maidenhood is 
the badge of her purity . Even before we hear her name, she is called 
parthenos ( 1 0) ,  as she is throughout the play . 53 As the "maiden" par 
excellence, she thus embodies the essence of Egypt's "maiden-lovely 
streams" that introduce the play. 

The purity and brilliance that flash forth as her entrance (865-72) 
unite the two main aspects of the reality-appearance antithesis , the 
ethical and the epistemological. This brightness signifies a lucid truth 
in contrast with the murky cloudedness of Troy, but it also signifies 
the hope of life and rebirth. The recognition scene in which occur the 
first movements out of delusion begins with Helen' s  appeal to The
onoe's knowledge (" she who knows everything truly, " 5 30) ; and 
Helen's  next words show us this knowledge in the service of light, 
life, and rebirth ( 5 30-3 1 ) :  

<PlJ01, 6 '  EV <pan 
Jtomv T(JV Uf.tOV �wv1:a <ptyyoC; dooQiiv . . .  

She [Theonoc] says that my husband is in the light of life and looks 
upon its gleam. 

Correspondingly, Theonoe's "purity" (865-67) is both moral and 
intellectual. It combines both freedom from delusion and freedom 

5 1 .  Post (note 40) 1 0 1 .  
52 .  See Pierre Gilbert, "Souvenirs d e  I 'Egypte dans I 'Helene d'Euripide, " AC 1 8  

( 1949) 79; Iesi (note 4 1 )  63 ff. 
5 3 .  See, e .g . , 894, 939 ,  977, 1032 ,  and note the verb j.tWlVW in 1 000. Post (note 40) 

103 suggests an identification between Theonoe and Athena (with dubious relevance 
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from passion. It is inward as well as outward, for it involves her body 
(parthenos) as well as her soul. We may contrast Theoclymenus '  con
cern with the "outward" purity of his house when he reflects that 
Menelaus has not died in Egypt (xu8uQu YUQ ��iv ()W�UtU, 1430) .  In 
her the wisdom of the physiologos and the justice of the agathos are one 
and the same. 

The tension between Theonoe and Theoclymenus, and hence be
tween reality and appearance, also involves the question of which of 
them truly embodies the spirit of Egypt and which is truly the repre
sentative of the pious and good dead king, Proteus .  The higher reality 
of Egypt, as Euripides makes clear, belongs to Theonoe. Not only 
does her maidenhood have a kinship with Egypt's  "maiden-lovely 
streams" in the first line, but she too is associated with the distant, 
mysterious atmosphere of the sea and its mythical denizens in the 
opening lines (4-8) . I t  is she who "has honor from her ancestor 
Nereus" ( I S) and is called "the maiden descended from the Nereid of 
the sea" (3 1 8 ;  c( 1 647) . 

Theoclymenus,  of course, has an equal title to this marine ancestry 
(e. g . , 8 ) ,  but he is never described in these mythological terms.  He 
prides himself on being the devoted son of Proteus, as his opening 
words show ( 1 1 67-68) : 

ad M 0' E;LWV "tE xamwv MI-tO'U� 
E>EOXJ...UI-tEVO� :n:UL£ 86E :n:QooEvvE:n:n,  :n:U"tEQ . 

This son of yours-that is, myself, Theoclymenus-salutes you, father, 
always , both leaving and entering the halls . 

But, as we have seen, it is Theonoe who proves to have the more 
legitimate claims to filial piety and to the spirit of Proteus ( 1 028-29) . 
She is, as Verrall remarked, "essentially his representative. "54 Her 
inward "shrine of justice" ( 1 003 -4) is a more authentic memorial to 
Proteus than the ostentatious tomb that Theoclymenus has erected 
for his daily salute ( I I 65-68) . 55 In the speech of the Dioscuri at the 

to the play, in my judgment) ; Kannicht (note 1 I) I .  74, is more convincing in connect
ing Theonoe's physical purity with the pure aether and the nous of 1 0 1 3- 1 6. 

54· Verrall (note 3 ) 79· 
5 5 .  See also 1 648-49. For a cautious approach to Theonoe's "shrine of justice" see 

Matthiessen (note 48) 702- 3 .  Cf. also lines 1 648-49. 
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end, Theonoe shares with Helen the virtue of sophrosyne ( 1 657 ,  1 6 84) ; 
and it was for sophrosyne that Zeus had singled out Proteus beyond 
all mortals (47) . 

Although Theonoe's virginity stands at the opposite pole from 
Helen' s  experience, 56 the two women are not in all respect opposites . 
Dramatically, Helen is the more complex. Theonoe will remain in 
her removed and mystical sea-realm. Helen has to return to the com
plexities of the human world where Menelaus is king . 

Yet Helen can also speak Theonoe's language as can no other char
acter in the play. In striking contrast to Menelaus, she appeals to 
Theonoe's purer conception of justice (920-2 1 ,  940-43 ) ,  the divine 
(903 , 9 1 4-23 ) ,  and piety (900-90 1 ,  9 1 4-2 1 ) .  She can also rise to a 
generosity and universalism of thought that match Theonoe' s .  In 
906-7 Helen speaks of the "heavens and earth common to all mor
tals, " where we are reminded of Theonoe's opening statement (866-
67) and her philosophical dictum of I 0 1 3 - 16 .  To Theoclymenus '  
casual dismissal of care for the dead as nothing but trouble, Helen 
answers with a riddling line on the existence of the dead "there as 
well as here" ( 1 42 1-22) . 

Helen can also understand God in a mysterious, almost allegorical 
way. "God, " she says , "is to know those dear to you" (8£0<; yaQ xal 
"to ytyvw(JXElV <l>lA.OU<;,  5 60) . As Theonoe possesses an inward world 
of spirituality and piety and has a "shrine of justice" in her nature 
( I 002-3 ) , S7 so Helen too has vindicated her inward being, her phre
nes, against the crimes attaching to the external image, the dxw 
<l>6VLOv (73)  of her supposed body ( 1 60-6 1 ) .  Both women, finally, 
are united in the last pronouncement of Theoclymenus in the finale 
( 1 680-87) . In a sense Theonoe is Helen's  purer self, the ultimate 
reality with which Helen is in touch, albeit not as steadily as Theo
noe. 

If Theonoe points to that higher reality in the realm of morality, 
theology, and philosophical and religious thought, Helen touches it 

56. Griffith (note I 4) 39  observes that Helen begins and ends with an address to 
Theonoe as "virgin, " and comments that it is "not perhaps overtactful of her to stress 
poor Theonoe's spinsterhood. " Theonoe, however, would probably not have been 
displeased, and Griffith's comment is somewhat in the d irection of the "documentary 
fallacy. " 

57 .  Theonoe's ltE<j>uxa at 998 indicates , I believe, that the physis of I O02-3 means 
"her nature" and not "nature, " "human nature, " in general. 
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in the realm of grace, beauty, and art. The two figures are comple
mentary images of man's striving for spiritual strength and unity . 
Helen's position is naturally the more complex, for she mediates 
between reality and appearance as Theonoe does not and has to suffer 
the complication of her identity through the existence of a licentious 
other self. 

The motif of the aether forms another link between the two wom
en. Like Helen herself, the aether occupies a middle position between 
reality and appearance. The eidolon-destructive, deceptive, lustful 
(cf. £lxo:> <pOVLOV , 73)-goes off finally into its kindred aether, leaving 
Helen free and innocent (see 5 84, 605 ,  1 2 1 9) . 58 In this aspect the 
aether is connected with the emptiness and delusiveness of clouds and 
wind (cf. Hera' s  E�T]VEf!WOE , 32 ,  and also 44, 705-6, 1 2 1 9-20) or with 
the passion of the gods (2 1 6) .  The aether of which Theonoe speaks , 
however, is "solemn" or a "subject of reverence" (semnos, 866) and 
immortal ( 1 0 1 3 - 1 6) .  Helen's eidolon is composed of "sky" 
(ouQuvou �lJVeEi:o' ano , 34) and is a creation of Hera 's jealousy and 
spite (3 1-36) .  Theonoe's sky is associated with the "pure breath" 
(pneuma, 768) of heaven and thus has affinities with bold philosoph
ical concepts like the nous of Anaxagoras or Diogenes . 59 The one 
stands in the mythical tradition of the poets' cloud images of lust and 
deception, like that of Pindar in the Second Pythian,  so brilliantly 
exploited by Aristophanes in the decade before the Helm . 6o The other 
belongs in a speculative tradition reaching back to the philosophers of 
Ionia. 

The antitheses focused by the contrasts between Theonoe and the 
male characters expand the range of the central antithesis even fur
ther, and they may be diagrammed as follows: 

Theonoc 
Philosophical concept of God ( ta 

theia ) 

Theoclymenus (and Menelaus) 
Anthropomorphic gods (cf. 708) 

5 8 .  Cf. also 6 1 3 ,  where the eidolon goes off ltatEQ' E£ oUQuv6v ; and compare the 
eidolon's U(JTQWV . . . f3Ef3rpwluv [!UXOU£ (6 1 7) with Theonoe's UL8EQO£ [!UXOU£ 
(866) , following the text of Kannicht who accepts (surely correctly) the emendations 
of Hermann and Wecklein. 

59· For the relevant fragments and discussion see Matthiessen (note 48) 699-702; 
also Burnett (note I) 1 60-6 1 ;  Post (note 40) 1 0 3 ;  Griffith (note 1 4) 40. 

60. For the deceptive cloud image in early mythology see the useful discussion in 
Kannicht (note I I ) 1 . 3 3- 3 8 .  
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Purity and virginity 
Inward morality (cf. l O03)  
True respect for Proteus 
Piety in spirit 
Cosmic and universalistic perspec

tive 
Punishment after death and "im

mortal gnome" 
Aether as a permanent and divine 
substance 

v 

Lust 
External morality (cf. 1 626-4 1 )  
Seeming respect for Proteus 
Piety in outward forms 
Narrow possessiveness and local

Ism 
Corporeal punishment, physical 

death 
Aether as transient and deceptive 

cloud image 

The balance between Theonoe and Helen is a microcosm of the 
whole play's  balance between the intellectualist antitheses of ap
pearance and reality on the one hand and the archetypal themes of 
romance on the other. Helen has the major role in uniting these two 
sides of the play, for she is simultaneously the mysterious female 
ministrant to life and rebirth and the focus of the confusion between 
appearance and reality .  But Theonoe and Proteus also contribute to 
uniting these two strands . 

As the father of Theonoe, Proteus has a natural place on the philo
sophical or intellectualist side of the play. He is the remoter source of 
the real justice and piety that are finally vindicated in the person of 
Theonoe. But from the very beginning he also introduces the major 
archetypal motif, death and rebirth . He is himself an example of a 
maimed king whose authority has now become impotent with the 
ascension of his successor. Theonoe's  decision to aid Helen and reject 
apparent for real respect for her father restores something of the old 
king's  moral and spiritual vitality (cf. I 020-2 1 and Theonoe's  address 
thereafter to her "dead father, " I 028-29) . 

Menelaus'  situation is ,  in part, that of Proteus : in both cases a dead 
king's authority has to be restored. In Proteus' case, of course, the 
restoration is possible only in a metaphorical and spiritual sense, as is 
appropriate for the father of Theonoe. His moral and figurative re
birth through Theonoe' s  inward struggle and decision is both a paral
lel and a foil to the more primitive ritual of rebirth through which 
Menelaus has, physically, to pass . 
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Proteus also stands behind the action as a symbol of the possibility 
of achieving a victory over death . His tomb is a visual reminder of the 
living power of the dead. It exercises a beneficent effect on the living .  
Helen observes that i t  has  saved her "like the temples of the gods" 
(80 1 ) .  

The motif o f  death and rebirth not only governs the rhythm of the 
action but also helps clarify the ethical side of the play's  antitheses . 
When Teucer early in the play says that Troy has been sacked "for 
seven fruitful circles of years" (EJrta ax£66v LL xaQJt(f,lo1J� hillv 
XUXA01J�,  1 1 2) , he is not just indulging in a poetic periphrasis but 
setting the theme of Troy and war into the larger archetypal frame
work of the action (cf. references to the "green shoots" in the parode, 
1 80 and 243 , and, of course, the Persephone myth there) . 

The myth of Persephone and the renewal of the impotent king are 
the archetypal myths behind the situations of Helen and Menelaus 
respectively. The movement between life and death and upper and 
lower worlds runs through the early part of the play (6 1-62, 286 ,  
344, 5 1 8- 19 ,  529-30) and culminates in  the "renewal" (avavcouf,lat) 
of Menelaus'  marriage amid the torches of the wedding celebration 
(722-24) . 

As husband and wife soon realize, this rebirth is only partial. Men
elaus' violent threats and especially the death pact, which comes ex
actly in the middle of the play ( 83 5-54 in a work of 1 692 lines) , turns 
the joy of reunion to their deepest immersion in death . The fact that 
they will execute this pact on the tomb (842, the first line of Men
elaus'  development of the idea) is a further negation of the hoped-for 
revivification of the powers of the dead king, Proteus .  The speech in 
which the desperate Menelaus threatens to defile the tomb with 
"streams of blood" (984-8 5 ,  a passage that, incidentally , echoes his 
initial exposition of the death pact: cf. TUf,l�01J 'JtL VQlTql / VQlTOL� in 
984 and 842) begins with the address to Hades as his ally . It is also at 
this point in the play that Menelaus is most deeply held by the glory 
of Troy and the forces of death which it signifies . 

Here Menelaus does, in fact, stand in the realm of death, in a deeper 
and more real sense than Helen realizes when she speaks of his sup
posed literal death earlier (344, 5 1 8- 1 9) .  Theonoe, with her light
bringing torches (865-72) and her talk of immortality ( 1 0 1 3 - 1 6) ,  
swings the balance back to the side of life. She i s  seconded by Helen, 
who appeals to the living moral power of Proteus.  If Menelaus were 
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dead, how, she asks, would Proteus'  charge be fulfilled (9 1 O- 1 2) ?  
"How would h e  give what i s  living t o  the dead" (9 1 3 ) ?61  And i n  her 
next lines she couples "the god" with the "dead" father (nl 'toli 8fOli 
XUt ta 'tali Jtu'tQ6� ,  9 1 4- 1 5) .  Theonoe's decision to help the couple is 
also an affirmation of Proteus'  life :  "If he were alive, he would give 
her back to you, " she tells Menelaus ( 1 0 1 1 - 1 2) .  It is immediately 
after this statement that she makes her famous pronouncement on the 
immortal consciousness of the dead in the deathless aether ( 1 0 1 3 - 1 6) .  
Here not only is Proteus reborn as a life-giving force in the world, 
but his life appears as part of a vast process of cosmic renewal far 
transcending the individual and physical rebirth that Helen and Men
elaus seek. 

The spiritual and ritual or philosophical and archetypal forms of 
rebirth reinforce one another in that same balance which Helen and 
Theonoe hold between them. The two sides of the rebirth theme 
exemplified in the two women are complementary aspects of Eu
ripides ' complex vision of human life, held in an eternal counterpoise 
between ideality and actuality, abstract thought and primitive ener
gy, mind and nature. 

After this midpoint of life and death and this glimpse of rebirth in 
the boldest, most imaginative terms ( 1 0 1 3 - 1 6) ,  Helen replaces The
onoe as the play's genius of new life .  

The ritual death of Menelaus is also connected with the theme of 
purification (note the carrying off of the AU/-lmU, 1 27 1 ) .  In finally 
freeing himself of Troy, Menelaus moves a little closer to that pure 
world which Theonoe inhabits , even though his purification follows 
an archaic ritual quite remote from the developed spiritual and philo
sophical purity of Theonoe.  As the eidolon freed Helen from the 
burden of past guilt and shame, this purification frees Menelaus, at 
least in part, from the suffering of his Trojan past . He too can now 
take a part in the manipulation of appearance and reality, using the 
terms "living" and "dead" in the riddling way that points toward the 
escape from these inversions (see 1 289-90) . 

The ode on the Mountain Mother of the Gods ( 1 3 0 1 -68) is the 
culminating point of this theme of rebirth. 62 It comes just at the point 

6 1 .  itEivoS; in 9 1 2  should be Hermes , but one wonders whether it may refer to 
Proteus, as the dead king whose force is still felt in the world of the living. 

62. Earlier critics tended to regard the ode as totally irrelevant. Gottfried Hermann, 
Euripidis Tragoediae, vol. 2 ,  part I, Helena (Leipzig 1 83 7) ad 1 3 76 considered it an 
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when the reality and the appearance of life and death have been re
versed. Shortly before the ode, Theoclymenus, attempting in his 
rather heavy-handed way to console Helen, assures her that "the 
husband who is dead would not be able to come alive" ( 1 2 8 5-87) .  
Menelaus then takes up this play o n  his own supposed death and life 
( 1 2 8 8-89) . 

This ode is the mirror image of the parode. 63 It resumes and com
pletes the motif of Persephone there stated and reflects the reversal 
that has occurred in the interim. In the parode Persephone is in the 
underworld ( 1 73-78) . The indirect allusion to her rape (243 -46) sug
gests that the long desolate period of her sojourn under the earth, 
corresponding to Helen's  long, lonely sojourn in Egypt, is about to 
begin. The Mountain Mother ode also speaks of Persephone's  rape 
(ugJtayu£ ()OALOU£,  1 3 22) , using the same word that was used of 
Helen (50, 246) . Its main point, however, is the return of Persephone 
and the renewed joy of nature. 64 Its movement is not from joy to 
grief, as is implicit in 243-46, but from grief to joy,  from lype ( I 3 44) 
to terpsis ( 1 3 52) . 65 

This movement from the parode to the second stasimon crystal
lizes what has been in effect the movement of the entire plot, which is 
in turn the cyclical movement from winter to summer characteristic 
of romance. 66 Yet here too the rhythm of romance blends with the 
intellectualist themes of the play . In the early part of the play the 
inversions of life and death are fused with those of appearance and 

actor's interpolation. Verrall (note 3 )  64 found it "absolutely irrelevant" and saw in it 
nothing but a "poet's compliment to the poetry and popular features of the legend 
and the celebration, that and nothing more" ( r oS ) .  Similarly Wilhelm Schmid, 
Geschichte dey gyiechischen Liteyatur, I .  3 (Munich 1 940) 506 and 5 I 3- 14 (with useful 
bibliography) ; Grube (note 3 5) 349; and more recently Dale (note 2 1 )  xiii ( "scarcely a 
pretence of relevance to the events of stage") . Golann (note 4 1 )  provides a useful 
survey of previous views, but his own interpretation is unsatisfactory. Recent in
terpretation has had better success:  see Burnett (note I) 1 5 5-56; Conacher (note I I ) 
300-30 1 ;  Lattimore (note 8) 5 3 ;  Zuntz (note I I )  226-27. 

63 . Note the echo of the parode's EALxa . . .  XAoav ( I SO) and XAOEQU (243 ) in 
&'XAoa Jtdi(a yar; ( 1 3 27) and xA6a ( 1 3 60) . 

64. Golann's view (note 4 1 )  34ff. that the ode docs not refer to Demeter and 
Persephone but rather to the cult of Helen is implausible. By the late fifth century the 
syncretism of Demeter and Cybele was well advanced: see Soph . ,  Phil .  3 9 1 ff. and in 
general Nilsson, Geschichte (note 4 1 )  725-27. 

65 .  Note also Zeus' help to "mother earth" in the prologue, 40ff. 
66. Sec Frye, Anatomy (note 4) I S2-8 3 ;  A Natural Perspective (note 2) 5 7ff. 
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reality and have a negative significance for the protagonists . Now, 
however, as Helen and Menelaus themselves manipulate both of 
these inversions ( 1 049-52 ,  1 2 87-89) ,  they have a positive signifi
cance. Appearance and death become the main instrument of their 
achievement of new life .  

The life-death themes stated mythically in  the ode continue in  the 
action that immediately follows it. Helen explains how Theonoe has 
kept her promise, acceding to the lie that Menelaus is "dead in the earth 
and does not see the light" ( 1 3 72-73 ) . 67 Helen then describes how she 
changed his castaway's  rags for a new cloak ( I J 82) , a change of 
garment signifying a renewal of identity (see also 1 296-97) , as Helen' s  
own change from white to  black ( 1 087,  1 1 86-87) accompanies her 
saving manipulation of life and death, reality and appearance. She 
washes Menelaus in pure river water ( 1 3 84) ,  thereby not only effecting 
the ritual transition from the death-dealing sea to life but also continu
ing the cosmic rebirth of the Mountain Mother ode. 

In the exchange of garments , scenic effect and underlying mythic 
structure are again at one. Earlier, at the nadir of his fortunes, Men
elaus stood in rags before the palace gate and felt a hero's shame 
(aischyne, aidos) for his wretched garb (4 1 6- 1 7) .  His attempt to con
ceal it (4 I 7) was a futile and premature movement out of his reduced 
state. He is, at this point, still preoccupied with appearances and still 
possesses the false Helen and all that she symbolizes . Giving up his 
rags, he also gives up something from the world of heroic vicissitudes 
(tyche, 4 1 7) in which he gained them. Ineffectual in this strange realm, 
somewhat like the shipwrecked sailors of the Tempest, he has to 
relinquish his regal and heroic scruples in matters of clothing (4 1 6-
1 7) as of action (cf. 1050-52) ; and, like a mystic initiate, he must put 
himself into the hands of a mysterious power to be reborn. 

Even here, however, there is still a distinction between Helen as 
dispenser of life and Menelaus as the .violent soldier who has come 
from the death-filled atmosphere of Troy. While Menelaus "prac
tises" (�oxYtoa'tO, 1 3 79) with arms, Helen "decks him out" (t;
Yt0xlloa , I J 83 )  with the change of clothing. The two characteristic 
actions ,  one feminine and life-giving, the other masculine and mar-

67. The phrase EV X80Vl suggests the chthonic themes connected with death and the 
underworld at the beginning of the play: see 1 68 ,  3 44, 5 1 8- 1 9. Murray and Dale, 
however, are suspicious of the phrase, but it seems not to trouble Kannicht. 
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tial, are now brought together in the same verb . Though still indica
tive of opposing attitudes, the two gestures are both working toward 
the same end. Antithesis has become complementation. The union of 
contraries here holds out the promise of a fuller union in Sparta. 

The third stasimon, sung as Helen and Menelaus exit for the last 
time, continues the themes of cosmic rebirth from the Mountain 
Mother ode but localizes them in a more directly personal situation. 
The movement from sorrow and death to the joy of a new life now 
takes place not on remote Olympus but in the local Laconian festival 
of the Hyacinthia ( 1 46 5-75) . The death of Hyacinthus becomes the 
occasion for the "nocturnal joy" of the festal dance (VUXLOV E£ EU
</>QoaUvav, 1 468-70) . 

Hyacinthus, like Helen and Persephone, is connected with the 
death and rebirth of vegetation. The Hyacinthia was primarily a 
fertility festival. 68 Hence this allusion to his cult continues the rhyth
mic movement of renewal after sterility. There is perhaps the further 
intimation, as in the Odyssey J that the union of the king and queen in 
their own land, performing the rites that fall to their office, ushers in 
the fertility of which the land has been doubly deprived while both its 
king and its Persephone-like queen have been held in the realm of 
death or "under the earth. "69 Despite Proteus and Theonoe, Egypt 
also functions, in part, as a sort of Hades, a place of death; and 
Menelaus ' return fulfils the folk tale or initiatory motif of a descent to 
the underworld . 7o In this respect Menelaus ' experiences reflect those 
of Odysseus and are the male counterpart of the vegetation myth 
attaching to Helen. 

In other ways too the cosmic myth of the return of Persephone 
echoes the private circumstances of Helen and Menelaus. The mar
riage of their daughter, previously thwarted by the shame of Helen 
(68 8-90) , is anticipated in the blazing marriage torches of this third 
stasimon ( 1 476-77) . Yet the larger cosmic themes are not forgotten, 

68 .  See Nilsson, Mycenaean Origin (note 4 1 ) ,  and Gesch ichte (note 4 1 )  3 1 6- 1 7, 5 3 1 ;  
see also Golann (note 4 1 )  39 .  

69 .  See Od. 19 .  1 07- 1 4  and C.  Segal, "Transition and Ritual in  Odysseus' Return, " 
PP 22 ( 1 967) 3 4 I . 

70. See Iesi (note 4 1 )  57-63 . There may also be a play on the Hades-like quality of 
Egypt in 69, where Teucer compares the palace to "the house of Plutus, " possibly 
alluding to the association Ploutos/Plout6n : see Nilsson, Geschichte (note 4 1 )  3 1 9  and 
Bacon (note 25) 1 3 7-3 8 .  
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for the chorus refers to Hermione as the "heifer" (!loaxolJ , 1 476) , a 
word that suggests the connection of the human and natural worlds 
in a large, all-embracing rhythm. 

The themes of life and rebirth here remain combined with those of 
reality and appearance. This real marriage of Hermione contrasts 
with Theoclymenus' delusion of marriage with Helen ( 1 430-3 5) . 
When he says shortly before that his house is "clean" (kathara) be
cause Menelaus did not die there ( 1 43 0-3 I) and that "all the earth 
should cry out with happy hymnals of Helen's  and [his 1 marriage" 
( 1 43 3-3 5) , he is ironically echoing the couple 's  real cleansing of the 
past and the reality of the cosmic rebirth that accompanies their union 
( 1 3 27-29, 1 3 62-65 ) . 

The address to the swift Phoenician ship sailing across the seas 
( 145 I ff )  recalls the other Helen's journey to Troy (e. g . , 229-3 8) .  The 
sea that has hitherto signified separation, wandering, and death71 
now becomes the literal means of recovering all that was lost and of 
passing from death to life .  At the end of the ode the chorus calls upon 
the Dioscuri to cross the grey sea and the dark swell of its waves, 
sending the favoring breezes that will carry the united couple home 
( 1 501-5 ) . They are then to "cast off from their sister the ill-fame 
[dyskleia 1 of a barbarian couch" ( 1 506-7) . The crossing of the sea thus 
cancels the shame and evil name that bulked so large in Helen's 
speeches early in the play . The sea performs the same restorative 
function for Menelaus .  It receives his arms ( 1 262) and washes off the 
stains (A:U!lutU, 1 27 1 )  of the polluted past . Having robbed Menelaus 
of his heroic identity, as he says at his first appearance in the play 
(424-25 ) ,  it now renders that identity back to him. 

In its restorative function the sea presents the appearance of 
"death" when in fact it confers new life. When TheOclymenUS asks 
what kind of death Menelaus dies , Helen replies that he perished 
"most pitiably, in the sea ' s  wet waves" (ohccQotu8' ,  UYQOLOLV EV 
XAlJOWVtOL\; aAO\;, 1 209; see also 1 2 7 1 ) .  

The two positive functions o f  the sea, restoring identity and purify
ing the past, not only repeat the contrasts between appearance and 
reality and death and life but also connect these contrasts with those 
between Troy and Egypt. Its healing and purificatory functions are the 

7 I .  See 202, 2 3 3ff. ,  400-40 1 ,  408ff. ,  423-24, 52off. ,  5 3 I ff. ,  773 ff. ,  I I 26ff. 
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cosmic analogue to those of Theonoe (866-67) and stand at the op
posite pole from Theoclymenus' narrow, limited purity ( 14 30-3 I ) .  

Even more important, the figure o f  Galaneia in the first strophe of 
the ode ( r4 56-64) recalls Theonoe's mythical sea ancestry : Proteus,  
the Nereids , Psamathe (4- 1 5 ) .  Galaneia is herself "the grey daughter 
of Pont us" ( 1 457) and like these other sea-deities is a beneficent fig
ure . Theonoe's  mythical marine ancestry, especially in its connection 
with Proteus, has signified the possible existence of justice, piety, and 
the higher reality of a purer moral order. This marine mythology and 
Proteus, as symbols of that order, accompany the images of a joyful, 
revivified nature, in contrast to the dying nature of the parode. This 
kindly "Egyptian" mythology, more remote and less familiar than 
the Olympian, also contrasts with the negative anthropomorphism of 
Olympus in the early part of the play (e. g . , the myths of Callisto and 
Kos in 3 75-8 5 ) .  The reborn j oy of nature, which is also the joy of 
Persephone's  return from the underworld, is then carried to Sparta in 
the antistrophe that follows the address to Galaneia ( 1 465-78) . The 
temple of Athena, previously the setting for the Persephone-like ab
duction of Helen (243-48) , now stands alongside the Spartan festival 
of the Hyacinthia. 

The marriage torches of Hermione which end the antistrophe 
( 1 476-78) have an important role in defining these antitheses . We 
spoke above of their role in signifying the private aspect of the pro
tagonists ' happy reunion. But Hermione too stands under the large 
archetype of the maiden reclaimed. Her marriage torches mark a 
return to life and light, analogous to the entrance of Theonoe (865-
72) and the renewed marriage of Helen and Menelaus (63 7-4 1 , 722-
25) . Like the Hyacinthia and the Spartan myths of the Leucippidae 
( 1 465- 1468) , Hermione's torches resolve in local and intimate terms 
the antithesis between life and death . They complete an antithesis 
between the treacherous fire beacons of Nauplius at the remote 
Cephiridean reefs (766-67, r I 26-3 r ) 72 and the flames that razed Troy 
on the one hand and the purifying torches of Theonoe on the other 
(865-72) . Correspondingly, the destructive sea of the Nauplius story 
in the Trojan realm contrasts with the kindly sea of Galaneia , linked 
to Egypt's marine mythology in this ode. 

72 . Verrall (note 3 )  I I O  notes how odd it is for the chorus to know of this detail at 
767. 
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VI 

Indispensable as Theonoe is, it is Helen who effects the decisive 
movement from death to life .  She activates the life-giving pos
sibilities that stand on one side of the play's  polarities and form one 
side of the Egyptian locale . Her distinctive quality in effecting this 
movement is summed up in the word XUQu;,  which includes grace, 
charm, beauty, song, gratitude, love. 73 In its flexibility and range of 
meanings it is especially appropriate to the iridescent radiance of 
Helen herself. 

Charis first occurs at the end of Teucer' s  speech on the oracle of the 
foundation of Salamis . Apollo has foretold that he will name his new 
land Salamis "for the sake of [ as a sign of favor or gratitude toward] 
his homeland there" (Lii£ EXEl XUQLV JtULQU£ ,  1 50) . This charis in the 
new settlement suggests a benign movement from the Trojan world 
to peace, and thus it serves as a potential paradigm and encourage
ment for Helen and Menelaus :  eventual escape from the grip of Troy, 
rest from wandering, and the acquisition of a stable home. 

The life-giving significance of charis ,  however, is primarily associ
ated with Helen. In the first strophe of the parode she asks Per
sephone to receive her songs of lamentation accompanied by her tears 
as a thank offering to the dead ( 1 73-78) . We may compare the move
ment from lype to terpsis in the ode on the Mountain Mother. In
deed, much of the meaning and beauty of the play lies in her phrase 
XUQLLa£ . . .  EJtt buxQuGL ( " thank-offerings of grace accompanied 
by tears , " or "upon tears , " 1 76) : the attainment of joy and beauty in 
the midst of the lamentations of death and war, a faith in life and 
creation which can envisage a higher reality of innocence and beauty 
through the deluded killings at Troy. Hence the related word XUQIlU 
in 3 2 1  denotes the possibility that Menelaus is alive despite the "lam
entations" (yoou£ ,  3 2 1 )  of his death . That same antithesis is stamped 
on the reunion between Menelaus and the real Helen: his tears 
(dakrya, cf. 1 76) change to "joy" (XUQIlOVU, 654) ,  and there is more 
joy (charis) than pain (lypai, 654- 5 5 ) .  

The association o f  charis with a movement from pain t o  joy re
ceives its most vivid formulation in the Mountain Mother ode. The 

73 . Conachcr (note I I) 298-99 has well observed the importance of charis in the 
play, but not, r think, traced its significance far enough. 
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Charites sent by Zeus serve as the essential instruments of the rebirth 
and revivification of nature . These joyful and restorative songs, 
which provoke the Goddess '  laughter ( 1 3 49) and pleasure (terpsis, 
1 3 52) ,  are in direct contrast with the parode. There Helen sang plain
tive songs to the dead ( 1 76) and called upon the Sirens, "daughters of 
Earth, " to come with their mournful music ( 1 68-73 ) .  These Sirens 
are not the spellbinding singers of the Odyssey but chthonic deities 
connected with funeral monuments and the grave . 74 Their music is 
appropriate to this underworld, death-bound half of the Persephone 
cycle. But the Charites of the second stasimon, like the Muses in the 
proem of Hesiod's Theogony but unlike Helen's  tearful Charites of 
1 76, are joyful and life-giving as they celebrate Persephone's  return 
and, by analogy, Helen' s  release from her deathlike imprisonment at 
Proteus' tomb. 

Charis as the j oy of rebirth continues into the next scene when 
Helen, as part of her manipulation of death and life, tells Theocly
menus that she would die with Menelaus out of love for him ( 1 40 1-
2) . But, she goes on, "What charis would there b e  i n  dying with the 
dead?" ( 1 402-3 ) . And she then reiterates her need for a ship "that I 
may receive full charis" ( 1 4 1 1 ) .  In both of these lines, charis denotes 
her abandonment of death for life .  Behind this apparent abandon
ment of the dead Menelaus for a living husband lies her real abandon
ment of a death-like state for the life and marriage signified by the 
return to Sparta. Hence the "full charis" of 1 4 1  1 refers at one level to 
the "favor" conferred on her by Theoclymenus but at another level 
to the joy of life, rebirth, renewal contained in her escape with 
Menelaus .  

Charis also means "charm, " and especially sexual charm, a quality 
that Helen, if any woman, possesses in the highest degree. The play 
shows her, in contrast to her eidolon at Troy, using this aspect of 
charis in the service oflife .  In the scene with Theonoe she draws upon 
the multiple meanings of charis-gratitude, charm, grace-to per
suade one who has renounced the sexual charis to aid the cause of 
love. Euripides must have savored this paradoxical understanding 
between the figure of Helen and the virginal Theonoe, but his Helen 
is careful to adapt her charis to Theonoe's moral purity . 

74. For these chthonic Sirens and further literature see Kannicht (note r r) ad lac. 
(2. 67) . 
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It is with Theoclymenus that Helen most successfully deploys the 
full range of her charis . The credulous and loutish king is no match 
for this womanly grace, charm, and wit . Helen need only make a 
strategic reference to marriage ( 1 23 1 ) ,  proffer reconciliation ( 1 2 3 3 ) ,  
and Theoclymenus i s  ensnared. "Let there b e  charis in return for 
charis, " he promises ( 1 2 34) :  "favor for favor" is what he means, but 
his words also suggest, ironically, the deeper "joy" of Helen's  return 
for her present show of "charm. " The disguised Menelaus adds that 
the ship would itself be a sign of "favor" (or "gratitude") for Men
elaus (MEVEAE<P "tE JtQo� XUQLV , 1 27 3 ) .  Theoclymenus innocently 
pays tribute to Helen's  "charm" when he promises to heap the ship 
with gifts, doing this, as he tells the disguised husband, "out of favor 
for her" ("tribE JtQo� XUQLV, 1 2 8 1 ) .  

I n  Helen's  last appearance o n  stage, charis occurs n o  fewer than 
seven times in some seventy lines .  It describes her success in winning 
over Theonoe ( 1 3 73 ) ,  in deceiving Theoclymenus ( 1 3 78 ,  1 3 97,  1 4 1  I ) ,  
in abandoning death for thej oy oflife ( 1 402) . Her last use o f  the word 
brings together its fullest range of associations . Theoclymenus is 
concerned that Helen may weep too much for her "dead" husband. 
She reassures him with the words, "This is the day that will reveal to 
you my charis" (ilb' rHlEQa GOL "tYJv E!-tYJV bEi�EL XUQLV , 1 420) . The
oclymenus is probably to understand charis to mean "gratitude" here . 
But to the audience it also signifies that "charm, " "joy, " "beauty" 
which are part of Helen's resilient hold on the vitality of existence and 
her capacity to bring forth life from death. "What charis is it to die 
with the dead, " she has said a few lines before ( 1 402-3 ) .  In his last 
lines on stage Menelaus prays to Zeus for "one favor" 
(!-tiav XUQLV , 1 449) . Helen's life-giving charis has already secured it in 
advance. 

VII 

The Helen not only points back to the Sophistic dichotomies of 
onoma and pragma but also looks ahead to the Platonic attempt to 
distinguish appearance from reality in a deeper sense . The young 
Plato, as a lad of sixteen, may well have been in the audience of the 
play's first performance. 

Euripides , like Plato, suggests that the ultimate reality may consist 
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in a purity and beauty that we reach through the violence and confu
sion of the eidola that deceive us with their false gods . Theonoe is, as 
Kannicht suggests ,  a poetic anticipation of Plato 's concern with free
ing the mind from the obscurities of the sense world in order to attain 
the purity and clarity of the noumenal realm. 75 Plato too used S tesi
chorus'  myth of the phantom Helen as a parable of the evils we suffer 
when we are deceived by the "false" beauty and "false" pleasures of 
the sense world (Rep .  9 . 5 86BC) . In Euripides' play not only Theonoe 
but also the true Helen-and perhaps ,  therefore, the true reality-are 
in touch with what is life-giving ,  innocent, and noble . So in Plato the 
ultimate reality is good, pure, and beautiful. It is our task not to 
mistake the mists of appearances for this reality, not to take the 
shadows in the cave for the true shapes of things in the light of the sun 
or confuse the murky depths in which most men live with the clear 
atmosphere that the philosopher breathes (Rep .  7 . 5 I 4Aff. ; Phaedo 
I09A- I I C) .  Menelaus , in more than a literal way, comes to see the 
world differently. The violence of his ten-year effort to regain the 
shadow of the real Helen contrasts ironically with the comparative 
ease with which the real Helen falls into his arms and devises the 
means for their reunion . 

So much similarity there is ,  perhaps .  Yet Euripides is not Plato . 
Menelaus returns with the real Helen, but he is no philosopher . Eu
ripides remains more interested in the twists and turns of men's 
delusions than in the grasping of an eternal and ideal reality . 

Hence, for all the antitheses between Helen's  gentle arts and Men
elaus '  violence, between Egypt and Troy, feminine and masculine 
values, the action culminates in a swashbuckling scene of violence in 
which the veteran of Troy is totally in his element. Menelaus invokes 
Poseidon next to the "pure daughters of Nereus" ( 1 5 84-86) and 
pours "streams of blood" (aL�.ta'tO� unoQQoat) into the sea ( 1 5 8 7-
88) .  He thus pollutes with bloodshed those "maiden-lovely streams" 
of the play's first line, with its associations of Egypt's benign marine 
mythology. The action also recalls the "streams of blood" (aLf.la'tO� 
Qoat ,  984) with which, in his desperation, he threatened to defile 

75· Kannicht (note r r ) I .  76, citing Phaedo 67A and Theaet. r 76A-C.  See also the 
interesting remarks of Gregoire (note 48) 43-46, who notes that aside from Aristo
phanes' parody in Thcsm . the name Theonoe occurs only in Euripides and Plato 
(Cratyl .  407B) . 
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Proteus '  tomb (984-85 ) .  The destructive and divisive significance of 
the sea in the first half of the play now emerges as a possibility once 
more, even though life is winning out over death . When Menelaus 
creeps to the prow sword in hand "having no thought of any corpse" 
(VEXQWV f-lEV OU()EVO� f-lVlJf-lTJV fXWV , 1 5 8 3 ) ,  the victory over death is 
assured; yet we are also reminded thereby of the ritual death through 
which he has had to pass .  

The ensuing battle is itself one of those "contests of blood" 
(Uf-llAAU . . .  u'(f-lu'tO�, I I 5 5-56) which the chorus condemned in the 
famous antiwar passage in the first stasimon ( I I 5 1- 5 8) .  Menelaus 
calls upon his companions to "bloody" (xu8mf-lutwoH) the heads of 
the Egyptians ( 1 599) . " Slaughter, massacre the barbarians , "  he 
shouts (O<j>6.�HV, <j>OVE'\JHV , 1 594) . Indeed, the battle virtually trans
forms the ship into a " stream of blood" like those of 984 or 1 5 87-88 :  
<j>6vCJl Of: vuu� EQQEito ( 1 602) . Menelaus addresses his men here as 
"the sackers of Troy" ( 1 560) , and Helen calls upon the "Trojan 
glory" ( r 604) . Throughout the play, however, Troy and the kleos of 
Troy's capture have had a primarily negative significance (especially 
808-54) . 76 

It may be, as some have argued, that we are not to take the death of 
the Egyptians too seriously . 77 The slaughter of the bull could even 
appear as a kind of ritual scapegoat for Helen's  safe return . The 
burden of the dead past or the false, "destructive image" (73)  must be 
sacrificed to reacquire innocence. Yet a real human sacrifice, barbar
ians though the victims are, follows the killing of the animal. Hero
dotus had included a grisly tale of human sacrifice in his account of 
Helen and Menelaus '  escape from Egypt (2. I I 9 . 2-3) ; and Euripides 
may have that passage, with its grim overtones, in mind here. Sacri
fice in general is an ominous theme in the tale of Troy . 78 Euripides 

76. With 1 560 cf. 806; with 1 603 cf. 845 . 
77. So Steiger (note 26) 2 1 7; Grube (note 3 5) 3 50.  Verrall (note 3) remarks that the 

killing of the Egyptians "would be repulsive if it were not too silly" (54) ;  see also 8 5 :  
"Any audience fi t  for Euripides would feel this t o  b e  a hideous thing, a thing intolera
ble, unless, in some extreme circumstances, it might perhaps be presented as a stern 
necessity . "  "Coldblooded cruelty, "  he says on the next page (86) . 

78 .  Arrowsmith (note 1 5) 3 9  suggests that the Brauron cult in the IT serves "to lay 
bare the immense human 'blood-sacrifice' of the Peloponnesian war. " See his further 
remarks on 44-45 .  The sacrificial animal is also handled in a way that makes for an 
ostentatious display of physical force (cf 1 56 1 -64) . The rather mysterious horse of 
1 567-68 ,  which Dale finds "superfluous" and "an unwelcome anticlimax" (ad 1 563-
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does not dwell on it in this play as he had in the Taurian Iphigeneia . 
Yet Helen spoke of her suicide as a "sacrifice" to the goddesses' 
jealousy (3 54-57) ,  and Menelaus had alluded to the preliminary shed
ding of blood with enigmatic relish (JtQoa<j>a�E'tm !-lEV aI!-la JtQona 
V£QttQOL�, 1 2  5 5) . 

On the positive side, the concluding battle reenacts history in a 
way that wipes out the old guilt. The Trojan War is fought again, in 
miniature. But Helen is now on the right side, cheering on her hus
band. Her verb aV�QJtaa£ at 1 3 74 even recalls the rape that began the 
conflict (50) ,  but now it is her husband (Jt6aL� ,  1 3 74) who is doing 
the carrying off. In allowing Helen to relive as a virtuous wife her 
sinful Trojan past, Euripides is also availing himself of the imagina
tive possibilities of romance where the dead past may be relived and 
second chances are the rule. 79 

It is also possible to regard the battle scene in psychological terms: 
it is a cathartic, liberating reexperience of a traumatic, guilt-laden 
past. Dramatically, Helen's role in this scene is essential for the com
pletion of her side of the story. As Menelaus recovers his identity as a 
heroic warrior, so Helen recovers hers as a virtuous wife .  This dra
matization of her recovery of identity is all the more important as the 
eidolon in the first part of the play has raised the question of that 
identity.  Indeed, Helen feels the shame of the evils perpetrated in her 
name as a part of herself. As Richard Kannicht observes , "Without 
the beautiful Helen, then, no eidolon of the beautiful Helen either: 
just this fateful conjunction is the basis of the tragic paradox which 
alienates her from herself: to be aval tl6� 8' u!-la JtavaL 'tlO�. "80 The 
battle scene heals the split in her identity between onoma and pragma 
and is a final overcoming of her Selbstentftemdung .  

68) , may b e  there a s  a reminder o f  the martial character o f  Menelaus, the heroic 
identity being reborn: cf. the equine sacrifice in II . 23 . 1 7 1  and also Hdt. 4. 7 1-72, Tac. 
Germ . 27. On the rarity of horse sacrifices see L .  Ziehen, RE 1 8 .  1 ( 1 939) 59 1-92 s . v .  
"Opfer. " At the same time the horse would be an  appropriate sacrifice to  Poseidon 
for one who seeks a safe return over the sea to his homeland: cf. J .  G. Frazer, 
Pausanias ' Description oj Greece (London 1 898) ad 8 . 7. 2 . 

79. Hence the revival of the "dead" in the Winter's Tale, Pericles, Cymbeline .  There is 
a good example of this imaginative cancellation of the burdensome past through 
reliving it in the section entitled "Aile Madchen sind dein" in Hermann Hesse's 
Steppenwolj (Gesammelte Dichtungen, Suhrkamp ed. [ 1 952)  4 . 3 73ff. ) .  The descent to 
the underworld in Od. I I and Aen . 6 also provides some analogies . 

80. Kannicht (note I I ) I .  6 I .  
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There are, of course, other positive features of the ending .  The 
benign effect of Zeus ' purposes stated in the prologue ( 36-37 , 44-47) 
but obscured in the parode (24 1 -43 )  are now confirmed: "Such is the 
will of Zeus" (ZEV� yaQ iliOE /30UAETat ,  1 669) . 8 1 The appearance of 
the Dioscuri also confirms the immortal ( 1 659) ,  and not the mortal, 
logos of their fate (2 1 ,  1 3 8-42 , 284-85 )  and establishes Helen's  virtue 
forever ( 1 666-70, 1 686-87) .  On the other hand their appearance is 
made absolutely necessary by the sanguinary fury of Theoclymenus .  
And, in  any case, Euripidean dexiotes could have devised a less violent 
resolution to a play in which the Trojan War and war in general have 
carried nothing but the most negative associations .  A work that has 
bitterly condemned violence requires violence, finally, for its resolu
tion. The chorus ' words at 1 1 5 1  -5 8 are an ironic, haunting echo as 
Menelaus , seconded by Helen, pours blood into the sea and invokes 
the sack of Troy and the "Trojan glory" ( 1 560, 1 603 ) .  

The point i s  not that w e  have t o  decide between a positive and a 
negative interpretation but rather that Euripides himself refuses to 
decide. There is ultimately no total reconciliation between the play's 
two worlds. The vision of the Helen is profoundly dualistic, and the 
dualism may cut too deeply to be bridged. 

Parallel to this dualism in the dramatic structure stands the philo
sophical dualism connected with the aether and Theonoe, the con
trast, broadly speaking, between spirit and matter . Anne Burnett' s  
elucidation of this dualism i s  especially valuable, though the connec
tion with Anaximander is perhaps not to be insisted on:82 

The materialist ,  Anaximandrian theory of justice was altered by Eu
ripides not only because of its alienation from the world and its morali
ty, but also because it belonged at last to a monistic system. Anaxi
mander's justice lay in the undifferentiated Boundless from which the 
Opposites came, just as Anaxagoras' nous stood single and sufficient 
behind the created world. By contrast, the justice which Theonoe 
serves is the phenomenon of a dualistic universe. In her own person 
Theonoe unites justice with a ither, for she, who has an altar of Dike 

8 1 .  Matthiessen (note 48) 695 notes the balancing of Helen 's prayer to Aphrodite 
and Hera ( I 093- I I06; cf. I 024-27) by Menelaus' to Zeus near the end of the action 
( 1 44 1-50) . See also Conacher (note I r) 3 0 1-2 who notes the absence of "Zeus' plans" 
from Theonoe's explanation (302) . 

82 .  Burnett (note I )  1 6 1 .  
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within herself, is also the priestess of the divine a ither . . . .  But aither, 
the house of Zeus (Nauck2, Frag. 49 1 ) ,  or Zeus himsclf (Nauck2, Frags .  
836 ,  869, 903 , 93 5 ,  and many others) , was not for Euripides the single 
first substance. Creation occurred only when aither was paired with 
earth (Nauck2, Frags .  8 36, I O I 2) . Reflecting this duality, the Helen 
recognizes a double system of causation and of morality, influenced 
perhaps by the Opposites of Anaximander, and looking forward to the 
coexistence of the Wandering Cause and the Mind, in the Timaeus . 

Thus here at the end Helen's purity, innocence, resilience prove to 
be not enough. Violence is needed, and the male heroism of Menelaus 
supplies it . The "streams of blood" that he pours forth ( 1 5 87) are not 
only a dark counterstatement to the virginal purity of Egypt's  
streams (I )  but also a return to primitive ritual after philosophical 
mysticism and lofty spirituality . The antithesis between the primi
tive-archetypal and philosophical-speculative aspects of the play 
noted earlier is not resolved any more than that between the reality of 
war and the aspiration toward peace ( I I 5 1-58) .  Egypt itself is du
alistic: beside Theonoe there stands Theoclymenus ,  as beside Helen, 
Menelaus .  The play contains bold speculations on spiritual immor
tality ( 1 0 1 3 - 1 6) ;  yet Helen and Menelaus'  rebirth requires a deeply 
primitive sacrifice of blood. 

The ending, therefore, gives an ironic turn to the antithesis of 
reality and appearance in the play and deepens the pervasive dualism 
with a profounder dualism that reflects basic cleavages in human life :  
philosophical principles and primitive rituals ,  abstract thought and 
vegetation myths , spiritual purity and fertility celebrations,  immortal 
aether and the shedding of blood.  83 The antithetical structure of the 
play subsumes these final antitheses into those between Troy and 
Egypt, guilt and innocence, death and life. The mythic "language" of 
the plot and the intellectualist language of the philosophical problems 
enrich and expand one another with ever-widening horizons. 

The fact that the dualism emerges at the end as a necessary part of 
our world structure, however, suddenly throws the clarity of those 
previous antitheses into confusion . The play 's final irony in this sup
posedly happy ending is that the previous antitheses are shown to be 
simplistic. In the last analysis ,  human life cannot be reduced to clear-

8 3 .  See Burnett (note I) I S S . 
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cut dichotomies . Reality is elusive and ambiguous precisely because it 
is itself a perpetual dialectic between what seems and what is .  

For this reason Helen, with her ambiguous status between cor
poreal and fictive being, is the central figure, and Theonoe and Men
elaus remain simpler polarities at either end of the spectrum. We may 
emerge from the mists long enough to recognize the clarity and 
beauty of a Theonoe; but when we return to the realm of action, to 
real Sparta after fairyland Egypt, we find ourselves again in a dualistic 
world where the boundaries between reality and appearance are not 
sure, where a Helen needs a Menelaus and joins him in the war cry 
and the lust for blood. Once out of range of that suspended world of 
Theonoe's mysterious wisdom and Proteus '  mild justice and s6ph
rosyne, we return to the strife,  passions, possessiveness of men and 
the inevitable bloodshed to which they lead. The reenacted Trojan 
War at the end darkens the validity of a Theonoe's claims to superior 
truth and the reality of her philosophical realm after all. 

Ending with battle and war enables Euripides to keep a certain 
bitterness of mood. In adapting Euripides' myth to his Agyptische 
Helena, Hofmannsthal felt that the motif of the eidolon introduced 
the problem of dividing the work into two parts , a ghost story and an 
idyll . 84 One may demur at considering Euripides' Helen a ghost story 
(Hofmannsthal, like Goethe, exploited this facet of the legend) , but it 
is clear that his ending is carefully planned to keep the idyll far in the 
background. As in the Tempest, the return to mainland reality brings 
a relinquishment of the infinite openness and hopefulness of romance. 
Euripides' ending, like Prospero 's  last action, figuratively buries the 
creator's book of spells and abjures the "rough magic" of his "so 
potent art . "85 

VIII 

There is still another dimension of meaning in the two worlds of 
the Helen . Helen is a ministrant to life and renewal in both a physical 
and spiritual sense. Her charis is the joy of life and feminine charm. 
But it also includes the beauty of art. Her role as a manipulator of 

84. The quotation from Hofmannsthal is given by Alt (note 3 r )  24 n .  1 .  
8 5 .  Tempest, V. i . 49-5 1 .  
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techne and mechane, of deception and the double vision that confuses 
the more prosaic everyday mentalities of Menelaus and Theocly
menus,  also signifies the restorative force of art itself. Like the poet, 
Helen rings the changes on illusion and reality and with falsehood 
achieves truth. Gorgias used the figure of Helen to reflect upon the 
nature of art, 86 and the Gorgianic elements in the antitheses of Eu
ripides have long been recognized. 87 

Plutarch reports a remark of Gorgias , a propos of tragedy, as fol
lows (82B23 ) : "The one who deceives is more just than the one who 
does not deceive, and the one who is deceived is wiser than the one 
not deceived. "  Plutarch's  context makes it clear that Gorgias is talk
ing about the need for successful fiction ( "deception") in representa
tional art, which conveys its truth by exploiting the audience' s  accep
tance of the appearances that it in fact knows to be a lie . Something of 
this idea, I suggest, underlies certain elements in Euripides ' play, 
especially the fanciful Egyptian setting and the marine mythology of 
Psamathe, the Nereids, Proteus, Galaneia, and even Theonoe. Given 
the problematical character of reality itself, Euripides is saying, there 
may be a truth that goes deeper than our everyday vision of things , a 
truth that looks improbable and "deceptive, " but yet is "wise" and 
"just" in Gorgias ' sense. This is the visionary truth of art, imagina
tion, and mysticism.  By its light the apparent triumphs even of the 
physical prowess of a Menelaus may prove eidola . Theonoe' s Egypt, 
akin to Gorgias'  "wiser" deception, may harbor truths about our 
existence which are usually concealed from us, clouded by our pas
sions and the impurities of our lives and our world. 

As the kaleidoscope of the play' s  antitheses between appearance 
and reality turns before our eyes , we become aware that the play qua 
play is itself a term in those antitheses :  the very fact that we watch 
with rapt attention a wildly improbable tale of fantastic characters 
indicates something of our own hesitation between illusion and real
ity. What Northrop Frye has said of the Tempest is in part applicable 
also to the Helen: "The play is an illusion like the dream, and yet a 
focus of reality more intense than life affords . . . .  What seems at first 
illusory, the magic and music, becomes real , and the Realpolitik of 

86. See C .  Segal, "Gorgias and the Psychology of the Logos, " HSCP 66 ( 1 962) 
99- 1 5 5 .  

8 7 .  Solmsen, "Onoma" (note 1 4) ;  see also Schmid (note 62) 504, with note 3 .  
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Antonio and Sebastian becomes illusion. "88 That Euripides was con
scious of such possibilities appears substantiated by at least one pas
sage in which he deliberately breaks through the dramatic illusion and 
reminds us that we are, after all, watching a play, a fiction ( 1 056) . 89 

This tension between art and reality, like the more general tension 
between appearance and truth, also remains unresolved. Helen' s  
mental mechanai and "wise deceptions" yield place at the end to  the 
hard truth of Menelaus' brawn . Unlike Plato , Euripides has no con
viction of an ideal truth. He is content to reveal how problematical is 
the relation of all human life to what we suppose to be real or illuso
ry. Unique as the Helen is, it also shares in what Zuntz has called "the 
tragic essence of Euripides' works,  namely, the renunciation of a final 
truth [which] serves , in the Helen , to irradiate, ironically, the web of 
inescapable error and limited yet saving understanding which is 
life. "90 

Thus if the Helen explores art ' s  magical power to transform reality 
and to present facets of it usually hidden to us, it is also willing to 
prick the bubble . Theonoe remains in the sealed-off realm of Egypt; 
and the threat of violence to her person, parallel with Helen's  par
ticipation in the reenacted Trojan War, is a final compounding of the 
ambiguity of art and illusion. Euripides has taken us to magic realms 
and "faery lands forlorn, " but he has also shown us their fragility . 
And that double vision of art's use of illusion to convey truth, its 
suspension between onoma and pragma, cloud image and solid body, 
belongs to the special quality of self-reflective romance which the 
Helen shares with the Tempest: 

These our actors, 
As I foretold you, were all spirits , and 
Are melted into air, into thin air; 
And, like the baseless fabric of this vision, 
The cloud-capp'd towers , the gorgeous palaces, 
The solemn temples, the great globe itself, 

88 .  Frye, Tempest (note 9) 2 1 .  
89. See Dale ad 1 0  5 off. ( 1 34) .  The chorus' rather stiff lines, toU� b f  MEVEAEW 

Jt08w / A6you� UXOUOat t(va� EQEl ljJuXTJ� JtEQt (945-46) , if not dismissed as careless 
and mechanical writing, also look like a self-conscious reflection, almost approaching 
parody, on the convention of the hamilla logon in tragedy. 

90. Zuntz (note 1 1 ) 22 1 -22. 
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IX 

Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve, 
And, like this insubstantial pageant faded, 
Leave not a rack behind. 

The complexity of the two worlds of the Helen takes us back to the 
inevitable question of whether the play is a tragedy, a comedy, or 
something in between. Unquestionably there is much in the Helen 
that is comic, or at least amusing. Yet even the most comic scenes
Menelaus and the Portress or the appearance of Theoclymenus
have their serious side. While the motifs of agnoia and anagnorisis 
point ahead to New Comedy, they have their fully tragic aspect too: 
the ignorance and blindness in which so much of human life is 
lived. 9 1  Indeed, the confusions and recognitions of New Comedy 
arose and were (and are) appreciated not just because of the titillation 
of the unexpected but because they too point to the uncertainty, 
ignorance, and instability of the human condition . 92 

The issue of whether the play is comedy or tragedy is ,  in the last 
analysis , irrelevant. Euripides , like many artists in the late stages of 
their work, has created a form that transcends the precise limits be
tween genres . Shakespeare's late "tragic" romances-notably Cym
beline and Pericles-are a close analogy .  The urge and the encourage
ment to go beyond the conventional form of tragedy must have come 
with the conception of the basic material of the plot: the complex 
interchanges of appearance and reality, the exotic setting, the philo
sophical mysticism, the ritual death and rebirth, the odes on Per
sephone and the Mountain Mother, the blend of Sophistic epis
temology and ancient, Odyssean archetypes . The equally "romantic" 
and "comic" features of plays like the Iphigeneia in Tauris and the 
Ion-to say nothing of the heroless Trojan Women or the tripartite 
Heracles Mad-suffice to show that Euripides was in a period of 
intense artistic exploration and experimentation. 

The Helen 's very hesitation between tragedy and comedy is itself 

9 1 .  See Solmsen, "Ion" (note 29) 434 and 452-53 . 
92. See Albin Lesky, A History of Greek Literature, 2d ed. , trans. James Willis and 

Camelis de Heer (London 1 966) 3 86-87.  
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one term in the questions and antitheses that it poses : are truth and 
reality something akin to the gentleness, beauty, innocence of Helen 
or to the mystical purity of Theonoe, or are they rather akin to the 
"Trojan" violence of Menelaus (and Theoclymenus) , for it is the 
action of these two male characters which stands out most vividly at 
the end of the play . 

If a choice must be made, one can find legitimate grounds for 
considering the Helen a tragedy, albeit a tragedy of a very special 
form. It depicts, finally, not an escape into a transformed world, as 
Aristophanic comedy often does, or even the renewal of a disrupted 
social order, after the fashion of Menander and his successors, but 
raises disturbing and ironic questions about the place of violence and 
bloodshed in the reality in which men have to live . The necessity of 
reenacting the Trojan War, cathartic though that may be, and the 
brutal impulses of Theoclymenus toward the miasma of shedding 
kindred blood in the penultimate scene shatter the simplicity of a 
happy ending. The Helen is tragic if only because it recalls us to the 
horror of our immersion in a deluded world of passion, war, razed 
cities, empty goals . It makes us aware, on a multiplicity of levels, of 
the cost of choosing appearance over reality-a choice for which the 
play's  purest and most idealistic character comes close to paying with 
her life .  

Zuntz has beautifully described the play as "an ethereal dance 
above the abyss .  "93 The play is a tragedy in so far as Euripides never 
lets us forget that the abyss is there, and is real . 

9 3 .  Zuntz (note r r) 227. 



C H A P T E R  8 / 
Pentheus and Hippolytus on the Couch 

and on the Grid: Psychoanalytic and 

Structuralist Readings of Greek Tragedy 

Among the changes of perspective that the last two or three dec
ades have seen in the study of classical culture has been a greater 
awareness of underlying social and personal tensions and of the vari
ous strategies , at all levels of the culture, to evade, mask, or some
times reconcile these tensions . Structuralist and psychoanalytic crit
icism are valuable tools in laying bare these tensions and the mecha
nisms that serve to deny, understand, or overcome them. In many 
ways the two methodologies complement each other. Using patterns 
of binary oppositions in an attempt to grasp the underlying syntax of 
myth and focusing on the dichotomy between nature and culture, the 
"raw" and the " cooked, " Claude Levi-Strauss and his followers have 
paid particular attention to the relation between myth and society; l  

For helpful suggestions and friendly criticism I thank Marylin Arthur, Kenneth 
Reckford, Peter Rose, Joseph Russo, Peter Smith, Philip Stadter, and Froma Zeitlin. I 
gratefully acknowledge a summer stipend from the National Endowment for the 
Humanities in 1 977 which aided me in putting this essay into definitive form. 

I .  For classical applications, see Jean-Pierre Vernant, My the et pensee chez les Crccs, 
3d . ed. (Paris 1 974) ; Vernant, My the et societe en Creee ancienne (Paris 1 974) ; Vernant 
and Pierre Vidal-Naquet, My the et tral!,edie en Creee ancienne (Paris 1 972) ; Marcel 
Detienne, Les jardins d' Adonis (Paris 1 972) . For further bibliography, see John Peradot
to, Classical Mythology : An Annotated Bibliographical Survey (Urbana, Ill. 1 973) 40-47; 
C. Segal, "The Raw and the Cooked in Greek Literature: Structure, Values, Meta
phor, " C] 69 ( 1 973 /4) 289-308;  Tragedy and Civilization: An Interpretation oJSophocles, 
Martin Classical Lectures 26 (Cambridge, Mass. 198 1 )  chap. 2; also "Structuralism 
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yet their methods, both in their obj ectives and their modes of opera
tion, tend to neglect the self, and especially the self as it unfolds and 
develops in time. 2 Psychoanalysis , on the other hand, which aims at 
grasping the hidden processes of the unconscious that speaks in the 
symbolic language of dreams and unguarded Freudian slips, has been 
accused of paying too little attention to cultural context and leveling 
out cultural differences in its assumptions of universally valid sub
consCIOUS processes . 

Admittedly Freud and Levi-Strauss make odd bedfellows . The for
mer is concerned with the irrational impulses of the unconscious , the 
latter with the rational structures with which the human mind tends 
to organize reality. Yet the underlying similarity is perhaps as impor
tant as the obvious surface differences .  Both deal primarily with the 
mechanisms of thought and feeling through which puzzling, ambigu
ous , and contradictory aspects of reality are forced into bearable, 
coherent forms for the inner life of man. Both insist that the hidden 
mental processes yield up their secrets to the light of reason and can 
be described in rational, scientific language. For both there is a sys
tematic, logical, coherent pattern underlying the most random, min
ute, apparently trivial detail . Freud reads souls as Levi-Strauss reads 
myths and societies : nothing is without its significance; every item, 
when properly understood, has its place in a pattern . For Freud the 
language that unlocks the secrets of the unconscious is the language of 
the physical sciences, with its notion of quanta of energy which are 
displaced, transferred, repressed only to burst out in another direc
tion and in another form. For Levi-Strauss this language is that of 
formal linguistics and mathematics . Symbols and diagrams abound. 
"Every myth, " Levi-Strauss predicted in a moment of euphoric 
confidence, "corresponds to a formula of the following type: F x (a) 

and Greek Tragedy, "  in this volume. For a concise introduction to and critique of 
Levi-Strauss see Edmund Leach, Levi-Strauss (London 1 970) and Culture and Commu
nication (Cambridge 1 976) ; Jonathan Culler, Structuralist Poetics (London 1 975)  40-54; 
G. S .  Kirk, Myth , Its Meaning and Function in Ancient and Other Cultures (Berkeley and 
Los Angeles 1 970) 42-83  and 1 3 2-7 1 ;  Richard S. Caldwell, "Psychoanalysis, Struc
turalism and Greek Mythology, " in Phenomenology, Structuralism, Semiology, ed. Har
ry R. Garvin, Bucknell Review (Lewisburg, Pa. , April 1 976) 209-30,  which unfortu
nately came to my attention after this essay was completed, provides a stimulating 
theoretical comparison of structuralist, Freudian, and Lacanian approaches to myth. 

2. See, e .g . , Frederic Jameson, The Prison House o.fLanguage (Princeton 1 972) 1 96.  
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:F y(b) =F x(b) :F a-l (y) . "3 On the Freudian side, we have concepts like 
cathexis, abreaction, reaction-formation, projection, displacement, 
transference, countertransference, and so on. 

Both the structuralist and the psychoanalytic reader are more con
cerned with the symbolic transformations by which the mental pro
cesses represent reality than with the objective reality per se. Indeed, 
reality for both is a mental configuration: the product of the struc
tures and logic of the social organization in the structuralist view or of 
the alignment of forces in the ego's  adjustments to the pressures of id 
and superego in the psychoanalytic view. The real mental life of the 
individual, for the Freudian, lies in the struggle to repress ,  integrate, 
sublimate, or otherwise accommodate the drives of the id. The cre
ations of culture only express those conflicts in sublimated, symbolic 
form. For the structuralist too the real meaning of culture lies in the 
latent, not the surface, meaning because that contains the informing 
pattern, the deep structure of the myth, society, or ritual in question, 
the basic mental set that finds homologous expression in all the vari
ous codes of the society : dietary, botanical, sexual, architectural, 
familial . 

Both a structuralist and a psychoanalytic criticism, then, will stress 
not the dominant ideal values openly proclaimed by the culture or the 
individual but rather the subsurface tensions that the culture or indi
vidual seeks to resist, smooth over, contain . Levi-Strauss views myth 
as mediating logical contradictions (e. g . , nature and culture, life and 
death) and thereby as enabling man to make his world intelligible. 
For Freud the emotional health of the individual depends upon his 
confronting and resolving conflicts between libidinal and aggressive 
drives which the conscious mind acknowledges only reluctantly and 
the realities enforced by his society and the external conditions of his 
life. Dreams represent these conflicts in symbolic form. Severe un
acknowledged or unresolved conflict produces neurosis . 

For both approaches , concerned as they are with the hidden mean
ing, the pattern observable only to the trained analytic eye, the process 
of transformations, adaptations , accommodations through which re
ality is made intelligible or endurable is more important than the 
absolute "meaning" of a given symbol; and such an absolute or 

3 ·  Claude Levi-Strauss, "The Structural Study of Myth, " in  Structural An
thropoloRY, trans . C .  Jacobson and C .  G. Schoepf (Garden City, N. Y. 1 967) 2 2 5 .  
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universal meaning becomes questionable anyway. In both cases the 
absolute signified per se takes second place to the complex relation 
between signified and signifier in a sign system, whether that system 
is part of the ego 's web of neurotic defense-mechanisms and rationali
zations or the society 's attempt to deny logical contradictions 
through a system of mediations . Both approaches relate reality to a 
thinking subject rather than to an objective world "outside . " To 
quote a French structuralist critic, "Ultimately one might say that the 
object of structuralism is not man endowed with meanings , but man 
fabricating meanings, as if it could not be the content of meanings 
which exhausted the semantic goals of humanity but only the act by 
which these meanings, historical and contingent variables , are pro
duced. Homo significans: such would be the new man of structural 
inquiry . "4 Mutatis mutandis , something similar could be said of the 
rather older man of psychoanalytic inquiry . 

Psychoanalytic and structural models also can help correct each 
other' s  deficiencies . Structuralism contributes a sense of the formal 
coherence of the work as a system of signs grounded in an underlying 
conceptual unity. It helps put into focus the relations between mental 
structures implicit in the society at large and the mythic structures 
used by the literary work. A psychoanalytic orientation brings a 
fuller awareness of the self and a greater sense of the dynamics of 
growth and change in time than is possible within the more static 
structuralist frame, with its emphasis on synchrony over diachrony, 
the paradigmatic over the syntagmatic plane . s 

To turn briefly to the figure of Oedipus in Sophocles ' Tyrannus, 

combining structuralist and psychoanalytic methods can help us to
ward a broader conception of character in Greek tragedy. The mod
ern reader sometimes finds difficulty in understanding the comple
mentarity of the generic and the individual in the Greek view of 
character. Oedipus is both an individual, with his conflicts and ten
sions, and a figure who performs the sacral and social functions of 
kingship . He occupies the symbolic center of the struggle to keep 
chaos at bay, to create a favorable and orderly relation between man 

4. Roland Barthes, "The Structuralist Activity, " in R.  and F. DeGeorge, ed. , The 
Structuralists ftom Marx to Levi-Strauss (Garden City, N .Y .  1 972) 1 5 3 ·  

5 .  For these terms see Leach, Culture and Communication (note I )  25-27; John 
Peradotto, "Odyssey 8 . 564- 57 1 :  Verisimilitude, Narrative Analysis, and Bricolage, "  
Texas Studies in Literature and Language 1 5  ( 1 974) 8 I 8ff. 
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and the cosmos, to effect that mediation between the extremes of god 
and beast which constitutes one of the bases of human civilization. 
Paradoxically, the Oedipus Tyrannus gave Freud his name for the 
Oedipus complex; but the play itself pays very little overt attention to 
the psychological dimension of Oedipus '  anomalous position. 6 Soph
ocles establishes a more even relationship than Euripides between the 
psychological and socioreligious meaning of the myth. Taken to
gether, structuralist and psychoanalytic approaches allow us better to 
maintain this fine equilibrium and help us to appreciate the implica
tions of Oedipus' ambiguous sacral kingship (he is both legitimate 
king and outsider, both the pollution and the source of purification, 
both the godlike savior and the scapegoat or pharmakos) without 
either insisting too emphatically on the Freudian levels of meaning or 
denying their presence in the configuration of plot elements given at 
the very surface of the narrative. 

Whereas the structuralist study of myth seeks to discover the polar
ities that myth mediates and therefore makes acceptable as part of the 
basic structure of reality, the myths as used by tragedy destroy rather 
than affirm mediation. Clear differentiation gives way to fusion, am
biguity, paradox. Heracles in the Trachiniae, for example, is both the 
slayer of monsters and himself a monstrous, violent figure, both the 
celebrant at the victory sacrifice he offers and the beast consumed and 
devoured by a fire that points downward to the triumphant beast

man, Nessus ,  rather than upward to the Olympian realm where the 
flames ought to carry the sweet savor of the sacrifice . 7  Agamemnon 
and Cassandra in Aeschylus plunge from a godlike privileged status 
to bestial degradation, sacrificed like animals .  Heracles (in both Soph
ocles and Euripides) , Oedipus, Philoctetes , Pentheus are simultane
ously at the lowest and the highest extremes on the scale of human 
values , both destroyers and saviors , accursed outcasts and noble he
roes . The heroine of Euripides ' Iphigeneia in Tauris is both the 
priestess of a savage cult involving pollution by human sacrifice and 
the central figure in the worship of the purest goddesses . Her brother, 
Orestes, is both a godlike youth of extraordinary beauty and a rag
ing, bestial madman who has to be hunted. 8 

6. See Vernant, " 'Oedipe' sans complexe" in My the et tragedie (note I )  77-98 .  
7. See  Detienne (note I )  7 1 - 1 1 3 ;  Segal, "Raw and Cooked" (note I )  306f. 
8. Cf. IT 269-74 and 275-80; cf. also 1 1 63 , 1 3 24, 1 426. 
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If tragedy, on a structuralist reading, dramatizes the collapse of 
polarities and the destruction of mediation, the tragic catastrophe, in 
a Freudian perspective, reflects the explosion of forces held in too 
precarious a balance in the psyche. The tragic justice, then, reflects 
the inexorable necessity of psychodynamic forces to reach an equi
librium. It is a law of the psyche that any blockage of the life forces 
has the most dangerous consequences . Fate, then, is the ineluctable 
power of our primal instincts ,  our oedipal and pre-oedipal drives . 
The grip of predestination in King Oedipus' tragedy, in Freud's 
view, is the grip of these forces upon us, at some level, during the 
whole of our lives : Oedipus' "fate" 

moves us only because it might have been our own, because the oracle 
laid upon us before our birth the very curse which rested upon him.  It 
may be that we were all destined to direct our first sexual impulses 
toward our mothers and our first impulses of hatred and violence to
ward our fathers ; our dreams convince us that we were . 9  

At the risk of some violence to both Freud and Levi-Strauss ,  we 
may suggest that the internal stability of psychodynamics ,  that bal
ance of opposing forces of the psyche which allows us to function 
according to a socially accepted standard of healthy, non-neurotic 
behavior, has some analogy, grosso modo, with the structuralist model 
of myth's  mediation of polarities in the social order. 

Combining structuralist and psychoanalytic perspectives has a par
ticular usefulness and validity for the study of Greek literature and 
society, for here the distinctive quality of human civilization is de
fined in terms of the accommodation (ideally at least) rather than the 
repression of sexuality as the savagery of precivilized man adapts to 
the temperate forms required by city and family . To the raw and wild 
realm outside the city belong both the virginal hunter's rejection of 
sexuality (Artemis, Hippolytus, Daphne, Atalanta) and the unre
strained lust that characterizes the bestial Centaurs , the goatish Sat
yrs , the Nymphs who inhabit the forest 's  pools, and the seductive 
goddesses who inhabit remote, deserted islands : Calypso and above 
all Circe who entraps her would-be lovers in their own bestiality by 

9. Sigmund Freud, The Interpretation of Dreams, trans. A. A .  Brill, Modern Library 
ed. (New York 1950) 1 6 r .  
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changing them into swine, lions,  or wolves . To achieve the proper 
emotional balance is also to claim humanity's intermediate position 
between the animal instincts of procreation and the gods' freedom 
from coming to be and passing away. Neither repression nor the 
untrammeled expression of sexual instincts is "civilized. " 

II 

The two plays that we shall discuss in detail, the Hippolytus and the 
Bacchae, enact the two poles of deficient or excessive sexuality. In 
serving the virgin goddess Artemis and rejecting the love goddess 
Aphrodite, Hippolytus has his place truly in the wild, among the 
beasts that he hunts . In the Bacchae, on the other hand, the king, a 
rigid, authoritarian ruler, has a hidden animal self that will emerge 
not in the palace or the city which he supposedly controls but only in 
the wild forest and mountains where he is destroyed, dismembered, 
by those very instinctual forces that he has denied. 

Overtly repressing his sexuality, Hippolytus begins and ends in the 
wild; latently repressing his sexuality, King Pentheus moves from the 
inner, civilized space of house and city to the wild realm where his 
concealed violence really belongs .  At the other extreme from both 
these heroes stands the Heracles of the Trachiniae .  His excessive sexu
ality has brought ruin to the house and city of his newest concubine, 
Iole, and soon brings that ruin to his own house as well . The play 
moves on an axis of inner and outer space, the inner, civilized world 
ofDeianeira ' s  house and the vast outside spaces ofHeracles ' journeys . 
Deianeira embodies the essence of the woman's inner space, Heracles 
the essence of the male hero 's outward orientation . 1 O One of the 
motive forces in the tragedy is the intensity of sexual desire that 
destroys both protagonists . The civilized space of the oikos is shat
tered by the intrusion of the wild spaces of the lustful beast-figures in 
the background.  Heracles , behaving like the bestial monsters he has 
conquered, never enters the house that has been his goal; Deianeira , 

r o .  See C. Segal, "Mariage et sacrifice dans les Trachiniennes de Sophocle, " AC 44 
( I 975) 30- 5 3 ,  and Tragedy and Civilization (note I) chap . 4,  passim. For other aspects 
of the contrasts between inner and outer space see also Segal, "Sophocles' Trach iniae: 
Myth, Poetry, and Heroic Values , "  YCS 25 ( I 976) 1 23-30, 1 4 1 -46, 148-5 l .  
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yielding to sexual j ealousy, activates in the house the poisonous blood 
of the Centaur which has no place there . That Deianeira should use 
the blood of Nessus (and ultimately of the monstrous Hydra) to 
protect her house and marriage and that Heracles should woo lole in 
the manner of the beast-men who carry off women by force state that 
collapse of the fundamental dichotomies in the sexual code which 
precipitates the tragic catastrophe . Viewing such events both psycho
logically (as the result of sexual repression or intemperance) and 
structurally (the collapsing of fundamental polarities and the resultant 
explosion of the structure of civilized life in the several codes) can 
only expand the dimensions in which we can understand these multi
layered works . 

On both the psychoanalytic and the structuralist reading the hero 
of the Hippolytus stands outside the mode of life which makes normal 
functioning in society possible .  His devotion to Artemis and exclu
sion of Aphrodite need no psychoanalytic comment. His worship of 
this goddess of the hunt and of wild places , however, also marks his 
ambiguous relation to the civilized world: as hunter he s tands be
tween city and wild, cooked and raw. Indeed, that position is even 
more precarious , for at the one extreme he resembles the Orphic 
mystic, a vegetarian who eats no meat at all (cf. 952-5 5 ) ,  whereas at 
the other extreme he is a huntsman who devours the flesh of his prey 
( 1 08- 1 2) . 1 1  On the structuralist model, that is , he is both god and 
beast, both above and below the human level, sharing a mystical 
union with the divine on the one hand but attributes of the car
nivorous and hunting beasts on the other. In like manner, his refusal 
of Aphrodite separates him from the human reproductive cycle of 
birth, maturity, and death and thus places him above the human 
condition. That same refusal calls his very humanity into question in 
the beastlike violence (689; cf. 646) with which he reacts to the 
Nurse's proposition, thereby placing him below the human condition. 

Hippolytus' extreme oscillation between unmediated extremes in 
the structuralist ' s  dietary code is also the point of greatest ambiva
lence and conflict from the psychoanalytic point of view: the sub
limation of physical instincts into a mode of life which has its cre
ative, beautiful, and spiritual aspects but which, having its origins in 

1 I .  See C .  Segal, "Euripides , Hippolytus, 1 08- 1 2 :  Tragic Irony and Tragic Jus
tice, " Hermes 97 ( 1 969) 297-306 .  
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repression, also contains unresolved tensions, violence, and contra
dictions. The Hippolytus who rejects Aphrodite at his entrance 
(73 f£ )  has as his pendant the Hippolytus who appears as the savage 
hunter in 108- 1 2 :  

Come on, m y  followers, and enter the house and concern yourselves 
with food; joyful is a full table after the hunt. Then you must rub down 
the horses so that I may yoke them to the chariot and sated with food 
may practice the fitting exercises. 

From a structuralist point of view the oscillation between a vegetarian 
Hippolytus who performs "mystic rites" (2 5 ,  952- 5 5) and a Hippo
lytus who sates himself on the flesh of his hunted prey reflects an 
imbalance that needs but will not receive mediation .  From a psycho
analytic point of view this same polarization is related to a central 
point in Hippolytus ' neurosis . I t  is important to observe where the 
references to Orphic mysteries and vegetarianism occur. There are 
two places . In the more elaborate passage the Orphic theme comes 
from the father in his most dreaded manifestation. Here we see 
Theseus in his terrible wrath, threatening the son with exile or death. 
The other reference to these rites occurs in the mouth of Aphrodite in 
the prologue. Here Hippolytus is coming from the "solemn house" 
of his grandfather, the "pure Pittheus" who educated him ( I I ) ,  "to 
see the solemn rites and holy mysteries" in Athens (25) . Hippolytus '  
own purity, then, which is religious as well as sexual (cf. 654- 5 5 ,  
1002-6) and plays a crucial role i n  the violence o f  his reaction to 
Phaedra' s  proposal (654- 5 5) ,  finds an echo in this other, benign side 
of the father figure, the grandfather, Pittheus, whose "purity" ( I I )  
matches and perhaps influences his own . 1 2  A t  the house o f  pure 
Pittheus he can escape the threatening father-figure in Athens, his 
biological father, Theseus, and find a pure foster father, just as in 
Artemis he can find a pure foster mother (we may recall her function 
as kourotrophos J "nurturer of children, " and her loathing of the eagles ' 
devouring of the pregnant hare in Ag . 1 3 5-3 8) to replace the Amazon 
mother he has lost. 13 But neither Pittheus '  house nor Artemis' wild 

12. See C. Segal, " Shame and Purity in Euripides' Hippolytus , "  Hermes 98 ( 1 970) 
278-99, especially 278f. , 296ff. 

1 3 .  On the processes of splitting and doubling of the maternal figure in the Hippo
lytus see Anne V.  Rankin, " Euripides' Hippolytus :  A Psychopathological Hero, " 
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forests and meadows constitute a realm where a young prince should 
expend all his energies , and hence they can provide no lasting solu
tion to his conflicts .  

In structuralist terms, neither the mystical activities of rites that 
bring him close to the gods nor his proximity to the beasts and the 
wild as a hunter can effect the mediations between god and beast 
embodied in the polis . As Aristotle remarks at the beginning of the 
Politics, the man who forms "no part of the polis" must be "either a 
beast or a god" ( I .  I 2 5 3 a28f. ) .  

This splitting o f  the paternal figure into two, a gentle grandfather, 
a spiritual figure who enables the young man to bypass the conflicts 
with his biological father, and a threatening,  violent father at that, 
has, as we shall see, a close parallel in the Bacchae. The Bacchae, how
ever, reverses the terms and presents the same constellation of ele
ments , but in their mirror image. 

As a reflection of the "return of the repressed" or the revenge of 
forcibly denied life instincts ,  Hippolytus' death by the bull sent from 
Poseidon and the sea is a case of the double determination so common 
in Greek literature . 14 The remoter agent is the father in his anger and 
sexual jealousy who thus responds to a sexual threat from his son. His 
vengeance takes the form of that aggressive sexuality which Hippo
lytus had most feared and shunned. The symbolism represents what 
Hippolytus had most sought to avoid: it enacts his deepest anxieties , a 
confrontation with the male sexuality centered in Theseus, who is 
thus both the threatening, feared father and the embodiment of his 
own repressed sexuality . The play fulfills the child's deepest oedipal 
fears : despite his pleas of innocence, he is accused and convicted of 
sexually assaulting his father' s  wife (that is, punished for his repressed 
incestuous desire for the mother) and then mangled and killed by an 
emanation of his father's terrible wrath and his own repressed sexu
ality. The immediate cause, the instrument of Theseus ' vengeance, is 
the god of the violent earth and sea, Poseidon, who is also the father 
of Theseus .  The motif of the threatening father is thus reinforced by 
doubling, for Poseidon is also the father in his aggressive, threatening 

Arethusa 7 ( 1 974) 7 1 -94, and Jean J .  Smoot, "Hippolytus as Narcissus: An Amplifica
tion, " Arethusa 9 ( 1 976) 3 7-5 I .  

14 .  See E .  R .  Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational (Berkeley and Los Angeles 19 5  I )  
7f. , 16 ,  30f. 
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aspect . He has given his son, Hippolytus '  father, the power to de
stroy, the curses (arai, which are "curses" not wishes) . On the other 
hand, the dying hero 's  farewell to his virgin goddess at the end, his 
forgiveness of his father and conferral of another kind of "purity" 
( 1 448-50) , which is no longer his one-sided sexual purity, point 
toward a resolution of his neurotic conflict with his father and some 
relinquishment of the repressive mechanism that focuses on his virgin 
goddess .  That this occurs only in his dying moments is, of course, 
essential to the tragic meaning of the play. I S 

In the psychoanalytic perspective the clash of mutually contradic
tory and therefore self-destructive projections (good father / bad fa
ther, pure mother / sexually threatening mother) is part of the hero 's  
failure to confront the reality of adult sexuality and therefore leads to 
his dismemberment by the monstrous bull from the sea, a bull who is  
no doubt a not-too-distant relative of the bull with which Pentheus 
struggles in the dark dungeons of his palace in his resistance to Di
onysus (Ba . 6 1 6ff. ) . 1 6  Defined in structuralist terms, these issues re
flect a larger social and conceptual concern with the precarious posi
tion of man and of human civilization in general between bestiality 
and divinity. 

Consorting with his goddess in the wild and thus outside the 
framework of civilized life, Hippolytus lives out the emotional conse
quences of having as mother an Amazon, a figure on the periphery of 
civilization, as Aeschylus stresses in the Eumenides (cf. 625-28 ,  6 8 5-
90) . The virginal female warrior shuns men and has no  place in  a 
normal oikos .  Her status as Hippolytus ' mother is due to Theseus'  
violent conquest and rape. Phaedra too , we may recall, also comes 
from the fringes of Greek civilization; and we may note the close 
association of Hippolytus and Amazon when she makes her first 
confession of her love to the nurse:  "Are you in love, my child? With 
whom?-Whoever this man is ,  the Amazon's . . .  -Hippolytus , 
you mean?" (3 50-52) .  A psychoanalytic critic might say that Hippo
lytus has dealt with his need for this remote and not very promising 

1 5 .  Segal, "Shame and Purity" (note 1 2) 296-98 .  
16 .  For the bull in  the Bacchae see R.  P .  Winnington-Ingram, Euripides and Dionysus 

(Cambridge 1 948) 9 and 84, and William Sale, "The Psychoanalysis of Pent he us in the 
Bacchae of Euripides , "  yeS 22 ( 1 972) 69f. , 72f. ; for the Hippolytus see C. Segal, "The 
Tragedy of the Hippolytus: The Waters of Ocean and the Untouched Meadow, " 200-
203 in this volume. 
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maternal figure by denying his own sexuality and finding a surrogate 
mother in the austere virgin goddess .  But the solution is precarious, 
and the advances of Phaedra upset the balance and activate an image 
of the mother with which he cannot deal. This image of a mother as 
sexual being and sexual obj ect awakens all his repressed instincts , 
now in their primal, incestuous form. 1 7  

From a structuralist point of  view, the crisis that Phaedra provokes 
expresses the tensions already contained in Hippolytus '  anomalous 
position between house and wild, between god and savage, between 
illegitimacy and kingship (as in the Oedipus Rex) , between Orphic 
purity and the abomination of the exiled criminal . The crisis strains 
the polarity to the breaking point . The two sides fly apart . Hippo
lytus is driven from the city into the wild, loses any possibility of 
succeeding, Theseus as king of Athens (one of the points at issue in 
Phaedra's decision to commit suicide) , and reverts entirely to his 
status as hunter and trainer of horses , moving not only outside the 
city but to an even more basically liminal point between sea and 
land. 1 8 In both the psychoanalytic and the structuralist reading the 
disaster occurs when the situation exceeds the limits that society has 
set up as the norms of basic human reality and identity. On the one 
hand civilization fails to effect the necessary mediation between di
vinity and bestiality; on the other hand the individual fails to integrate 
conflicting impulses as he relinquishes one of his primary defenses 
against his own sexual drives, the splitting off of the sexually pure 
from the sexually seductive mother . 

Viewed structurally, the spatial symbolism expresses Hippolytus ' 
anomalous position between god and beast, his failed mediation be
tween Orphic vegetarian in close communion with a virgin goddess 
and savage, carnivorous hunter. Psychoanalytically, his extreme at
tachment to a sexually pure maternal figure, as a replacement for the 
Amazon mother he has lost, leads him to leave house and city for the 
wild forests .  But those wild places where he hunts and consorts with 
his virgin goddess-the uncut meadow where no agriculture is prac
ticed, the shore where he rides his horses and meets his death from 
the sea and the bull-are both symbols of unresolved sexual conflicts 

1 7. See Rankin (note 1 3 )  and Smoot (note 1 3 ) .  
1 8 . See Segal, "The Tragedy o f  the Hippolytus" (note 1 6) 1 98f. 
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and simultaneously places that negate the polis life which he has 
rejected. 

The forests of his hunting,  a typical place of male initiation (both 
martial and sexual) to adult status ,  are here a liminal place of savagery 
and danger which Hippolytus cannot fully leave behind, just as he, 
like Pentheus, cannot successfully negotiate the passage between 
youth and man, wild and civilized. 1 9 The uncut meadow has , of 
course, its specific sexual associations as a place of virginal purity (and 
especially female virginity) about to be lost;20 but it also contrasts 
implicitly with the plowed fields of the fruitful earth on the Greek 
model by which agriculture is the civilized activity par excellence: 
unfruitful maiden is to married woman as forest or mountain is to 
arable land, as hunting is to farming, as untamed (raw) is to civilized 
(cooked) . 21 

The uncut meadow, from a psychoanalytic perspective, also sym
bolizes Hippolytus '  longing for a pre-oedipal union with his mother, 
a desire that must be relinquished or transformed if the youth is to 
become a mature man. Such a union, if consummated, can lead only 
to (symbolic) dismemberment and death. 

The shore where the catastrophe occurs is a place of potential 
mediation between sea and land, wild and city, bull and tame horses . 
But as the transitional point of exile from the city it is the place where 
mediation breaks down in the overwhelming brute force of the ter
rifying and monstrous bull, embodiment of the threatening genital 
sexuality that Hippolytus has repressed. 

All three locales , meadow, forest, and shore, have their different 
and specific functions in the symbolism of the play; but all, in differ
ent ways , embody a failure of accommodation to the demands of 

19 ·  For the significance of wild forest and hunting in initiatory and erotic sym
bolism see Marcel Detienne, Dionysos mis a mort (Paris 1 977) 64-98 ,  especially 74ff. ;  
Pierre Vidal-Naquet, "The Black Hunter and the Origin of the Athenian Ephebia, "  
PCPS n . s .  1 4  ( 1 968) 49-64, and his essays o n  the Oresteia and the Phi/octetes in Vernant 
and Vidal-Naquet, My the et tragedie (note I) 1 3 5- 5 8  and 1 6 1-84.  

20 .  For the significance of the meadow see B .  M. W. Knox, "The Hippolytus of 
Euripides, "  YCS 13 ( 1 952) 6;  Segal, "The Tragedy of the Hippolytus" (note 1 6) 1 72f. ;  
K. J .  Reckford, "Phaethon, Hippolytus, and Aphrodite, " TAPA 103 ( 1 972) 4 1 6  and 
passim. 

2 1 .  For these equations see Detienne, Jardins d'Adonis (note I )  1 87-226; Vernant, 
"Hestia-Hermes : Sur l 'expression religieuse de l 'espace et du mouvement chez les 
Grecs, " My the et pensee (note I) 1 40f. , and his My the et societe (note I) 1 49ff. and 1 9 1 ff. 
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mature, adult, civilized life .  The unresolved sexual conflicts are both 
symbolically identified with and projected upon places outside the 
polis and its characteristic activities . Both Hippolytus'  inward psy
chology and the external spatial dimensions of his life remove him 
from the normal course of self-fulfillment personally and socially 
open to the Greek male and thus define that constellation of qualities 
which marks him as a tragic figure. 

As virgin and hunter both, Hippolytus is in a sense uncivilized. He 
meets his death in the wild realm, in a threatening borderland be
tween earth and sea. Yet he gains a heroic status in the civilized world 
as a cult-figure to whom girls at marriage dedicate their offering of 
hair. That a youth who has rejected sex and marriage should receive 
this honor is an ironic inversion which corrects, too late, the emo
tional imbalances in Hippolytus '  life .  It does so, however, on the 
social and ritual, not the personal and psychological, plane, for oth
ers, not for himself, and at a point when his own repressed sexuality 
has brought him death and sterility, not marriage and procreation. 

A structuralist approach reveals the appropriateness in the fact that 
this figure whose place has been on the margin of the city should be 
involved in the rite of passage which civilizes the "untamed" or 
"unyoked" maiden (Hipp . 1 425 )  and marks her change from the 
implicit wildness of her virgin state to the civilized status of her place 
within the house (Hipp . 1 423-27) . The ambiguous status of the hero 
as both pure and impure, honored and degraded, is reflected in an 
ambiguity in the ritual code. In this case these "greatest honors" 
(timai megista i, 1 424) which the virgin goddess gives her pure devotee 
in compensation for his death through the violence of the bestial and 
sexually potent bull and horses consist in a ritual of virgins who are 
moving into a realm where Artemis no longer applies , worshipers 
who are in fact taking leave of Artemis-as Artemis, within the 
action of the play, soon takes leave of Hippolytus ( 1 43 7-4 1 ) .  The 
ritual act here faces both ways : it both resolves and crystallizes an 
ambiguity. Its mediation of opposites (honor / dishonor, purity / 
pollution,  death / immortality, etc . )  becomes as ambiguous as the 
tragic hero himself. 

At another level of the cultic and mythic symbolism this irony and 
ambiguity correspond to the coalescence in the personage of Hippo
lytus of the hero who overcomes temptation (the familiar Potiphar' s 
wife motif that recurs in the Greek myths of Bellerophon and Peleus) 
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and the figure of the dying god / Hymenaios ,  beloved by the Great 
Mother as son and consort and mourned by her after his death . 22 
Closer to the surface of the play's diction, the ambiguity operates in 
the doubling of the yoke of marriage with the yoke of destruction 
studied by Kenneth Reckford, 23 a true union of opposites raised to 
the second or third degree. Here the "yoked horses" and the "yoked 
maidens" embody pulls in opposite directions which cannot be rec
onciled; and the "co-yoked Graces , "  syzygiai Charites, potential me
diators of death and immortality through art, can only lament the 
passing of unattainable innocence as virginal purity completes the 
crossing over to its violent and bloody opposite ( I I 48-so) .  

III 

The parental conflicts that a psychoanalytic reading clarifies in the 
Bacchae complement those of the Hippolytus . 24 In the Hippolytus the 
threatening father is the dominant presence, and the fostering, kindly 
father is only a remote, trace element (the pure Pittheus who gave the 
young hero his spiritual nurture or paideia,  I I ) .  In the Bacchae the 
biological father, the chthonic Echion, is absent, and the gentler 
father-figure, the actual grandfather, Cadmus, has the more promi
nent role. The son even bullies and maltreats this gentler father as the 
biological father of the Hippolytus maltreated the son. The situation of 
the Bacchae thus enacts, at one level, a child's oedipal fantasies , revers
ing the father-son relation of the Hippolytus . The maternal rela
tionships ,  however, are more complex. The substitute mother of the 
Hippolytus gives way to the biological mother of the Bacchae, Agave, 
who proves the agent of the hero 's doom. The mechanisms of repres
sion and sublimation by which Hippolytus deals with his oedipal 
conflicts make both aspects of the mother-figure strong and vivid 

22. See Reckford (note 20) 4 I 5- I 7 . 
2 3 ·  Reckford (note 20) 4 I 9-22 . 
24· For some recent psychological readings of the Baahae, see George Devereux, 

"The Psychotherapy Scene in Euripides ' Baahae, " JHS 90 ( I 970) 3 5-48 ; Patrick 
Roberts, "Euripides: The Dionysiac Experience , "  in The Psychology of Tragic Drama 
(London and Boston I 975)  3 3 - 5 3 ;  Jeanne Roux, Euripide, Les Baahantes (Paris I 970, 
I 972) I . 43 ff. ;  Bernd Seidensticker, "Pentheus, " Poetica 5 ( I 97 1 )  3 5-63 , especially 
5 I f. ,  57-63 ;  and Sale (note I 6) 63-82 .  See also C. Segal, Dionysiac Poetics and Euripides ' 
Bacchae (Princeton I 982) chap . 6, and in this volume chap. 9 on Euripides ' Bacchae . 
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presences , both the virgin goddess of the hunt (and the remote Ama
zon behind her) and the sexually threatening, seductive and ag
gressive "mother, " Phaedra, behind whom stands Hippolytus '  en
emy and destroyer, the goddess Aphrodite. The immediate occasion 
of Dionysus' assertion of power over Pentheus is the latter 's  ac
knowledgment of his erotic impulses toward the women in his moth
er's entourage, women who, led by Agave and her sisters, Pentheus '  
aunts , are surrogates for the desired mother. Indeed, some of the 
energy in Pentheus '  animus against the Maenads comes from the 
ambivalence created by his repressed infantile desire to possess his 
mother (and, in this case, her collective substitute) . Aspiring to adult 
masculinity, Pentheus wants to possess and master these women who 
directly threaten that male superiority; and the assertion of sexual, 
political, and military authority comes to the same thing. But another 
part of Pentheus, the repressed unconscious fantasies released by Di
onysus,  wants to retreat back to infancy and to enjoy the "softness"  
and "luxury" of being held in  his mother's arms (968-70) and per
haps also the nurturing liquids that these women lavish so abundantly 
on the creatures of the wild (699-702; cf. 708- I I ,  I 42f ) .  

The Hippolytus ' complex doubling and splitting o f  the maternal 
figure, however, do not occur in the Bacchae. The objects of Pen
theus' repressed sexual impulses are more diffused (cf. 2 1 9ff. ) ,  and 
the maternal figure is more overtly destructive. The doubling that 
does take place only reinforces this aspect of the mother: the son, 
Dionysus, by his birth destroys the mother and is saved in the father's  
"male womb" ( 526f ) ,  a denial of the procreative reality that so trou
bles Hippolytus (Hipp . 6 1 6-24) . Yet the incinerated Semele is herself 
the victim of an ominous maternal figure, the threatening step
mother, Hera (9) . 

Read psychoanalytically, the Bacchae presents a son's fantasy-solu
tion to his oedipal rivalry with his father . The threatening ,  vigorous , 
biological and sexual father is absent. The paternal figure who re
places him, the aged grandfather, Cadmus , is old and weak and has 
relinquished his (royal) power or kratos to his son. The mother is left 
to concern herself entirely with the son, who is offered infantile 
dependence on her, the "luxury" of being held once more, like a 
baby, in her arms (966ff ) .  The play, however, ends with the reasser
tion of the reality principle, but in a way very different from that in 
the Hippolytus .  Whereas Hippolytus '  death seems to contain some 
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successful resolution of his oedipal conflicts , too late though it be, 
Pentheus '  end represents the impossibility of the infantile fantasies 
that he is living out. He has only a moment of awakening when he 
recognizes himself in his filial relation to both Agave and the absent 
Echion ( 1 I I 5-2 1 ) ,  just before the brutal murder. The mother 's  
murder of her infantilized son acts out the impossibility of this fan
tasy solution to the oedipal situation. The son cannot have the mother 
on these terms . For him to return to infancy, to banish the virile 
father, and to be held once more in his mother's arms, after attempt
ing to witness her secret activities of a supposedly sexual nature in a 
context suggesting delusions of phallic power, can lead only to his 
death by dismemberment, his psychic as well as physical disintegra
tion. 

Complementing a psychological by a structural approach reveals a 
larger significance in such figures as Echion and Dionysus. Echion, 
on the one hand, stands behind Pentheus' emotional instability . He is 
the "savage father, "  the aggressive and physical, biological father. 
His subordination to the gentler, somewhat ineffectual Cadmus en
ables Pentheus to inherit his father 's  power and kingdom (kratos, 2 1 3 ;  
cf. 43 f. )  without a direct confrontation with his father, without hav
ing to resolve the conflicts that succeeding his father might entail . On 
the other hand Echion is also one of the key elements that define 
Pentheus as a structural anomaly within the city: human but serpent
born, a champion of justice (dike) but a theomachos, an enemy of the 
Olympian gods like the monstrous giants who threaten the divine 
order with chaos ( 5 3 8ff. ) ;  autochthonous as a sign of the civic soli
darity and continuity in Thebes but autochthonous as an aspect of the 
savagery that opposes the Olympian gods . 

Likewise Dionysus is a threat not merely to the psychological co
herence and integration necessary for Pentheus '  successful passage 
from childhood to adulthood but also to that system of polarities on 
which Pentheus' rigid, authoritarian order rests .  He is not only a 
symbol of all that Pentheus has repressed, the latent animality that 
turns back against himself in the god's tauriform epiphanies, but also 
a god who breaks down all the familiar mediations ,  dissolves differ
entiation on every level into sameness ,  and through his function as 
the god of tragedy and the tragic mask also challenges the capacity of 
myth and language to mediate contradictions .  In his realm, fusion 
replaces boundary, and the mutually exclusive opposites of our 
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everyday logic disturbingly coexist .  In his rites the natural world 
joins with the human celebrants . In the lines so much admired by 
"Longinus, "  "The whole mountains and the beasts joined in the 
bacchic revel" (symbaccheuein, 726f. ) .  

Dionysus is an outsider violently resisted by the king; but he is also 
a native of Thebes with a legitimate claim on the city's  allegiance. He 
combines his Olympian birth with the bestial forms of bull, snake, or 
lion in which he appears to his worshipers . His personal appearance 
fuses male and female characteristics , and his geographical associa
tions join both Greek and barbarian, both local and universal at
tributes . As a kind of eternal adolescent, he stands between child and 
adult . As a god of wine he embodies the life-giving forces of the 
earth, the moisture and sap of new vegetative growth; but he can also 
call the destructive power of the earth into his service when he shakes 
Pentheus'  palace (Ba . 5 8 5 ) .  His presence on stage as an actor in the 
drama not only calls attention to the way in which tragedy and tragic 
myth open the secure structures of the society to the fluidity and 
changefulness inherent in the god, but also shows tragedy itself, as it 
were, demarcating before our eyes what Victor Turner calls the "lim
inal space, " a space between order and disorder, a realm of disturbing 
but also potentially fruitful disintegration of familiar boundaries and 
identities . 25 

Entering Thebes as an outsider, a stranger from a barbarian land, 
Dionysus both repeats and reverses the work of the original culture 
hero , the aged Cadmus, who came from barbarian Sidon to Hellenic 
Thebes, killed the serpent, and sowed the teeth from which sprang 
the race of Thebans , the sown men from whom Pentheus is de
scended. He comes to Thebes bringing a new gift,  but one with a 
much more complex and ambiguous relation to what men conceive 
of as civilization than Cadmus . Cadmus, the original founder, is then 
expelled, driven into the wild, transformed into the "savage form" 
(physin . . . agrian ,  1 3 5 8) of a snake, the creature he killed in his initial 
founding act. He who left barbarians for Greeks is condemned to lead 
barbarian hordes against Greek shrines and cities ( 1 3 3 4-3 6, 1 3 52-60) . 

In shattering the secure limits and well defined polarities of Pen-

25 .  Victor Turner, The Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure (London 1 969) 
chaps. 2 and 3, and more recently "Liminal to Liminoid in Play, Flow, and Ritual : An 
Essay in Comparative Symbology, " Rice University Studies 60 ( 1 974) 5 3-92. 
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theus' world, Dionysus reveals the hidden truth of the king's identity 
as both man and beast, both confident ruler and chaotic, bestial mad
man, both the celebrant and the sacrificial victim. Instead of reaching 
the "celestial glory" of the hoplite warrior (972) , the king plummets 
to earth as hunted animal ( l Io7- r 3 )  and meets his doom as a little 
child helpless before the gigantic figure of an overpowering mother 
( I I r 4-28) . 

The gates that Pentheus defends so zealously (78 r ;  cf. 6 5 3 )  embody 
both the tightly drawn boundaries of his own repressed and rigidly 
circumscribed personality and also the carefully drawn limits be
tween city and wild upon which Pentheus relies to keep Dionysiac 
religion and emotionality shut outside of Thebes . The collapse of the 
gates is thus significant in the dimensions of both culture and person
ality . Infiltrating Pentheus '  defenses in a psychological sense, Di
onysus reveals the king's repressed animality in his self through the 
appearance of the bull within Pentheus '  very stronghold, the prison 
that was meant to contain the god, his Maenads, and all the emo
tionality that they signify .  The structuralist reader, focusing on the 
nature-culture antinomy, directs attention to the havoc wrought or 
the joy afforded by the Dionysiac fusion of opposites . Violently re
sisted, the god as violently dissolves the clear distinctions between 
city and wild, man and beast, logic and emotion, in all the codes of 
the civilized order, sweeping away the symbols of psychological, 
familial, and political coherence and authority. 

Psychologically, it is important that the king and lord (despotes, 
I046, I 095)  now become a helpless child ( r  r 1 4-28) , whereas the 
woman barks commands like a general (cf. r I 06) . In terms of the 
structuralist antitheses, the king who so vehemently defended civi
lized enclosure (463 , 6 5 3 ,  78 r )  is now trapped outside the city walls ,  
hemmed in and cornered as a hunted beast by women, themselves far 
from the enclosed shelter of their oikos ,  who "surround him in a 
circle" (peristasai kyklo(i) , r I 06;  cf. Pentheus '  image of the city en
closed "in a circle, " kyklo(i) , in 463 and 6 5 3 ) .  The Dionysus who 
breaks down the king's  defenses and walls against his own instinctual 
and animal impulses is also the Dionysus who leaps his carefully 
defended barriers between city and wild, man and nature. In terms of 
these latter, structural anthitheses , it is ironically significant that the 
king's  city-defending tower (65 3 )  has now become a tree on the 
exposed mountainside ( r 095ff. ) .  Here, in an exalted place, the ruler 
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occupies simultaneously the lowest point in the polis as the 
scapegoat-victim; supposedly defended, he is the most threatened; a 
man, he is in woman's  garb ; a human being, he is about to become 
the sacrificial beast .  Perched on this height he will defend not his 
whole city but only his own miserable life; and the enemies are not 
male warriors but Maenads whose crag opposite (if a mild mistransla
tion be allowed) is a kind of "antitower, " antipyrgon . . .  petran 
( 1 097) . 

We can conceptualize the peripety on two spatial planes, horizontal 
and vertical. On the horizontal plane Dionysus' penetration of Greek 
Thebes from barbarian Asia expresses the collapse of Pentheus'  con
ception of the self and of the city. On the vertical plane Pentheus ,  
shot up high into the fir  tree as king, plunges abruptly down to earth 
as beast and victim ( I I 1 0- 1 4) :  

They laid myriad hands upon the fir tree and pulled it up from the earth. 
And Pentheus ,  seated on high, from his high place falls in downward 
plunge to earth with myriad shrieks, for he came to know that he was 
near his doom. 

The fall from high to low which is such a prominent feature of 
Pentheus '  doom also lends itself both to psychoanalytic and struc
turalist interpretation .  For the latter the king's fall from the topmost 
height of a tree to the ground below reflects that failure of mediation 
between Olympian and chthonic which runs through the whole play. 
The tree here functions in a manner similar to the "heavenly pillar" of 
Pindar's first Pythian Ode ( 1 7-20b) : it symbolizes a cosmic unity that 
binds together sky, earth, and nether world . Closely associated with 
the sacral kingship , (pseudo-) divinity, and sacrificial status of Pen
theus , the fir tree here resembles the Cosmic Tree or axis mundi so 
important in the religious imagery of many peoples . 26 The unsuc
cessful mediation between heaven and earth presented in the disas
trous rise to and fall from the tree parallels the loss of a harmonious 
accord between man and nature and the disintegration of the social 

26. See Mircea Eliade, Patterns in Comparative Religion (New York I 9 5 8) 265ff. , and 
"Methodological Remarks on the Study of Religious Symbolism, " in Eliade and J. 
M. Kitagawa, ed. , The History oj Religions: Essays in Methodology (Chicago and Lon
don I 959) 93ff. 
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order as symbolized in this violent death of the king and the ensuing 
bestial metamorphosis and exile of the founder of the kingship. 27 

Aspiring to delusions of godlike power (949-52) and to the "glory 
that reaches to the heavens" (972) , Pentheus in fact plummets down
ward to the bestial condition of the beast-victim, from king to phar
makos. Both his own internal turbulence and the vengeful nature of 
an offended god combine to destroy that position of ordered human 
civilization where the opposites might be mediated rather than col
lapsed together. Hence when he is elevated and exalted in the "high
necked fir-tree" ( 1 06 I ) ,  he is the "climber" (cf. ambas, 1 06 I )  who will 
soon be killed as the "climbing beast" (ambaten thera, I I 07f. ) .  The 
"miracle" (thauma, I 063 )  of this god who fuses male and female, 
chthonic and Olympian, human and bestial, consists in bending the 
"heaven-high topmost branch" to the "black earth" ( 1 065) . This 
initiates the terrible union of bestial and human in Pentheus and soon 
issues into the epiphany of the mysterious god as the bull who 
"leads" the king, now himself a calf or lion, to his death (cf. 1 059,  
I I 73 ff. , I I 8 5ff. ) .  At the same time this unleashing of bestiality con
tains the play's most detailed description of human technology, the 
bow and lathe of I 066-68 .  The simile of the bent tree as bow or lathe 
dramatizes the collocation of civilization and savagery in this god 
who oversteps and dissolves boundaries . Bow and lathe bring to
gether the two discrete areas whose separation Dionysus destroys, 
hunting in the wild and practicing crafts that belong within the se
cure, enclosed space in the city, imaged perhaps in the enclosed cir
cuit drawn by the lathe (cf. "drawn about the circumference, " graph
omenos periphoran, I 067) . The king's attempt to reinforce these 
boundaries separating city and wild (cf. 463 ,  654 ,  78 I )  ironically ends 
not only in the triumph of the god of the wild in his own element but 
also in this use of an image of enclosure for the destruction of 
enclosure. 

If we move from the horizontal to the vertical axis, the mysterious 
pillar of light which unites earth and sky marks not the mediation of 

27. For the sacral functions of kingship see The Sacred Kingship,  Numen, Supple
ment 4 (Lei den I 959) ;  M. Yamaguchi, "Kingship as a System of Myth: An Essay in 
Synthesis, " Diogenes 77 ( I 972) 43-78;  C. Segal, "Tragic Heroism and Sacral Kingship 
in Five Oedipus Plays and Hamlet, " Helios 5 ( I 977) I - r o. 
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heaven and earth as an image of cosmic harmony but the collapse of 
polarities in the miraculous ephiphany of the god. The verb that 
expresses this idea of "joining, " sterizein (esterixe, 108 3 ) ,  is also the 
verb that describes Pentheus'  ill-starred reaching toward "heavenly 
glory" in 972 . In fact, he is moving in just the opposite direction, 
downward to infamy, regressing from heroic fame to infantile help
lessness .  Only a few lines before, sterizein described the shooting of 
the tree "straight up into the upright air" ( 1 073 ) ,  but this elevation is 
only the preliminary to his downward plunge in the spatial, ritual, 
and biological codes (cf r r l I ff ) .  In like manner the attack itself 
comes in language that fuses polarities in both the spatial and the 
technological codes : the Maenads , as they tear up the tree by the roots 
( r 104) , "shatter the branches with lightning, "  synkeraunousai (r 1 03 ) , a 
striking verb , associated earlier with the flashes of Zeus which at
tended Dionysus'  fiery birth or the god's own ominous epiphanies 
(cf. 6, 244, 2 8 8 ,  594, 598) . The Maenads use "levers not of iron, " 
asiderois mochlois ( l I 04) , an oxymoron whose paradox condenses into 
a single phrase that anomalous fusion of savagery and civilized tech
nology present in more expanded form in the simile of the lathe to 
describe Dionysus' power over wild nature ( 1 066f ) .  

From a psychoanalytic perspective the episode of Pentheus' death 
suggests the hero' s  unresolved ambivalence between delusions of 
phallic potency on the one hand and rejection of his masculinity in 
submission to the mother (dressing as a Maenad) on the other. The 
phallic imagery of the elevation in the tree is obvious . It is fairly likely 
too that the uprooting of the tree and the wild women's consequent 
dismemberment of the youth who plunges violently to earth ( r r09ff. ) 
reflect fears of castration by the mother. William Sale and Philip 
Slater have both analyzed this scene in these terms, focusing on the 
child's ambivalent attitude toward his own male sexuality and toward 
his mother. 28 

Sale's  interpretation,  which perhaps exaggerates the phallic ele
ments , 29 can be refined in one important respect . Planning how he 
will spy on the Maenads in 95 3-54, Pentheus says to Dionysus, 

28 .  Philip Slater, The Glory of Hera (Boston 1 968) 298-30 1  and chaps. 9 and 10 ,  
passim; Sale (note 1 6) 73 ff. 

29. E .g . , Sale (note 1 6) 67 and 74· 
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We must not conquer the women by force [sthenei] ; but I shall conceal 
my body in the fir trees. 

Dionysus '  reply, "You will be concealed with that concealment with 
which you deserve to be concealed" (95 5) ,  calls attention by its very 
linguistic form to the hidden meanings soon to be clarified: the inver
sion of active and passive, observer and participant, Maenad and 
victim of Maenads . From a psychoanalytic perspective, Pentheus '  
inability to  confront and accept his full male sexuality takes the form 
not only of the regressive mode of voyeurism but also of refusing to 
confront the women directly by "force" (sthenei, 9 5 3 ,  where a sexual 
meaning may also be latent) . Pentheus here would use the phallic 
visibility of the fir tree for concealment. Unable still to accept his 

. phallic sexuality, he regards the trees as a means of self-concealment, 
not self-revelation: they serve as an instrument in the substitute sexu
ality of looking rather than the overt sexual act of doing, which 
would require the full acceptance and exposure of erect phallus .  Di
onysus,  however, will use the tree, as he uses the bull, for just the 
opposite purpose, namely to reveal the repressed libidinal energies of 
Pentheus ,  the animal in himself which he cannot face, the concealed 
tension between opposites which, when released, destroys his pre
carious psychic integrity and leads to the inevitable consequences, the 
sparagmos, as much a symbol of emotional events as the actual phys
ical rending. 

The death itself is the last stage in Pentheus ' movement back from 
adult male heroism to infancy . He reverts to the position of the small 
child, lying on his back, having "fallen to the earth" ( I  I 1 2) and facing 
the "mother" ( 1 1 1 8 ,  1 1 20) who has "fallen upon him" ( 1 1 1 5) ,  a 
stranger who glowers at him with an enraged, terrifying face that 
gives no sign of recognition .  She responds neither to his touch 
(I I I 7f. ) nor to the words in which he attempts to identify himself: "It 
is I ,  mother, your son, Pentheus ,  whom you bore in Echion' s  house" 
(I I I 8f. ) .  The lines convey a surrealistic image of the helpless infant 
confronting the Evil Mother who refuses her nurturing milk , with
draws her loving embrace, and does not heed his cries .  The infantile 
situation, however, is nightmarishly replayed for a grown youth who 
is not in the safety of his "house" ( 1 1 1 9) but on the wild mountain
side. The mother is not physically but emotionally absent . Instead of 
the maternal look, there is the fearful glare of the maniac, with rolling 
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eyes and foaming mouth ( I  1 22f. ) ,  the Evil Mother in her most hor
rific aspect . 30 Instead of the soft touch there is the furious attack that 
tears the arm from the socket with more than human force ( I I 25-27) , 
a "force" (sthenos) more potent than that which he, in his submissive 
feminine disguise, could not bring himself to use against women 
(95 3 ) . Instead of life, finally, there is death as the once gentle mother 
becomes the "priestess of death" (hierea phonou, I I 1 4) in the rite of 
the god of the wild.  

From a more humanistic perspective one might argue that in the 
extreme agony of this dismemberment Pentheus gains a certain de
gree of self-recognition . He throws off the mitra or cap that sym
bolizes his bondage to Dionysiac delusion ( I  I 1 5 ;  cf. 8 3 3 ,  929) . He 
asks for "recognition" (gnorisasa , I I 1 6) from his mother and declares 
his identity, giving both mother and father. Most important of all, he 
admits his "errors" or hamartiai ( "Do not kill your son because of my 
errors , "  I 1 2of. ) .  But the recognition only intensifies the pathos :  it 
comes too late for Pentheus and too soon for Agave. What Dionysus 
has released in him, though it might have proved the means of an 
ultimate integration of personality, can now lead only to the dismem
berment or sparagmos . Agave's "recognition" too (gnorisasa, 1 2 8 5) 
will come only when she has run the full length of the Dionysiac 
madness that she, like the other Theban Maenads, opposed. There is 
perhaps just the glimmer of growth in Pentheus '  willingness to ac
knowledge "errors" or "faults" (the word used of his mother and 
aunts' accusations of Semele in the prologue, 29) . But this dropping 
of his defense-mechanisms comes too late . He does not possess the 
inward integrity and spiritual greatness that enable Hippolytus to 
survive his sparagmos long enough to reach a new level of self
understanding, forgiveness ,  heroic generosity, and endurance (Hipp . 
1446-66) . 

Both from a structuralist and from a psychoanalytic point of view, 
the hero 's  precarious position between sky and earth expresses the 
basic tension of the situation: on the one hand a tension between 
unmediated polarities that span the civilized and the savage potential 
of man, on the other hand a tension between sexual repression (which 
manifests itself in feminization, concealment, submission) and delu-

30. For the Dionysiac release of "the murderous impulses of the mother toward her 
son" see Slater (note 28) 223ff. 
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sions of phallic potency which when acted out result in symbolical 
castration and dismemberment. 

Here also the two approaches do not exclude each other. They 
offer complementary sets of coordinates which enable us to triangu
late the areas of crisis and conflict from different directions .  Struc
turalism concentrates upon the logical relations within society and in 
the cosmic order. In the Bacchae these are called into question by the 
paradoxical nature of Dionysus as a principle that dissolves bound
aries ; in the Hippolytus they are called into question by the structural 
anomaly of the hero' s  place in society , his restrictive pursuits , and his 
limited religious and sexual orientation. On a psychoanalytic reading, 
Dionysus symbolizes the uncompromising impulses of the id itself, 
which burst forth to shatter the uneasy balance of a neurotic person
ality with its outwardly aggressive masculinity, castration anxiety, 
latent ambivalence about (male) sexuality, and terror of an over
powering maternal figure. In Slater's  interpretation of the psycho
dynamics of the Greek oikos,  Dionysus releases both the mother' s  
ambivalent attitude toward her male offspring whom she idolizes and 
resents and the male' s  anxieties toward the female, with her latent 
resentment and rage, hidden power, and the potentially destructive 
force of her emotional ambivalences.  From this point of view the 
Bacchae offered its audience a powerful catharsis by revealing and 
acting out unconscious and repressed tensions , anxieties , and fears . 
On a structuralist view the play explores , makes visible, and holds up 
for inspection the tensions of opposites contained and kept apart in 
the logical structures of the civilized codes : ritual, sexual, biological, 
familial, political, and so forth . 

The purpose of these remarks is not to add another detail to the 
psychoanalytic literature on Hippolytus or on Pentheus (where, how
ever, the role of Echion has not received the attention that it de
serves) . 3 1  Rather, it is to stress the way in which approaches as di-

3 I . For Echion see C. Segal, "Euripides ' Bacchae: Conflict and Mediation, "  Ramus 6 
( 1 977) 103-20, esp. 108f. , and Dionysiac Poetics (note 24) 1 3 1 -3 3 ,  1 86-89; see also the 
brief remark of Slater (note 28) 299: "One also sees an echo of the weak marital bond, 
for Echion, Pentheus '  father, is conspicuous by his absence. " Sale's challenge (note 1 6) 
77, "I defy any reader of the play to say a word about Echion except that he spawned 
Pentheus and then, so far as we know, vanished, " neglects 5 3 7-44 and 995f. = 1 0 1  5f. as 
well as the associations of Echion with the snake and the earth of early Thebes. For a 
corrective, with another approach to Echion and his role in the play, see Marylin 
Arthur, "The Choral Odes of the Bacchae of Euripides, " YCS 22 ( 1 972) 1 7 1-75 .  
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verse as psychoanalytic and structuralist criticism can work together 
to illuminate from a number of different perspectives those points of 
tension and instability which constitute the matrix of the tragic char
acter and hence of the tragic catastrophe. 

Whereas some of these points could no doubt emerge from more 
traditional readings, the combination of structuralist and psycho
analytic approaches allows us not only to appreciate more fully the 
multifaceted and multivalent nature of Greek tragedy but also to 
grasp more clearly the parallelism between all the levels of meaning, 
the interlocking homologies of all the codes . If we take our stand in 
the psychoanalytic camp of Bacchae critics, for example, the emo
tional state of Pent he us is the primary reality, and the city of Thebes , 
the ambiguous meanings of autochthony, the imbalances between 
East and West, Greek and Barbarian, city and wild become meta
phors for the psychological imbalances within Pentheus .  If we take a 
structuralist point of view, Pentheus' emotional conflicts become a 
side issue, and his violence and instability become metaphors for and 
expressions of the failed mediations between beast and god which 
surround his kingship and are exposed by the arrival of a figure who 
serves both as a kind of anti-Pentheus and as a focal point for all that 
the organized authority of the polis finds most difficult to assimilate . 

This reading, selective and incomplete as it must be, of two thema
tically related Euripidean plays may, I hope, illustrate that Freud and 
Levi-Strauss do not necessarily form a binary opposition. Taking 
both approaches together gives us more than we might get from a 
single methodology. This is doubtless so because Greek (and other) 
myth and literature employ symbols that are not only polysemous 
but in their range of meaning also virtually inexhaustible. After the 
intellectual hybris of these powerful analytic systems, therefore, we 
should in humility remind ourselves that what Heraclitus said of the 
psyche is also true of tragedy and tragic myth: "You would not find 
its limits travelling every road: so deep a logos does it have" (DK 22 

B45) .  
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C H A P T E R  9 / 
Euripides ' Bacchae: The Language of the 

Self and the Language of the Mysteries 

IN MEMORIAM GEORGE DEVEREUX ( 1 908- 1 9 8 5) 

Overcoming classicists '  traditional resistance to psychoanalytical 
interpretation, George Devereux's essay on the recognition scene of 
the Bacchae has been widely recognized as one of the most successful 
applications of a psychoanalytical approach to an ancient Greek trag
edy. I Devereux has shown how Cadmus, using a "flawless psycho
therapeutic strategy, "2 brings Agave out of a psychotic episode by a 
question-and-answer technique that forces her to speak and thus to 
bring to consciousness material in her unconscious and precon
scious . 3  The present essay seeks to develop some implications of 
Devereux's suggestive work both in a theoretical and in a linguistic
interpretive direction. 

From a theoretical point of view, Devereux's study shows how 
closely consciousness is bound up with language. This connection is, 
of course, a cornerstone of Freudian theory and practice, wherein the 
analyst 's task is to lead the patient to verbalize repressed desires and 

I thank the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation for a fellowship in 
198 1-82 ,  during which this essay was written. I note with sorrow the death of George 
Devereux, for whose Festschrift this essay was intended and with whom I discussed 
several of its issues, in Paris on May 29, 1 9 8 5 ,  at the age of 77. 

I .  George Devereux, "The Psychotherapy Scene in Euripides ' Baahae, " JHS 90 
( 1 970) 3 5-48.  See, for example, Jeanne Roux, Euripide, Les Bacchantes (Paris 1 972) 
2 . 609, on Ba . 1 264-67; citing Devereux's article, she remarks, "Cadmos recourt non 
a des exorcismes, mais a une therapeutique methodique telle que pourrait la pratiquer 
un psychiatre. " 

2. Devereux (note I) 3 5 .  
3 .  Devereux (note I )  43f. 
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fears and in the process bring to light the necessarily hidden sources 
of the neurosis . The exact relation between language and the uncon
scious, however, remains one of the most discussed questions of 
recent psychoanalytic speculation, particularly in the work of Jacques 
Lacan and his followers . 4 Does the unconscious in fact have the struc
ture of language, as Lacan suggests? Or, with some Freudian critics , 
can one speak of the "non-communicating languages of the uncon
scious , "  for example, the symbolic language of dreams?5 Is the 
oneiric discourse of this dream language of the unconscious akin to 
the trans formative processes in figurative or poetic language, the 
displacements of familiar syntax in the rhetorical figures of metaphor, 
metonymy, synecdoche, and so on?6 

From a different but complementary point of view, Devereux's 
essay also raises the question of the relation between the dramatic 
performance and the unconscious of the spectators . 7 In the case of the 
Bacchae in particular, Euripides seems to be using the stage itself as a 
kind of dream world where our most buried fears and fantasies
particularly of an oedipal nature-can be acted out. The space of the 
dramatic representation thus becomes a privileged place in which, 
thanks to the rhetorical transformations and symbolic displacements 
effected by the poet 's  language, we can evade the censor and view 
things that we do not normally allow ourselves to see, hear things 
that we do not normally allow to be spoken. 8 Greek tragedy exter-

4. See for example Jacques Lacan, "The Function of Language in Psychoanalysis , "  
in The Language of the Self, trans. Anthony Wilden (Baltimore 1 968 ;  rpt .  New York 
1973) 3-27; Frederic Jameson, " Imaginary and Symbolic in Lacan: to.' 1"xism, Psycho
analytic Criticism, and the Problem of the Subject, " Yale French Studies 5 5 1 56 ( 1 977) 
3 5 I ff, 365f( Using a different approach but equally insistent on the role of language 
and the verbal transaction in the psychoanalytic exchange is the work of Roy Schafer, 
"Action and Narration in Psychoanalysis , "  New Literary History 1 2 ,  no. 1 ( 1 980) 6 1 -
85 ,  and "Narration i n  the Psychoanalytic Dialogue, " Critical Inquiry 7,  n o .  I ( 1 980) 
28- 5 3 ·  

5 .  "Linguaggi non comunicanti dell ' inconscio" i s  the terminology of Francesco 
Orlando, Per una teo ria fteudiana della letteratura (Turin 1 977) chap. I (c( p .  2 1 ) ;  also 
60f( 

6. See Lacan (note 4) 3 I and 5 I ;  Orlando (note 5) 56£( ;  Jameson (note 4) 367( 
7.  See also Devereux's interesting remarks on staged versus narrated events in 

tragedy and their relation to dream and the unconscious in "The Structure of Tragedy 
and the Structure of the Psyche in Aristotle's Poetics , "  in Charles Hanly and Morris 
Lazerowitz, eds . , Psychoanalysis and Philosophy (New York 1 970) 60ff. 

8 .  It is important to distinguish, as Devereux carefully does (note 7) between what 
is visually shown onstage and what is only recited or narrated (63 ) :  "Greek tragedy 
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nalizes and concretizes , visually and verbally, what remains dim, 
suppressed, and unformed in the unconscious . The Bacchae, like 
Sophocles ' Oedipus Tyrannus (which it resembles in a number of 
ways) , has as its central theme the viewing and speaking of forbid
den, secret things .  As Andre Green asks, "Le theatre, n' est-il pas la 
meilleure incarnation de cette autre scene qu' est l' inconscient?"9 

The play as a whole, and particularly the "psychotherapy scene" 
studied by Devereux ,  is a mirror of the dramatic art itself in its power 
to reveal the hidden dimensions of the self and to effect a passage, 
perhaps an equilibrium, between unconscious and conscious knowl
edge. The illusionistic power of Dionysus, the god both of madness 
and the theater, is the power to create the involving fictions of the 
theatrical representation in the spellbinding magic of art . It is also the 
power of the poet to spin out the dream world of fantasy in which the 
terrors and desires repressed in the unconscious can be released. As an 
enactment of Dionysus' power and a reflection upon that power, the 
play reveals first the hypnotic power of the poet, as the mouthpiece of 
the god, to enfold us in his web of illusion and then the power of 
conscious knowledge to break the spell and return us to reality , but 
with a freshly experienced reintegration of conscious and uncon
scious . tO In the psychotherapy scene the latter process predominates . 
It both complements and answers the gradual release of the uncon
scious by Dionysus in the first part of the play. 

The fact that Agave, after the revelation, flees the scene of her acts , 
never (as she hopes) to return ( 1 3 8 1-87) ,  is both a natural human 
revulsion and also the poet's recognition of how painful the surfacing 
of the unconscious is , how difficult and dangerous are the means that 

simply takes place on two levels :  the raw event occurs off stage; its psychological 
consequences are shown on stage . " We may add that the presentation of psychologi
cal states offstage, in narration only, often has a more dreamlike quality and can depict 
more deeply repressed, threatening, and anxiety-provoking states . Thus Agave's 
carrying of Pentheus '  head impaled on a thyrsus, with its implications of the castrat
ing power of the phallic mother, appears only as a narrated, offstage event ( 1 1 39-42) , 
whereas when she appears onstage with Pentheus '  head, she carries it "in her arms" or 
"in her hands" ( 1 277, 1 2 80) . In an otherwise excellent study, Helene P. Foley, "The 
Masque of Dionysus, " TAPA l I O ( 1 980) 1 3 1 ,  states that "the mask [of Pent he us] 
returns unchanged to the stage impaled on Agave's thyrsus . "  

9 ·  Andre Green, Un oeil en trop (Paris 1 969) I I .  
10 .  For these implications of the Bacchae, see Foley (note 8) and C .  Segal, Dionysiac 

Poetics and Euripides ' Bacchae (princeton 1 982) chap . 7, especially 234ff. and 259ff. 
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enable us to look into its depths, and perhaps also how gladly we 
would run away from what we have seen . This instinctive flight may 
be interpreted both as an individual reaction and as a cultural phe
nomenon. Euripides, writing in self-chosen exile in Macedonia, at 
the fringes of the Hellenic world, knows instinctively what his for
mer compatriots most desire to see and to escape. 

In the Cadmus-Agave scene the question-and-answer technique is 
employed by a father figure who embodies the reintegrative capaci
ties of the ego . This scene is symmetrical with the previous scenes of 
question and answer between Pentheus and Dionysus (460-5 1 8 , 648-
59, 787-846, 9 1 2-70) . These scenes are dominated not by a kindly 
authority figure speaking the voice of the ego but by Pentheus '  am
biguous double, an alter ego of the same age, who speaks the voice of 
the id. The dialogue here effects not a progression to adulthood, 
consciousness, and ego integration but a regression to primary-pro
cess thinking. 1 1  The Agave-Cadmus scene shows a mortal coming 
out of the spell of madness cast over her by the god; the scenes 
between Pentheus and the Stranger show us a mortal gradually but 
inexorably falling under the god's mysterious power. 

Corresponding to this basic difference of function between the two 
sets of scenes is a difference in the way in which the question and 
answer functions in each . Agave, confronting Cadmus with initial 
disappointment and annoyance (cf. 1 2  5 I f. ) ,  asks her first question 
(not deliberately elicited by Cadmus) in a rather aggressive mood 
( 1 263 ) :  "What of these things is not well, or what is painful?" 1 2 Her 
mood changes to puzzlement as Cadmus bids her look at the sky and 
she asks why ( 1 264-65) . At this point Cadmus takes over the role of 
questioner for the crucial moments that bring Agave out of her mad
ness ( 1 266-79) . His last question focuses on the most crucial detail of 
the passage between delusion and reality ( 1 277) : "Whose visage do 
you then hold in your embrace?" At this point the roles shift,  and 
Agave becomes the questioner ( 1 280) : "Alas, what do I see? What is 

I I .  l owe this technical term to George Devereux. I use it not to pretend to 
technical competence or to indulge in jargon for its own sake but to underline the 
extent to which Euripides' insights into the psyche anticipate the clinical observations 
of modern psychoanalysis. 

12. Devereux (note I) 4 1 :  "As late as 1 263 Cadmus and Agave talk past each 
other. " See also Roux (note I) ad 1 263 : "Agave interroge Cadmos avec un etonne
ment agace, mais sa question marque Ie debut de son retour 11 la conscience. " 
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this that I am carrying in my hands?" Cadmus asks one last question 
( 1 2 8 3 ) :  "Does it then seem to you to resemble a lion?" The remaining 
questions (until the lacuna after 1 300) belong to Agave, as she tries to 
find out what she has done ( 1 2 86-98) . This shift from the aggressive 
question of 1 263 to the genuine requests for information as she takes 
over the role of questioner from Cadmus in 1 280 marks the critical 
moments of her return to sanity and her genuine reclaiming of 
reality. 

When we compare the analogous scenes of question and answer 
between Dionysus and Pentheus ,  we find almost the exact reverse of 
this relation. Here the question-and-answer technique of line-by-line 
exchange (stichomythy) has the function of bringing the questioner 
under the spell of the god's madness ,  of confusing subj ective and 
objective vision, and thereby of blurring the division between reality 
and delusion. In the first face-to-face encounter between Pentheus 
and the Stranger, Pentheus occupies the position of apparent authori
ty. He asks the questions ,  and the Stranger responds.  The strict line
by-line query and response goes on for over fifty verses (460-5 1 8) ;  
but there is a crucial , if subtle, shift when for a brief moment Di
onysus asks the question (492) : 

Say what it is necessary to suffer. What is the terrible thing that you will 
do to me? 

The question is a significant one, for it anticipates the massive rever
sal between doer and sufferer, active and passive, which Dionysus 
will soon effect as the victim and the captor change places . 1 3  Pent
heus' only remaining question of this scene in fact reveals his help
lessness and his ignorance rather than his power ( 50 1 ) :  "And where is 
he? Not visible to my eyes at least . " From that point on, Pentheus 
never recovers his authority as questioner. He is on the defensive for 
the remainder of the scene (503- 1 8 ) . Dionysus attacks his ego at the 
places where Pentheus '  defenses are most heavily concentrated and 
therefore most vulnerable: his identification of himself with the polit
ical power of the city ( 503 ) ,  his implicit definition of that power as the 

1 3 ·  For the reversals of active and passive see Segal (note 9) 247-56; also C. Segal, 
"Etymologies and Double Meanings in Euripides ' Bacchae, " Glotta 60 ( 1 982) 8 Sff. 
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ability to "bind" or constrain (505) , 14 and his insecurity about his 
identity, about who or what he really is, as symbolized by the ambi
guity of his name (503-8) : 

Pentheus . 
Dionysus . 

Penth . 
Dion .  

Penth . 
Dion .  

Seize him: he scorns both me and Thebes. 
r tell you not to bind me, sane among you not sane. 
r say to bind, having more authority than you. 
You know not why you live nor what you do nor who 
you are. 
Pentheus, Agave's child,  my father Echion. 
You are suited for misfortune in your name. 

In the briefer scene of question and answer after the palace miracle, 
when illusion and reality are in fact thrown into confusion, Dionysus 
now answers Pentheus'  questions with commands (647) or with 
other questions that reveal the hidden power of his own emerging 
authority: 

Did r not say-or did you not hear-that some one will release me? 
(649) · 

What then? Do not the gods leap over even walls? (654) .  

Both of  these interrogative sentences question the symbolical center 
of Pent he us' authority, the power to bind or constrain and the power 
to exclude by the civic and military force of the city all that Dionysus 
represents (cf. 504[., 65 3f. ) . 1 5  

At  the turning point, a s  Pentheus ' resistance changes to  submis
sion, the pattern of question and answer undergoes an interesting 
reversal. Pentheus ' overcompensatory militaristic bluster slows 
down to a single brief question (803 ) ,  which focuses on the ambiguity 
of active and passive (800-803 ) :  

Pentheus . We are at grips with this stranger who leaves us no path, 
who neither suffering nor doing will be silent. 

14. On 506-8 and Pentheus' definition of his "authority" (kyros) by "binding" see 
Segal, Dionysiac Poetics (note 9) 93 ,  and "Etymologies" (note 1 2) 8 3 ·  

1 5 . See Segal, Dionysiac Poetics (note 9) chap . 4. For the importance o f  walls and 
enclosures, see also William C.  Scott, "Two Suns over Thebes: Imagery and Stage 
Effects in the Bacchae, " TAPA lO5 ( 1 975)  3 3 3-46, especially 3 4 1 :  "It is Pentheus' 
misfortune to oppose a god who refuses to be bound by architectural structures . "  
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Dionysus . 
Penth . 

My friend, it is still possible to arrange these things well . 
Doing what? Being a slave to my slaves? 

Dionysus' line (802) leaves it deliberately ambiguous who is the ac
tive arranger. Pentheus '  question implies that it is to be himself, but 
he has just admitted the confusion of active and passive (80 1 ) .  The 
god in fact tacitly assumes the role of power by taking over the 
questioning and trapping Pentheus through questions that reveal his 
(the god's) hidden knowledge of Pent he us' unconscious or repressed 
desires (806- 1 9) .  The pivotal question leads Pentheus to avow openly 
his sexual curiosity and its voyeuristic form (8  I I) : "Do you wish to 
see [the Maenads] sitting all together on the mountains?" When Pent
heus resumes the role of questioner in the latter half of the strichomy
thy, he is in nearly total subj ection to the god who has now touched 
the hidden springs of his unconscious wishes (822-40) . Pentheus '  role 
as questioner here becomes exactly the reverse of what it was when 
he first encountered Dionysus (460- 5 1 8) .  The question-and-answer 
dialogue is also exactly the reverse of that between Cadmus and 
Agave at the end. 

The next scene completes Pentheus' submission to the power of 
Dionysus, and Pentheus' questions are again expressive of help
lessness and complaisant acceptance rather than resistance and author
ity (cf. 922, 925-26, 94 1 -42, 945-46, 949, 950) .  The scene ends with 
Pentheus finishing the sentences of Dionysus and Dionysus feeding 
him the lines that he will fill out with the ambiguous words of his 
doom (966-70) : 

Dionysus . From there another will lead you back. 
Pentheus . My mother, surely. 

Dion . Conspicuous among all. 

Penth . To this I go. 

Dion . Carried you will go. 

Penth . To my soft luxury, you mean. 
Dion . In your mother's hands . 

Penth . And you will compel me to be dissolved in comfort. 
Dion . Such dissolute comforts . 

Penth . I touch what I deserve. 1 6  

16 .  The translation attempts to  bring out some of the double meanings of these lines, 
on which see Lawrence J. Kepple, "The Broken Victim: Euripides ' Bacchae 969-970, " 
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The line-by-line responsion of stichomythy here shortens to the half
line responses of antilabe. The language of the god now fully pene
trates that of Pentheus, just as his personality penetrates and blends 
with the personality that Pentheus has kept repressed. The bound
aries of their sentences become as fluid as the boundaries of their 
personalities . Dionysus ' hypnotic power over Pentheus' mind takes 
the form of power over his language. 

The overlapping of verbal expression on the level of syntax and 
versification parallels the overlapping and momentary coexistence of 
conscious and unconscious on the level of psychological meaning. 
Pentheus '  speech loses its individual distinctness as he himself begins 
to become an extension of the god, now a Maenad worshiper and 
soon a beast-victim that takes the place of the god in the bacchic ritual 
of sparagmos and omophagy on the mountain (cf the hints of devour
ing Pentheus in 1 1 84 ,  1 242, 1 246f ) .  This scene shows the conscious 
self being submerged in the unconscious; the Agave-Cadmus scene 
shows conscious , ego-integrative functions reasserting themselves 
over the unconscious .  But this process of anagnorisis (recognition) is 
fragmented between two different characters . Pentheus '  momentary 
return to sanity is brief, pathetic, and ineffectual ( I I 1 6-2 1 ) ,  itself 
more like nightmare than reality ( I I 22ff. ) .  

I n  the anderer Schauplatz that the drama creates, visual appearances 
are doubled by the disguising of Dionysus as a Lydian youth and of 
Pentheus as a Maenad. This doubling has an equivalent in the realm 
of language. Just as there are two levels of visual representation, 
corresponding to the harsh and gentle sides of Dionysus (cf. 86 1 ) ,  the 
smiling ( 1 02 1 )  and the destructive god, 1 7  so there are two levels of 
verbal representation,  corresponding to the conscious and uncon
scious self. Pentheus both sees and speaks double (cf 920ff ) .  In the 
Hippolytus the confusion of appearance and reality by false speech
or, more precisely, by a doubling of language into written and spo
ken utterance-leads to the utopian wish that men might have "dou
ble voices" (dissai phonai) , one the true and "just" voice, the other "as 
it happened to be, " so that there might be an infallible means of 
discerning the hidden reality of thoughts and feelings (Hipp . 925-32) . 

HSCP 80 ( 1976) I 07-9; Segal, "Etymologies" (note 1 2) 88 ;  and the commentaries ofE. 
R. Dodds, Euripides ' Bacchae, 2d ed. (Oxford 1 960) and Roux (note I )  ad loe. 

17. See Foley (note 8) 1 3 1 -3 3 .  
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The language of the Bacchae in a sense carries out this project, but in a 
way very different from the rationalism envisaged in the HippolytU5 . 

The various forms of doubling effected by Dionysus create a mir
ror for language through which language seems to speak the words of 
the hidden Other, the unconscious that Dionysus brings to the sur
face by making visible on stage the self that Pentheus has repressed, 
the sensual and sexual self that he has held under the same constraints 
or binding as those with which he would constrain and imprison 
Dionysus. 

Dionysus constitutes for Pentheus what Lacan calls a Discourse of 
the Other, the language of his repressed, unconscious self. This lan
guage reflects back to Pentheus an image where the important thing 
is what Pentheus cannot recognize, the self he refuses to know. "The 
unconscious is knowledge, " Lacan remarks, "but it is a knowledge 
one cannot know one knows, a knowledge which cannot tolerate 
knowing it knows. " 1 8  The language o f  Dionysus i n  his meetings 
with Pentheus follows the strategies of this language of the Other, 
both to reveal and to mask the unconscious, for it is in this way that 
the repressed contents of the unconscious can evade the censor and 
come to the surface as speech. 

This Discourse of the Other, which Dionysus constitutes as Pent
heus' repressed alter ego, i s  balanced at the end of the play in the 
discourse between Agave and Cadmus in the psychotherapy scene so 
ably analyzed by Devereux. We may perhaps call the language of that 
scene a Discourse of the Self. 

In the first part of the play the initially definite, univocal, au
thoritarian language of Pent he us gradually fuses with the hidden pur
poses of his repressed other self, enacted on the stage in the person of 
the Lydian Stranger / Dionysus.  In the last part of the play, language 
moves out of this (con)fusion to clarity and recognition. Visual ap
pearances follow the same pattern. Covered with the dress and wig of 
a Maenad, Pentheus is led out of the ordered space of the city to the 
wild spaces of the god (and of the self) where his speech loses contact 
with the rest of reality, with everything that has constituted the 
defining structures of his life .  At the end, to bring Agave back to 
those structures of her life, Cadmus reconstitutes her relations with 

1 8 . From unpublished remarks at a 1 974 seminar by Lacan, quoted in Shoshana 
Felman, "Turning the Screw of Interpretation, "  Yale French Studies 5 5 / 56 ( 1 977) 1 66.  
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the members of her oikos (household) and the reality of her role as 
wife and mother. He thereby returns her from the unbounded, wild 
spaces and from the dissolution of personal boundaries in the thiasos 
(sacred band) of the god to the defining frame of the oikos which 
makes language possible. 1 9 No longer laden with the double or triple 
meanings of madness or Dionysiac hallucination, language once 
more expresses a unified, common ground of shared experience. 

In Pentheus'  first meeting with Dionysus face to face, the god's 
disguise as a Lydian youth gives nearly every verse a hidden double 
meaning. In his later encounters with the god / Stranger, these double 
meanings come closer to expressing the two planes , conscious and 
unconscious, of Pentheus '  self. The language of "hiding" and of 
"persuading, " "obeying, "  and " suffering" (involving various plays 
on paschein, peithein, Pentheus, penthos) forms the most persistent 
group of double meanings;20 and we have already seen how these 
reach their climax in Pentheus '  total subjection of the god's spell in 
the antilabe of 966-70 as he exits for the last time. 

Pentheus '  experience of the other himself embodied in Dionysus 
develops in a progression, from Teiresias ' descriptions of the god, to 
his own meeting with the god in the guise of the Lydian youth, and 
then on to his encounter with the god in his bull form, the culmina
tion of the double visions that Dionysus opens before him (922) . Each 
of these double visions also has a verbal equivalent in a doubling of 
language. Thus, to take one example, Pentheus '  line, "You have 
become a bull" (lE'tUuQwam yaQ oily, 922) , also means , "You have 
treated me with the savagery of a bull. "2 1 

Richard Seaford has convincingly argued that the double meanings 
of Dionysus '  language reflect the language of the Dionysiac Myste-

19 .  Devereux (note I) 42. 
20. See especially 367, 506ff. , 787ff. ,  845f. ,  9 I O-70. For further discussion see 

Segal, Dionysiac Poetics (note 9) 2 5 I-5 3 , and "Etymologies" (note 12) 86. We may 
perhaps add 473 , where Pentheus asks, EXfL 0' OV!']OLV WLOL 8UOUOLV TLVU . The line 
means, "What help do [your rites] hold for those who do sacrifice?" But it might also 
be translated, "Do your rites hold any help for those sacrificing-whom?" or "Those 
to whom your rites bring help, whom do they sacrifice?" Line 3 5 7  holds a simpler 
form of double meaning . Pentheus threatens, "Bring him here to die seeing a bitter 
bacchanting in Thebes" (:n;LXgUV �axXEuOLv EV eTj�m� iO<iJv) ; but of course it is 
Dionysus who will convert what Pentheus sees as pleasurable into something bitter: 
cf. 634 and 8 1 5 ,  and note the stress on seeing throughout (e. g . , 624, 629f. , 9 I 2ff. ,  
I 2 57ff. , etc. ) .  

2 1 .  See Segal, "Etymologies" (note 1 2) 8 8 f.  
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ries, a language made deliberately obscure to the uninitiated but 
known to the initiates (472-74) . 22 This hidden religious dimension of 
Dionysus' speech is paralleled by its hidden psychological dimension.  
The initiatory and the psychological functions of the double mean
ings are superimposed upon each other and are exactly symmetrical 
with each other. Both are different expressions of an aspect of reality 
which Pentheus denies . In both realms Dionysus is the god of the 
secret, other side of reality, the invisible world, whether of the self or 
of the gods, that remains in the shadow side of consciousness and of 
language. 

This parallelism is particularly clear at the end of Pentheus'  first 
encounter with the god, where the doubleness of meaning focuses on 
his most personal and most mysterious word, his name (506-8) : 

Dionysus . You do not know why you live, nor what you do, nor who 
you are. 

Pentheus . Pentheus ,  Agave's son, my father Echion. 
Dion . You are suited for misfortune in your name. 

The play on the hidden meaning of the name of Pentheus as "grief" 
or "suffering" (penthos) echoes Teiresias '  point at the end of the 
previous scene (3 67) . The disguised god is now taking over the role 
of the prophet, Teiresias ,  in defending himself, Dionysus . But the 
lines that he speaks here also echo the lines spoken by another 
Teiresias to another tragic hero whose name conceals the hidden 
truths of his destiny and of his unknown self, the Oedipus of Sopho
cles ' Oedipus Tyrannus (O T 4 1 2- 1 4; cf. O T  3 67) . 

Teiresias ' lines in the Oedipus constitute a vital element of intertex
tuality for this scene of the Bacchae. In both passages the hidden 
language of the self parallels the hidden language of the truth about 
the gods. Sophocles ' Teiresias introduces Oedipus to the mystery of 
divine forces invisible behind the human actions of the foreground, 
and he simultaneously introduces him to the mystery of his identity 
hidden behind the surface of his official, public identity as the ruler of 
Thebes . The prophet (cf. Ba . 5 5 1 )  who takes over the role ofTeiresias 

22. See Richard Seaford, "Dionysiac Drama and the Dionysiac Mysteries , "  CQ 
n . s .  3 1  ( 1 98 1 )  252-75 . Note the use of the term for riddles (double meanings of 
words) in Plato, Phaedo 69c when Socrates alludes to Orphic initiation and the differ
ent reception of initiated and uninitiated in Hades : mIl-at ULVLt'tw8at. 
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in the Bacchae does the same for the ruler of Thebes, and in virtually 
the same words . 23 In Sophocles , however, the religious and philo
sophical aspect of this revelation of a hidden meaning behind words is 
paramount; in Euripides, the psychological meaning predominates , 
though the religious dimension, the covert references to the Di
onysiac Mysteries , as Seaford has shown, is by no means negligible. 

The two planes , the mystic and the psychological, remain inter
twined throughout the Bacchae.  What is "unspeakable" (arrheton ,  472) 
as the secret Bacchic Mysteries is also what is unspeakable as the 
Discourse of the Other, the problematical knowledge about the un
conscious which remains at some level alienated from language. The 
mysterious light that blazes forth at the palace miracle marks both a 
religious mystery and the god's penetration of Pent he us'  psychologi
cal defenses as he enters the well-guarded palace of the king. 24 The 
theoria, or sacred procession, in which Dionysus leads the maddened 
Pentheus out of the palace and the city to his doom on Mount Ci
thaeron ( ro43 f[ )  is both a mystic initiation that marks the revelation 
of Dionysus' full power as a god and simultaneously a revelation of 
the conflicts and contradictions within Pentheus which the god re
leases with a force that overwhelms Pentheus '  ego and leaves him 
both physically and psychologically torn asunder. 

The ambiguities of this procession on the ritual plane parallel its 
ambiguities on the psychological plane. Pentheus is both "lord" (des
potes, I 047) and passive victim, both human and beast, both hunter 
and quarry, both male and female, both preternaturally powerful (cf. 
949ff. ) and totally helpless , both sexually aggressive (cf. 95 7f. )  and 
castrated or infantilized ( I I o r ff. ,  1 1 1 4ff. ) . 25 For the Dionysus of the 
Bacchae, even more than for the Aphrodite of the Hippolytus, the 
numinous power of the divine comprehends both the mysteries of the 
self and the mysteries of the god's presence among men. 

This parallelism between the psychological and the mystical planes 

2 3 .  It is another link between the stranger and the blind seer that prophetes occurs 
only twice in the play, once of Teiresias (2 I 1 ) and once of Dionysus ( 5 5 1 ) .  

24. The identification o f  Pentheus '  personal ego defenses with the physical defenses 
of his palace is implicit in what J .  W ohlberg, "The Palace-Hero Equation in Eu
ripides , "  Acta Antiqua Academiae Hungaricae 16 ( 1 968) 1 49- 5 5 ,  calls "the palace-hero 
equation. " Euripides ' Heracles provides a close parallel . 

2 5 .  On the implications of infantilization and castration in this scene see Segal, 
Dionysiac Poetics (note 9) especially chap . 6. 
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of action and language in the experience of Dionysus pervades nearly 
every aspect of the play. It is especially marked in the theme of 
ananke, "necessity . "  On the one hand ananke involves the psycholog
ical "constrictions" (inhibitions, rigidities) within Pentheus and their 
release or unloosing by Dionysus ;26 on the other hand it points to the 
supernatural "necessity" exercised by Dionysus as the executor of the 
will of Zeus (cf. 1 349- 5 1 ) .  

Directly after the encounter between Pentheus and Dionysus the 
chorus sings the second stasimon, which moves from the mystic 
themes of the birth and "revelation" of Dionysus ( 5 1 9-36) to the 
"revelation" (anaphainei, 5 3 8) of Pent he us' hidden monstrosity as the 
son of earth-born Echion,  "a savage-visaged monster, not a mortal 
man, but like a murderous giant, opponent of the gods" ( 542-44) . 
The chorus then expresses its fears that the king will imprison the 
Stranger, "hidden away in dark enclosures . . . ,  in the struggles of 
Necessity" (en hamillais anankas, 5 52) . But the first sign of Pent he us ' 
imminent defeat is his discovery, after the palace miracle, that "the 
stranger who had been constrained by the necessity of bonds [desmois 
en katenankasmenos] has fled away" (642f. ) .  Dionysus' kind of necessi
ty will overcome Pentheus' . Later, the force of necessity will appear 
as the god's power not only to unloose the literal bonds of Pentheus '  
prison but to release the hidden desires of Pentheus '  unconscious . 
Fully under the god' s  hypnotic spell in his last moments on stage, 

Pentheus delights in the thought of being "carried in his mother's 
arms" (968f. ) :  "You compel me by necessity to be dissolute, " he tells 
Dionysus (xal 'tQucpav �' avayxao£l�, 969) . The god's necessity is 
both an internal, psychological force (as in 969) and a divinely sanc
tioned, supernatural power ( 1 349-5 1 ) .  

The two meanings are already implicitly interwoven i n  the second 
stasimon, for the phrase that describes the imprisonment of the 
Stranger "hidden in the dark enclosures" (oxO't(m� xQUJt'tov EV 
dQx'tai�, 549) is a close verbal and metrical echo of the mystic birth 
of Dionysus in the parode, "hidden from Hera by the golden pins" in 
the thigh of Zeus, from which he is to emerge into the light (:rtEQ-
6vm� xQumov acp' "HQa�, 98) , just as he will emerge mysteriously 

26. In 497f Euripides alludes to the cult of Dionysus Lysios, the Un binder. For the 
themes of constriction and release see also Segal, Dionysiac Poetics (note 9) 1 00- 1 06 ,  
and "Etymologies" (note 1 2) .  
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and mystically from the darkness into the light in the palace miracle 
(cf. 594-99, 608- r r ) . 27 

The parallels between the two dimensions of the action go even 
deeper, for from Homer onward the ananke of the gods often takes 
the form of binding or otherwise immobilizing their foes.  It is partic
ularly the earth-born Giants or monstrous serpents that the gods have 
to subdue with the immobilizing Necessity of their force. 28 In the 
second stasimon the chorus explicitly refers to "earth-born Echion" 
and compares his son, Pentheus ,  to one of those dangerous Giants 
who fought against the gods ( 542-44) . 29 When he is led off to his 
doom to find death in the ambiguously soft "necessity" of his moth
er's embrace (968f. ) ,  the chorus describes him as the offspring of 
Libyan Gorgons (989f. )  and invokes Justice against this "godless, 
lawless ,  unjust earthborn offspring of Echion" (995f. = r o r 5f. ) . 30 
Both passages make Pentheus a kind of primordial monster, defeated 
by divine Necessity in a great cosmogonic battle. This cosmic aspect 
of divine Necessity is parallel to the internal, psychological necessity 
of Dionysus, the power of the god to destroy Pentheus by releasing 
all the forms of his constrictions, the political authority of Pentheus' 
attempt to bind the god (cf. 504f. )31 and the psychological constric
tions of his tightly bound personality . Unbinding these, Dionysus 
also reveals the hidden monstrosity of Pentheus ,  the chaos beneath 
the orderly ruler, and the misfortune beneath his name and his origins 
(506-8) . 

The root herk-, "constrain, " "hem in, "  recurs throughout the first 
part of the play to describe Pentheus ' literal constriction of Dionysus 
by his political and military authority (e . g . 443 , 497, 509, 549, 6 r r ,  

27. See Segal, Dionysiac Poetics (note 9) 1 54-56 .  For the relation of light and 
darkness in 594ff. to the Dionysiac Mysteries, see Seaford (note 2 1 )  2 56£. 

28 .  On the gods' ananke in cosmogonic battle with Giants see Richard B .  Onians, 
The Origins of European Thouj?ht, 2nd ed. (Cambridge 1 954) 3 26ff. ; Heinz Schreck
enberg, Ananke: Untersuchunj?en zur Ceschichte des Wortgebrauchs, "Zetemata" 36  
(Munich 1 964) 2- 1 I ,  40-42. Further discussion in Segal, Dionysiac Poetics (note 9) 
chap. 4 n· 3 5 · 

29. See J. C. Kamerbeek, "On the Conception of Theomachos in Relation with 
Greek Tragedy, "  Mnemosyne ser. 4 ,  vol. 1 ( 1 948) 27 1-8 3 ,  and Francis Vian, Les 
origines de Thebes: Cadmos et les spartes (Paris 1 963)  1 62ff. 

30. On the chthonic aspects of Pent he us' "earth-born" ancestry see Segal, Dionysiac 
Poetics (note 9) chap. 5 .  

3 I .  See Segal, Dionysiac Poetics (note 9 )  chap. 4 passim. 
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6 1 8) .  But as Dionysus uses his own very different kind of power to 
"release" (lyein, cf. 498) , the same root marks the surfacing of Pen
theus ' repressed sexual fantasies as he imagines the Maenads "held 
like birds in a thicket in the dearest enclosures [herke] of their beds" 
(957f. ) .  The power to bring a sudden, mysterious flash of light into 
the dark, subterranean, enclosed places of Pentheus'  heavily guarded 
interior domain applies to the religious epiphany of the god in his 
Bacchic Mysteries ( 594-6 1 1 ,  629-3 5 )  and also to his figurative epi
phany as the "revealer" of what lies hidden within Pentheus (anaphai
nein, 5 3 8  and 528 ;  cf. 50 1 ) .  

The cosmological and psychological significance o f  Dionysus' ne
cessity forms a contrast as well as a complementation. Pentheus,  after 
all, is not a monstrous Giant or a Gorgon-generated serpent to be 
defeated in a universal clash of elemental forces, as in the Ti
tanomachy of Hesiod's  Theogony or the battles between Zeus and 
Typhos in Hesiod or Pindar. For all his bluster, Pentheus is no my
thic paradigm of vis consili expers but only a confused, immature 
young man . 32 The Greek divinities, however, are not forgiving. 
Pentheus '  failure to integrate the Dionysiac in himself and his city is 
proj ected upon the plane of civic religion as well as of individual 
personality and then extended into the cosmolo'gical plane as a con
flict of divine order and monstrous violence. This homology between 
the psychological and the religious necessity of Dionysus shows the 
power of the god as both an internal and an external force. But at 
another level the homology does not entirely fit. The discrepancy 
between Pentheus as a primordial Giant and Pentheus as a mortal 
sufferer becomes larger in the latter half of the play, as Euripides 
engages our sympathies for the human victim and reveals more of the 
ambiguous, problematical side of Dionysus. 

If Dionysus as "looser" or "releaser" (lysios) liberates the repressed 
sexuality of Pentheus, he also liberates the repressed destructiveness 
and rage of his female victims, the women of Thebes . It is part of 
Pentheus '  ironic misapprehension of everything about Dionysus that 

]2. For such cosmic conflicts between order and chaos ,  see Hesiod, Theog .  664ff. ;  
Pindar, Pyth . 1 .  1 3 ff. and Pyth . 8 .  I 2ff. ; Aeschyl . , P V  3 5 1 ff. ; Eur. , Ion 205ff. I n  this last 
passage Dionysus has a major role in the struggle, as he does also on the Siphnian 
frieze at Delphi. See in general Francis Vian, La guerre des giants (Paris 1952 ) .  For the 
inappropriateness of such a schema for Pentheus , see D. J .  Conacher, Euripidean 
Drama: Myth, Theme and Structure (Toronto 1 967) 67f. 
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his Theban Maenads, so far from being sexually eager and submissive 
to males when released from the interior spaces of house and city (cf. 
2 1 8-23 , 957f. ) ,  turn against their submissive sexual role with unex
pected and astonishing violence. After their defeat of the men who 
try to stop them from carrying off children and property (75 1-64) , 
they fall upon a herd of cattle and tear apart with their bare hands 
both a "young cow full of milk" (euthelon porin, 73 7) and bulls that 
toss their horns in both anger and sexual excitement (uI3QLm:al xU£ 
x£Qa£ 8V!!OU!!£VOL ,  743 ) .  Tauroi  hybristai in this verse almost certainly 
implies a sexual erection. 33 The Maenads here turn destructively 
against their own nurturant motherhood (the cow) and against the 
male procreative sexuality of the bull. Earlier they had nursed the 
young of wild animals at the breast (699-702) and caused the nourish
ing liquids of wine, milk, and honey to flow from the earth (702- 1 3 ) .  
But the other side o f  that promiscuous mothering o f  wild creatures is 
the symbolical destruction of their milk-giving capacities in rending 
the milch-cow. Its pendant is the tearing apart of the sexually ag
gressive bulls . 

This double violence foreshadows Agave's rending of Pentheus ,  
her own child, in  a killing that i s  preceded by an  act of symbolical 
castration as the Maenads uproot his fir tree ( 1 1 04- I O) and cast him 
down from his lofty perch to the earth below ( I I I I  f. ) .  Both parts of 
this deed are prefigured symbolically in the rending of cow and bull 
(73 7-47) . The destructive reaction against the motherhood of the 
cow reappears in the full release of maternal aggression in Agave's 
murderous rage against her own child. The revolt against the domi
nation of male sexuality (of which the tumesceW bull is the archetypal 
embodiment) takes the form of humiliating the phallic pride of Pen
theus. In his madness he had delusions of lifting the mountain and of 
uprooting its peaks and valleys (945-50) ;  but it is in fact the Maenads 
who have the superhuman strength to uproot the very tree to whose 
top Dionysus has shot him ( I 064-75 ) ,  "upright into the upright sky" 
( I074) · 34 

The power of Dionysus to release the repressed aggressiveness of 

3 3 .  Cf. Pindar, Pyth . 10 . 36  and Xcnophon, Cyrop . 7 . 5 . 62 ("hybristai h ippoi, when 
castrated, cease from biting and from violcnt behavior, " hybrizein) . Roux (note I) ad 
743 cites the latter passage but does not draw the logical conclusion. 

34 .  Note the verbal parallel between 949 and 1 1 04 in the mattcr of "levers , "  mochloi .  
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the maternal figures as a complement to his release of the repressed 
sexuality of Pentheus is already implicit in the first description of the 
Maenads nursing baby fawns and wolves that they "hold in their 
arms ' embrace" (uyxUAaLm . . .  EXOUaaL ,  699f. ) .  This phrase is the 
regular expression for carrying a baby, but it recurs near the end of 
the play when the hidden side of that motherhood has been fully 
revealed. What Agave then "holds in her arms' embrace" is the sev
ered, bloody head of her son (EV UYXUAaLt; EXELt;, 1 277) . 35 To this side 
of the maternal embrace corresponds the side of the maternal figure 
which the Dionysiac unloosing reveals, the imago of the terrible 
mother who glowers over the helpless, infantilized form of her son 
with foaming lips and rolling eyes ( I I 1 4-24) before she tears his arm 
from its socket to commence the sparagmos ( I I 2 5-36) .  

The landscape o f  the Maenad mothers ' boundless generosity of 
milk, wine, and honey in the first scene (698-7 1 3 )  undergoes a corre
sponding reversal. That landscape of nourishing liquids reflects the 
life-giving functions of Dionysus as a god of the liquid vitality of 
nature and its fertility. 36 Several of the choral odes recreate this land
scape of joyful abundance where water is the dominant element (c( 
1 4 1 ( , 1 54, 405-8 ,  4 1 9( ,  5 1 9-22, 568-75 ,  865-76) . But that liquid 
landscape, just like the nurturant motherhood that it symbolizes, 
shows its destructive other side when Dionysus releases the repressed 
rage of the Theban women. Then it becomes a strangling enclosure 
whose power to smother and obliterate lies just beneath the surface of 
quiet, shelter , and pleasure: 

ijv 6'  ayxor;, UIlCPLXQ1H1VOV, u6aOt 6uxpQoxov , 
JtEUXaLOt OUOXl(X�OV, Ev8a llaLv<'t6Er;, 
xa8ijv-t' EXOUOaL XEiQar;, £V TEQJtvoir;, JtOVOLr;,. 

There was a hollow vale, with crags around it, with water running 

through it, shaded over by pine trees , where the Maenads sat, holding 

their hands in pleasurable toils .  

35 .  On the ambivalence of this embrace and related images of unfolding and 
strangulation see Segal, Dionysia( Poetics (note 9) 1 04, with n. 3 5; also " Etymologies" 
(note 1 2) 9 I f.  

3 6 .  O n  Dionysus a s  a god o f  fertility. especially o f  the liquid vegetative life of 
nature, see Plutarch, Isis and Osiris 3 5 . 365a ;  Eur. Phoen . 645-56.  Further discussion in 
Segal, Dionysiac Poetics (note 9) 1 Of. and 1 49ff. 
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At first glance this valley is a sheltered locus amoenus, a watery 
pleasance. It has, perhaps ,  vaguely sexual implications as the hidden 
hollows of the female body that Pentheus ,  wishing "to see but not be 
seen" ( 1 050) , hopes to watch . But nearly every word of the descrip
tion carries a sinister implication . The enclosure, marked by the three 
prepositions amphi- ,  dia-, and syn-, prepares for Pentheus'  en
trapment. 37 Ankos, "glade, " contains the same root as the enfolding 
"embrace" (ankalai) of his doom ( 1 277; c( 699) and perhaps of the 
"necessity" (ananke) of his grim fate (969; cf. 1 3 5 1 ) .  Diabrochon 
( 105 1 ) ,  literally "with water flowing through it, " also carries hints of 
smothering and certainly of the "noose" of death (brochos thanasimon) 
which the murderous "Maenad herd" (an aspect of cows very differ
ent from that of 73 7) will draw around him ( 1 02 1-23 ) . 38 George 
Devereux, citing parallels from Roheim's  studies of the Australian 
aborigines, has plausibly suggested to me that the Maenads'  "holding 
their hands in pleasurable toils" refers to ritualized group masturba
tion. If so, this "pleasurable effort" of the group rite soon changes to 
a nightmarish group ritual of the opposite kind, the destruction of a 
young male' s  sexuality and life by (symbolical?) castration and 
bloody dismemberment. In any case, the hands of these Maenads will 
be employed in "toils" or "efforts" that are far from "pleasurable" 
( 1 206£. , 1 209, 1 280,  1 2 86 ;  c( 969) . 39 Fewer than fifty lines later the 
gentler qualities of this watery landscape fade entirely before its mur
derous side as the Maenads , "maddened by the god's breath upon 
them, leap through the valley's  rushing torrents and the broken 
crags" ()tU ()E XEq . .tUQQou vurr:llC; / ay�wv T ' eJtll()(J)v . . . , 1 093f. ) .  

O n  the level o f  psychological meaning, this landscape is a sym
bolical projection of the female body and particularly of the myste
rious, hidden body of the mother which Pentheus hopes to see in its 

37. Although Dodds (note 1 5 ) does not make this point explicitly, his translation (ad 
105  I f. )  catches the tone of dangerous enclosure: "There lay a glen, cliff-bound, re
freshed with waters, close-shadowing pines . "  Cf. Phoen . 1 570-76; Theocr. ld. 26 . 3 and 
I I ;  Andre Motte, Prairies et jardins de la Creee antique (Brussels 1 973 )  2 3 3 ff. with n ·4 ·  

3 8 .  For  the implications of diabrochos see Segal, Dionysiac Poetics (note 9)  1 04 with n .  
35 ,  and "Etymologies" (note 1 2) 89f. 

39. For the importance of the theme of hands see Segal, Dionysiac Poetics (note 9) 
chap. 3. In contrast to the "pleasurable toils" of 1 0 5 3 ,  note the painful "efforts" 
(mochthoi) of 1 105 ,  1 228 ,  1 279. On the reversals of pleasure and related words see 
Jacqueline de Romilly, "Le theme du bonheur dans les Bacchantes, " REC 76 ( 1 963 )  
36 1-80. 
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secret places . But this landscape, like the figure of the mother itself, is 
also the object of nightmarish fantasies . The contrast of the two 
settings ( 1 05 1-5 3  and 1 093 f. )  exactly parallels the contrast  of the two 
images of the maternal "embrace" (699f. and I 277) .  Dionysus' fusion 
of opposites collapses the two sides together in the ambiguities of 966-
70. The power of Dionysus is the power to release both sides of these 
repressed images, each sliding into the other, each present in the other 
with a precarious balance that Euripides catches in the almost demonic 
ambiguity of his language (especially 968-70 but also 105 I - 5 3 ) .  

O n  the level o f  the play' s  religious meaning a s  a work about the 
place of Dionysus and the cults of Dionysus in the city, the ambigu
ities of these landscapes , shifting from j oyful abandon to bloody 
horror, function as a microcosm of all the ambiguities surrounding 
this god. In writing his play about both aspects of Dionysus, Eu
ripides reflects on the necessity for repression which makes the work 
of culture possible and also on the danger of those repressions for the 
individual and for the culture as a whole. As a psychological and 
religious drama simultaneously, the Bacchae explores the need and the 
capacity of man's cultural creations-the city, the family, religion,  
art-to absorb what most threatens those creations with dissolution. 
The classical polis had long made a place for Dionysus in its cults and 
festivals ,  among which were those at which such tragedies as the 
Bacchae were performed. In the Bacchae the attempt to exclude Di
onysus from the individual personality and from the city as a whole 
ends in the violent dissolution of both the ruler and the community. 
Pentheus is literally dismembered; Thebes is left without a king; the 
remnants of the ruling family are scattered in exile (I 3 52-60, I 3 79-
87) .  But since everything that Euripides depicts as beautiful, life
giving, and joyful about the god takes place in the wild, on the 
mountains , or at the fringes of the Greek world, we cannot conclude 
that he was optimistic about the city's capacity to incorporate into its 
ordered structures a force and a god that, by their very nature, call 
those structures into question. 
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CHAPTER 1 0  / 
Boundary Violation and the Landscape 

of the Self in Senecan Tragedy 

IN MEMORIAM DAVID S. WIESEN ( 1 93 6- 1 982) 

T.  S .  Eliot 's remarks on self-dramatization in Seneca's tragedies 
anticipated and encouraged more recent attempts to revaluate the 
rhetorical texture of the plays . 1 Again and again, through a variety of 
rhetorical figures , the actor calls attention to the importance of his or 
her emotions.  This technique, as Eliot pointed out, has contributed to 
Seneca's popularity at periods of cultural crisis and transition, like our 
own. Medea superest and "I  am Antony still" are related by more than 
just literary influence. 2 

At periods when the traditional values are called into question and 
the social rewards and accepted marks of esteem are no longer felt as 

satisfying human needs and desires, men and women are likely to 
look inward and to define the meaning of life in terms of the self, in 
terms of internal and private rather than external and public things.  
The size and scale of the imperial bureaucracy (dwarfed, to be sure, 
by our own) , the precariousness of public life under a Caligula, a 

I thank the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation for a fellowship in 
1 98 1-82,  during which this essay was written. I am grateful to Albrecht Dihle and 
Ernst A. Schmidt for helpful comments . I presented a version of this essay as the first 
David S .  Wiesen Memorial Lecture at Brandeis University. December 9, 1982 .  

I .  T.  S .  Eliot, " Shakespeare and the  Stoicism of Seneca" ( 1 927) in Selected Essays, 
new ed. ( 1 950; New York 1 960) 1 07-20, especially I I 2f. and I I 9 .  See also W. H.  
Owen, "Commonplace and Dramatic Symbol in  Seneca's Tragedies , "  TAPA 99 
( 1 968) 29 1-3 1 3 ,  especially 292ff. and 3 1 2f. 

2. Eliot (note I )  I I 3 .  
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Nero, or a Domitian, the riskiness or illusoriness of freedom, all con
tributed to this inward focus .  Tacitus'  Dialogus sharply juxtaposes the 
traditional rewards of the Roman public man-power, influence, 
prestige, wealth, the gratifying crowd of clients at the door, the 
admiring finger pointing out the successful advocate in the forum
with the quasi-pastoral seclusion and quietude of the man of letters 
(Dial .  7- IO  and I I - I J ) .  Seneca himself, in the Thyestes, dramatizes 
the disaster resulting from the protagonist 's  failure to follow his own 
good instincts and mistrust the "false names" of greatness in the 
world ( Thy.  446f. ) .  When these "great things" are perceived as de
lusory, men turn to the inner standards of value, ultimately to the 
value of the self alone. The wisdom, courage, and proudly won 
autonomy of the Stoic sage can then constitute the true index of 
personal worth. The external trappings of power and wealth are 
adiaphora, "indifferent things . "  "Stoicism, " as Eliot remarks, "is the 
refuge for the individual in an indifferent or hostile world too big for 
him"; its theatrical equivalent (or "version of cheering oneself up, " as 
Eliot calls it) is a self-dramatizing, rhetorically ostentatious indivi
dualism .3  

Senecan "self-dramatization, " for all its literary artifice, rests upon 
such a view of the importance of the self. It is ,  among other things, an 
expression of individual alienation from the central values of the 
culture. Seneca often dramatizes that alienation as the inflicting or 
suffering of physical violence, the most obvious form of violating the 
self. These are the terms that the last half-century has made all too 
familiar to our own age. The enormities and distortions of Senecan 
rhetoric no longer seem beyond the reach of our experience . 

Stoicism is not the only response of Seneca' s  contemporaries to this 
condition of alienation; it is but one of several forms of individualism 
which develop out of the moral, social, and political crises in Roman 
society from the late Republic on. Seneca' s  stoicism seems to have 
provided him with a more or less consistent point of view, a stable 
intellectual basis suited to his rhetorical technique of projecting per
sonal emotion into a cosmic frame. The Senecan dramatic assertion of 
the self takes two different but complementary forms . There is the I
statement of self-dramatizing emotion, like Phaedra' s  me, me proJundi 
saeve dominator freti / invade et in me monstra caerulei maris / emitte ( "Me, 

3 .  Eliot (note r ) r 1 2 ;  both quotations come from this page. 
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me, make the object of your attack, cruel ruler of the deep sea, and 
against me send forth the monsters of the blue sea, " Pha . 1 1 59-6 1 ) .  
And there i s  the involvement o f  the entire world in the hero 's suffer
ing, a responsive sympathy between individual and cosmos.  The 
hero dramatizes his suffering through a bold network of imagistic 
correspondences between man and nature. These express ,  according 
to C. J .  Herington, "a moral and physical unity from the depths of 
the universe to the individual human soul. "4 Thyestes calls to the sea 
and earth, to the gods of the lower and upper worlds,  to listen to the 
atrocities inflicted on him ( Thy .  1 068ff. ) . 5  Jason sees Medea, mur
deress of their children, flying off into the aether and shouts that 
there, where she is going, there are no gods (Med. I 026( ) .  The 
Senecan hero places himself at the center of the world's  stage and cries 
out, Look, my suffering is that of the entire universe. "Enwrap the 
whole world in fearful clouds , " says Thyestes (nubibus totum hor
ridis / convolve mundum, Thy .  1 078f. ) .  In himself alone, says Oedipus, 
Nature has overturned all her laws and so should devise equally 
unnatural modes of punishment for his guilt (Oed. 942-45 ) .  

This grandiose version of the pathetic fallacy i s  actually but an 
indirect or displaced form of the I-statement of self-dramatization 
described above. The hero' s  perception of the magnitude of his pain 
virtually causes the trees to turn pale, the waters to cease to flow, the 
air to thicken with mist ,  and so on (cf. Ag. 3 4ff. ,  Thy .  1 97ff. , 260ff. ) .  

To this double strategy in the hero's  assertion of his individual 
magnitude in suffering-I-statement and cosmic projection-corre
spond the two sides of the philosopher's wisdom. The Stoic sage 

abandons external power for the realm of the soul. To rule over the 
"evils of the heart" makes the true king (Phoen . I 04ff. , Thy .  348f. ,  
3 80ff. ; cf. Nat.  Quaest. 6 . 3 2 . 4ff. ) .  The sage also identifies himself 
with the world soul: he is the proper beneficiary of the gods' care and 
the appropriate spectator of the maj esty and order of the universe (cf. 
Ad Helv .  de consol .  8 . 3 ff. ; De otio 5 ;  De vita beata 8 . 4ff. ) . 6 This latter 

4.  C .  J .  Herington, " Senecan Tragedy, "  Arion 5 ( 1 966) 43 3 ;  see also Owen (note I )  
300ff. 

5 .  Cf. also the chorus of Thy .  789ff. on the turning of day to night; in general Otto 
Regenbogen, "Schmerz und Tod in den Tragodien Senecas , "  in Vortriige der Bibliothek 
Warburg, vol. 7, Vortriige 1 927-1928, ed. Fritz Saxl (Leipzig and Berlin 1 930) 204. 

6. On the world soul and the wise man in Stoicism see J .  M.  Rist, Stoic Philosophy 
(Cambridge 1 969) 209ff. ;  Max Pohlenz, Die Stoa (Gottingen 1 948) I .  1 I 2ff. ,  especially 
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attitude, as one would expect, is less suitable for tragedy, although 
the author of the Octavia has Seneca himself, as a dramatic character, 
discourse at length on this topic (3 8 5 ff. ) .  

Seneca 's combination o f  the Silver Age rhetorical magnification of 
experience and the subj ectivizing forms of expression in Roman poet
ic diction7 creates a new vision of tragedy. The unbearable suffering 
possible in a world of uninhibited violence resonates with an intensity 
of personal agony which is comparatively rare in Greek tragedy. In 
the latter, formal structure and a fuller intellectual vocabulary help to 
contain the expression of suffering in more clearly demarcated limits . 
Euripides , for example, makes us hear the screams of the blinded 
Polymestor in the Hecuba; but how un-Senecan and how charac
teristically Euripidean is the subsiding into long rationalistic-histor
ical debate (Eur . , Hec . I056- 1 254) .  

Sene can tragedy clearly does not create the towering heroic figures 
of Aeschylus or Sophocles . Such figures-Prometheus,  Ajax, Anti
gone, Philoctetes-are so defined that their nature involves a hopeless 
struggle against the very conditions that are necessary to their exis
tence; and in this struggle they are doomed by the greatness that they 
themselves possess, by their commitment to justice, nobility of 
nature, absolute values in a corrupt and imperfect world. In Seneca 
the tragic element operates in a struggle that is almost entirely in
ward, in a battle against the passions rather than in a head-on conflict 
with divine powers , universal moral principles, or an unyielding 
world order. Admittedly, this inward turning of the dramatic focus 
creates something that is often closer to the pathetic than to the 
genuinely tragic . Seneca' s  protagonists struggle much more with 
themselves than with essential laws of the universe or the basic condi
tions of life and society. But to the extent that such characters as 

I I 7f. In pointing to some links between Seneca's tragedies and Stoic philosophy, I do 
not mean to imply that a strictly Stoic interpretation exhausts the meanings of the 
plays or that their purpose was simply to illustrate Stoic doctrine. For a recent 
discussion and bibliography of this much discussed issue see A. L. Motto and J. R .  
Clark, "Art and Ethics in the  Drama: Seneca's 'Pseudotragedy' Reconsidered, "  ICS 7 
( I982) 1 2 5-40. Joachim Dingel, Seneca und die Dichtung (Heidelberg 1 974) 97ff. and 
I I 6f. , has suggested for Seneca a "negative Stoicism, " like Lucan 's (Phars. 7 .445ff. ) ,  
stressing the remoteness, incomprehensibility, and inhuman harshness of the divine 
powers and fate. 

7· See, for example, Brooks Otis, Virgil: A Study in Civilized Poetry (Oxford 1 963)  
chap. 3 .  
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Phaedra, Medea, Clytaemnestra, Thyestes , or Hercules engage with 
the evil and violence in themselves-and therefore potentially (if less 
exaggeratedly) in us all-they do exemplify a quality of genuine 
tragedy. They suffer guilt, take responsibility for their defeat by their 
own uncontrolled emotions, and suffer the physical and moral conse
quences of their actions. 8 

In Seneca the ultimate truth of human character is revealed in 
moments of tremendous violence, where even reason is pressed into 
the service of intensifying every possible means of suffering, as in 
Oedipus' self-torturing cry that he should use his "native cleverness" 
in punishing himself (utere ingenio, miser, Oed. 947) . Overwhelmed by 
emotions beyond his control ,  the Senecan tragic hero becomes alien
ated from an aspect of his own humanity, from the rational modera
tion of desire, hatred, love, fear, hope, despair, and guilt. 9 No won
der our own age of decentered emotionality has rediscovered these 
works . 

Seneca's limitation of vocabulary, rhetorical figures , and con
centration on the flow of emotional movement rather than on struc
tures of action or events create a kind of artificial echo chamber where 

8. For a good survey of discussions about the tragic clement in Senecan drama and 
a defense of the plays as tragedy, see Motto and Clark (note 6) passim, and Ilona 
Opelt, "Senecas Konzeption des Tragischen, " in E .  Lefevre, ed. , Senecas Tragodien, 
Wege der Forschung 3 IO (Darmstadt 1 972) 92- 128 ,  especially 93f. In contrast to the 
Greek tragedy of fate (Sch icksalstragodie) , Opelt argues, Seneca exemplifies a "tragedy 
of evil" ( Tragodie des Rosen) ,  where the protagonist consciously, not blindly, takes 
guilt upon himself (92) . This form of tragedy, she believes , is foreshadowed in the 
Xerxes of Aeschylus' Persians and in late Euripidean plays such as Hecuba and Troades. 
Her analysis of nefos, however, does not really clarify "the tragic" in the plays. I 
suggest that the tragic dimension lies in the conflict between good and evil in the 
individual soul. In this conflict evil sometimes wins, and the hero is engulfed in his or 
her own inner monstrosity (e. g .  Medea, Clytaemnestra, Atreus, and momentarily 
Hercules in both HF and HO) , or after yielding to evil in the form of passion and 
emotional violence turns against himself in remorse, retribution, and mental or phys
ical self-punishment (Phaedra and the Hercules of HF) ,  or suffers both physically and 
emotionally as a result of an inadequate or mistaken moral decision (Agamemnon, 
Thyestes, Oedipus) . In all cases , however, as many have pointed out, Seneca's em
phasis falls on the inner, emotional, and psychological dimension of the action and the 
suffering. 

9 .  On Oedipus' self-punishment see Regenbogen (note 5)  1 93 .  Compare Atreus' 
helplessness before the obsession of limitless, inexhaustible vengeance in Thy . 25  Sf. :  
nil quod doloris capiat assueti modus; / nul/um relinquam focinus et nul/um est satis ( " I  am 
plotting nothing which any moderation of ordinary resentment can contain; I shall 
shun no crime, and none is enough") . 
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human suffering, and all the emotional responses it involves , are 
magnified to a new level and therefore appear with a new pictorial 
expressiveness , what has been called a "psycho-plastic portrait of 
emotional affect. " l 0  Here the real action occurs in the spaceless and 
timeless realm of the emotional life .  1 1  The vast geographical hyper
boles serve to set off that inner world as a distinctive reality of its 
OWn. Seneca 's originality, as Otto Regenbogen has pointed out in a 
justly celebrated essay, lay not in the invention of new thematic 
material but in the vivid, imagistic depiction of this enclosed inner 
space of pathos, suffering, vehemence of feeling. 1 2 

The focus on character and emotional reactions rather than on 
events per se also creates an impression of staticity, of purely verbal 
happenings . The world of nature depicted in the tragedies is , in one 
sense,  as artificial as the dramatic situations themselves . It exists less 
for its OWn sake than as a foil or objective correlative for the emo
tional reality of the protagonists .  The forests of Hippolytus ' hunting 
in the Phaedra or the remote seas of the Argo ' s  travels in the Medea are 
another form of this self-dramatization. They have their full existence 
in tension with an inner landscape of the soul. These expansive land
scapes serve to set off the narrow, self-imposed limitation of hatred 
or vengeance in which an Atreus,  a Hippolytus, or a Medea becomes 
enclosed. 13 

The two recurrent motifs of enclosure, entrapment, constriction 
On the One hand and all nature on the other are opposite but comple
mentary poles of the sympathy that links microcosm and mac
rocosm. The Oedipus correlates the " inverted nature" (natura versa est, 
3 7 1 )  of the entrails examined by Manto with the inverted nature 
made manifest in the hero's  life (leges ratas / Natura in uno vertit 
Oedipoda, "Nature overturns her established laws in Oedipus alone, " 
942f. ) .  Those laws are revealed to men in the microcosmic scrutiny of 
the viscera laid bare beneath the flesh as the priestess peers into the 
dark secrets of the sacrificed heifer's vitals and sees the monstrosity of 

10. Regenbogen (note 5 )  207. He goes on to remark that this emotional-rhetorical 
coloring is closer to Tacitus than to Greek tragedy . 

I I .  See Owen (note I )  3 1 2f. ;  Jo-Ann Shelton, Seneca 's Hercules Furens, Hypom
nemata 50 (Gottingen 1 978) 30 .  

1 2 .  Regenbogen (note 5) passim, especially 204- 14 .  
1 3 .  Cf. , for example, the chorus of Medea 3 0 1-79, and contrast the death of Pelias 

through Medea 's magic arts, angustas vagus inter undas, 668. 
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an unborn fetus "not in its rightful place, filling its parent" (alieno in 
loco / imp let parentem, Oed. 3 74f. ) .  But they are also revealed in the 
macrocosm through the "sympathetic" response of polluted air and 
parched earth (6pff. ) ,  which follow upon the horror of a "mother 
heavy once more in her accursed womb" (utero rursus inJausto gravis, 
63 7) .  The repetition of gravis, "heavy, " from the account of the 
plague-bearing wind's  "heavy breath" (gravi flatu) a few lines earlier 
(63 1 )  stresses the link between the interior pollutions of the in
cestuous womb and the deadly plague of the polluted natural world 
outside. The relation between the two is metaphorical or analogical as 
well as causal . From the corrupted liver to the irregular course of the 
stars, the message is the same. 

Teiresias ' unlocking of the enclosures of the "deep Styx" and the 
"Lethean lake" (profimdae claustra laxamus Stygis, Oed. 40 1 ;  claustra 
Lethaei lacus, 5 60) is the cognitive equivalent of Oedipus' revealing 
the hidden uterine secrets of the dark places from which he came and 
to which he has returned. Seneca deliberately exploits this interplay 
between the visceral horror of the entrails and the womb on the one 
hand and the havoc in nature wrought by the plague on the other. 
Teiresias' determination to "unloose the gates of deep Styx" (40 1 ,  
quoted above) , stands in sharp contrast with the bacchic hymn that 
begins with the "sky's shining beauty" (lucidum caeli decus, 405) .  The 
tension is resolved when Oedipus accepts the dark horror of his 
begetting and expiates it by the self-imposed darkness of self-blinding 
(cf. 998- 1 003 ) . He thereby restores vitality to the upper reaches of 
nature and brings back a "gentler condition of the sky" and "life
filled draughts of air" (mitior caeli status, 1054 ;  vividos haustos, 1056 ) ,  
just as  Laius '  ghost had foretold .  1 4 

Here, as in the Thyestes, Seneca intensifies the sensation of physical 
suffering by playing off images of the open air against images of 
enclosing or penetrating the hidden cavities of the body. Thus the 
macrocosmic effect in the natural world of Oedipus' atonement is 
achieved through the visceral imagery of his self-blinding.  He digs 
out (scrutatur) his eyes with "hooked fingers" (Oed. 965 ) ,  tears them 
"from their furthest roots deep within" (966) . His hand is "fixed 

14. For other aspects of the finale of the Oedipus see C .  Segal, "Sacral Kingship and 
Tragic Heroism in Five Oedipus Plays and Hamlet, " Helios 5, no. 1 ( 1 977) 5-7; Owen 
(note I) 3 1 2 .  
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deep inside" (fixa penitus alte, 96Sf ) and "tears the hollows and empty 
recesses" (recessus . . .  inanes sinus, 969) . The uterine and visceral as
sociations of most of these words become unmistakable fewer than a 
hundred lines later when Jocasta atones for her unwitting crime by 
the grim poetic justice of penetrating with her incestuous husband's 
sword "the spacious womb which bore both sons and husband" 
(uterum capacem qui virum et natos tulit, I039) .  Aside from the grim, 
even grotesque physical horror, Oedipus' language depicts the feel
ings of guilt, remorse, emotional suffering,  the physical as well as the 
psychological wrench of anguish, through images of somatic vio
lation, images of being trapped within himself and being pushed back 
within himself (952-79, I 024-41 ) .  The "rain that pours forth" and 
"waters" Oedipus' cheeks (subitus en vultus gravat / profosus imber ac 
rigat jIetu genas, "Look, the sudden storm pours forth and makes 
heavy his face and with weeping waters his cheeks , "  925f. ; cf. 97S) is 
the "eye's moisture" of his body (95 5 ) ;  but it also foreshadows the 
healing macrocosmic effects at the end ( I 054ff. ) ,  restoring the 
parched and dying crops (50-52 ;  cf 649ff ) .  

In the Phoenissae, Oedipus' self-dramatizing exaggeration o f  guilt 
goes further than the nails reaching into the eyes ' hollow sockets :  he 
would even reach through the eye into the brain itself (nunc manum 
cerebro indue; / hac parte mortem perage qua coep i  mori; "now dip your 
hand into brain; complete your death in that part where I began to 
die, " Phoen . I Sof. ) .  The physical gesture has a direct psychological 
correlate in Oedipus' sense of guilt as he reaches back into his prenatal 
existence in Jocasta's womb ( intra viscera materna, Phoen . 249f ) .  He 
feels his place there as an already sinful penetration of his mother's  
body, into which "a  god has driven him [egit] , pushed back in con
cealment [abstrusum,  abditum] ,  doubtful of existence, " the perpetrator 
of "an unspeakable crime" (Phoen . 25 I - 5 3 ) .  When a few lines later he 
describes how "his father cast him away" (abiecit pater, 25 S) to die in 
Cithaeron's forests with its "wild beasts and savage birds" (25 5f. ) ,  he 
establishes a symbolic link between the cruelty of his fate both in the 
hiddenness of the womb and in the expulsion to the wild. The sym
metry of accursed concealment within the womb of the mother and 
harsh expulsion by the father to a hostile mountain expresses the 
psychological meaning of Oedipus' crimes . He reenacts , as it were, 
the experience of losing the intimacy of womb / mother, which he 
regains by returning there as husband; he relives metaphorically the 
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hatred of the father who "threw him forth" (abiecit) , a deed he 
avenges by killing Laius .  

The son's  illicit penetration of the mother's womb even in being 
born (Phoen . 245-47) is answered by the father's penetration of the 
son's feet (Phoen . 254) ,  an act of symbolic castration. The pattern of 
Oedipus '  life is already present, quite literally, from the first begin
nings :  wrongful placement inside the mother followed by the phys
ical violation and penetration of his own body. 

The explicitness about the psychological dimension of Oedipus' 
suffering is Seneca 's characteristic reinterpretation of the material of 
Sophocles'  Oedipus plays .  It is most marked, perhaps, in the appari
tion of Laius'  ghost in the Oedipus (6 1 9- 5 8) .  The ghastly apparition, 
surrounded by all the paraphernalia of subterranean horrors that are 
Seneca' s  hallmark (Oed. 5 59-98) , is like the bad dream of a guilt
tormented mind. The murdered father has not a word of charity, 
compassion, or understanding for a son who acted in ignorance. He is 
virtually a foreshadowing of the Freudian superego, a harsh, de
manding,  guilt-raising father figure, a projection of the son's own 
conviction of his inherently evil nature . Through the eyes of this 
tristis imago (Virgil 's  phrase for another demanding father, Aen .  
6. 695) , Oedipus sees himself a s  indelibly stained with the worst pos
sible crimes of civilized humanity. He is a "bloody king" who holds 
both his scepter and the wife of his bedchamber as the rewards of the 
infamous double outrage of parricide and incest (Oed. 634-3 7) : 

. . .  rex cruentus , pretia qui saevae necis 
sceptra et nefandos occupat thalamos patris , 
invisa proles , sed tamen peior parens 
quam natus , utero rursus infausto gravis . . .  

The Medea uses a different aspect of this relation between the mac
rocosm of nature and the microcosm of the individual's emotional 
and physical being. Medea's  revenge dwarfs the vast reaches of sea 
and earth explored by the Argo (cf. 3 0 1-79) and cancels them out 
through the interior bonds of the womb, her weapon against the 
leader of the expedition. At the climax of her revenge she, like 
Oedipus, would reach into her vitals to extirpate in her womb the 
traces of motherhood that tie her to Jason (in matre si quod pignus 
etiamnunc latet, / scrutabor ense viscera et ferro extraham, "In the mother 
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if any pledge still lies hidden, I will search my vitals with the sword 
and with iron draw it out, " IO I 2f. ) .  As p ignus is a common term for 
the "child" who constitutes a "pledge" of love and fidelity between 
husband and wife, Medea 's  lines combine the literal and the meta
phorical rooting out of her tie to Jason: she would excise the fetus that 
may be growing in her womb from their union and from the bond of 
love which should have insured its growth, safety, and birth. Medea 
soon uses that sword not on herself but on her remaining child; and 
the visceral imagery of I O I 2f. conveys the interior darkness of her 
insatiable vengeance. Lady Macbeth's  "Unsex me here, " with all the 
thickening of blood and change of milk to gall, spares us this uterine 
rooting out of motherhood .  1 5 In a reverse but complementary move
ment, Medea would make her fertility itself a symbol of her venge
fulness .  She envies Niobe, with fourteen children to sacrifice to ven
geance (954-56) ,  and complains that she has been "sterile in respect 
to [exacting] punishment" (sterilis in poenas fui, 956) .  "If this hand of 
mine, " she goes on later, "could have been sated with single slaugh
ter, it would have sought none; though I kill two, still is the number 
too narrow for my grief" ( I O09- 1 I ) .  

After this paradoxical interplay o f  fertility and sterility, Seneca 
opens out another contrast in moving from the enclosed space of 
womb and vitals to the "open path to the heavens" where her ser
pent-drawn chariot will carry her "among the winds" ( I 022,  I 02 S ) .  
The violated interiority of  her body and the violation of  nature's 
limits in the Argo's distant explorations and in the magic of Medea' s  
aerial car are complementary aspects of  the same theme, the pushing 
beyond limits ,  beyond civilized behavior, into the barbarian and the 
monstrous .  At the frontiers of the civilized world where Medea's 
passion has its origins, we veer between the violated innocence of the 
Golden Age and the pitiless ferocity of inhuman savagery. 1 6 Calling 

1 5 .  Shakespeare, Macbeth 1 .  v. 3 8- 52; pallid too by contrast is the visceral imagery of 
Racine's Thcsee who describes his paternal misgivings at condemning Hippolytus in 
these terms: "Malgre ton offense, / mes entrailles pour toi se troublent" (Phedre 
IV. iii) . 

1 6. For the theme of the Golden Age in the Medea, see Gilbert Lawall, "Seneca's 
Medea: The Elusive Triumph of Civilization, " in Arktouros: Hellenic Studies Presented to 
B.  M. W. Knox, ed. G.  Bowersock, W. Burkert, and M. Putnam (Berlin and New 
York 1 979) 4 1 9-26; C. Segal, "Dissonant Sympathy: Song, Orpheus, and the Golden 
Age in Seneca's Tragedies , "  Ramus 12 ( 1 983 )  229- 5 1 .  
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up the primordial monsters of the earth 's remotest places (674-704) , 
Medea also releases her own interior monstrosity, suppressing the 
life-giving side of her motherhood and envisaging a Niobe-like fertil
ity of death. 1 7  

I I  

This interaction between the enclosed depths of  the soul and the 
expansive frame of nature obviously has its philosophical roots in the 
Stoic correspondence of macrocosm and microcosm and the ideal of 
living in harmony with the universe .  But its literary effectiveness lies 
in another area, one where even Seneca's  most grudging critics have 
acknowledged his power, namely his depiction of morbid states of 
the soul, anxiety, fear, obsession, vindictiveness, the lust for power. 
"La psychologie est peuH�tre ce qu'il y a de plus remarquable dans Ie 
theatre de Seneque, " wrote Leon Herrmann sixty years ago, and few 
would disagree. 1 8  The powerful symbol of the underworld, corre
sponding to the darker hell of the soul ,  finds a place in nearly every 
Senecan tragedy. 1 9  

When Oedipus hears from the old shepherd the truth about himself 
in the simple four words, coniuge est genitus tua (" that child was born 

1 7 .  Note, for example. the alliterative play on Medea / malum and Medea / monstrum 
(e. g .  362 , 674f. ) on the one hand and Medea I mater on the other ( 1 7 1 ,  289f. . 9 3 3 f. ,  
950£. ) .  See Alfonso Traina, "Due note a Seneca tragico, " Maia 3 I ( 1 979) 273-75 ,  and 
C. Segal, "Nomen Sacrum: Medea and Other Names in Senecan Tragedy, "  Maia 34  
( 1 982) 24 1-46. 

1 8 . Leon Herrmann, Le theatre de Seneque (Paris 1 924) 492. Good discussions of 
Seneca's psychological focus may also be found in Berthe Marti, "Seneca's Tragedies: 
A New Interpretation, " TAPA 76 ( 1 945)  222f. and 229- 3 3 ;  Norman T. Pratt, Jr. , 
"The Stoic Base of Sene can Drama, " TAPA 79 ( 1 948) r of. ; Ettore Paratore, "Origi
nalita del teatro di Seneca, " Dioniso 20 ( 1 95 7) 56f£. ;  Herington (note 4) 447f. ; Jo-Ann 
Shelton, "The Dramatization of Inner Experience: The Opening Scene of Seneca's 
Agamemnon ,"  Ramus 6 ( 1 977) 3 3-43 . On the other hand the attempt of Marc Rozelaar, 
Seneca : Eine Gesamtdarstellung (Amsterdam 1 976) chaps . 2-4, to correlate the psycho
logical concerns of the tragedies with Seneca's personal life, childhood experience, 
and private neuroses is, though interesting, most speculative. 

19 .  E .g . , Owen (note I) 296f. , 307 ,  3 I I £. ;  Shelton (note I I ) chap . 4: B. Walker and 
D.  Henry, "The Futility of Action : A Study of Seneca's  Hercules Furens, " CP 60 
( 1 965) 1 4£. and 2 I f. 
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of your wife, " Oed. 867) , he replies with a heavily alliterated invoca
tion to Earth and the powers of the nether world (868-70) : 

dehisce teBus ,  tuque tenebrarum potens , 
in Tartara ima, rector umbrarum rape 

retro revers as generis ac stirpis vices . 

Yawn open, Earth, and you, powerful ruler of shades , carry back into 
the lowest depths of Tartarus these inverted exchanges of the race and 

its stock. 

The "yawning of the earth" at the appearance of Laius ' ghost earlier 
(subito dehiscit terra, 5 82 ;  cf. dehisce tellus, 868) now changes from 
supernatural magic to emotional reality. It becomes an expressive 
indication of the horror in Oedipus' soul as he makes his terrifying 
discovery. Now the destructive darkness over the city which 
Oedipus described in the play's opening lines ( 1- 5 ;  cf. 44-49) is 
traced to its origin in himself. 20 With that revelation of the truth the 
earth really does seem to open beneath him, as it did in 5 82 ,  and show 
the infernal realms of shades and darkness beneath the plants and trees 
(the mild agricultural metaphor of stirps in 870. is active here) . The 
chiastic repetition tenebrarum potens / rector umbrarum ( " ruler powerful 
of dark shadows") and the idea of "gaping" in dehisce provide a 
stylized but adequate verbal equivalent to Oedipus' split-second real
ization . At once he knows that his world is turned upside down, that 
the ground is no longer the same beneath his feet. The very non
realism of the representation conveys the horror: the remote, fabled 
realm of Tartarus is the anguish that he is now living. Sophocles ' 
Oedipus cries out iou iou and addresses the light that he sees for the 
last time (O T I 1 82-85 ) ;  Seneca 's  Oedipus utters an initial word, 
dehisce, which suggests his open-mouthed speechlessness ,  and then 
addresses the darkness .  The darkness of the lower world that opens 
before him (cf. 5 82f. )  and the abyss of darkness within himself be
come visible, as it were, at the same time. This is an Oedipus who, in 
the course of minutes,  is ready to call himself "the crime of the age" 
(saeculi crimen, 875) . The sudden glimpse of the dark hell within in the 

20. With this passage in Oed. compare Phaedra 1 2 3 8-42: the figurative reopening of 
the lower world for Theseus corresponds to his recognition of the subterranean 
violence in himself, unleashed in his curse on his son. Cf. also Tro . 5 1 9f. 
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cry dehisce, tellus confirms in metaphorical terms the inner violence 
that the action has revealed in Oedipus' soul: his readiness to torture 
by fire and use "bloody ways" of interrogating (86 1 f. ) ,  his acknowl
edged "savagery, " and his loss of self-control (si ferus videor tibi / et 
impotens . .  " "if I seem to you savage and out of control, " 865f. ) .  

III 

With his feeling for the emotive quality of visual scenes, Seneca 
often creates an objective correlative for these psychological events 
through images of place or landscape. The locus horridus of gloomy 
forest or strangling trees expresses the nightmare world of fear, anx
iety, despair. 2 1 Bruno Snell observes that Seneca "likes to surround 
his characters with what one could call a cloud of their milieu . "22 The 
power of that milieu, however, often derives from images that give a 
physical sense of helplessness in the face of emotions . "Anxiety" 
means, literally, the constriction of heart, diaphragm, and stomach 
when we encounter dread. Lucretius'  anxius angor calls attention to 
the root meaning of the word and its physiological effects (cf. DRN 
3 . 993 ) .  

Seneca, like many ancient writers, conveys the physiological con
creteness of emotions in metaphors like that of the mind "swelling" 
with anger or the "seething" of grief and pain (tumet animus ira, fervet 
immensus dolor, of Oedipus , Phoen . 3 52) . But he often pushes this 
physiological correlate of emotion much further. In particular, he 
develops two complementary types of physiological sensations for 

2 1 .  For the motif of enclosure in the locus horridus see Rosanna Mugellesi, "II  senso 
della natura in Seneca tragico, " in Argentea Aetas : In Memoriam E. V. Marmorale, 
Pubbl. dell ' 1st. di Filologia Classica di Genova 3 7  (Genoa 1 973)  43ff. , 63-66, who 
comments on "la nuova sensibilid pittorico-visiva di Seneca" (63 ) .  For this kind of 
"atmospheric" effect of landscape in Roman poetry, see also C. Segal, Landscape in 
Ovid's Metamorphoses, Hermes Einzelschrift 23 (Wiesbaden 1 969) Sff. The essay of 
Pierre Thevenaz, "L'interiorid in Seneca" ( 1 944) in Alfonso Traina, ed. , Seneca,  
letture critiche (Milan 1 976) 9 1 -96, is concerned not with spatial "interiority" but with 
the internalization of values, the importance of "the things under our control" in 
Seneca's philosophy. 

22. Bruno Snell, Scenes from Greek Drama, Sather Classical Lectures 34  (Berkeley 
and Los Angeles 1 964) 27. 
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emotional disturbance: entrapment, enclosure, engorgement, or im
plosion on the one hand and dismemberment, invasion, penetration, 
or mutilation on the other. In quite a literal sense his language grips 
us in our vital places . 

The "wide realm of Diana, " as Snell describes the "cloud" of 
Hippolytus'  milieu at the opening of Phaedra,  contrasts with Phae
dra 's image of herself as she enters immediately after. She is 
"weighed on" by a "greater grief" (maior incubat . . .  dolor, 99) , has 
an illness growing inside her, and feels her passion as the steam of a 
volcano burning and seething within ( 1 O I-3 ) . As she describes her 
condition of desperate, neurotically obsessive fixation on Hippolytus ,  
she uses other images of enclosure, the "dark house" of the Labyrinth 
where Daedalus "shut in" the monstrous bull (qu i nostra caeca monstra 
conclusit domo, I 22) . The reference to the Minotaur locked in the 
Cnossian Labyrinth suggests her own metaphorical entrapment in the 
dark heredity of her mother, Pasiphae, of which Phaedra is painfully 
aware (e. g . , I 27f. , 242) . Later the Nurse describes her love madness 
(foror) as something burning inside, "shut up within" (inclusus, 3 62) , 
which, though concealed, is betrayed by her face and bursts forth as 
fire from her eyes (3 60-64) . Entrapment in an inner fire of uncon
trollable passion as in a burning building is combined with another 
image of radical alienation from the self: Phaedra 's physiological sen
sation of the strangeness of her body as in a hopeless ,  feverish disease 
(spes nulla tantum posse len iri malum, / finisque jlammis nullus insanis erit, 
"there is no hope that so great a suffering can be soothed; the wild 
flames will have no check, " 3 60f. ) . 23 Both images become more 
powerful by the contrast with her fantasy wishes of the outdoors, 
woods , hunting, the feeling of the wind in her hair (3 94-403 ) .  

Through such descriptions Seneca manipulates those anxieties , 
present in all of us, which have to do with what psychologists call 
primary boundary anxiety, the concern with the autonomy of our 
physical being, our corporeal integrity in its most fundamental sense .  
Such anxieties have their roots in the infant 's  first experiences, his 
inchoate sense of his separateness from the mother, his fear of being 
engulfed and swallowed. Such concerns surface in the language and 

23 · The modern reader may perhaps forget how real and present was the danger of 
being trapped in a burning bu.ilding in Imperial Rome: c .g . , Juvenal 3 .  1 97-202 and in 
general A. G. McKay, Houses, Villas, and Palaces in the Roman World (Ithaca 1975)  8 5ff. 
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imagery of other Latin authors : Ovid and Ammianus Marcellinus, 
for example, have been fruitfully studied from this point of view. 24 

The spatial imagery of the Phaedra exploits both forms of boundary 
anxiety:  Phaedra is entrapped in the cavernous hell of her hopeless 
desire, Hippolytus is dismembered. In both cases the self suffers a 
direct physical violation, an irreparable breach in ontological se
curity . Phaedra, nurturing the evil within, becomes unrecognizable 
to herself. When the monster, called forth by Theseus' prayer, to 
Neptune, emerges from the sea ( 1 025ff. ) ,  Hippolytus initially holds 
out against panic ( 1 066[ ) ,  but the nightmarish apparition cannot be 
checked by rational control (cf. the simile of the pilot, 1 072-75) and 
soon overwhelms his hold on reality in the most elemental way, 
leaving him scattered in pieces over the woods that were once his 
secure and peaceful refuge from women and sexuality. By exaggerat
ing the details of the monster in Euripides ' play (Hipp . I I 73 - 1 248) , 
Seneca shifts the event from the plane of mythical reality to the plane 
of nightmare fantasy, an externalization of a dream world of uncon
scious terrors . The Euripidean text, to be sure, already contains that 
element, but it is intensified by the secondary elaboration of Senecan 
rhetoric and artificiality. Seneca's  play, in this respect, is a psycholog
ical reading of Euripides ' :  the mythic and theological issues are rein
terpreted as psychological states and symbols. 

For Seneca's  Hippolytus,  as for his Oedipus ,  reality dissolves into 
nightmare. Oedipus ' world opened to reveal the hellish depths in 
himself as saeculi crimen, "the criminal of the age" (the hero of the 
Hercules Furens undergoes a similar experience) . Hippolytus ' death 
turns him into exactly the opposite of what he has wanted to be, so 
that he is in a sense disintegrated from within as well as from with
out. Convicted of incestuous rape, he is mutilated and castrated (cf. 
1099) by a creature that evokes both the castrating father imago (cf. 
1046ff. )  and his own neurotic distortions of the sexuality that he has 
repressed in himself. 

In the Phoenissae, as I have remarked above, Oedipus images his 
guilt as a kind of uterine penetration of his mother's "entrails" (intra 

24. Leo Curran, "Transformation and Anti-Augustanism in Ovid's Meta
morphoses, " Arethusa 5 ( 1 972) 7 1 -9 1 ,  especially 78-82; R. F. Newbold, "Boundaries 
and Bodies in Late Antiquity, " Arethusa 1 2  ( 1 979) 93- 1 14 ,  with a bibliography of 
psychological literature; see also Bradford Lewis , "The Rape of Troy: Infantile Per
spective in Book II of the Aeneid, " Aretf/usa 7 ( 1 974) !03- I 3 ·  
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viscera materna, 249f. )  and also as entrapment in the guilty conceal
ment of the womb: in its recesses he is "pushed back and hidden 
away" (abstrusum, abditum, 25 1 ) .  That sense of being helplessly en
trapped, enfolded, or compacted has its psychological dimension in 
his feeling that it is not only the sky, gods , or crimes that he cannot 
escape, but himself. His very body is a prison, a corporeal equivalent 
of the confinement within his own guilt. "It is myself ! flee, " he says 
(me Jugio) , " my breast [pectus] , guilty of every crime, and this hand of 
mine, and this sky and the gods and the dread crimes that I ,  though 
innocent, performed" (Phoen . 2 I 6- 1 8) .  The sensation of entrapment, 
whether in the womb or in the corporeal / psychological prison of his 
own body, depicts a self experienced as something that he wants to 
escape but cannot. Correspondingly, he experiences his unremitting 
burden of guilt as a boundary violation, the penetration or mutilation 
of his body. 25 It is not enough, as in the Oedipus, that he digs his 
fingers into his eyes ; now he would reach through more "boldly" 
into the brain (nunc manum cerebro indue, "now dip your hand into the 
brain, " Phoen . 1 80) . In his next speech, as he traces his guilt to the 
womb and to his birth, he uses an image of cruel penetration to 
convey the malignancy of his fate: "With hot iron my father pierced 
my tender feet" (calidoque teneros transuit ferro pedes, 254) . 26 

Seneca's  most effective manipulation of primary boundary anxiety 
occurs , as one might expect, in the Thyestes . It is not so much the 
imagery of eating and digestion which, in the last analysis , brings 
home to us the horror of Atreus'  revenge as the vivid sense of being 
stuffed, crammed full, impacted. As Atreus unveils his triumph, he 
seems to soar in the vast celestial spaces of boundless euphoria ( 8 8 5f. ) :  
" I  walk the equal t o  the stars and beyond all men, with m y  proud 
head touching the lofty vault of heaven" (aequalis astris gradior, et 
cunctos super / altum superbo vertice attingens polum) . But images of his 

25. The heavy emphasis on Oedipus' feelings of guilt that he can never escape in 
Phoenissae (e. g. , 2 1 6ff )  is one of the most interesting aspects of Sene can characteriza
tion and certainly underlies Oedipus'  cries to the dead Laius, a figure who has vir
tually the status of an apparition (cf 39ff and 1 66ff )  and is treated almost explicitly as 
a hallucination produced by neurotic anxiety. 

26. Seneca has elaborated this detail from the description of the pierced feet in 
Euripides ' Phoenissae 26, sphuron sidera kentra diapeiras meson ("passing the iron spurs 
through the midst of the ankles") . Sophocles ' version leaves these details vague (O T 
7 1 7- 19, 1032-34,  1 3 49- 5 5) .  See in general P. G. Maxwell-Stuart, "The Interpreta
tion of the Name Oedipus , " Maia 27 ( 1 975)  3 7-43 , especially 3 8f. 
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own satiety follow almost at once, as he contemplates "filling the 
father full of the death of his sons" (890f. ) .  When the vengeance 
comes, it pushes this fullness to the point of horror, in striking con
trast with the free movement of Atreus'  opening lines . The horror is 
quite literally visceral as Thyestes cries out (999- 100 I ) :  

quis hic tumultus viscera exagitat mea? 
quid tremuit intus? sentio impatiens onus 
meum que gemitu non meo pectus gemit. 

What is the disturbance that tosses around my entrails ?  What trembles 
within? I feel a burden that will not endure me, and my breast groans 
with a groaning not my own. 

The polyptoton meum . . .  non mea ("mine . . .  not mine") conveys 
the speaker's confusion of personal boundaries , his alienation from 
the physical substance of his own body. The situation is analogous to 
the sensation, in excruciating pain, of uttering a scream that one does 
not recognize as one's own. 

It is fruitful to compare the scene in Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrannus 
where Oedipus, emerging blinded from the palace, cries , "Miserable 
that I am, where on earth am I carried, unhappy, where does my cry 
fly about me, borne aloft?" ( 1 308- 1 1 ) .  Comparison between the lan
guage of Seneca and Sophocles is instructive: Sophocles ' language has 
none of Seneca's  corporality . It is the lightness, the fluttering, that 
predominates (diapotatai phoraden, "the cry flutters carried around") . 
Aside from the Sophoclean hero 's  unobtrusive ethical dative, moi, in 
1 3 09,  there are no personal pronouns.  Far from being alienated from 
himself in the extremity of pain, Sophocles ' Oedipus recovers a deep
ened sense of self as he plunges into a suffering of which he is the self
chosen agent, not the victim (0 T 1 3 3  I ff. ) .  

Seneca's imagery o f  corporeal heaviness ,  the burden stuffed with
in, gains an added dimension of psychological suffering when Atreus 
reveals the truth . Thyestes says ( 1 040-44) : 

hoc est quod avidus capere non potuit pater. 

volvuntur intus viscera et clusum nefas 

sine exitu luctatur et quaerit fugam. 
da, frater, ensem (sanguinis multum mei 

habet ille) ; ferro liberis detur via. 
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This then is what the greedy father could not hold. My entrails roll 
around within; the closed in evil s truggles , with no way out, and 
searches for escape. Give me a sword, brother (that sword of yours has 
much of my blood) ; with steel let a way out be given to my children. 

This is the acme of the horror: Thyestes is trapped in the evil of his 
own body. The nightmare of the boundary violation is all the greater 
as the foreign matter, the source of evil (clusum nefas) , is stuffed 
within himself as both alien and fearfully his own. The victim is 
bloated and distorted in his own flesh by being crammed full of a 
poisonous feast that he cannot disgorge and must assimilate. The 
scene's  outrage works through its evocation of the primary processes 
over which we have no conscious control, the digestive absorption of 
alien substance converted into our very being. 

Seeking to grasp and dramatize the horror, Thyestes reaches out to 
the remote geography of "the Caucasus ' harsh rock" ( 1 048) but can
not throw off the sensation of being "pressed down" (premor, 
1050f. ) :  genitor en natos premo premorque natis ( "a father, I press down 
my sons, and by my sons I am pressed down") . The shift from the 
active to the passive form in premo . . .  premor expresses the move
ment from outside to within, from an external to an internal heav
iness . 27 This movement, in turn, is another aspect of that fundamen
tal alienation from self conveyed by "mine . . .  not mine" ( 1 00 1 f. , 
quoted above) . 

As Thyestes calls to the seas to bear witness to the crime, he 
describes the waters too as "closed in" (clausa litoribus vag is / audite 
maria, "Hear me, you seas enclosed in your wandering shorelines , "  
1068f. ) ,  so that the inwardness of the "closed in evil" (clusum nefas, 
104 1 )  of the sons trapped in his belly colors his perception of the 
natural world as well. Atreus repeats the notion of constriction when 
he uses the verb angit, "chokes , " metaphorically, of Thy estes ' alleged 
bitterness that he did not prepare such a feast for Atreus first :  "I know 

27. Compare also Theseus' reabsorption into the dark hell of his own violence in 
Phaedra 1 203 : addressing Avernus and Tartarus he cries out, (me) impium abdite atque 
mersum premite perpetuis malis ( "hide me, the evil one, away and press me down, 
submerged, in eternal suffering") . Here too, as in Thy .  ro50f. and Phoen . 25 I f. ,  the 
imagery of weight and oppression express feelings of overwhelming guilt and re
morse. Theseus' language, however, does not develop the visceral equivalents of this 
heaviness, as in the passages discussed in the text. 
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why you are lamenting, " Atreus tells his brother; "you grieve be
cause I anticipated your crime; it chokes you not that you took in the 
unholy banquet [nee quod nefandas hauseris angit dapes] , but that you did 
not prepare it" ( 1 1 04-6) . The alliteration and repetition in the play's 
last line, Atreus ' te puniendum liberis trado tuis ("I give you over to be 
punished by your sons") continue the sense of entrapment in one's 
own flesh (te . . .  tuis) . The fresh pastoral woods that Thyestes reluc
tantly gave up to enter Atreus' palace (4 1 2ff. ) are never more hope
lessly distant. 

This reduction of suffering to primary physical boundaries and to 
elemental digestive processes is more than just rhetorical sensa
tionalism or the love of the grotesque. It corresponds to a large moral 
design. It is no accident that the ghost of Tantalus opens the play with 
his torment by the emptiness of hunger ( 1 -6) . His ever "greedy 
mouth" and "gaping hunger" are both a contrastive and a comple
mentary image of the corruption of the house:  such corruption will 
reduce men to their lowest and most basic functions .  In his first 
appearance onstage Atreus contemplates his vengeance in images of 
fulness that anticipate the condition of Thyestes at the end.  His lust 
for revenge takes the form of an insatiable hunger that makes him 
virtually a living Tantalus (25 2-54) : 

non satis magno meum 
ardet furore pectus;  impleri iuvat 

maiore monstro . 

My breast burns with a madness that is not great enough. My joy is to 
be filled with a greater monstrosity . 

When he unfolds his plot, he describes his breast again as "shaking" 
and "revolving deep within" by a "disturbance" that will be closely 
echoed in Thyestes' physical trouble later (260f. ) :  

Atreus . tumultus pectora attonitus quatit penitusque volvit. 

Trouble astonished shakes my breast and rolls it around deep within. 

We may compare Thyestes at 999f. : 

quis hic tumultus viscera exagitat mea? 
quid tremuit intus? 
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What is this trouble that tosses my entrails? What has trembled within? 

or at I 04 1 :  

volvuntur intus viscera. 

My vitals are rolled around within. 

A few lines later Atreus ' growing lust for revenge is something in his 
mind (animo) that "swells" (tumet, 267f. ) beyond normal limits .  

In Thyestes ' case the imagery of inward fullness ,  swollenness, 
turgidity shifts at the end from "breast" and "mind" (pectus, animus) 
to "entrails" (viscera) . Yet the parallels show A treus as already drawn 
into his victim's suffering, already as degraded spiritually as his vic
tim is physically .  His own malaise about the insatiability of his ven
geance contrasts with the horrible satiety that he has brought to 
Thyestes (8 89-9 1 ) :  " It is well, it is abundant. Now it is enough even 
for me. But why enough? I shall go on, even though the father is 
filled up with the death of his children . . . .  " And yet the very terms 
that he uses of his all-devouring vengefulness link him with his vic
tim (cf. satur est, "he is sated, " 9 1 3 ) .  His metaphorical ascent to the 
broad heavens at the culmination of his revenge (8 84-88) is soon 
enclosed in the narrow terms of satiety, filling, and constriction (8 89-
900) . The torturer is inextricably fused with the tortured and in his 
own way victimized by the very violation that he inflicts on the 
other. The monstrosity that swells in Atreus'  soul (267f. )  is more 
deeply corruptive than the monstrous food in his brother's  stomach. 
Though physically defeated and degraded, Thyestes retains a dignity 
of spirit which, eludes the successful and exuberant criminal, 
Atreus. 28 

This language of the body, especially of the viscera, functions in a 
manner analogous to metamorphosis in Ovid. 29 It is disturbing be
cause it reminds us of our physicality, of our inevitable reduction to 

28 .  On Thyestes' moral conflicts and superiority see Viktor Poschl, "Bemerkungen 
zum Thyest des Seneca" ( 1 977) in Kunst und Wiyklichkeitselfohyung in dey Dichtung, 
Kleine Schriften I (Heidelberg 1 979) 3 1 1 - 1 9; J .  P .  Poe, "An Analysis of Seneca's 
Thyestes, "  TAPA 1 00 ( 1 969) 3 69-76, and the references in 3 60 n . I I .  

29. See Irving Massey, The Gaping Pig: Literature and Metamorphosis (Berkeley and 
Los Angeles 1 976) 22ff. ,  especially 28 .  
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being mere body. We are reduced to those primary bodily processes 
like digestion over which we have no conscious control but on which 
we nonetheless rely for our lives .  By reminding us of our visceral 
physicality too, such descriptions indirectly evoke the inevitability of 
death. We are forced to see ourselves in the context of the corruptible 
entrails of animals . This ultimate reduction of our being to physical 
matter, to the fate that we share with all living (and dying) things, is 
profoundly disquieting .  

Like the Phaedra, the Thyestes combines the internal boundary vio
lations of the victim's  imploded body with the external violation of 
the agent's delight in mutilation. When he has Thyestes before him 
stuffed with the impious banquet, Atreus gloats over the details of 
how he cut the sons limb from limb, chopping and breaking the 
individual members ( 10 57-68) . 

Psychology aside, the sadistic violation of human flesh by mutila
tion, decapitation, and crucifixion was an all too familiar reality in the 
amphitheaters of Seneca's contemporaries . The anxiety reflected by 
the tragedies in this area of experience had a basis in fact. One does 
not witness such acts without some damage to the spirit; and Seneca's 
plays bear witness ,  if only indirectly, to the corruptive effect that 
torture has on those who permit or condone it. 30 

There is even archaeological evidence for the vivid impressions that 
the executions ,  gladiatorial games , and crucifixions left on more sen
sitive spectators . The Italian archaeologist Umberto Fasola describes 
a graffito on a shop wall near the amphitheater at Puteoli . The crude 
but gripping drawing is clearly the work of one who "was certainly a 

witness of such torture and was deeply impressed" by the suffering of 
the transfixed, dying man . 3 1  It is as if Seneca represses the knowledge 
of the actual tortures in the public spectacles of his day but allows the 
reality of their psychological effects and their emotional impact to 
surface in the remote, mythical, and bizarre violations of the human 
body depicted in his plays :  the butchering of Thyestes ' sons , the 
tearing out of Oedipus' eyes , the dismemberment of Hippolytus ' 

30. For some contemporary discussion see M. N. Nagler, America without Violence 
(Covelo, Calif. I 982) I 7-30;  Pierre Vidal-Naquet, Torture, Cancer of Democracy (Har
mondsworth I 963 )  and Les crimes de l 'armee franfaise (Paris I 975) . 

3 I .  Umberto M. Fasola, Traces on Stone: Peter and Paul in Rome, English trans . of 
Ricordi archeologici di Pietro e Paolo a Roma (Rome and Florence I 980) I 07- 1 4; the 
quotation comes from I I I .  
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body. In Seneca, as in Lucan, Petronius ,  Tacitus,  Juvenal, and other 
Silver Age writers , the proximity of violent death, torture, and help
less subjection to physical violation produces a corresponding ex
tremism of violence in the style . 32 The stylistic equivalents of the 
psychological impact of violence were, perhaps ,  one way to come to 
terms with experiences that ,  two millennia later, are no more easily 
assimilable to reality. However remote, stilted, and incredible Sene
ca' s  rhetoric of violence and violation may look, it has a modern 
descendant in the atmosphere of unreality and nightmare which per
vades the novels of Kafka, Canetti, and Wiesel and a still living cousin 
in the element of the surreal and the incredible that attaches to the 
(alas) nonfictional accounts of the tortured from Argentina to Al
geria, from Auschwitz to the Gulag . 

3 2 .  See Regenbogen (note S) 2 I I ff. ,  especially 2 I Sf. ,  citing Seneca, Ad He/v .  matr. 
de canso! .  20. 1 - 3 .  



CHAPTER I I / 
Tragedy, Corporeality, and the 

Texture of Language: Matricide 

in the Three Electra Plays 

In a famous passage in the tenth book of the Republic, Plato invokes 
the "ancient quarrel between poetry and philosophy" (607b) . Trag
edy, Plato argues, not only presents unseemly images of the gods but 
also feeds the irrational part of the soul and encourages us to indulge 
in these emotions-pity and fear, Aristotle will later specify-to the 
detriment of our rational faculties . The quarrel, however, has another 
dimension, implicit in Plato ' s  argument but not fully developed by 
him, namely that the function of language in poetry is fundamentally 
different from its function in philosophy. Poetic language, unlike its 
philosophic counterpart, seeks not to define abstractly or to is{)late 
conceptually but to connect imagistically. (Ironically, one of the great 
exceptions is Plato himself, in his own way as great a poet as Eu
ripides . )  Its peculiar strength, in fact, lies not in separating,  strand by 
strand, the parts of an argument and examining each of the terms that 
constitute its underpinnings but in associations ,  in subtle relations,  
and above all in concrete detail . Hence the texture of the words in 
poetry is more important than or as important as the abstract lexical 
meanings;  the connotations are as central as the denotations. 

How separable, then, is the thought or meaning of tragedy from 

This essay is based on a public lecture at Vassar College in February. 1 984. spon
sored by the departments of Classics and Philosophy. I thank the participants for 
helpful suggestions. 
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the texture of its language? To be sure, tragedy shares with moral 
philosophy a central concern with the great issues with which philos
ophers have traditionally concerned themselves : the meaning of life, 
the problem of death and suffering ,  the arguments for choosing one 
course of action over another, and so on. 

Philosophers, of course, tend to approach these issues in the hope 
that rational definition and systematic logic can clarify, if not solve, 
the problems, whereas tragedians tend to approach the questions 
with a stronger sense of their unresolvability, the inherent irra
tionality of existence, the rootedness of suffering in the very essence 
of human life, and the ineradicability of the irrational, whether from 
man or from the world-social, moral, physical-in which he lives . 

There are, of course, pessimistic philosophers like Schopenhauer 
and optimistic tragedies, or at least what the Greeks called tragedies, 
like the Ion of Euripides or (up to a point) the Oresteia of Aeschylus or 
even the Oedipus Coloneus and perhaps the Philoctetes of Sophocles . 
Pessimism or optimism, sad or happy ending, is not the issue. Philos
ophers nevertheless want, on the whole, to bring intellectual order 
into the world. They tend to believe in the inherently rational poten
tialities of language; the tragic poets do not deny that the world may 
be orderly (Aeschylus and Racine certainly believed in an underlying 
cosmic and political order) , but they also make us feel the power that 
disorder exerts on everything around it . They explore the possibility 
that the irrational may irrupt into the most orderly life, that suffer
ing-unexpected, undeserved, uncontrollable, and in some funda
mental way inexplicable-does exist as a basic aspect of the human 
condition and that no rational explanation, no law of order or larger 
system, can account for that suffering. 

The great tragedies show us the suffering of men and women 
whom we have come to value through an imaginative sympathy for 
them which the work creates . This experience of suffering, off the 
scale of correspondence with what they have done or what they are, 
leads us to question the familiar cultural, religious, and philosophical 
explanations of that suffering.  Tragedy jolts us out of our complacen
cy about life, bounces us out of the smooth, deadening effect of 
routine . If we attend responsively to Lear or Oedipus Tyrannus or less 
elevated contemporary tragedies, The Iceman Cometh or Long Day 's 
Journey into Night, we experience something like the wrench of one 
those catastrophes-personal or communal-which we colloquially 
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call a tragedy, the news that a loved one has been killed in an auto 
accident or has cancer, but of course without the reality. 

Yet the effect of such works is not to leave us in despair. Why is 
this so? Aristotle thought that it was because we experience a cl eans
ing or purgation of the pity and the fear that the tragedies aroused . 
Others have conjectured that it is because the experience of such 
suffering enhances our appreciation of the preciousness of life and 
thereby has a tonic effect. This central question of "the tragic para
dox" is of the sort that will be answered and debated in countless 
ways . In approaching this paradox, I would like to return to the point 
I made earlier about language. The language of tragedy enables us to 
experience the pity and the terror in such a way that we feel a quality 
of greatness-what the Greeks called !!EyuAo'tjJuXLu-in the suffering 
that the hero or heroine exhibits . "Great-souled" need not mean 
"good-souled. "  In fact, the hero is often close to being what we 
would consider morally bad (Clytaemnestra in the Agamemnon, Hera
cles in the Trachiniae, Ajax in Ajax) . But the grandeur of language 
that surrounds the hero is an essential part of the tragic experience. In 
this respect Shakespeare is not, fundamentally, so very far from the 
Greeks . Consider Othello 's 

or Lear 's  

Soft you; a word or two before you go .  

I have done the state some service, and they know't .  
No more of that .-I pray you in your letters , 
When you shall these unlucky deeds relate, 
Speak of me as I am; nothing extenuate, 

Nor set down aught in malice. (Othello V . ii · 3 3 7-42) 

Poor naked wretches , wheresoe'er you are, 
That bide the pelting of this pitiless storm, 
How shall your houseless heads and unfed sides , 

Your loop'd and window'd raggedness ,  defend 

From seasons such as these? (Lear III . iv. 28-p) 

Such passages not only create in us the sense of tragic waste by 
depicting some quality of inner greatness ,  some valuable human 
quality, in the suffering hero, they also convince us of that greatness 
by enacting it in the grandeur of the poetry . The language, like the 
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thought, rises to move us beyond the normal and carry us to the 
limits of the human experience . It puts us in touch with events and 
emotions that call forth extraordinary responses . I think of Medea's  
line, pantes perissoi houn mesoi 10goi ("All the words in the middle are 
excessive, "  Med. 8 I9) or Phaedra' s  line in Seneca, when she is about 
to make her fateful confession of love to Hippolytus : curae leves 10-
quuntur, ingentes stupent ("Light cares are spoken; the great ones are 
silent, "  Pha . 607) . 

In this last passage the extraordinary moment of irrevocable and 
tragic decision is in fact enacted as a play of language: desires that 
must be kept repressed in silence break forth into speech, and the 
entire first part of the scene is in fact about speech and silence. Racine 
takes over from Seneca this technique of highlighting the moments 
when terrible secrets emerge from the muted and penumbral back
ground of conversations restrained by the bienseance of the Racinian 
conventions.  When translators ignore the dynamics of this chiaro
scuro contrast, the results can be grotesque. Thus Racine is wonder
fully delicate in handling the powerful erotic implications of the scene 
between Phaedra and Hippolytus which he took over from Seneca. 
Compare: 

Hippolyte, nunc me compotem voti facis ; 
sanas furentem. maius hoc voto meo est, 
salvo ut pudore manibus immoriar tuis . 

Hippolytus, you now make me fulfilled in my prayer; you heal me in 
my love-madness . This is greater than my prayer, that with my modes
ty intact I might die at your hands . (Seneca, Pha .  7 1 0- 1 2) 

Voila mon coeur. C' est Ja que ta main doit frapper. 

Frappe. Ou si tu Ie crois indigne de tes coups, 

Si ta haine m'envie un supplice si doux, 

Ou si d 'un sang trop vii ta main seroit trempee, 

Au defaut de ton bras prete-moi ton epee. 

Donne. (Racine, Phedre II. v,  ad fin. ) 

But Robert Lowell destroys the subtlety by laying on a heavy hand of 
over-explicitness :  
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Look, this monster, ravenous 
for her execution, will not flinch. 
I want your sword's spasmodic final inch. ! 

Essential to tragedy is the hero 's recognition of himself as one 
caught in helplessness ,  error, destruction that he cannot reverse and 
of which he is in some way guilty . The tragedy brings together, in a 
single experience, the hero's  greatness and his error, his strength and 
his weakness, his recognition of some truth about the human condi
tion, and the self-recognition of himself as one who has committed, 
in error or folly, some crime against the world order or the social 
order or some other value important to him. But this coming to
gether of strength and weakness is clothed in a language that con
vinces us of the importance of the suffering .  It matters . And it mat
ters , in part, because the hero matters . Even in the moment when he 
reveals the weakness ,  ignorance, or violence that has destroyed him
self and others , the hero commands our respect and hence involves us 
in trying to understand why such a person had to undergo such a 
degree of suffering. Oedipus in the last scene of the Tyrannus says that 
no one else but him could bear these sufferings. Lear, foolish as he has 
been, still commands our respect, not only because he is still a king 
but because he is still kingly in his suffering. This is a suffering that 
implicates the world order and the social order. The king exposed to 
the brutal storm is quintessential man, "poor bare forked animal , " 
poised between hell and bliss ,  simultaneously the figure whose ab
sence from the kingship (literal and figurative) allows the chaos both 
within and without to surface from below and break through into 
soul, home, and kingdom.  

In  Euripides' Heracles the ruined hero , amid the shambles of his 
wrecked palace and his murdered children, refuses, like Job, to curse 
God and die . Instead he takes up his bow, accepts Theseus'  offer of 
shelter in Athens, and says (HF 1 3 5 1-57) :  

fyxaQ'tEQ�OW �to'tOv ' d!!l 6' fe; JtOA.lV 
'titv �v, XUQlV 'tE !!lJQtWV bWQwv EXW. 
i'mlQ Jtovwv bit !!lJQtWV fYElJOU!!l]V' 

I .  Robert Lowell, Phaedra and Figaro (New York r 96 r )  4 5 .  
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d)v oi'n:' anfLnOV oubfv' OUT' an' o!l!lcnwv 
Eata1.;a n'Y]Yu�,  oM' av 06!l'Y]v nOTE 
E� 'tOii8' iXEo8m, MXQ'U' an' O!l!lUTWV �aAfLv ' 
viiv 6' w� EOLXf , Tn 't'l"xn 60'UAO'UTEOV. 

I shall prevail against death. I shall go 
to your city. I accept your countless gifts .  

For countless were the labors I endured; 
never yet have I refused, never yet 
have I wept, and never did I think 
that I should come to this : tears in my eyes . 
But now, I see, I must serve necessity. (W. Arrowsmith's translation) 

The strong simplicity of the lines expresses his new definition of a 
heroism of tragic suffering rather than of triumphant strength. We 
feel that the striking expression egkartereso b ioton, "I shall endure my 
life, " is worthy of Heracles,  as are the parallelism of "gratitude for 
multitudinous gifts" / "tasting multitudinous toils" and the direct, 
matter-of-fact decisiveness of the next phrase, which even a first-year 
Greek student could translate, eimi d '  es polin ten sen . Even as this hero 
of invincible strength has to acknowledge his dependency on a friend 
and his subjection, like a slave, to fortune, he does so in language that 
retains the spirit of heroism which has in fact called down on him the 
wrath of the gods and caused the reduced, miserable state in which he 
finds himself. 

Or, to turn again to Shakespeare, Antony still possesses a stature 
worthy of Cleopatra even after his luxury and indecision have ruined 
both their lives . In her famous speech of commemoration, almost a 
funeral eulogy, the Egyptian queen looks back at what her dead 
Antony was and· convinces us, through the grand hyperboles of her 
rhetoric, that with Antony's  passing something great and irreplace
able is gone from among us :  

His legs bestrid the ocean: his  reared arm 

Crested the world: his voice was propertied 

As all the tuned spheres , and that to friends; 

But when he meant to quail and shake the orb, 

He was as rattling thunder. For his bounty, 
There was no winter in't :  an autumn 'twas 

That grew the more by reaping . . . .  (Antony and Cleopatra V . ii 82-88)  
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Such passages are of the essence of tragedy because they carry the 
conviction of the greatness of the loss that we experience. They show 
us the moving and disturbing spectacle of great men and women 
who, in and through their greatness as well as their weakness, are led 
to actions that destroy just what is valuable in them and those around 
them. This is not the only source of the tragic, but it is an important 
one; and A.  C. Bradley seems to me right to emphasize the sense of 
waste as a basic component of the tragic. 2 Hamlet 's  death, for exam
ple, intensified for us by the contrast with Horatio 's survival, en
hances our sense of the waste in the loss of a man who could inspire 
so passionate and noble a friendship-friendship based on the recog
nition of innate nobility or virtus, after the Roman ideal of Cicero's  
De Amicitia . Horatio must not  drain the cup of poisoned wine be
cause, as Hamlet entreats him, he must live to indict the "harshness"  
of  a world in  which a Hamlet meets such a death ( "in this harsh 
world draw thy breath in pain, / to tell my story, " Hamlet, V . ii . 3 62-
63) . This pain in "drawing breath" again recalls the basic bond of 
physical life, and its liability to suffering,  which all mortals share. 
Hamlet' s  very words are made up out of the difficult, dying breath of 
a poisoned body. 

Like a kind of personalized choral presence, Horatio also focuses 
our own gaze on the action. Through his eyes, we see and feel the 
death of the noble prince with grief and involvement. We are not 
only the hearers of the tale that Horatio will live to tell (Hamlet ' s  
dying, "to tell my story") but  i t s  spectators as i t  is (re-) created before 
our eyes . We, the audience, are the ones who will "look pale and 
tremble at this chance, / that are but mutes or audience to this act. " 
And we are its spectators at the pure, intense origins of its telling ,  
from the lips of the dying hero himself: 

Had I but time, as this fell sergeant Death 
Is strict in his arrest, 0, I could tell you-

But let it be. Horatio , I am dead: 
Thou livest; report me and my cause aright 

To the unsatisfied. (V. ii . 3 50-54) 

2. A. C. Bradley, "Hegel 's Theory of Tragedy, " Oxford Lectures on Poetry (Lon

don 1 950) 69-95 . 
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These words gain in authority and pathos from the fact that the 
speaker, a few seconds later, is only a spent, inert body on the stage. 

II 

We tend to think of the Greeks of the classical age as highly intel
lectual, formulating in their tragedies the conflicts of fate and free 
will, restraint and hybris , and society and individual with sculptural 
calm and marmoreal simplicity . This view of classical Greek liter
ature and art doubtless owes much to Plato' s  influence and to his 
celebrated criticism of tragedy mentioned above. But the Platonic 
suspicions about the power of the emotions in works of art are a 
radical deviation from the main line of Greek thinking about poetry . 

At the very beginnings of the literary tradition the strong, somatic 
response to the emotional quality of poetry is already firmly estab
lished as a possible, if disturbing , reaction :  Homer' s  Odysseus weeps 
at the songs of Troy that Demodocus sings in the palace of Alcinous . 3  
When Aristotle singles out the pathemata o f  pity and fear a s  the central 
effects of tragedy, he is much more in the mainstream of classical 
Greek thought .  

These emotions themselves are closely linked to the physical sensa
tion of the body. Gorgias ,  for example, stresses the reactions of 
weeping and shuddering in a context related to aesthetic responses . 4  
Plato himself provides important, if hostile, testimony t o  such affec
tive responses when he has the rhapsode Ion describe his feelings as he 
recites Homer: "Whenever I recite anything that moves pity, my eyes 
fill with tears ; and whenever I recite anything fearful or terrifying, 
my hair stands straight up in terror, and my heart pounds" (Ion 5 3 5 c) .  

Such responses are encouraged b y  the works themselves . In the 
case of tragedy the critical issues are formulated in the most emo-

3. ad. 8 . 52 1-3 1 .  See George Walsh, The Varieties of Enchantment (Chapel Hill, 
N .C .  1 984) 3 ff. , who suggests that the two responses embody fundamentally differ
ent types of audiences : an engaged audience that identifies with the narrated events on 
the one hand and a more disengaged, emotionally distanced, and pleasure-seeking 
audience on the other. "Odysseus' tears , "  he suggests, may "more accurately figure 
the norm for Homer's audience as well as for Aristotle 's" ( 5 ) .  

4. Gorgias, Helen 9:  poetry produces in  its hearers "fearful shuddering and much
weeping pity" (<PQLXl] 1tEQL<PO�O� %al V.EO� 1tOAU()axQu�) . 
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tional terms . And the basis of these emotions is more often than not 
corporeal rather than intellectual. Indeed, the sense of the body is one 
of the most powerful ways in which these tragic poets bring home to 
us the actuality of the suffering that is the subject of their plays . We 
must recall too that in drama the issues are quite literally embodied in 
the physical presence of solid, corporeal figures moving before us in 
three dimensions in the orchestra . 

In the Oresteia , as elsewhere in Greek tragedy, the suffering of the 
body serves as a focal point, a microcosm, of the suffering caused by 
human cruelty, by the errors of judgment resulting from lust, ambi
tion, and the passions generated by war. Thus we have the emphasis 
on the blow of the knife and the shedding of blood in the human 
sacrifices of Iphigeneia, Cassandra, and Agamemnon, or Aeschylus ' 
bold metaphor of Ares the money-changer who sends the warriors 
back from Troy in their bronze vessels, transforming flesh into ashes 
(Ag .  437- 5 5) . In Euripides the sacrificed Polyxena and the broken 
body of Astyanax in the Trojan Women serve for all the innocents 
slaughtered in war. In its extraordinary ability to condense the impact 
of human suffering into carefully wrought, densely packed emblem
atic productions, Greek tragedy, like its rhetorically amplified Ro
man derivative so influential on Renaissance and French classical trag
edy, uses this most fundamental of our modes of relating to the 
world. Much of the unique power of Greek tragedy lies in its di
rectness of appeal to this basic level of our corporeal being. 

While concentrating the suffering that they depict into these direct 
and tangible physical images, the ancient plays do not sacrifice the 
complex moral, theological, political, or psychological issues. They 
thus achieve a double effect: on the one hand, clarity and simplicity of 
focus , on the other, adequacy to the intellectual challenge of defining 
and describing a world order torn asunder by conflicting claims of 
justice or unexplained violence . They combine viscerally gripping 
actions (Oedipus blinding himself, Medea killing her children, 
Orestes ' cutting down his mother) with poetic and sometimes philo
sophic language-a language that is both rich in the inherited images 
of its mythical material and supple enough to include the juridical 
terms of the law courts , the abstract reasoning of the Sophists, or the 
cosmological concepts of such physical philosophers as Anaxagoras . 
The poetry of the choral odes and the highly metaphorical language 
even of the iambic dialogues are not mere ornamentation but a mode 
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of condensing, juxtaposing, and connecting the various forms of 
causality behind the events into richly suggestive patterns . 

Medea's tragic conflict between her vengeful anger and her rational 
counsels , for example, has its sharpest focus when she feels the touch 
of her children's  bodies (Med. 1 074-80) : 

J) YAuxEia ltQ00(30Al] , 
J) ftaA8axo<; XQw<; ltVEVftU 8' ijOWTOV TEXVWV. 
XWQELTE XWQELT' . OUXET' Elftl ltQoo(3AEltEtV 
oLa TEtltQO<; vftii<;t , ana VLXWftaL xaxoi<;. 
xal ftav8uvw ftEV oLa OQiiv ftEAAW xaxu, 
8ufto<; oE XQELOOWV TWV EftWV (3ouAEUftUTWV , 
OOltEQ ftEYLaTWV ahLo<; xaxwv (3QoTOi<;. 

o sweet embrace, the soft skin and sweetest breath of children! Come 
to me, come. I am no longer able to look at you, but I am defeated by 
my evils . And I understand what evils I intend to do; but stronger than 
my reasoning counsels is my angry passion, the greatest cause to mor

tals of their evils . 

Euripides attains his powerful depiction of Medea's terrible conflict 
through the emotional situation alone, expressed in the almost un
adorned simplicity of her language, with its triple repetition of the 
general but important word kaka, "woes , " "evils, " "sufferings, " in 
emphatic line-end positions . With superb restraint, he breaks the 
scene off at once and then has his chorus sing a low-keyed, straight
forward ode on the tribulations of having children ( ro8 I- I I I S) .  Ev
erything remains on the level of universal human experience. Even 
allowing for the elevation of the poetic vocabulary, Medea utters 
scarcely a word that is outside the familiar vocabulary of the emo
tions. The normality of her language is itself a reminder of the 
healthiness of the world around her; and this is reflected too in the 
everyday, prosaic considerations of the chorus that immediately fol
lows her speech: "Those who have in their homes the sweet presence 
of children, / I see that their lives are all wasted away by their wor
ries , " and other words to that effect . The interplay of style and 
situation raises in its own way the essential question of tragedy: as 
Helen Gardner puts it, "What is it that lures men against their j udg-
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ment and against their better nature to do what revolts them?"5 Why, 
after careful deliberation, do they adopt a course of action repugnant 
to their instinctive feeling for the goodness of life and the value of 
right action? 

Tragedy gives no final answer but makes us less able to deny the 
dark places from which such thoughts grow, the tangled under
growth and dim forests of the soul. Not only does tragedy dramatize 
the razor's edge of that irreversible moment of action-that "terrible 
point" (to deinon) of hearing in Oedipus Tyrannus-but it also probes 
the places where the good and the evil have a common root .  Medea 's  
lines on her children' s  sweet bodies show her about to destroy some
thing in herself that she values as inestimably precious ;  and it is the 
existence of this other Medea-not the Senecan monster but the 
Euripidean mother-which gives a tragic depth to what otherwise 
could be a passionate tale of savage vengeance only . 

Shakespeare creates a similar union of contradictory emotions at 
the moment in which Lady Macbeth takes over from her husband the 
role of ruthless killer: 

I have given suck, and know 
How tender 'tis to love the babe that milks me: 
I would, while it was smiling in my face, 

Have pluck'd my nipple from his boneless gums 
And dash'd the brains out, had I so sworn as you 
Have done to this. (Macbeth 1 .  vii. 54-59) 

And yet those tenderer feelings of which she is capable-the mother's 
love that she had denied even more drastically in the previous scene 
("Come you spirits / That tend on mortal thoughts, unsex me 
here / . . .  Come to my woman's breasts , / And take my milk for 
gall, you murdering ministers , "  I .  v . 4 1 -49)-are ultimately of the 
same emotional stuff as the scruples that kept her from killing Dun
can herself: "Had he not resembled / My father as he slept ,  I had done 
it" (II . ii . 1 4- 1 5 ) .  They return in another, darker form and on other 
nights to cause her death. Her choice of evil over good took the form, 
one could say, of blood over milk (Orestes has a similar choice in the 

5. Helen Gardner, Religion and Literature (New York 1 97 1 )  8 5 ·  
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Choephoroe) ; but cutting out that essential part of her nature has its 
price, and the blood, quite literally, returns to haunt her: 

Yet who would have thought the old man to have had so much blood in 
him . . . .  Here's the smell of the blood still : all the perfumes of Arabia 
will not sweeten this little hand. (V. i . 42-44, 5 5-57) 

The external success of a Medea or a Lady Macbeth, or an Electra 
or a Clytaemnestra , stands in the sharpest contrast with the internal 
defeat. Tragedy is here like philosophy in that it tries to strip away 
the externals and arrive at the essentials in our understanding of what 
constitutes goodness or happiness .  What is the bottom line in pro
nouncing a man good or evil , a life happy or unhappy? 

The task facing Socrates in Plato 's Republic is not so very different: 
to answer Thrasymachus'  challenge that the true test of the just man 
comes when he seems to be unjust ,  when he cannot even enjoy the 
reputation for justice in the eyes of his fellow men. Something similar 
happens in tragedy. Strip away from Antigone all those human ties 
which are the center of her life,  isolate her from the bonds of love, 
affection, family devotion-all implied in the key word ph ilia-and 
what is left of the essential Antigone? Strip away from Oedipus all the 
achievements of his life, all the defining and ennobling terms of his 
personal identity as king, husband, and father, and what is left? A 
man who can still say that he chose the punishment that he now 
shows to all, that he alone is able to bear these sufferings. And so for 
Euripides ' Heracles, or Sophocles ' Ajax and Philoctetes , or Shake
speare's Lear. 

If the plays stirred only the corporeal dimension of immediate 
sympathy, Aristotle' s  pathemata of pity and fear, they would perhaps 
resemble the Icelandic sagas-powerful, gripping, full of raw animal 
energy, sharp and j agged with hurt . But they would be limited in 
their range. One of Greek tragedy's strengths is the coexistence of the 
physicality with the intellectual questioning .  In the Bacchae, for in
stance, the bloody dismembering of human and animal bodies de
scribed (and in part shown) is interwoven with Teiresias ' rationalistic 
interpretation of Dionysus,  the mystical choruses of the beginning, 
the recurrent concern with the meaning of "wisdom" and the relation 
between "nature" and "convention. "  

In most of Greek tragedy the strong emotional reactions produced 
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by the events are always pulled into the orbit of moral questioning 
and raised to a level of poetical and sometimes philosophical refor
mulation by the choral odes or by the reflections of the characters 
either in soliloquies or in debate scenes . In Euripides we may recall 
Hecuba's interpretation of Zeus as divine necessity, Theonoe's the
orizing about the intellectual soul that survives after the death of the 
body, or Clytaemnestra' s  belief that she incarnates the avenging spirit 
or alas tor of the house of Atreus .  The stage of Aeschylus opens upon 
the whole universe ,  and the first scene of the Agamemnon, for exam
ple, invites us to be spectators of the assembly of stars in the heavens; 
the stage of an Ibsen or an O 'Neill, by contrast, tends to open in
wardly to the dark secrets of the individual heart. Andre Gide, in his 
ironical version of the Oedipus story, has his Eteocles say that the old 
monsters are dead; creatures like the Sphinx have all been killed by 
our fathers, and now the monsters live only within our souls . In 
Greek tragedy the impulses to personal vengeance, lust, ambition, 
self-destructive egotism, and pride are counterbalanced by corre
sponding impulses to order, patterns of justice, meaning, and 
coherence. 

III 

To take but one example of how Greek tragedy combines the 
simplicity and directness of the physical with the poetic and mythic 
evocations of its language, consider these lines of Cassandra spoken, 
or rather sung, shortly before she enters the palace of Agamemnon to 
be slaughtered next to her lord and captor ( 1 1 46-49) : 

LW LW ALy£lW; �LO� uYJMvo�'  
ltEQE�UAOV y6.Q ot lt1:EQ6<J>oQov bEf.lU� 
SWL YAUXVV 't' ULWVU XAUUf.l6.nuv ll'tEQ' 
Ef.lol 610 f.lLf.lVEL OXlOf.lO� Uf.l<J>tlXEL 60QL 

lo, io for the life of the clear-singing nightingale; For around it the gods 

have cast A body feather-borne And a sweet life, Without the cries of 

woe. But for me there lies in wait The slash with sword of double edge. 

The lines contrast the bird's  song and the shrieks of murder soon to 
follow, the flight of the winged creature and the prisoner's en-
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trapment. But what adds special power to the passage is the simple 
lyricism of the second line, with its symmetrical sound pattern in 
1tEQEf3uAOV . . .  Jt'tEQO<t>OQov . The body of the frail bird is "covered, " 
has something soft and buoyant "cast around" it, whereas the girl ' s  
soft body, there in Troy because of its  tender beauty in love, will be 
"split" by a sharp weapon. I would not want to give the lines an 
importance out of proportion to their place in the action as a whole, 
but this vulnerable girl ' s  longing for the "protection of feathers" that 
the gods have "thrown around" the bird of songful grief depicts the 
essence of Cassandra' s  tragic situation: her knowledge, her songlike 
prophetic power, and her nakedness when her god has withdrawn his 
protection. 

It is not just  that Aeschylus makes us feel the sensation of the 
slashing axe on the delicate body but also that the poetic imagery 
helps us view this wrenching physical violation against a large, ever
widening background of time and space: the gods ' protection of the 
weak; the myths of the nightingale Procne-Itys and Tereus with its 
bloody killing and sexual violation within the family; and the ques
tioning of world order (" the gods") that can permit or contain such 
violence. This passage is hauntingly suited to the brief but powerful 
appearance onstage of another innocent victim of the violence that 
spreads out from Atreus to Troy and back to Mycenae; but in its 
imagery of the animal world, of cutting, shouting, and singing, and 
of the loss of the "sweet life, " it also points ahead to the death of 
Agamemnon, to Orestes ' necessity to turn against the origin of his 
life, and to the eventual emergence of legal debate, holy persuasion, 
and at the end the celebratory ritual chant of joy from the death cries 
of the victims . 

The physical violation of the body-cutting, chopping, piercing,  
dismembering, cooking, eating-is essential to the meaning of the 
Oresteia, but Aeschylus handles it with a poetic concentration and 
selection of detail which rivals Shakespeare . He refrains from elab
orating the physical details of Iphigeneia's sacrifice, for example, but 
early in the trilogy he gives us another bloody event that stands in its 
place and widens its meaning,  namely the omen of the twin eagles 
that symbolize the Atreid kings , Agamemnon and Menelaus ( I 1 9f. ) :  

�OOXO[lEVW Aayfvav £QlXV[lOVa <1>EQ[lan YEvvav, 
�Aa'i'av'tE AOl08fwv oQO[lwv. 
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feeding on the birth of the hare that swells with her teeming burden, 
damaging her [it 1 in the last of her courses . 

The dense style conveys an allusive picture of the pregnant animal, 
heavy with its young, trying unsuccessfully to escape the eagles . The 
phrase "in the last of her courses" can refer both to the grim end of 
her race with the predatory birds and to the nearness of birth-both 
courses that will remain unfinished. Aeschylus uses the same kind of 
allusive, metaphorical and symbolic style in describing the murder of 
Thyestes ' children: the imagery of perverted sacrifice, hunting, and 
the butchery of meat is a powerful obj ective correlative for the phys
ical horror of the torn and broken bodies . 

Euripides pushes these physical details to their furthest, most ex
plicit point . I have already mentioned Medea and her children's  
bodies . One can add,  for example, the somatic response ofPhaedra to 
the v6oo� of her love sickness at the beginning of the Hippolytus, the 
contrast between Astyanax's  shattered skull and the carefully cut lock 
of his hair set aside by his parents in the Trojan Women ( I I 73-77) , and 
of course the mangling of Pentheus in the Bacchae. 

Orestes ' killing of his mother, Clytaemnestra, is perhaps the most 
somatically powerful of all events on the ancient stage, and we have 
versions of the scene in all three dramatists . Euripides, as one would 
expect, focuses most sharply on the bodily aspect of the suffering.  
Yet Aeschylus ,  famous for his  effects of btJtA't]�l�, knocking you out 
of your senses (or your seat) by his theatrical effects , in his own way 
outdoes Euripides : he is the only surviving dramatist to have the 
matricide enacted onstage. His emphasis, however, is not so much on 
the details of the killing as on the principle of maternity as embodied 
in the physical realities of birth and nurture. This emphasis is in 
keeping with his tendency to displace the force of powerful physical 
detail from literal to symbolic meaning,  to use it in the service of the 
larger order that the action implicates . 

His Clytaemnestra is the only one of the three not to ask Orestes 
for pity . (It is unfortunate that the widely used Chicago translation by 
Richmond Lattimore mistranslates "revere this breast" as "pity this 
breast") . 6 I quote Choephoroe 896-99: 

6. Aeschylus probably had in mind the scene in II . 22 in which Hecuba, baring her 
breast to Hector, asks for both "reverence" and "pity" (nxbE 't' utbEO XUt It' i\AET]OOV , 
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-bt;la')(£�, d) naL , Tovb£ b' a'lbwaL ,  TEXVOV , 
I-lamov , nQo� ql ail no/J .. a bi] �Ql�WV ul-la 
oUAOlmv E;itl-l£A;a� £lJTQa<j>E� yUAa. 
-nuA.6..bTj , Tl bQuaw ; I-lTjTEQ' al.bw8w XTaV£LV ; 

Clytaemnestra . Hold off, my son, and show reverence, my child, for 
this breast, the breast at which you often dozed while 
you milked out with your gums the good-nurturing 
milk. 

Orestes . Pylades , what shall I do? Do I refrain in reverence from 

killing a mother? 

In asking for reverence rather than pity, Clytaemnestra makes the 
breast and the milk symbols of a suprapersonal female principle in 
conflict with the male . At the same time, the specific details of the 
baby nursing at the breast and drawing milk with its gums (897f. ) 
present the claims of motherhood as something more than a pallid 
abstraction. Aeschylus '  physical details make us feel the physical and 
emotional reality of those ties which Orestes is now setting aside in 
favor of the male parent. The kernel of the Oresteia 's tragic conflict is 
present in these graphic details :  the contrast between the immediate, 
physical claims of the mother' s  birth and nurture and the more ab
stract, legalistic demands of paternity and of the kind of law and 
justice sponsored by the patriarchal Olympian and Athenian order. 

In Aeschylus the physical meaning of the breast as nurture extends 
to the deepest emotional levels of the conflicts within the family. 
Clytaemnestra 's  display of the breast to Orestes builds upon earlier 
inversions or negations of the life-sustaining functions of the house. It 
reaches back to the enigma of the "breast-loving lion cub" nurtured 
"milkless"  in the Troj an (but by implication also the Atreid) house: 
E8Q£'lj1£V OE AEOVTO� IVLV/OO!lOL� a.yUAUXTOV . . .  <pLAO!lUmOv (Ag .  
7 1 7ff. )  and on  to  Clytaemnestra' s  terrifying dream of  the serpent 
drawing blood from her breast in the Choephoroe ( S23ff. )  and the 

22. 82) . By late Euripides, the winning of "pity" (eleos) by showing the breast has 
become almost a stock motif. Orestes, defending himself against condemnation for 
matricide, generalizes from Clytaemnestra to all women and lists among their enor
mities that they "kill their husbands, taking refuge to their children, hunting for pity 
with their breasts" (I-luotol<; n)v EA.EOV 8ljQWI-lEVm, 566-68) . 
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Nurse's grief, in the episode before the matricide, at losing the child 
she once "nursed" (750, 754) and tended (748ff. ) .  In the first case the 
mother's nocturnal fears in a sense come true, for the basic maternal 
bond of the breast proves unable to stay the son's murderous thrust 
that figuratively transforms the place of milk and tender care to the 
place of blood and wound. The Nurse's lament at the loss of one 
whom she "nurtured, receiving from his mother" (Cho .  750) does 
not prove that Clytaemnestra never gave Orestes the breast , 7 but it 
does remind us again of the mother' s  rejection of the child she bore 
and of the destruction of the closest bonds of blood in this family . 

Sophocles plays down such physical details in favor of somewhat 
more distanced, less disturbing, less biologically immediate symbols 
of the bond between parents and children. He uses the cultural sym
bol of the burial urn, and he devises a brilliant stroke of pathos in 
having Orestes execute his mother as she is decking out his burial urn 
for the funerary ritual . But the urn has j ust been the primary mecha
nism by which Orestes has surrendered his plot to the irresistible 
force of the emotions inspired by seeing Electra ' s  grief. When he 
reentered with the urn (following the plot he described in the pro
logue, 5 3 ff. )  to gain entrance to the palace, he met Electra; and he is 
unable to practice the deception on his sister as she laments over the 
supposed ashes of her brother. He breaks down and tells her the 
truth, even though it endangers the plot. But the plotter ' s  surrender 
of his ruse to tender emotions in the case of the sister will not be 
repeated in the case of the mother. There the urn performs the pur
pose for which it was intended. 

This matricide is not acted out on the stage, as in Aeschylus, but is 
reported to us by Electra, who has posted herself at the doorway of 
the palace . Thus we view the scene through the eyes of the embit
tered daughter who is also the central figure of Sophocles ' play . 
When we hear Clytaemnestra' s  offstage cry, "My child, my child ,  
pity the mother who bore you" (cb 'tEXVOV 'tEXVOV , / OLX'tLQE 'tijv 
'tExouauv , I 4 I Of. ) ,  it is Electra, on the stage, who responds :  "But he 
got no pity from you, nor did the father who sired him. " Instead of 
the Aeschylean details of the breast or the milk, Sophocles empha-

7. So, for example, George Devereux, Dreams in Greek Tragedy (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles 1 976) 1 8 3 ff. ; see contra Philip VeIIacott, "Aeschylus' Orestes , "  CW 77 ( 1 983-
84) I S4f. 
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sizes the complex relationship between this mother and daughter, 
here condensed brilliantly into a few vivid lines . 

The detail of Clytaemnestra' s  ritual care of her son's supposed 
burial urn at the moment of his attack enriches the depth of her 
emotional life .  It also throws another light on her ambivalence about 
Orestes ' death when this was first announced (C>flVOV 'to 'tLX'tflV 
£<J'tLV, "Terrible it is to give birth, " 766ff. ) .  

B y  introducing a long separation between Aegisthus' death and 
Clytaemnestra' s ,  Euripides, in his Electra, sharpens the horror of the 
matricide: with Aegisthus dead, it appears as somewhat less neces
sary, particularly in the light of the weak character that he attributes 
to the queen. Orestes ' gory invitation to Electra to impale the body of 
the slain Aegisthus (898f. ) prepares us for the worst (compare the 
chopping off of a hand early in Fellini' s  Satiricon) . His failure of nerve 
as the moment of the matricide approaches draws out our expectation 
of something horrible (963ff. ) .  Now the motif of "pitying the moth
er who gave you birth" is not a last-ditch attempt of the mother who 
is trying to save her life .  Rather, it is part of the son's  premeditative 
reflection while Clytaemnestra is s till in the distance (963ff. ) .  Eu
ripides closely follows the language of the Aeschylean scene (cf. El . 
967 and Cho .  90of. ) but refocuses its meaning. Instead of reverence 
for maternity, he explores the psychology of doubt, hesitation, and 
guilt in a forward-looking anticipation of the event.  The long debate 
scene between mother and daughter then takes our attention away 
from Orestes ' dilemma for some one hundred and fifty lines (EI . 998-
1 146) . We the spectators think that perhaps we may be spared the 
ultimate horror; and Euripides, in fact, for the moment mutes both 
the enactment and the report of the matricide. 

But suddenly the choral song is shattered by Clytaemnestra 's off
stage cry, "Children, in the gods ' name, do not kill your mother" (d) 

'tExva, n:Qo� 8EWV , !lit X'tUV'Y)'tE !l'Y)'tEQa, 1 1 65 ) . Her death cry, tel> !lOL ,  
!lot ,  follows almost a t  once. N o  cry for reverence o r  pity is here, only 
the bare address to children and the plea not to kill a mother . 

The chorus pronounces the familiar claim of dike, retributive jus
tice ( I I  69-7 I ) .  These lines , through the familiar technique of round
ing off a scene with gnomic moralizing, could have constituted a 
formal closure for the episode. Is Euripides , then, going to reduce the 
Aeschylean horror and the Sophoclean pathos to this single intense 
but austere moment? Will he outdo even Sophocles in restraint, con-
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densing a thirteen-line scene into three verses (Soph. El . I 404- r 6  and 
Eur. El . I I 65-67) ? As the doors of Electra 's  cottage open (probably 
with the use of the eccyclema) to reveal the body, we realize that we 
are not in fact going to get off so easily . 

Orestes and Electra, standing over their mother's corpse, now 
describe the bloody pollution they feel around them. Not only are we 
far from the Sophoclean Orestes ' cry of triumph (however ambigu
ous: Soph. , El . I 424f. ) ;  we also experience the murder retrospectively 
through the postmortem shock of the killers . Euripides has by no 
means forgotten the Aeschylean effect of showing the breast, but he 
uses the motif no longer as a stage gesture by Clytaemnestra (howev
er managed by a male actor)8 but as an indelible memory of the son 
( I 206- 1 O) :  

XaTEt6E£, olov &. 1:<lAmV' E;W JtEJtAWV 
E�UAEV, E6n;Ev IlUCJ'tOV EV <j>ovutm v ,  
LW Ilot ,  JtQo£ JtE6ql 
1:L6EtOU YOVLIlU IlEAW; 1:UV XOIlUV 6' EYro . . .  

Did you see how she, miserable, from her robes put forth, showed 

forth the breast in the midst of the slaughter-alas for me-on the 
ground casting down the limbs that gave birth? And her hair I . . .  

His added details , "the limbs that gave birth" and (if the text is right) 
the hair, make us envision the scene of the killing through the eyes of 
the son. Clytaemnestra 's  offstage cry for mercy earlier is close to the 
Sophoclean treatment (cf. I I 65 and Soph. El . I 4 1 Off. ) .  But Euripides 
adds a new twist :  it is the son who reports that cry, just as he was the 
one to report her gesture of displaying the breast (j3oav 0' fAaoxE 
taVOE ,  I 2 1 4) .  To her verbal plea he adds the suppliant gesture: how 
she put her hand on his beard and clung to his face ( I 2 I 4- I 7) :  

JtQO£ YEV1JV EIlUV 
n6ELOU XELQu· T6w£ EIlOV , ALmLVW ' 
JtuQn6wv 1:' E; EIlUV 
EXQLllvu6' ,  WCJ'tE XEQU£ EIlU£ ALJtELV �EAO£. 

8 .  See Oliver Taplin. Greek Tragedy in Action (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1 978) 6 1 .  
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She shouted out this cry, putting her hand to my cheek: " I  entreat you, 

my child! " And she hung from my cheeks so that my hands left the 
weapon. 

These traditional gestures of the suppliant gain a new quality of 
pathetic tenderness because they are also the gestures of a mother 
touching the face of her son. And it is the son whose words convey to 
us the desperation of his mother. Orestes then tells how he covered 
his eyes with his cloak as he plunged the sword into his mother's 
throat. Electra adds that she urged him on, grasping his sword too 
( 1 22 1-26) : 

OQ. EYW �£V btL�UAWV <j>aQTJ xOQaL£ E�ui£ 
<j>uoyavq:J xaTTJQ!;a�TJv 
�UTEQO£ Emu bEQu£ �E8EL£. 
HA. EYW 6' EJtEyxEAEUoa am 

!;L<j>OU£ T' E<j>TJ'lj1a�uv &�u. 
Xo . 6ELVOTaTOV JtU8EWV EQE!;U£. 

Orestes . 1 raised my cloak before my eyes and with the sword made 

the sacrificial stroke, letting it within my mother's throat. 
Electra . And 1 urged you on and grasped hold of the sword along 

with you. 
Chorus . Most terrible the deeds of suffering that you have done. 

The direct, brutal words "letting the sword go inside the mother's  
throat" (flU1:£eO� EOW 6£ea� flEed�, 1 223 )  stands out in almost maca
bre contrast with the tenderness of Clytaemnestra ' s  suppliant touch 
eight lines before ( 1 2 1 6f. ) .  The fact that Orestes is the one to describe 
both her touch and his murderous stroke focuses our attention on the 
emotional implications of the situation, Orestes ' overpowering dis
gust and remorse as he holds together, in a single moment and in a 
single picture, this fearful contrast .  The matricides linger on the scene 
a moment longer-before the arrival of the Dioscuri brings relief
covering the body. Here too Orestes again combines birth and kill
ing: "You gave birth to killers for yourself" (<I>ov£a� EnxTE� 6.e6. 
OOL ,  1 229) . 

Sophocles hurries us from the scene of the matricide by the urgen
cy of confronting and defeating Aegisthus . Aeschylus leads us into 
the next play, with its supernatural and suprapersonal dimensions of 
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the struggle, by introducing the Furies and with them the coun
terclaims of the Justice between mother and father, the latter now 
embodied in the commands of Apollo (Cha .  1 02 1 -39 ,  105 5-64) . 

In place of Aeschylus '  Erinyes, however, Euripides puts his deus ex 
machina, the Dioscuri. Although they tie up some of the loose ends , 
as the narrower compass of the single play requires , they render 
Apollo's absolution ambiguous (cf. 1 245-48) . They further undercut 
the Aeschylean resolution by transferring the founding of the court of 
the Areopagus from Orestes ' matricide to a remoter mythical event, 
Ares ' killing of Halirrhothius ( 1 2 5 8-63 ) .  Euripides thus retains the 
external frame of the Aeschylean events but completely transforms 
their spirit . Remorse, horror, and an atmosphere of internal doubt, 
guilt, self-pollution, and self-disgust replace Aeschylus'  mood (am
biguous though it may be) of triumph, resolution, and cosmic justice. 

To achieve this transformation, Euripides needed to change only a 
few small details, notably the way in which the physical facts about 
the matricide, about the body of Clytaemnestra, are reported. But as 
we have seen, these small details are of so emotional a nature that 
even a small alteration and a few words can produce the most devas
tating effect . 

Do such passages purify us of pity and fear? Do they, rather, as 
Plato says, feed the irrational part of our souls? I am not going to 
provide an answer but rather suggest that we think about the 
Aeschylean Clytaemnestra claiming the reverence due to her breast 
and her mother's milk, about the Sophoclean Clytaemnestra adorn
ing her son's burial ,urn when he charges in with his sword at the 
ready, and about the Euripidean Orestes describing his mother's sup
pliant touch on his face and the push of his sword into her throat. 
There is something in the experience of the tragic moment which 
defies description and analysis . 

IV 

I want to raise one final question as a consequence of what I have 
been saying. This too is an old and famous question about tragedy. Is 
it possible to speak, other than colloquially, of tragedy apart from the 
literary form? Is there such a thing as "the tragic, " or "a  tragic sense 
of life, " or "a tragic conception of experience?" Our sense of the 
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tragic in life is probably molded by the literary form. Tragedy, that 
is, helps us to unify a mental and emotional field in which random 
acts of suffering fall into a pattern that creates in us an overpowering 
need to ask Why? and opens the way toward a probing of final 
meanings and ultimate questions . 

One could certainly argue that there is something like a "tragic 
shape" to the human condition in this post-Orwellian year as we see 
before us every day the paradox that humankind, thanks to its intel
lectual capacity, has within reach the eradication of hunger, disease, 
poverty , and a good deal of material suffering and that humankind, 
thanks to its intellectual capacity , is also increasing rather diminishing 
the sum, real or potential, of violence, cruelty, and suffering on this 
planet . If the tragic involves a sense of the waste of greatness ,  
whether of soul or body or both, a feeling of human helplessness in 
the face of the irrational, and the presence of evil working ineradica
bly beside the good as the lot of man or (if you wish) as part of the 
world order-then it is hard not to describe the situation of humanity 
today as tragic. We lack only someone to unfold this situation before 
us with the authority, intensity, and compelling intellectual and artis
tic coherence of (say) Thucydides' account of the disintegration of the 
brilliant Periclean age. 

To close with a reply to Plato, we may ask whether the expulsion 
of the tragic poets from the ideal city only means that in the real city, 
tragic poetry is an absolute necessity . Human life itself, so far as our 
past can tell us, has a potentially tragic character, and it is the tragic 
poets who prevent us from forgetting this . 



C H A P T E R  1 2 / 
Literature and Interpretation: 

Conventions , History, and Universals 

There are probably more people studying and (alas) writing about 
literature today than in the last five hundred years of Western history. 
Even for the modern literatures the volume of writings about literature 
far exceeds the corpus of the literature itself. This is a situation that the 
scholar working on Homer, Sophocles, Virgil, or Shakespeare has 
come to live with (in however uncomfortable a way) , but it is a 
situation dismaying to students of Henry James or Proust or Joyce or 
even T.  S .  Eliot-authors whose books are scarcely decently cold and 
lack the moldy look of the texts we classicists poke around in. 

As critics and teachers of literature, we swim in baffling currents 
and cross-currents of approaches , with their conflicting sources in 
ethics , epistemology, psychology, linguistics , political theory, an
thropology, and so on. There is not one but several New Criticisms, 
to say nothing of the old New Criticism. The warring parties do not 
just exchange salvos between New Haven and Chicago,  as in the 
good old days of the fifties, they have to deal with intercontinental 
missiles from Paris , Geneva, Constance, and even Tartu . The very 
boundaries of literature are being constantly redefined as the question 
of what constitutes a literary text becomes more acute . As literary 
study, in the wake of structuralism, has become more concerned with 

This essay is based on a public lecture at Oberlin College, March 1 2 ,  1 984. I thank 
my hosts, Nelson de Jesus, Nathan Greenberg, James Helm, and Thomas Van Nort
wick for their hospitality, encouragement, and comments . 
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the problems of how discourse contructs meaning, it embraces a 
larger range of possible texts, from formal history and philosophy 
(always a sort of boundary area for literary criticism) to documents , 
letters , the writings of Freud (a favorite topic these days) , or even 
literary criticism itself. 

Literary study today is consequently less definitely literary than at 
any time in the past. It is extraordinarily hospitable to a wide range of 
extraliterary influences . Indeed, these are perhaps the most powerful 
determinants of current critical directions;  for example, the Marxist 
and feminist approaches that call attention to the hidden ideological 
intent of works of art alongside the older and more established extra
literary movements , the anthropological or psychoanalytic. 

Criticism, then, becomes necessarily hermeneutic, that is ,  it has to 
take account of the fact that there are different modes of reconstitut
ing an apparently singular object. When a work is acknowledged to 
have a range of possibly divergent readings , in what sense can it be 
said to exist? What kinds of operations are valid for arriving at such 
readings? What kind of "truth" do these readings have, and indeed 
what kind of truth does the work itself have? 

These are the problems that force themselves upon the scholar and 
teacher of literature, for, unlike the unsystematic reader, the critic is 
in the somewhat ambiguous position of treating an obj ect of aesthetic 
experience as an obj ect of knowledge. As a result, he or she has the 
unenviable task of relating this problematical obj ect of knowledge to 
a problematical discipline and, whether liking it or not, has to con
front the task of interpretation as itself a problem. Instead of the 
simple model of reader confronting work, he or she is aware of all the 
intermediary processes , processes that not only determine the nature 
of the critical act�vity but even to some extent determine the nature of 
the work itself. The literary critic lives, as we all do, in the post
Heisenberg era, knowing that the observation of a given phenome
non changes that phenomenon. 

Those trained in the classical tradition probably find it congenial to 
view works of art as opening upon the external world rather than 
upon themselves .  For this orientation the most powerful statement is 
still Longinus ' famous comment on sublimity in literature (3 5 . 2) :  

What then was the vision which inspired those divine writers who 
disdained exactness of detail and aimed at the greatest prizes in liter-
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ature? Above all else, it was the understanding that nature made man to 
be no humble or lowly creature, but brought him into life and into the 

universe as into a great festival, to be both a spectator and an enthusi
astic contestant in its competitions . . . . The universe is not wide 
enough for the range of human speculation and intellect. Our thoughts 
often travel beyond the boundaries of our surroundings .  If anyone 

wants to know what we were born for, let him look round at life and 

contemplate the splendor, grandeur, and beauty in which it everywhere 
abounds . !  

Instead of this outwardly directed, ennobling contemplation of 
boundless horizons, the modern gaze is more inward, sees around the 
object, views both the inside and the outside simultaneously in a 
perspective that is steadily conscious of the aesthetic dimension, 
acutely aware of the viewer's  eye and indeed of the eyes of a succes
sion of viewers seeing the beloved obj ect from multiple angles . With 
Longinus '  magnificent vision to the limits of the universe, we may 
perhaps contrast Proust's Swann as he sits in Odette's  apartment, 
enjoys the roseate glow of the lamps that she has placed before him in 
the winter twilight, and thinks of the view from outside, through the 
eyes of "some solitary lover wandering in the street below. "2 It is as 
if in the very moment in which it is being lived, the private, interior 
scene is self-consciously constructed as an aesthetic obj ect with both 
an obj ective and a subj ective dimension, a piece of rich artifice that 
can be seen and enj oyed from different perspectives of space (as here) 
or time (as often in the novel) . 

T. S .  Eliot,  writing about the difficulty of "trying to learn to use 
words , " calls the effort "a raid on the inarticulate / With shabby 
equipment always deteriorating / In the general mess of imprecision 
of feeling, / Undisciplined squads of emotion" (East Coker, V) . We 
still face the problem of imprecise feeling, but the critic' s  difficulty 
with words today is the opposite of Eliot's :  not "deteriorating equip
ment" but an excess of fancy gadgets , a plethora of high-tech screens 

and buttons , and we are not always sure which ones to push, whether 

we should push them all, one only, or none. 

I .  Translation from D. A. Russell and M. Winterbottom, eds . , Ancient Literary 
Criticism (Oxford I 972) 494· 

2 .  M.  Proust, Remembrance of Things Past, trans . M.  K .  Scott Moncrieff and T. 
Kilmartin (New York 1 982) 1 . 24 1 .  
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It is, then, natural to feel sympathy for a solution like that of Susan 
Sontag in the title essay of her Against Interpretation : cut the Gordian 
knot and simply rej ect interpretation as strangling literature. It would 
certainly uncomplicate our lives if we could go back to the texts and 
read them as if they, and we, existed in a total intellectual vacuum.  
The problem is that neither they nor  we do so exist, and we have to 
take the texts with the problems of interpretation that they bring.  

II 

The appreciation of literature is both a moral and an aesthetic ap
preciation. The difficulty lies in the copula. One cannot detach the 
moral considerations inherent in meaning (that is, the questions about 
the ends and quality of life, the nature of human relationships ,  both 
personal and social, the questions of values and conduct, conflicts , 
emotions, crises of identity, and so on) from the experience of the 
language. This is among the most platitudinous truisms of literary 
study ("The medium is the message, " in its most reduced form) ; and 
yet this relation between the content and the form of the discourse, 
between the signified and the signifier, is what makes criticism in
teresting, controversial, and problematical. In our current, poststruc
turalist interest in the signifier-signified nexus,  we risk losing sight of 
the signified. 

A recent issue of New Literary History proposes as its theme "Liter
ature and/ as Moral Philosophy. "3 One of the maj or texts discussed is 
Henry James 's The Golden Bowl. One would hardly consider James a 
moralist, and yet his work is deeply moral : its endlessly and finely 
discriminating details are held in place by the moral seriousness of the 
central theme, the balance between our desire for perfection and 
integrity and the deceptions, concealments, and compromises that 
our complex emotional lives create and also can tolerate. This imper
fection, of course, is among other things what the flaw in the Golden 
Bowl symbolizes . 

Martha Nussbaum, in a valuable essay on the moral issues in The 
Golden Bowl, squarely faces the problem of the moral uses of literary 
works and asks : "Why, it may still be asked, do we need a text like 

3 . New Literary History 1 5 , no. I (Autumn 1 9 8 3 ) .  
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this one for our work on these issues?"4 Why, in other words, do we 
bother with a text that takes such a long, oblique, and indirect route 
to get to its admittedly important questions about honesty and dis
honesty in personal relations? Nussbaum's answer, with which I 
agree, is that " this task cannot be accomplished by texts which speak 
in universal terms" or "with the hardness or plainness which moral 
philosophy has traditionally chosen for its style. " Imaginative liter
ature has a flexibility, a suppleness ,  a freedom to delve into the min
ute particulars of which so much of lived life is composed. Thus it 
enables us to enter the moral realm as an area of concrete emotional 
experience in ways that the more abstract language of philosophy or 
psychology would not permit. 

If the reading of an author like Henry James shows us anything,  it 
is that the moral experience of the work is mysteriously and inex
tricably fused with the experience of the style and the language: the 
puzzling and sometimes infuriating ellipses, the crucial nuances in 
phrases that seem to make a minimal statement but prove to be vital 
for the situation, the little pauses when a character at such a critical 
moment "hangs fire . " 

Like all great artists , James disciplines us to the demands of his 
language; and this disciplined following of meaning as it unfolds in a 
particular style, with a particular tempo, is one of the most important 
things that professors of literature have to teach their students to do . 
Good reading is a matter of paying attention, of observing the effects 
of adding one detail to another and of watching how the new details 
build on, qualify ,  refine, elaborate, or contradict what has gone be
fore. The bold metaphors of Aeschylus, parodied in the first sus
tained piece of literary criticism in Western literature, or the hyper
boles of Elizabethan drama, or the interminable convolutions in the 
sentences of Proust, these are not just a set of inconvenient obstacles 
to finding out what is going on :  they are the substance of the work. 

The strenuous participation in the verbal universe of the literary 
work, then, gives us an experiential grasp of an otherness that we 
assimilate as part of ourselves as we discover, recreate, and interpret 
in the act of reading. Georges Poulet tries to get at this paradoxical 

4. Martha Nussbaum, "Flawed Crystals : James 's  The Golden Bowl and Literature 
as Moral Philolosophy, " New Literary History 1 5, no. 1 ( 1 9 8 3 )  25-50.  This quotation 
is from p .  39, the following quotation from p .  43 . 
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combination of self-identification and self-alienation, the processes of 
assimilation and estrangement that go on in the responsive reading of 
literature, quoting Rimbaud's line, "Je est un autre . "5 

Poulet's work shows us how hard it is to define the mode of 
"knowledge" constituted by this experience. This is a form of 
knowledge different from the nuggets of factual information that a 
historical novel like Flaubert's SalammbO or George Eliot 's  Romola 
may contain. It  is closely connected to the experience of rhythm and 
sound as well as sense. The ancient critics insist on the importance of 
individual syllables, clusters of consonants, sequences of vowels .  In 
considering a passage of Demosthenes, Longinus experiments with 
rewriting the simile "like a cloud" in several different ways to show 
that the exact phrasing has a kind of inevitability and perfection to it . 6  
We tolerate this microcosmic scrutiny o f  language for lyric poetry, 
rarely for other genres .  But in prose too, of course, minor details of 
phrasing make a difference. Our view of the landscape, as it were, 
depends on the way in which we move over the terrain; and at times 
it is helpful to take a look at our feet. It makes a difference that the 
choral pronouncement awarding the crown of victory to the sick 
Philoctetes is in dactylic hexameters, the meter of epic and of oracles ; 
or that Lady Macbeth' s  talk of blood changes from the pentameters in 
her speech of Act I to prose in her last utterances in Act V. Apprecia
tion of the verbal texture of language is one of the most important 
objects of the teaching and study of literature. Nor is this merely a 
matter of stylistics in the narrow sense. Erich Auerbach's Mimesis 
shows how intimately language is bound up with thought, historical 
context, and intellectual history . 

III 

The emphasis on the synchronic over the diachronic dimension of 
the literary work during the past couple of decades-that is ,  the 
concern with structure and the process of signification rather than the 
historical filiations and origins-is probably one of those natural re-

5· Georges Poulet, "Criticism and the Experience of Interiority , "  in Jane P .  
Tompkins, ed. , Reader-Response Criticism (Baltimore 1 980) 45 .  

6 .  Longinus, De SubIim . 3 9 . 4; cf. also Aristot. ,  Poetics 22. 1 4 5 8b20ff. 
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actions which take place as cultural styles and the paradigms of what 
constitutes knowledge shift from one phase to another. 7 But histor
ical concerns have returned in a new way, informed by a new the
oretical spirit .  For example, when we study literary echoes, the imita
tion or quotation of one author by another, we are now likely to pose 
questions about source and influence less as problems of fact-finding 
in a positivistically conceived history than as issues that have to do 
with the nature of literary discourse, the universe of forms, tradi
tions,  conventions, and genres in which literature exists . The writer 
is not, like a Cynic philosopher, a naked wanderer who lives out of a 
barrel. He has his own intellectual capital, though this is not always 
fully evident or acknowledged. 

Thanks to the work of Hans Robert Jauss and Wolfgang Iser and 
the Rezeptionsiisthetik school, we are also more aware now that the 

reader too does not exist in a vacuum. The reader too is at the end of a 
long process of evolving tastes and j udgments, as the canon of " clas
sics" in any given period changes and the active genres expand, con
tract, or change boundaries.  Jauss and his school are concerned to 
recognize the historical dimension of the aesthetic category . The de
velopment of a given genre at a particular time is not j ust a matter of 
the chronological priority of texts that were always there but also a 
function of what can be perceived and understood in a text as aesthet
ic horizons or expectations expand, contract, or alter direction.  Why, 
for example, should Senecan tragedy have been rated so high in the 

Renaissance and so low in the nineteenth century, and why the recent 
interest in it? Why are Hesiod's Theogony, Euripides ' later tragedies, 
Ovid's Metamorphoses, and the Greek Novel saying more to us now 
than to our predecessors of a century ago? 

The concern with the place of the literary work in a long sequence 
of both literary production and literary consumption is a necessary 
corrective to the total isolation of the work from the historical pro
cess.  At the same time, the hermeneutic emphasis on understanding 

how and why different works are judged differently at different times 
poses the question of changing tastes as a problem that can be ap

proached with some degree of analytical rigor . 8  We neither have to 

7. For the problem of classicists' resistance to such paradigm shifts in their disci
pline, see John Peradotto, "Texts and Unrefracted Facts : Philology, Hermeneutics 
and Semiotics, "  Arethusa 16 ( 1 983 )  1 5- 3 3 ,  especially 22ff. 

8 .  See, for instance, Hans Robert Jauss, Toward an Aesthetic of Reception , trans. T .  
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hide such questions away in the closet nor see in them the bugbear of 
a relativistic subjectivism that condemns literary study as a matter of 
private indulgences and non-negotiable likes and dislikes.  

For a variety of reasons , we have in the recent past come to a fresh 
awareness of the implicit value systems in the determination of liter
ary values and literary canons . The revaluation of aesthetic categories 
and value judgments also brings a shift in the canon of accessible 
authors-something that makes some classicists uncomfortable . But 
in classical studies , as in other areas of literature, there are great 
rewards to be gained by sacrificing an absolutizing and idealizing 
aesthetic to a critical attitude that takes account of the contexts of 
production and considers the formation of literary conventions and 
the different needs that literary works satisfy both for their own time 
and for the times that preserve or enthrone them as classics . 

Interpretation has to confront the ideologies masked by some of 
the greatest literary works-the patriarchal bias of Aeschylus '  
Oresteia , for example, or the aristocratic consciousness of property 
and inherited excellence in Pindar's Victory Odes . It has to consider 
too why some ideologies more than others are visible to us, or bother 
us, or interest us. If we have to acknowledge areas of narrowness and 
culture-bound ideology in Aeschylus or Plato or Virgil, we may 
discover other literary values that we have neglected. The gain in 
breadth of view and critical perspective which comes with freeing 
ourselves from a posture of defensive hostility to new movements 
and cultural change more than compensates for the recognition of 
flaws, limitations, and biases in our favored texts . 

The reactions and counterreactions between historicist and univer
salizing or a-temporal approaches are probably a healthy situation, 
since every work of art exists both in its own well defined historical 
context and also, in a sense, out of time, as an artifact that can speak 
to men and women across the boundaries of specific historical mo
ments . Certain forms seem to have a remarkable tenacity across the 
millennia .  James Bond is a reincarnation of a very hoary type, fight
ing dragons and monsters that have vanquished all previous contes
tants , descending to underworld places , mixing war and love, and 
enjoying or combatting in turn helpful and sinister wizards, kindly 

Bahti (Minneapolis 1 982) ,  especially "Literary History as a Challenge to Literary 
Theory, " 3-4 5 .  
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and deadly witches . Superman is a close cousin to Theseus ,  Perseus ,  
Heracles, and others : he is raised by surrogate parents after myste
rious separation from a quasi-divine realm of remote, godlike par
ents; he goes on a quest to a distant land to discover his real father, 
which he does through a token, weapon, or magical instrument; and 
he fights heroic battles against evil monsters to rid the world of 
disorder, and so on. Northrop Frye has accumulated long lists of 
generic continuities in romance and in other narrative forms that have 

strong mythic components.  9 
One side-benefit of taking a long view of continuities in literary 

forms is the realization that certain features of, say, narrative which 
we accept as a given are conventions that other periods may value less 
highly . As Alastair Fowler points out in an important article on 
literary canons, there are relatively few "active genres" at any one 
time; and the place of the novel's  mimetic realism at the top of the 
generic hierarchy is a recent phenomenon in literary history . lo 

In Book I O  of the Odyssey Homer takes pains to show his hero's  
difficulty in carrying back to his men at the shore a deer that he has 
managed to shoot .  But Virgil in Aeneid I can have his hero transport 
no less than seven deer from woods to shore. The beasts are no less 
heavy, and Aeneas is presumably not in that much better shape than 
Odysseus . 1 1  Commentators suggest various literalistic solutions . 1 2 

We can perhaps better grasp the modification of Homer as due to a 
difference in the horizon of expectation that he and the norms of post
Hellenistic literature shape for his reader. 1 3  He uses a literary texture 
that does not necessarily give realism first place. 

Genres themselves are not absolutes : they too change and evolve, 
and they have different definitions and demands at different times . 

9. Northrop Frye, The Secular Scripture: A Study of Romance (Cambridge, Mass. 
1 976) . 

10 .  Alastair Fowler, "Genre and the Literary Canon, " New Literary History 1 I 
( 1 979) 97- I l 9, especially 1 09f. Critical Inquiry 1 0, no. 1 (September 1 98 3 )  is devoted 
to literary canons .  

I I .  Homer, Od. 10 .  1 64ff. ;  Verg . ,  Aen . I .  I 92ff. 
1 2 .  See the note of John Conington The Works of Virgil with a Commentary, revised 

by Henry Nettleship, vol. 2 (London 1 8 84) on Aen . 1 . 1 94, citing Forbiger. My 
remarks here owe much to the sensitive analysis of W. R. Johnson, Darkness Visible 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles 1 976) 32ff. 

1 3 .  The difference between the explicitness and continuity of oral style and the 
greater density and obliquity of written poetry obviously plays a role here. 
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They are not closed boxes or ideal forms but groupings based on 
"shared assumptions "  between writer and audience, assumptions 
that have to do with a mental organization of reality deeply rooted in 
an entire culture. 14 For the Graeco-Roman literary world, for exam
ple, which is highly sensitive to formal classifications of meter and 
diction, pastoral poetry is a subspecies of epic. 15 Thus Theocritean 
pastoral at every point leans on Homeric diction and exploits the 
discrepancy between the heroic and the everyday, between the aristo
cratic warriors about whom much of this language was used and the 
lowly herdsmen who are, after all , slaves . 16 Virgilian pastoral ex
ploits the discrepancy between the literariness of its Hellenistic model 
and the contemporary crisis of Rome. The generic leveling of pas
toral, however, particularly through the influence of the sixteenth
and seventeenth-century norms, led to neglecting the political and 
historical dimension of Virgil' s  Eclogues-the confiscations and civil 
wars in the background of several of the poems-and to viewing 
their essential quality as a dreamy unreality, a golden haze of wistful 
contemplation, as in a Poussin or Claude Lorrain. 

To take one example, the eighth seems of all the Eclogues perhaps 
the most literary and the most detached from political actualities.  But 
any reading of the poem has to take account of the dissonance be
tween the great "deeds" (facta, 8) accomplished in real places by the 
general addressed in the dedication (6- 1 3 ) and the serenity of flocks 
and herdsmen in an idealized setting of magical song ( 1  -5 ,  1 4- 1 6) . It 
has to take account too of the next poem's movement towards the 
violent urban world that disrupts the peaceful pursuits of pastoral life .  
In that perspective, Eclogue 8 ' s  wonder at song's  power to suspend the 
movements of nature ( 1 - 5 )  appears as a precarious interlude. Its Or
phic world is surrounded by forces that are not susceptible to the 
charm of shepherds' music. In such a case, generic expectations can 

blur what is unique and original in an author's handling of a tradi-

14 .  See Stephen Orgel, "Shakespeare and the Kinds of Drama, " Critical Inquiry 6 
( 1979/ 80) 1 07-23 ,  especially 1 1 Sff. ,  1 2 3 .  Of Renaissance drama he remarks, "Come
dy and tragedy were not forms: they were shared assumptions" ( 1 23 ) .  

I S .  For some implications see John Van Sickle, "Theocritus and the Development 
of the Conception of the Bucolic Genre, " Ramus S ( 1 976) 1 9ff. 

16 .  For some of these discrepancies see David Halperin, Before Pastoral: Theocritus 
and the Ancient Tradition of Bucolic Poetry (New Haven 1983 )  chap. I I ,  especially 236ff. 
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tional form. The label "pastoral" does not prepare us for Virgil ' s  
startling combination of Theocritus '  elegant surface and the Roman 
concreteness of the political and historical moment. 

IV 

For the contemporary critic, there is no avoiding the problem of 
the hermeneutic circle . The problem is,  as Martin Heidegger says, to 
come into it in the right way. Our understanding of the whole always 
depends on our view of the particulars , whether these are the indi
vidual lines of a text or a single work within the whole corpus of 
literature. And conversely, our ability to see and select the particu
lars-the felicitous adj ective we find so powerful or the particular 
text we use as the basis of a revaluation of an author, a period, or a 
genre-will always depend on our view of the whole. Our literary 
evaluations have a basis in j udgments, assumptions ,  theoretical and 
methodological choices , exclusions, rankings,  preferences , and so on; 
and we need to be aware and explicit about these, both to ourselves 
and our students ,  as we go about the work of interpretation. 

The deconstructive movement, from Jacques Derrida to Harold 
Bloom and the lamented Paul de Man, has helped to raise this critical 
self-awareness .  It calls attention to the fact that all interpretation 
involves a process of supplementing the text studied and thereby 
producing another text in an infinite series of writings-dissemina
tions and misreadings . Deconstruction has here a certain kinship with 
both Marxist and structuralist interpretation in pointing out the dan
ger of merely replicating our own assumptions and thought processes 
when we think we are obj ectively reconstructing the text. 

Here too we face the hermeneuticists' vicious circle: we can see the 
Other only through the lenses of ourself, through the knowledge, 
theories, and methodologies that we have assimilated in order to help 
us understand the otherness of the text.  So we can no longer pretend 

that there is anything like a final, obj ective, impersonal criticism of 
literature. We need not, however, fall back into despairing solipsism.  

The problem may lie in the kind of truth we expect literature to give 
us and in the scientific model that we are accustomed to use as a 

criterion for that truth . 
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Our reading of the text may indeed be a process of adding supple
ments from the outside; but those supplements are still brought to a 
definite text, and the features of the text should themselves suggest 
and direct us to the kind of supplements that we make. As David Hoy 
suggests, the deconstructive process may itself be a moment, a neces
sary and inevitable moment, in the hermeneutic process but not the 
whole of the process .  17 The process of interpretive understanding is a 
shifting movement between recognizing the text in its unassimilable 
otherness, its ultimate strangeness,  and making the text in some sense 
our own, something to which we can assent on the basis of our 
experience of what the text signifies .  

The fact that literary study involves personal choices and personal 
responses does not mean that it is totally subjective. The antithesis of 
"personal, " as Charles Altieri points out in a I 978 essay on the ques
tion of literary indeterminacy, is not "subjective" but "imperson
al. " 1 8  That many meanings are possible for a given work does not 
mean that any meaning is possible. An interpretation still must have 
its grounding in a respectful accuracy about the details of the text . 
The absence of a transcendental signifier need not imply that there is 
no signified at all . Bellini, Canaletto, Turner, and this summer's 
tourist all have their pictures of Venice, and there are an infinite 
number of other such visions . But each of these, after all , still de
pends on an identifiable (if complex) entity many of whose features 
can be described with some degree of precision, objectivity, and 
unanimity . 

The plurality of interpretations, incidentally, seems not to have 
tormented critics so much that in despair they stop interpreting .  
Stanley Fish, with a relish that some may find a bit grotesque, subti
tles a chapter of a recent book, "How I Stopped Worrying and 
Learned to Love Interpretation. " 1 9  To recognize the plurality of pos
sible readings of a text is not to deny that some readings may be 
better than others : the "better" readings may have more insight, take 

1 7. David C.  Hoy, "Must We Say What We Mean, " in S .  Kresic, ed. , Contemporary 
Literary Hermeneutics and Interpretation oj Classical Texts (Ottawa 198  I ) 97. 

1 8 .  Charles Altieri, "The Hermeneutics of Literary Indeterminacy, "  New Literary 
History 10 ( 1 978) 7 1-99, especially 80f. 

19. Stanley Fish, Is There a Text in This Class? (Cambridge, Mass . 1980) Introduc
tion. 
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fuller account of the totality of the text and the author's oeuvre, range 
more widely over the implications , discriminate more keenly among 
the qualities of certain parts or certain characters ,  and so on. 

The paradigm for teaching and criticizing literature is probably 
shifting from the notion of conveying "solid" nuggets of information 
in the tradition of a positivistic historicism to that of performing a 
score and teaching an art. We then have to stress ,  as Altieri does , the 
standards of competence which make for a good performance rather 
than the existence of objective, scientifically verifiable knowledge. 

And of course a great deal of factual knowledge is necessary for the 
teaching and criticism of literature: philological knowledge, historical 
knowledge, knowledge of genres, conventions , formal expectations 
and their development in time and place. It goes without saying that 
the critic and teacher of literature should be continually trying to 
expand, enrich, and refine the bases of factual knowledge that he or 
she has to draw upon in interpreting a text. One can never know 
enough Greek to understand Aeschylus or Sophocles . The first step 
in any interpretation is to get the facts right; and someone has to 
know whether a given translation of a Greek tragedy or a Petrarcan 
sonnet is saying at a basic factual level what the original said. 

Once these basic determinations of factual meaning are more or 
less satisfactorily settled (and sometimes that is not so easy, as stu
dents of early Greek literature know) , we probably have to admit that 
we are dealing with texts rather than closed, sealed off "works"
that is, with complex structures that can be viewed in a very large 
number of ways , with many shifting perspectives. 20 We have to 
abandon a final, definitive interpretation for a process of endless in
terpreting .  More important, we need to recognize that we are always 
interpreting.  We perhaps need a more open definition of "the clas
sic, " and Frank Kermode seems to me to do rather well in his book of 
that name: the classics, he says, "possess intrinsic qualities that en
dure, but possess also an openness to accommodation which keeps 
them alive under endlessly varying dispositions . "2 1 

Every work of art, then, requires reinterpretation in the contempo-

20. See, for instance, Roland Barthes , "From Work to Text , "  in ] .  V.  Harari, ed. , 
Textual Strategies (Ithaca 1 979) 73-8 1 .  

2 1 .  Frank Kermode, The Classic (London 1 975) 44. 
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rary idiom and against the contemporary concerns of each genera
tion. But each has also a meaning-or rather a complex of mean
ings-in its own time and place. I believe that it is both possible and 
necessary to determine those meanings as best we can, knowing full 
well that we can arrive at only an imperfect approximation. No full 
understanding of the Iliad is possible without knowing something 
about the central role of shame and honor in a warrior society, where 
the regard and esteem of one's peers form the central value. No full 
understanding of the Divina Commedia is possible without some grasp 
of the system-making, universe-ordering symmetries and hierarchies 
of the late medieval theologies . This effort at a historical as well as a 
contemporary understanding of the great literature of the past is 

important not j ust to satisfy our intellectual curiosity but also to help 
us understand ourselves by illuminating the gaps and the differences, 
as well as the similarities , between our condition of life,  our attitudes 
to such fundamental things as social order and disorder, violence, 

war, love, and the conditions and attitudes of those who have pre
ceded us and to some degree influenced us .  

It i s  as important to appreciate the otherness that separates us from 
the past as well as the universal that unites us to it .  Without the 
philological and historical work of determining basic factual matters , 
the interpretive activity is impossible. Without the interpretive effort 
to make the work somehow our possession, the work remains a 
captive of its own historical circumstances,  "hermeneutically dead, " 
so that, in its otherness,  it would have no means of access or contact 
with us, in our otherness .  

Classicists are s o  imbued with the historical approach that they 
often have to make a special effort to see literature in more general, 
more universalizing and synchronic terms . Yet this grounding in the 
historical dimension of literature is a very important part of all liter
ary study, and classicists here have a major contribution to make. To 

flatten out the past into a great synchronic mush is like a perpetual 
diet of hamburger or noodle casserole-nourishing, but we should at 
least know that tournedos Rossini exist.  Without the historical di

mension, our sense of ourselves runs the risk of being thin and super

ficial. The philosopher George Santayana once wrote that he who is 

ignorant of history is compelled to repeat it. That dictum applies both 
to the past of the individual life and to the collective past of a whole 
culture. 
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Finally, for all of our fascination-and it is a healthy and just 
fascination-with the theoretical issues involved in the representation 
of reality by art and with the methodologies of structuralism, de
construction, psychoanalysis, and affective stylistics which prob
lematize in different ways the nature of literary discourse and the 
nature of our response to that discourse, we should not lose sight of 
the quality of pleasure which literature gives us, and we should not 
forget the naive delight in the experience of a text as it enlarges our 
sensibilities, widens our horizons ,  broadens the range of our emo
tions, and teaches or reminds us of what human life, for good or ill, is 
like. Plato has the rhapsode Ion thus describe his recitation of the 
Homeric poems : "Whenever I recite anything that moves pity, my 
eyes fill with tears ; and whenever I recite anything fearful or terrify
ing, my hair stands straight up in terror, and my heart pounds" 
(53 5c) . 22 A .  E .  Housman, in his 1 93 3  lecture The Name and Nature of 
Poetry, describes a similarly physiological response to poetry : 

Experience has taught me, when I am shaving. of a morning, to keep 
watch over my thoughts, because if a line of poetry strays into my 

memory, my skin bristles so that the razor ceases to act. This particular 
symptom is accompanied by a shiver down the spine; there is another 

which consists in a constriction of the throat and a precipitation of water 

to the eyes . 23 

He continues with a third, located "in the pit of the stomach. " Some 
of us, as teachers or as readers, would perhaps be content even with 
milder reactions ; but these two practitioners of literature, two thou
sand three hundred years apart, will perhaps serve as an example of 
the peculiar and mysterious coinvolvement of both heart and head, 
feelings and thoughts, in the experience of literature and of every 
other art. 

Do these responses to literary works make us better? The belief in 
the educative and improving force of literature persists through the 

22. See also Gorgias, Helen 9 :  poetry produces in its hearers "fearful shuddering and 
much-weeping pity" (4)QLXT) 3tEQL4>O�O� XUL n.EO� 3toMbuxQu�) . 

23 . A. E. Housman, The Name and Nature of Poetry (Cambridge 1 9 3 3 )  46. 
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centuries, from Aristophanes ' Frogs to Educating Rita .  Probably we 
can no longer assert this principle today with the same confidence. 
Housman, in his inaugural lecture as professor of Latin at University 
College London, delivered in 1 892, observed wryly, against the Ar

noldian tradition of high seriousness and moral improvement: "I  
never yet heard it maintained by the wildest enthusiast for Classics 
that the standard of morality or even amiability is higher among 
classical scholars than among men of science. "24 "The classics , "  he 
continues a little later, "cannot be said to have succeeded altogether in 
transforming and beautifying Milton's inner nature. They did not 
sweeten his naturally disagreeable temper; they did not enable him to 
conduct controversy with urbanity or even with decency. " There 
are, of course, answers to Housman's  rhetorical assertions.  But in any 
case the idea that literature is only a toy or a leisure pastime on the one 

hand or a series of intellectual games-a kind of verbal chess-on the 
other is false to the content of literature as we survey the themes that 
have concerned the great writers , the meditations on death, suffering, 
war, love, and hope (to take but one cluster of themes) from Homer's 
Iliad to Saul Bellow's The Dean 's December. 

I end, as a Platonist might have begun, with a definition, a sort of 
operational definition of literature, a little old-fashioned perhaps ,  but 
still serviceable: 

If it [literature] doesn't  open up for you the inner life of at least one 
other human being, who may be either the author or one of his fictional 
creations ; ifit doesn't release you for a moment from your lonely island 
in the sea of the individual's  isolation; if it doesn't inform you of some 
of the resources of the human spirit, of its triumphs and frustrations , or 
of its complexities, perversities , and incongruities; if it doesn't convince 

you that the imler world of the human spirit is as boundless and won
derful as the outer world of the seven seas and the starry heavens [one 

may think here of the passage I quoted from Longinus earlier] ; if it 

doesn't indicate that the moral law is as important as the laws of ther

modynamics ; if it doesn't lead you toward an insighted understanding 

that, in spite of all outward and measurable differences , inwardly all 

human beings are akin-if it affects you in none of these ways, then no 

24. A. E. Housman, Introductory Lecture (Cambridge I 9 37) 20. The following 
quotation appears on 2 I  (or in Housman, Selected Prose, ed. John Carter [Cambridge 
I 96 I ]  9,  r o) . 
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matter how great its other merits of diction and form and style may be, 
what you have been reading is not literature. 25 

Or, from the poet's point of view, and more concisely, 

Que ton vers soit la bonne aventure 
Eparse au vent crispe du matin 

Qui va fleurant la men the et Ie thym . 

Et tout Ie reste est litterature. 26 

2 5 .  Henry Alonzo Myers, "Literature, Science, and Democracy" ( 1 9 54) , in Trag
edy: A View of Life (Ithaca 19 56) 1 90f. 

26. Paul Verlaine, "Art Poetique. "  
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